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NOTICE.

Each volume of the Journal published since 1899 contains the papers •

presented to the Institute between Janiuiry and December of the calendar year:

the minutes of the Annual Meeting in January, with the Pi’esident’s Address, and
the Eeports of the Treasurer and Council forming the introduction to each volume.
The present volume, therefore, contains those jiapers which were presented between
January and December, 1904; and opens with the I'resident’s Address delivered in

January, 1904.

For convenience of reference, all volumes of the new (imperial octavo) series

aliich began in 1898 are numbered in continuation of the old deinv octavo series,

^'ols. I-XXVII. Thus Yol. I of the imperial octavo series=Vol. XXVIII of tire

old series
;
and the present A^ol. XXXH' corresponds to N.S. Vol. VII.

The Index to the present volume includes an inde.v to the Institute’s monthly
puiilication Mun for the year ot issue 1904; a copy of which is sent to all Fellows
of the Institute in due course.

riiis Copy of Man, together with the present volume of the Journal, completes
the ordinary publication,s of the Institute for 1904.

V I^NIRAL ARCHA®»j0G»Gi^*
ubrary, new
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.

JANUARY 26th, 1904.

H. Balfour, M.A., President, in the Chair.

The Minutes of the last Annual General Meeting were read and confirmed.

The President declared the ballot open, and appointed, as Scrutineers, the

Reverend R. A. Bullen and Mr. T. V. Holmes.

The Treasurer presented his Report for the year 1903 (p. 8).

On the motion of Dr. Haddon, seconded by Mr. Dames, the Report was

accepted.

The Secretary read the Report of Council for the year 1903 (p. 2).

On the motion of Mr. Dames, seconded by Sir Thomas Holdich, the Report

was accepted.

The President delivered his Annual Address (p. 10).

The Scrutineers gave in their Report, and the following were declared

to be duly elected as Ofticers and Council for the year 1904:

—

VoL. XXXIV, B



2 Report of the Govncil for the year 1903.

E. S.

President.—H. Balfour, Esq., M.A.

Vice-Presidents.

Hartland, Esq., F.S.A. Col. Sir T. H. Holdich, K.C.M.G.,

K.C.I.E. C.B.

E. B. Martin, Esq., M.P.

Hon. Secretary.—T. A. Joyce, Esq., B.A.

Hon. Treasurer.—J. Gray, Esq., B.Sc.

Sir W. S. Church, M.D., P.E.C.P.

0. M. Dalton, Esq., M.A., E.S.A.

M. L. Dames, Esq.

J. Edge-Partington, Esq.

A. J. Evans, Esq., M.A., LL.D., F.R.S.,

F.S.A.

E. N. Fallaize, Esq., B.A.

J. G. Frazer, Esq., D.Litt., D.C.L.

Prof. W. Gowland, F.S.A.

Baron A. von Hiigel, M.A.

Sir H. H. Johnston, G.C.M.G., K.C.B.,

D.Sc.

Council.

A. Keith, Esq., M.D.

A. L. Lewis, Esq., F C.A.

D. Eandall-Maciver, Esq., M.A.

C. S. Myers, Esq., M.D.

Prof. W. M. F. Petrie, D.C.L, LL.D.,

F.R.S.

R. H. Pye, Esq.

S. H. Ray, Esq.

W. W. Skeat, Esq., M.A.

Sir R. C. Temple, Bart., C.I.E.

Prof. Arthur Thomson, M.A., M.B.

Dr. A. C. Haddon proposed, and Mr. E. W. Brabrook seconded, that a

cordial vote of thanks be given to the President, and that he be requested to

allow his Address to be printed in the Journal of the Institute.

On the motion of Sir T. Holdich, seconded by the Secretary, a vote

of thanks to the outgoing members of Council was passed.

A. vote of thanks to the Scrutineers was passed on the motion of Mr. F. W.
Rudler.

REPORT OF THE COUNCIL FOR THE YEAR 1903.

The Council is able to report another year of steady progress. In the

following table is expressed the numerical gains and losses of the Institute :

—

1

Honor- Corre-
j

ary sponding
|

Members. Members.^

Local
Corre-

Ordinary Members.

Total
Total

Member-
ship.

spond-
ents. Compounding.^ .Subscribing

Ordinary

1 Jan., 1903 44 13 18 72 250 322 397

Less - 1 - 3 - 3 - 1 - 10 - 11 — 18

Since elected 4 3 26 29 35

Since transferred

1 Jan., 1904

1 - 1

^

46 9 19 74 266 340 414
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A deduction of three units should be made from the figures expressing the

total membership, since three ordinary Fellows have undertaken the duties of Local

Correspondents, and are also reckoned under that head. This will give a total

membership of 411 as against 397 of last year.

Among the losses which the Council have to deplore are Dr. Sophus Kuge of

Dresden, a Corresponding Fellow, Sir Charles Nicholson, Mr. J. Allen Brown, Mr.

Danby P. Fry and Mr. F. A. Haserick.

Sir Charles Nicholson, D.C.L., LL.D., the oldest baronet in the Kingdom,

died on November 8th, shortly before his ninety-fifth liirthday. He was

educated at Edinburgh University, where he took his degree of M.D. in 1853. In

1854 he emigrated to New South Wales, in the first Legislative Council of which he

represented Port Philip, later rising to the position of Speaker, which he held for

eleven years. In 1858 he became a Fellow of the Ethnological Society, and, after

the formation of the Anthropological Institute, he was a contributor to the Journal.

Among his other works were various official papers and reports, besides articles

which appeared in the Transactions of the Royal Society of Literature, of which

Society he was Vice-President.

Mr. John Allen Brown,’ son of Mr. John Brown, arctic chronicler and

one of the founders of the Ethnological Society, is best known as the author of

Palmolithic Man in North- West Middlesex, a book which is based mainly upon

his observations of the implement-bearing gravels and brick earths of Ealing. In

him the Institute loses one of its most frequent and valued contributors on the

subject of flint implements, of which he possessed a large collection.

The Council cannot pass over without mention the death of Mr. Herbert

Spencer,’ through which the intellectual world is deprived of one of its most

eminent leaders, and England of one of her most profound thinkers. Though he

was never a Fellow of the Institute, his life’s work was distinctly anthropological

in character, and in 1875 he read a paper before the Fellows “ On the Comparative

Psychology of Man,” which was afterwards published in the Journal.

Mr. Spencer’s contribution to the sciences of Biology, Psychology and

Sociology are too well known and appreciated to need more than passing mention
;

indeed his indication that in Evolution might be found the explanation of most

Biological problems, directly prepared the way for Darwin’s Origin of Species.

The Council join the rest of the civilized world in deploring the loss of

one of the most brilliant intellects which have graced the history of British

philosophy.

Eesignation of Officers.

The year 1903 has unfortunately been marked by the resignation of two

officers, both of whom during their periods of office have rendered distinguished

service to the Institute and, through the Institute, to the cause of Anthropology.

' See Obituary Notice, Man
, 1903, 104.

B 2



4 Report of the Councilfor the year 1903.

Mr. J. L. Myres, whose energy and devotion as Honorary Secretary are well

known to all the Fellows, sent in his resignation on March I4th, and the Council

passed the following unanimous resolution :
—

“ That the Council expresses its regret

at the resignation by Mr. Myres of his office, which he has filled with so much

distinguished ability and with entire devotion to the interests of the Institute

;

and offers him its earnest thanks for his efficient labours.” It is unnecessary to

enumerate at lengtli the great services which Mr. Myres has rendered to

Anthropology during his Secretaryship; the immense progress made by the

Institute, particularly in the matter of its publications, during his term of office,

bears ample witness to the success of Mr. Myres’ unwearied efforts to promote

its prosperity.

The Council wish to take this opportunity of once more placing on record

their gratitude for the energy and devotion which Mr. Myres displayed in furthering

the interests of the Institute and in giving wider extension to the sphere of its

activity
;
and their extreme regret that he felt it necessary to withdraw his

valuable services.

The Council regret that Mr. Lewis has communicated his intention of

retiring from the post of Treasurer at the end of the official year.

Mr. Lewis, whose membership dates from 1866, was elected Treasurer in 1887,

and during seventeen 3'ears he has placed his exceptional professional abilities at

the service of the Institute, and has exercised a watchful supervision over its

finances. He has remained at his post during more than one period of difficulty,

imparting an element of stability through a period of inevitable change. Now that

at last he contemplates retirement the Council wish to express their appreciation

of his long and faithful service and to offer him their grateful thanks for the

immense amount of time and labour which he has devoted to the multifarious

and complicated requirements of so important a post during so protracted a

period.

Meetings.

During the year ending 31st December, 1903, eleven ordinary meetings were

held, in addition to two special meetings, viz. :—The Huxley Memorial Lecture,

and a visit to the excavations at Silchester.

The visit to Silchester took place on July 18th. The journey was broken at

Heading, where the Silchester Collection in the Museum was inspected. At
Silchester the party was met by Mr. Mill Stephenson, who was in charge of the

excavations, and who kindly conducted the members over the site. The inspection

of the excavations was unfortunately marred by the inclement weather.

Huxley Memorial Lecture.

The fourth Huxley Memorial Lecture was delivered on October 16th, 1903,
in the Lecture Theatre of Burlington House, by kind pennission of the First

Commissioner of Works, the President of the Institute in the chair. The lecturer
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Prof. Kaii Pearson, LL.B., F.E.S., took as his subject “ On the inheritance in Man
of Mental and Moral Characters, and its relation to the Inheritance of Physical

Characters,” and illustrated his discourse by numerous diagrams. At the close of

the Lecture the President handed Prof. Pearson the Institute’s Huxley Memorial

Medal, in recognition of his services to Anthropological Science.

Publications.

With regard to publications, two half-yearly parts of the Journal have been

published, viz.:—Vol. XXXII. 2 (July—December, 1902), and Vol. XXXIII. 1

(January—June, 1903). Both these parts have maintained, both as regards matter

and illustrations, the high standard characteristic of the last few years. Though

the proceeds from sales show a slight decrease as compared with those of 1902, the

Council have no reason to believe that the sale of the Journal shows any signs of

falling below the average.

With regard to Man, twelve monthly parts have been issued during the year

under review, of which six have contained supplements. The Council are happy

to report that for this year Man may be regarded as self-supporting.

In addition to the above, copies of the Huxley Memorial Lecture were issued

at the price of Is.
;
and the popularity of the lecture may be gauged by the fact

that the entire edition was sold within three weeks.

With regard to the British Section of the Anthropological Volume of the

International Catalogue of Scientific Literature, for which the Institute has

undertaken the responsibility, the volume for 1901 has been issued, and that for

1902 is now in the press.

Library.

The chief disadvantage under which the Library labours, is the smallness of

the grant out of which the expenses relative to binding and arrears have to be

defrayed. However, in this department also the Council is able to make a

satisfactory report.

The number of periodicals received in exchange for the Journal or for Man,
has been increased by two—one Foreign and one British

;
but the acquisition of

books and pamphlets presented by publishers or authors shows a slight decrease.

The Council is, however, of the opinion that this decrease is only temporary, and
that as soon as the value of the luteraational Catalogue as an advertising medium
is recognized by publishers, the list of additions year by year will be considerably

augmented.

That the usefulness of the Institute’s Library is acquiring recognition beyond
the limits of the Society, is plain from the fact that a number of applications,

made by non-members, to employ it as a means of reference have been granted by
the Council.
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ANTHROPOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OP

EECEIPTS.
Balances in band, 1st January, 1903 ;

—

Cash at Bank
Cash in Hand
Cash in Hand

;
Petty

Less Balances owed as per 1902 Account ;

—

Excursion Account
Library Eund
“ Man,” 1902 Account (Subscriptions)

“Anthropological Notes and Queries”
Hobley’s “ Uganda ”

iSuBSCRIPTIONS :

—

Two Life Subscriptions at £21
For the year 1903
Arrears
For the year 1904 in advance

Sale of Journals
Sale of Huxley Lectures

Advertisements in Journal
Dividends for one year on Metropolitan Consolidated

3J per cent. Stock (less Income Tax)
Sale of £2()0 of the above Stock, less expenses of sale

Library Fund :

—

Balance, 1st January, 190.3, as above
Grant to (as per contra)

Books bought
Binding
Sundries (Petty Cash)

“ Man,” 1902 (SuLscription Account), Balance due 1st

January, as above
Less Cash paid

“ Anturopolooical Notes and Queries” :

—

Balance in Hand, 1st January, 1903, as above
Received during year

“ Man,” 1903
*Dne for Printing (as per contra)
*Due for illustrations (as per contra)
Uuexpired Sub-scriptions (Proportion)

Receipts and Payments

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.

106 13 10
2 17 6
5 2 6

114 13 10

1 14 10
13 2 3
4 15 10

27 12 0
6 U

47 11 10
67 2 0

42 0 0
444 16 0
31 10 0
18 18 0—- 537 4 0
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3 2 0
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4 15 10
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4 0 1)

c, 6

9 17 2
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£1,094 1 7

* These are not receipts, hut are brought in here to enable a full account of the working
of Man for the year to be given on the other side.

iZrd January, 1904.
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GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.
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PAYMENTS. £
Kent (including Coal, Gas, and Electric Light for one

year to Michaelmas, 1903)
“ Man” for 1902 (as part of Journal for that year, includ-
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and postage thereon)
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Printing not paid for (as per contra)

Illustrations not paid for (as per conti'a)

Postage

365 5 4

141 2 0
506

1.30 1 9
78 2 9
4 0 0
9 13 0

4

221 17 6
Less ;— £ s. d.

Carried to Journal Account 141 2 0
Postage on Authors’ and Publisher.^’

Copies and Exchanges, charged to

Postage Account 4 11 4
Received for Blocks 16 0
Received for Copies (less proportion of

Subscriptions unexpired) 66 14 5
Received for Advertisements 2 10

215 4 9

Hoblet’s “ Uganda ” :

—

Paid for Printing
Less Balance at credit 1st .lanuary (as per contia) .... 6 11

Less received during year for copies 5 11 0

Salaries
Housekeeper

Cleaning rooms, etc

Stamps and Parcels
PrINTI.VG, STATIOSEIU’ and TrPEWP.ITlNG
Lantern Materials
Advertising
Huxley Medal and Meeting
Travelling Expenses
E-xcursion Account (Silchester), Payments 9 10 0

£ s. d.

Less Balance fi oin 1902 1 14 10

Received in 1903 7 10 7

9 5 5

Or.vnt to Libr.\ry (as per contra)

Insurance, Duplicator and Sundries

Balance at Bank
Petty Cash in Hand

Examined and found correct.

(Signed)
JOHN GRAY,
RICHARD B. MARTIN,

6 12 9

37 10 6

5 17 11— 31 12 7

109 1 0

15 11 6
49 8 2
25 14 0
1 2 6

11 17 4
3 12 0
4 10 2

4 7

10 0 0
4 17 6

1,029 18 3
54 16 8

9 6 8— 64 3 4

£1,094 1

!

Auditors.
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Tkeasltker’s Report for the Year 1903.

0)1 the 31st December, 1903, the property of the Institute consisted of :

—

£ s. d.

Books in the Library, considered to be worth ... ... 300 0 0

Drawings, photographs, slides, etc., considered to be

worth ... ... ... ... ... ... 100 0 0

Publications, copyrights and blocks, considered to be

worth ... ... ... ... ... ... 100 0 0

Furniture, anatomical specimens, etc., considered to be

worth ... ... ... ... ... ... 55 0 0

£.300 Metropolitan Consolidated 3^ per cent. Stock,

worth ... ... ... ... ... ... 309 0 0

Due for Journals, etc., id)out £20, consideied to be

worth ... ... ... ... ... ... 10 0 0

Arrears of subscriptions, £149 2*'. M. taken at 40 per

cent. ... ... ... ... ... ... 59 12 4

Balance at Bank ... ... ... ... ... 54 16 8

„ of Petty Cash ... ... ... ... ... 9 6 8

£1,297 15 8

Against which there W'ere liabilities consisting of :

—

£ s. d.

Kent, etc., for one ([uarter... ... ... 33 15 0

Housekeeper and small sundries, say ... 7 0 0

Anthropological /fob’s ... 36 17 8

Harrison, for .. ... ... 80 2 8

“ Man',’ Printing and Illustrations ... 82 2 9

„ IJnexpireil subscriptions... ... 7 6 6

Piinting and fStationery ... ... ... 2 9 6

Library Fund ... ... ... ... 9 17 2

259 11 3

leaving a surplus, if all oui- property \vere sold,

estimated at £1,038 4 5

but not allowing anything for lial)ility to Life Members, or for the work already

done on the number of the Journal now in the press.

It would, however, onlj' be as a winding-up measure that we should sell our

Library, furniture and publication stocks;

£ s. d.

and apart from tbeni our assets were ... ... ... 442 15 8

against liabilities as already stated of ... ... ... 259 11 3

leaving a balance in our favour of 183 4 5
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which, in my opinion, should he carefully reserved for any special emergency

that may arise.

The receipts on Eevenue Account for the year 1903 were £687 Is. 9(/., being

£60 9s. 2d. less than those for 1902, there having been only two life subscriptions

received in 1903 as against 6ve in 1902. Against this there is an increase of

£45 16s. Qd. in the ordinary subscriptions (including arrears) received, but that

is neutralised by a falling off in the Journal sales of almost equal amount.

The actual expenditure during the year was £947 15s. 6d., being £260 13.s. 9d

more than the receipts from income, the difference being made up by the sale of

£200 stock, which produced £209, and a reduction of the cash and bank balances

of £50. This total includes £37 10s. 6(7. paid for printing Hobley’s Uganda, which

we shall recover in course of time if we can sell the remaining copies. Increases

in stamps, carriage, printing and salaries account for another £20 of the extra

expenditure, but the remainder, amounting to more than £200, has been spent on

the Jotornal (including Man'). Last year I ventured to say that the cost of the

Journal recording the proceedings for 1902, and of the numbers of Man for that

year would not fall far short of £400. To-night I have to report that they have

not fallen far short of £450. I have reason to hope, however, that the JourTial for

1903 will not be so expensive, and that arrangements recently made will bring

about a more effectual control of the expenditure in that direction

A. L. liKVVls, Honorary Treasurer.
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PRESIDENT’S ADDRESS.

THE EELATIOHSHIP OF MUSEUMS TO THE STUDY OF
ANTHROPOLOGY.

It has usually been the custom, oti tlie occasion of our annual meetings, for the

President to give in his address a risumi of the principal events of anthropo-

logical interest which have occurred during his term of office, and to pass in review

the work done by the Institute during the past year. That the observance of this

prevailing custom has been acceptable to the Fellows cannot, I think, be doubted.

It may even be that it was originally intended that the President should, in this

manner, sum up once a year the achievements and noteworthy features of the

science which he represents, and that this was the primary raison d’itre of the

presidential address. At any rate, the numerous addresses which have been

delivered by former Presidents having this theme for their basis, have amply

justified this procedure, and have afforded eloquent testimony to the fact that, in

able hands, a retrospect of the year’s anthropological work may be presented in a

form which for interest and instructiveness leaves nothing to be desired.

In recent years, the Annual Report of the Council has to some extent relieved

the President of this duty, and, partly on this account, partly, too, no doubt, because,

were I to follow on the accepted lines, I should dread a comparison of the clumsy

efforts of my own pen with the able addresses of my distinguished predecessors, I

have welcomed the precedent, established by some of the former occupants of the

chair, of departing from the usual observance, and devoting the major portion of

their addresses to some selected topic of general anthropological interest. I cannot

but think that the President of the Institute is justified in asking leave to unburden

bis soul on such an occasion, provided that he is sanguine enough to believe that

his views may be of some practical value in furthering the developmental progress

of the science of Anthropology. In following the lead of those of my predecessors

who have selected their own theme for their addresses, I readily yield to them the

credit for having initiated a departure from normal procedure, together, of course,

with the blame should any have been incurred.

That the general progress of Anthropology in our country has been maintained,

cannot, I think, be denied, and, if its steps are slower than we could wish, at least

the advance has been continuous and unchecked. Enough useful and interesting

work has been done to show clearly what great advances might be made in this

important science, were the funds available for its pursuit in any way proportioned

to its needs. Fortunately, genuine enthusiasm is not lacking, and that may be
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regarded as a certain sign of the healthy vitality of the science, which, if restrained,

is at least unsubdued by the lack of adequate financial support.

Among the signs of an increasing appreciation of the value of anthropological

investigations, may be mentioned the fact that there is an increasing number of

workers in the field, and that the work of anthropologists is being more and more

appealed to on matters not only of scientific research, but also of practical

economical importance.

Eefereuce should also be made, in this connection, to the recent action taken

by the governing body of one of the colleges at Oxford, by which a fellowship,

tenable for five years, has been given for anthropological research, a most gratifying

recognition of the importance of this science.

The work of the Institute has gone on uncliecked, and the publications have

fully maintained their high standard. It is true that, in spite of an increasing

membership, the income has not proved sufficient to meet all the expenses incurred,

and that some capital expenditure has been unavoidable, so that it is clear that an

increase in the membership, bringing an increased income, is most necessary, if we

are to carry on adequately the useful work on which we are engaged, of collecting,

recording, and marshalling the facts relating to Man’s history and present status.

If every two Fellows would enlist a single new one, the financial position would be

most usefully improved, and the strain materially relieved. It is only asking each

Fellow to assume a minimum responsibility to the extent of half a candidate, no very

extravagant demand, in view of the importance of the result which would accrue.

I have to deplore the loss, during my year of office, of two valued colleagues,

through their retirement from official posts. Early in the year Mr. Myres resigned

the Secretaryship, which he had held with much benefit to the Institute, and to

W’hich he had devoted so much of his time and so great an activity. At the end

of the year Mr. Lewis is not seeking re-nomination to the Treasurership, and thus

retires from the important position which he has filled wdth devotion and courtesy

during a great many years, ever mindful of the financial interests of the Institute.

If it has not been his happy lot to be able to carry forward large and appropriate

balances, by reason of the smallness of our income, at least, in his latest report, he

has the satisfaction of recording the fact that our publication, Man, has been

self-supporting during the past twelve months.

That the work of tlie Institute has progressed so favourably during the year

is very largely due to the activity of the Secretary ad interim, Mr. Joyce, and the

Assistant Secretary, Mr. Kingsford, and, last but not least, to Mr. Fallaize, who has

generously given his valuable services in many ways, more especially to the work

of bringing out the Journal. To one and all of these gentlemen I take this

opportunity for offering the hearty thanks of a colleague, who, although, by the

kindness of the Fellows, occupying a coveted and prominent position, has filled a

far less important place than they in the machinery which drives the Institute

along the path of progress.

Among the losses from the ranks of workers in the field of Anthropology, to
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which reference has been made in the Council’s Eeport, there is one name which

stands out pre-eminently. I refer to Mr. Herbert Spencer, a giant among

]ihiIosophical thinkers, and one who laboured unselfishly, and with complete

devotion to his subject, since he consistently refused the many well-earned lionours

which were offered to him. Althougli, by the death of a man of such striking

individuality of mind, a gap is left in the ranks which it will he impossible to fill,

yet Herbert Spencer has left an indelible mark upon the literature of all time, and

will always live in his works and in the school of thought over which his genius

and individuahty have been disseminated.

With these few references to past events, I wdl turn now to my main

subject.

The two annual addresses delivered by my immediate predecessor in this

chair, were devoted in a \’ery practical manner to making clear the position, aims

and requirements of Anthiopology, on the one hand by means of a classification ot

the various aspects of the study, together with suggestions as to the means

whereby the science niay be developed, and, on the other hand, by offering a highly

.stimulating object lesson, based upon the development of Anthropological study, as

it is being pursued in the United States of America, from which it must be

admitted that the pursuit of this subject in our own country suffers from comparison

with the achievements wrought by “the energy and enthusiasm of American

anthropologists,” who are backed up by the “ liberality of enlightened business

men.” To money we must needs look for the sinews of scientific pursuits as of

war, and enlightened liberality is a thing to be encouraged in every way. At the

same time, it seems to me that, in certain directions, a vast amount might be done

for Anthropology without necessarily involving any immediate serious increase in

the funds at present available
;
though I firmly believe that, if successfully carried

out, the very success of the scheme would react upon the liberality of fund

providers, and, again, the stimulus of augmented resources would lead to a further

increase in the efficiency of the work.

It is mainly to the museums of this country that I would appeal, and I would

ask whether something cannot te done, in the direction especially of indiridualiza-

tion and co-operation, to extend greatly the scientific value of these institutions,

and, in so doing, to assist very materially in the advancement of Anthropology.

I confine my remarks, of course, to museums which are either entirely or partially

anthropological in character, using the term in its widest sense, to include all

matters relating to the study of Man.

On the whole, we cannot complain as to the number of musemns in the

British Islands. They are, in fact, very numerous. Most of our principal cities

possess at least one. while many of the smaller towns and suburbs also boast of a

museum, often enough one which reflects great credit upon its founders and

organizers. I do not wdsh to advocate any increase in their number. If anything,

I wcjiild rather suggest a diminution, since one cannot blind oneself to the fact of

their being a certain number of so-called “ museums,” which would but forte a
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groan from Calliope and her eight sisters, through the completeness with which

they have failed to justify their existence as institutions worthy of the name. I do

not wish to speak harshly of the happily few instances. Museums are frequently

started with the best intentions by, or in response to, local enthusiasts, who, while

they live, render the institution a success by their own individual efforts
;
but, as

too often happens, no adequate permanent provision having been made for future

maintenance, and for providing an efficient staff of workers, there is a tendency

for such a museum to stagnate and decay after the death of its founder, whose

place may not readily be filled by another self-sacrificing enthusiast. Enterprise

begins to flag and apathy rules
;
the familiar “ Cannibal club from the South Seas

”

languishes against its neighbour, which as likely as not is a stuffed “ Egyptian

ibis ”
;
the label drops from the authentic “ Dagger which killed Captain Cook ” on

to tlie unsuspecting “ Turtle from the West Indies ” immediately below, whose

back it henceforth adorns. The museum becomes a mere scrap-heap of “ curios,”

a burden and then an eyesore, and is apt, finally, to be handed over to the tender

care of a committee d discretion of moths, beetles, dust and damp, having full

powers to dispose of the specimens as they think fit.

This is no exaggerated picture. Many a valuable, even unique, specimen has

gone through these stages of devolution, and it is sad indeed to think how much
valuable material has been lost to Science through this process of neglect, atrophy

and decay. Often enough, it is true, it is only a certain portion of a museum
which receives inadequate attention, other departments being developed and well

cared for. The Curator may be a specialist, having naturally enough his own
hobby, which he understands, and to which all his attention is devoted. We are

none the less concerned, for, only too frequently, it is the Ethnological or

Archaeological section which suffers.

This, however, is the gloomy side of the picture, and I gladly turn to the

brighter aspects. I believe that the class of “ museum ” to which 1 have just

referred, is rapidly disappearing, and that out of the ashes there will arise institutions

which, even though they may be small, will take a definite place among the

teaching units of our country. In response to the growing public interest in

Science, which will have demanded their remodelling and re-juvenescence, they

will play their part in further stimulating that interest by the quality of their

exhibits.

One must pay a well-deserved tribute to that excellent organization, the

Museums Association, which, through the medium of its meetings, discussions and
published Eeport, has already done much towards promoting a healthy activity in

the Museum World, and towards shaming out of existence any retrogressive

tendencies. May its work prosper

!

Our ethnological museums and collections play an important part in the

education of the nation, but their influence may be enormously increased. With
our Imperial and Colonial interests and responsibilities, the study of comparative

and local ethnology is of prime importance to us, not only because we are
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exceptionally favoured in regard to the material for that study, which lies ready to

hand, by reason of our dominant position in many and varied regions of the world,

inhabited by races in all stages of culture, but still more because the proper

understanding of native races and their relationship to each other is a matter of

vital interest to us, if we are to govern justly and intelligently the very

heterogeneous people who come under our sway. J^or is this all. The great

variety in the conditions of culture observable amongst the peoples and tribes of

various regions, supplies us with a most valuable mass of material for tracing the

developmental history of human cidture in general. Gaps in the archaeological

and historical record may, as is now fully recognized, frequently be filled by means

of a comparative study of modern races, the study, in fact, of the “ Past in the

Present,” to use Mitchell’s happy phrase.

How, then, can our museums best assist in the advancement of the study of

j\Ian ? I do not propose to attempt even to reply in full to this question, as this

would take me too far afield
;
and I may well neglect all reference to the general

principles of museum administration, the proper methods of exhibiting, labelling

and preserving specimens, and so on. These are matters which have received

much attention elsewhere at the hands of experts, and they fall outside my province

this evening. I am concerned more particularly with the general nature of the

collections illustrating Man and his culture.

T am especially desirous of pleading the cause of variety and individuality in

Museums. One thing which must inevitably strike any one who has visited any

considerable number of our Ethnological Museums and collections, is the fact of

there being a marked general similarity, both in the nature of the collections

themselves, and in tlieir treatment for purposes of exhibition. Some are, of course,

either richer in material or more carefully arranged
;
but, taken as a whole, one is

accustomed to expect to find ethnological collections arranged, when classified at

all, upon a purely geographical system, the specimens being, almost invariably,

classified into groups based upon the regions whence the objects have come. Far

be it from me to condemn a geographical system, so long as it can be carried out

successfully, in such a way as to teach the museum-going public the main differences

which exist between the various races of Man, whether it be in the physical or

cultural aspects of Ethnology. It is absolutely necessary that some of our

museums should be so arianged, but this system can only be followed with success

in an institution of relatively large size, since much space and material is

required in order to do justice to it. That the main ethnological collection in the

Ei'itish Museum should be arranged upon a geographical system, goes, I think,

without saying, and there are other large museums, located in the more important
centres, to which this principle of classification is eminently suitable.

M’'ith the very numerous smaller museums, the case is, I venture to think,

different. The space is apt to be far too limited, and the specimens too few, to
enable the Curator to arrange the collection in a manner whereby the principal
ethnological features of the various regions are brought out in an instructive manner
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As a rule there will he an absence of balance between the regional groups. One

or two regions may be well represented, others poorly or not at all, and a false

impression is likely to be conveyed, even though the arrangement of the

specimens may be well and thoughtfully executed. A purely geographical

system on a small scale is, no doubt, a relatively easy one to follow, but this can

hardly be advanced as a valid reason for its adoption. An easy method of

arrangement is too frequently a mistaken one.

Admitting, as I cordially do, that, in certain Ethnological Museums—mainly

those which are of large extent and well endowed—a geographical system of

classification is most desirable, I wish now to point out how, in my opinion, the

other museums may fill important places in the list of such institutions, and how

they may incidentally better their own prospects, through the increasing support

which would attend their enterprise in advanciug the cause of Science.

It will be generally admitted that the most effective and legitimate method of

attracting specimens to a museum lies in making it evident that specimens and

collections accepted will be made to serve a really useful purpose, and be utilized

in a scientific manner, either for educational purposes or for the advancement of

Science through research. The science of Ethnology is so wide and comprehensive,

and embraces the consideration of so many distinct factors and phenomena, that

the classification of ethnological material in museums may well be subject to

considerable variation, with the best results to the science. An immensely wide

scope is afforded for specialization, if individual museums are devoted to the

adequate treatment of selected branches of the science, instead of attempting to

illustrate Ethnology in its wider aspects, an attempt which must in many cases be

foredoomed to failure while, even if successfully carried out, it would only lead to

a repetition of what was being done elsewhere.

I readily sympathize with the view that the authorities of local museums

should devote their attention largely to collecting materials for illustrating the

archaeology and ethnology of their own districts, and this, I am glad to think, is to

a great extent being done. At the same time it appears to me that a reasonable

concentration is desirable, and that this work should he definitely delegated to

certain selected centres, in order that the material may not be too scattered.

Apart from this question of local antiquities, and specimens illustrating Man’s

occupation of the several districts, there are many problems which might be

successfully undertaken, either in conjunction with local phenomena, or as an

alternative to the more usual, generalizeil methods of treating ethnology.

There is one type of museum in which the British Islands are singularly

deficient, and, by some irony of fate, it is one which would fully illustrate the

ethnology and culture of the people of Great Britain, that is so conspicuously

lacking. We have every reason for being proud of that noble institution the

British Museum in Bloomsbury, with its immense wealth of archseological and

ethnological material. At the same time, we must admit that its name implies

rather that it is a treasured possession of the British Nation, than that it illustrates
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its characteristics, developmental history and eultme. British archseology is, it is

true, well represented, hut there has been little space devoted to a connected

treatment of the arts, industries and general culture of the nation through the

historical period. This clearly indicates that this phase of the subject must be

illustrated elsew here. We want a National museum, national, that is, in the sense

that it deals with the people of the British Islands, their arts, industries, customs

and beliefs, local differences in physical and cultural characteristics, the

development of appliances, the survival of primitive forms in certain districts, and

so fortli. Some attention has, I know, been given to these matters, as, for example,

in the Antiquaries Museum in Edinburgh, the small private museum at Famham,

Wiltshire, formed by the late General Pitt Eivers, and some other museums and

private collections
;
hut nothing of a comprehensive nature has been attempted

and we have allowed many interesting, and at one time important customs and

appliances, associated with our national life, to die out, without having taken

adequate steps to preserve their record. We have no institution in this country

which occupies the position of the larger “ Folk-museums ” of the continent.

Paris, Moscow, Stockholm, Christiania and Copenhagen, not to mention other large

cities, all have their Folk-museums, illustrating in a most interesting and instructive

manner the life of their people, particularly of their peasantry. Nor is it only the

great cities, for many of the smaller towns, such as Bergen, Helsingfors, Sarajevo

and others, have well-equipped and very popular museums of a similar kind.

Surely, we have reason to be as interested in our national characteristics as other

countries are of theirs, and, surely, the ethnology of and culture development in

Great Britain are as important to us as these subjects are to continental peoples.

And yet we still lack an institution in which the non-political history of the

British Nation is studied and illustrated in a comprehensive manner. It is not too

late even now to start such a National Museum, on the model of the famous

Nordiska Museum in Stockholm, the life-work of Dr. A. Hazelius, which combines

both indoor and outdoor museums, and which not only illustrates in a splendid

manner the life of Scandinavian peoples, but also furnishes a valuable object

lesson, as a record of what can be achieved through the enterprise and devotion of

one man, starting with but very meagre funds.

There must be a great amount of material, representing the obsolete

ap])liances and customs of Great Britain in the hands of private collectors,

which would find its way into such a museum, if it were once started upon a

satisfactory and systematic basis
;
and, with reasonable energy, we might in a few

}ears time boast of a National Museum which would defy the world to taunt us
with the accusation that, while we eagerly look after and make collections

illustrative ot everybody else’s ethnology, we neglect our own. Ethnological
museums on an extensive scale are every now and then founded by enlightened
private individuals, but, with the establishment of each new one on the old
familiar lines, there is the loss of an opportunity for filling a serious gap, and for
providing the country with something which it definitely lacks.
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The establishment of a National Museum of the kind referred to, would

probably entail an entirely new institution, or, at least, the complete remodelling

of an existing one
;
biit most of our present museums, whether large or small,

could assist very materially in the advancement of anthropological studies, even

without increasing the demands upon space and funds. If, for instance, some of

our local museums were to relinquish the idea of forming r/eneral ethnological

collections, which are as a rule beyond their scope, and for these would substitute

collections illustrating particular branches of the subject, special phases of

ethnology, a great advance would, I think, have been made. The subject selected

would necessarily be one proportioned to space available and the financial

conditions of the institution. There is a wide range of subjects from which to

choose, since all the phenomena which touch upon man’s life in the past and the

present are available, any one of which is capable of furnishing material for

educational and popular exhibits, as well as for research into the highways and

byways of the science. A museum devoted, say, to illustrating well such a

subject as the “influence of environment upon Man’s physique and culture,”

would be teaching a very useful lesson in human bionomics. “ Man’s place in

Nature ” and the “ Antiquity of Man ” are obvious subjects, which can be treated

in extenso or very concisely, according to circumstances, but in either case in an

educational manner.

I might mention, further, a few of the many other subjects which almost cry

out for proper treatment and development. The evolution and geographical

distribution of special arts, industries, and their appliances, or of customs, might be

illustrated by means of comparative series
;
the early history of warfare or of the

chase, by means of examples of the weapons and other appliances used for the

purpose by savage and barbaric peoples. Or, again, the evolution of currency from

its origin in mere barter, down to the development of a true coinage
; early

methods of navigation
;
the history of agriculture

;
the phylogeny of musical

instruments
;
these are all subjects of interest to all, and capable of being well

illustrated. Then, comparative series illustrating the development of weaving,

metallurgy, and other such industries, would be eminently adapted for museums in

the main centres of the present industries themselves, and the local familiarity with

the technique of the crafts, would be invaluable to the student and researcher in

their comparative history and phylogeny. The growth of realistic and decorative

art from the earliest rudiments including the evolution of patterns and the factors

determining variation, is a peculiarly fascinating study, which has received a good

deal of attention, though, as yet, no museum has been devoted to this subject,

excepting as an incidental feature.

In investigating these and all other manifestations of human enterprise, one is

carried far behind the scenes in the workings of the human mind, and I cannot but

think that anthropology would gain enormously, both in popular estimation and in

scientific results, if a number of our museums would take up special branches of

the science of a more or less comprehensive nature according to the available space

VoL. XXXIV. c
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and funds, but, in all cases, with the definite intention of rendering their collections

as complete as possible within the imposed limits. Far more benefits would accrue
to anthropology from such individualization amongst museums, than could possibly
be derived from what I must describe as the wearying monotony of geographical
groups on a siiiall scale, which is at present the prevailing system of classification,

varied locally with no arrangement at all, or, perhaps, what is even worse, one
based upon a system of grouping together specimens given by a particular
benefactor, however miscellaneous they may be.

By taking up in a thorough and exhaustive manner special lines, each of
these museums would acquire a really attractive individuahty, gaining greatly in

prestige thereby, and the collections would develop into connected series which
would teach something definite, and attract both the public and the expert, and
last but not least, the benefactor. The museum would become the focussing point,
as it were, for the subject which it was developing

;
material suited to the special

character of the institution would alone be retained, and take the place of the
unconnected miscellanea which the museums are now apt to accept—leading so
frequently to a mere jumble of exhibits. Every incoming specimen would have a
definite importance and an appropriate place in the series. Students would soon
get to know where the collections illustrating particular subjects were to be found,
and the infinite labour and the expense involved in hunting for particular objects
among the museums would be greatly lessened. Since every accepted specimen
would have its proper place in the collection, whether exhibited or not, those
museum abominations, the so-called “ trophies ” of miscellaneous weapons and other
objec ts vould come to a not untimely end. “ Trophies ” are easy to design and set up,
but in nine cases out of ten, however artistic they may be from a purely decorative
point of view, only disfigure the walls of museums, and, to the visitor desirous
of learning, are merely an advertisement of the fact that there is something
wanting in the scientific methods of the institution. They are apt to be the refuge
of unenlightened curators, pandering to an assumed weakness on the part of the
public.

I do not hesitate to admit that there are many difficulties which would have
to be overcome, if the scheme suggested is to be carried out, and I do not wish to
undervalue these. Jlany of them, iiowever, would, I think, disappear automatically,
once such a scheme was working, and when the results began to declare themselves.'
Some are purely sentimental difficulties, and should easily be overcome. At first it
would, no doubt, ill many instances be far from easy to obtain leave to exchange
the existing miscellaneous specimens for fresh material of a homogeneous kind,
smted to the special requirements of the museum. There is a prevailing feeling
that gifts to museums must on no account be parted with, since it is thought that the
generous donors would feel slighted thereby. Could anything be more fallacious
t an this superstition ? The donor, presumably, wishes to benefit the institution
but some, or all, of his gifts may be of a kind of which that museum cannot make’pioper use, and, in such a case, neither is the institution benefited by the weU-
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intentioned generosity, nor is Science. But, under a well-organized scheme of

museum specialization, there would be a suitable home for every specimen

somewhere, and a judicious system of exchanges between museums would lead,

not only to each establishment receiving suitable in lieu of unsuitable acquisitions,

but the generous donor would have the satisfaction of seeing his gifts properly

located where they would be of scientific interest, his own liberality to the museum
which he specially wished to benefit, being represented by a gain to that institution

of specimens of real value to it. He would thus be benefiting two or more museums

instead of possibly hampering one.

A regularly organized system of exchanges would of itself lead to

co-operation among museums
;
and, without free interchange and mutual support,

the individualization of collections would be liable to fail in the full realization of

its aims. Exchanges of specimens would bring exchange of ideas, and, as all the

separate units in the general scheme would, in their several M'ays, be aiming at the

advancement of Anthropology as a whole, active and whole-hearted co-operation

would hasten the steps by which the goal is to be reached.

A friendly and stimulating rivalry would remain as an accompaniment to the

desire to steadily improve the various collections and to maintain a high standard.

Bare and unique specimens would not be valued on account of their being objects

not possessed by other museums, but they would be estimated in accordance with

their scientific bearing upon the special series of which they formed part, or, in the

event of their being vmsuited to these, they would be sent as valuable exchanges to

museums in which they would find a proper context, mutual benefit thus resulting.

It has occurred to me that something of the nature of a “ court of arbitration ”

might be a useful adjunct to such a scheme as I have suggested, but this is a some-

what large subject with which I cannot here deal, and I have probably already

overstepped the limits of your patience.

I may be accused, perhaps, of nursing a wild and unpractical scheme, or of

lotus-eating, or, possibly, of building castles in the air. I hold, nevertheless, that

the scheme only requires nursing to bring it to maturity
;
that a lotus may become

digestible and even nutritious if properly prepared
;
and that those castles, however

much in the air at present, can be erected upon solid foundations of practical

utility. Anthropological museums and collections are not only a means of edifying

and educating the public, but they are to a great extent the laboratories of anthro-

pologists, and, while I recognize to the full the important part which they play,

even now, in the progress of the science, I am deeply impressed with the belief

that, under a suitable system of co-operative individualization, a harmony, as it

were, of indi\udual efforts—their potentialities, as factors in the advancement of

Science, would be almost infinite. The work of these museums would thus be

conducted in unison, wuth the same principal object in view, and with the certainty

of attaining that object, namely, the increase of knowledge and the better under-

standing of Man and his works.
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REPOKT ON THE ETHNOLOGY OF THE SICIATL OF BRITISH

COLUMBIA, A COAST DIVISION OF THE SALISH STOCK.

By Chaeles Hill Tout, Local Correspondent of the Anthropological Institute.

[With Plate J.]

The following notes are a summary of my studies among the Siciatl. I have been

enabled to complete them earlier, and in a more exhaustive manner than I could

otherwise have done, by a timely grant of £40 from the Royal Society. By means

of this help I was able to spend the greater portion of a month among them in the

summer of 1902, visiting their different settlements and gathering all information

now available from the most reliable and authentic sources. With the exception

perhaps of a few folk-tales, I believe these notes record all that may now be

gathered of the past concerning this tribe.

Of aU the native races of this province, they are probably the most modified

by white influences. They are now, outwardly at least, a civilized people, and

their lives and condition compare favourably with those of the better class of

peasants of AVestern Europe. Their permanent tribal home, or headquarters,

contains about a hundred well-built cottages, many of them two-storied, and some

of them having as many as six rooms. Eacli house has its own garden-plot

attached to it, in which are grown European fruits and vegetables. In the centre

of the village, and dominating tlie whole, stands an imposing church, which cost

the tribe nearly ^8,000 a few years ago. Near by, they have also a commodious

and well-built meeting-room, or public hall, capable of holding 500 persons or more,

and a handsome pavilion or band-stand fronts the bay. They possess also a

convenient and effective waterworks system of their own. The water has been

brought in iron pipes from a mountain stream some three miles off, and every

street has its hydrants at intervals of 40 or 50 yards. From these, the water is

easily carried into the houses in pails.

As a body, the Siciatl are, without doubt, the most industrious and prosperous

of all the native peoples of this province. The men engage either in fishing or

lumbering the whole year round. Some of them are also expert hunters, and during

the season ship a great number of deer to the Vancouver market, their territory

abounding in game of that kind.

Respecting their improved condition, tlieir tribal and individual prosperity,

highly moral character, and orderly conduct, it is only right to say that they owe
it mainly, if not entirely, to the Fathers of the Oblate Mission, and particularly to
the late Bishop Durieu, who more than forty years ago went first among them and
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won them to the Eoman Catholic faith. And most devout and reverent converts

have they become, cheerfully and generously sustaining the Mission in their midst,

and supplying all the wants of the Mission Fathers when amongst them.

Ethnogeaphv and Sociology.

The tribe, as at present constituted, numbers some three hundred and twenty-

five souls, between sixty and seventy of whom are adult males. It is a very

difficult matter to get the exact number of any Indian settlement. Census-taking

is something entirely foreign to the native mind, and no inhabitant of a native

village, even when it contains less than a score of souls, can tell one offhand the

number of adult males living in it. When questioned upon the point, they have

to count them off by name upon their fingers, and are then as likely to overlook

some as to give an accurate total.

The Siciatl are obviously a mixed people. The facial types among them

would make this quite clear, even if we had no evidence of the fact in their

traditions and genealogies. At the time when the late Bishop Durieu firat came

among them in the early sixties of the last century, they were divided into four

septs or sub-tribes, each having its own settlement and fishing and hunting grounds.

These were in the neighbourhood of Sechelt peninsula, the neck of which commences

about twenty or thirty miles above the entrance to Howe Sound, the watere of the

neighbouring Sk-qomic. The present Mission, or headquarters of the united tribe,

situated on Trail Bay on the outer side of the neck of the peninsula, is of modern

origin, dating only from Bishop Durieu’s time. Prior to that, though a most

desirable and sheltered spot, fear of the blood-thirsty, marauding Ifukultas (a

Kwakiutl subdivision) prevented them from making a permanent settlement here.

Known to them by the name of TcaMUc{= “ outside water ”) it formed a temporary

halting place and general rendezvous for the tribe. Here the different septs

sometimes met for a common hunt. The neck at this point formed also a portage

to the divisions living on the inner waters, and made a short cut for them to the

Gulf, being only eleven hundred yards wide at this point.

The following are the names and settlements of the old divisions of the

tribe ;

—

Qunetcin, at the head of Queen’s Reach.

TsdNAi, at Deserted Bay, the junction of Queen’s Reach and Princess

Royal Reach.

Tuwanekq, at head of Narrow’s Arm.

Sqaiaqos with many settlements, but no fixed abode.

Of the above four subdivisions, the two former are said to be of extraneous

origin, being founded by men of Kwakiutl lineage. The two latter represent the

true Siciatl. Regarding these septs separately, the Tsonai now number about

forty souls. I gathered from the chief and his brother all that is now known of

their ancestry and past. They have a genealogical table, extending back to the

sixth generation, that is, to their Tohyuk. The genealogical Rsts of all the Siciatl
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divisions stop at tins point. They have no memories or traditions of anytliing

beyond. The ThPiyUK is always with them the “ first-man.”

The following is the genealogical table of the Tsonai chiefs :

—

Qolalin I.

Qolalin II. eldest son of Qolalin I.

I

Tcauk'st I. eldest son of Qolalin II.

Unakwatcl, husband of Tselapolt, eldest daughter of Tcauk'st I.

Tcduk'st II. eldest son of UnakwatcL Otlken, second son of

Unakwatci and present

chief of the Tsonai.

It would appear from the family traditions that Qolalin I. was not originally

a chief of the Tsonai. It is related that he acquired the chieftaincy by excelling

all others in “ potlatchiug ”
;
and he is said to come from Fort Eupert.* His

name bears witness to his greatness in this line, the term being derived from

the root Qotsot, “ to hold in a bundle,” or “ press down,” i.e., all other competitors.

He was a man of great wealth. He possessed a kind of Fortunatus’ purse in

the form of a teteletc=“ increasing.” This was described to me as a kind of

baby that he found in the forest one day and took home and placed in a box,

which immediately became filled with potlatch treasures of all kinds. Hence

his ability to excel in potlatches, and hence his name. He possessed also a large

house called Kwosen-autQ=“ star house,” so named because the roof was

constructed in such a manner that the stars could be seen through numerous small

holes in it. No rain ever came in through these star-holes. Adorning the

structure were many sqatk", that is, carvings and paintings of animals. I was

assured that these squtk" were in no way totemistic in character, nothing

corresponding to the totem crests or symbols of the northern tribes being known
among the old Siciatl according to all my informants. They were simply

symbolical of the social status of the owner. The figures were such as in the

native mind typified greatness, loftiness, strength, power, wisdom, and so on
;
such

as the eagle, the raven, the bear, the whale, and the beaver
;
and their number and

variety on a man’s house or belongings marked the measure of his ability to excel

in potlatching. Only men of acknowledged position in the tribe ever ventured to

decorate their houses with such carvings or paintings. The ridicule of their

fellows eSectually prevented any man from undeservedly acquiring these

distinctions.

When Qolalin was advanced in years, he became desirous of securing his

eldest son’s succession to the chieftaincy
; and to ensure this he gave a gi’eat feast

publicly resigned the chieftaincy, and nominated his son as chief in his stead
giving him at the same time his name and all his wealth. As no one could now

' A KwiikiuL .sultleiuellt.
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dispute his claims to the office, Qolalin II. was acknowledged chief of the tribe.

He took to himself nine wives, by whom he had opedall tuikwEls, “ ten offspring.”

When he became aged, he followed his father’s example, gave a great feast, and

distributed many presents. At the close of the feast, he led forward Ins sons and

daughters, and declared his eldest son chief in his stead. His name was Tcauk'st

which signifies of clean or lionourable descent; implying by this that his

parentage was above reproach, that he had no slave blood, or dog-blood, or other

animal blood in his veins. He was regarded by all as “ planted ” firmly or deeply

in the headship of the tribe.

Tcauk'st had one wife only, by whom he had selatsall tuIkwEls, two sons and

three daughters. His sons both dying, when he reached a ripe old age, he gave

a great feast and named his eldest daughter Tselapolt as his successor and

chieftainess of the tribe. Later she married UnakwatcT, and he, taking his wife’s

rank and privileges, became a cliief. By the help of his father-in-law, he gave

many potlatches, and was acknowledged as supreme chief. It was during the

chieftaincy of Unakwatcl that Bishop Durieu came first among the Sfciatl. He
was welcomed by this chief, and in return, it is reported, the bishop gave

Unakwatcl a bell, and made him and his successors hereditary chiefs of the Church

which he established in their midst.

Unakwatcl had seven children, two boys and five girls. When he was

advanced in years, the bishop made him “ sit down,” and named his son Tcauk'st

as chief in his stead. But Tcauk'st’s mind becoming unbalanced later, he was set

aside, and Unakwatcl was reinstated in the office, which he held to the time of

his death. As his successor, the bishop appointed his second son Otlken, the

present occupant of the office.

I have thought it worth while to give the family history of the Tsonai

chiefs as they gave it to me, because of the sidelight it throws upon important

practices and customs.

In addition to the above genealogical table of the Tsonai chiefs, I obtained

the pedigrees of the chiefs of the SqaiaQos and TiiwanokQ. It is worthy of remark

as showing how deeply their modern environment has modified their lines, that

only one person, an aged woman, knew or remembered the genealogical tables of

the chieftains of these septs. Concerning the family history of the chiefs of the

Qunetcin division, I could obtain no accoimt whatever, no one apparently

possessing any knowledge thereof.

The following is the genealogical table and history of the SqafaQos.

According to the belief of the natives, the founder of the SqaiaQds was te

spklamutl, “ a heaven-born man ” named IS'onkEtl. He had a brother named Sukal,

who became a secondary chief, and a wife named Yalqomolt. He is said to have

first appeared at a place called Smet, which is at the head of Hotham Sound. This

meagre account is all that can now be gathered concerning the past of this

subdivision of the Sfciatl. The pedigrees of S'onkEtl and his brother Sukal as given

to me are as follows :

—
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S'onkEtl (married Ylaqomolt).

SkainmultQ (s.) *Sis5l I. (s.) (married NummuminSt (s.).

(married a Qm^ckoyim woman Siamtlat of Sk'qomic).

of Fraser Delta, and dying
without issue was succeeded

by his brother Sfsol).

1^

*LamqatcI I. (a.)

(married K'astensa, my
informant).

!

Atwil (s.). *Sis6l II. (s.) (succeeded

his father, but dying

without issue, chief-

tainey passed to his

brother Lamqatci).

1 j
EiwEmpt (s.). Tfilesulwit (d.). Siamtlat (d.).

1 ,
*Lamqatci II. (s.).

*Julius Lamqatci III., the

present temporal over-

chief of the tribe.

The following is the pedigree of Sukal :

—

*Sukal = “ lofty post
”

(married NuknekwElwit of Slaiamon tribe),

issue three sons.

*Slaiakum (s.), *TcilQelEm (
= “ seated above Umemac (s.).

j

all others ”), (s.).

YEQaiE(ja(d.). ^Manaqia (s.). QeQ6ia(s.). Sukal (s.). SactlEm (s.). K’atakis (d.).

All these offspring of Slaiakum dying without issue, the chieftaincy

passed to TcilQelEm, his brother.

*SukweltEn (s.). HasaniEls (s.). QElewit (d.). Tsultsulmat (d.).

I I

*TluktEn (s.) (died with- Haik" (d.)

out issue and was suc-

ceeded by his brother
Hetcalt).

PEtemultQ (d.). *Hetcalt (a.).

(Baptismal name
Jack Isidore, the

present representative).

—The names marked with an asterisk were ruling chiefs, (s.) and (d.)

stand for “ son ” and “ daughter.”
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TuwanEkQ Sept.

The founder of the TuwanEkQ division was also tE spElEuiutl. His name

was TlEntckenEui. His successors were TlEntckenEm II., III., IV., V. and VI.,

who is now a small l)oy.

We learn from these Family Tables that the chieftaincy was practically

hereditary, although theoretically within the grasp of any member of the tribe who

could outdo the ruling chief in potlatching or feast-giving
;
and it is not without

interest to observe that the same anxiety and ambition to found and perpetuate a

family, displayed in modern society, are equally factors in the life of savage races.

Socially, the Siciatl people were divided into three castes or classes, as in the

other Salish tribes examined, viz., chiefs, nobles, and base folk. We have seen

how the first are constituted
;
the second were composed of the heads of families

of standing, and. generally, of the wealthy. The last were made up of the thriftless,

the indolent, and the slaves of the tribe. I made special and repeated inquiries

with regard to secret societies and brotherhoods, and induced my informants and

helpers to question in my presence the old men and women on these points
;
but

all were unanimous in declaring that nothing resembling the modern secret

societies of the Kwakiutl, of which they have some knowledge, had any place

among the old-time Siciatl. The nearest approach to anything of the kind was the

initiation of the pupils, or disciples of the SiyaikwEtl (medicine-man) or the Siwm
(seer), who were accustomed to attach a few followers to themselves after the

manner of apprentices. My own conclusions respecting the social life of the old

Siciatl, formed after careful study and inquiry, are that it was of a very simple

nature, and similar to that of the interior Salish tribes. The war-like division of

the Kwakiutl stock which ruled the waters of the Strait, and kept the Siciatl

isolated from other influences, effectually hindered the acquisition of foreign

ideas or conceptions from those quarters
;
and the large influx of Lillooet blood in

the present Siciatl suggests close relations with that tribe, if not original descent

from it. Of the two dozen photographs which I obtained among the Siciatl, a

preponderating number are those of individuals with Lillooet blood in them.

Another thing which points to relationship, or at any rate close contact, with the

interior Sahsh, is the fact that they formerly practised that peculiar custom of

secluding certain of their children
;
a custom which my collection of Thompson

folklore shows to have been at one time prevalent among the N’tlakapamuQ, the

neighbours of the Lillooet tribes. A propos of this practice, I learned from Charlie

Roberts that the object of tliis seclusion was, in the case of male children, to make
great hunters of them

;
great, that is, in the sense of securing by some occult

means large quantities of game. They are said to have been quite white in

appearance, much hghter than the average settler, from their long seclusion.

They were shut up in box-like receptacles, and never allowed out of them, or the

house, save at night, when they could not be seen. Another peculiarity was that

their hair must never be cut. These individuals aroused much curiosity in the

other members of the tribe, and all kinds of schemes were resorted to in order to
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get a sight of them. In the ease of youths, when it became known that one was

about to set out on a hunting expedition, the young women would do their best

to get a glimpse of him, and if possible, would waylay hun, and induce him to

break his celibacy in the liope of securing him for a husband. Tor, if a young man

lay with a maid, she became ipso facto his wife. On leaving the house, they were

always covered up with blankets, and were conducted by some Jiear relative into

the forest, until beyond the gaze of the curious and prying. They were supposed

to possess supernatural powers of some sort. It is recorded of one that he went

out fishing with his brother, and while they were engaged in their work, a young

female seal popped up its head at a little distance from the canoe. When the

youth saw it he cried out ;
“ Oh what a nice young woman

;
how I should like her

for a wife.” The seal dived down, and his brother warned him to beware of

uttering such wishes when so near a seal colony. But the youth took no notice

of the advice, and made the remark again when the seal came up a second time

near the canoe. Again it dived, but presently came up close to the canoe and

assuming the form of a maiden, invited him to descend with her to the seal village

below. He readily accepted the invitation, and dived down with her. After a

little while he returned to the surface and bade his brother go home without him,

saying that he intended to stay with the seal people. His brother urged him to

change his mind, and accompany him, but was in the end obliged to return home

without him
;
and his people never saw him again.

Shamanism.

The Shamans, among the old-time Sfciatl, were of three classes ; the

Siyaikw’tl or doctor, the Slwin or seer, and the Seuwa or witch. The last-named

were generally women, the other two invariably men. Their practices did not

differ in any essential point from those of their class among the other Salish

tribes treated of heretofore. The Siyafkw’tl corresponded to the SQunam of the

HalkomelEm, the Siwfn to the Olia, and, like him, possessed clairvoyant powers,

and could discover lost persons or things. One hears many stories of the

supernormal powers of these Siwfn, and they undoubtedly possessed the faculty

of perceiving distant and hidden objects in some degree. Not every one who
desired could become a Siwfn. Only those whose psychical make-up fitted them
for the office ever became Siwfn.

Suliaism.

I inquired very particularly among the Sfciatl concerning Snlia. In this

tribe, as in the Sk'qomic, suliaism seems to have played a less prominent part

than in the up-river and interior tribes. Not every one, it would appear, among
these two tribes acc[uired sulia (called by them s‘y.lyu) or supernatural helpers.

Those who possessed them were, according to all my informants, mostly shamans,
or distinguished hunters, or fishers, or warriors, or runners, or those generally
who exceeded in any particular thing

; the attendant bodily exercises and the
protracted fasts incidental to the acquisitiorr of sulia apparently not beirrg to the
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liking of the ordinary individual. But as it was of the very essence of the sulia that

its acquisition by the seeker should be kept secret from his fellows, at any rate

among the Sk’qomic and Siciatl, it is not improbable that this fact, and the long

time that has elapsed since these tribes gave up their pagan habits and beliefs,

hide from us the true extent to which suliaism permeated the lives of the old-time

Sk'qomic and Sieiatl. Eegarding the practice, however, merely from the point of

view of my informants, we may yet perceive the significance which suliaism had in

the mind of the natives, and the potent influence it exercised upon their lives.

The importance of the psychical factor of this cult in the development of these

races can hardly be over-estimated.

Among the Siciatl there seems never to have been any painted or sculptured

representations of the sulia on the houses or other belongings of the individual.

Such sculptures and paintings as were displayed being, as I have already stated,

honorific, and not totemistic in character. The import of this calls for

consideration, for we have in these figures apparently another source or origin

of personal and family crests. The son inheriting his father’s house and rank,

inherited with these all his carvings and paintings
;
and it becomes important in

our studies of the social customs of the tribes of this region, and particularly

of their crests and emblems, to determine which are honorific, which totemistic,

and which merely commemorative in character; also to what extent the first

were formerly employed, and what part they have played in the giving of animal

names to individuals, families, and clans. For it seems impossible to doubt that

figures of animals were used by other of the north-west tribes to symbolise the

social status of their notabilities. Indeed, Father Morice has shown that the

Den4 tribes of the interior employed a like symbolism for that purpose,^ and

signs of it are not wanting in the heraldic columns of the northern coast Indians.

It is quite likely that we have sometimes confused the honorific symbols with

those of totemic import. Certainly, students of these races have customarily

regarded house sculptures and paintings as being totemistic in character and

significance
;
and while this view may be right in some cases, or even in the main,

it is clear from my present studies of the Siciatl and Sk'qomic, that it cannot be in

all. It will be important then, in future researches, to distinguish clearly between
the different classes of symbolism employed by our Indians.

Another point of some importance has been raised by my studies of the

Siciatl. According to them, the acquisition of such a magic treasure or

supernatural helper as the Teteletc of the ancestor of the Tsonai chiefs, did

not result in the founding of a new crest or totem as was invariably the

case among their northern neighbours. No carvings, paintings, or other

marks were employed to symbolise such objects or possessions, or to com-

memorate their acquisition. While this is possibly true, and is certainly in

keeping with what we have learned of the Salish of the interior, too much stress

' “ Notes oil the Western Dtiies,” by the Rev. A. G. ^torice, O.M.G. rnais. Can. Imtitxite

No. 7, vol iv,
j
art i, March, 1894.
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should not be laid upon the statement. It is open to question whether the

present Siciatl are at all times trustworthy informants upon the practices and

beliefs of their pagan ancestors, two generations separating them from the

primitive order of things.

That the forest, the air, and the sea were full of mysteries to them is clear

from their folk-tales
;
and their anthropomorphic conceptions of the animal and

vegetable worlds coloured all their lives and thoughts, as among their neighbours.

Even to-day, among the most advanced and intelligent of them, there is still a

strong belief in the human or man-like side of animals, plants, and other objects

and forces.

This imiversal concept of primitive man seems to be one of the most

persistent of his early beliefs.

There is also one other point to which I would like to draw attention.

The Tsonai sept claim, as I have before stated, a Kwakiutl origin. If this be

true, and I know no reason why we should doubt it, the entire absence among

the Siciatl of all those peculiar observances and customs, so characteristic of the

Kwakiutl when they first came under our observation, would seem to indicate

one of two things : either that the Siciatl mind was uncongenial to Kwakiutl

institutions, which is very unlikely, judging by their adoption more or less fully

by other Salish tribes; or, which is more probable, that the present social

organisation of the Kwakiutl, with its strange societies, clan divisions, and

elaborate winter ceremonials, is of modern origin. This is the view which

Dr. Boas’ studies of this people led him to adopt, and the absence of anything

resembling these practices among the Siciatl, who claim relationship through one

of their divisions with the Kwakiutl, certainly brings additional and independent

support to that view.

Dress.

In dress the Siciatl did not differ materially from the other Salish tribes

already described. Dressed skins, blankets, woven from the hair of the mountain

goat and from a species of long-haired dog bred for the purpose, and capes and

skirts from the inner bark of tlie cedar {Thuya gigantea) formed the ordinary

covering of the people. In mentioning the cedar as a source of clothing, it will

not be out of place if I call attention here to the unique value of this tree to the

old-time native, and the many uses to which he put it, and for which it was so

eminently adaptable. It was to him much what the cocoanut-palm was to the

South Sea Islander. From its outer bark he constructed ropes and lines,

coverings for his dwelling, his slow matches, or “ travelling fire,” and many other

things. Irom its inner bark his wife wove garments for herself and children,

made their beds and pillows, padded her children’s cradles, and fashioned the
compressing bands and pads for deforming their heads, and also the insignia of
their secret societies, their headdresses and other ceremonial decorations, besides
applying it in a multitude of other ways. From its w’ood he built the family
and communal dwellings, made such furniture as he used—tubs, pots, kettles
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bowls, dishes, and platters, fashioned his graceful and buoyant fishing and war

canoes, his coffin, his treasure chests, his ceremonial masks, his heraldic emblems,

his commemorative columns, his totem poles, and a host of other objects. From

its branches he made his most enduring withes and ties, and from its split roots

his wife constructed the beautiful basketry of this region. There was practically

no part of this remarkable tree which he did not apply to some useful purpose

or other. He even resorted to it for food in times of scarcity and famine : his

wives and daughters robbing the squirrels and chipmunks of their stores of its

cones for the nutriment they contained. One can hardly imagine what the

condition of the natives of this region would have been without this tree, no

other of the country lending itself to such a variety of useful purposes. That it

has had a profound influence upon their condition, and has helped to shape the

lines of their culture, there can be no doubt.

Dwellings.

The dwellings of the old-time Sfciatl were of the communal kind. They

appear, however, not to have been so long generally as among some of the coast

Salish
;
the nature of the ground at these villages not being so convenient for

this purpose. In height they ranged from twenty-five feet to forty or even fifty

feet, according to Charlie Koberts, but I think these latter heights doubtful.

Usually each house was occupied only by persons connected by family ties.

Families with numerous ramifications would always possess a building of their

own, but sometimes two or more small families would share the same building

between them. Isolated individuals, or those having few connections, would find

accommodation in some family, whose dwelling was larger than their needs

required.

The internal structure and arrangement differed somewhat from that of the

other tribes. For example, at the building of the house a permanent platform

about two feet high and five or six feet broad was erected all round the interior

walls. This served as seats or lounges for the occupants during the day, and during

the night as beds. Some ten or twelve feet above this platform small isolated

cubicles or sleeping rooms were constructed. These were for pubescent boys and

girls, who were confined separately in them for the space of ten days upon their

reaching puberty.

Each family partitioned off its allotment from the rest by means of hanging

mats. There were no hanging shelves for storing food, as in the Sk'qomic and

HalkomelEm houses, for the reason that their supplies were kept elsewhere.

Food.

The staple food of the Sfciatl consisted of about equal proportions of venison

and fish, supplemented by various roots and berries. Their territory abounded

in game, and their waters teemed with fish. As I have said, they did not

store their winter supplies in their dwellings, but “ cached ” them in the woods.

Only a few days’ supply was ever carried home. This peculiar custom was due to
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the marauding proclivities of the neighbouring YukEltas, who made periodical

forays upon their settlement and carried off all they could lay hands upon. It

was unsafe, therefore, to keep a large stoi’e of food by them.

In the matter of preserving the berries of their district for winter use, they

had, and still practise, a most ingenious method of treating them. On one of my
visits among them I was present when some of the women were making their

winter “ jam ” from the salal berry, and I was thus able to observe the whole

process. The fruit is first boiled for an hour or so, after which it is poured into a

bowl and carefully mashed into a uniform jelly with a wooden pestle. A layer

of large leaves is now spread over a kind of tray, made of narrow strips of wood

fastened together by cross pieces. Upon the leaves is spread out a thin

continuous layer of the jelly. The tray is then placed in the sun to dry, and

when the upper side of the jelly has hardened into a cake, the whole is turned over

on to another tray, and the other side of the layer is also left to dry out. When
both sides are properly dried, the jam has the appearance of a piece of coarse

felt, and can be rolled up like a mat and stored away for use. Now-a-days they

use sugar in the boiling; formerly, of course, they had to dispense with this.

When they wish to make use of this preserved fruit, they break off a piece,

steep it in water for awhile and then reboil it, just as we do the evaporated

fruits of commerce. Cured and preserved in this way, they say fruit will keep

in good condition from season to season, or even longer, if kept dry and free from

mildew.

Household Utensils.

The Sfciatl made use of utensils similar to those employed by their congeners.

Some of the women were very skilful in making the cedar-root basketry of this

region. Even now, they make large numbers of them for sale to tourists,

receiving from five to fifteen dollars a basket, according to size and quality. They

had received an order just before my last visit to them, and many of the women and

girls were busy in carrying it out. They employ only the small trailing roots of

the bigger cedar for this kind of basketry. I was fortunate enough to be able to

observe closely the whole process from beginning to end, and, indeed, I may say

that I received instruction enough to be able, in a clumsy way, to put a basket

together my.self. The actual process of making is simpler than the appearance of

the finished product would lead one to suppose. The most difficult and tedious

part of the work is the preparation of the material. This, as 1 have said, is the

root, or rather rootlets, of the cedar. These are dug up by the women with their

skulq, or root-diggers, and brought home in bundles. The longer the roots the

better, but the thickness of them should not exceed a thumb’s width. The roots

are first peeled or scraped, and, if not wanted at once, are placed in a stream or

buried in wet ground to keep them moist and pliable. If required at once, they

are halved and quartered longitudinally. This is done by means of a knife, and
the hands and teeth, the latter playing a prominent part in the operation. The
quarters are then split in the same manner into thin strands or splints of uniform
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thickness. Those that are not of uniform thickness are pared down to the

required condition with a knife
;
but if too irregular for this purpose, they are set

aside with the short lengths and broken pieces, to be used in the construction of

the cores or coils of the basket. The strands are next tied separately into loose

knots, just as one ties a bootlace or a piece of string, and thrown into a pail or

pan of water ready for use. When a sufficient quantity of strands has been

prepared, the woman sets about making her basket. She begins by putting

together a core of the required length of the basket. This is made up of pieces of

the cedar rootlets rejected in the proeess of making the strands, and varies from a

quarter to half an inch in thickness. Round this core she next winds in close contact

one of the strands, beginning at one end and finishing at the other. To both sides of

this she then stitches, by over-casting other cores, until the bottom is of the

desired dimensions. Upon this groundwork the sides are huilt up, coil hy coil, in

the same way. The stitching is done by means of an awl, now usually of steel,

but formerly of pointed bone. Each stitch of the lower coil is pierced in turn,

the strand carried over the new coil, which is built up as the work proceeds,

passed back through the hole and pulled tight. This is repeated all round the

basket, until the coil is complete. The coils are thus built up separately, one upon

another, and when the desired height has been reached, finished off with a crown

of doubled or trebled coils. The basket is made sometimes with a close-fitting lid

or cover and sometimes without, according to the pattern or the use to which it is

intended to be put. Usually these baskets are more or less ornamented with

variously tinted grasses and barks. The bark most commonly employed for this

purpose is that of the wild cherry and of the birch. Either strips of this, or the

straws, or both combined, are hooked in on the outer surface of the basket duringo
the process of making in the following manner ;—One end is inserted under a stitch

at some particular spot, and thus firmly secured. The strip of straw is then drawn

over the face of the next stitch, and carried a little beyond it, then doubled back,

and the doubled end fastened under the succeeding stitch, and the process is

continued in the same manner as far as the design requires it. Sometimes this

ornamentation is exceedingly tasteful, and the colours soft and harmonious. In

some instances, the strips of bark are entirely dispensed with, and only a glossy

yellow straw is employed. In such cases the whole outer surface of the basket is

usually thus covered, giving to it a shining silvery appearance, and hiding

entirely the underlying cedar strands. In the old days, besides these cedar-root

baskets, they also made baskets from the bark of the birch, from water grasses,

and from netted cords, spun from the bark of the cedar tree. These last they still

make and employ, but I saw no specimen of the birchbark kind among them.

The Siciatl had two kinds of bottles for storing their fish-oils, called

respectively kwop’t tE laui and pEaltcis. The former was constructed from

the air-bladder or sounds of fish, the latter from the bulbous kelp or sea-

weed (ilfacroci/s^is pyn/em) pecuhar to the Pacific Coast. For domestic purposes

they used a very singular detergent. It was a kind of tree-fungus, called by
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them Qatkainionatc, “ thunder-excrement.” As many of the women use it still,

I was able to secure a .specimen. In appearance it looks like a lump of dirty-

white under-baked dough
;

but its strong saponaceous qualities make it an

excellent substitute for soap.'

Pvherty Customs.

In puberty rites and observances no two of our Salish tribes seem to follow

the same customs. Among the Sfciatl the pubescent boy or girl was secluded

from the rest of the household for the space of ten days in a cubicle (kowitl), built

over the family bed in the interior of the dwelling. The period of a girl’s

seclusion was always coincident with her first menses; that of the boy was

determined by the breaking of his voice, by the appearance of hair on the pubes,

and by the di.sappearance of the hard, pellet-like substance at the base of the

nipple of the mammary gland. I f, at any time, the boy or girl desired to leave the

cubicle for any purpose, the former was always accompanied by three old men, and

the latter by the same number of old women. The occasion of their seclusion was

taken advantage of by the elders to instruct them in the several duties and

responsibilities of man and womanhood. They were made to eat and drink very

sparingly throughout the whole period of their seclusion
;

the object of this on

the part of the boy being to fit him for the privations of the hunter’s life, and to

prevent him from developing a lustful temperament and interfering with other

men’s wives. On the part of the girl, it was to prevent her from becoming a

greedy and gluttonous woman, who would seek to rob her husband of the choicest

portions of their food. To teach them industrious habits the girl was employed in

plucking the needles from a fir branch one at a time, or in picking yarn and in

spinning
;
the boy in making arrows and other masculine objects. In order to

make sure that the girl drank but little she was supplied with only a shell of

water at a meal, and frequently this had a hole pierced through it for the purpose

of letting the water leak away. Nor must she put even this small receptacle to

her mouth, but must suck the water up through a small tube or hollow bone.

A girl’s first period is called qaiEqa, the succeeding ones sqaiEqa. It was

customary for the father or uncle of the boy or girl to give a solomiltES, or puberty

feast, at this time to mark the occasion. If no feast were given, their friends and

‘ Since the above was written, a paper “ On the Anatomical Characters of the substance
‘ Indian Soap written by Miss M. Dawson, B.Sc. (Lend, and Wales), and published in the
Trnnsnctioiis of the Canadian Institute, has come into my hands. According to Professor
Macoun the substance is a Polyporus allied to P. betulinus, which had become changed by its

own mycelium into punk. Aiiss Dawson in summing up her paper remarks, “As regards the
nature of this substance, ‘ Indian soap,’ the general arrangement and character of the large
colourless hyph* seem to support Professor Macoun’s conclusion that it consists of a
fructification of a Polyporus. . . . The whole structure has obviously been much changed
by the action of parasitic hyphse, so that we may perhaps, with justice, conclude that it consists
of some large fungus, probably of the Polyporus type, which has been destroyed by two
parasitic fungi. ... As a result, degeneration of some of the interwoven hyphse seems
to have taken place, giving rise to a resinous substance to whose presence the characteristic
saponaceous feeling is due.”
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relatives would be much ashamed, and feel lowered in the eyes of the rest of the

tribe. After the period of seclusion of the girl was over, she was thenceforward

treated as a woman. Her parents presented her with a comb and a pair of fire-

tongs, and stones for heating water, and other household utensils, oiled her hair

and painted her eyebrows and cheeks after the manner of women.

Mortuary Custmns.

These customs among the Siciatl differed somewhat from those practised by

the HalkomelEni tribes.

Dread of the dead was apparently not so strong among them as among the

River tribes. The corpse was not taken out of the house, for instance, until the

time of burial, usually the day following the death. It was prepared for burial by

four or five old men, friends of the relatives. This unusual delay in the disposal

of the corpse was due to the fact that these old men had to go apart by themselves,

and undergo some ceremonial preparation, before they handled the body. The

treatment of the corpse among the Sfciatl was similar to that among the tribes

already treated of. When ready for disposal, it was usually placed on the open

ground on some island set apart for this purpose. Since their conversion to

Christianity the Siciatl have gathered up all these old corpses and their remains

and buried them in their consecrated grave-yards
;

somatological material is

therefore difficult to secure among this tribe.

Beliefs and Ctistoms.

The Siciatl believe that the raven foretells the death of anyone. When they

see him sitting on the branch of a tree, ruffling his feathers and croaking dismally,

they believe that someone among them will shortly die. The old people also say

that he gives notice of the approach of a canoe long before they know of it.

When a girl is undergoing her puberty rites she must not eat salmon, or there

will be a scarcity of this fish at the next run.

Survivors of dead relatives must never eat salmon in the early stages of the

run, nor enter a creek where salmon are found, or the salmon will be harmed. A
dead body, or anything in connection with the dead, is inimical to the salmon.

When the women clean the first salmon of the season they must avoid

wrenching off the neck. They are permitted to do this only with the later

salmon.

Times and Seasons.

The Siciatl divided their year into twelve portions, which correspond

approximately to our twelve months. The moon seems to have held a very

subordinate part in these divisions.

The year (Silamin) as a whole was reckoned either by summers or by winters,

that is by so many tEm eyos, “ fine seasons,” or by so many skwomai, “ snows.”

The seasons (tEin) are Spring, tEm paiiya. Summer, tEm eyos. Autumn (vacat),

Winter, tEm tcim, “ cold season ” or tEm sotEtc.

VoL. XXXIV. D
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Past seasons, or years, were thus expressed :
—

“ last year,” spEnEwotl
;

last

summer, tEm ey5s-5tl
;
last winter, tEm tcim-otl, etc.

The divisions of the year are :

—

January, tEm k'aikq, “eagle ’’time, so called because the eagle, they say,

hatches its eggs about this time.

Fehruary, tEm nEm, “ time when the big fish lay their eggs.”

March, tEm satskai, “ budding time.”

April, tEm slem, (from lem, name of a large migratory bird with a red

breast, and long neck and legs (not identified),

which stays about a month in these parts.)

May, tEm tseoHtseoH, “ The Diver (Loon),” so called because this bird begins

to make its nest and lay about this time.

June, tEm k'weEk'WEl, “ salmon-berry” time.

July, tEm saiuq, “red-cap” time (the “red-cap” is a species of wild

raspberry of this region).

August, tEm taka, “ salal-berry ” time.

September, tEm ok’walEnuH, “ time when the fish stop running.”

October, tEm palk’al’nuH, “ time when the leaves fade.”

November, tEm Qasetcin, “ time when the fish leave the streams.”

December, tEm kwito, “ time when the raven lays his eggs.”

The Sfciatl seem to have no special terms for the quarters as such, but

specialize the winds coming from them, thus : North -wind, tohiniEla
;
south wind,

k'aiwaluk
;
west ivind, tlallealuk

;
east wind, kecaluk.

Akch^ology.
The archaeological remains within the Siciatl boundaries differ in some

interesting features from those already descrilred in other centres. Speaking

broadly, they may be divided into three classes, viz., midden-heaps, cairns, and

fishing works. With respect to the first, they are to be found throughout the

whole territory, wherever a suitable camping ground is found. Some of them are

comparatively modern, and of no great extent, and are clearly old camps of the

present tribes. Others belong no less clearly to a more remote period, and were

formed, here as elsewhere, by races antecedent to the Salish. Some of the largest

and oldest trees of the district are found growing over them, their roots gripping

the midden-mass, and extending throughout it, thus plainly showing that they have
sprung up there since the camp was abandoned, which, in some cases, must have
been at least half a millennium ago. These midden-heaps do not differ in any
essential features from those already described by me, except that 1 found none so

large and extensive as those on the banks of the Lower Fraser and the shores of

i’uget Sound
;
and as far as my necessarily restricted examination went, they

appear to be rather poor in rehes. I secured a few arrow and spear-heads, some
broken slate knives of the crescentic pattern, characteristic of this region, an
imperfect pestle-hammer, and a few other specimens. The means at my disposal
did not permit of extensive investigations.
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Concerning the second class of remains, the cairns, I am unable to speak

positively of the number and extent of these. The natives appear to know

nothing of them, or where they are to be found. Those that came under my
observation are situated on the summit of a mountain overlooking Pender Harbour

and the waters of the Strait. This mountain is about twelve hundred feet above

sea level. Its summit is open and terrace-like and almost devoid of soil. From

the top an extensive outlook may be had of the waters of the Strait. It is very

probable that other mountain-tops or slopes in the Siciatl territories contain

similar remains.

These structures differ from those found in the HalkomelEm territory, chiefly

in the fact that they are composed wholly of stone, and in this respect are similar

to some of those found on the southern half of Vancouver Island. The preliminary

steps in the formation of these sepulchres were the same as those employed in the

formation of the burial mounds or tumuli. An enclosure of varying dimensions

was first formed by means of a wall of stones or boulders, set sometimes close

together, at others at some distance apart. This boundary in the HalkomelEm

area was invariably rectangular in form. On this mountain, on the contrary, it

varies from a proximately true circle to an oval. Within the enclosure thus

formed the corpse was set down in the middle and covered over with a huge pile

of rocks and thus left. It is not easy to estimate the age of these mountain tombs.

All one can say is that they are not modern. Such as were examined contained

no visible remains of any kind. That they belong to a comparatively distant past

is clear from the fact that the modern Indians declare that they know nothing of

them, and that their method of disposing of their dead before the advent of the

missionary was to place them on certain of the islets in the inlets and arms of the

Strait. This we know they did
;
for the remains of bodies so disposed of have been

found on the islands.

Personally I am disposed to regard these mountain tombs or cairns, as I do

the tumuli of the HalkomelEm area, as the remains of a prae-Salishan people.

With respect to the third class of remains, the fisliing works or stations, Siciatl

traditions make the Salish culture-hero or demi-god, QsqEls, the author of them.

I am unable to say how many of these fishing-stations may be found in the Siciatl

territory
;

I have knowledge only of that at the mouth of a small stream near

Pender Harbour. This stream drains a chain of small lakes which were a favourite

spawning-ground of the salmon, and its mouth lends itself admirably to the

formation of the kind of traps we find here. It is not the ordinary barrier or weir

stretching across the mouth of the river which impedes the ascent of the salmon

and causes them to congregate in great numbers at the foot, but a series of lateral

pockets or traps made of stone walls at one side of the stream, into which, by a

series of channels or flumes, the fish are forced by the tide in their endeavours to

ascend the stream to their spawning-grounds. At the ebb of the tide these pockets

are practically drained, and the capture of the fish is an easy matter.

These traps are interesting in themselves as well as from the fact that they

D 2
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illustrate admirably the skill of the native races in adapting means to ends. The

builder of this fishing station was demonstrably a man of resources and ability, but

whether of the Salish stock or of some other, it is now impossible to determine.

Traditions.

Te SkEmEtl.

The Beaver.

Te QamemanEs eE tlE slyakcaus CE Ita emac-et meman stomic.

An old-man and his wife-his and also grandson-their young man.

Qak’t' siyaki^aus, kum skats kwEs-yakcauEms. Ne a tE pala skelt kum
No wife-his, then de.sired-he that-he might-take-a-wife. Upon a certain day then

te so emac tEtset a tE stblo. te tlalet soso, kum te soqtas tE kwitlem.

he went walking near to the river, he continued going, then he saw a smoke.

te-tloms SOS kwEtas, te soqtas otlkai tlEstlanai astuy a tE tlumstan, ei

he went to-investigate, he saw snake girl inside the house, fine

slanai, stoqwet aiyubic tla-tldm slanai otlkai. Te-tlbms kwals tE stomic :

woman, exceedingly beautiful that woman snake. He spoke the man :

“ ctciiL'm tcE kwHewon wa-yak9uaine9-an ? ” Te-tl6ms kwfds tlEstlanai

:

“ what you think if-marry-you-I ? ” She answers youngwoman :

“ ya-tcan Qa-tcauq nE-sqdtl-auq, 9e9isoi tE kfilom, pek- tuk'wllas,

“ not-I not-you I-like-you, squint the eye, broad belly,

k'aiak'aik-auqauq tE Icin maistomi-tein.” Te-tl6ms sos tluk tE meman
short-arms and feet dislike-you-I.” He went out the young

stomic, te .so amewit a tE tilaweins, te aqEq a tE laas, te qauEm.

man, he went home to the hou.se-his, he lay on the bed-his, he cried.

Te-tloms s'Wcilatet E-tlE sCdas :
“ ctcalim-tcuq, ema9 ?

She asking of-his grandmother-iris: “ what’s-the-matter-with-you, grandson?

AsHute qaqawdm ?
” “ KakayawEtlsaim, tctiia 1

,
titiltEl-tolawos tciii-kwa,

Why crying ?
” “ She-called-ine, grandmother, small-eyed I

tcdia T, pC'k'-laanl tcin-kwa, tciiia- i, tcetcistcis na tcuya

grandmother, broad-bellied I, grandmothei', arms very short

tcin-kwa—i-i i.”

1 .”

[Each of these sentences is repeated three times in the story. The youth is

supposed to be crying as he utters them.]

Te-tloms qauEin tlE sela.s. ' Ned-an otlkai haya
She weeps Iris grandinother-his. “Had-I-been-there-when snake thus-said

kwEs-kakaivEwut tetbs kwan emaq. ctcah'm-tcalEp ust^lap-qaqauEm ?
”

I-would-have-killed her my grandson. wherefore-you you-continue-crying ?
”

T^tlbms qauEiu tlal tE stomic. Tethmis 6ts cU-samuktl, kum tetlbmg
He cries still the man. She calls-up invisible-rain-clouds, then it

‘ This particle c% plays an important part in the Siciatl dialect. It is used in a variety
of constructions. Its chief function is to mark that which is absent and invisible. It
employed here to indicate that the storm came on suddenly without warning.
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kiitL tE samuktl, aiyim ctcitl telatc. Te stolo tesEluq tE

came the rain-cloud, very-heavy rain-storm arose. The river it-washed-away the

tlumstans tlE otlkai slanai. tesEluq otlkai, te tlalsam-uomot Etia

house-her the snake woman, it-washed-away (the) snake, she saved-herself by-a

sesitaliu sesia. Te teat kwal tlE slauai ;
—

“ Aistome-tcin kElau !

” Te
grounded small-tree. She now called-out the woman ;

—“ Love-yon I beaver !
” He

kwal tE kElaii : “ Qa-tcauq nEsqatlauq.” Tetloms k'ois tlE otlkai. Kuins h5is.

replies the beaver ;
“ Not-you I-like-you.” She died the snake. No more.

The Beaver.

Once upon a time an old man and his wife lived together with their

grandson, a young man. He was unmarried and very much desired a wife.

Upon a certain day he went out for a walk near the river. He walked on for

some time and presently he saw some smoke ascending and went forward to

investigate. On getting nearer he perceived a house, inside of which was a young

snake woman. She was a very fine woman, exceedingly beautiful was that snake

woman. He accosted her thus :
“ What do you think of the idea of becoming

my wife ?
” The young woman answered, “ I couldn’t think of marrying you. I

don’t like sqiunt-eyed, l)road-bellied men, with short arms and feet. Go away, I

dislike you.” Thus dismissed, the young man went out and started homewards

for his own house. When he got there he threw himself on his bed and cried

bitterly. His grandmother, seeing him, asked what was the matter, and why he

was crying. “ Oh, grandmother,”* he sohbed out, “she called me cross-eyed and

big-bellied, and taunted me with my short arms and legs.” The grandmother

wept in sympathy, and said, “ If I had been there, my grandson, when she called

you these ill names I would have killed her. But don’t cry any more, I will

punish her.” Thereupon she calls upon the invisible rain-clouds. Soon they

appeared and a heavy rain-storm arose. The river rose rapidly, and in a short

time washed away the house of the snake woman and also the snake herself, who

was only saved from immediate drowning by clinging to the roots of a small tree.

In her peril she cries out to the beaver, “ Oh, Beaver, I love you.” Beaver replies,

“ But I don’t love you,” and left her to her fate. The water continuing to rise,

she was presently drowned.

Te WokwEnatcEin Ita tE StEmtEm.
The b of/’ and the Wren.

Te SO emac tE st^mtEm stEtset a tE kotlko, te tlalEt s5s6, kum te

He went walking the wren near to the sea, he continued going, then he

soqtas tlE kwEuis skolyet. Te so tla tas, tEelesot a tE kwatamEloms.
perceived a whale lying-dead. He went up to it, he clambered on to the side-its.

Te seletas tlE tlatctEiis, tetelEm kwEs te s5 emac :
“ nEsqatl kwens soqt

He searched-for his knife-his, singing as he went walking :
“ I wish that-I could find

tlEn tlatctEn ts‘ ! ts‘ ! kwens kwoqt He kwEnis ts‘ ! ts‘ !

”

my knife so-that-I-could cut-up the whale.”

l^This is repeated three times in the story.']
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Kum kEq tE skalmluq, stlumis, ne a tE ta-temiuq kanam-et taset tE

Then many the people, crowds, on the other-side (of water) hear-they those the

stEmtEm tetelEm ne e a tE ta-temiuq te-tloms kwmats-et tE sniikQItl-et, te-tloms

wren singing there on the other-side they take-they the canoes-their, they

sowet kwE-temIuq, te s6qtas-et tlE kwfeis. Te-tloms kwoqset aukQ, Qak’t'

go they across, they perceive-they the whale. They cut-up all, none

s’na tlE StEmtEm. Te so tE st^mtEm yMeen. KwEs te soqtas tlE tlatctEns. Te

his the wren. He goes the wren back. When he found the knife-his. He

SO tas a tE sQEnes, sos tlE kwEnis, tuIyEt tlE 8091 cau. Te kwin-nuq-

went there to the game, gone the whale, only a tiny bone (was left). He took-it.

uas. Te-tloms sos tcimiEkwop, te hewetas tE eau. Te k'wEl tE cau, te-tloms

He went built-a-fire, he put-in-fire the bone. He cooked the bone, he

skoinots. Te tc^tas £tla tlatctEns stEset a tE muksEns. Te tcEt-nuq-uas tE

“ mouthed ”-it. He cut-it with-his knife-his close to the nose-his. He cut-it the

miiksEns te kwutL pElEm. StEqwet qEtlitl tE stEmtEm, te nEmacac tE

nose-his it came hanging-down. Greatly distressed the wren, he threw-away the

cau. Te-tloms kwaiec, to so emac a tE 9eteim, saliakaim tE nniksEns. Sos

bone. He stood-up, he went walking to the woods, dangling the nose-ins. Going-on

te soqtas tE tcitcfm, te-tloms s5s tlE tas. Te soqtas tE stomic s‘aqai'9 stEset a tE

he perceives a fire, he goes to it. He saw a man lying near to the

tcitcuii. Te soqtEm tE st^nitEm te-tloms kwals tE stomic :
“ emac nE-sIaiya.”

fire. He seeing the wren, he says the man: “ Walk-forward my-friend.”

Ta-tlom stomic stEqwet qus tE yeniss. Te-tloms kwtTls ta-tl6m stomic: “0
That man very sore the tooth-his. He speaks that man :

“ 0

tE-nuwil nE-siaiya, stEqwet qus tE-nE yenis.” Te-tloms kwEtet tlE stEmtEm.
you my-friend very sore my tooth.” He examined-it the wren.

Te-tloms kwals tE stEmtEm: "0 nE-sIaiya Qa winakwEs tE skwoi.” Te-tloms
He said the wren: “O ray-friend not severe the sickness.” He

kwals tE StEmtEm “ tlatleu-sqatlet tE-nEsena muksEn.” Te-tloms kwals
continues the wren “ very-difFerent-matter-lo-cure my nose.” He replied

tE stomic :
“ 0 iiE-sIaiya ya .sqatlatas, la9ma-tcin skwa tE muksEn.” Te-tloms

the man :
“ O my-triend not hard-to-ciire-it, heal 1 will your nose.” He

SOS tE StEmtEm, te kwmatEm tlE tlatctEns, to sO tla-tas tE stomic, te wdtatas
went the wren, he took the knife-his, he wentover-to the man, he wrenched-oiit

ktlE tlatctEns tE yenis tla stomic. To qaiEiu tE stomic, te-tloms kwaiec
with-his knife-his the tooth of-the man. He laughs the man, he stood-up

tE-tEni’tl, te so tla-tas tE stEmtEm, te kwi'nutas tE im'iksEn tla stEmtEm, tE
he, he went over-to the wren, he took the nose of-the wren, he

tluk'wamatas. Te-tloms sowet emewac. hois,

made-it-whole. They go-they walking-off. Finis.

The Wolf and the Wren.
Once upon a time, Wren was walking near the beach when he perceived a

whale lying dead. He approached it, and clambered up on one side, and searched
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for his knife to cut it up. Not finding it, he sings to himself, “ I wish that I

could find my knife
;
I wish, I wish, I wish that I could find my knife, so that I

might cut up this whale.” Now it happened that there were a great many people

on the other side of the water, and they heard Wren singing his song. Thereupon

they take their canoes and cross over to his side. In the meantime Wren goes

home to look for his knife. When the people arrived on the beacli, they saw the

whale and set to work at once to cut it up. They took away every bit of it

leaving none for Wren. When he got back with his knife, he found the whale

gone and nothing left but a tiny morsel of bone. This he picked up, and when

he had made a fire, he roasted it. When it was cooked, he put it into his mouth

with one end of it sticking out. Taking his knife, he sought to cut it off close to

his nose, and in doing so, cut the point of his nose off so that it hung down.

Greatly distressed at his mishap, he threw away the bone and started off into the

woods with his nose dangling before him. When he had gone a little way, he

perceived a fire, and, on approaching it, saw a man lying near. When the man

saw Wren, he cried out, “ Come forward, my friend, come forward.” Now the

man was suffering very much from toothache, and said to Wren, “ Oh, my friend,

my tooth is very sore.” Wren examined the man’s tooth and said, “ Oh, my
friend, you are not very ill. Your tooth is nothing to my nose.” But the man

replies, “Your case is not very hard, my friend, I will soon heal your nose.”

Wren then took his knife, went over to the man and quickly wrenched out the

aching tooth with his knife. The man was greatly relieved, got up, and went

over to Wren, and taking his nose in his hand, set it in its place, and immediately

it became whole. They then separated, each going off in the opposite direction.

Te Slafyak SqaQiam.

The Sun Myth.

NEtcali QamamanEs nl tE m^nas, tEmicnali tE siyalEkgaus.* Te swawElos
One old-man had a son-his, two the wines-his. The vouth

palat tcatcatetlEm.^ KEq-all^ tE skumakums, kum tloms^ sos kla tE sfya, kum
always hunting. Many the companions-his, then he goes to a tree, then

tloms l^metas, tloms Qatuks tE sfya te-tloms honoqots tE skumakums, te kw&as
he kicks-it, it burns the tree they gather-round the companions-his, it warms

tatnenis. Kum te S(3 emewEc, te sotjtaset tE skwetLai eE tE hopit. Te
all-of-them. Then they go walking, they perceive-they a mountain-goat and a deer. He
t6(^5tEm TlEyEko-skin tE skwetLai eE tE hopit, te Qainuquas auk-Q.
shot (did) TlsyEkoskin (youth’s name) the mountain-goat and the deer, he killed-them all.

Te-tl6ms sos tE skumakums, yactaset tE skwetLai eE tE hopit, te so
They go the companions-his, they pack the mountain-goat and the deer, they come (to the)

caiiwau. Te kwaEtEm TlEyEkockin tlE slyacins ne a tE tat-kwat tlE stolo. Te
beach. He left (did) TlEyEkockin his pack-his on the far bank of-the river. He
SO amewit a tE tlumstans, te talwitas tE mEus :

“ Ma, kwo-tcin’-kwatan
went home to the house-his, he informed the father-his :

“ Father (said he), I left

tlE slyacin a tE tat-k\\ at tlE stolo. Te-tloms sos kwaiec tE QamemauEs, te

a pack on the far bank of-the river.” He went be-stood-up the old-man, he
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so emac, kwmatas tE siyacins, sotl tE ml^nas, te y&tEm a tE QamemanEs,

went walking, he-took-it the pack-his, helonging-to the son-his, he packing the old-man,

te so yilcin, te sotas a tE onkats tlE stolo, te tuk' tlukasas, te poks tE

he goes back, he reached the centre of-the river, it broke pack-saddle-his, it fell the

siyacins a tE sewots, te kwmatas, te kwinatas, te kwinatas.

pack-his into the water, he clutches-at-it, he clutches-at-it, he clutches-at-it.

(The repetition here marks the old man’s efforts to recover his pack.)

Kum te sotas a tE tlup sewots, kwokwol tE QamemanEs. Te kwo-sfluq’ tE

Then he reached the deep water, drowned the old-man. He floats-away the

QamemanEs, te kwutL tua kvveuktlai stEqwet el kweuktlai, te

old-man, he became changed-into a-piece-of-wood an-exceedingly pretty piece-of-wood, he

sotas a-tE-pala swiya, te soqtEm a tE kEq skdlmluq. “ StEqwet ei tlE

reached another country, he saw there many people. “Very handsome that

kweuktlai,” te kwinatEm EtlE nEtcali slanai, te 96stwas a tE

piece-of-wood ” (said one), she took it with-her one woman, she carried-it to the

tliimstans, sotewon tlE slanai :
“ nE-k'wast skwa wE-etltEn-an,” te kwutL

house-her, she-thinks the woman :
“ my-plate will-be when-eat-I,” it became

tl^k'wom, kum te etltEn tlE slanai, te kwmatas tiE kweuktlai, te (jealetas

dark, then she ate the woman, she took the piece-of-wood, she placed-upon-it

tE setltEns, te QaQOQEs kum kwo® aukQ tE setltEns, te kwmatas tlE

the food-her, it was-a-little-while then elsewhere all the food-her, she seized she

kweuktlai nEmacas, te s5 umkwat tlE kweuktlai a tE onyans tE tlumstans,

piece-of-wood threw-it-away, it fell down the piece-of-wood in the centre-of the house-her,

te k’wak’at tlE kweuktlai, te kwutL tuQ memans, te-tl6ms

it began-to-cry-like-a-baby the piece-of-wood, it became changed-into a-little-child, she

SOS kwinatas, te tlotlotas, raos sk’elt kum te kwutL tl-stomic, emac te

went (&) took-it-up, she brought-it-up, four days-only then he became a-big-man, walking he

s5 ainewit a tE lilawims, te soqtas tE m^nas, te nopIwonEm acislats tE
went home to the house-his, he saw the son-his, he meditates to-take-revenge-upon the

menas. Te-tl6ms so, kwaiec, te so a tE salnetc tE slya, te watc
son-his. He went, he-stood-up, he went to the back-of a tree, he defecates

nea-ta-tl6m, te otlotas tlE watc ;

there, he instructs his ordure (thus)

:

“ ei kwEs tuQ skweEkwalkwilac we-
“ Good that-you become little-birds when

kwutLas skwa tcEnE-m^na.” Te so yu tE QamemanEs, te taiitas tE mEnas

:

he-comes shall my-son.” He went home the old-man, he says-to the son-his

:

M^na, stEqwet el tlE skweEkwalkwilac kwo®-s6qt-an ne a tcE siya.” “ O,”
Son, exceedingly pretty the little-birds just-now-saw-I in yonder tree.” “ O,”

te sot tE ni^nas. Te kwinatas tE sluk's eE tE haiyaiEtans, kum te-tloms sos,
he replies the son-his. He took the bow-his and the arrows-his, then he set-out.

te soqtas tlE skweEkwalwildc, te totsotas a tE haiyaiEtans, kum Qa stcalamus kum
he saw the little-birds, he shot the arrows-his, then not able then

tots-nuq-uas, kum te so tE siya a tE kwatani, kum te teat kwin-nuq-uas tlE
to-shoot-them, then it went the tree up-to-the sky, then he now seized-them the
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skweEkwalkwiMc
;

te kwutL toQ watc
;

te matau tE tcalics

;

little-birds
;

they became transformed-back-to ordure ; he shook the hands-his

;

te-tl6ms yiltlatcems, kum Qa stcalamus kum soqtas ci-qutluk'. Te-tloms qaiiEms

he looked-down, then not able then to-see down-below. He cries

;

te-tl6ms SOS elegot a tE kwatam ;
te soqtas tE kwatam

;
te stEqwet el

he went-up-to (the) top to the snn-land ;
he saw the sun-land

; it very fine

swfya
;

te s5 emac, te kanam-nuq-uas ckwameQim, te soqwitas, te

country
;

he went-on walking, he heard-it a-knocking-sound, he went-near, he

soqtas tE tEm’cinall Qamemanes, aukQ-all tapos
;

te tuk'aic
;

te kwmatas
perceived the two old-women, both blind

;
he sits-down

;
she takes-it (the food)

te yatas tlE tatkops^
;

te kwinatEm a tE swawEl5s
;

te walastEn tlE

she passes-it-to her companion ;
it is-taken by the youth

;
she asks the

QamemanEs :
“ Qa-tcuq kwin-nuq ?

” “ Qa.” Te-tl6ms kwiils tlE

old-woman: “Not-you get-it?” “ No ” (the other replies). She questions the

(T/iis incident is repeated three times.)

nEtcall QamemanES :
“ Kowila emats ?

” “ e.” Te-tl6ms kwinats

one old-woman :
“ Are-you my-grandson ?

” “ Yes ” (he replies). He takes

tE stelmuqs, te k'Elaces a tE sewotl tE sallya, te tletostas tE QamemanEs.
the medicine-his, he puts into the water the leaves, he sprinkles the old-women.

Te-tloms skwEdams tE QamemanES. Te-tl6ms sos emac tlal tE swawElos

;

They open-their-eyes the old-women. He went-on walking again the youth
;

te soqtas ti-stol6, kEq tcalictEn, te kwinatas tE skopcins, te nEmacEs a
he perceives a-large-river, many salmon (there), he took a leg-hair, he threw-it on

tE swiya, te-tloms kwutL spa stEqwet kliik” swenam EtlE Qai'lEm
;

te kwmatas
the ground, it began-to grow very strong like iinto-a line

; he took

tE tEm’cinakwom,* te so yilacestwas a tE QiimemanEs, te saiyustas ii tE

two-pieces, he went back-again to the old-women, he showed-them the

tEm’cinakwom, te tautas tE QamemanEs :
“ stEqwet kEq tcalictEn a tcE stolo.”

two-pieces, he told the old-women ;
“ very many salmon in yonder river.”

Te-tl6ms snats tE QamemanEs : “nsatEla tT EtlE swoltEn !
” Te-tloms kwals tE

He bids the old-women :
“ make this into-a net !

” They reply the

QamemanEs, tceyemtaset tE swawElos, te-tloms kwals tE QamemanEs :
“ 0, einats,

old-women, thank-they the youth, they say the old-women :
“ O, giundson,

ef kwEs Qa squtlas tcE kwalawon, s6-tuq kwa-yu EtcE iilawim, soqt-tnq
it-is-good that-you not sorrow your mind, go-yon absent-home to-your house, see-you

kwa-tcE mfea eE tlE siyak^u.” Te-tloms nes kaie tE swawElds a tE
absent-your son & your wife.” He contented remains the youth at the

tlumstans tE QamemanEs. Te hoT tE kwenas sk'elt kum te kwal tlE QamemanEs :

house-of the old-women. It passed a few days then she said the old-woman :

“ Weyila, emats k’lom skwa Es-so yu.” Te-tloms wEk'Et-et tlE
“ Haste, grandson, now shall you-go home.” They opened-a-trap-door the

QamemanEs tE stEset ii tE tcitcim-mali.* Te-tloms kwinats tE tf-katca, te

old-women close to the fire-place. They take a large-basket, they

nuwicas emats, te-tloms k'aisets tE Qailim, te yobtas tE emats’ : “ Qa-tauq
put-in grandson, they fasten-on the line, they warn the grandson (thus) : “don’t-you
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wawak'w6sEm’®-aiiq weEm kaias tE katca, yekweeot-tcuq kuin tlal-tcuq” kwa
uncover-yourself should stop the basket, just-shake-you then again-you presently

SO pklEm.” Te tlalEt s6s6 kmn ktvoEni® kaiye, te

go-on descending.” He commences to-descend when down-some-distance he-stops, he

y&we(^6t kum Qa kEtltas pElEm
;

te wakwosEm, te-tloms sos Emyklt a

rolls-about but not proceed to-descend ; he uncovers-his-face, he (thereupon) goes back-up to

tE kwatEm. Te-tloms 6tlot-et, te-tloms niuveyet tlal: te otlotas tE

the sun-land. They scold-him, they put-liim-in-they again ; they instruct the

emats :
“ Toi wE-kanam-nuQ-auq el'^-skekak' kum teat wakwosEm-tcuq.”

grandson (thus) : “Only when-hear-it-you some-crow then now uncover-yourself.”

Te sweiiam steQas tE sQunal-et EtlE selas. Te kanam-niiQ-as tlE

He like-as did the instructions-their of-his grandmother-his. He heard-it the

skekak', kum te teat wakwosEm. Te-tloms sos yitltwas tE katca

crow, then he now uncovered-his-face. He went running-round-with the basket

a ti swfya, hoi kwo-tlom sos cl tE katca. Te-tloms sos

over this country, this-done, that went out-of-sight the basket. He starts

emac tE swawElos, te soqtas tls s!yak9aus yaeftas tE mEuas; te kwiil tE

walking the youth, he perceives his wife-his carrying the son-his
;

he calls-out the

meniaii: “Ta! te kvvo-kwutL tE ma.” “To sos.” “tE ma
little-one: “Mother! he is coming the father.” “ Be quiet ” (she bids him). “Father

kwd-kwutL te teat yilkliitcEm tlE tans, te soqtas tE swakatss

is-coniing” (he repeats). She now turns-round the mother-hi.s, she sees the husband-hers

te-tloms tEkaic, te kwutL EniEnf tE swakatss, te tlals tEkai'c stEset ^tlE

she sits-down, he comes there the husband-her, he also sits-down clo.se to-the

siyakf^aus. Te elEmtas tE luEnas te qaiiqauEm
;

te walactEin tE stomic te

wife-his. He takes-up the son-his they both shed-tears
;
he questions the man, he

walatas tlE slyak9aus :
“ Kwiutca tlE iiEtcali nE-sIyakcau ?” “ Kwo-®

a.sks the wife-his: “Where (is) the other ray-wife 1” (She replies) “Long-

wEtl swakaq netl tcE man kwo’-swakatss.”

time-since married it is your father husband-her.”

Notes and Explanations of the Text.

' styalEkcaus, distributive form with po.sse.ssive suffix of third person from siydkfau or

.nyal'fu.

- tUctoitctlEni, iterative rediqjlication tt> express the freipiency of hi.s action, from tcatlEin

or tNitctlv.m.

’ kEq-tdl. This compound is very interesting and show.s us that the numeral suffix for

“people ’ may be corapoimded with other than numeral elements, IcEq being an adjectival

promjun .signifying much or many. Cf. aukii-iili (below in this text) = “ both.”
» tloms. This form is here given three times without the usual prefix te. This is the

more noticeable as te-tloms is so uniformly employed. The final s marks its pronominal
character. When employed as a simple demonstrative it lacks this inflective element so
characteristic of the third person, tlom takes several prefixes, the commonest of which are
te, ta and k wo.

s kwo-tein. This particle kwo is very interesting in its function. It is the same as the
kwo above in the preceding paragraph. When compounded with the pronoun it has a
temporal-locative signification. It refers to something that has biken place elsewhere and
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earlier. Other examples of its usage are pal&t jfrird-kwutL a tE nE-kl6mstan, “Often he came

to my house.” Te kwo-jntsB tc^nE-stc6do, “ he killed my dog.” See other examples in this story.

* kwo. Here we see another and independent usage of this particle kwo-^m. Here it

takes the verbal suffix.

' tat-kops. I have here translated this term as “companion,” but this is scarcely the

signification of the compound, kops is the compound term for “ fire,” while tat signifies rather

“ across,” “ on the other side.” In the Siciatl tat-kops conveys the idea of each one sitting on

tlie opposite side of the fire. Cf. the compound tat-kwat in the .sentence above ne a tE tat-

kwat tlE st6lo, on the “bank” of the river, that is on the “far” bank, tat-ninis in the

sentence above, te kwasas tat-nenis, it wai-med “all of them.”

* The suffix seen here is the numeral suffix for long round things.

" -mdli is a suffix used in various compounds with the sense of “ place.”

waiOT^'it'JsETO-auq, reduplicated form of wak'wosEra. This form is employed here to

impress upon the youth that he must not keep bobbing up his head to see what progress he

was making.

“ tl(d-tcuq. We have here a good instance of the adverb taking the pronominal

inflection of the verb.

ci. This particle always conveys the notion of “remoteness” or “ out-of-sight-ness.”

Cf. SOS ci tE katca (below), “ went out-of-sight the basket.”

” kwo-kwxitv,. Kwo, as employed in this compound, implies that the father and husband

was looked upon as being “lost.” He had vanished from his wife’s and child’s sight entirely.

te kxoO-kiouti, might perhaps be better rendered by “ the lost one is returning.”

The Sun Myth.

There was once an old man who had a son. The youth had two wives. He
was a fine hunter, and often went hunting with his companions. One day, when

they were all out hunting together, they got very cold. In order to warm them,

he went up to a tree and kicked it. Immediately the tree began to burn, and

they all gathered roimd to warm themselves. When they were well warmed, they

set off again on their hunting. Presently they came upon some mountain-goats

and deer. The young man killed them all. They then cirt up the game and each

taking his pack started homewards. When they came to the river, the youth,

whose name was TlEyEkockin, left his pack on the bank and went on home without

it. When he arrived, he informed his father of what he had done, and bade him

go to the bank of the river and fetch the pack. The old man set out, and,

reaching the spot, proceeded to pack home the meat. As he was crossing the

river his pack strap broke, and the pack fell into the water. He made a clutch

for it, but failed to secure it
; again he tried, and yet a third time, but failed to

secure it. By this time he had got into deep water, and the current carried him
off his legs and he was drowned. He floats off down the river, and as he goes he

is changed into a piece of wood. In course of time the piece of wood is carried

into a strange country. There are a great number of people about there, and a

woman, seeing the piece of wood took a fancy to it, drew it out of the water, and
took it home with her, saying as she did so : “I will use it for a dish when I eat.”

At supper-time she took the piece of wood and placed her food upon it
;
but she

had scarcely begun to eat when all the food suddenly vanished. Thereupon she

took up the piece of wood and threw it from her. When it fell it began to cry

like a baby, and, in a moment, was changed into a little child. She went to it.
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and took it up and nourished it ; and in four days the child became a young man.

Soon after he set out for his own home. When he arrived, and saw his son, he

determined to take revenge upon him. So he went to the side of a tree and

defecated, and gave instructions to his excrement in this wise, “ When my son

comes, I desire that you shall he changed into little birds.” The old man then

went home, and said to his son :
“ Son, I saw just now in yonder tree some very

pretty birds.” “ Yes,” said the son, “ I will go and get them.” So he took his

bow and arrows, and went over to the tree. He shot all his arrows at the birds,

but was not able to kill them. He then climbed the tree, and as he climbed the

tree stretched upwards into the sky. He presently reached the birds and as he

sought to seize them, they turned to excrement in his hand. Shaking his hands

to cleanse them, he sought to descend the tree, but was no longer able to see down

below. He wept at his predicament, and proceeds to the top of the tree and

arrives in the Sun-land. It appears to him to be a very fine country, and he sets

off walking. Presently he hears a strange knocking sound, and on approaching the

spot from whence it came, perceives two old women who were both blind. The

noise is caused by one of the old women preparing their food. He sits down

beside them, and when the old woman passes the food she has crushed to her

companion, he intercepts it and eats it himself. The one who had been thus

robbed cried out for her share. “ Did you not get what I just passed you ?
”

questioned the other. “No, I have had none.” Again the other passes her food,

and again it is intercepted by the young man. Three times this is done, and then

the old woman who was passing the food suspected the presence of someone among

them, and called out :
“ Are you my grandson ? ” The young man replied in the

affirmative, and, taking some medicine leaves, puts them in water and sprinkles

the old women with the liquid, and thus restores their sight. He then left them,

and went on walking. Presently he came to a large river, in which were many
.salmon. Pulling a hair from his leg, he threw it on the ground and immediately

it became a strong line. Taking the line, he returns to the old women, and told

them that the river beyond them contained lots of salmon, and bade them make
the material he had brought into a net. The old women thank the youth, and one

of them says to him :
“ Oh, grandson, don’t disturb your mind about your going

home
;
you shall get back all right by-and-bye to your wife and son.” The young

man curbs his impatience, and abides in the house of the old women. Some few
days later, the old women said to him, “ Get ready, grandson, now you shall go
home. Thereupon they opened up a hole close to the fireplace, and, taking a

large basket, bade the young man lie down in it. They then attach a long line to

the basket, and instruct the youth in this wise; “When you are going down, if

the basket should stop, don’t uncover yourself
;
just shake it, and then it will go

on descending again.” They then let down the basket, which continues to descend

without any trouble for a considerable distance, but presently it stops. Forgetful

of the old women’s instructions, he uncovers himself to learn what is the matter,

but no sooner has he done so, than the basket immediately returns to the upper
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land. The old people scold him for his disobedience, and further instruct him

saying :
“ Only when you hear a crow calling, then uncover yourself and get out

;

that will be your country.” This time lie did as they told him, and after a while

got to the bottom and heard the cry of the crow. He thereupon uncovered

himself, and got out, and taking hold of the basket, ran round with it in a great

circle till presently it was drawn up t^ain to the upper regions. When the basket

had gone out of his sight he set off walking and presently perceives before him his

wife carrying his son. The little one recognizes him and cries out :
'• Oh, mother,

here is my lost father coming back.” The mother chides him, and bids him be

quiet, but the boy cried out again :
“ My father is coming.” The mother now

turns round, and perceives her husband. She sits down, and he conies and sits

down by her side and takes the little boy in his arms. They all shed tears of

gladness at their reunion. Presently the man questions the woman and asks

where his other wife is. She tells him that his father had taken her soon after his

mysterious disappearance.

Those familiar with the folklore of the Thompson Indians will at once

perceive that this story is a somewhat imperfect version of Sniklap and his son

N’tlikcumtEm. Throughout the whole story there is a lack of local detail. This,

and the several omissions, mark it as a borrowed form. It reached the Sfciatl very

probably through the Lillooets.

StcalistEn SQaQeam.

Salmon Myth,

NEtcal! meman QaqaQElem ne a tE kwotlkd,^ kum te kwfnatEm a tE

One little-boy swimming in the sea, then he was-taken by a

StcalistEn, te nEkurast5m, te so tE E-cP-tlnp, te soqtas

salmon, he dived, he went-down the into-unknown-depths, he saw (the)

cP-tlup, Qak’t* sewotl nE, stEweqt tciq, tE StcalistEn Qa stcalistEnas*

far-bottom, no water there, very dry, the salmon (was) not merely-a-salmon

sweiiani kwa E-cI^-skalmiuq, te so amewitenom tE meman, te ne tE meman
like-as some disguised-persou, he goes he-takes-home the boy, he is the little

skwTots a tE StcalistEn. Pala skwomai tEte skwines tE meman sk’alset a tE
slave of the salmon. One year there stays the boy along-with the

StcalistEn. Te hoi tE pala skwomai, kum te holya tE stcalistEii.

salmon. It is-finished the one year, then they are-ready the salmon (for

qaqawom tE qeqeqol stcalistEn. Sqats kwEs kwutL
the spawning grounds). crying the little salmon. They-desire that-they go

skumet a tE stlatlaiiet, kum te kwal tE QugamemanEs* : “ Qa-tcalap qap
with the parents-their, but they say the old-people :

“ Not-you yet

skumet, mos skwa skwomai c?-h6l, kum teat so-tcalap.” KwenetEm a
with-us, four shall-be years yet-completed, then now go-you.” It- is- seen by

tE meman tE slElac^ots tE stcalistEn. Te-tloms uloqet a tE snukqitl-et
the boy the doiugs-of the salmon. They get-into-they the canoes-their
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tetlSms kwutL-et a tE st^ltolo,® sfcEqwet kwackwic, keq tE stelemat,

they come-they to a creek, very glad, much the singing, (and)

mamak'Em® a tE ti-senko. TEqwanom^ a tE stcalistEn tE kwo-kwoi tE

jumping in the big-water. It-is-known to the salmon when dead a

swakatsotP eE tE mEnasotl* eE tE siaiyasotl.® Te kwutL amewit tE meman,
husband or a child or a friend. He comes home the boy,

te taiitas tE stlatlatlas : “ Qa-tcap Hoqsistap® tE stcalistEn

he instructs the relatives-his (on this wise) :
“ Don’t-you break-neck-you the salmon

kwES ots kwutL amEnI a tE stole.”

when first come into the river.”

Notes and Explanations of the Text.

‘ Kwetlko means the “ inner sea ” or waters of the channels and inlets in contradistinction

to senlco, the sea proper or ocean.

* See notes on this particle in preceding text.

The animals of the mj'ths are always regarded as different from those now living.

* QaoamhnanEs, reduplicated form employed here to mark the saying of the several

parents.

' Sttdtolo, diminutive of stdld, river.

“ MamOk-Em, reduplicated to express repetition of action.

' TEqwanom, to know intuitively without information.
* Suffix of “ post” states and conditions, uniformly employed in this manner in this dialect

to mark the “dead” from the “living.”

* Hoq-sist-ap, a compound term with incorporated object.

The Salmon Myth.

A little boy was once swimming in the sea when he was seized by a salmon.

He was taken down into the lower depths and saw the bottom of the sea. There
was no water there, everything was quite dry. This salmon was not a common
salmon, but a person who could assume salmon form. He took the boy home with
him, and made him his slave. For a whole year he lived with the salmon. When
the year had passed, the salmon got ready to start for their spawning-grounds.

All the little salmon began to cry to go too, but the old people remonstrated with
them, and told them they could not go till they were four years old. The little

Ijoy observed all that the salmon did, and took note of their lives and doings.

hen they were ready to start, they all took their canoes and made for a small
stream. They were a very glad and merry party, and sang and jumped in the
water . hen the salmon went up the stream into shallow water, the little boy
got out and went home and instructed all the people how they should treat the
salmon. They were on no account to break the neck of the salmon they caught in
the early days of the run, he told them, or the salmon would never return.

It is believed that the salmon always know when anyone is dead. They
will never go near wLere a corpse lies.
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Te KaikQ eE tE SkaiakEnek’.

The Eagle and the Owt.

Palat tcatcatctlEm tE kaikQ eE tE skaiakEnek'. QaQai-nuQ-as-et

Always hunting (were) the eagle and the owl. Killed-theni-they

tE kEq tTtatcl51nnuq, stEqwet kEq tE tlEtiakwet eE tE sleiik' a tE tlumstanet.

the many animals, very many the skins-their and the meat in the house-their.

Qak’t' sTyakqauet. NE-a-tE-pala skvlt kum te so emewEc tE tEm’cinall

(But) no wife-they. One day then they go for-a-walk the two

kaiEqnEqwewEs' tlentlanai. Te soqtaset tE tliunstan, te so tEk'ai'c,

young-sisters women. Thej’ saw-they a house, they went (and) sat-down,

tlE tlevvet a tE pala laas, kum te so tlE kuti a-tE-pala laaa. Te so

the elder on one bed, then she went the younger on-the-other bed. It came

nanat, kum te ktvutL amewit tE kaikQ. Te QaQoQEs, kum te tial

evening, then he came home the eagle. It was-a-little-while, then he also

kwutL amewit tE skaiakEnek-. Ef tE k\vale\vou-et stEmtomic a tE

came home the owl. Glad the hearts-their men for the

siyalEkqau-et. TIe ktitl slyak^aus tE kaikQ ; ei meman tE m:^nas. TIe

wives-their. The younger wife-his the eagle
;

fine little-boy the son-hers. The

tlewet slyakqaus tE skaiakEnek-
;

hoham tE snas in^na. Te so puksatas

elder wife-his the owl
; (a) frog the her child. She went she-put-it

a tE SElatl.

in the lake.

ame-witaset.

come-home-they.

AukQ sk-elt cutcatcatctlEm-et. Te QaQOQEs kum kw6-Qa
Every day huuting-they. It is-a-little-while they not

Sluk-am tE slyalEkqauet. Te-tl6ms sotiwouet tE slEntlanai:

Waiting the wives-their. They think-they the women-thus :

“ Netlya tlE sQEmim^ kwo-Qai-et tcEms swalEkats-otl.” Te-tloms kwinat-et
“ May-be a monster has- killed them our deceased-husbands.” They it-take-they

Etla tlewet, kum te yactas tE uiEnas tlE tIalqEtal tlE kuti. Te so

of-the elder, then she packs the boy-her she does-likewise the younger. They set-out

ehiewEc, te tEsmetas-et tE sElatl, ti-latl; stEqwet ti-sElatl. Te-tloms kwals
walking, they arrive-at-they a lake, a-big-lake, a-very big-lake. She exclaims

tlE kuti :
“ Tcastumutc’t-kwala kwoms so kwE-temiiui i Te-tlom

the younger: “ What- shall-w-e-do that-we-inay get-to the-other-side ? ” This

sosbtet ^tlE tcEtctas : “ ^bsomtcuEt, sb-c’t kwa kwE-temIuq.”® Te-tloms
reply of-tlie elder-sister :

“ Be-quiet, go- we presently across.” They

kwinatet a tlE tlewet tE hoham-niBiias. Te yatkaitus ii tK QailEiii
;
te

take-they of the elder the frog-son-her. She puts-in-his-moiith a line
; she

QaEtas: “sola nEsiin a tE ta-temiuq* tE SElatl.” QaQoQEs kwEs te sGso
bids-him ; “ go swim to the far-side-of the lake.” Presently when he is-goiug

tlE hoham kum titaiyak-. Te yiliein ; te teeyitEm a tE slaktlas.*

the frog then gets-angry. He turns-round
; he is-encouraged by the mother-and-aunt.

Te-tl6ms sos thil. Temtlalt a ta-temluq.® Tle-tloms tlauitset tin
He starts afresh. They-arrive at the-other-side. They behind-leave-they the
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hoham. Te-tloms sos emac-et tlal. Te QaQOQEs kura te

frog. They set-oif walking-they again. It is-a-little-while then they

kanaiii-nuQaset cT-Qalokoni. Te soqtaset tE tlumstan
;

te so 6t5tuQ

;

hear-it-they a-strange-noise. They perceive a house ;
they go into-the-house

;

te soqtaset tE swalEkatset soaqai. QaqoQEs kum te kwutL ena

they see-they tlie husbands-their iii-a-dying-condition. Presently then she comes there

tlE Yaneqemekwon. Te qaiEm
;

te-tl5ms kwals :
“ Mewela ! s5-c’t kaksem.”

the „ . She laughs
; she says :

“ Come ! let-us-go play.”

Te-tlbms sowet. Te kwomotEm a tlE tlewet tE timtl eE tE skwoq.

Tliey go-they. It is-placed-in-mouth by the elder the red-paint and the white-paint.

Te yatas tE m^iias a tE qailEni. Te-tloms sos qaiaqai'qSt. Te pEktas tE

She gives the boy-her a line. They start sliding-down. She spits-out the

tEmtl eE tE skwoq. Te qaiEiu tlE Yaueqemekwom
;

sotewon kwEs-
red-paint and the white-paint. She laughs the „ ;

thinking that-

kwd-skwoi tlE slaiiai. Te tialat qaqaqiEm, kum te qamalautcistEm

she-is-killed tlie woman. She keeps-on sliding, then she touched-her-on-the-shoulder.

[The youuger sister repeats the same trick.]

Te kwfd tlE Yaneqemekwon :
“ StEqwet ei tE makfo-elap,

She says the „ :
“ Very fine the hair-your,

tcatcastQtcElap ?
” “ TEfit-c’t kutlkwat tE kwEletl eE tE kwas qai'els,

how-make-grow-you t
” “ Put-we on-the-crown some pitch and some hot stones,

tloms kwutL pa tEms maken.” “ Hutas tom’cela !

”

thereupon comes growing our hair.” “ Do-it to-me!” (she demands).

Te-tloms Hiitas-towet. te nl, tlE nEtcali, a tE kwilas, kum te nl.

They set-about-it-they. She (standing) by, the one, the beUy-her, then she by,

tlE iiEtcalT, a tE eletcens. Te-tloms kwatset tE kwEletl eE ita kwiis qai'els.

the other, tlie back-her. They put-they the pitch and also hot stones.

Te ya.setas tE-snas maken, k'ak'ElnaHtas. Te kwal tlE SQEnam :

She throws-foi’ward her-own hair, she-is-befooled. She calls-out the witch :

' Lln-nuii-iia
!

qus-tcan.” Te otlotEm kaiye. “Te wEtl-kwutL pa tE

“Oh'-Ohl-Oh! sore-I-am.” She bid-her be-quiet. “It is-coming to-grow your

maken.” Te tialat skwiiiet kum te kwoL
hair.” She again cries-out then slie dies.

Eotes and Eiplunations of the Text.

‘ KaiEq-UEq-we-wEs. This is a synthetic term of relationship very difficult to render into
English. KaiEtj is a word used to designate a younger brother, sister, or cousin. Nsq appiears

in terms which express relationship to one’s wife’s people as : nsq-tcumaictEn = wife’s brothers
and .sisters, nt.q-u'i-n'E.m-te.ii = wife’s relations generally, and the latter elements of the compound
aie seen in the tenn for “ youths.”

- SQF.nara. Tlie use of this term in Siciatl is very interesting. It is the term for “ Doctor ”

in the Halkomelem and Sk'qOraic.

’ KwE-temIuq, cf. with this ta-temlflq below. These prefixes are locative particles with
meaning .similar to the cis- and tram- of the Latin.

' There is no equivalent for this term in English. Both mother and aunt are equally
slaktlas.
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The Eagle and the Owl.

Once upon a time Eagle and Owl lived together in the same house. They

were great hunters, and always had a goodly supply of meat on hand; but

there was one thing that they both lacked and that was the possession of wives.

They were both wifeless. Now it happened one day when they were off hunting,

two young women, sisters, in one of their walks came by where Eagle and Owl

lived, and seeing their house went into it. On entering they perceived that

it contained two beds, and the elder sister straightway appropriated one of these,

and the younger the other. A little after sunset, Eagle and Owl returned from

their hunting and found the young women there. They wmre delighted to see

them and each took one to wife
;
Eagle choosing the younger and Owl the elder

sister. In due course of time each woman gave birth to a son. To the younger was

bom a fine male child, but the offspring of the elder was a frog, which the mother

placed in the lake as soon as it was born. Eagle and Owl continued their hunting

and went off day by day into the woods as before. One day they failed to

return when night set in. The sisters waited day after day for them, but they

came not. Said one to the other, “ I fear some dreadful monster has killed our

husbands, and they will never return to us more.” At last they determined to

wait no longer for their coming but go and search for them. So they set out

together, each taking her child with her. When they had been walking for some

time they came to a very broad lake, and the younger said to the elder, “ How
shall we ever get across ?

” “ Oh, don’t you worry about that,” was the response,

“ we shall get across all right presently.” And as she spoke she took a long line

and fastened it in the mouth of her frog-child like a bit, and instructed him to

swim before them across the lake, while they would follow after walking on the

line. When they had gone some way in this manner the frog-boy grew restive

and stopped and turned round
;
but his mother and aunt soothed and encouraged

him and he set off again, and in course of time they all reached the other side in

safety. Here the women left the frog at tlie edge of the lake and set off walking

again. When they had been travelling for some time they heard a strange noise

and perceived before them a house. They enter this, and find their husbands

there at the point of death. Presently the witch-monster, whose house it was,

came home and found them there. Her name was Yaneqemekwon. She grins

when she sees the women
;
and, in order to destroy them, proposes that they shall

play at sliding dowm the mountain. Now this mountain, after a short declivity,

falls abruptly, and precipitates the venturesome slider into a yawning chasm,

hundreds of feet below. Thus the witch-monster thought to rid herself of the

wives of her victims. But the elder sister took the magic line she had used in

crossing the lake, and, fastening- one end about herself, gave the other to the little

boy to hold. She also, the better to deceive Yaneqemekwon, put into her mouth

some red and white paint. After that, she started to slide down the mountain

side, and as she vanished over the edge of the chasm, she spat out the paint which

VoL. XXXIV. E
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she had in her mouth. The witch-woman, perceiving this, believed it to be her

brains, which had been dashed out in her fall. Thereupon she laughed a hideous

laugh, but even while she laughed the woman returns, brought back by the elastic

strain of the magic rope, and touches her on her shoulder, and she perceives that

her scheme has failed. It is now the younger one’s turn to slide. But she does

the same as her sister
;
and when the witch is laughing in glee over her supposed

death, she in like manner is drawn back, and to the witch’s astonishment, stands

by her side unhurt. Yaneqemekwon is now struck with the long glossy hair of

the two women, and openly admires it, asking them how they make it grow so

luxuriantly. It is now the sisters’ turn to deceive. So they reply that the

abundance of their tresses is the result of their putting pitch and hot stones on

their heads. Yaneqemekwon requests them to treat her hair in like manner for

her. They consent, and set about doing it, the one standing behind, and the other

in front to hold her down. They cover her head with pitch, and then place burning

stones upon it
;
and the woman behind brings forward her own hair and lets the

ends hang down over the witch’s face in order to induce her to believe it

was her own hair growing. The pain of the burning pitch and stones makes

Yaneqemekwon struggle and cry out, but the sisters hold her down, bid her keep

quiet, and declare that her hair is beginning to grow. The increasing pain makes

her struggle and cry out again, and she would fain have rid herself of the cause

of her agony, but it is too late now, and she presently expires.

Te Asq eE tE Skwato.
The Seal and the Raven.

Te skwato ne tlE alis asQ. Te so tE skwato olotl a tE snukQitls. -Te

The raven hail a sister seal. He went the raven into the canoe-his. He

SO tas a tE skwines tlE alis. Te nEumtEin a tE setltEns. Te
went there on a vi.sit-to his sister. She prepared some food-her. She

tEpEnatcoIyEin tlE asQ, te sateq tE sqes. Te etltEn tE skwato
;

te holyucin.

roasts-her-hands the seal, It drips the oil. He eats the raven ; he is-satisfied.

Kuni te-tldms kwills :
“ iiEs-qat kwEns (jostoQ ci-tola a tE tuiyEl.” Te-tl6ms

Then he .say.s :
“ I-desire that-I adopt one of the family.” She

kwals tlE asQ :
“ ei nctl skwa tlE keEk’tl .soswauq.” Te-tloms sos tE

replie.s the .seal : “ good it-is shall the youngest go-with-you.” He went-to the

.skwato tcau olotl te a tE snukyitls k'aset eE tlE seluTiis. Tc so yilyilcin.

raven beach into he the canoe-his they-get and the niece-his. They go back.

Te so dnewon. te walatas tlE selifiHs : “ Qa-a-tcuq kwok’amauq ?
” Te kwill

He went half-way. He questions the niece-hi.s : ‘‘ Not-you thirsty-you ?” She answers

tlE meman :
“ Kwok'am-tcin.” Te-tldms tlalic tE skwato. Te tekdm.

the little-girl :
“ Yes,-thirsty-I-am.” He pulls-ashore the raven. They jump-out.

Te k-ElosEiu tlE meman te siteakwatEm kdE skwatd. Te kwoliidm
She stoops-to-drink the little-girl she is-struck-on-the-head by-the raven. She is-killed

klE -skwato.

by-the raven.

Te olotl tuas

He puts her-into

a tE snukyltl : kum te so yu.

the then he gr)es home.

Te

He
SO

arrivedcanoe :
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amewit. Te tlaaciii a tlE selluHsotl. Te aukQ Hiitas-tuas tEC[

home. He feasted on his deceased-niece. He all did-the-same-to every-oiie-of

seliuHtEiis opEnali ita tEm’ciu&. Te aukQ Qai-niiQ-as tEq selliiHtEusotl, kum
nieces-his ten and two. He all killed-them all iiieces-hi.s-late, then

te teat so me tas tlE alis. Qata tlal kvvES-kwoIyuts. Kum te Qii

he now went came there his sister. Desires-he also that-he-may-kill-her. Then he not

kwol-nuQ-as. Te QetEm, so a tE sewotl. Te olotl a tE snukQitls,

kill-her. She jumps, she-goes into the water. He gets-into the canoe-his,

kum te so yu. Mai stomie tE skwato, stciltcilotl, kwokwoQals, kEq
then he goes home. Bad man (is) the raven, always-stealing, always-murdering, big

ewon. KEqall tE siyalEkgaus. Te taiyakEmftEin a tE QEqals, te aiyuwatEm,

liar. Many the wives-his. He makes-angry QEqals, He is-transformed,

te kwutL tiiQ qaiels eE tlE slyakqaus. HoL
he becomes changed-to stone and the wife-his. Finished.

The Seal and the Haven.

Raven, who lived in one part of the country, had a sister named Seal, who

lived with her large family in another part. One day, Raven determined to visit

his sister
;

so taking his canoe he set out. Upon his arrival, Seal set about

preparing a meal for him. She did this by roasting her hands before the fire and

catching the oil from them as it dropped into a dish. When Raven had satisfied

his appetite, he told her that he desired to adopt and take home with him one of

her children. “ Very good,” replied Seal, “ you shall have my youngest daughter.”

In a little while Raven set out for his home, taking his youngest niece with him.

When they were about half-way there. Raven asked his niece if she were not

thirsty. She replying in the affirmative, he pulled ashore. She got out of the

canoe and stooped down to drink. As she was stooping. Raven struck her on the

head and killed her. He then places the dead body in the canoe, and makes

straight for his home. When he arrives, he holds a feast and devours the body of

his niece. In like manner, he got possession of all his nieces, twelve in number,

and devoured them in the same way. When all his nieces had thus been disposed

of, he makes up his mind to kill and devour his sister Seal
;
but she is too clever for

him. When he attempts to kill her, she jumps into the water and gets away.

Thus defeated in hi.s purpose, he has perforce to return home empty-handed. His

many crimes and wickednesses shortly after so incensed the Sky Hod QEqals that,

to punish him, he turned botli him and his many wives into stone.

A Siciatl Prophecy.

NEtcali Qamemanos tEqwoneQos tet-aukQ-stam. (^a slyuwas, sukwenam a
One old-man foreknew everything. Not shaman, same-as a

ci-“ prophet.” kweakwekwal a cI-kwatEm. Qoqot netl cI-kwatEm-
prophet. Always-speaking about the-iuiseen-world. He-taught it was the unseen-sky

satlam. Te iiEat tomosotl. Netl te nEat-otl tet-aukQ-stam. TeqwoneQos
power (who). He made the-ancients. It-was he made every-thing. He foreknew

E 2
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cI-QaletEn kwutL skwa a tE swiya. QoqwaiaQatEm a tE skalinluq.

far-off-white-man come will to this country. He-was-disbelieved by the peojde.

NEetEm kwEs keq aiwoiis. TeqwoneQos tE cEinaii kwEs kwutL skwa

It-was-iegarded as big lie-his. He fore-told the warriors that come shall

qai'leq.

to-fight.

A Sfeiiitl Prophecp.

There once lived an old man who was able to foretell everything that was

going to happen. He was not a shaman hut a true prophet. He was always

speaking to the people about the other world. He taught them that it was the

unseen Power above who made the ancients and that He had made everything

they saw. He foretold of the coming of the unknown white men to this country.

The people did not believe him ; they regarded his statements as great lies. He
also foretold of the coming of their enemies in battle.

Hote.—My informants told me that this person lived some generations ago

before the coming of the priests.

Tradition of a Great Snoicdonn.

The old people of long ago tell a story of a severe snowstorm. So deep was

the snow and so long did the storm continue that the people died in great numbers

from lack of food. Only the very wealthy were able to procure food at all. To

such a pass were the poorer people driven that they not only ate their dogs and

evei’ything else they could lay their hands on, in some instances their very

children.

This story would appear to be based on actual facts. The tradition of a

fearful and prolonged snowstorm is common to most, if not to all, the tribes of this

region
;
and a similar story is recorded with much graphic detail by the old people

among the Squamisli.

The Thresher Myth

.

Te Stalacin SQaQiam.

Once upon a time some of the people of the village perceived a sea-otter

(KEltetc). They hastened to take their bows and arrows and shoot it. The
otter was struck in the tail with an arrow and captured. It is given to the man
who shot it, and he kills and skins it. As there was much blood on the hair, he
left the skin soaking in the water and told his wife to go and wash it. When tlie

woman had cleansed the skin, and was washing the blood from her hands, it floated

a little way out from the shore. Lfpon seeing this the woman pulled up her skirts

and went in after it ; and just as she put her hand upon it, the skin jumped up
and caught the woman in its arms, being changed at the same moment into a
thresher (Stalacin). Immediately the surrounding water was full of threshers
Mhen the husband learns what has happened, he becomes very angry. He
paints his face with black, white, and red paints, and puts a large quantity of
eagle down upon Ids head. He then takes his spear and harpoon, gets into his
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canoe, and goes after the threshers. When he approaches they all dive. He
waits for them to come up again, but they do not come. He goes out a little

further on the water and drops his anchor. He then takes off all the down on his

head, and dives into the water after the threshers. Wlien he gets to the bottom

he finds a very fine country down there. Perceiving a road he set out to follow it,

and presently conies to a house. When he gets close he sees a crane. It flies

away crying, “ ka, ka, ka !” as it goes. “ Sliut up, grandmother,” said the man, “ I

want to talk with you.” The crane then stopped, and the man asked her if she

had seen a woman pass that way with the people. “ Yes,” replied the crane, “ I

saw a woman just now with some people going by here.” The man proceeded on

his journey, and presently sees in tlie distance the smoke of another dwelling in

the centre of a fine valley. When he came to the house, he saw a wild goose

there. The goose was crying out after its kind, and the man bade it be quiet.

“ Shut up, grandmother,” says he, “ and tell me have you seen a woman pass this

way ?
” “ Yes,” said the goose, “ she passed by here just now.” The man goes on

here again, and, in a little while, perceives before him the smoke of another

dwelling. Upon reaching it, he sees that it is inhabited by a slem (aquatic bird

not identified). It also was making the noise peculiar to its kind. “ Shut up,

grandmother,” said the man to it, “ and tell me have you seen a woman pass this

way ?
” “ Yes,” said the slem, “ she passed by here just now.” The man goes on

a little further, and then, by his magic power, compels the slave of the Thresher to

go out and gather firewood. As the slave approaches the spot where he is, he

chooses a good tree, and gets inside of it. Thus hidden, he draws the slave to him.

When the slave came to the tree, in which he was hidden, he took his stone chisel

and hammer, and began to cut it down. When the slave drove the chisel into the

trunk, the man inside opened his mouth, caught the chisel in his teeth, and broke

it. When the slave perceives that he has broken his chisel, he sheds tears at its

loss. The man now comes out of the tree, and, revealing himself, said to the slave,

“ Give me your broken chisel, and I will make it whole for you.” The slave gave

him the piece of chisel, and tlie man put it in his mouth, and by his magic

joined it to the other piece, whicli he still retained in his mouth, and made it

perfect as before. The slave is very grateful to the man. The latter now asks the

slave to help him get his wife back from his master. This the slave consents to

do, and they plan together how they may outwit the Thresher. The slave chops

down the tree, and the man, taking a piece of the wood, hides himself within it by
his magic power, and instructs the slave to carry it home, and put it down just

inside the door. It is arranged between them that after the slave has made a big

fire to enable the man to see all over the house and where his wife has been

placed, he shall go to get water, and when he passes by the fire, shall pretend to

fall down and spill it all over the fire. Upon arriving at the Thresher’s dwelling,

the slave set down the piece of wood containing the man just inside the door, as

had been arranged between them, started a large fire, and then went out to fetch

some water. In passing by the tire on his return he stumbled and fell, casting
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the water on the fire, and leaving the room in darkness. The man thereupon

jumped out from his hiding place, caught up his wife and ran away with her, while

the slave busied himself in starting the fire anew. When the light of the fire is

cast over the dwelling the Thresher and his friends perceive that the woman has

got away. They all start off to pursue her, the slave going with them. Now
the slave was by far the swiftest runner of them all, and, coming first to the

runaways and wishing to aid them, he pretends to fall down, and where he fell

there immediately sprang up a lofty mountain between the man and his wife and

tlieir pursuers. By the time the latter have climbed the mountain, the former are

well on their way, but before the man can get to the spot over which his canoe

is moored they are upon him again. The grateful slave again came to their

rescue, and raised a second barrier between them and the pursuers by casting

himself on the ground as before. Before the Thresher people could cross this

second mountain the man reached the line hanging from his canoe and jerking

it ^'iolently is pulled up to the surface with his wife in his arms by his brother

who is waiting in the canoe for him. They immediately pull for the shore and

only just reach it in time to escape the angry threshers, who, as soon as the

fugitives got to land, gave up the chase and troubled them no more.

The Eagle People.

There was once a chief who had many wives. In his tribe there was a great

number of young men. Now one of these youths fell in love with one of the

chiefs wives. She was the most beautiful of them all. At first she would take

no notice of him, but, in the end, she yielded and spent most of her time with

the young man. Wlien the chief learnt of his wife’s infidelity, he sought to find

who her lover was. To do this, he laid a trap for him. He sent out a number of

men to collect pitch. This he spread over his unfaithful wife’s bed, and the

following night when tlie young man went to visit her he laid down on the pitch,

which adhered to his back. When he essayed to get up in the morning, he found

himself held back by the pitch
;
and, in order to get up at all, was obliged to go

away with the bed-board sticking to his back. The chief was looking for this,

and had the young man seized and thrown into the water. When the youth

found himself in the water, he prayed to Qfiqals to save him. The sky-god heard

his prayer, and calmed the water all around him. For ten days he floated with

the tide, with the board still fastened by the pitch to his back. By the tenth day,

the heat ol the sun had so melted the pitch that he was able to rid himself of the

hoard. A little while after, he found himself on the other side of the sea and drew

himself ashore. He felt very sad and cried very much at the thought of his lonely

C(judition. He threw himself on the beach, and covered his face with his blanket.

Thus he remained for a long time. When the sun was well up, and he was feeling

a little better, he felt something touch his feet and looked up quickly to see what
it was. Seeing nothing, he covered up his face again, He had no sooner done so
than he felt the tmich repeated. He raised his head a second time and looked
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round, but nothing was visible, and he covered himself a third time. This

occurred many times
;
at la.st, feeling sure that somebody was playing him a trick,

he set about discovering who it was. Instead of wholly covering his face, he so

wrapped the blanket about him that he could peep out all the time. Presently he

perceived a mouse come out of a hole near his feet. “ I see you. Mouse,” he cries,

“ you needn’t hide any more.” Mouse now staj's and, sitting down by the young

man’s side, asks where he had come from. The youth replies, “ I came from the

other side of the water
;
Kao threw me into the sea and I floated here. But

where do you live ?
” Mouse replies," We have a house over yonder. Many young

women live there. I am their slave.” Now the young women had seen the youth,

and had sent Mouse to him
;
and, although he could not see them or their dwelling,

they were at that very moment peeping at and discussing him. One said, “ I will

take him for a husband.” Another said, “ No, you sha’n’t, I will have him
;

” and

so said all of them. Mouse now brings the youth to the house. When they got in,

he perceived a number of girls sitting down in a line. Being a fine-looking young

man, the women all admired him greatly and each desired to possess him for

herself. He sits down before them, and the first woman asks him, “ Will you take

me for your wife ? ” Before he had time to reply, each of the others made the

same request. The young man would have been greatly embarrassed if Mouse

had not forewarned him of what would happen. “ Refuse them all,” he had told

him, “ except the last one. Take her for your wife
;
her father is a very rich

man.” Acting on Mouse’s advice, he chose her for his wife. As they talked

together, she said, “ My father will come to-morrow and offer you your choice of

two eagles, one the black, the other the bald-lieaded eagle. Choose the black one.

I will take the white-headed one for myself.” Next day the old man came, and

did as his daughter had said. His wife now instructed him to put on his eagle’s

skin. She did the same with hers. “ Now, I will teach you how to fly and

catch fish,” said she
;

“ only be careful to follow my instructions. There is a

monster who floats on the water. Don’t be tempted to catch him, or he will

lead you to your death.” He becomes a very successful fisher, and secures aU

kinds of marine game such as salmon, porpoises, seals, and whales. So excited

is he with his sport that he forgets all about the monster. Lying on the surface

of the water, he sees in the distance what looks like a large fish. He flies

towards it, and fastens his talons in its flesh. Just as he does so, his wife

perceives what he has done and the great danger he is in, and flies to his rescue.

He was in the power of the monstei’. The creature now endeavours to drag him

uuder the water, and when his wife reaches him, only his head is visible. She

seizes him by the hair and calls to her father and brothers and other relatives to

come and help. They hurry to her aid and many other eagles also rush to assist.

They struggle together for a long time, but, in the end, the eagles win. The

monster is torn asunder, and the youth carries the portion he held ashore. They

all rejoice at their success, and talk of his wonderful escape. Wlien a year had

passed by, a son was born to him. As soon as the child began to speak, he cried
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incessantly for his paternal trrandpareiits. This makes the father desire greatly to

get back to his own home, but knowing how far away across the water it was, he

saw no hope of ever reaching it and became very sad in consequence. When his

father-in-law (SweiiEm) perceived his sorrow, he said to him, “ Son-in-law

(Stcenitas), don’t he downcast
:
you shall go back to your home by-and-bye.” The

next day his father-in-law took a small canoe, and, placing a carved figure at each

end, placed his son-in-law and his daughter and her child in the centre of it. He
then pushed the canoe into the water, and said, “ Go, carry them home.” The

canoe thereupon went of itself. There was no lack of food for the journey, for the

old man had given them a magic glove full of choice meat which never got empty-

In course of time, they crossed the sea and reached the village of the young man.

It was night and very dark when he arrived, and no one knew that he had come.

But next day, it soon became noised abroad, and everybody came to see him

;

above all, the young women of the village. They all desire to have him for their

husband, but he declines all their offers. Next day he gave a great feast. His

wife opened the glove in which their food was stored and took out what was left.

It filled two houses. He now cooks it, and by his father-in-law’s magic, is able to

boil this vast quantity in one small kettle. He now invites all the people of his village

to share the food with him. When they are assembled, one of the guests, whose name
was Raven, makes fun of the small pot in which the food was cooking. “ Somebody

will go short,” said he,“ if that is all you have to offer us. I could put all that pot

holds in my own spoon.” The young man and his wife say nothing, but take three

small di.shes and pour the meat into them and ask the people to help themselves.

This, with much scrambling, they did, and to their surprise the dishes ever

remained full. Raven tried hard to empty them, but found it beyond his power.

Hcnvever much was taken out, more remained behind, until everybody was

satisfied. When all were filled, then the pot was empty.

When their guests had all gone, the wife .says to her husband, “ Now you must

be very careful and not go with any other women. If you are unfaithful to me I

shall go away and leave yon.” On the following day, his wife wanting some water,

he took a bucket and went to the creek to fetch her some. When he got to the

creek, all the girls in the village were tliere on tlie lookout for him. One of them
enticed liiin to go into the woods with lier, and he, forgetful of his wife’s warning,

accepted her invitation, and went witli her. Some time later, he I’eturned to his

home with the water. When he sets the water down, his wife takes an eagle quill

and, dipping it in the water, holds it up and examines it. By this means she

learns of his infidelity. She throws away the water, and will have none of it.

Said she to him, ' You have broken your promise to me. Now I must leave you.’

So saying she took her child, and went down to the beach. He follows her, and
beseeches her to turn Itack. She does not stop, but bids him go home and leave
her, saying as she went, “ If I turn my face towards you, you will die.” When she
got to the water, she did not seek her canoe, but walks straight on, and the water
supported her. He follows close behind her, in like manner the water also
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supporting him. Again he begs her to return with him, but she answers, “ Nay, I

can return no more : but go you home.” He replies, “ I will never leave you,” and

continues to walk after her, beseeching her, every few steps, to stop and turn back

with him. Thus they continue for a long way
;
and she, at last weary of his

importuning, turns round towards him. Immediately the waters cease to hold him

up and he sinks beneath them and is drowned.

The Mink and the Wolf.

Young Wolf one day went out hunting. When several days had passed, his

friends thought he must be lost, and went to look for him. In the meantime.

Mink went down to the water to fish. As he sat in his canoe fishing, he saw

Y'’oung Wolf on the beach. Wolf calls to him to come ashore, but Mink pays no

attention to him
;
Wolf, however, continues to importune him, and Mink presently

pulls ashore and takes him into his canoe. When he is seated. Mink asks him if

he likes sea-urchins’ eggs : Wolf replies that he does. Mink then bids him help

himself, saying, “ Eat as many as you like, but eat only the white ones, don’t eat

the red ones.” Wolf falls to and devours a great many. When he had finished.

Mink says, “ If you want to go to sleep now, lie down in the bottom of the canoe

and rest your neck on the thwarts.” Wolf does so, and is soon fast asleep.

Presently, Mink takes his knife, and cuts Wolf’s throat with it so that he dies.

He now pulls ashore, skins Wolf, and takes the pelt home with him, and hangs it

by the fire to dry. A little while after. Wolf’s grandmother came to Mink’s house

to buy sea-urchins’ eggs. Mink tells her to look at what was hanging before the

fire. She looked up, and saw her grandson’s skin, at sight of which she cries

bitterly. Said Mink to her, “ If you want to make that noise you had better go

oixtside, I don’t want you blubbering here.” The old woman thereupon left the

house, and went home. “ What are you crying for ?
” said Old Wolf and the others.

She answered them, “ I am crying because I shall never see my lost grandson

any more
;
Mink has killed him.” When they hear this, they become very angry,

and declare they will go and kill Mink
;
but one says, “ Don’t let us kill him in

his own house, but let us get him here and kill him.” In order to entice Mink to

their house. Old Wolf gave a great potlatch, and invited everybody to attend. Mink
among them. Now the Mink suspects some trick will be played upon him, and

that the Wolf people will try to take revenge for the murder of Young Wolf; so

he takes steps to outwit them. Now Knothole was his grandmother, likewise

Mouse, and he gives them instructions in this wise. To the former he says, “ If

the Wolves spring at me, you grow big and let me through.” To the latter he

says, “ You gnaw all the bows and paddles of the Wolf people so they cannot use

them without breaking.” They promise to do as he bids them. When Mink
reached the Wolves’ house, and was fairly inside, they all sprang upon him with

the intention of tearing him to pieces, but Mink, being on the lookout for this

kind of welcome, sprang ihrough the Knothole, and ran down to his canoe. The
W(jlves seized their bows and arrows, and essayed to shoot him ; but as Mouse had
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bitten each bow almost in two, their weapons broke in their hands. Seeing this,

they threw them aside and rushed to their canoes to follow after Mink on the

water. No sooner are they fairly started than their paddles snap in two, and Mink

gets away from them. But the Wolves are determined to take him, and get new

paddles and return to the chase. After a long pull, they overtake and capture

him, and would have bound him with cedar withes, but Mink said to them, It is

no good tying me with cedar I can easily break that. Tou had better take a kelp

line and tie me with that.” This they did
;
then Mink said, “ Let me dance before

you kill me.” “ Very good,” they answered, “ you shall have your dance.” So

they bring the canoes together, side by side, and Mink begins his dance. He

dances first in one canoe, and then in another. Then he puts one leg in one

canoe, and the other in another, and bids them separate the canoes a little. “ Now
close up again,” he says, “ now open wider.” When the canoes are well apart, he

suddenly jumps into the water and dives down between them. The Wolves search

everywhere for him, but cannot find him. Presently Mink pops his head up out

of the water, near the shore, and cries out, Hullo, you people, what are you doing

there ?
” The Wolves pull ashore after him, determined yet to kill him. Mink

now enters a hole, and the Wolves come and thrust their spears in, hoping to kill

him
;
but again Mink outwits them. When they thrust the spears in, he takes

some of his grandmother’s guts and put them on the spears. The Wolves seeing

this believe that they have killed him, and go out in their canoes again. As soon

as they are on the water. Mink comes out of his hole and shouts out, “ Hullo, you

people, what are you doing out there ?” The Wolves hurry back, and Mink hides

in his hole a second time. Again they thrust their spears in, and again he puts

the entrails upon them and deceives them. After awhile, the Wolves go away

believing Mink to be dead. When they had gone but a few steps, Mink calls

them back with a jeer saying, “ Why don’t you come and take me?” Time and

again he thus deceives the Wolves, who, at last despairing of capturing him, go

away for good and leave him.

Linguistic.

As far as I am aware, no attempt has been made to set forth the structure

and grammar of the Sfciatl dialect, or collect a glossary of its terms. The following

notes and texts will therefore be the more welcome.

The Siciatl differs considerably from the speech of the contiguous Salish

tribes
;
and by the Indians themselves it is considered a difficult dialect to acquire.

They tell me that most Sfciatl can converse in the neighbouring Slaihmon,

Sk’qomic and HalkdmelEiu, but that few, if any, members of these tribes ever

acquire a speaking knowledge of Sfciatl. One reason of tbis is that its vocables

are mostly foreign to those dialects. In the compilation of these notes, another

illustration was afforded of the need there is to employ more than one individual

in our studies of the native speech. The differences in the enunciation of the

same words by Jack Isidore and Charlie Itoberts were often so ..ohsiderable, that
I had oil sc\ eral occasions to call upon a third person to determine the form to
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adopt and record. The personal differences in the speakers of barbarous and

unlettered languages would appear to be considerably greater than those displayed

by the speakers of cultivated tongues. This, in the case of the speech of tlie tribes

under consideration, is due mainly to the undeveloped state of their phonology and

the consequent indeterminate quality of many of their sounds, the result of which

is a strong tendency to permutation in vowels as well as in consonants. This

tendency is very strong in Siciatl where n and d ; ni and b
;

e, I, ai, are everywhere

interchangeable in the mouth of the same person and in the same words
;
and it is

utterly futile to attempt to get the natives to distinguish between them,

particularly the consonants. To them n and d are absolutely alike in sound even

wlien uttered by a European. The same may be said of m and b, d and t, and all

other distinctions of surd and sonant. This confusion of n with d, m with b, was

at first a cause of much trouble to me
;
for sometimes I secured the one sound and

sometimes the other in the same word in different connections
;
but on account of

the difference failed to recognize it as the same
;
the sound for example of

tcedis-tcedo, my dog, not suggesting readily to the ear the more correct form

tc^n’s-tcdno. Many of the differences in the vocabulaiy will be found to arise

from this permutation, and possibly some of the difficulty which the other tribes

find in acquiring this dialect is due to the same cause.

My chief helpers in my linguistic studies were Charlie Eoberts and Jack

Isidore. Others of the tribe gave me occasional help and assisted me in the

determination of doubtful constructions and sounds.

An examination of my grammatical notes will show that the Siciatl differs in

many interesting features from the dialects I have previously examined. Thus far,

all examined have shown the employment of a different root for marking the future

in verbs. The Siciatl is no exception to this. The radix employed by them is

totally unlike that in any other dialect. Considerable difference is also seen in

their pronominal forms ; and the temporal affix iiE or 1e of the HalkomelEiu

dialects is changed to te in Siciatl.

Phonology.

Vowels.

a as in English hat. i as in English •pin.

fi „ „ father. i „ pique.

a „ „ all. 0 „ „ pond.

ii „ ynat. o „ tone.

e „ „ i)en. H „ lut.

L* „ they. u „ hoot.

E obscure vowel as in English flowrr: " a terminal vowel only in part

articulated.

Dqihthontjs.

ai, as in aisle
;

aii, as in cow
;

oi, as in boil
;
eu, as in few.

I have called attention in former reports to the indeterminate character of

the vowel in the Salish dialects of this region. This quality characterizes the
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Siciatl vowels in a marked degree, particularly the loug vowels. There are also

many obscure vowel sounds in Siciatl as in the other Salish dialects
;
but I have

refrained from multiplying the symbols for these on account of the “ personal

equation ” in the speech of the natives
;
no two as a rule, as far as my ear could

detect, using cpiite the same sound in the same phrases. And for this reason I

hold that any attempt at over-refinement of sounds in setting forth the phonology

of native speech defeats the end in view
;
the more particularly when the sounds

have lieen gathered as is frequently the case, from one person only. For all

practical purposes the symbol E as here used serves the purpose of indicating the

obscure character of tlie vowel very well.

Consomints.

b, as in English. This sound is never used in Siciatl as the complement of

p, but is a permutation of ni.

d, as in English. This sound is always a permutation of n in Siciatl and is

never the sonant of t.

h, as in English.

L

k', a strongly palatized k.

l, as in English.

tl, an explosive palatized 1.

L, the same but shorter.

m, as in English, everywhere interchangeable with h.

, intermediate between ourp and b.

s, as in English.

t.
>, „ generally

;
occasionally intermediate between our d and t.

^ ) .*5 ft

ip as ch in loch in broad Scotch.

Lf, approximately as ich is uttered in North Britain.

U, as the German ch in ich.

c, as in English sh.

, as th in the word th in.

tc, as ch in the word church.

ts, as in the word fits.

kw, as qu in the word quantity.

In tlie mouths of some of the Siciatl initial s, runs uniformly into c. S, c

and tl, particularly when finals, are also interchangeable in the speech of .some

natives.

’ marks a pause or hiatus, as : k’lEmum, to ‘ chop.”
' written over a consonant indicates that it is uttered explosively with stress,

as ; t'paos, “ blind.”
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Accent.

Accentuation in the Salish tongue is as marked as in English. But it

has a wider sjmtactic and grammatic use than in our language. I have not

yet satisfactorily determined in my own mind the basic principle of the accent in

Salish. The fact that the position of the accent in the same word frequently

varies in the different dialects tends to make the subject more difficult. But

speaking broadly two main principles reveal themselves, viz., radix accentuation and

quantity accentuation. Both these rules are frequently disregarded and the accent

is shifted to some other syllable in the word for syntactic and rhetoric purposes.

It is a common principle in the Salish dialects to distinguish homonymous

terms by a shifting of the accent, more particularly when the words have an

etymological identity. Thus : sk'omai, hair, and sk’omai, dog '^

;
uiEtcin, lice

;
and

mitcin, testicles.

jS’u tuber.

Number is distinguished in Siciatl in a variety of ways, as in the other Salish

dialects. There appears to be no true plural, the same form being used for the

singular as well as for the plural; but wherever the idea of severalty or

distribution enters the distinction is effected by a modification of the stem. This

is done by reduplication, by epenthesis, diieresis, aphseresis, epithesis and by vocalic

mutation. Ideas of greatness, abundance or plentitude are expressed by means of

separate particles.
.
The following words offer examples of these methods, thus :

—

SwawElos, boy. swawewElos, boys.

stomic, tnati. stifimtomic, men.

qaiEls, stone. qEqalEls, stones.

slyakop, hat. sisiyakop, hats.

stEkafu, horse. stEkteakaiu, horses.

hopit, deer. liEphopIt, deer.

tcitwon, bear. tcitcitwon, bears.

tlumstan, house. tlatlumstan, houses.

si'ya, log. sfyam, logs. (This is a very unusual form.)

kdakatl, old. k'lakawatl, old (several).

yaniemanEs, old. oaniEmemanEs, old (several).

stotElEinit, old. statdtElEuiit, old (several).

Gender.

Gender is distinguished in Sfciatl by the use of demonstrative particles, which

alone possess a formal gender ; by the use of separate words, or by placing the

terms for “ man ” and “ woman ” before or after the class word, thus ;

—

tE, masculine. tlE, or SE, feminine.

man, father. tan, mother.

stomic, man. tlanai, woman.

swawElos, boy. tlftlanai, girl.

‘ These dogs were reared for the sake of their hair, hence the term.
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In Siciatl there appears to be no modification of the terms for “ man ” and

" woman ” wlien applied to mark gender in animals as in the HalkomelEin and

Sk'qomic dialects, thus ; stomic-tcedo, dog
;
tlanai-tcedo, hitch.

Case.

In the Salish tongue case distinctions are wholly wanting. The relations

expressed by case-endings are in this language supplied by particles
;
the Salish

being an analytical tongue like the English, with which it has many other points

in common.
Reduplication.

Eediiplication plays an important role in Salish and has deeply affected the

development of its grammatical and lexical forms. It subserves a variety of

purposes. Primarily its function is to express severalty or distribution. It seems

also at times to denote the idea of plurality
;
but on this point I am not yet

certain, for in many instances where it seems at first sight to mark the plural, a

closer examination shows that the predominant idea is really severalty. The ideas

of augmentation and its opposite, diminution, are also expressed by reduplication. It

also expresses intensity, repetition, frequency and prolongation of verbal action,

collectively, totality, superiority and its opposite, inferiority, and several other

categoi'ies. The expression of these several ideas is effected by phonetic changes

in the radix or by a shifting of the accent. In words of one syllable the whole

word is usually duplicated. In words of niore than one syllable the radical

syllable only is duplicated. This appears to be the general rule, but exceptions

are not infrequent.

Diminutices.

Examples of diminutive reduplication in Siciatl are as follows :

—

thimstan, house.

stolo, river.

qaiEls, stone.

tced5, dog.

hopit, deer.

kwodot, porpoise.

kwinis, irhale.

tletlurnstan, little house.

stotElo, rimdet.

qaiqaiEls, pebble.

cetcedo, puppy.

hohopit, favm.

kwokwodototl, young pmpoise.

kwc(a)kwinis'6tl, young vAale.

N.B.—The suffix -otl seen in the last two is added to distinguish tlie words

from homonymous forms in the language ;

kwatlt, dish
; kwakwEtlt, platter.

Other examples of reduplication will be found in the vocabularies and native

texts given below.

Avgmentatives.

Augmentatives in Siciatl are commonly formed by prefixing the particle ti

or te to the term, thus : te-thiinstan, a large house ; ti-yolloc^'ot, a great hunter
;

tf-stolo, a kirge river.
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Substantivum Instrumentale.

The instrumental suffix -tEn so characteristic of the Salish dialects finds a

place equally in Siciatl, thus ;

—

hafyai-tEn, arrow. 'kupaiakwdiya-tEn, jiwjer-nail.

k'ulk5-tEn, a waJl. kwel-tEn, a stocking.

po-tEn, a sail. selosE-tEn, food-mat or tablecloth.

kwal-tEn, speech, language. tlate-tEn, knife.

tEk’Esot-tEn, ladder, steps. kwal-tEn, a hiding-place.

peQulHe-tEn, a brush. kwekwInds-tEn, a mirror.

It is interesting to note that no two dialects apply this suffix to the same

category of terms. It is one of the most interesting of the Salish formative

elements.

Substantiva officicdia.

These are formed in several ways, chiefly by the prefix miks-, secondly by

reduplication of the stem, and occasionally by the prefix of abstraction, s, thus :

—

nuks-atcete, a stutterer
;
from atcetc, to stutter.

nuks-stelim, or stEltelim or stEltEl, from telem, to sing.

niiks-etot, or sEtetot, a sleeper ; from etdt, to sleep.

sutetot, a dreamer : from utetot, to dream.

nuks-yoTloqot, or yoyoiloqot, a hunter-, from yollocot, to hunt.

stciltcilotl, a robber
;
from tcilotl, to rob.

kwokwoyfluk, a murder of one perscm
;
from kwoyiluk, to murder or kill.

kwdwaiyiluk, or kwokwafmaq, many times a murderer, from same root,

soomat, a lazy person
;
from oomat, lazy.

nuks-kw’ekwetlkEii, an interiweter : from the reduplicated root kwekwetlkEn.

8‘tcatcalEtEn, a fisher
;
from s'tcaletEn, to fish.

Synthetic Nouns.

The Siciatl usually employ synthetic or incorporative nouns when speaking of

the body or its parts, and in a few other constructions such as class numerals, tree

and house compounds, etc., thus ;

—

tsuq-ds-Em, to wash the fare.

tsuq-oTy-Em, to wash the hands.

tsuq-efn-Em, to wash the feet.

tsuq-enas-Em, to wash the chest.

tsuq-eakwad-Ein, to wash the head.

also k'ak’ahusEm „ „

etla-walos, I hurt my eye.

etla-ciii, I hurt my foot.

' This formation is diiferent from that of any of the other dialects previously examined.

It signifies “ thing for scratching or digging.’’
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etla-waiada, / hurt my ear.

etlfi-woiya, / hurt my hand.

te-tcin-s^pai-yuk‘, I struck my nose.

tC-tcin-siik-alaliok-, I hurt my head (from something falling upon it),

suk Einallok', I hurt my head (by passing through a low doorway, etc.).

lEsallok'-tcin, / hit my head (by striking the floor with it in lying down).

The incorporative forms for house are, -autQ or -tQ, for tree -ai, thus

:

naitc-autQ, one henise-, samftQ, hco houses, etc. ;
kwosEn-autQ, star-house : spal-ai, one

free : tEmcid-ai, two trees, etc.
;
cedar-tree, tiiqEm-ai

;
fir-tree, pElad-ai

;
maple-tree,

k'limol-ai, etc.

For numeral compound forms see under Class Numerals below (p. 69).

All these synthetic forms may be rendered by the independent forms and

frequently are. Speaking generally these forms are derived from the older

elements of the language, and are found with slight modification in all the Salish

dialects.

Compound Nouns.

The compound nouns in Sfciatl are formed as in the other Salish dialects

examined, by simple juxtaposition, by agglutination, and by formative elements.

Abstract nouns are formed directly from the verb stem by prefixing s to them,

thus: etltEn, to eat] setltEn, food: kait, to shout: skait, a shout] kwut, to see]

skwut, sight] utetot, to dream : sutetot, a dream] teucam, or teteucam, to learn]

steucam, or steteucam, learning, instimefion.

Personal Pronouns.

Of these there are in Sfciatl three classes, the independent, the copulative

and the incorporative. The independent pronouns are :

—

/, me, saliyu. we, tlnernotl, or nemotl.

thou, nfiwil. you, nuElap.

he or she, te, te-tlnms, ta, ta-tloms. they, te, te-tl6ms, ta, tatloms.

The forms for the third person are really demonstratives, and are usually

employed without distinction of sex, the context marking this. In constructions

where it is necessary to distinctly mark the sex se or tie is used for the feminine.

The distinction between te and ta, or te-tloms and ta-tloms, is just that between

hie and illc of the Latin. A clear idea of the function of these demonstrative forms

may best be gathered from a study of the native texts given below. In the plural

the compound forms are sometimes reduplicated, thus : tdtEtldms, they.

A selective significance is given to the pronouns by placing the demonstrative

particles tE or tlE before them, according to the gender, thus :

—

tE saliyu, 1. tE tlnernotl, we.

tE nuwil, thou. tE uu^lap, you.
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Copulative Pronouns.

/, -tciii, tcin-, -tcan, tcan-, -an. We, -c’t, -tuat, -at.

thou, -tcuq, tcilq-, -tcauq, -auq. You, -tcalEp, -ap, -Elap.

he, she, -as, -s, -tas. Theij, -as, -nswet, -tas, -et.

The function of the.se will best be seen in the native texts given above. It

will be seen that they are sometimes prefixed and sometimes suffixed.

Ineoiporatire Pronouns.

These forms present considerable differences from the i-ories]ioiiding ones in

the dialects previously examined.

qatl-noinl-tcin, 1 like thee.

qatl-nomi-c’t, we like thee.

qatl-nom-tc-tcilq (tE sallyu), thou, likest

me.

qatl-niiq-ua-tcuq, thou likest him, her.

qatl-nuct‘ (tE), i/ou like him.

qatl-nomotl-as, he likes us.

qatl-nomotl-aset, they like us.

qatl-nomim-Elap, he likes you.

qatl-nomimElap (aiyawet), they like you.

<|atl-nbmI-tcil-Elap, 1 like you.

qatl-uomi-c’t-Elap, we like you.

qatl-nomutl-tcuq (tE tlnemotl), thou

likest us.

qatl-tlau-nuq-ua-tcuq, thou likest

them.

qatl-nomtc-as, he likes me.

qatl-nomtc-aset, they like me.

qatl-nomim, he likes thee.

qatl-nomim (aiyawet), they like thee.

There is a certain interesting uniformity about these forms which is wanting

in the other dialects examined
;
tliroughouc they have tlie reflexive pronominal

stem nomot, self, in common. Tlie forms for the third person are also interesting.

The particle nuq seen in theju is not a pronominal element proper. It is the

same determinative particle which plays so important a part in Sk'qomic

constructions to whicli I liave previously called attention.

From the following there would appear to be another method of pronominal

incorporation : but this is an irregidar form.

kwedem or k

kweneqetcin, I see you.

kweneqetciiiElap, I see you (plural),

kwenetciu t‘e, I see him.

kwenesiiset, they saw me.

kwenesim tE nuwil, they saw thee.

kwenesim tE niiwilar

wenem= fo see.

kweneqtcuq, you see uie.

kweneqEtcalap, you see me (plural),

kwekweuetcin, 1 see them.

kwenetomocEs, he saw me.

kwenei^us, he saw thee.

I, they saw you (plural).

Possessive or Adjertiral Pronouns.

Of these the Si'ciatl employ .several di.stinct forms
; they also make distinction

between the thing present and the thing absent, the commonest form is as

follows :

—

VoL. XXXIV. F
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Singular. Plural.

tE-n’ man (object present), my father. tE-ms’ man (object present), our

fathefr.

tcE-na man (object absent), niy father. tcE-ms’ man (object absent), our

father.

tE man (object present), thy father. tE man-Elap (object present), your

father.

tcE man (object absent), thy father. tcE man-Elap (object absent), your

father.

tE man-s (object present), his, her, tE man-et (object present), their

father. father.

tcE man-s (object absent), his, her, tcE man-et (object absent), their

father. father.

The above are used exclusively with masculine objects. With feminine objects

the following are employed :

—

Singular. Plural.

ts‘E-n’ tan (object present), rny mother. ts‘E-ms’ tan (object present), our

mother.

tlE-n’ (object absent), my mother. tlE-ms’ tan (object absent), our

mother.

ts‘E tan (object present), thy mother. ts‘E tan-Elap (object pre.sent), your

mother.

klE tan (object absent), thy mother. klE tan-Elap (object absent), your

mother.

ts‘E tan-s (object present), his, her, ts‘E tan-et (object (iresent), their

mother. mother.

tlE tan-s (object absent), his, her, tlE tan-et (object absent), their

mother. mother.

A simpler and more intimate form is as follows :

—

Singular. Plural.

iiE-tdn, rny mother. musnana-tan, our mother.

u-tan, thy mother. u-tdn-Elap, your mother.

tan-s, his, her mother. tdn-et, their mother.

This form is employed when the object is close to the possessor of it.

Examples of its use will be found in the native texts below. As the demonstrative

elements are wanting to it there is of course no distinction of gender with this

form. It is the form most commonly used in answer to the question “ Whose is

this ?
”

The emphatic forms equivalent to the nE-swii or tjimswa forms of the
HalkomelEm are as follows :

—
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Sinyular.

tEn’s^nfi stcedo (object present), my

men dog.

tcEn’sEiia stce'do (object absent), my

own dog.

tEs’na stc(5do (object present), thy own

dog.

tcEs^na stc4do (object absent), thy own

dog.

tEs’na stc^dos (object present), his, her

own dog.

tcE^na stcedos (object absent), Im, her

Phiral.

tEin’snana stcedo (object present),

our own dog.

tcEinnana stcedo (object absent),

our own dog.

tEs’nanalap stcedo (object present),

your ou-n dog.

tcEsnanfdap stcedo (object absent),

your own dog.

tEsnanet stcedo (object present),

their oic/i dog.

tcEsnanet stcedo (object absent),

their ovm dog.ovm dog.

This word stcedo may also be written stceno, the d being a permutation of n.

I have, however, invariably employed the d because tins sound so strongly

predominates.

The particle kwa which plays so important a part in the HalkomalEm dialects

is also seen in Sfciatl. It fills a subordinate place, however, in this tongue. It is

found in pronominal forms and marks absence as in HalkomelEm, but is not used

in quite the same way. I have not found any distinction between present and

visible, and present but invisilde, pronominal forms in the Sfciatl, as in the

HalkomelEm. In the expression, is your father dead ? kwa must always be used,

thus : kwa kwoi tcE man ? Its function here is the same as in the other dialects.

It marks the absence of tlie object, or rather, as the tcE form does this, tlie absence

of knowledge of the londr of the object spoken of. In Sfciatl the jmrticle kwo is

used in a temporal sense in a manner peculiar to that dialect, thus we say : kwo
kukElaselEin, he is sich, if the person referred to is in some other place. It is

employed also in the following constructions : kwb-tciii kwfitan tlE slacin a tE

tiitkwat tlE stolo, I left the pach on the banh of the rirer: kum kwo aukp tE setltEns,

then “ OM'ay” or "disappeared'' at! the food. Te kwo kutL tE ma, "Father is

coming." It is found also as a compound of tlom, thus : kwo-tlbin in contra-

distinction to te-tlom.

Substantive Possessive Pronouns.

Singular.

nESEiia, mine.

usEna, thine.

s’nas. sEnas, his, hers.

Plured.

laEsEnana, ours.

us’nanElap, yours

s’nanet, theirs

Po.ssessire with Verbum Substantieurn.

Singular.

it or this or thed is mine.

„ „ thine.

netl-tciu-sEua,

netl-tcE-s’na
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netl-tcEm-s’nana it or this or that is ov.rs.

iietl-tcE-s’namElap „ „ „ yov.rs.

netl-tcE-s’nanet „ „ „ thews.

It is interesting to observe the reduplication of na to mark the plural in these

and the other forms. There is no distinction between “ inclusive ” and “ exclusive
”

forms in Siciatl.

A prepositional form is also used of the third person when the owner’s name

is mentioned. It is identical with that in the HalkomelEin ; thus : s’na tla John

stc4do, this is Johns dog.

Possession is also thus expressed in Sfciatl ;
“ / have a horse’’ stekaiu teins^na :

“ you hare a horse,” stdkaiu tcEs^na: "hr has « horse,” stekaiu tcEs^nas, etc.

In terrogative Fronou ns.

wat ? icho ? wat-tcuq ? u’ho are you ? wat ci-ti nEat iT ? who nuulc this ?

tu-wat ? ivhose I wat ? whose .? nctl wat ti ? vjhose is that I

stam ? xvhaf ? stam te-tlom ? v:hat is this ? stam tcE sqatLs ? what do you want ?

stam fya tcE sqatLs ? ichat does he want ?

kwi'ntca ? vjhere ? kwi'ntca tcE stekaiu ? where is your horse ?

n^tca ? lehich I n^.tca tcE tlumstan ? v:hich is your house ?

Fejlexive Pronouns.

nomot, self.

tc-tciu-SEpE-nomot, 1 struek myself.

This form is identical with tliat in tlie Sk’qomic. In Siciatl it is an essential

constituent of passive verb forms and incorporative personal pronouns.

Indefinite Pronouns.

aii-wat, anybody, watdsyE, somebody.

DeinonstreU ives.

tE, te, tetlom, tatlbni, he, this, that : tlE, sc, setlom, tlatlom, she, this, that.

The above are used principally with the third person, but not exclusively

so. When the object is other than a person the following forms are usually

employed :

—

ti, this; ta, that (object little distance only from speaker).

ii ta, that (object farther off).

il tii teuk', that (object very distant).

There are no distinct forms to mark the plural. When it is desired to use
them in this sense the object suflers modification, thus ; ti tliitlumstan, these
houses: ta tlatlumstan, those houses.
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Articles.

tE (masculine), tlE (feminine), the, a
;
kwa, a.

The function of these can be gathered only from a study of the native texts.

Consult also the writer’s remarks on this head in the -ith Report Ethnoloe/ical Suriey

of Canada, 1902, B.A.A.S.

Numerals.

Sfciatl abounds in class numerals. The siniple absolute forms are as

follows :

—

1. pala.

2. tEniicm.

2. tciitlas.

4.

mos.

5. eCdatcis.

6. t'Equm.

7. tsotcis.

8. tEtitcis.

9. tuQiuq.

10. opEii.

11. opEii ita pala.

12. opEn i'ta tEmiein.

The others follow i

20. sampea.

21. sampea ita pala.

30. tcadauca.

40. mosatlca.

like manner:

—

50. qlTatca.

60. t'EqEmatsca.

70. sotcisaca.

80. tEatcisaea.

90. tuwiEqaca.

100. tEsawitc.

1000. opEn tEsawitc.

Partitive Numerals.

silk', half.

There are in Siciatl no terms corresponding to “ quarter ” or “ three-quarters,”

as in the HalkomelEn.

Class Numerals.

1 vian, nitcall (stoniic). 20 men, .sam’cEali or sahacBali.

•J men, tEmicnali (stEintomic). 21 „ sam’cEiili fta nitcalT.

o ,, tca^all. 30 tcadauciili or tcanaucali.

4 ,, mosalh 40 „ raosElcali.

5 „ selatsall. 50 „ selatscali.

6 ,, tuqabali or tEqamali. 60 „ tuqabatscali or tEqam’tscali.

7 „ sotcisall. 70 „ sotcisacali.

8 „ t'Eatcisall. 80 „ t'Eatcisacali.

9 „ tuQlqall. 90 ., tuQlqacall.

10 „ opEnali oi’ opEdali. 100 „ tEsawitcali.

11 „ OpEnali ita iiitcali. 1000 „ opEu tEsawitcali.
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Trees. Houses. Stones. Hrits.

1 spalai ... iiaiteautn palols . .

.

. .

.

palaiyeuk.

2 tEiu’cidai . . . sami'tQ ... tEme’dhls ..." tEmcidaiyeuk.

o ... teadautQ teatlasols.

-i

5

motiai

celatcai.

... iii(3sautQ... mos5ly . .

.

...' mosaiveuk.

j

10 opadai . .

.

... op.idautQ opadols ... ... opiidaiyeuk.

' Loikj round filings

sueh (i.s fishing

lilies, etc.

BUnihets, shin

clothing, etc.

s, ;
Long things sueh

' us poles, logs, etc.
Bound things.

1 palakwom iiatca\vi(^a . .

.

piilewa ... pElEkQkwfyu.s.
»)

...; sami(;a . . .

•
. . . tEmcidewa tEincidiyus.

4
,

inosiea ... ... mdsewa ... mosiyus.

10
!

opiidauica ... opiidewa... opiidiyus.

Onlinuls.

tlaseu, .'ay/((/, ur slEst-t. = “
" ctu^e to,” third, slEtsft tlal =

" /ird arjidii.'’ All al'lor the secoiul are expressed as the third, until the last

which is ailkwaitalxit, nr a;lh\vaitain<7l.

A(/ixrhud Ku nicrids.

once, iiaileauip sir times, tEqEinatl.

heiec, saina or salm. secen „ tsuteesatl.

th rice, leanaiup eight „ tEatcisatl.

four times, mosatl. nine ., tuQiaqatl.

fi.ct ,, sihitsatl. ten .. opEnatl.

Distributicci.

papEla, one each. t'eEt'E^um, sus cuch.

tetEmiciu, two sootcis, seven „

leitcatlas, three . totiitcis, eight ,,

momis, four , letQiuq, nine „

tsetslatcis, yi'fc ., oopan,

letsawite, one hundred each.

ten
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Comparison of Adjectives.

Positive. Superlative.

el, good. fcoqait el, best.

Strictly speaking there are but two degrees of comparison of the adjective in

Sfciatl as given above, but a kind of comparative is formed by using the superlative

form with little stress. In other words the degree of excellence or its opposite is

expressed rather by the voice tlian by the term. The longer the expression is

drawn out the more superlative it becomes.

Verbs.

The inflection of the verlj in Siciatl is cftected as in the other Salish dialects

examined by means of affixes and auxiliary verbs. The aorist or indefinite past is

formed by prefixing the particle te. This corresponds to the e of the Sk'qomic and

HalkonielKm dialects. The regular past is formed by affixing to the verb stem the

particle 6tl
;
the etl of the other dialects. The futui-e is expressed by the addition

of the particle skwa. These are the principal tense signs in Sfciatl.

Intransitive Verb.

Present Tense.

Singular. Plural.

kukElaselEin-tcin, I am sick. kukElaselEm-c't, ive are sick.

kukElaselEm-tcuq, thou, art skk. kukElaselEm-tcfilap, you arc sick.

kukEliiselEm, he, she, is sick. kukElaselEm, they are sick.

Aorist or Indefnitc Tense.

te-tcin-kukElaselEm. te-c’t-kukElaselEm.

te-tcuq- „ te-tcalap- „

The English equivalent of this form is difficult to render. It can only be

given by a cii’ciunlocution such as, I was and still am sick, etc.

Past Tense.

Singular.

kukElaselEin-otl-tcin, I have been sick.

„ „ -tcuq, thou hast been sick.

Plural.

kukElaselEui-otl-c’t, wc have been sick.

„ -u-tciilap, you have been

sick.

Future Tense.

kukElaselEm-tcin skwa, I shall be sick. kukElaselEiu-c't skwa, we shall be sick.

„ -tcuq skwa, thou wilt be sick. „ -tcalap skwa, you will be

„ skwa, he will be sick. sick.

„ -tcalap skwa, they will

he sicL
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Comlit 10Hid Formi.

wE-kukKlaselEiii-En, ichen or if I am sick.

„ , -auq, n-ken or if thou art mcL.

„ -at, vjhcn or if ice an sick.

-A\), mhen or if jjon, a re sick.

Dnhitcdire Forms.

aiQaQoiuEla \vE-'kElaselEiii-Eu, / may or pcrlacps I may he sick.

„ .. „ -auq, thou nuiycst or pcrlmps thou mapest he sick.

„ -at, u-e may or perhaps we may he sick.

„ „ -ap, you majy or perhaps you may be sick.

Interroyatirc Forms and Replies.

kElabelEui-a-tcuq ? are you sick! te-tcin-kukElaselEiii, ur shortly te-tcin, / a//(.

IvElasijlEiii-utl-a-tcuq ? have you hern sick !

kukElaselEiu-otl-teaii, or shortly 5tl-tcau, or teau-otl.

Negative Forms.

qfi-tcaii kutl kukElascTEm-an, 1 am not sick.

qa-tcat „ -at, we arc not sick.

qa nesqallas kwEiis kElaselEiu, I don’t iva.nt to he sick.

Rcriphra.stic Forms.

rotlwon-tciii kwEiis kElaselEiii, I think lam going to he sick

Riikwewoii-tcin wE-kElaselEm-aii, lam afraid. I shedI be sick.

Transitive Verbs, Active Voice.

.sEpEtut, to strike.

Present Tense.

kitnyidur. Plural.

sEpEt-tcan, f strike. sEpEl-tcat, ivc strike.

,, -tcauq, thou strikest. „ -tcap, you strike.

-as, he, she, strikec. ., -aset, they strike.

Present Perfect Responsive Tense.

te-tciii sEpEt-an, I am striking. te-c’t sEpEt-at, wc are striking.

The other persons follow regularly in like manner.

This tense is used in reply to question, “ What are you doing ?
” and it is

interesting to note that the auxiliary verb attraets the primary pronoun, while
the Neib takes the secondary. The same is seen in the following forms :

Present Continuous Tense.

te-tcin sEp’-nuQ-En, I am striking it.

te-tcuq sEp -nuQ-auq, thou art striking if.

netl-te s^pE-nuQ, he is striking it.
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te-c’t sEpE-nuQ-at, loc arc striking it.

te-tcap SEpE-iiuQ-ap, gou arc striking it.

netl te sEpE-nfiQ, they arc striking if.

Another form of this tense is : palfi-tciii SEs’pE-nin,i, etc., etc.

Pant Gontinuoas Tense.

.sEs’pE-nhg-tein, I arts atriking it.

„ -tehq, thou wad striking it.

„ „ he teas striking it.

„ -c’t, wc iccrc striking it.

„ -ap, yon were striking it.

Past Perfect Gonfinnons Tense of Peinoter Action.

sEs'pE-nuQ-otl-tcin, I hare or heal been striking it.

t> » "C t, n.i „ ,, ,,

The other tenses follow regularly in like manner.

Past Perfect Gonfinnons Tense of Eecent Action.

sEs’pEt-otl-tcan, I have been striking it.

„ -teat, wc

The other tenses follow regularly in like manner.

Past Tense.

sEpEt-otl-tcan, I struck, or I have struck.

sEpEt-otl-tcat, wc struck, or wc have struck.

The other persons follow regularly in like manner.

Future Tense.

sEpEt-tcan skwa, I shall strike.

.. -teat skwa, wc shall strike.

The other persons follow regularly in like manner.

My collections of native texts have not furnished me with any other form of

the future than the above. There is no instance, I think, of this tense beino-

formed by the verb “ to go ” as in other of the Salish dialects.

Imperative Mood.

The imperative inllectiou in Siciatl is -la or -Ela, thus :

—

sEp’tEla ! strike ! sEp’t-tcauq skwa ! strike you. !

The use of the future particle is interesting here.

SEp’t-an qelat, I will strike, or lam determined to strike.

Other forms of the imperative are: sEp’t' ! strike! this form is employed
when speaking to one person alone. When the command is given to several

persons the following forms are used : sEpEti 1 sEpEtiTa ! strike !
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Obligative Forms.

te-tcin-sEpE-nuQ-En, I must strihe it.

Negative Forms.

Fresent Tense.

Qa-tcaii sEp't-aii, T strihe not
;
ya-tcat sEp’t-at, lec strike not.

The other persons follow regularly in like manner.

Fast Tense.

Q otl-tcan sEp’t-an, I did not strike : Q otl-tcat sEp’t-at, lee did not strike.

The other persons follow regularly in like manner.

Future Tense.

ya-tcan-skwa sEp’t-an, / shedl nx>t strike
;
Qa-tcat-skwa sEp’t-at, ivc sliedi not strike.

Imj)cratii'e.

Qa-lcauq skspEt-auq I don’t strike it !

Qa-tcauq SEpETiomc-auq, d.oiit strike me.

Qa-tcat kEtl s^pEt-at, don’t let strike it.

Qa-la sEspE(j'au, don’t strike me.

Qa-tauq sEpE-nuQ-auq, don’t you strike it.

In these negative forms it is interesting to note that the negative attracts the

principal pronoun, tlie ^'erh taking the secondary form. In the fourth sentence

the negative takes the imperative inflection, la.

Miscellaneous Forms.

Qa-tcan kEtl sEpE-nuQ-an, I will not strike it.

k'lom netl-fi-wa sKpE-nuQ-an, I hacn’t yet struck it.

Conditional Forms.

sEs’pEt'-tcan, if I strike. sEs’pEt-tcat, if we strike.

The other persons follow in like maimer.

kwEiis tC'-wE-tl sEpEt‘, vjlien I strike or struck it.

kwoms „ sEsEpEt', when we „ „

Optative Forms.

iiEsqatL kwEns sEpEt‘, I wish I could, or I should like, to strike it.

musqatL kwoms sEsEpEk, wc wish we could, or we should like if.

Interrogative Forms and Feplies.

tfi sEpEtas ? did he strike 1 t‘e sEpEtas, he struck it.

ta-tcuq-ha-SEpE t ? did you strike it I te-tcin, I did.

sEpEt-a-c’t ? did. wc strike it I te-c’t, we did.

The interrogative sign is a or ha, the same as in the KwantlEu.
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Iterative Forms.

te-tcm(E)wa-tl-SEs’pEt-an, / uni repeatedly strikiny it.

to-c’t-wa-tl-sEs’pEt-at, ice are repeatedly strikiny it.

pala sEs’pEtas, he is strikiny it all the time.

sEs’pEt-auq, keep on strikiny : sEs’pEt-tcap, keep on strikiny (jjlural).

Deprecative Form.

tscQeiiietb tja-tcauq sEs’pEt-auq, please don’t strike if.

Reciproea.l Forms.

HEpEtaiitl, we struck each other.

sapatEla ! strike one another !

Infinitives.

sEpEtas, to strike: te-sEpEtas : to hare struck.

Participles.

aEa’pEtas, strikiny
; sEpEt‘, struck.

Passive V’bicc.

sEp‘, struck.

Present Perfect oj Accidental Action.

to sEpEiiomalEiii, I am sfruek: tc sEpEtnomdlEiu, we are struck.

Present Perfect of Purposive Action.

le SEpE(;alEm, I am struck.

Past Perfect of Aceidented Action.

sEp’iioiualEiu-otl, I have been struck.

te-tciii-sEp‘, I have been struck, or I have struck myself.

Conditioiud Form.

k’s te SEpE^alEni, If I am struck.

Refiexivc Forms.

le-tciu sEpEnomot, I strike myself.

sEpEuomot-otl-tciii, I have struck myself.

A becoiidaiy form of Llie present perfect is as follows : te-tciii-sEpElt, I am
struck (with a stick); tc-c’t-sEpElt, u:c are struck (with a stick).

Miscellaneous Texts.

I struck you, tetcia sEpEuomi (in answer to question “ did you strike me ? ”).

it is going to rain, kwo-kutL tcitl (the particle kwd here marks the absence of the
rain).

he struck me, te sEpEnomcas.

it is Johns dog, sna tla John teedo or tceno.
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v'c huce some horses, steakaiu tcimsiidna.

iiuj doij is white, kwEseiu tcEn’s tcedo.

come with me, mCTa kumet iner.

hrinij me the horse, iiicHtwEla tE steakaiii.

(jire me the horse, y;trEla a tE stuakaiu.

it is etodihj, te samkwEtlelt.

nre non hii.iiijrij 1 kwakwai-a-tciH] I inn kunijrij, kwakwai-tcaii.

me non eoht 1 tcTlcEm-fi-tcfiq ? I inn cold, tcitcEiii-tcaii.

dill ijuii shout ij deer ! i.iria-tc‘fi(| tdsut lE hopit ?

it is John, uC'tl fi tE Julni.

it is Mnri/, uC'll a tlE Mali.

he si'id I irns a hud mini, .sosdt iiiai tciii-kwa stoiiiif.

when ijoii come in shut the door, wE-kwutlaiiq uiiia.stia.' tEk'Et tE cautl.

/ oi'nht to drink, koku-tcaii skwa.

he stole nijj horse, kwutCElotl utcEu steakaiii.

he stole ijovr horse, kwotcElotl utcE steakaiii.

it is raining, te-wEtl-teitcitl.

if it rains T shu.ll not go, wE tcitetlas lia-tean skwa sd-an.

I lire here, iiI lean a II (iii answer to question).

/ live there, kwo lein ne a la (in answer to question).

I urn rt Hteifitt, cicatl-teiii, or sicatl-tein.

/ am hunting, ylyullooot-tcin (in answer to question “ what are you doing i ").

ii canoe meibr, hai-hai.

u basket maker, iidiiopaUte (I'roni Hop, " to jiieroe ').

u stone, qaikls.

is it u done 1 qaiEls-a ?

is that the stnne ! (pointing at object) qaikls td-tloiu

this is the .stniu

.

i|,iiEls te-tldni.

which stone ! kwinlca tcE qaikls '

is that a stone 1 qaiEls-ii ta-tloin '

mhui lind of u stone 1 stain tEaq qaikl.'
'

is that a hluek stnne 1- k'wEsein ta-tloiu qaiEl'-
'

one dog, teedo, stcedu, or tceno.

two dogs, tced-tcedd, stcwl-tccdo (or -no ; n and d are interchangeable).

no dogs, Qak’t tcedo.

mig dogs, tE aiik(;i tcedain.

mung dogs, kEq tcedain.

some dogs, Qa kEqas tcedam, ad IW., “nut a lot of dogs.’

fen: dogs, QeqadEii, or QeqanEd tcedain.

right ear, aiyillbaiEda or ai'yillniaiEiia.

left cor, sekwaiEda or sekwaiEna.

both ears, kwolkwolada or -na.

right mje, aiyulbalos or aiyulinalo.-.
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left eye, sekalos.

both eyes, kElkElom.

right hand, aiyulboiya or -inolya.

left hand, sekolya.

both hands, tciltcalie.

a good dog, ei stcodo (or -no).

mg back is sore, qiis tEii eletcin.

your back is bad, tiuii tE eletcin (singular).

his back is bad, mai eletcins.

Oil/' back is bad, mai terns eletcin.

your back is bad, mai eletein-Rla]).

this, tl, this house, tl tlumstan.

that, ta, that house, ta tlumstan.

these houses, tT tkitlumstan, those houses, ta tlatliimstan.

I want a horse, iiEsqatlcis steakaifi.

I am thirsty, kokamtein.

I want some water, iiEsqatlcis ew’iu;.

/ want some meat, iiEsqatlcis sleuk'.

I burnt it, k\v6-tcin kwasatEn.

I burnt it all up, kwo-k'dtuq.

I burnt my hand, kwasawoiya-tcin.

I am burnt, te-tcin k'atuq.

the moon will rise soon, tE oalciil soa ona.

he will come soon, QfMKiQas kum kwniL ena.

I aiu hurt, te-tcin eean.

that is your horse, :lsEna steakaifi.

I must go soon, .suwatcin so.

can you .swim I fififitcrui QakElemauq ?

who mealc this! wat-cl ti iiEat '.

I made it, sallu or salyn ti iiEat.

he hris killed my dog, te kwoyutas tcEn stcedb.

he killed it, te kwoyutas (object near) te cintco (object far ott).

once he came to my house, naitcauq kwutL a tEn tlumstan.

I will come, kwutL- tcan skwa.

often he came to my hov.sr, palat kwokwutL a tEn tlumstan.

he is laughing, qaqiyam.

he is crying, qaqawom.

who is that I wat tatlum.

it is Mary, netl SE Mali, it is John, netl tcE Jolm.

give me my hat, mestiiq tEn slakfqi.

uudee up the fire ! tciniTakdpla !

v.ddl you come with me kwiuL-a-tciiq kwa kumet tE mei; '

it is dark, k liikom. it is cold, ‘toiiaitcnm.
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it is snovdng, tewutl kwokwomai.

is your father dead ? kwa kwol tcE man ?

is your mother dead t kwa kwol klE tan i

are you coming? kwutLatcfiq kwaiiii ?

he lives with me, skatlsct tla saliyfi.

I saw the dog, kwo-tcin kwedetEn stcedo.

the moon is height, tE ealciil stEQait kailt*.

this house is good, te tlumstan ei.

this is a good house, tlatleu ei, oi’ stEQwai't ei, tlumstan.

one tree, palai (slya).

two trees, tEmicidai.

« small tree, roclai.

a large tree, tiai.

many trees, kEqai.

no trees, Qak’t sfya.

few trees, QeQanEn siya.

o/ay tree, aiikq sfya.

all trees, aukQ sfya.

Prepositional Phrases,

on the beach, a tE tcau.

near the house, stEsai't a tE tlumstan.

in bed, a tE aoElitc.

on a stone, a tE qaiEls.

in the box, a tE kwakwa.

in the shy, a tE ts5k’.

inside the house, iistQ a tE tlum.stan.

in the canoe, ulaldtl a tE snukQltl. go in, siTiotltn.

VoCABULAIiV.

Corporeal Terms.

head, skuikum.

face, inEostEn.

crown of the head,, salaleuk"
,
kutlkwat.

side of the head, tatafyas.

bach of the head, salnetcEp or saldetcEp.

forehead, elsEn.

cheeh, sitlakwoda (or -na).

kwokaiEk.

shull, skwotHds or (Qos).

hair, maken.

heard, kwoptnan.

hair of the body, skwopeus.

hair of animals, maken.

tooth, yinis.

tongue, teukgas.

palate, kwatEmkain.

gums, tleakwoldis (or -nis).

nose, muksEn.

Slepturn of nose, .skweuk’.

car, k’woliida (or -na).

lobe of the ear, slipofada (or -na).

eye, kklom.

eye-lashes, tl^ptEn.

eyebrows, qaeobEn.
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pupil of the eye, kiilmiQalwos.

mouth, 969111.

N-B.—According to my informants

there is no distinction between upper

and lower lips, no terms existing in

Sieiatl for “ lips.”

throat, tsaltlas.

lUck, tewkda (or -na).

breast, seledus (or -nils).

teat, skEm.

niilk of the breast, skEm.

bach, cletcin.

side, kwatamElom.

loins, wok'tMetc (or -nete).

stomach, qaiyum.

arm, tatiiya.

shoulder, salaqEn.

spine, Hai'iwa.

luind; tcalic.

finger, qiileakwofya.

finger-nail, kiipaiakwoiyatEn.

thumb, klakeakwoiya = eldest finger.

\st finger, klakhdpoiyali = “ the

pointer.”

2nd fitter, ts'aibiakwolya = •' the

strongest.”

3rd finger, skaiEkwakwdfya = “ next

strongest.”

Terms of the Principal A

horse, steakaiu.

dog, stc6d6 (or -n5).

bear (black), stci'tfion.

„ (grisly), maij^kq.

deer, HopTt.

elk, kai'etc.

trolf, wdkwEdatcEin.

beaver, sk^mEtl.

mountain-goat, sQaitlai.

raccoon, m^lalus.

lynx, moliq.

wild-cat, wfdaksTa.

rnountain-lion, skiikwakiim.

little finger, skiteakwoiya = “ last

one.”

elbovj, kwoinQiilaqEn.

thigh, saldetciilEp.

leg, seautein.

knee, kwoinuq.

foot, yfcin.

sole of foot, pEkalcin.

toes, skwaiccakwoTcin.

toe-'imil, kupaiakwoictEii.

bom, can.

skin, sQobEletc.

heart, s’lEkwodas (or -nas).

blood, skaitl.

lungs, sqiisEp.

bau'els, kai'aq.

belly, tiik'wilas.

spincd-cord, smaqaliakEii, tEm sqaiiha.

hrain, smaciillakEii.

liver, piikpiik.

sinew, tleEs.

rnusele, tintc.

claw, paw, poqcin.

fat, Qus.

rib, luaq, laiiaq.

tail, sopadetc (or -netc).

inals known to the Sieiatl.

otter, sk'aatl.

rabbit, sospit.

weasel, pipkatltcaiac.

skunk, spalas.

bat, pa9pa9ebak-.

chip-monk, qaiEpetcin.

squirrel, skwolya.

crane, pakwaiyus.

hawk, kakakawenuQ.

fish-hawk, tseuqtseuq.

woodpecker, slaliik"

.

„ tetlatc.

rat, skwakobin.
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mouse, kwatEn.

flea, matcdsEla.

louse, miitciii.

<joose [black), qa.

„ [irhite), klakwaiiuii.

cluck (mallard), trunks.

loon, skakaiem.

ou'l, skaiakEmT'k’.

eagle, k'aikQ.

Jag (blue), ski'ickar.

robin, skwi^ctiUk’t.

kingfisher, kwakwnlr-.

pigeon, haino.

/i urn rn i ng-b ird, stustus.

su:an, HokEii.

martin, speElos.

wren, st^mtEin.

snake, otlkai.

toad, \viQclQalia([.

frog, hoham.

lizard, seskwatl.

ant, ilbaqiyu.

worm, st'skq.

wasp, inamfilawt'u^t iiq.

housejli/, (ifK^aiyo,

crow, skfkak'.

grov.se, iiomHnni.

salmon (generic), stcalistEii.

„ (spring), yomutc.

,,
(coboe), kwomaiEra.

„ (dog), seanuq.

„ (steel-head), skai'uq.

„ (sock egc), sukai.

,, (humpback), haiiun.

trout, skaikOmq.

cod (rock), tsucklio.

„ (redf), toktuk.

„ (tom), saukceleuq.

star-fish, kweitlcin.

cockle,

sea-eggs, anitEn.

whale, kw&ils.

halibut, pEtiileda (nr -iia) ctatqa.

swallow, speuq.

bee, iiifimalwe.

hutterfiy, kelala.

grossh opper, kaiEk' Wiitr|iiin.

spider, makwega.

mosquito, sEtcos.

gull, kwakwT.

raven, skwdto, kw^to.

porpoise, kwodot' (or -not').

sturgeon, skwawitc.

oolican candle-fish ”), sweawfi.

fiou.nder, q^laqEn.

herring, sliiwat'.

smrlts, stcakum.

oyster, khiqklui[.

uinsse.l, tlauakiiiii.

rrah, qaiKk’.

ret, suliarbEiii nr siimariuEni.

dog-Jish, k'waEtc.

elarn (generic), s’6i;ko.

„ (large kind), sraei;ai.

,, (medium size), sk ai'I.

„ (small kind), skwEfai.

seed, i'iSQ.

Terms of Consnnguinitg and Afiinilg.

daughter

sun
lUEiia <

iiE inEiia, my son. When addressed liy parents, called tet =
“ lad.”

tlEii niEna, my daughter. When addressed by parents, called

tie = “ lass."

family, offspring, tubnQEl or tuIkwEl.

iiiufher, tan, when S]a)ken ot. AVheii aiblressed by children, ta.

father, man. „
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(jrandfather -i

grandmother J
sela. When addressed hj’ grandchildren they are called, yaha.

great-grandfather -i tcameuk'. When spoken of collectively the suffix -tEii is

great-grandmother J added, thus ; teilmeukdEn.

grent-great-grandfather -i hauQeyuk. This term also lakes the collective suffix

-tEn.

tsupiyuk'. Add suffix -tF.n for collective form.

"
itopfyiik- (add -tEn) as above,

}(’/• J

einats.

tca])'t.s.

eldest sister

eldest eovsin

great-great-grandmothe

great-great-greed-grandfather

greed-great-greed-grandm oth er

greed-greeet-greed-greed-granel/edh

greed-greed-great-greed-grandmoth

e/ra nelson, a ,, ^

, , ,
> emac nr ei

granel-deiughter J

grand-parents, sela-tEn (coll.); grernd-ehildren, ematstEii (coll.).

mother’s h'other T . ,
mother’s sister

fedher’s brother j
^

‘ father’s sister

eldest brother gonngest brother-^

ktcetot. gonngest sister >skaiEi|.

J gonngest consin J

The suffix -tEu may be added to all these terms

elder of tn'o brothers or sisters, tlcwet.

gonnger of tnn brothers or sisters, kiitl.

gonngest of rnemg brothers and sistrr-f, koEktf.

sister (by courtesy), alis.

biothei s
sehuH; nephens and /((or.'?, seluiHtEn (coll.).

sister’s J

If the immediate relative be dead o// must be added; thus, selluH-otl. This

term is always employed when speaking of the dead, the ancients or the ancient

time. It is probably the same particle as marks the “ past ” tense of verbs.

eldest ehilel, tlewet, tcintl, tcetcintl.

sreeriul child, kutT.

All others termed collectivelv, kekakte.

last or gonngest child, keEktatl.

father-in-!an- t

, . ,
sweiiEm.

inother-in-tan- J

step-father, mfi-nalaicin.

step-m oth er, tfi-nrilaii i n

.

fidher’s brother’s t . .

, , , f
ta-ualaicin.

er s brother s }

son-in-lan; i _

. , > teuwetac.
r-in-lan-j

niothe

wife’s

husband’s

wife’s

husband’s

VoL. XXXTV.

daughte

step-son 'I

step-daughter J

father’s sisters i

mother’s sister’s J

niEn elQit([.

It usha nd, ma-nalaicin

.

j>
brothers, sisters, rousins, nEciteumai'c-tEn (coll.).

j> relations (taken collectively), nEqwenEm-tEii.
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Gem ml (flossiij-j/ of the Common JFords in Sfciatl.

ahJc, ctealein.

/ am ahh\ ctcalem-tcin.

ahocc, kuatain.

afternoon, yelaii tEkiikq.

aejain. tlal.

aid, help, kwinamo.

I ivill help you, kwinamcsetcin skwa.

a.ir, hreafh, spals.

aider-tree (ahuts ruhra), qEqEqsai.

all, aiikQ.

ahrays, palat.

he is ahrays hunting, te palat tciltcatc

tlEm.

anrienfs, jicoplc of long ago, tomosotl.

and, oE, fta.

anger, to, taiyakEmftEni.

angry, taivEk’.

avirnrd (generie), tltatculmTu*!.

ansvrr, reply, k\val.

anyhody, au-wat.

ariu’, get up, kwner, kwafi'c.

ai'ise, ,'spring up (as a storin'), ti‘latc‘.

arrow, liaiyaitEn.

arrire at. or rumi to, ti'iiitlalt, tesiiiut.

ashained, tku’il or saiil.

ashes (hot), kwa.'^, kwailraalp.

ashes cold), tciliEiii or tciuiEiii.

ash. to. walut.

I irill ash him, mUut-tciii-skwa.

harh (to Lome or retnrn Imi/,), vklcr'll.

he U'l ut hio'h, tf' so VElcrn.

lad. iiiai.

had. to. stlokntsot.

let him bad, laTlwela Stlnk( it.snt.

badir
( ! n^t r n nil lit ). tlnkriuiili.

had, .skwfa.

had,
, kwtikiC.

harh. WoWDlll.

horl, [ot trei
>, p'Eliin,

had.,f Us, it p! in, ipulhj for herriei,
,

hashet (usal principcdly for clothes'),

katca.

hashet {used principcdly for roots, etch),

laqai.

hay, a^Eletc.

beach, tcau.

on the beach, a tE tcau.

let us go down to the beach, we s5 a tE

tcau.

becd, to {ivith stick), supEtEt.

beat, to (with the hands), supEtEt a tE

tcalic.

becd, to {ivith a stone), suk’Et a tE qaiels.

beaidiful, aiyubic.

bed, laas or latk

befool, to (anyone), k ak-ElnaHtas.

I

become or get angry, tTtaiyak'.

! below, down, xikQcI, qutluk', tlup.

I

beloiv {under), klepecletc or klepenetc.

i belt, k'ait‘.

I bench, chair, sukwEnixtetEu.

; bend, to, tklyuEt, hunikwl^t.

' I bent it, te-tcin-lniinkwatEn.

yon bent it, nfiwil-te-humkwEt.

be quick (to), kalye.

berry (generic), skwolijba or skwoloiua.

bid, command, to, otldtEin.

big, large, immense, tl.

billow, wave, yfilak.

bird (generic), .skweakwElkwakic.

bite, to, qutlt‘.

black, kwosem.

! blackberry, swokwatl.

I

blanket (Hudson’s Bay), pEk' kwokw't

!
(white).

I

blanket (Hudson’s Bay), kwum mok’t

I

(rcd).^

I

blind, t'apos.

i blister («;, spoya.

bl ister, to, poya.

my hand is blistered, te-tcin-p6ya.
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blood, skwetl.

blow, to, pot.

blow it

!

pot-tcuq, ad. litt., blou'-yov.

blunt, mam is.

boil {on the body), sebEn.

boil, to, kw(51stan.

{he pot is boiling, matlokwom tE

kwolstan.

the water is boiling, tawutl inasnk tE

sewotl.

bone, cau.

borer {instrument), kwesebim or

kwesemim.

I bore, kwese-tcin.

both, s'kasait.

we will both go, s'kasait kwums so.

let them both go, sbs twelat.

bottle {of glass), lamali.

bottle {kelp bulb). pEalteis.

bottle {fish, sound), kwop’t tE lauf.

bottom, qi'isuk’, tliip.

bow, stluk' or sink'.

box, kwdkvva.

boy {small), stototEinic nmman.

boy {youth), swawolbs.

lyranch, .saliya.

break, to, qutst.

„ „ {into pieces), qwatsau.

bridge, haicin.

bright, dazzling, kwTyfm.

hring, to, kwiitstuq.

I will bring it, kwut.stuq-tcaii skwa.

broad, wide, prk'.

brush {a), peQiilnotEii.

bundle, ketiilotc.

bush {small), saliva.

„ {targe), .saldatciya or salnatvfva.

by, on, nl.

carry, to, yficq.

catch, kwi'dat or kwiiiat.

cane, stuken.

cedar-tree (thuya gigantea), txiqEiiiai.

change, transfm'rn, tIiQ or toQ.

chew, t.safoi.

chief, hewus.

chiefs, hawewiis.

chief {war), skaiEq.

child, meman.

children, nnmieraan.

chip, kliimEii.

chipmonk, sqaikpetciii.

choke, to, petskliilt.

chop, to, k’lEmuin.

chop or fell a tree, Hetsiiatc.

clamber, to, tEelesot.

cloud, samuktl.

coffin-box, nuilkwa, QEk'imi.

cold, tcim.

comb, ekosEin.

come, to, ame, me.

come, arrive to, kwutL.

command, bid, QaEt.

completed, fin ished, hois.

cositimie, repeat, tlalEt

cook, to, k'wEl.

corpse, smaukwa.

country, land, swfya.

crabapple-tree, kwEliopai.

crooked, bent, skwoset.

cross-eyed, qerlsol.

I

cm/, to, qauEm.

cry out until pain, skwinet.

cut, to, sitewat, tcEt.

cut into pieces, kwnqt.

daily, aiikselt.

dance, to, kwaiyelic.

dancer, a, skwai'akwaiyelic.

dangle, to, .stillakaim.

damp, kElkEl.

dark, tluk wom.

dawn, kwiakwi.

day, kvlt.

I dead, k ol.

I

declare, say, to, coebt or sosot.

deep, k'lip.

deer, opit or hopit.

0 -2
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deer-hide, tlanauk.

desire, wish, to, sqats or qatl.

die to, kwoi.

dig, to, kwEnat.

dirty, wiyam.

dishelir ve, qoqwaiaQatEm.

discuss, to, Rothvaii.

dish, k'Wiist.

dislike, hate, to, mais.

/ dislike you, iiiais-tdiiil-tciii.

distress, to, qEtlitl.

dire, to, nEkiiin.

diver, a, sniikEimkuni.

do, perform, to, stuquas.

done, finished. Unis,

door, tuktEn.

dcnryi {of birds), stdnatc.

dream, to, utetot.

dream, a, sutetot,

drip, to, satuq.

drop or fall, to {of person). pElpklEin.

„ „ {of fh ing), TgfXv.m.

drown, to, niEl.

he will he drowned

,

niElas skwa.

dwelling-place, home, I'llawr'iii.

drain, iiiEiiatsI.

dust, dirt, swfva.

earth, land, swiya.

earthquake, Bukwoiii IE swiva,

cut, to, etlten.

evening, nauat.

everything, tet-aukQ-staiii.

European or white man, (.laletEii.

ewamine, to, kwEtet.

e.cceedingly, very, stuqwet.

extraordinary, patlpEsdt or patlpEtldt.

fur, teiik'.

fat, Qo.s.

feast, to, tlaaein.

feather, cmiEl.

feel, to, taiiiat.

fight, to, qailGq.

file, a, yuk’aiiiin.

Ifile, yeyEkamatein.

file, to, yeyEkama.

fill, to, litcac.

fill it

!

litcacEla !

find, to, .sdktEn.

Ifound it, te-tcin-soktEn.

finish, complete, to, holt.

finished, done, hoTs.

fire, tcitcfm.

fire-drill, skwetsakop.

fire-piace, tcitdm -niali

fire-wood, skwaiuk.

fir, pEladai or pElanai.

fish, s’tcaletEn.

fisher, a, s’tealtciiletEn.

fish-hone, Hauwa.

flame, watuk.

flesh, sleuk.

float, to, pEtldc

flood, peuq.

flcncer, skwasiim.

fog, tsEiiisauikwolam.

food, .setlten.

foretell or propdiecy, to, tEqwoneQr).s,

frit nd, slaiya.

freeze, to, teimteiman.

fresh, sweet, Havis.

gamhle, to, kwak kwElt.

get into {canoe, etc.), dlotl, dluq, olos.

ghost, syQau.

girl, tlitladai or tlltlaiiai.

girls, tlftlintlanai.

give, to, yat.

give it

!

yatEla !

glad, merry, k'wiok’wic, kwackwic.

glove, tldkwatcT.

go, to, su.

good, heavtifid, fine, el.

yooseherry, stamuiy

grass, skwusits.

graveyard, smiikEimikwa.

great, .stE(jwet tl.

greedy, ski'idiiH or skuium.
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green, klusem.

grind,, sharpen, to, teEkEnIs.

groan, to, aneHet.

grow, to {of things), pEpapa.

„ {of man), tlotlutl.

group {ofpeople), iiokwaliniiK].

guide, to, stiyusEls.

„ a, siisa}'u,sEls or imks-sayiisEls.

gum, piteJi, kwElctl or k\vElo(y

hail, tsElociii.

it’s hailing, tsEtsElocin.

handsome, pretty, saiyubic, aiyubic.

hang down, depend. pElEiii.

hard, k'liik".

harh, hear, to, kauaiii.

hat, slyakop.

Imts, sislyakop.

hate, dislike, to, iiiais.

heal, cure, to, laoiiia.

heaven or skgland, kwatEm.

help, to, kwinauiEii.

help him ! kwinaniEt-tcfap

he, him, te te-tlonis.

hemlock-tree, kwi'lai.

hiccough, to, hamek’.

„ cc, caniek'.

hide, to {perso)e), kwilleiuot.

„ {things), kwalie.

hiding-place, kwaltEii.

hill, skumet.

him, tE tEnitl.

his, sna {when person present).

„ fineoi {when person absent).

hold, to, klalilt.

hold it I klalalEla !

hole, slEpeoQ.

hook, to, kbiyok.

home, amdwit, yba, yu, ameiil, ulawC'iii.

home-siek, ylam.

hop, jump, to, wetem.

horn, midaxi or wuiiaii.

hot, kwas.

houw, tlumstan, ulaweiii.

houses, tlatlumstaii.

house {snmll), tletliuustaii.

hunger, skwal, skwm.

hungry, kwakal.

j

hunt, to{largc game), teatlEiii, tcatctlEiii.

j

„ {smcdl game), liaileEk.

I

hurry, to, tsat.sanEq.

I

husband, skwakul.s.

\

I, me, tE aalyu or Halyil.

j

ICC, spell,

i
island, kwEtsa.

Indian, skuliiiTfuj, kahiilfi(|.

I
infant, skakElatl

I

inspect, eramine, to, kwEtet.

inside (of house), astfu,'.

instrnetions, .spunal

.

interpret, to, kwekwetlkEii.

interpreter, iiuks-kwekwctlkEii.

is, ore, iK'tl.

iteh, tcICbiJ.

invite, to, bt or uEt.

Jump, to, yC'tEiii.

keep, to, nest(’.

kettle, kwElistEii.

kind, good, oT.

knife {small), tlatl’tetEii.

„ {large), tliitctEn.

„ {pocket), Qebrps'.

knock, to {at a door), sukacaut.

knock or strike, to, suk'ut.

know, to {intuitirely), tEqwaiibui.

„ lEqilbi,).

ladder, tEk'Esot-lEii.

lake, silatl.

lamr, sqMitsenatc.

land, swi'ya (when spoken of on the

water it is called tlalt).

languagr, kwaltEn.

Ia rye, lay, tl.

luutjh, to, qaiEni.

luughitiy, qaqTEin.

lazy, bbmat.

I'lzy i>er.'-iin, siminat.
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leak, to, kukElEiu.

leaf, salia.

lean, sleaket.

leap {os o salmon in loater), mak'Eiii.

learning, instruction, steucam.

learned, stuteue.

leather, citctcai.

leave, go, Iho or so; sola! go! s6-tciii,

lam going.

lend, to, kwebilis or kweiiiilis.

liar, ewon, qEqGwoii.

lice, iiiEtci'n.

lick, to, tscTin't.

lie, to, (|<u'ai|C‘\voiiEiu.

lie dead, to, skoIyOt.

lie doien, to, s'aqair.

life, swayi.

lift up, to, k'C't.

light (upp. heavy), cjiEQfi.

„ (opp. dark), k'elt or k'ailt.

„ (0/ moon), eiilft.

„ {of torch), kweyCiii.

lightning, papEloEq.

like as, similar to, swGiiaiii.

line, yelEiii or i^ai'lEiii.

little, IsotsT.

lire, to. Ill,

I lice, iii-lcaii.

liver, pokpok.

log [in the forest), si’ya.

{in the iratcr), kwEtlai.

logs {in the forest), si'yam.

„ jam of, pEtset.

lonely, salsiluk'.

long, klak’t.

look at, i livestigeite, to, kwEtus.

„ for, search, to, selet.

lose, to, QaQau.

loose, kai'akaiya,

loud, teinesot.

lore, to, sqat.

lover, swatEla.

he is my lover, netl uE-swatEla.

lamp, skuiiiecp

lungs, tlakwainall.

man, stomic.

,

many, kEip

maid, swawElos tlaiiai.

maple, k’uinolai.
I

I

marroie, mpcin.

! make, to, iiEiit.

„ a fire, tcImlEkwup.

make whole, restore, to, tliik'wamat.

;

marry, to, swfikar.

\

married woman, swakats.

j

„ man, slyaktsen.

mark, to, HulEin.

mask, sqoi'oQai.

mat (for beds), kliwai.

„ (/o/' /w(0, sGlosetEii.

me, silly fi.

meat, sleukQ.

I

medicine, stEliiieuii.

1 mo t, to, ai'akwost.

melt, to, yaiK].

men, stEmtbiiiic.

mend, to, lasiiiat.

message, siiwaiii or syaiii.

midnight, in'cic.

mind, kwitlGwoii.

mid-day, kai'ikuii.

mine, tsEiia.

mistake, niitciii.

mij-, to, iielil.

mock, to, talfuiiEkL'ij.

moccasin, stlukciii.

moon, calcal.

morning, kwekwi.

morning-star, kwekwI-kwosEii.

mountain, smanet, skwetlai.

morsel, hit, tmyEt.

rneive, to, yualoni.

it

!

yualotEla !

„ to {fn.nn jilaee to juorc) yualosbt.

' much, many, k&p

mud, IsCTsGEk'.
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murder, to, kwoyiliik.

murderer, kwokwoyiluk, kwukwaiyi'luk,

kvvokwaimai;. (The last two terms

are employed when more than one

person has been murdered.)

naked, slenwetsa.

name, skwic.

narrow, tseatE.

near, stEset, tEtset.

needle, k'Eiiaiyh.

night, niit.

no, Qa.

noise, Qalokom.

none, Qfink’t'.

noon, kaukilH.

mt, Qfiuk’tt

710 UJ, tcitiia, teat.

nut, k’lipaiitl.

of ov belonging to, tlE.

offer, to, yiitoyat.

offer it! yatoyatEla!

oil, SQES.

old, kdakatl, stotElEinit.

old man or ivoman, liumemaiiEs.

on, by, nl or ne.

orphan, wtiuwanem.

outside {of a, thing'), astlkam.

„ {of a house), astlk'.

out, tliik.

oive, to, skweniElas.

2)ack, to, yactEm.

„ a, siyacin.

paddle, sk’umbl.

pail, tlbkomin.

pahi, swoCd.

paint, yutlEiiiem.

„ to, ybybtl.

parents, klfuiklfuj.

pass, to, yilan.

path, trail, caull.

paw, spiikin.

piccl or skin, to (roots, etc.), llo]ii\nsi.

„ to (bai'k from tree), slnkweyust.

peep, to {throvglb a hole), tcilakwalosEm.

,, {from heliAiid tree, etc.), welEm.

people, tE skalauniluq.

perhaps, elcjawoniEla

.

pipe, patlnni-niiili = “ smoke-place.”

pipe-clay, stuauk’.

pitch, gum, kwuletl.

pierce, to. Hop.

place ox put in water, to, puksat.

play, to, kfikseiii.

he’s playing, kakaausem.

2)late, kwitkwEtlt (dim. of kwcTtlt, dish),

point {of thing), eiyalm.

,, sallynk'.

„ at, to, hopEm.

„ it out

!

hopEt.

poison, tsuqtEn = “ rattlesnake.”

poor, needy, sepcEui, nando.

gmrtrait, skElus.

potlatch, klEennk.

poicer {physical), saiyim.

p>rei)are, make ready { food), iiEnintEm.

ptrescntly, in a little while, QaQoQEs.

prick, to, shkQoin.

push, to, ybtsEin.

„ it, yotsot.

put, to, kwats.

p>ut in the mouth {as a. bit), yatkiiit.

2>ut in the fire to cool, hewet.

2)ut in the uiouth, skomots.

quarrel, to, kwi'dinetantl.

(quiet, cairn, tsosom.

7'ace, yeti.

ruin, to, tfitl.

'rain-storm, stcitl or ctcitl.

'rainbow, satcl.

7'uspberry {black), sk'oma.

„ (“ red-cap ”), saiTicp

„ {saimon-berry), k'weEk'wel.

ran’, qets.

ready, lioiya.

red, kwEineni.

red-qmint, tEintl.
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red-hot, Qaihols.

reflection {in v:uter), mamaKlo.

regard, to, nEetEm.

reiiiemher, to, liakwiil.

replg, to, kwal.

repeat, eontiiiae, to, llalEL.

retif, 1(1, kwruieusEiii.

I'esfo/'c, (ikaJlC leJtofc, to, lluk'waiiuil.

rcti'i'ii, yiliciii.

rich, wealthg, liewEw.

ring, wtEletc = “ round thing.”

„ {fur finger), tsowiitCkwoIva.

'rip(:, k'WEl.

rirer, wtolo.

ricndet, .stEltCdo.

roant, to, kwElac.

road it

!

kwElaeila !

.. /", tin: haade ur pan-x,

lEpEnak'oIyEni.

/•(ja.d. to mala: them di'ip (jd,

tEiiEnaU'oIyEin.

roh, to, Icildtl.

rohhcr, stciltcdlntl.

rO(f, claty.

roof, kwEiiniinati/.

rope, QelEin.

rotten, tluk'’k.

round, pElok". pEluk.

rnh, to, tsukwiini.

mh it ! tsnktila.

ran, to, yitl.

-''"it, to, polen.

. ", potEii.

'"/d klatluin, kwutloni. (Tlin latter i.s

older term.)

s" ( < - 11’ /
, kwo tkw Ie

saltg, kwotdm.

same a>, xinidar to, sukwenuui.

sand, kwelakwel.

SqilniEts.

say, to, kwiil.

to {by lelntehuig at somethine/),

tlak.ini.

scald, to, kwasau.

„ it

!

kwasawut.

scar, sk’aiyetl.

scold
,
to, tje a it, kaiyesti^.

scrape, to, saqiini.

serahh, to, k'aik'wEni.

scream, to, kwilk’rt.

search, to, ketsrdEin, .selet.

sea, senki'i, kotlkd.

see, to, kwenein, wqtEin.

sell, to, waiee.

send, to, aniakae.

sceere, winakwEs.

sen-, t(), patH.

„ it ! ijat.snt.

she is setring, papatsEm.

shadotr, statsimen.

shake, to, yekwC-t.

shale it! yekwetEla !

shaUotr, eolt.

shame, tlaiilatsu.s.

shaman, uoIanEk.

sharp {of toijls, etc.), Cd nis.

sharpen, to, tekEni.st.

she, .se-tluin, tla, tla-tlom.

shine, to, elyalos.

slajtjt, to, tot.sEin, tutsot.

short, k aiak’Q.

shout, to, k'ait.

shoo-, to, yot.sot, naiust.

shot':, appear, to, ena.

shrink, to, qeseeOt.

shat, to, tuk't.

shot the duo/', Ink't lE cautl.

sick, kukElaselEm.

sight, maiyil.

silent, tosos.

'''ng, to, teleni.

singing, tetelEin.

singer, stcltcd.

sink, to, niEl.

sit d.oirn, to, t'k’ec, tEk'aie.

sit, to, t’kEnatc.
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sky, tsok’.

s/cqj, to, tlukEt.

slave, skiots.

slide, to, qeqeui, qaiEqai'iii.

sleep, to, etot.

sleepy, etutaiii.

slip, to, .sitlk’eiJi.

sloic, oyoiii.

stna/i, ipiick, kleklC'.

walk tpnckly, kleciii.

smell, to, liakwuiii.

smother, to, kupo.s(*t.

smile, to, pEtc(7‘]iins.

smoke {from pipe, etc.), pallEiii.

„ {from fire), kwitleiii.

sneeze, to, hiiBEin.

sneeze, a, casEin.

snore, to, qokwet.

snow, skwdiaai.

snow, to, kwOkwuiiiai.

sno w-sli oe, uukwd Ic

i

1

1

.

soak, to, fihik'uiii.

sock, kwdllEii.

soft {to ton eh), kcaka.

sold, Qaii'c.

solid, tiik‘ tukawoii.

someone, watasvE.

some, skwuk.

Sony, stelEiii.

soon, klC‘.

soot, kwaietcup.

soothe, to, tccyit.

sore, cpis.

sonp>, skwokwatlko, sLekEla.

soar, fcotsum.

sparks, petceiu.

spuicn {salmon), kulEq.

speak, to, kwfil.

sjjine, iiainva.

spit, to, tl6kt‘.

s/nt I tlokt'Ela !

out to, pEktas.

splash, to. kwecll.

splinter, skwuket, skwekwuket (dimiu-

utive).

split, to, kwuk’iit.

spoon, tcawai.

spring {of year), tEiii, pama.
' „ {of water), inalom.

I

sprace-tree, tcetlpai.

I

sqaeeie, to, puLm'd.

I

sijaint, to, milak-Elns.

' sicdi, to, llukEiii.

j

st<de, kwutluiu = wtinking, bad.

!

stand, to, kwaieo.

I
standing, kwaiecil..

!
star, kwd.sEii.

I

starve, to, kwaikwaiiiu.

stay, to, skwines.

steal, to, tcildtl.

I

steam, pOliwc'iiii.

steps, ladder, haicdii,

stew, s’piiiicaii.

stick, to, tliikCuii.

!
still, yet, tlal.

! stink, to, kwetldin.

I
stink, had odour, skwetleiu.

stone, qaiEls, diiuiiiutive qaiqaiEls.

stony, qaiqaiElsani.

stop, to, kaiyC'.

stoop, to, kutseL-.

I story, myth, yqayiaiii (if thought to

record an actual or historic event

then called wonauq).

j

straight, tdk'tok’.

I

drop, k ct = “ belt.”

i „ {for husket), k'atla.

stinwberrg, tEleuk.

!
stream, stotElo (diminutive of ri^er).

;

stretch, to, tsuk'Et.

strde, to, sEpEtas.

stripe, SUElet.

' strong, clyEin.

stumble, to, tEnteniin, tlatckwdicin (=to
catcli the foot in something).

stump, ts'uk'Enalc.
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stiitter, to, atcetc.

stutterer, uuks-atcete.

suck, tokoui, tukot.

sucker, a, iiukH-tokoiu.

summer, tEin eyus.

sun, siai'yok’.

sunheam, swcTl, yicinalitsQ.

sunshine, swelet.

sunrise, weweleo, eeua tE siaiyok' =
“ appearing the sun.”

sunset, aiiin tE siaiyok'.

sure, wEnaiiii.

siirprise, to, tcilEin.

sirallou:, to. niukwEin.

Siccnt, to, yakwuni.

•S’

i

ceo ting, yayak \viin i

.

su:ell, to, tlak'.

sweep, to, ekwunieuii.

sweet, k'utl.

swift, k'dk'e.

swim, to, oaQElein, iiEsiin.

swimm big, (.laL'uoElein.

swing, to, inuInioTsum, inolinoisot.

tail, sopenatc.

take, kwi'nat.

take home, to, ainewit-enoni.

taJce up in the nrins, ('lEiiit.

tale, QaL'iani or sQaL'i'''ni.

tall, klak’t.

tana
, kwalkwal.

taste, ta, lEat.

teach, to, teyueani.

tear, to, puqt.

tearing, puqtpuqtEiu.

tear (lacrinia), kElos.

tell, to, taaut, tiuioni.

telling, talaQoni.

tent, sTlaiitQ.

testicles, niEtcin.

that, ta, tE ne a til.

thau:, to, yaiyauk.

the, tE (niase.;, llE (feni.;.

there, ena, las, la ne a ta.

I

they, tatEtluui.

j

thick, pEtlt.

I

thief, teiltcildtl.

thin, pepEl.

think, to, sdtewon, kwalewon.

thirsty, kokwaiu.

this, tl.

thov, thee, tE niiwil, nuwil.

throw, cast, to, suk'uni.

throw away, to, nEmae, uEniacac.

thunder, Qatkem.

thy, thine, asEiia.

tickle, to, kEkai'yusak.

tie, to (« knot), kx'set.

tiny, small, soi^i.

tired, weeiry, k'oeyiis.

to-day, tE kwiill or kweil.

to-morrcrw, litlkwlas.

tooth, yinis.

tooth-ache, qus tE yinis, ad litt. sore

the tooth.

touch, to, kaiisat.

„ (one on the shoulder),

qilinrilaiitcistEin.

i track, yTcmainin.

trail, eautl.

transform, aiyuwatEin.

t rap, liucin.

,, (pitfdl), hapouk.

„ (log), pakawos.

„ (spring), ctitkos.

tracel, to, yoilosot.

tree, sfya.

trees, siyani (more literally “ forest,”

place of trees
; cf. hopit, deer,

h6pltam= place where deer abound).

tremble, to, sEkwim.

try, to, tEiit.

tumble, poks.

tunnel, slipeuH.

turn, to (back), yilicin.

„ (rouiul), yilklatcEiu.

„ (face down), mEl6.s.
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tvnlight, (^'chos .

tivist, sEltciit, sElelc.

vgly, mayobic.

uncover, tv, pEiiuot.

under, klepam.

understand, to, tuqEiieiiq.

unfasten, to, k'esEin, k’etatict, yuk't.

valley, smEtukcy

very, stEqwet.

village, tliilnup.

visit, to, skwines.

voice, sasiiiuiii.

vomit, yoyokwot.

went, to, kaiyc, tluk’ats.

•waiting, tlak'ain.

ivcike, to, yiiAvuiu.

^valce him up ! yawatfila !

vxike up ! kutosEiii

!

uxdk, to, diaac, eiuewac.

uw.ll, k'lilkotEii.

vmr, qeleEq.

uxtrm, kwas.

warrior, cEiiiaii.

vxirt, skokdpia.

wash, to, tsoiit'.

•wash yourself! tsiiHtsoHtEla!

wash away (hy torrent), tesEluq.

watch, to, leEluk.

uxUer, sewotl.

wave (billow), yolauk.

loe, ncmotl, tlnenibtl.

weak, inimayet, kElkEliiiot.

vjeary, k'wolyus.

vxdge, Hoet.

vxcp, qauEin, Hawbin.

iveir, tukos.

v.'hcn, kwEs.

where, kwEntca.

u'h ieh / iiitcii ?

whisper, to, tlakaiii.

whispering, tlatlakam.

whistle, to, Hopom.

whistling, noHbpbm.

white, pEk.

white paint, skwuq.

who, wat.

w/wse, tuwat.

why, 'wherefore, stcaliin.

widow, slyatEu.

widower, slyatEii.

wide (broad), pGk".

toife, sI)'akou or sTyak(;au.

icin, to, kiukweluk.

^oind, spfils.

window, kwekwiiiostEii (inoclerii term).

,, kwawos (old term).

wing, canal.

wink, to, saikwosEm.

winter, tEm stcim, or tEiu sutetc.

u'ipe, to, tsuk’t.

urise, klakewon.

u'ish, desire, to, sqats.

vntch, tciiitceiiEm, kweiiewEsals.

vjith, k’atset(= together), skumet.

I’ll go with you, sotciii skumet.

woman, slanai or tlanai.

loomen, tlEslaiiai, tlEtlanai, tlEiitlauai.

•wood, skwaiEq.

woods (forest), getcim.

u'ool, k wastEii.

wrench or dig out, watal.

yawn, hfilieu.

year, silaiinii, sk\vdmai(= snow).

yell, to, kwak'ut.

yellow, k'lEsem.

yes, ea, o.

yesterday, tcilakatldtl.

you, nuwilap, nuElap.

young, meman.

youth, wawElos or swawElos.

youths, wawewElos swawewElos.
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THP: somatology of eight hundred boys IX TBAIXING FOB
THE BOYAL XAVY'.

By John Beudoe, M.D., F.B.S.

In 1899 and 1900 I was able, by the kind peiiiiis.sion o! Captain

Sbortland of H.M.S. Lion, and the penuission and active assistance of

Coinuiander Totbill, then lieutenant conmninding the Ncuitiln^, to obtain eolonr-

observations of eight hundred lads in training for the Boyal Xavy, and head-

ineasurenients of two hundred of the same. The lads were reported to be almost

all between 16 and 17 years of age
; some might l;e a little above or a little

below these limits
;
but I believe it will be safe to treat them cn nui^vc as of just

that age. By far the greater part of them are natives of London or of other

large towns in the south of England; but the conditions of admission, as respects

girth of chest, stature, soundness and vigour of health and of the senses, and
satisfactory intelligence and moral character, are such as to insure a standard

distinctly higher than that of the classes from which they spring. I was desirous

of ascertaining whether this kind of selection would iinolve any corresironding

preference (jf particrdar colours or head-forms—for e.xample, whether any undue
proportion of red-haired or long-headed Iroys would be excluded by the examination.

It i.s true there would remain one source of fallacy which I could not exclude
;
for

it is possible that boys of particular types of constitution, indicated by particular

types of complexion and head-form, might be more disposed than others to adopt a

sea life, and therefore lo volunteer for the Boyal Xavy. I’his complication, however,

could be avoided only by e.xamining the rejected, a thing jn-actically impossible for me.
There may exist judjlished series of measurements of British buys of about the

age of 16; but if so, I am not acipiainted with them. The onl}' ones I do know
are, curiously enough, the work of a distinguished French anthropologist, M.
Muffang

;
they were gotten in Liverpool, and published in L’Anthropolvfjk for

1899. Liverpool was well chosen as being about the central point of the British

Isles
;
but its population, for that very reason, must differ very mudi from that of

southern and central England, Iroin which, and especially from the large towns, my
material was drawn.

It occurred to me, however, that the reformatories and industrial schools of
m\ own neighbourhood might supjdy me with material for comparison; and the
governors and masters of these institutions readily lent their aid. The schools
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Table I.—Average Head-measureraents.

93

Age. No. i

1

Length.
i

Breadth.
j

Index.

Naval Boys 16
1

j

1

200
j

185 *85 i 144 -74 ^ 77 -88

1

Kingswood Reformatory .... 16 46
i

182 -45
i

141 *15 77-36

Warminster „ 16 ! 10 181 •.-)
1 13 i 8 *85

Total 16 , 56 182-3 141 -5 77 -6

Jviiigswood Reformatoi v 17

1

'I'l 182 -27 141 -82 77 -80

Warminster „ 17 8 184 -87 144 -87 78 -35

Total 17
i

30 ;

1

182 -96

j

142 -63 77 "95

Liverpool Institute Middle cl. \ r 1C 55

i

189 -8
1 149 -7 78 -87

(Muffang) J 1 17 ic 188 -8
1

149 -4 79 -13

Ditto, upper middle cl 17 20 189 '9 149 -4 78 -63

Naval Boys, Londoii-bm-n 16 28 : 185*16
1

142 -8 77-15
1

Table II.—Seale of Kephalie Indices.

Naval
Boys.

Kings-
wood.

War-
minster.

Clifton

Industrial.

Total

3 Schools.

Bristol
1

(Included in

Kingswood).
i

1

'

!

Liverpool
Primary

(Muffang).

69 1 — — — — _ —
70 — 1 1 —

:
2 — —

71 — 0 — 2
1

1 --

72 1 — 3 :
— 1

73 8 3 1 3 7 1 1

74 19 7 14 1 'I'l 6
t

75 23 8 10 8 26 1 6 14

76 ir, 9 8 6 23 i 14

7
1

29 13 3 10 26 8 13

35 t 5 -» 16 4 11

79 28 9 1 3 19 5 14

80 17 9 A 13 1 8

81 10 5 3 3 11 3 7

82
1

5 5 1 —
,

6 9 4

83
!

3 1 3 1 5 1 1

84 3 - — —
!

— 3

85 1 — — — —
^

— 2

86 1

, 1

— —
.

— —

Total. 200

1

73

i

65 43 181 45 100
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were three in number—the Wiltshire reformatory near Warminster, more than

half the inmates of which are recruited from Wilts and Dorset, the Kingswood

Eeformatory near Bristol, where the lads belong in large majority to Bristol or

London, and the Clifton Industrial School, where the boys are all under 16 years

of age and, therefore, are not fairly comparable in some respects
;
they come

mostly from London or Derby, or in a few instances from Bristol. The tables

will give the physical characters ascertained.

Table IV.

Indices.

Kephalic. Of Nigrescence.

London
No.
52 76-77 Simple and Compound.

Bristol 67 77 -34
Naval boys : pure dolichos, 75 and under (live measure).

Derby 14 78-7 30. Indices — 18 ’3 and —15-8.

Plymouth 9 79 -68
Ditto pure brachys, 82 and over, 13. — 42 and — 36 ’4.

Wiltshire 20 76-7

Dorset 15 79 -08
Wiltshire, 20. — 15 and — 25.

Plymouth, Devon, Cornwall, Dorset, 38. 4-7-9 and— 5 -8.

Devon and Cornwall 13 79 -64

The dolichos are, as Ammon found at Karlsruhe, mostly divided between

the very fair and the distinctly dark, while the brachy are mixed, but often

fair or red. The simple index is gotten thus : Dark + 2 Black — Fair — Bed,

the proportion of the black being doubled to express the greater melanosity

;

the compound index (Topinard’s), is gotten by subtracting the light eyes from

the dark, adding together the two indices, of hair and of eyes, and dividing the

result by 2.

General Eesults.

The boys belonging to the Navy have larger heads than those of the

reformatory and industrial school boys. If anything, their heads are slightly

broader, but within the limits of error; and indeed it seems pretty clear that

the differences in kephalic breadth-index are connected with locality, i.e., something

racial or hereditary, rather than with any other difference. In truth, the great

majority of these reformatory boys do not seem to me to be radically bail lads

;

and this is the opinion of their governors and of those who have most to do

with them. Still they may be taken to be slightly inferior, as a whole, to the

Navy boys in moral as well as physical character
;
and this inferiority seems to

be correlated with smaller size of brain. Muffang attributes the smaller size of

brain in the lower class to insufficient nourishment in childhood
;

1 should rather

ascribe it to heredity, and to the fact of the larger-brained people having risen in
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the social scale. Certainly the variations of kephalic index in hoys from different

localities seem too great to be accidental
;
thougli of course the numbers are very

small. Thus in the Warminster Eeformatory the twenty Wiltshire boys exhibit

the length of head characteristic of the county (1. 185‘5, br. 142T5), while the

fifteen boys from Dorset have 1. only 179-0 and br. 142-0.

The dolichokephaly of the London boys may be worth noting, for reasons

which I will give presently. In twenty-eight London-born naval boys the index is

77-15, against one of 77-99 in the remaining hundred and seventy-two boys
;
while

in the twenty-four London-bom industrial school boys it is 76-2, against 78-12 in

the remaining nineteen, who mostly belong to Derby.

The differences in complexion between the two sets of boys are not without

interest.

It will be observed that the resemblance is pretty close between the

percentages recorded for the two hundred boys belonging to the Na.vtilns and the

Lion, whose heads were measured, and the six hundred of the Lion, of whom only

the eyes and hair were noted, although the circumstances of light and mode of

examination were very different in the two cases. But while the eyes of the

reformatory boys come out very nearly like those of the naval boys, the former

yield a much greater proportion of dark hair. We know, of course, that brown

eyes and dark hair are particularly common in the criminal class, whether owing

to their being largely the product of the slums or from some other cause'
;

but

I have already said that I do not think any large percentage of these boys is

really and essentially criminal.

Of eighty-two naval boys, whose birthplace was ascertained, twenty-eight were

Londoners, and only fifteen or sixteen came from villages or small country towns.

Nevertheless, so far as I can judge, and making due allowance for their youthfulness,

they inclined distinctly to the blond side as regards their hair. That this should

occur in a body picked for health may be noteworthy in view of the supposed greater

liability of blonds to several kinds of disease.

Bed hair may perhaps be considered as rather deficient, seeing that it

sometimes darkens into a deep brown at a later stage. Black hair is absent
;
only

one London-born boy is set down with blackish-brown hair.

Among the reformatory lioys are only three cases of blackish-brown hair

;

doubtless there would be a larger proportion in the same individuals at a later

age. Red hair is more common among them—5-9 per cent.
;
but in several cases

it appears coupled with brown eyes, often, I think, an unhealthy, as it is a

dysharmonic, combination. Red hair belongs more to the upper classes
;

it may

be that, as Havelock Ellis has suggested, it is weeded out of the lowest class by

penury and unhealthy surroundings.

It will have been noticed that the London-born boys are oftener dark-eyed

and dark-haired, as weU as oftener dolichokephalic.

An American observer, whose name I have forgotten, calls the brown the criminal eye.

VoL. XXXIV. H
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Of course these differences are well within the limits of error ; and the

numbers are unfortunately very small. But when one considers how Ammon,

De Lapouge, Durand, and others have shown that in Germany and France a dark

dolichoid type tends to prevail in the cities through selective immigration and

survival
;
when also one calls to mind that the Whitechapel skulls of Pearson and

Thane, of which unfortunately we have not as yet full particulars, are known to

have a dolichokephalic index, whereas other mediaeval skulls, English and Scottish,

are mostly mesokephalic or often brachykephalic,’ one is tempted to think that

these figures may be typical, or may represent the general rule.

’ See my own Uistoire de ITndex Cephalique, ami Sir William Turner’s work on Scottish
skulls.
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LEGENDS OF THE DIERI AND KINDRED TRIBES OF CENTRAL
AUSTRALIA.

By a. W. Howitt and Otto Siebert.

Introductory Note by A. W. Howitt.

In the preparation of a work on the native tribes of the .south-east quarter of

Australia, I found reason for doubting the correctne.ss of a passage in Mr. Gason’s

account of the Dieri tribe,* which was quoted by Dr. Loriiner Fison and

myself in our work Kamilaroi and Kuraai, in the year 1880. The murdu legend

referred to speaks of the “ Mura-mura, a good spirit,” and to obtain some further

information on this subject, I requested the Rev. Otto Siebert, who, as a

missionary to the Dieri tribe, has e.xceptional opportunities for obtaining

information as to their beliefs, to ascertain what the Mura-mura might

really be.

For some years Mr. Siebert has co-operated with me in critically examining

the laws and customs of that and other tribes in the country surrounding Lake

Eyre. The following legends have been some of the results of our work, and I

am glad to have this opportunity of acknowledging the great obligations which

I am under to him for his valuable assistance, without which it woidd have been

impossible for me to have got together the mass of information which is now in

my possession awaiting publication.

The legends included in this paper are still under investigation as to some

points which may not be fully elucidated, unless one of us may be able to be

present at the ceremonies with which they are connected. Moreover the older

blacks, wbo lived in the times before the occupation of their country l^y tlie

whites, are now rapidly dying out, and with them the old beliefs and customs are

being lost. A. W. Howitt.

The legends herein have been selected because they relate to the Mura-

muras, who are represented in them as being a numerous tribe or people who

preceded the present race, who wandered far and wide over Central Australia, and

who lived lives much as their successors do, but who were magically more

powerful than even the medicine-men of the present time claim to be.

' The Dieijeri Tribe, p. 13. Cox Adelaide, 1874.
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The accompany-

ing map (Fig. 1) shows

approximately the

position of the tribes

whose legends are

given or who are

mentioned in the

notes.

They all belong

to what may be called

a nation, that is a

group of tribes who

are more or less akin

to each other, whose

languages are alike,

or, as to neighbouring

tribes, merely dialects;

who have the same

class-organization

under the names

Matteri and Kararu,

or their equivalents,

and whose sacred

ceremonies, whether

for initiation or for

the increase of the

food supply, are

practically the same.

This organization

extends over a vast
FIG 1.—MAP SHOWING POSITION OF THE TRIBES.

extent of that part of the continent, and, taking Lake Eyre as the central

point, the range of these tribes stretches northwards to the Wonkamala and

southwards to the Parnkalla, who occupied the country on the west side of

Spencer Gulf, as far as Port Lincoln. This is an extent north and south

of about 700 miles. To the north-west it extends to where it comes

in contact with the southern part of the tribes, of whicli the Arunta is the

typical example given by Spencer and Gillen. To the west its range is not

known to us further than that it extends into the desert towards the

Western Australian boundary. To the east the same organization obtains along

the Barcoo river, as far, at least, as Mount Howitt, in latitude 26° 32' 30" S., and

longitude 142° 18' 00" E. To the east and south-east the line of hills, running

northwards from the Barrier Eanges, separates it from an analogous nation,

which occupies part of the western waters of the Darling Eiver.
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The legends which are given in the following pages are taken from tribes

which, with the exception of the Wonkamala, lie more or less near to, and around

Lake Eyre.

The Origin of the Murdus and of the Kana.^

In the beginning, the earth opened in the midst of Perigundi- lake and there

came out one murdu after the other, kaualka (crow), katatara (budjerigar),

warukati (emu), and so on. Being as yet incompletely foi’med and without

members or sense organs, they laid themselves down on the sandhills, which then

as now, surrounded the lake. There lying in the sunshine, they were after a time

invigorated and strengthened by it so that at last they stood up as kana and

separated in all directions.

The Dieri point out an island in the middle of Perigundi as the place where

the murdus came out. The legend not only accounts for the totem animals, but

also for the kana, that is the native inhabitants of the Lake Eyre district. It also

accounts, by the dispersal of the murdus, for the fact that the totem names are

scattered over the country, but in such a manner that some are prevalent in one

part, while others are prevalent in another.

How the Mura-mura Paralina" Perfected Mankind. A Makdala

Legend.

The Mura-mura Paraliiia was out hunting kangaroos. While following one

he saw four incomplete beings cowering together. Without noticing them further,

he followed the kangaroo till he came to where there were two Mura-mura women

who had already killed the kangaroo and covered it with pauad When he

a.sked whether they had killed the kangaroo they denied having done so. Then

Paralina thought of a trick. He loosened his belt (body string) into an immensely

long cord, at the end of which he fastened an ant, which at once smelled out the

meat, and with its comrades fell upon the dead kangaroo hidden under the pnua.

Paralina now followed the cord and discovered the kangaroo
;
and having cleaned

the ants from it, he carried it away on his shoulders. Then he went back to the

place where he had seen the cowering beings.

Going up to them he .smoothed their bodies, stretched out their limbs, slit up

their fingers and toes, formed the mouth, nose and eyes, stuck ears on them, and

’ This word is properly Madu, but as I have written it in foi’mer w'orks ‘'murdu” I have
retained the same form of orthograpliy. Kana is the term applied to themselves by the Dieri

and other tribes.

- Penrjimdi is a crooked or bent place
; Piri is .a spot or locality

;
gundi or more proper ly

kunti, is crooked or twisted. This lake is so named from its irregular shape. It is now kirown
as Lake Buchanan.

’ From para, hair. His girdle was made of human hair. The legend is curreirt in the
west and south-west of Blanchwater, that is in the country of the Mardala, in which kangaroo
are plentiful. The Paralina Creek, which rises on the east side of the Flinders r ange, appears
to be named after this Mura-mura.

' Poua is the seed f)f plants used for food.
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blow into their ears in order that they might hear. Lastly, he perforated the body

from the mouth downwards, and projected a piece of hard clay (dahai), with so

much force that it passed through the body, forming the fundament. Having thus

produced mankind out of these beings, he went about making men everywhere.

The three following legends relate to the wanderings, in each case, of two

Mura-mura youths, who introduced the use of the stone knife in circumcision, as

also the rite of subincision. The first belongs to the Yaurorka, the eastern

Dieri and the Yandruwunta, the second to the Ngameni, Karanguru, and

neighbouring tribes, and the third to the Urabuna Kuyani and other tribes down

as far as the head of Spencer Gulf, and probably even as far as Port Lincoln.

Thus these three independent legends confirm and complete a series extending

over some 600 miles from north to south. The eighth legend extends this to

700 miles.

Mandra-mankana, also called Bakuta-terkana-taeana or Kantayulkana.

A Dieri legend.'

Mandra-mankana once came to the neighbourhood of Pando.^ Two girls

who saw him jeered at him, because his back was just the same as his front.

He told their mother, who was his noa,^ to send her two daughters to his camp

the following night. When she told them of his demand, they ridiculed him, but

yet they went there, and lay down one on each side of the sleeping old man, their

ngaperi.* Then they heaped up a ridge of sand on either side of him, so that

he thought his nqatamxvra-ulu? were there. But these had meanwhile crept away

out of the sand and lay down to sleep in the camp of their mother. When the

pinnaru'^ woke in the night he rose upright, and saw that he was quite alone, and

that the girls had cheated him Hence his name of Bakuta-terkana-tarana. He
went forth thinking of revenge. Through his songs he caused plants to grow,

some with bitter and some with pleasant tasting fruit. The two girls found these

plants and ate first of the bitter and then of the good fruit. Delighted with the

latter they sprang from one bush to the other. Thus after a time they came to a

tanyii bush laden with its red and yellow fruit, where lurked Mandra-mankana in

concealment, to destroy them. As they came near to him he threw his boomerang

‘ Mandra is belly or body, and rnanka is hind before. Bakuta-terkana-tarana is “ the one

who rises upright fruitlessly from baJcii - fruitlessly, without avail, also free (jr unburdened.

Terkana is to stand, and tarana is to rise up, to fly. Frequently in combination with a verb, it

forms our preposition “ up,” as terkana-tarana, to stand up, nayina-tarana, to look up

(upwards).

- Pando is big, or as this place is sometimes called Pando-pirna = Big-lake. It is Lake

Hope.

^ Xoa is the relation between men and women between whom marriage is lawful. In; the

Dieri tribe this relation may be defined thus, Ego being a Dieri man “ My mother’s mother’s,

brother’s, daughter’s daughter (own or tribal), is my proper wife.”

' Father, own or tribal.

5 Ngata-miira is the relation of a child to its father
; ulu is the dual form.

“ Elder or head man.
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at one and broke her ankle, and then rushing up he killed her by a blow on her

head. The other sister ran away to save hei'self, but he followed her and killed

her also. He then cut off the breasts of the dead girls and carried them with him

as he went furthei'. Coming to a camp where .some young boys were amusing

themselves in a plain by throwing boomerangs, he hid himself behind some bushes,

and watched them at their play. Then one of the boys threw his boomerang so

fai tliat it fell near the old man. The boy sought for it and was about to take it

when the seized him by the hand. He was frightened, but Maiulra-

maitl'ana calmed him by giving him a lizard, and he soon became friendly with

him, and promised at his request to make a new song, and called to all the people

111 come and hear it. They assembled, even the sick and the women with child.

The boy began to sing and the pimutru came out of the bushes, painted and decked

\vith feathers, and carrying the breasts of the girls hanging on his chest. He
danced to the onlookers, in the front ranks of whom two young men, the noas of

the girls, were sitting. These immediately recognized the breasts of their noas,

and when the innnaeu retired dancing, they stuck their I'andris^ in the ground

before them. When he again danced near to them, each seized his Irmdn and

struck him so that both his legs were broken. Then they split his head open, and

at the same time all the people fell upon him and even the children struck him.

Then they buried him and laying his bag at the head of the grave they went

elsewhere. One daj' a crow perched itself on the grave of Mandra-mankana.

Tliree times it knocked with its beak on the wood which was lying on the grave,

and cried “ Ka ! Ka ! Ka !
” Then the dead man woke up and came out of the

gra-\-e, and looked round, but no one was to be seen. Then he looked for

footprints and found that the people had all gone in the same direction,

but by three different ways. While the strong and hale ones had gone, some to

the right and some to the left, hunting as they went along, the old and the sick

had gone straight on between the two other tracks. These he followed till he

came to the neighbourhood of their new camp, and he concealed himself in the

liushes near where they were busy in the creek, driving the fish together to catch

lhein.2 They had pulled up bushes and grass and were driving the fish before

them with these in heaps. Mandra-mankana kept himself concealed in the water,

and opening his mouth, he sucked in and swallowed the water, bsh, grass and men.

Some few who were at a distance, observing that their comrades and nearly all

those who were fishing, had disappeared, and looking round to see where they had
gone to, saw with alarm that the monster in the water had surrounded them with
Ids arms, (dnly a few of them escaped by jumping over them. The Mnra-ninni
Ka iita-ynl-kanu;^ looking after them, gave to each, as he ran, his vu/rdu name.

‘ The kandn is a boomerang-shaped weapon, with sharpened ends, used bv the Dieri and
"tiler tiibes. There is anothei’ kandn, which is a gummy substance obtained from tlie loots of
.1 plant called raindn, or also kandri-moku, or bone-tetcfrf, which is used for cemeutino- chips of
'tone to wooden bandies.

“ ^

At the Cooper north of Lake Hope.
^ Cras.s-.swallower from kunta gi-ass, and yalkana, to swallow or gobble up.
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Those who ran to the north were the Icanangara, seed of the manyura

;

harabana, bat
;
maiaru, marsupial rat : ‘palyara, small marsupial rat

;
'katatara,

budjerigar; malura, cormorant; karawora, eaglehawk; warukati, emu’; kaulka,

crow
;
padi, a grub called by the whites witchety

;
karku, red ochre

;
icoiua,

carpet snake
;
pitcheri, Duhoisia Hopwoodii.

Those who ran to the south-east were the Chukiiro, kangaroo ; kinialu, dingo
;

/.rojf. jew lizard-; kajieri, lizard, commonly called iguana; marsupial

rat; panta, small marsupial mouse; karnbuna, marsupial mouse; puralku, pelican;

kuraura, rain; nudbaru, a crane; tundu-bulyerit, water rat: pimmoku, native cat;

kaladiri, a frog; tidnamaro, a frog; unlyarit, curlew; icatnyi, kangaroo rat.

Those who ran to the southward were the markara, native perch
;
kirliabura,

ee\-, yikaura, dasyurus
;
nganmba, box eucalyptus (S. inicrotheca ?) ;

kami/tya,

bush wallaby
;
kapita, rabbit bandicoot.''’

The inura-mum now came out of the water, and vomited so that he threw out

all his teeth, which are to be seen at Manatandrani.’ Having done tliis he went a

little further and sat down and died.

This place is pointed out by the Dieri on the Cooper north of Pando, and the

body of the Mura-mura is to be seen there also, turned into stone in tlie form of a

great rock.

Kadri-pari'wilpa-ulu.'’ a Dieri Legend.

Two mura-mura youths called Kadn-pariiuilpa-ulu were out hunting pelicans

at Perigundi. They crept along the creek, and threw their boomerangs at one

which was swimming about. The right hand one struck his mark, but the

boomerang of the other one flew wide, and as they were wading into the water to

secure their prey, the boomerang swept past them, ahnost striking one of them on

its return. The young men were determined to catch it on its next swoop, but its

strength was such that tliey felt that no mere arm would be able to stop it. Then

they procured the stem of a gum tree, by wliicli they arrested it in its next flight.

It cut the tree stem in two, but losing its own power, it fell into the water. One

of the young men dived for it, but struck against the boomerang, which was stuck

in the bottom, and which had become sharpened and pointed by its flight through

the air. Thus it circumcised him and on rising out of the water he beheld, to his

great joy, that he had now become a perfected man. He secretly informed his

companion of what had happened to him, and he also, diving for the boomerang,

was likewise circumcised. Both boys said to each otlier, “ What has happened to

us, for we are now no longer boys but men ?” Being rejoiced at what liad befallen

them, they thought of their father, who, wliile they had become men, still remained

' From van = grey and kati a covering, pelt. Thns, “the bird with the grey covering.”

Amphibolurus barbatus, Nan-atice, Horn E.rpedition, p. 28.

> Peragale layoth.

* Manatandra is tooth, strictly mouth-frnit. Manataiidrani is the dative.

' Kudrl in Yaurorka, nr kaiari in Dieri, is river-course or creek
;
pariu-ilpa is the sky

; nlu

is the dual form, both. Kadriparhnlpa is the name of the Milky Way.
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a mere boy. They determined to make a man of him, and having provided

themselves with a tula,^ they crept up to him while he slept in his camp, and

circumcised him. The great loss of blood weakened him and as he, notwith-

standing the unhealed wound, continued to have access to his wife, inira came

on and he died.^

As soon as the boys liad circumcised their father they set out on their journey,

everywhere circumcising youths and men Coming to Kunauana,® they found a

number of people who had collected to circumcise young men by means of fire.

Tliey approaclied quietly and then suddenly springing forward, they circumcised

the youths with their tula, before tlie men knew what was being done. Seeking

for those who had performed the operation so skilfully, and seeing the two Miiru-

inuras enveloped in a mist, they shouted out, “ Kadri-panunlim-uhi.” * These now

came forwaid, and showing the tula to them, said, “ In future make your boys into

men with this instead of using fire, which has caused the death of many, and they

will remain living, for “ turn navi ija tula tepi.” ’ Turning to the youths whom they

liad circumcised, they admonished them not to have access to women or even to be seen

by them, nor to show their wounds to anyone, otherwise they would certainly die.

The two Mura-murus wandered through all the land, carrying the tula

everywhere for circumcision, and being honoured as the benefactors of mankind.

Malku-malku-ulu.“ a Ngameni and Kaeanguru Legend.

A large number of people had asssembled at Tiinchara,' for the cii'cumcision

ceremony, at which there was an old Mura-umra who had provided palyitnd for

food, and who rejoiced over the sweet smell thereof, as it was being cooked. In

the evening as they sat round the fire singing the rnalkam''’ song, the old Mnra-

rnuru scattered the fire about, so that all those who were sitting round about it

were burned by the hot coals. After a painful night the men were painting

themselves at early dawn for the ceremony, and the six young men who were to be

‘ Tula is the word for a flint knife used for circumcision, and also for any sharp flint used

for cutting.

Mira is inflammation. This shows that while the Dieri attribute most deaths to evil

magic, by someone “ giving the bone,” they also admit other causes. They say that long ago a

great sickness came from the north and killed so many that when they woke in the morning
“ one was alive and the other was dead.”

' Properly kudna-ngavana from kudna, filth, excrement, and iiyauana, light.

* This pa.ssage is difficult, but may be made more clear by the description given of kutchi,

an evil being, who is described as being seen sometimes in shadow.s and sometimes in whirlwinds
of dust.

^ That is “ Fire is death and the atone is life.”

« Malka is the Dieri word vjahi, meaning invisible, and also dust or mist. The Malku-
'ntalkii,-idu are therefore to be pictured as the two invisible benefactors.

This is a Ngameni word meaning “ powdered human bones,” and refers to the number of
bones which are said to have accumulated there by reason of deaths through the use of fire in
circumcision.

* Pahjnra is the long snouted marsupial rat.
» Malkara is the word for the songs .sung at the ceremonies.
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initiated were brought forward. For each youth four men placed themselves, so

that their bodies were bent outwards.^ On these men the youth was laid, and in

this manner two of the youths were circumcised by means of the firestick. Then

the Malkii-nial'ku-udu came up and instantly rushing forward, circumcised the four

other boys with their stone knife, before the people knew what they were doing,

thus saving the former from imminent death. Then going to the astounded men,

they presented their stone knife to the woningayterif- and told them to use it in

future and thus preserve their boys from death.

Having done this, the Malku-malku-tihi went onwards, and at Kutchiwirrina,®

they saw at a little distance from them a spirit, in human form, suddenly

disappear into the ground. In alarm they altered their course and went in

another direction.

Decked with the ti^ppa-tippa* the young Miira-imiras wandered on, hunting

and seeking food as they travelled, killing a kapita in one place and in another

finding a tract covered with rnanyura, on which they feasted. After resting here

for some time, they travelled further and found a kangaroo lair at Chukuro-wola.®

Thinking that there might be a kangaroo in it, the one who had the sharpest

sight threw his spear into it and then also the spear of his comrade, who w'as one-

eyed, but failed to find anything in the place. Immediately after they found a

kaperi lizard, which they carried with them until it became stinking and black on

the under side. As they still wandered on they came to a large tract of country

well covered with rushes, of which they made bags in which to carry their things.

Then marching on they saw a kangaroo, at which the sharp-sighted one threw a

spear and then another without hitting it. Then he threw all his companions’

spears but one, which he kept in his hand. Then throwing it, he killed the

kangaroo, which they carried till they came to a place where there was water,

where they rested for a time. Then lifting the kangaroo from the ground and

each holding it by one leg, they swung it round their heads, singing

:

‘"Mina yundrn tayila ngaaai 1

What thou eat wUt ?

Tjuba-tjuba-tjuba yundrn tayila nganui I

Tjuba-tjuba® thou eat wilt

!

Mana-kata-kated yundrn tayila nganai.”

Alana-kata-kata thou eat wilt.

' This description is part of the legend, for every custom and rite there can be found in

the legends the equivalent. If one asks “ Why do you do this,” or “Why have you this custom >.

”

the reply given is “ Our rnum-muras did so and we follow them.”
^ The wonwgaperi are the men who perform the rite of circumcision. Apparently the

equivalent of the Atida-aticia mentioned by Spencer and Gillen, p. 647.

> Kutclii is the spirit of the dead, a ghost, mrrina is to go into.

' Only the circumcised men can wear the tippa-tippa, but it is also worn by the members
of the vengeance party (puiya), tied to the end of the beard, and put in the mouth and bitten to

show their anger.

^ Chukiiro is in Ngameni a kangaroo, 2Cola is a nest or lair.

“ and Tjuha-tjuha and maaa-kata-kata are both lizards.
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Then they laid it on the ground, hut no sooner had they done so, than it jumped

up and hopped away so swiftly, that they could not overtake it. Before long,

however, they killed another kangaroo. Tlie one who had good sight sent the one-

eyed one to fetch a tula, so that he could flay the skin off. While he was seeking

for a tula, the other began to remove the pelt. When the one-eyed one retinned

with the tula, the other replaced the skin over the carcase and pretended to try

the tula on it, then, saj’ing that it was too blunt, he sent him to Antiritcha,^ to

bring back a new one. During his absence he hastily skinned the kangaroo down

to the hind legs, and when the other returned from Antiritcha, and offered him the

new tula, he said, “ Skin the kangaroo with it yourself.” Beginning to do this the

one-eyed one found that the skin was quite loose and said, ” Wliy have you

cheated me in this way, liy almost removing the skin ?
” “ Don’t be angry with

me,” said the other, “ 1 onl}" wished to have a joke with you and surprise you witli

an almost skinned pelt.”

Having completed the skinning, they fastened the edges of the skin to the

ground with pegs and raised up the middle, thus forming the sky. When this was

done they saiil witli satisfaction, “ Now from this time people can walk upright,

and need not hide themselves for fear of the sky falling.”^ Pleased with their

work they turned homewards, and coming to a good pool of water one jumped in

saying, “ Let us bathe ourselves here,” but in striking the water, it made a cut

which caused subineision. When he showed this to his companion, the latter at

once jumped into the water and he also became subineised. Looking at himself

he said, “ Now indeed I am a complete man, but it hurts me.”

Having conferred on mankind the use of the tula, they now introduced the

dirpa^ so that by it a young man becomes a completed man.

The Malhu-malhu-idu are the benefactors of mankind, and it is said that they

still live and are even sometimes seen. They wander about invisibly, to relieve

the distress of others. They carry lost children to their camps, and care for them
till found by their friends.

The southern Dieri say that they wander far to the north of their country,

and that their camps can be recognized by the luxuriant growth of the 'uiohu, a

cucumber-like plant,‘ which no one may eat, because it is the especial food of

the Malku-malku-ulu.

One of these camps is said to be at Narrani,-’ not far from Cattle Lagoon on

‘ After careful enquiries it seems to us that Antiritcha mu.st be taken as a hill or mountain
on the upper waters of the Tinke Biver, prolrably in the McDonnell ranges, from whence tula
and wolhadara are brought. The latter seems to be the same as the churinga of the
Arunta.

The belief is, that at first the sky was fastened down to the earth and that mankind
could not walk about freely.

’ Dirpa is subincision, in Dieri called Kulpi.
* Probably the Cucumis trigonus Linn.
“ yurra is an abbreviation of the Yaurorka word nwrangama vihic\i is a shield, in the

Dieri called pirha-mnni.
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the Birdsville road. This place is celebrated among the tribes because it was

where the Malk%h-mall'u-vlu left their shields, when they commenced their

wanderings, for being the benefactors of mankind, they did not need any weapons.

But the original site of their home is said to have been the mountain Antiritcha,

where lives Artarurpa. Who this was we have so far not been able to

ascertain.

But the statement that the Mcdku-inalku-ulu originally came from Antiritcha

suggests that the rites of both circumcisif)n and subincision have been brought

from the north, in ages so far back that their introduction has become merely

legendary.

The Yuei-ulu.' A Legend of the LIrabuna and More Southern Tribes.

The Yuri-idu, coming from the north, travelled through all the land,

bringing in the use of the tula in circumcision. Thus they came to the Beltana

country at a time when a youth was about to be made into a man. When the

men were going to burn him with fire, the Yuri-uhi went into the earth, the one

on his right and the other on his left, waiting for the moment when they could

help him. When a man approached with a red-hot fire-stick to perform the

operation, the two Yuri-ulu rose out of the earth, and instantly cutting off the

foreskin with their tula, sank back into the ground invisibly.^ The men who were

present were astonished at the fresh wound, and saw that the boy had been

circumcised. They questioned each other as to who had done it, but no one could

say. The - feeling was such that they began to say to each other, “ Didst thou do

this, or thou, or who ?
” and to grasp their weapons, when he, who was about to

have done the operation, said that he would find out the cause. Seating himself

on tlie gi'ound and striking it with a club, he sung continuously that he, who had

circumcised the boy, should come forth. Then the Yuri-uhi rose out of the earth

biting their long beards, and each holding a tula in his hand before him.

Then properly painted and adorned, they danced and having given the tv.la to

the men, whom they admonished as if they had been youths, disappeared whence

they came, followed by the praises of the assembled men.

After showing themselves in many places as life-givers, they turned back, and

at Katitandra'* one went west, and the other went east and northwards, bringing

the tula to every tribe.

Thus they still wander showing themselves at times as living and as life-

givers.

The following legend does not seem to have any direct connection with the

preceding one, but speaks of the Yuri-ulu as being boys who had not yet been

circumcised, while in the other legend it speaks of them as the originators of the

‘ Yuri-ulu or tepi-ulu is the two living ones.

" The Kunkis, the medicine men, claim for themselves to be able to suddenly disappear into

the earth.

’ Katitandra is Lake Eyre.
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practice. This is remarkable, because while the last legend belongs to the

Urabuna, this one belongs to their neighbours, the Wongkanguru.

The Yuri-ulu. A Wongkanguru Legend.

An old blind widower lived at Mararu,* with his two sons the Yvri-ulu,

who from their early youth had to provide him with food. As they became older

they went further afield hunting, and delighted to kill young birds with the

boomerang, and when they returned at evening to their camp, to cook them for

their father. One evening on returning, they observed that an old man had come

to the camp, and had seated himself close to them. They informed their father

and he told them to call the stranger. They did so, but received no answer, and

even when they went to him and invited him to come to their father, he still

remained silent. Not troubling themselves more about him, they ate their food,

and darkness having come on, they lay down and slept. In the early morning the

boys went out hunting. Then the stranger, after having warmed his hands at the

fire to strengthen himself, seized the blind man, wrestled with him, struggled with

him, struck him on the face, and scratched his face till the blood came. Then

with a piece of wood he scraped the blood off. By the struggling and the

scratching the dimness of the old man’s eyes had been removed, so that he could

see better than before. As the stranger had done to him, so he now did to the

stranger, struck him and scratched him until the blood came, which he wiped off

and then recognised the stranger as his kariii. After they had recognised each

other as kanvi-rnand they sat down together, and the stranger told him that he had

come to consult with him as to the circumcision of his sons. The two, having

dt'cided that the boys should be circumcised, commenced their preparations. Stone

axes were sharpened, kandri melted, ngulyv' collected, and the axes fastened afresh

to their hafts with them. The boys were sent out early next morning to hunt, and

to Ije out of tlie way, while the old men were at work, so as not to see what they

were doing. These went to a place where there was a great jnrha^ that is, a great

tree, which they cut down, separated a piece of the stem, and having removed the

bark, hollowed it out to make a great pirlui. Then they placed it in hot moist

earth to soften, ami kept its sides apart by pieces of wood till it became cool.

* Moraru is to complete with the hand, to strike the pirka, that is to strike the upturned
wooden bowl, in a dance. Mam is hand, and “rit” is the Wonkanguru causative termination,

which is ill the Uieri “ li,” as mararu, marali. The place Mararu is said by our Wonkanguru
inforniauts to be not far from Birdsville in a south-we.sterlv direction.

- Kami is the relation of the children of a man to those of his sister. Kami-mara is

Aia/af-ship.

’ Ngidyi is the kino of an eucalypt.

' Pirha is, as before said, a bowl, cut out of a block of wood. These natives speak of a
thing as being already completed, when they have the material ready. Thus a Dieri will say
when he has found a tree suitable for a pirha, “ nauda ngakani pirka,” that is my pirha, and so
also a-s to other things as weapons, etc. Mr. Siebert has a pirha which is 4 feet long and
21 inches in diameter.
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The following morning they ornamented it with longitudinal markings and

laying it on its back, the stranger struck it with his open hand. Listening, but

hearing no reply, he struck it again but harder, and there was an echo, which they

thought was a reply by the women at a distance.

Early on the following morning while the boys were still asleep, the stranger

started homewards to Minha-hadi,^ to call together the people for the ceremony, at

which the boys were to be circumcised. After a time he returned with them,

bringing with him his two daughters, who, as he and his kami had agreed, should

be the wives of the two boys.’

Then while the boys were out hunting, there was held a meeting of the old

men, at which they consulted as to the manner of conducting the ceremony.

Towards evening, as the boys returned, a number of men were lying in wait for

them, and two who were kami and kudi^ to them respectively, sprang forward and

laid their hands on the boy’s mouths, as a sign that they should not henceforth

speak to any but themselves. Then they took them apart to a place where

they built a breakwind {katu), and taught them the pirha song. Early the next

day the women and children and the two boys were sent to a distance to hunt, so

that the men might hold a council undisturbed. They collected the Mas and

selected the good from the bad. Then they decided what presents the boys should

give to the ujoningaperi.

In the evening, when everyone had collected on the ceremonial ground, the

YuriMu returned. As they approached, a few of the men joined them, then more,

until by the time they had reached the ground, they were surrounded by a great

crowd, not counting the women and the children. The Yuri-idv. were then taken

behind their katu to be decorated with emu and cockatoo feathers. When this

was done the boys were openly led to the ground, across which they marched, and

each one standing on a pirha which rested on two spears, grasped the kalti as high

up as possible, being supported by his komi. Thus they remained for some time.

The lujandri (mothers) were sitting in a row which extended from their katu to the

kalti, having on each side the kaUis of one-half of the ngaperi (fathers). One after

the other the mothers, who were seated, rose and went to each of the boys and

with her open hands stroked him about the navel. When the last one had

Minka-kadi, from ininka, a hole or cave, and kadi, deep. It is said that there are many
ill the district to the east of Mararu.

* It is remarkable that in this legend tlie “ fathers-in-law ” are kami-mara, while in the
Wonkanguru, as among the Dieri, it is the mothers-in-law who must he of that relation.
Possibly the explanation may be that the legend has its origin in a tribe further to the north
which, like the Arunta, has descent counted in the male line.

’ The kami and the kadi (wife’s brother) have charge of the boy during the ceremonies
and lead him away after the operation has been performed. The neyi (elder brother) and the
kaka (mother’s brother) provide food for him and accompany him later on. Men of these
relations are chosen who are much senior to him, in order that they may instil respect for the
laws, which they impress upon him.

< Kalti is a spear, but also the spear-like pole used in these ceremonies. It seems to be the
equivalent of the Waninga described by Spencer and Gillen.
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returiied to her place, each hoy wag carried to his hata, on the back of one of his

hmni, where his ornaments’ were taken from him and carried to his father, to be

given to those who performed the rite of circumcision on him. Then the muffled

sound of the pieha being struck was heard, and shortly after the sisters of the

Y^rri-^da came forward, and commenced their dance in parties of four each, one of

the elder and one of the younger. At the end of this the men carried each other

about on their backs.

About midnight the women were driven away from the ground to their main

camp, the lujandri only remaining behind, at a little distance, forming a connection

1 letween the men at the ground and the women at the camp, but also keeping the

latter quiet, and seeing that none of them watched the ceremony with impertinent

curiosity. In order to keep the women, and especially the ngandri, informed as to

the beginning of the ceremony, the great pirha was struck several times, and

replied to by the ngandri striking on their stomachs with the open hand.

I’lie boys were now taken to the camp of the ngaperi and there carefully

watched by their hami and hadi, .so that they should not sleep, being shaken up

into wakefulness when they dozed off. Then the vjoningaperi and the taru^ came

up to them decked with feathers, and three neyi of each boy placed themselves

together so that the boy could be laid on their backs and there circumcised by his

taev. This Ireing done their v-miingaperi, the kadi, kami and especially the taru,

were placed before them, and the latter gave to each a bundle of the hair of one of

his daughters, as a sign that she should be his promised wife. Then the boys were

taken back to their katud

The Wanderings of the Y^cri-vda. A Wonkanguru Legend.

After the Yv.ri-tda were circumcised at Mararu they went off on their

wanderings alone, and came to the Kadla-lumpa^ creek, where they refreshed

themselves with the water which bubbles out of the earth there. They collected

emu eggs at that place and the bird attacked them, but was driven off by their

shouting and throwing sand and dust at it. The sand and dust, however, which

tiiey bad thrown up into the air came upon them as a cloud, the nitla-nilla^ which

raised the .sandhill on which they stood high up in the air. But through fear they

’ Such omameuts are given to the boy by his tigandri.
- The on-u is the father-in-law.

’ This description of the ceremonies is j>art of the legend, and it is the precedent for the

e.xisting practice. The natives say, “Our Mura-viuras did so, therefore we must do so like-

wise.’ In the ceremonies three young men place themselves with the uppei’ part of the body
bowed ill such a manner, with the legs apart, that they touch each other behind, while the
upper jiart of their bodies and the neck and head, extend outwards horizontally. The boy to

be circumcised is laid on their bodies so that one leg is on the one, the other leg on the other,
and his body on the third. See Eoth, Ethnological Studies, “ Queensland Aborigines,” 1897,
Figure 415, in which, however, the positions differ somewhat from those described in this
legend, and taken up at the ceremonies.

‘ Kadla, rushes, and hnnpa, a spring or well.
' A mirage. To spread itself out.
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threw themselves down on the ground and lay there for some time insensible.

When they recovered they found that the nilla-nilla was gone, and putting the

eggs in a bag they went on to Urakuroka,* from whence they saw great columns of

smoke rising up and spreading out wide and far from the place of circumcision at

Mararu. Wandering further they came to a place where they found a great number

of lizards, and at another they collected stone for knives, which, however, were not

good. Then at Kalilte they observed that they were inflamed from the

circumcision, but it left them at Kalpinta and Laratjilkira,^ and they rejoiced that

they were now full men. At Nalpawira they caught a small lizard, the pitjila,^

which lived under the bark of the trees, and killed it, but then regretting this they

swung it round their heads to bring it to life again. Feeling very cold at

Kurampa, they threw glowing coals in the grass, which taking fire drove the cold

away. From this place they went to Kililti, where small kidney-shaped stones are

plentiful,^ with which they filled their bags. Then placing themselves a long

distance apart, one threw pundra which the other tried to hit and break with a

stick. Having finished this game, they collected the small fragments for tulas and
placed them in their bags.

Still travelling on, a great rainbow appeared after a shower. Alarmed at this

they halted, but thought that it was only a gigantic Kadi markara (p. 127). Then,

having given names to the rainbow and to its colours, they went on, but with

caution, fearing that the portent might again come upon them, and looking back at

it till it disappeared. On their way they saw the footprints of the Mnra-mura
Markanyankula,’^ but as he must have passed the previous day and reached

Antiritya, they could not overtake him.

On their further wanderings, at one place they collected yaua,^ at another

killed a waterhen, and at a third dug out some kapita, and then found a nest with

a young eaglehawk. At length they reached the otlier side of the ranges, where it

became darker and darker, and feeling round with tlieir liands, they found a

continuous hard surface. They struck it with their fists and with their boomeraiif^s

and spears, but in vain. Then the elder of the Yuri-ulv pushed the obstruction

with his finger and it opened, and they saw a new country covered with trees and
bushes. Looking back at what they had passed through, they recognized it as

being the edge of the sky, but they did not wander long in this country, for the

younger of the two died. The elder still went on, but after a time he also died.

Then they both reuiriied to life, and called to their father with the voice of thunder
that they liad died in a strange land and could not return again. He, hearing

their voices, mourned for them.^

The meaning of this name has not been ascertained. ^ The names have not been explained

.

® From pitji, the bark of a tree and “ la ” showing its derivation.
* Called pundra-pundra, from pundra, kidney.
® This relates to the wanderings of another Mura-mura.
« Yaua is a grass-like plant with a small bulb.

' Even now the thunder is said to be the voice of a dead person, who announces that he
has returned to life.

VoL. XXXIV. T
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—

Leqerirh of the Dieri and

These two AVonkanguru legends might be well divided into three : first, the

preparation for the ceremony, second, the ceremony itself, and third, the wandering

of the Yuri-ulu after circumcision.

The mention of the pirha in these ceremonies and the dances of the two sets

of women, the elder and the younger sisters of the Yuri-ulu, connects it with the

Pirha-malkara legend, in which the wanderings of the elder and the younger girls,

with tlieir pirha song, is given. The wanderings of the Yv.ri-idu past Antiritcha,

which we identify with some mountain in the McDonnell ranges, fixes the limit

of tlie wanderings as being somewhat beyond the termination of those mountains.

A Circu.mctsion Legend of the Eastern Dieri and the Yaurorka

Tribes.

A girl met her brother, and observed on him the effect of circumcision.

Hastening to the pinnaru, her father, she told him what she had seen, and asked

him how it had been done. Instead of replying to her question, he became enraged,

and scolded her, saying, “ Why did you meet your brother and see his wound ?
”

He sent his wife away, and with his friends dug a long and deep hole. Then he

called the people together from all quarters. Tlie old men threw fire into the

hole till it was red-hot, and then called all the women and children to the side of

the pit. These obeying the call, the pinnaru ordered them to place themselves in

groups round it and to dance when the .song began This they did, a man dancing

with his wife, a piraurxd with his pirauru, three youths together, and so on, till

the pinnaru surrounded them and pushed them, one group after the other, into the

pit. Only a few remained alive of all those people, and the tidnamadiikas,^ who

lived in that locality, observed that they intended to throw all of them also into the

pit. Eunning together hastily, they threw their boomerangs at the old men and

broke tlieir legs, so that they could not escape. Then they threw them into the

same pit, which they had intended for them.

The intention of this legend appears to be to account for the taboo which

exists Ijetween the boys after circumcision and the women of the tiibe, and

especially their sisters, who are forbidden under the penalty of death to see them

until their wounds are healed.

Tlie two following legends recount the wanderings of two parties of young

Mura-inu ra women carrying a dance and a song, which is shown in the

wanderings of the Yuj'i-nlii to be connected with the ceremonies of

circumcision.

' A pirauru is either a group-luisband or a group-wife.
^ From tidna, a foot, and inaduka, a mother or grandmother oi' aueestress. Xtidnnuiadukd

is a man who claims a certain tract of country as his, and whose mother and her brothers claim

it for him. Tidnamaduhi, or shortly maduLa, is the complement of piatara. Maduka includes

everything belonging to the maternal line, a.s pintara includes everything belonging to the
paternal line. For instance, a fathers Mura-mura and his “ fatherland ” is his pintara, while
the mother’s brother, speaking of his mother’s and his “ motherland,” calls it his
maduka.
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Tlie wanderings commence at some place far to the south-west of Lake Eyre

in the country of the Kukata tribe, if not even still further south among the

coast tribes. They extend thence to the south-west of T^ake Eyre at Coward

Springs, and thence continue round the south of the lake, to the Lower Cooper.

Here there are petrifactions which mark the localities mentioned, and which are

recognized as Mura-muras turned to stone
;

in fact they are the girls, who,

however, are still said to wander further. Thus they are seen as petrifactions

where they concealed themselves from the Mura-mura follower and ridiculed him.

Also where they threw the ironn there are stones commemorating them. The

traces of this game are pointed out in straight rows of peti'ified trees, which are

held to he “ Mura,” that is to say, sacred things which no one may injure.

The first legend is composed of two parts, which are conjoined for convenience

of narration. The first part is the Pirha-maliara or the Bowl song, which belongs

to the LTrabuna, Tirari, and other neighbouring tribes, and ends at a place called

Pala-unkina. The second commences at Pundu-worani, and belongs to the

Wonkanguru. The third part is from the death of the Mura-mura Madu-puta-

tupnru, and introduces another travelling group of young women, who also

carry a song, that of the wapiya or boomerang.

This latter part was obtained from an intelligent old man of the Wonkamala

tribe to which he belongs, and was subsequently confirmed by one of the

Wonkanguru, who had lived for a long time among the Wonkamala and whose

wife was of that tribe. The second part of the legend, namely from Pundu-

worani, was obtained from his brother and other Wongaruru men.

The Wonkamala man came to the Dieri as the head of a party bringing the

Mulunga dance from the north, and subsequently he went away southwards.^

Later on he returned northwards, but became ill and died near Killalpanina. He

was considered to be a great medicine-man, and it is said that a party from his

tribe is to come down to take his bones back to his own people as powerful magic.

After his death some of his party carried the Molunga dance to the south, and

the others went round the south end of Lake Eyre to the north-west.

This is an instance of the manner in which wanderings still take place among

the native tribes of the interior, by men whose mission accredits them to the

tribes to which they come.

The Pirha-jialkara. Legeni> of the Wonkanguru Tribe.

A number of girls, the Mnnkam-vaka ya pirna^^ once made a journey

accompanied by their father, the Mura-mura Mada-putu-tupuru, who was an

' See Roth, op. cit., pp. 120, 125.

- Mankara is girl, ualca is little, and pirna is big. Ya is and. These girls are by another

legend transferred to the sky as stars, the former being the Pleiades and the latter the stars in

the belt of Orion. The pinimru Mada-puta-tupum in the first part of this legend is called

Marutcao tana, and is the principal star in Scorpio. The name Mada-puta-tupuru is “ thick

smoke,” irr which it is said that he sat by his fire.
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old fool about women, and closely followed them. They started from Malku-

malku and marched from place to place, singing and dancing, the pUmaru

following with his many dogs. Then they marched through the Midlaleri

country,' and at the south end of Lake Eyre they found many Yava (yelka) and

called the place Yelka-iakana,^ where many girls joined them. Then they went

southwards round the lake to the lower reaches of the Cooper, where at

Ditjiminka* other girls also joined them.

Meanwhile, the pinnaru had fallen behind in his watchful pursuit, and saw,

when seeking to follow them, that there were tracks of many strange girls, who

had traversed the whole place in search of mice. He followed these from Nidli-

barkuna,^ to Pala-unkina,® where he found all the girls hidden from him behind

bushes. To mock him each only showed her hair tied to a pointed shape called

vnliuru,^ so that he could not distinguish one girl from the other. From here they

marched to the north-east, where at Pundu-worani' they made nose-pegs for

themselves of kuynmara wood.* With these the septum of the nose of each was

bored and the peg left therein, till they arrived at Paia-mokuni-' and replaced them

with the cpiills of pelicans. At Dulderana,'® they observed a wild dog, which they

enticed to come to them by calling to it “ Duldern ! Dvldera ! Pa ! Pa ! Pa !
”

The

dog Diddera came to them and became their faithful companion.

Because of the great cold at Nguuku-purunani" they caused dense bushes to

grow up, behind which they cowered close together. Again marching on they saw

a cormorant’s nest, after which they named the place Tantaniwirrinani.'- Having

killed and eaten the cormorant, they again marched on, and came to a place where

there was a great abundance of pilta}^ growing on the sandhills, and named the

place after it Piltakali. Another place, where they made a hut of the kulua, thev

' Midla or mudla is nose, point, or promontory, and leri is steep. It refers to the fact that

at that place the sand ridges are very steep. This place is in the country of the Wimberinya,
a small hf)rde of the Kiikata tribe on the west side of Lake Gairdner.

- Yelka, a grass-like plant with small bulbs.

’ From Ditji, the sun, and minka, a hole. It is said that at that place the sun had a hole

into which it went at night. It is situated about 20 or 30 miles from Killalpauina, near

Lake Eyre.

' Xidli is a mouse and harkuna is to ilig.

’ So named from the shameless behaviour of the Pinnarv, towards the girls.

® This is the word applied to the universal practice of tung up the hail’.

Pinidi! is the name for the nose-iieg, and wora is the plural postfi.x.

" Kui/amara is a bush, the twigs of which are used in the funeral ceremonies of the Dieri
’ P"i>i is bird, and mokii is bone in the usual .sense of the word, hut is also used for some-

thing hard in contrast with something soft. Thus in the Dieri language pungn-„iokv means the
“ beams,” that is the “ bones ” of the house at Killalpauina, and pita-moku is wood-
bone or tree trunk.

Dulderana is light-colouied or white, thus applied to a light-coloured pelt.

" This means “ cowering together in a mob,” from puruna, to cower, and nyv.aku. a mob or
number of people.

Tantani is in Wonkanguru a cormorant, in Dieri malura, inrrinani in Dieri is to wo into
something. ”

” Pdta is in Dieri mrm, one of the Acacias, the leaves of which are burned by the blacksand the ashes mixed with pitcheri.
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called Kuluantjudii,’ and they named the place where they cleaned ants’ eggs from

the attached earth, Patja Kana.^ A place where, by reason of the great cold they

made a lire to warm themselves, they called Makatira,® because when marching

they carried a piece of lighted wood. They came to Kaknrawonta‘‘, where a hawk

flew off its nest when they broke some twigs, and the girls were so startled that

they all shrieked out, and each wished to be the first to find the eggs, which they

shared between them. This place was named from the Kakura bush, the fruit of

which they plucked as they travelled. Their next halt was at Tindi-tindi-kupa-

worana,^ where they tried to catch a tindi-tindi and its young, but without success,

and then went on to Warukati-walpu,'^ where they collected the bones of an emu

which a wild dog had killed. From them they prepared some paint, with which

they painted their faces, breasts, and arms.

By this time the cold season had passed over and the sun became very hot.

It had not rained for a long time, and they suffered very much from the great

drought. To save themselves from perishing, they dug holes at Pulyudu,^ throwing

the earth out backwards, and so travelled underground in the damp earth. The

pinnarn, who had marched on in advance, wondered that he had not seen any of his

daughters following him, and went back to seek them, but without success. At

Ningkaka,® where he stood on a sandhill looking round about for them, the summit

of the hill was flattened and widened by his steps. Still keeping on the watch, he

obser\'ed that the girls appeared at the surface at Dityina,® where they played

about actively, and at Wonamidlanina,*” where they threw the %vona in competition

with each other. They then let the wind carry away bunches of the Mindri, and

running after them, caught them again. As the pinnaru persisted in watching

them with longing, they covered themselves for the sake of modesty with karpana}^

at a place called Mankara-timpi-worana.*® In the lake at that place, they disported

themselves in the water by striking it with the flat of the hand, and thus raising

themselves up and again sinking down in it. Then the pinnaru involuntarily said

these words’® :

—

‘ The Iculua is a Hakea.
- Patjahma is to winnow or clean from eartli, as is done with two pira, the contents being

thrown up in the air from one, and other things being caught in the other, tlie refuse being
blown away.

3 Makatira is a fire-stick, in the Dieri, timmanya, i.e., “make a fire,” from tvru, fire.

’ Kakura is a bush which bears edible fruit.

5 The Tuidiaindi is probably one of the flycatchers, called by the \vhites “ wagtail,” kupa
is child, and womna is the plural postfix.

' Warukati is emu and icalpu is bone.

• Pulyudv. is a burrow made by any animal which throws the eartli out behind it, such as

the kapita or the mudagura (the kangaroo mouse).
“ To look out.

“ To appear shining, in Dieri, tjirdinaio.

"> The wona is an instiumeut used in sport and for fighting by the women.
" To weave together

;
kanta-karpalina is to weave grass for a covering.

Timpiwora is a plant, which we have not identified.

“ In Wonkanguru.
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Aiito mipa kairi halanpa jntaira.”

my wives they sliding (in) water strike (it).

The girls hearing this cried out “ AVhat do you want ?
” to which he replied

“ Nothing. I was only calling my dog Dulderana.”

At the next resting place at Nipatakaka/ the older girls told the younger to

spread out the skin rugs to dry, so that they should not be spoilt. The Mctnkaru-

u-aka did this, stretching them out with wooden pegs.

After that, they remained at Nipatakaka for some time, then marching further

to Kalyara-kodiangu,^ where the pinnaru brought all the girls before him and

wished to take the youngest for his wife. Here an immense flood overtook them,

extinguishing their fires, covering their camp, and driving them on to the sandhills.

The pinnaru endeavoured to .stay the flood, but was driven by it to Kaliriwa,®

where the whole of the flat land was covered by the waters. He took refuge on a

sandhill called Yendada,'* but the water rose higher and higher until it was

covered, and the pinnaru fell on the ground exhausted, from which the place was

named Madapv.ta-kuda-ku.dunad Hastily rising, he made a mound of earth at

Wadlupirpaka,'' but in vain, as was also his attempt to stay the waters at Wolka-

vvolka" by driving stakes into the ground, fastening cross pieces to them and

covering them with grass and bushes. The current broke through and carried it

all away.

It was only at Kirha-kudaka“ that the pinnaru succeeded in stopping the

further .spread of the flood waters by sticking his boomerang in the ground with

the back towards the current. Then having brought the waters to a standstill, he

converted them with his hand into a widespread layer of salt at Mara-karaka.”

The next three stations on their march received their names from the dances

which the pinnaru taught the girls, namely, Ndapuratyerki, from the waggling

of their breasts in the dance, Wirintjanyuro^” from the great tire round which

they danced, and Kinyindi from the quivering of their thighs in dancing.

The pinnaru beat time to the dance and sang to it." From Wiriiityangara

‘ is clothing and takana is to peg out.

- Kalyara is quick, kodiangu is to How or run like water.

^ To overtlow, to blot out, to cover the ground.

' Yendada is ridicule.

^ Madajjuta i.s the Wonkanguru word for pimiani^ and kndakudunu is to fall down.
“ WinUu is sandhill, in Dieri, daka.

Wolku-wolka is any young animal.

> Kirha. is boomerang and kudaka means fall down. If the natives at Killalpanina wish to

sto]) the flood waters from spreading, they stick a boomeiang in the ground, especially of that

kind that returns when thrown, such as the wonuuiaru. Thus the Kopperamana and
the Killalpanina blacks think, when the flood waters do not extend to them, that the people at

Pando (Lake Hope) and Perigundi have stopped their flow in this manner’.

Mara i.s the hand and karaka is to touch.
“ II ifiiitja means tire and ngvra is camp.
" The time is marked in the singing of this song by striking on the y, ;/•/(« with the hand,

hence the name /jirhii-matkaru.''
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they went to other places where they danced, and the girls being fast asleep at

one place, were wakened by Madaputa-tupuru making a great noise by striking

liis pirha. When the girls started up in alarm, he said “ rnadagura yidli-yidli

madagiira,”^ and then, “ Did I not think that you would keep the rnadagura

from me, and eat it all up ?
” The girls could not say anything to this because

they liad eaten the madugura as a dainty moi’sel, leaving the pinnaru, who was

almost helpless by reason of his increasing weakness, to the sole care of his

daiighters. With difficulty the girls brought their father to Kuman'na^ where

lie died, from loss of blood.

The blacks say that the colour of the water of this lake is a proof of the death

of the utura-mura, and that his body is still to be seen tliere in the form of a great

rock, while his spirit is a star, which we identify as Autares.

The Pirha and the Wapiya legend of the Wonkamala tribe.

When the Mura-mura Madaputa-tapurn died, his daughters mourned for him

and buried him. Then leaving the neighbourhood of Lake Kumarina, they

travelled further north, gathering the “ apples ” of the Malka tree® by the way, some

of which they roasted, and carried the remainder with them in their bags.

After a long march they reached the Ukaralya creek,^ on the opposite bank of

which they saw the Wapiya girls.® They greeted eacli other across the cieek as

kaini and questioned each other about this and that.

“ What do you eat ?
” said the Wapiya girls, to which the others replied,

“ Turutudu. And what do you eat ? Then tliey asked about their respective

iiiura' or sacred songs, and the Mankara-waka ya pirna said theirs was the Pirha,

while the other girls said that theirs was the Wapiya. Then being still separated

)jy the creek, they gave a representation of their respective songs, the Mannkara-

pirna singing their pirha song, while the other girls beat time with two boomerangs.

Then the Wapiya girls asked how they intended to cross the creek, and the others

said, “ We will dance straight across.” Tliis they did, and landed on the opposite

bank, where they abandoned their language and took that of the Wapiya girls,

their future fellow travellers, the Wonkamala.

Then the whole group of girls dancing together, wandered further to the

' Madagnra is a small marsupial, and yidli-yidli is “ fat fat,” that is “ very fat.”

- Kumuri is blood.

’ The malka is the Mulga, which is Acacia aneura.

* Uhtr<dy<( means girls, in the Dieri language maukara.
^ Wajjiya is boomerang.

® In the Wonkamala this is “ numukadu takatji ngana tadjiti ? ” or in the Dieri “ Mimxikudu
ngaxani tayii?" Mvnnkxulu is a plant with grass-like foliage and bearing tubei’s, which are not
in clusters but underneath each other. Tlie plant grows on the sandhills, under the
bushes.

• Mvra is something hallowed or sacred, as, for instance, a tree under which, according to
some legends, a Mura-mura slept.
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north. Their way led them to Paridikadi/ where they were bitten by ants, and

then to Laknramantji,- and finally to Wilpukndiangu,^ where they thonght they saw

some dinitji* at a distance. Hastening forward to tear it up, they found on coming

nearer that the supposed bush was a very old bald-headed man, whose long

straggling beard, blown b}" the wind, gave him the appearance of a bush of duntji.

Laughing at Ids appearance, and at their mistake, they went on, and in the well

wooded ISTgamara® found much gum, which they gathered in their pirhas and

mixing water with it, drank it, enjoying its sweet flavour. Having filled their

hags with this gum, they went further, till they heard a strange noise in the

distance.

“ What is that ? ” they said to each other, but still going on with caution, they

came to Paltjura,“ a vast sheet of water with high tumbling waves. Their fear

was changed into joy, and they hastened forwards and bathed in the waters. Then

they followed the shore till they were stopped by a steep hill, which rose up from

the water with impassable rocks. Some were for going back, while others were for

going on. The former returned homewards meeting with a youth, whom they

circumcised. They then sent him to a neighbouring camp to fetch some wood for

their fire, but when there, he wished to have access to the women and girls, though

his wound was still unhealed. They, being enraged by his immodest behaviour,

killed him. The girls waited for some time, but as he did not return, they believed

that he was dead and went on their journey. After a time, they came to a place

where a number of men had assembled for the Wodampa dance,' who strangled

the girls, being enraged because they had seen what it was not lawful for them to

see.

Meanwhile the other girls who had not feared the steep liill, danced to it in a

line, and the oldest one of them struck it wdth her woiud so that it split, and they

all danced through the opening. Having passed through the hill, they came to

‘ Ant path, from paridaan, ant, and tadi, a way or path.

- The actual meaning is not known to us ; all that can be said is that in some way it is

connected with the male member of the dog.

= is a cord made, for instance, out of the duntji or mlpu plant.s. Wilpu-kudiangit is

to twist a thread or cord.

* The duntji plant has a silvery appeai-ance, being one of the CTotalaria.

^ Xgatnara is probably the equivalent of the Dieri word buka-ngaiide, which niav be
rendered as “ bread-mother,” in other words, a thick forest.

“ Paltjuni is, in the Woukamala language, an exjjanse
;
in Dieri it is pidnm^ as for instance

the Dike “ Bohn-a-vut gnna'’ is e.xpanse-long, which would be spoken of as pidara. According
to the .statements of <»ur informants, paltjnra is to be understood as being the Gulf of Carpentaria
a di.stance of over 5IX) miles from the Woukamala country in a straight line. The wanderinc'.s

recorded in these several legends are mainly in a general north and south direction. Thus
taking those of the Yuri-xda and of the Mankiu-a-waka-i/a-pirna, the total range is from the
country west of Spencer Gulf to the Gulf of Carpentaria.

The Wodampa dance is the most sacreil dance the Wonkamala and the Ngulubulu have.
It recounts the origin of mankind.

’ A wonu is the wom.an’s weapon, used also as a throwing stick.
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where the old Ankuritcha’ was sitting hy himself in front of his camp, twisting

string. They seated themselves in a circle round the old man, who was astonished,

and to whom they gave their pet dog Dulderana. Then as he sat listening to

them, with his eai turned to the sky, Ai’awotja, who lives there, let down a long

hair cord and drew them up to himself, folding up the cord as he did so, the dog

Duldei’ana being first and the oldpi/ia/vrw Ankuritcha being the last. But one of

the girls in climbing up the cord, cut her hand with her icona, and let her pirhu

fall. She climbed down to get it, but was not able to climb up again, because the

cord had been drawn up out of her reach by Aravvotja. Therefore she remamed

below, and met with two young men who threw their weapons at her. She being

covered with shining scales, the weapons glanced off her harmlessly and returned

to them. Finally one of them surrounded himself with tree stems, so that he also

was invulnerable. Then while the girl endeavoured to strike him with her u-onu,

the other youth sprang towards her, and burst her covering of scales with the stem

of a tree, so that she was without covering. Then she gave herself up and became

his wife.

All that we have been able to learn of Arawotja is that he at one time

wandered over the earth, making the deep springs which are to be seen in

the otherwise w'aterless parts of ^Yestern Queensland. After he did this, he rveiit

up to the sky.

The Antietya and the Ngarduetya.-

Part I.

This legend consists of three parts. The first and second belong exclusivelv

to the localities Kadri-pairi and Innaminka,^ and are in the Yandruwonta language.

Tlie third is in Dieri, but is found also in Yaurorka and Yandruwonta. The songs

belonging to this legend are sung at the ceremonies held near Kudua-gauani, and
are referred to later on.

Two Muru-nmras lived together at Kadri-pairi-wilpa, one being a nardoo

gatherer and the other a hunter, and both were in the relation of tidnara.* One
day when they returned to their camp at evening with food, the hunter undertook

‘ In spite of long continued enquiry, nothing further has been learned of Ankuritcha or
Arawotja.

- Antt{nganti) is flesh, and etga is recurrence or persistence. Ngardu, or as it is usually
spelled nardoo, is the Marsiliu sp. on which the explorers Burke and Wills endeavoured to
support themselves at Cooper’s Creek. Antietga is one who eats much game, he who often has
to do with game, a hunter.

“ Kadri-imiriwilpa is the milky way, the “river-bed of the sky,” KalH being river
Innamiacka, or properly Yidni-minka, means “you (are a) hole,” from gidai, you, and minka a
hole.

’

< That both could be tidnara is to be understood when one considers the peculiar system of
relationships of the Bieri. Ego being a Dieri, my mother’s mother {kanini) is equally my
elder sister {kakvf so that her son (my mothers brother) is my tidnara, for he is my sister’s
son. In an analogous manner two men may be 1x)th kaka, that is mothei’s brother. .
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to grind the nardoo, while the other prepared the game. The latter observed that

his tidnara, while grinding the nardoo ate some of it, and upbraided him for doing

so. But as he denied having done it, the other thrust his hand down his throat

into his stomach and brought up a lump of nardoo, which he then ate himself.

Tlien he ate the I’emainder of the nardoo which his tidnara had ground, and finally

devoured all the game, so that the other Mura-murn had to remain with an empty

stomach.

The following morning he considered how he might manage not to he

defrauded by his companion. He went out in company with him, but always

lagged liehind, until at length he saw him disappear over a distant sandhill. He

then hastily turned back, and making an immense number of foot-prints as of men,

women, and children, went to his camp. There he built up a great number of huts,

as if many people had arrived and camped. Then he set to work to grind fuua,^

which he had gathered on his way back, but when he began to grind it, the stone

broke, and he sought another, but it also broke. Then he took his shoulder blade

and smoothed it into a ngurhi^ and cutting off the point of his tongue he used it

as a marda-kvpand to grind with. He placed the larger stone over a hole in the

ground, in which he had placed a pirha, and dropping the seed on the stone, he

ground it with the other and let the meal fall into the bowl below.

In the evening, when the other Mv.ra.-nmra returned, he observed the

numerous footprints and following them, saw at his camp a great number of new

huts, and was much frightened, thinking that his tidnara must have been killed.

Weary and sad he lay down and .slept, but was awakened by the noise of a great

rushing wind. Again he slept, and again he was aroused by it, but at length,

overcome by weariness, he slept till morning.

The other Mura-nin ra had ground a mass of pauu and baked a number of

cakes of it. He then threw one cake after the other, towards the hut of his

tidnara, so that a complete path was made. At daybreak the latter was wakened

by the smell of the newly baked cakes. He collected them one after the other,

until he saw where his tidnara, whom he did not recognize, was sitting on the

ngurtu, which he had placed on the ground. He then walked round the hut, till

recognizing his tidnara, he rushed to him and embraced him, shaking him in his

joy till both of them with the ngnrtv sank into the ground. Then they came out

again, and one said to the other, “Where do you wish that 1 should go toi”
' That way,” said the other, pointing in a certain direction. He went that way
and the other sent him still further, until when he had gone a long distance, he

said to him, “ Eemain.” Then in the same manner the latter sent the former to a

distant place.

' Paua is the seed of any food plant.

- Ngaeta is a large slab of stone on wliicli the pana oi’ nardoo is ground.
Mardo-kupara is a smaller and harder .stone, with which the seeds are ground upon the

nqnrtu. It i-j named from niarda, a stone, and kuparu, young, thus the young of the stone, a
small stone.
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Part II.

Antietya lived at Kadri-pairi, but Ngaduetya remained at Innamiucka the rest

of his life. Long after tliat time strangers came to the place and found the bones

of the Mnra-niuro Naduetya. They collected them, placed them in a hilli-mUMd

and put it uj) in the branches of a tree, covered with leaves. In time many people

settled there, but they sickened and a great number died. In this emergency a

piniurru sent his wife“ out to call the people together, from all quarters, to hold a

great ceremony to put a stop to the mortality. They came from all round, and

decorating themselves with emu and hUidarcd feathers, the ceremonies commenced.

The bag, containing the bones of the dead Muro-vium, was taken down from the

tree, and two of the pinnnrus danced. Then they took the backbone of the

deceased, and each wound a piece of cord about it. Two other people, a man and

his wife, also wound the cord once each round tlie bone. Then all the people did

likewise, in pairs, until the bone was quite hidden from sight.^ Having thus

strengthened the backbone of the Murn-mura, they were now protected from the

sickness.

Part III.

While Ngarduetja went to Innaminka in the east, Antietja lived at Kadri-

pairi. The nidUd and punted were his food, and there were such numbers of the

kauri' there that he could hardly protect himself from them. One day when a

fierce hot wind blew and there was a sandstorm, trees were broken and twigs were

carried by the wind, and one of these struck the Mura-mura on the face. When
the storm was over, he looked round to see where the tree was from which it had
been carried. He observed it in the far distance, and hastened towards it. After

a time, he arrived where it stood at Nyiilin-yanira.'* He determined to uproot it,

and rubbing it with the sweat of his armpits, lifted it slightly up. Again rubbing

the sweat into the butt of the tree, he seized it and, as if by itself, it rose out of the

ground, roots and all. He freed it from its roots and branches, removed the bark

‘ Tliis is a bag, hilli or pili, milki is the eye. There are marks called “ eyes” worked on
this kind of bag, which is thereby distinguished from another kind without “ eyes ” and of a
different texture.

= Women are even still employed as messengei-s, especially in the Mindari ceremonies. In
cases where it is supposed that some man has been killed “ by the bone,” a woman is sent to the
supposed culprit, and is expected to obtain, by her favoui*s, the knowledge of where the bone is

hidden, or even to obtain it.

* The Budjerigar.

* When this ceremony is held at Innamiucka, small staves thickly wound round with string
are used to represent the backbone of the Mnra-raura.

^ and * Small marsupials.

A raigratorv rat which has not been identified by us.

At larrar^s Creek about 150 miles from Kadri-pairi.
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and carried the trunk on his shoidders back to Kadri-pairi, where he pointed the

upper end and made it into a tnm-ktmtji} In the night the rats came in such

numbers that they destroyed his camp, and prevented him from even lying down,

so that he sat the whole night, holding the tnru-lnintji before him. The next

morning he went hunting hcmri, following their footprints to the hiding-places in

which they had concealed themselves at daybreak. Thrusting his tuni-kuntji into

a hole, he twisted it about and thought that he heard a sound of scratching at the

other end of the burrow. Then as the rats came out, he killed and collected them

in three great heaps. At last one kapita came out, which he caught by the neck

instead of by the tail, and it bit him in the finger. Then he let it go and he saw

it escape into another hole. The blood having stopped, and the pain abated, he

returned to the three heaps of rats, but did not roast them, because by doing so he

would lose all the fat. He therefore, swallowed them raw, one after the other.

Then he suddeidy became aware that a tail was growing out of him, longer and

longer, until tlie end of it stuck into one of his eyes and blinded him. For three

days he remained sightless, until a film came off his eyes and he could see that his

whole body was coloured like a rainbow. Then he sought for a shelter to live in

and coming to a suitable sandhill, he said to himself, “ Shall I live upon the top of

it, where people might be afraid of me, or shall 1 make a cave in it ?
” Then he

made a cave in the sandhill and lived therein. Meanwhile a man came there who

-was a hunter of birds, and Antietya told him to take emu feathers and other things

and carry them to the Mnra-mura Andrutainpana,^ who lived further to the north.

He was to tell him that, after the death of Antietya, the yenkn (son’s son) of the

former should have these things and should bring down the sacred song of

Andrutampana to be joined with that of the Mura-nmm Minkani. Thus it

happened that, while the Mu la-n^ui•o Minkani Antietya burrowed in his sand-

hill at Kudna-ngauana’’ deeper and deeper, the man carried the presents and the

song to the Mura-mvru Andrutampana, and since that time the two songs have

been combined in the same ceremonies.

The legend clearly identifies Antietya with the Mura-niura Minkani, whose

ceremonies are held periodically by the Dieri, Yaurorka, Yandruwonta, Marunga

(Marula), Yelyuyendi, Karanguru and Ngameni at Kudna-ngauana, on Cooper’s

Creek. All that we have been able to learn so far as to the ceremonies is as

follows :

—

The object of the meeting of the tribes is to obtain a plentiful crop of wumu

and kupiri by the ceremonies.

The Muru.-mura Minkani, as mentioned in the legend, is concealed in his cave

deep in a sandhill. To judge from the description given, his remains seem to be

‘ This implement is usually made out of the root of the Mulga tree, and is used for diggino-
the kauri and other small animals out of their burrows.

2 The meaning of this name has not been ascertained, nor have we been able to learn the
legend relating to him.

^ Fiuiii ktidiia, excrement, and ngaua, light.
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one of those fossil animals which are found in the deltas of the rivers which

empty themselves into Lake Eyre and which are called by the Dieri Kadimarkara,

fp. 127L
When the actual ceremony takes place, the women are left at the camp and

the men proceed alone to the place where the Mura-mura is to be uncovered,

They dig down till damp earth is reached, and also what they call the excrement of

the Mura-mura. The digging is then very carefully done, until, as the Dieri state,

the “ elbow of the Mura-mura ” is uncovered. Then two men stand over him and

the vein of the arm of each being opened, the blood is allowed to fall upon the

Mura-mura. The Minkani song is now sung, and the men, in a state of fi-enzy

strike at each other with weapons until they reach the camp distant about a mile.

The women who have come out to meet them rush forward with loud outcries, and

hold shields over their husbands to protect them, and stop the fighting. The

tidnamadukas (p. 114) collect the blood dropping from their wounds, and scatter it

mixed with “excrement ” from tlie Minkaui’s cave, over the sandhills, so that they

may give forth the young woma and kapiri hidden in them.

This ceremony is undoubtedly similar to the Tntichiuma ceremonies by the

men of the Kangaroo totem, described by Spencer and Gillen,* and the intention is

the same, namely, to produce a crop of the totem food-animal. In this case the

men who assemble for this purpose should be, according to all similar practices, of

the totem animal which they intend to produce, therefore of the vjoma and kapiri

murdus. This, however, we have yet to ascertain.

The DARAfJA Legend of the Dieri Tribe.

This is one of those which relate to the production of rain, and the Miira-

mura Darana is one of the most highly considered of the Mura-muras at Pando

(Lake Hope).

When no rain had fallen for a long time, and the land was desert and waste,

Darana produced rain by singing continually, while looking towards the north.^

The rain fell and the water rose steadily till it was up to his knees, then to his

hips, and finally to his neck. He waded through the waters to the sources of the

river, where he fixed his kaiulri in the ground, and the rain ceased. Then
vegetation grew luxuriantly, and the mulurid settled themselves in it in enormous
numbers. The Mura-mura drove them together by his songs, dried them and
packed them in bags, and hung these on tlie trees. Being invited by a friendly

Murn-ruura to visit him and eat fanea he went with all his following, among whom
were a number of cripples, who travelled along on their knees, elbows and ankles.

Two youths, however, the Dara-ultif remained behind, and seeing the bundles

* Op. cit., p. 171.

The great rains come from that quarter.

^ Mulurxi are grubs or larvte, commonly called by the whites living in the north
“ witchety.”

' Dura means desei t.
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hanging on trees, threw their boomerangs at them. He who stood on the right

hand hit his mark, and the dust from the dried muh'ru flew far and wide and

obscured the sun, while the bags shone brightly to a great distance. The Mum-

muras seeing this as they travelled, turned back in haste, those with feet running

on the surface, while those without travelled underground. Arriving at their

home they strangled the Bara-iilu, who were at once restored to life by the old

Murn-mura Darana, to be again strangled by the unanimous decision of the people.

Their bodies were then rolled up, and it was decided that the lirst child horn

should he the guardian of the Bara.

The Dieri show two heart-shaped stones, which are carefully wrapped up in

feathers and fat, as the Dara-ulu, to scratcli which would, they say, cause the

whole people to suffer perpetual hunger, and never to be satisfled however much

they might eat. If these stones were broken, the sky would redden, the dust

which formerly rose up from the dried muluru would spread itself from the

westward, and men, when they saw it cover the whole earth, would die of terror.

The Bara-ulu are believed to be the senders of rain, and in the rain-making

ceremonies these stones, which represent them, are smeared with fat, and the Dara

song* is sung, the commencement of which is as follows :

—

Wurpi piront yelld-yellci

The warpi the great together together

(tightly bound together)

wont piti tankdra yelld

the cords ends crossed together

Nf/amali hakn ngarnali vnltji ngamd )iiiradnm'rtyelH

With the breasts of the free, with the breasts of the moving breasts with rapid

Warmnbara kuyu inoni tidna tciri-iviri wora kupn

(

*******
^

Ngungd tvnkd nungd hinkd, tapdynrt

The arm (wing) shows itself, of the tapojyuru?

The Mura-.mura Paluxgopixa** Ascend.s to the Sky. A Legend of the

Tirari Branch of the Dieri Tribe.

Two young men outraged a young woman, who then gave water to her

husband with a .splinter of wood in it, as a sign of what they had done. He poured

' The Dora song i.s of great length, and a.s the version obtained is in the Yaurorka language,

it has not yet been completely worked out. The commencement is given as an example.

Vfarpi is a kind of covering for the arm, ornamented with tunkn, a cotton-like substance, and is

tied on with a hair cord crossed over the arm. By the movements to which the song is sung,

the arm covering simulates the waving of the wings of the rain-bringing iapayv.ru, which is a

bat. The meaning of the line beginning “ Warumhara ” has not been yet made out. The whole

song will be prepared by Mr. Siebert at some future time.—A. W. H.
’ The meaning of this name is not known, but pain means naked.
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out the water with the splinter in it on the ground, and all the people agreed that

the young men should be strangled. This was done, but they revived and were

again strangled, the ground being coloured with the blood which flowed from their

noses and mouths. The place where this happened is called Midla-kumari.^

There were a great number of people there, who, by the order of the Mnra-imira,

Palungopina, dug an immensely long and deep grave, in which the young men

were laid, and this was where the lake Tauian-ngaritiangu, now is. Palungopina

then ordered the earth to fall in, and thereby all the people who were there were

swallowed up in it. He then ordered them all to rise up in the form of rairi-

vnri^ which flew up with wings to the sky, and Palungopina followed them.

This was at Padiminka.^

The Tirari and Dieri believe that they will themselves go up to the sky from

a place called Palkara-karani.^

K.4kakudana^ and the Origin of the Mound Springs. A Legend of the

Urabuna Tribe.

This legend professes to account for the origin of the fossilized marsupials

and other creatures whicli are found in several places in the Lake Eyre district,

and also for that of the Mound springs which are a marked feature of that part

of Australia. These fossils are called by the tribes people Kadimorhira, ci’eatures

which, in the Mura-rnura times, descended from the sky country to the earth, by

means of great trees which grew on the eastern shores of Lake Eyre and which

supported the sky.

Kadimnrl-aras are also spoken of as tcornas of huge size. In some way the

Jfwru-mRru Miiikani is also regarded as being a and in this legend of

Kakakudana the l-ndimarkara is spoken of as being a looma.

Kakakudana lived to the west of Lake Eyre. Leaving his wife behind, he

went on his wanderings alone. At Pitalina'’ he dug after a Kudiinarhara, which

he killed in the ground, and then dragged to Womadirkana,’' wliere he cooked it in

a dirka and ate it. The places where he killed the kadinmrknra and where he ate

it are marked by springs. He cut off its head and threw it away, which caused

the hill called Woma-kata-yapu to rise up.* Having eaten the flesh of the

Kadinmrkara

,

he collected the bones for his wife, and took them back to her

While she was busy pounding the bones in her lap, he went off again, in the

belief that she would follow him. Looking round when he got to Wilpandrana
he could not see her and therefore whistled for her to come, but she did not hear
him, and not knowing where he was, she wandered round looking for him.

* Midlfi is nose and kvniari is blood. 3 ^find-wiri means niaggots.
’ Padi means grub and minka is hole. « This name means ‘-climb up in the darkness.”
^ The meaning of Kakakudana is not known, but kudana is to lie down.
* From the Urabuna word pitanda, to strike, in the Dieri, nandrana.
* Dirka is a hole in the ground heated by a fire, in which ifomus (carpet snakes) aie cooked

Wonuidirkana is the mound spring called Blanche Cup.
From Wonia and katayap>u, a head. » From wilpandra, to whistle, in Dieri, u-ilpina
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Wearied by searcliing for him, and sad, she rested at Wolkararana,' and they

wandered on to Wnlyua-purali,® where she died.

Kakakudana noticed that his body continued to swell larger and larger. He

had all the inhabitants of the surrounding country brought to him, even the weak,

the sick, and the women with child. "When they were all gathered together at

Kudnangampana,® his enormous hody burst and all the people ran away affrighted.

At this place as at all other places where Kakakudana or his wife rested there

rose up a spring.

These legends show clearly that the Miira-viuras are believed to have been

men, women, and children, resembling the present race in person, in thought, and

in custom, but with the difference that all of them possessed supernatural and

magical powers, which are scarcely equalled by the powers which the medicinemen

of the present time, in the Lake Eyre tribes, profess to have.

The legends describe several stt^es of culture and of primitive custom. First

the formation of the present race, either by the Mura-mtoras perfecting imperfectly

formed beings, or by the transformation of imperfectly formed murdus, that is, totem

animals. Another stage is the establishment of the rites of circumcision and

subincision by the Mura-mv.ras, and the introduction of the use of the stone knife

in the former rite instead of the fire-stick. The legends record their wanderings,

far and wide, not only in Central Australia, but also from sea to sea, and the naming

of various places from the incidents of travel or the natural phenomena observed.

Another stage of culture is also indicated in connection with the ceremonies

which took place in the Mura-mvra times, namely, the establishment of magical

ceremonies, with sacred songs and dances, for the puipose of increasing the food

supply. Finally a stage is reached by the adoption of the murdu regulations, as

tliey now exist. A difficulty may, however, be felt in regard to this matter,

because marriage of some kind existed, according to the legends, while two

legends, now to be referred to, seem to infer that totemic marriage was only

instituted in later times.

The Makdu (Murdu) Legend.

These legends of the institution of totemic mairiage require special

consideration, because, as before stated, doubt has arisen as to how far Mr. Gason’s

vivrdii legend can be accepted as actually representing the Dieri belief. The

passage referred to is as follows ;

—

“ After the creation, brothers, sisters, and others of the closest kin intermarried

promiscuously, until the evil effects of these alliances becoming manifest, a council

• From the LTrabuiia word wolkardmty'inda meaning longing for, in Dieri, wolkarali. This

is the Anna Springs.

^ uly\da-purali is “old woman dead.” \Wdyula, in the Dieri widlapirna, being old

woman, means to die.

^ The stomach. The Urabuna word is derived from kiidna, excrement, and ngampa, the
bone with which they pound nanloo. The Dieri call the stomach kvdna-nyandri, the excrement-
mother.
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of the chiefs was assembled to consider in what way they might be averted. The

result of their deliberations being a petition to the Mura-mura ‘ good spirit,’ in

answer to which he ordered that the tribe should be divided into branches and

distinguished one from another by different names, after objects animate and

inanimate.”

It is much to be regretted that Mr. Gason did not give his legend, as we have

endeavoured to give ours, as much as possible in the words of the narrator, rather

than in the above Anglicised version. We have, however, a Dieri legend, which

may be a version of Mr. Gason’s.^

It is as follows ;
—

“ The several families of madvs married in themselves

without shame. This occasioned great confusion, and sexual disorder became

prevalent. The Pimiarus (elders) observing this came together, to consider how

these evils might be avoided. They agreed that families should be divided
;
that

is, members of one family should marry those of another family.” In accordance

with this it was ordered that “ Yidrii padi madu wapanai I'aualla huraterila., yidni

kaualka %vapayiai vjorv.kati kuraterila, etc.,” that is to say, “ thou grub totem go to

produce crow
;
thou crow totem go to produce emn,” and so on for the other totems.

According to the Perigundi legend the mv/)-dv.s originated as imperfectly

formed animals, which then became human, while according to the Paralina legend,

man was originally perfected from some imperfectly formed beings. According to

another legend Mandra-mankona gave to each of those people who escaped being

swallowed up by him, a murdu as he ran away.

Although these legends do not agree as to the manner in which the murdus

originated, one thing seems clear as to the beliefs, namely, that it was in the

Murn-mura times, and not in the later time of the present race, as seems to be

inferred from Mr. Gason’s legend. It seems clear to us that as the nmrdiis existed

in the times of the Mura-muras, they were not established for the purpose of

regulating marriage. In this aspect the Gason and Siebert legends may be

contrasted as they differ materially. The former says that the mnrdiis were

established for the purpose of regulating marriage, while the latter says that the

murdu families existed, but married within themselves, and that the evils which

arose therefrom were avoided by establishing what was in fact exogamy.

Therefore marriage pre-existed, but was regulated, not by the order of a Mura-mvra
“ good spirit,” but by the pinnarus, or as Mr. Gason calls them, “chiefs,” by their

own will. If we accept this as having been done in the Mura-mura times, both

legends are to a certain extent reconciled, for the pinnarus were the muro.-muras,

and the introduction of a Mura-mura as the “ good spirit” is not necessary.

It seems to us that this view not only falls into line with the general

conclusions as to the beliefs of the Lake Eyre tribes, which we have drawn from

the legends, and as to the sequence of the several stages of their social evolution,

but also with conclusions, drawn by Spencer and Gillen from the analogous

legends of the Arunta tribe.

VoL. XXXIV.

The Dieyeri Tribe, p. 13. Cox, Adelaide, 1874.

K
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NOTES ON THE KIKUYU AND KAMBA TEIBES OF BRITISH EAST
AFRICA.

By H. R. Tate.

[With Plates II-V.]

The Akikuyu.*

The following notes which I have made on the Kikuyu tribe have been collected

in the Kenya Province of the East Africa Protectorate, and I propose to describe

briefly the geographical

conditions of this part

of the world before

proceeding to a

description of the

people themselves and

their mode of dress.

The Kenya Pro-

vince comprises rough-

ly all the highlands

within a radius of

fifty miles around

Mount Kenya, and is

bounded on the west

by the Laikipia

Escarpment, which

runs as far south as

Engijabi Hill, where

it joins the Kikuyu

Escarpment. Although

the northern boundary

of the Province is as

yet undefined, the

Kikuyu tribe is not

found in any numbers

north of the equator

or east of longitude

38° E., while their southern range may he taken as bounded by the Nairobi

river, which separates the Kikuyu country proper from Masailand.

‘ Mukikuyii = a Kikuyu man. Akikuyu = Kikuyu people.

BEITISH EAST AFRICA.
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111 studying native life it is generally found that, to a large extent, the

country in which he lives moulds the character and habits of the man.

It will not he amiss, therefore, to describe the country and products of the

Akikuyu and show to what extent the latter have been influenced by their

surroundings and climate.

From Mount Kenya itself can be traced the extreme fertility of the Province

to which it gives its name. From, its snowfields and glaciers arise the numerous

rivers and streams which water so abundantly the valleys and plains lying around

its far-reaching spurs. Its white-capped peaks can be seen from at least one hundred

miles on every side and constantly remind the traveller that, although very little

south of the equator, he is also within sight of the third highest mountain in

Africa, whose 17,200 feet are only surpassed by the great Kilima Njaro and the

comparatively unknown Euwenzori. The whole of the Kikuyu country is

composed of highlands
;
Fort Hall, the headquarters of the Kenya Province, being

situated at an elevation of over 4,000 feet, while Fort Smith, the old Government

station on the edge of the Masai country, which is now abandoned, was built on a

site 6,400 feet above sea level. The cool and bracing highlands of Kenya breed

an active, sturdy native, who is a thrifty agriculturist and knows well how to utilize

the rich, red soil of his country. The Akikuyu almost invariably build their

villages on hill-tops and hill-sides where a good view of the surrounding country

may be obtained and an approaching enemy seen from a distance. The terror

inspired by raids of the Masai warriors in the past has implanted in them this act

of caution to such an extent that it is now second nature, and a Kikuyu colony

building their villages on a new site and in a locality perfectly free from the

Masai, always select a high position on which to build, even though it may
necessitate fetching the necessaries of life, such as water and firewood, from a lono-

distance.

The Masai, on the other hand, build their inanyata, or kraals, on some
slightly elevated spot in the middle of a big plain where their herds of cattle

can be easily pastured and for the most part visible from the kraal, since the

young boys act as herdsmen and would be of small use in defending their charoes

against the raid of an enemy, armed as they are merely with a small bow and
arrows.

The mountainous country in winch the Akikuyu live has given them a

shghtly stooping carriage and bowed though muscular legs, which contrast

disadvantageously with the perfectly moulded thigh and calf of the Masai.

The fruitfulness of their fields have made them almost exclusively vegetarians

and deprived them largely of that love of hunting which is so strong in the

Dorrobo, and to a lesser degree in the Akamba, whose country is not nearly so

fertile as Kenya.

The Kikuyu is pre-eminently a suspicious native. Having been in the past

constantly on the look-out for the Masai he has become distrustful of others, and
regards Europeans askance at the first introduction, although he may get to know
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afterwards that their friendship is sincere. From being distrustful he has become

treacherous, possibly with the idea of being first in the field in case others have

sinister designs against him. Having been generally worsted in bis fights with the

Masai, he has lost any feeling of over-weening confidence in his own prowess, a

state of mind which is exclusively the property of the Masai, and is of opinion like

manv otlier natives, that discretion is the better part of valour. Nevertheless

he is a formidable adversary whose power of resistance in his own country it

would be very unwise to underestimate.

The Akikuyu are hard-working, thrifty, and above all moral, and their place

in the futui-e of East Africa is already assured, if only from the fact that they are

extraordinarily prolific and possess recuperative faculties as a tribe which make

them quite inextinguishable. They cultivate their fields with unusual care for

African natives, and greatly excel the Akamba and people of Teita in this respect.

The soil of the highlands is a rich one, and as the rainfall of the two wet

seasons, which cover a period of about eight months, amounts to between 40 and

bO inches, the crops are successful year in and year out and produce a surplus

for sale and exchange. The home-grown diet of the Kikuyu is extremely varied

as compared with that of other East African tribes. Maize, millet, and tree

beans grow profusely in Kenya, as do also Kaltir corn and three kinds of ground

beans, called by the Akikuyu mhosho, njari, and njoroko, and a choice of

roots may be made among sweet potatoes, yams, and manioc, while bananas and

sugar cane grow luxuriantly in all cultivated valleys, the former showing little

or no inferiority to coast-grown fruit. The Akikuyu have but few cattle, and

though every elder has a few sheep and goats, he seldom eats them, but uses them

as a means of purchasing his wives or settling such claims as blood money and

tribal fines.

Physical Type.

The Akikuyu, whose language is one of the great Bantu family of East Africa,

south of the equator, are a well-built people of the negroid, prognathous, type of

countenance with a smooth, dark reddish-brown skin.

In face they are markedly platyprosopic, their front being as a rule broad

and flat, the cheek bones prominent, and the nose short and wide at the base, as in

all negroid tribes. The lips are of medium thickness and slightly everted, and the

mouth and chin broad. Between the upper incisors a slight aperture is filed, and

both the low'er incisors are sometimes knocked out. The eyes are almond-shaped

and dark brown and are set somewhat obliquely under the eyebrows, the eyelashes

being rather noticeably long. In body the Akikuyu are slenderly built, the arms

being even slim and delicately moulded, and the fingers long and tapering. The le<rs,

from the knee downward, are generally slightly bowed
;
the foot is small, well-built

and has a well-marked instep. View’-ed sidcAvise, the Kikuyu youth appears slightly

inclined to steatopygy, but to nothing like the extent that is found among the

Kaffirs. OAving to the women doing the majority of the manual Avork and
becoming mothers at an early age, they soon lose the .sprightliness of youth and in
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face and figure exhibit premature old age, while the men retain an upright form,

springy step, and unimpaired courage right into middle age. Women retain a

circular patch of hair round the back of their head and shave the hair over the

forehead, above the ears, and around the neck. Elders either wear their hair short

all over their head, or wear a small cap made of the entrails of a sheep.

Circumcision is compulsory for both boys and girls after reaching the age of puberty,

and is attended by dances and various ceremonies into which want of space will

not allow me to go.

The various stages of the life of a Kikuyu are as follows

A

male child is

called haM until he has been circumcised, when he is known as a mwanake. This

name he bears until he is recognized by the government and the elders themselves

as of sufficient age to become an elder, when he becomes known as a mundu mzuri.

A female child is called a karegu, and bears this name until she has been circumcised :

afterwards she is known as a mwiretu, and does not change her status until after

marriage, when she becomes a muhiki. A woman is known as a vmtumia after the

birth of her first child.

Clothing.

Prior to contact with civilization, the male Kikuyu wears a small garment of

goat skin tied over his right shoulder and descending to just below the groin.

This is called a kizii, and is generally changed for a blanket by the older men as

soon as traders bring trade goods into the country. Some of the young men wear

an oval piece of goat skin over the buttocks in imitation of the Masai warriors.

This depends from the waist, hair outwards, is sometimes ornamented with beads,

and is called an mlawa. Akikuyu youths, who have access to a bazaar, invariably

wear a small piece of Americani (cloth sheeting) the size of the kizii, which is

daubed with mutton fat and red clay, the edge being generally sewn with small

white beads. The women wear three garments all made of goat or ox skin. First,

a sort of cloak tied around the shoulders and hanging down below the waist.

This is open in front and leaves the arms free for work. It is called a zetu, and is

only worn by married women. A kind of skirt, called rnusuru, is w’orn round the

loins and reaches nearly to the ground behind, and a small apron {mmngo), acting

as the tongue of a shoe, is wmrn under the opening of the musurn in front. The
clothes both of men and women are made by the men. They are sewn
together with thread, made from the sinews of the back of a bullock, by means of

an iron needle which is beaten out by skilled workmen from the iron ore found

plentifully throughout Kikuyu. The needle has no eye, but is used to punch a

hole through which the thread is pa.ssed. On the death of the wearer, the clothes

are thrown away and never worn again. Big medicine men sometimes w^ear a

leopard or lion’s skin as a sign of their profession. The small skin caps

worn by some elders are tied under the chin, cover the ears, and come down
to the nape of the neck. They are generally fringed with small white beads.
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Personal Ornaments.

The young men allow their hair to grow to a length of 3 or 4 inches, when it

assumes the appearance of small fillets, and is profusely greased with mutton fat

and daubed with red clay which runs down over the neck and shoulders as far as

the chest. The uniform length of the hair over the forehead presents a fringe-like

aspect, but during running or any other action requiring unusual energy, the head

assumes the appearance of a tumbled shock and considerably alters the looks of

the wearer. Young dandies wear a tuft of feathers of the corpus semitorquatus,

(called nderi by the Akikuyu), on the top of the head; these are cut short to the

length of the hair and are smeared with fat and clay. Some of the elders shave

the hair above the forehead and ears and around the neck, but this is not a

frequent practice. Young unmarried women shave all the head with the

exception of a very small patch on the apex, on which they sometimes fix a small

portion of a bullock’s shoulder bone. When a woman’s child has been circumcised

she may shave her whole head.

As a rule the Akikuyu do not wear beards or moustaches, but pluck out the

hairs one by one with a pair of tweezers which, in common with the Akamba, they

invariably carry at the end of a chain slung around their neck. A beard or

moustache, if worn, is allowed to grow naturally and is not trimmed in any way.

The ears of a full-grown man or married woman are heavily loaded with all sorts

of ornaments, principally small hoops of red beads which are attached to the top of

the ear and pull it right down over the orifice. The lobe of the ear is cut and

stretched, and some heavy ornament, such as small hanging chains or heavy hoops

of pink or red beads, depend therefrom. P’requently one or more strings of beads

are threaded through these hoops and tied behind the neck like a necklace. A
circular wooden disc is often inserted by both sexes in the lobe of the ear. Young

men pierce four or five holes in the upper edges of the ears into which small sticks

about an inch and half long, are inserted. These are taken out and replaced by

circles of beads or iron rings later on in life. The young unmarried women wear-

beads in the upper parts of their ears and small sticks in the lobe, but a married

woman, as soon as her first child has been circumcised, discards these sticks for

hoops of Ireads. Many women imitate the Masai in wearing a huge coil of iron

wire around their neck, and all girls and married women wear as many necklaces

of beads as the generosity of their lovers or the wealth of their husbands will allow.

Blue seems to be the favourite colour with the fair sex in this form of ornamentation.

Akikuyu young men wear brass and copper wire coiled around the arms

between the shoulder and the elbow and around the wrists
;
around the legs

between the knee and calf and around the ankle. These ornaments are not

removed except in the case of a fracture of a limb. Iron rings are worn botli on
the first and second joints of the fingers; .sometimes the upper part consists of

a narrow, drawn out plate which reaches from finger nail to knuckle, and is

roughly ornamented with small dents somewhat resembling the head of a thimble.

\oung men are alh^wed to wear ornaments as soon as they liave been circumcised
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Women as a rule do not affect heavy leg or arm ornaments, but generally wear

a belt or double string of beads around the waist above the mifsuru. This belt

is often composed of skin closely covered with different coloured beads worked in

various patterns.

Tribal Stibdivisions.

The following are the tribal sub-divisions of the Akikuyu :

—

Achera Njirru Athiageni Ezuga Aichakamuyu

Agachiko Agathigia Aithekahuno Angari Mbui

The Akamba.

Tlie Kitui District of TJkambani, in which 1 have collected the following notes,

comprises all the country lying between the Athi and Tana Eivers, and is bounded

on the east by the 39° of longitude east and on the west by a straight hne, drawn

from the junction of the Thika Eiver with the Tana, to the Donyo Sabuk Hill.

The Kamba tribe are also thickly settled over the whole of the TJlu District,

which lies within the triangular loop of the Athi Eiver, but are not found in any

numbers south of the Uganda Eailway in its route from Kibwezi to the Athi

Eiver Station. The country is on the whole dry, and, in the north-west corner of

the Uhl District, fairly healthy, but both Kitui and Ulu suffered terribly from the

famine of 1898 and 1899, when fifty per cent, of the Akamba are estimated to have

died, despite the efforts of many Government Famine Camps and the untiring work

of missionaries, aided by subscriptions from a private source in the British Isles.

During this time many Akamba migrated to the Kikuyu country, where they stayed

until 1900, selling cattle, and leaving their children in payment of food, to be

afterwards redeemed when better days came round. The Akamba, despite the

fact that they possess considerable herds of cattle, sheep, and goats, are primarily

agriculturists, and will not part with their treasured herds except when driven to

desperation by hunger. Many of them died of starvation, leaving their livestock

to their children, sooner than kill what would have saved their lives.

The District of Kitui, though dry and fairly high lying, is unhealthy right

through its length and breadth, and even the Akamba themselves suffer considerably

from malaria. The Swahili and Masai say that it is the fever-laden east wind
which brings malaria to Kitui, but doctors point to the presence of the Anopheles

mosquito in all the small pools in Ukambaui, and to them is probably traceable the

prevalence of this form of illness throughout Kitui. The rich, red soil needs but

sufficient rains to smile with abundant harvest, but it must be confessed that the

natives do not back up the fertility of their country by good cultivation, their

superficial scratching of the soil being, as in the case of many other African tribes,

too often a contributory cause of partial and even total failure of their crops. I

have grown a splendid crop of maize in my own garden on more than one occasion,

when a partial failure of this cereal among the natives was general throughout
Kitui. The Akamba scatter their villages broadcast over the country side, the

Pax Britan aica of the last six years having taught them that they have no longer
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anything to fear from the formerly dreaded Masai, on account of whose raids they

used, in the old days, to conceal their huts in the bush in so cunning a manner that

it took considerable practice to find out these clever hiding places. In the same

way the thorn fence which formerly surrounded their villages, to which entrance

was effected through a narrow tunnel of tree trunks, has been almost invariably

discarded throughout Ukamhani. The Kamha native hut is built in a circle of

about 8 feet diameter, of slender sticks stuck into the ground, the whole reaching a

point at the apex through which runs a centre pole of stout wood. The outside is

loosely thatched and affords ingress through a small door about 2^ feet high.

Ukamhani, or the country of the Akaniba, attains in no part the altitude of

the Kikuyu highlands, plains and low plateaux alternating with small hill ranges

and deeply cut ravines. The Akaniba, like the Akikuyu, avoid the plains, and

build their villages along the shallow valleys and far-reaching spurs which run

down from the hill ranges. The Akamba are not exclusively vegetarians.

Although they seldom kill meat for ordinary purposes, they readily devour the

flesh of cattle or goats which have died a natural death, and in time of famine and

during the dry season make up large hunting parties, when many hippopotami

and not a few elephants fall under their spears and poisoned arrows. At these

times their food is meat only. During the famine of 1898 and 1899 a few cases

of cannibalism occurred in the Kitui and Ulu Districts.

The Akamba are not naturally suspicious and distrustful of strangers like the

Akikuyu, neither do they in any way approach the latter in treachery.

In the old daj^s when the Masai raided the whole of Ukamhani, the Akamba

frequently stood up to the bully ing warriors to such good effect that the latter w’ere

often beaten off, and what loot they had already driven off taken away from them,

liaiding among themselves has always been, and still is, a favourite occupation of

the Akamba, and the Ulu chief, Slwatu, who is now a very old man, had a reputation

as leader of war parties, ten years ago, second to no other chief in the Protectorate,

while he is credited with having worsted the Masai in at least one encounter.

Fighting is carried on almost exclusively with bows and arrows, which are smeared

with a very deadly poison obtained from the bark of a tree, the name of which they

will not divulge to Europeans. Spears are not much used, in which respect

the Akamba differ from Kikuyu modes of warfare wherein the short, leaf-shaped

thrusting spear plays an important and effective part.

The chief fault in the character of the Akambi is their incorrigible idleness

and proneness to drunkenness after reaching the later years of manhood. As

among nearly all African tribes, the women do all the work in the fields and are

also hewers of wood and drawers of water, the men condescending to pound up and

prepare the sugar cane and honey from which ula or native wine is made, and to

manufacture the iinga or bottle-shaped hives in which grain is stored after harvest.

Xo attempt is made to cut the bush or improve the native paths running from

village to village, and the Akamba fall a long way behind the Akikuyu in the

neatness of their settlements and manufacture of their sleeping and grain huts.
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In morality the Akamba can certainly not be said to be on a level with the

Akikuyu, nor do I consider that they are so prolific. Chastity is neither expected

nor valued among women before marriage, and after all dances, in which young men

and girls unite, promiscuous connection is indulged in and connived at by the

parents of the latter. In the same way all married women have lovers, which is

easily understandaljle when one bears in mind that nearly every man has two

wives and the average number is three or four to each mutumia, or elder. Eich

men, with eight or nine or even more wives, are in the habit of lending a member

of their harem to a friend in cases where no children are born as a fruit of the

marriage. The offspring, if anj'’, residting from this are the property of the

husband and are looked on as his children. Although it sometimes happens that

in the ease of unmarried girls pregnancy results from their intercourse with their

lovers, this condition of the girl is no bar to her marriage with another man, but

rather a recommendation, since he is sure of at least one child from her. If she

wishes to marry her lover, however, she may do so and he must pay for her by

instalments as soon as he is able. The usual dowry among the Akamba is from

three to five head of cattle which is paid to the father, and in the case of the

woman running away from her husband has to be returned to him again.

The Akamba do not cultivate their minnda or fields with the thoroughness or

neat methods of the Akikuyu. They merely scratch the soil with pointed sticks

after it has once been broken up with long sharpened poles. The soil of Ukamba

is ricli, but as a rule the rainfall is about 10 inches less than that of the Kikuyu

highlands. Drought is common and deep cultivation alone will help the soil to

retain moisture, as has been demonstrated by all Europeans who have grown garden

produce in Ukambaiii. Maize, millet, nnveli and tree beans form the staple grain

crops and are the principal food of the Akamba, while bananas and sugar cane grow in

swampy valleys and on each side of the numerous ravines running down from hill-

tops. A kind of native vegetable marrow, called maleryi, is sown and gathered

once a year, being boiled and eaten in a rawish state. The Iciteta, or calabash gourd,

is allowed to grow ripe, when the inside is scraped out and the outside forms an

excellent water-bottle, and if cut vertically two calabashes. Some elders have big

herds of cattle, sheep, and goats which are used entirely for the purchase of wives,

for the payment of blood money, and for redeeming from the Akikuyu any

female relative who may have Ireen left among them as hostage in time of

famine.
• Physical Type.

The Akamba, whose language, like that of the Akikuyu which it closely

resembles, is of the llantu family, are a fairly well-built race of negroids whose

brown skin is a shade darker than that of Akikuyu. The woolly brown hair grows

in little close tufts all over the head, but is only observable in this state among
young boys, as the head is shaved by youths (after circumcision) with the

exception of a small tuft where the whorl of hair occurs at the back of the head.

All married men and elders shave the whole of the head, and so do young
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unmarried girls from time to time, probably every six months, but they do not

keep the head close shaved as is the case with married women. The various

stages of a Mukamha’s life are as follows:—A male child is called a Icivitzl at

birth and retains this title until he is about ten years old, when he becomes a

mnvitzi, or youth. After marriage the Mukamba is known as a rnwanake, and

when he finds himself in a position to give a feast, and present the principal

members among the elders invited with a goat, he is received among the elect and

is known as a mutinnia until the day of his death. He carries a long staff with a

forked top, called an ndata, as his signal of elderhood. A girl is called a kaletu

until she is old enough to think of a lover, when she becomes a mweta or

marriageable young woman, which appellation she retains until she is married and

has borne a child, when she is usually alluded to as a kiveti. The term mv.ndu

iiiuka is used of speaking of a woman generally as opposed to a man. In face, the

^S-kamba follow the platyprosopic type found all through the Bantu tribes. Their

foreheads are not as a rule as broad as those of the Akikuyu, the cheek-bones are

more inconspicuous, but the negroid nose is alike in both tribes. The whole face

is more inclined to the short oval and less squarely moulded than that of the

Mukikuyu, the lips are equally thick as those of the latter, but they do not strike

one as being so conspicuously everted, even if there is a greater tendency for the

lower lip to hang down, giving the owner a markedly sensual appearance. The

eyes are dark brown and small, often presenting themselves to the beholder as

mere slits, set horizontally under the eyebrows, and showing only a thin piece of the

sclerotic at each end of the axis. The front teeth of the Ulu and Kitui A kamha

are tiled into a sharp point which causes them to decay rapidly before middle age,

owing to the removal of the enamel. I cannot find any reason for supposing that

this custom is a relic of cannibalism, although I have heard it stated as such by

African travellers. On account of this mutilation of the teeth the Akamba are

unable to pronounce the letter R, for which they always substitute L. Among the

Akamba living in the north-west part of the Kitui district the two upper incisors

only are either partially filed where they join, or else are entirely knocked out. In

every case in which I have asked for the reason of the mutilations I have been

informed that it was done by way of ornament. Circumcision is universally

practised among the Akamba, both on boys and girls, at the time of reaching

puberty. The Akamba are as a rule of medium height, rather well knit above the

waist, but generally, though not always, falling off below, and having slim, long legs

with very little calf. As a rule they are not so bow-legged as the Akikuyu, their

country’ being a Hatter one. The arms are long proportionately with the legs, the

fingers thin and slim. Here again, however, many’ exceptions present themselves,

possibly owing to an admixture with another and shorter race. 1 have seen

natives with short fleshy’ arms, thick spatulated fingers and distinctly’ muscular
calves. I have seldom seen what could be called a good-looking Mukamba man
the face acc [Hiring that heavy dull look after manhcxcd which is so common amonu-
u polygaiiKius and intemperate [icople ; and although many of the women have
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pleasing faces during their girlhood, the advent of children and hard work in the

fields soon robs women both of their natural form, especially in the abdominal

region, and of any brightness or intelligence of face they may have previously

possessed.

Clothing.

Skins formed the universal garments of both sexes until the arrival of Arab

and Swahali traders, but the Akamba have been quicker to adopt the wearing of

blankets and sheetings than eitlier the Akikuyu or the Masai. Young men now

invariably wear a small loin cloth of coloured cotton, and every elder wraps either

a blanket or a long piece of white sheeting around the shoulders, the whole reaching

to the ankles and the ends being crossed over the right shoulder. Young unmarried

girls wear only two garments, an apron of cotton cloth about 6 inches deep and

14 inches long, and a small flap of the .same length and slightly deeper worn over

the nates. Both these are called kiteimi. These are secured around the waist by

a belt generally worked in beads. A small skin (pa) worn over the shoulders by the

older women, resembles the zetu of the Akikuyu, a married woman invariably

wearing a larger kiteniu both behind and before than an unmarried girl. Children,

until they are of an age to walk, are carried in a ngoi or leather sling on the back,

the legs clasped around the mother’s loins ; little boys generally go naked until

they are five or six years old, but little girls always wear a tiny apron as soon as

they can walk. The Akamba youths are very fond of wearing bright red fez caps

which they buy in the bazaars, and, in common with most natives of East Africa,

prefer the colour vermilion to either blue or white. Somalis and Swahilis on the

east coast, and Kansas on the west, are the only tribes I have met which recognize

how becoming white garments look against their rich brown or black skins.

Personal Ornaments.

The Mukamba youth, when he goes to a dance or is courting, wears a coil or

two of mukimzu, or fine brass wire, bound around his forehead and the nape of the

necik. A little white disc (about the size of a dollar) of snail shell is often bound
to the unshaved tuft at the back of his head, and a fierce look given the face by
rubbing mulitutu (or blue stone) or sirrga (red dye) around his eyes. Around
the neck is worn the munyu, a finely linked copper chain, and several coils of white
beads fall over the chest. The red and blue loin cloth is generally bound around
the waist with several coils of mukunzu and both arms and legs, the former above
the biceps and wrists, the latter around the calves, are decorated with several cods

of heavy brass wire. A single garter of calf skin often decorates the knee on
ordinary occasions. An elaborately wire bound knobkerry (nzonw) is only found
in the equipment of very few dandies. The elders as a rule affect very few
ornaments. Ehdya, or iron ear ornaments, are generally worn, and on the fingers

may be noticed two or three metal rings (ngmni). From the neck invariably depend
kiangi (snuff flask) and nguln (tweezers) with which every single hair is carefully
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removed from the cheeks and chin. A single muthanga, or brass anklet, generally

completes the ornaments of an elder.

Young girls wear at dances as many strings of blue and white beads around

their necks as they can conveniently carry. Around the wrists and ankles are

closely twisted long strings of the smallest white beads, which give the wearer the

appearance of wearing white mulfatees and spats. These are also occasionally

worn by young men. The apron is often elaborately covered with cowries or

white beads, and tbe belt thickly studded with similar ornaments of a like colour.

Women wear a few blue beads around their neck and waist, but after the birth of

the first child a mother usually begins to discard most of her elaborate ornaments

which are simply adopted in courting days to attract lovers. In the Mumoni
district of Kitui alone have I seen unmarried girls wear a thin leather cape

so thickly sewn over with cowries (yigmitn) tliat none of the underlying skin was

visible. This garment reached down half way between the shoulder and elbow,

was fastened in front, and was only donned by the wearers at dances.

Tribal Bnh-Divisions {Mumoni).

Mbanzi Nguki Kanyaa Mula Mbua
Alatongoi Midi Kiluti Nzau Kathengi

Mwanziu Nzuni Katwui Thiaka

In a subsequent paper I hope to give a short sketch of some of the more
remarkable of the customs in practice among the Akikuyu and Akamba of Kenya
and Kitui. I have subjoined herewith a short list of about three hundred Kikuyu
and Kamba words showing how closely the two languages are allied, and append
side by side the Swahili and Teita equivalent where affinity makes comparison
ii'teiesting.

Exot.ish. Kikotu. Kamba. Swahili.

Ant ndntu (jigger) nguku chungu

„ (biting) thiraku thilaku siafu . .

.

„ (termite) nmthu-a mthuthu nichu'a

Animal ... nyanio . . nyamu nyania
Antelope (grant!) uguru ngidu sxcara

Ape nugu... ngxdi. .. nyani
Arrow (head) mungwi niuzyi xnshale

„ (shaft) kiano... eltano

„ (shank) ... uriiru uthimzi

„ (feather end) nibako nibako
Axe ithanda ithoka shoka . .

.

Arm woko ... kicoko mkono
Arise, to . .

.

ukirra kila ...

Awake, to kirria am'ka am'ka

Teita.

siafu.

mzagu.

!
nyo.nia.

^ sariga.

sabao, iiibogo.

kiria (iron).

traHo(woodeu).

mlnigi.

uchvngn.

wai.

izoka.

mko-no.

uka.

vuka.
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English. Kikuyu. Kamba. Swahili. Teita.

Ask, to ... itria ... hidya uliza ...

Appear, to onwa ... oneka onekana . .

Alive hwari -thaAyu, hayi ...

Alone -ike ... -eka ... (^yeke) yake ... ‘Cre.

Above ijjwrru yulu ... jim ... jitu.

Bas kiondo chondo kidasz, kikuchu.

Beard kideru kingethwo. ndevu zombi.

Bee njnki... nzuki nyuki choki.

Blood nthakharne ... nthakharne . .

.

dam'll paga.

Back mgongo mwongo mg&ngo mgongo.

Body mioiri mwii ... mwili mumbi.

Bone hiruli. .

.

nindi indi.

Bow uta ... uta ... via. ... ndana.

Brains tomho... hvjongo bongo... uongo.

Banana ... marigo maiyit • * irugn.

Bowels ndaa... mact ... . . kifu.

Bamboo ... murangi nutTigi mwanzi murangi.

Bull nzaio (calf) ... nzoAi ... nzaAd njan.

Bullock ndewa ndewa mbiria.

Buffalo ... mbogo mbo ... mbogo'^ mbogo.

Buttocks ... matina matako matako ishimbn.

Bring, to . .

.

rehi ... eti teta ... leta.

Build, to aka ... aka ... aka ... aga.

Bow, to inama kunama. inama inama.

Before rriberi... mbee ... mbele... mbele.

„ go, to

Child kana ...

...

mwana mwann
kina.

mwana.
Caravan ... kiaro ... chalo ... msafara eharo.

Crow yjogo nguKtgim kungnru. ngorv.sa.

Cold heho ... mbevo pcpo ... mheho.

Clothes ... Tig^io ... ngiwi ...

ngombe
nguo ... ng^io.

Cow ngombe 'ngombe ngombe.

Crocodile ... kingangi kingangi ngimnrf mamba.
Come out, to lima ... ^tvfla ... , .

,

fiima.

Call, to ... ita eta. ... ita ita.

Carry kua ... kua ... ehukua tuaia.

Cheat henya kenga danganga kalia.

Cover, to . .

.

k^cnika kunika funika. finiki.la

Climb, to . .

.

handa. ndanya panda joka.

Cry, to rira ... ia Ha. lila.

Check, to... giria ... dzyia... zuia ... legea.

Cure, to ... honya vonocha, poTiga okola.

Day m idhenya muthenya mchana lavu.

Door maromo mwomo mlango.
Dog (wild) ngiii ... Tizili ... koshi.

Drum kihembi (for kithenibi ngoma ngoma.

Devil

honey)

lUfoma

1

a.imo ... mkinya, vibeho.
Die, to ku-kwa ku-kwa ku-fa... fvm.

...
Do, to eka ... ika ... u'eka (to place)

‘ Gii’iatna dialect.
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English. Kikuyu. Kamba. Swahili. Teita.

Draw water, to ... taha ... tava ... teka ... teka.

Drink, to... nyvxi... nywa.,. nywci... nvm.

Dig, to enja ... inza ... chimba kota.

Dry, to become ... uma ... %tma ... . . . oma.

Drag, to ... fjuchia Icusya

Egg itunibi itumhi ...' . . . igi.

Ear (jutu ... kutu ... kudu.

Evening, in the ... himUni weyoni jioni ... nduasua.

Eye izo itho ... ...\jicho ... iriso.

Elephant ... njo nzovu. .. ndovu chovu.

European... mthiinejn mthungn mzungn
End, to ... thirra thella... . . •

Eat, to I'u-ria ku-ya ku-la... la.

Father nu nn , . . aba.

Fish ihnju ikuyu mkunga.
Face v.sijn ... uthyn uso ... ushu.

Food kandn, irrio ... kandu, idzyo... kande} chakida findo.

Foot kugurrn gnu ... mguu kugu.

Finger kiara . .

.

kyaa ... chanded chala.

Fire mivaki mivaki • • . modo.
Fowl ngukn nguku kuku ... nguku.

Firewood ... nguu . .

.

nguu ... kuni ... mbamdi.

Foreigner... mugeni mweni mgcni mgeni.

Female mke . .

.

mke ... mke ... mka.

Ford irioko ezyuko kivuko . . .

Fly, to ruka ... uluka ruka ... chumba.

Finish, to... miiut . .

.

mina... malila.

Fall, to ... ku-gwa valuka anguka gwa.
Fold, to ... kunja kunza Imnja kunja.

Forbid, to... giria . .

.

\
lea

Follow, to kinyira
1

vikilu

Far kuraiya ' kwatza kulele.

Famine ... ngarakn
\
munyahi nzaUd njala.

Grass nyeki...
1
nyeki... nyasi... nyasi.

Girl miuiretu ' mwetu mwai.
Garden ... mugunda. 1 nmnda mfuba.
Goat, he ... nthengi nthenf/i sitima.

Goat (both sexes) viburi mbui ... \
mhv.zi ...

Goat (she)
!

sibeni.

„ (not having

yet bred)

...
j

1

1

1

horo.

Goat (old female) i

i mugoma.
Giraffe lulwuf ndivia twiga ..

God nga i ... ngai ...

Guinea fowl nganga nganga kanga

Gun hiziiiga iruti ... mzinga (can-

non)
\

Go before, to 1 tongoria tongodzya. tangulia 1

Go away, to I
thii ... . thii ...

j

gala.

Southern Coast dialect. “ Ciiliatna dialect.
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English. Kikutu. Kamba. Swahili. Teita.

Grind, to . .

.

thea ... thia ... saga ...

Great -nene ... -mne... -nene,,. a ,

Gratis mana mana • a * burn.
Go bad, to hum ... oa oza ... ...

Hair nzwiri nztvii... nyele ... ndidia.

Hand . • • ... mkono.
Hole mwanya itonni kipenyo kidanga.

House nyumha nyumba nyumba nyumba.
Head muhvi nvutwi kichioa chongo.

Herdsman murithi mwithi nilisha.

Hartebeeste ngondi ngondi kongoni ngwale.

Hippopotamus . .

.

ngmi ... ngiio ... kiboko ... ngolunm, ngv.o.

Honey uki ... uki ... a . vuki.

Horn ruhya tlijya ... lueinbi.

Hunger ... ngaraku nzaa ... 7ijaa ... njala.

Hill kirima kiima kilima kilima.

Hut kathuno kathuno • . . kigaro, chamda.

Hyena hiti ... mbiti ... fist mbisi.

Hear, to igvM... iwa ... sikia ... sikila.

Hide, to . .

.

hitha... vitha ... ficha ... fisa.

Harm, to ehia ... thea ...

Hold, to ata ... ata ... kamata gwada.
Hunt, to ... gvnma zyema winda dega.

Heavy -rito ... -wito ... -zito ... . . a

Here haha ... baa ... hapa ... aha.

I ninyi nye ... ni- ... mimi.
Insect kankyamu ... kasatmt . . mdudu.
Iron midinga (iron

i
kiaa ...

wire)
1

ehuma chuma.

Interpreter muthamaki . .

.

mmnanezyi . .

.

mkulimani ... . a a

111 morruaru viuwaii ...

Inside nthini nthini ndani
Jigger ndutu hdv ... funm
Jackal mbwe... mbewa mbweha
•Jealous ... mimvu.
Knee irit ... iV>' kitembero.

Knife kahiyv karyu kisu ...

..
(big) lufu.

„ (small) ... . . . . . . ndaga.
Knobkerry iijogumn nzoma ... vungu.
Kill, to hura ... ku-axi ku-ua mbioaga.
Know, to . .

.

menya mcmya manya^ mamya.
Lip kironw mwomo mdoino momo.
Lake iria ... iia ziim ... ziwa
Leg kugurrv. guu 7ngtii/,.. kugv.
Leopard ... ngari,.. Tigu ... chui ... ingi.

Lizard tambazi mvjilo mjvsi machorongo.
Lion rnalozi, rnun-

yarnbo

munyamho ... simba munyambo.

' Uiriama dialect.
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English. Kikuyu. Kamba. Swahili. Teita.

Lid nyuniko nguniko kifimiko lagiko.

Loukino; glass kichichio kiziclzgo kioo ... kilole.

Left behind, to he kereru cheioa chelewa xigokoro

Love, to ... enda ... enda ... penda cnd.a.

Laugh, to... thekn ... theka ... cheka. .. sekcx.

Loosen, to legdecc lelyct ... legeza....

Left (hand) -a motho -a kioaka -a, shoto . . •

Little -nun... -nini,. tini.

^lan inundu mundu mtu ... mundu.
Mother ... maiitu,' nana‘‘ mwaiito man.

Moon mweri mwee... mivezi nwri.

Monkey ... ngima ngimo. kixna ... mxjaandovu,

ngima,.

„ (colobus) nguiv. 'iigao ... mbega mbega.

Magic i'TOffi ... vjoi ... xushawi xijchauA:

Maize inhembe mbemha muhixudi pemba.

Male mime mxime mv.me mdogumc.

Meat nycuna nyoma nxjama nxjama.

Milk irria ... iya. (sour) .

.

mazixva madiva.

53 • * • • * • • • . ethumo (fre.sh)
. .

. . »

Mangouste segeri.,. ... xnchiro lusa.

Misfortune mntino uthim
Mortar (corn) nderi ... ndee ... kinu ... kidn.

Mouth kanwa kanyiva kanvM • • •

Move house, to . .

.

zcma... thamct hama fuchioa.

Measure, to gera ... ela pima.
Mix, to ... tv.kanya vidanya elmnqanya . .

.

runganya.
Medicine mthaign muti, davM ... daxoa... . , ,

Mounhiin kirima kinenc mwimo. mlima kifnmbu.
More -engi ... -engi ... -ixigi (many)...
ITame ritioa... dzitwa jina ... izina.

Heck ngingo ngingo shingo i^ingo.

Hight utiku... xduku xisiJcxi... kio.

Hews ohoro ... nvoo ... babari uvoo.

Hear haktd pakavi hakux? kavvki.

Hew -eru ... -en ... -pya otpyrf.

Hoise inageni ngeme kelele ...

Hot, there is kii.tirri patii, vatu .. Iwpaxia

Hot (interj.) accha ff'iyee ... kasha (Arabic)

Hobod}' ... ti raundu ti mundAi si mtu
Old man ... mvndu mznri xmitumia mzee ...

Ostrich nyaga nycm ... bvni ...

Owl ndundu ndxind.xdu bvndi
Oath miima iimo ... kisuho.

Odour ku-nvnga mvAike, un-

ytmgo
manuka

Open, to . .

.

hingura vingna fungua x'ligua.

Overturn, to karvra alula.. pindua gaiisa.

Once, at ... rimfwe oyuyxi marra moja ...

> Used by boy to mother. = Used by girl to mother. ’ Giriama dialect.
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English. Kikuyu. Kamba. Swahili. Teita.

Old -kurii -kuu ... -kukuu a kola.

Outside ... nja ... ndza ... W shigadi.

Place handu mndu, pandio mahali handu.

Possessor ... imoene mvjene miuenyewe imvenyi.

Poison ururu ivai ... sumu... uchungu.

Pig iiguTiiwe ngiiue ngurwive nguve.

Potato nguachi ekwazi kiazi ... 4 4 .

Place, to . .

.

iga ict tia ... -vika.

Pierce, to... tonya... tonya... penya -dunga.

Put on (clothes), to igwika emoika vika ... -faa.

Pour out, to ita itia ... . . . -dia.

Pull, to ... (jiichia kusya... vuta ... -okota.

Pregnant ... -ehu ... -ito ... -zito ...
,

-ona kifu.

Pitcher ... nyungii mmgPj mtungi

Partridge ... ngivare ngwale kivare

Pigeon ndnturra ivoi ... njiwa . . .

Python ... ndwira etaa ... chatu. ..

Quickly mituki, Tutrua mituki, ho.ya haya ...

Quarrel, to teta ... teta ... teta ... -teta.

Quiet he, to kirm ... kilya... txdio. ... -nyamaza.

Quiver, a . .

.

fina.

Earn ndurume ndume kondoo mume hauru.

„ (castrated) .

.

4 4 4 • 4 4 4 ngonde.

Eain mhura mhua. .. mvua. .. mviio..

Ehinoceros hurria mbutzya fo.ru, pea mbela.

Eiver rxmi ... (f.zi ... 4.4 uioda.

Eat mbea ... mbea ... panya mbeba.

Eope (fibre) ndigi... ulii ... 4 4 . 4 4

Eoad njira... njia ... njia ... njia.

Eemain, to ikara... ekala ... salia ... kaia.

Eefuse, to rega ... lea . 4 lega.

Eememher, to ririkana lilikana kumbuka.

Eeturn, to chuka dzyoka rudi.

Eaw -ezi ... -thi ... -hkhi -bishi.

Eipe hehu ... -in ... bivu ... -agv.ra.

Eotten itru ... -ou ... -bovu... -vore.

Eed duni ... diini ... -ckundu -ekundu.

Strength ... hinya vinya , .

.

.44 ndigi.

Shepherd ... mrizi... mu'ithi mlisha.

Snake njoka. .. ntzyoka iiyoka choka.

Sun rma ... dzva .. jua iluva.

Shield ngo ... ngao ... ngao ... ngao.

Sheep (ewes) ngond

v

ilondv kondoo mkc ... osi.

„ (after bearing) ... ... ngondi.

Stone iliiga... ivirt ... jiwe ... igo.

Strap viiikica mvkwa mukoga.
Salt mitngit munym ...' chumvi kisereri.

Smoke ndogo chnki... ...1 moshi mosi.

Spear itumo itumo fumo ... mkuke.
Seed mbeyu mbeyu mbegu mbeyu.
Sandal kiratu kiatu... kiatu ... kiatu.

You XXXIV, L
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English. Kikuyu.
j

i

Kamba. Swahili. Tbita.

Sick man... ...| muruaru, ...' mmeau mkongo.

Stand, to ... ...1 rugania ungama simama kaa kimusi

Seek for, to ...' maza ... uiantha lola.

Separate, to heria ... tanva tenga... raga.

Shut, to ... hinga vinga... fiinga funga.

Spill, to ... ita ita mvjaga.

Stink, to ... nunga nyu iiga nuka... area,.

Sew, to ... tuma... tuma... dunga.

Shave, to . .

.

enja ... enza ... iiyoa ... a/rci.

Sing, to ... ina ... ina ... imba ...

Split, to tuwika atuo. ... pasua rashuka.

Strike, to... hum... kuga ... PWe kad.a.

Stay, to ... tindu... tinda... shinda kOMj.

Surround, to thiururi'ka ... thyididuka ... zunguka mara.

Sleep, to . .

.

koma... koma... . . » lala.

Sharp •oi . . . -kali.

Short hOxi -kupi... -fvi.

Slowly kaliora mhola, pole ... mbombiva.
Thread ndigi... ndii ... UZl ... mf107)10.

Town mudzyi m udzyi ofi niHzi.

Thing kind a. kindv kih(, ... find'H.

Tongue u.rinii wimi... ulimi... lumi.

Trap mtego idea ... mtego... 7ntego.

Tweezer (hair) ... ngori... ngida • • • • •

Thief iiiwichi kingee micivi kitoyi.

Thigh kierii... tdambi ... bam.
Thom miciwa miviwa. mwiba 7monjwa.
Tobacco mhaki mbaki tumbako tumbako.
Testicles ... heki am

^

ta.mboa mbvnibu.
To-day reo ... mutheny'uv ... leo leo.

To-morrow rnshi/it, keoko... ...' kesho ... labu.

Toe keru ... chaa ... ino.

Tooth wyo ego jicho ... igego.

Tree ninti... muti ... mti ... nmiti.

Twins muhasa mayvatha mapacha masa.
Ti'y, to geria ... elya ... . . . tijiia.

Throw, to...
i

ikia ... icha ... daga.

Take, to ...
\

ticara twOM. .. tiuaa ... twaa.

Tear, to ...
\

tembnra tembua rariia rashua.
Think, to... ' ririkojivi lilikana thani... gesha.
Tired, to become...

1

noga ... non ... choka ... zila.

Turn, to ... '^garurct ahda ... gnuka.
Tremble, to inainct telema telemeka. suku.
Together ... hainive vamwe,pamicc pamoja kimosi.
Urine nudhukiimo ... maumau mkojo ugocho.
Under rithi ... i nthini chilli... 7isolobe.

Vegetable marrow
,
rungu

1

rmdengi matango mariuigu.

„ gourd .

.

imja ... \ kiteta kibmmi kisheri.
Voice kaniva ' kanywa kanwa (mouth)

j

soiiti.
Work loira ...

: wia ... kazi.
Womb nyungn ' ivvni. .. tumbo kifu.

1
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English. 1
Kikuto.

1

1

Kamba. Swahili. Tbita.

Water mahi... .' mandzi viaji ... . nutji.

War ita . kau ... mvita vuda.

White man mthungu .1 mthungu mthungu mzunyxb.

Wife mundu muka mundu muka mwanamke .

.

muka.
Wind rohuho hho (spirit) ... rolio (breath) rnbeho

Witch 1 mrogi
1

kiveti kioi mke mchavji .

.

msabi.

Woman ... muka muka mke ... muka.
Wait for, to terera

1

etela ... ... besera.

Wink, to . .

.

henerm vemdzya konyesha kinyira.

Walk ' chera,... tembuka temiea sela.

Wash, to (trans.)... th/imbya . thamin/a oga.

„ clothes to...
1

. . . ogosha.

White -ernj ... -eu ... -eupe... eupe.

Where ? ... ehoj ... ba, va wapi ... mqn ?

Year imera mwaka mwaka kimu.
Youth kana ... mwanake kija')ia mjigi

Yesterday ira ... eo jana ... igwo.

„ day before io €S0 jeud ... lamiki.

Yonder kuria kuya ... ktde ... kula.

Zebra njagi
\ nzai ... fwo.

One -mive,.. -mwe... mosi ... mojeri.

Two -iri ... Hi pili ... mbili.

Three izatu ... itatu ... tain ... ndatu.
Four ’nnya ’nna ... ’nne. ... nne.

Five ithano itano... tano ... kasano.

Six thandatu thanthatu sita ... tandatu.

Seven migwanza monza saba ... fungati.
Eight nyanya nyanya nane ... nane.
Nine kenda kenda kenda kenda.
Ten ikumi ikumi kumi ... ikumi.
Eleven ikumi na imwe ikuminaumwe kurni na mqja „ na

mojeri.

Twelve ... „ „ in ... ft ft %1'V . .

.

„ „ mbili ft na
mbili.

Thirteen ... „ „ izatu „ „ itaiu „ „ tatu...

Fourteen... „ „ nnya ft „ nna „ „ WllC . ,

,

...

Fifteen ... „ „ itano „ „ itano ft ff taito

Sixteen ... ikumi na
thandatu

ft tf thaiX'^

thatn.
„ „ sita . .

.

...

Seventeen ikumi na
migivanza

ikumi na
monza

„ „ saba... ...

Eighteen ... ikumi -na

nyanya
ikumi na

nyanya
„ „ nane ...

Nineteen... ikumi na

kerida

ikumi na
kenda

„ „ kenda ...

Twenty ... miroyiyo %ri ... miongo Hi makumi
mawili

asharini na
moga}

mirongo miili.

Twenty-one
inmoe

„ „ na
umxoe

‘ Arabic.
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English. KiKuru. Kamba. Swahili.
\

Teita.

Thirty mirongo izatu miongo mitatu makumi
matatu

mirongo

mitatu.
Forty „ *niia „ nna . .

.

makii nii

manne
„ minne.

Fifty „ itano. .

.

makvmi
matano

„ mitamo.

Sixty mirongo than-

clatu

jj th/cm~

tkatu

mahumi sita.,. mirongo
mitano atu.

Seventy ... mirongo mig-
toanza

miongo monza „ saha mirongo

mfnngati.
Eighty mirongo nyan-

ya
„ nyanya „ manane mirongo

minane.
Ninety mirongo kenda „ kenda... „ kenda... mirongo kenda.
Hundred ... igana eana ... mud ... igaona.
Two hundred magana meri eana Hi miteed

' In Kikuyu the cardinal numbers are scarcely ever used beyond 100. Ngiri= “ very many ”

represents an amount which cannot be counted.
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SUB-TEIBES OF THE BAHE-EL-GHAZAL DINKAS.

By Captain S. L. Cummins, E.A.M.C.

[With Plate VI.]

From East to West, on a line from Gebet Shambe on the Bahr-el-Jebel to Waw
Station, the Dinka Clans are as follows :

—

Kesh or Shesh.—From Bahr-el-Jebel to Lao Eiver.

Atwot.—Between Lao Eiver and Naburi Stream.

Agar.—From Naburi to Eumbek, but principally along the Nam Eiver.

Gok or Koh.—On the road from Eumbek to Tonj
;
and principally round

Jur Ghattas. All these clans speak the same language, and resemble each other

closely, but the Atxmt are peculiar in relying on the bow and arrows rather than

on spears. Each clan is at war with all the others, and cattle-raids are constantly

taking place and affording fresh pretext for hostility.

The Agar, being the richest, most numerous, and most war-like clan, is a

source of dread to all its neighbours.

Appearance of the people.—The Dinkas are tall and spare, the average height

being about 5 feet 8 inches, while some individuals attain to a great height.

The head is long and flattened from side to side, thus contrasting with ihe

round-headed type characteristic of the Golo, Bongo, and A. Zandeh peoples. In

this respect the Dinkas resemble the Nuhers. The face is more aquiline than

the typical negro
;
and though the jaws are prominent, the lips are not very thick.

Glothimj.—The men are usually naked, though a small strip of sheep-skin is

sometimes worn behind, suspended from a string tied round the waist.

The women wear leather aprons, one in front and the other behind, fastened

above round the waist, the lower ends cut into a series of tails often bordered

with white or coloured beads sewn along the edge, and hanging to below the knees.

Personal Ornaments.—The men wear large ivory armlets above the biceps, and

smaller rings of ivory, brass, or rubber at the wrists.

Strings or collars of beads are worn at the neck
;
and charms are also

suspended from the neck by strings and allowed to hang over the chest. The

beads worn vary with the fluctuations of fashion, but the charms are constant, and

consist of such things as the teeth of lions or leopards, snake-skins, the seeds of

certain grasses, and so forth. A tying of skin, worn below the knee, recalls a

similar, but more elaborate, ornament worn by the Zulu
;
and an ornamental

arrangement of dry grass is often to be seen round the ankles.

Helmets of various types, made of woven grass and “ pipe-clayed ” with ashes,

some plain and others elaborately plumed with ostrich feathers, are worn by the
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more important people. Each morning the men smear their faces and bodies

with the ashes of burnt wood, obtained from the tires of the previous night, and

cattle-dung. This gives them a grey or pink appearance which, however, decreases

as the day wears on, and work induces sweating.

The women wear as many beads as possible at the neck, waist, wrists, and

ankles. Brass and other rings are also worn at the wrists and ankles
;
and a series

of little brass rings in the ears is very popular.

I have never seen a woman smeared with ashes.

Heads .—Men shave their heads up to a line varying in position, tb.e pole

usually lieing left covered with hair, the latter often being matted together with

clay or ashes, and stained a red or grey colour.

The women shave their heads.

Customs.

Relating to Marriage.—Polygamy is the rule. The number of wives is only

limited by the ability of the husband to support them.

A wife is obtained (1) by purchase, the price being paid in cattle
;

or (2) Iry

capture from hostile clans or tribes. The wives obtained in the latter way are

inferior in position to the purchased wives
;

but their children are the equals of

those of the superior wives. I have been told that the purchased wives are always

chosen from the tribe, but I imagine that this is not invariably the case, as the

Dinkas on the Jur Eiver seem to intermarry with the Jurs.

The ceremony of taking a wife is as follows;—
The would-be-husband sends an ambassador to arrange with the bride’s

father as to the price to be paid. This is usually in cattle, though possibly

supplemented by iron spades, and is paid in advance. A woman fetches from

five to sixty cattle in proportion to her charms.

The price having been settled, the bridegroom goes to the bride’s village,

accompanied by chosen friends. A house is allotted to him close to that of the

lady’s father.

On the day of the wedding, a feast is held, but the bridegroom rernaims in

his house.

His friends then proceed to the house of tlie liride, where the women are

gathered to receive them.

On arriving, they demand the bride. The women reply that without gifts

she cannot be given up. Bargaining then commences
;

the young men saying
for what will you give her?” and the women replying “for so much.” Or

sometimes the young men pretend to try to force their way in and carry' the lady
off

; and while this mock strife is going on, one of the party cuts a hole in the
grass wall of the hut, from behind, and carries the bride off to her husband’s
quarters.
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The couple remain in the village of the father-iu-law until a child has been

horn and has learnt to walk.

They are then permitted to return to the husband’s country.

Divorce .—A man can put away his wife from him by arranging with her father,

the latter returning part of the original price. I fancy this must be subject

to some proof of misconduct on the lad)'’s part
;
but this was denied by my

informant.

A divorced woman naturally fetches only a small price on being married

again.

Adultery.—The penalty for adultery with the wife of another is death. The

woman is sent back to her father, who has to retuin the price paid for her.

Fornication with an unmarried woman is punished by confiscation of the man’s

propeity. The girl becomes his wife without further ceremony.

Disposal of wives, etc.—When a man dies, his wives become the wives of his

son without further ceremony, with, of course, the exception of the mother of the

son in question.

If the son has children by these inherited wives, they are regarded by him as

brothers, not as sons. They are called the sons of the deceased original husband

of the mothers. If a woman becomes pregnant as the result of a connection with

an unrecognized stranger—as may happen in cases of assault, etc.—the child is

the property of the woman’s brother, but is looked down upon.

If a Beng (Arabic “ Sheik ”), is too old to be sexually efficient, he neverthe-

less continues to take wives, but these cohabit with his sons. Children so

begotten are regarded as the children of the Sheik, and as the brothers of their

actual fathers.

Birth.—The lunbilical cord is cut with a special knife, and ligatured.

When the decidua have separated and come away, the woman is washed, and

tlie bieasts squeezed, so that the first drops of milk fall on the ground.

The child is then put to the breast.

When a child has grown sufficiently to be able to fetch water from a vessel

and bring the cup to its father, it is regarded as old enough to be weaned.

Wet nursing does not appear to be practised ; if the mother cannot nurse the

child, goat’s or cow’s milk is substituted.

Houses and Villages.—The Dinka hut (PI. VI, Fig. 3) is circular in shape, with
walls of wood and grass, coated, outside and in, with clay

;
a conical grass roof, and a

door just high enough to admit a man creeping on hands and knees. No windows
are thought necessary. The hut is usually raised on piles to a height of from

7 to 8 feet above the ground. As a rule two huts are built on one platform,

and the whole surrounded with a light wall of bamboo or twigs. On the ground
level, a circle of cement surrounds the bases of the piles, and affords a sitting

place where the women can crush the grain, w^eave grass, and gossip.

The ground under the platform, between the piles, is used as a store for

grain, which is buried there in earthenware vessels, or in closely-woven baskets.
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The surface of this sheltered space is usually reserved as a pen for the sheep

and goats.

A Dinka village is very straggling, and stretches over a very wide area
;
each

house standing by itself, surrounded by its own clearing and crops, and separated

from its neighbours by a space of from 50 to a 100 or more yards.

As the trees are only felled just far enough from each house to permit of the

planting of crops, many large trees stand all through the village, making it

impossible to see more than a few houses from any one point.

The cattle are usually all kept together in a series of large pens, made in a

manner similar to the Arab Zereeba, and known as “ Merahs.”

The cattle are guarded and tended by young men told off for that duty, whose

l)art it is also to keep alight the fires, which are kindled at sunset each day to

keep off the flies during the ensuing night.

Nothing is more characteristic of Dinka-Iaml than the appearance of these

" Merahs ” at evening
;
the pungent smoke of the wood fires, rising in a blue-grey

haze across the red and gold of a Sudanese sunset
;
the groups of lowing cattle,

gathered close to the fires, where they know they are safest from their tormentors :

and the spearmen seated round the embers, or working among the beasts.

The position of villages is chiefly determined by the proximity of water, a

large quantity of this being necessary for the cattle.

It is easy to see the advantages gained by raising the houses on piles, as this

renders them safe from the attacks of enemies and wild beasts, keeps the dwellings

dry during the rains, and affords the inhabitants a view over their crops during

the time of high grass.

The straggling formation of the village is much more difficult to account for,

especially in view of the fact that the tribes are constantly at war one with

another, and that no arrangement could be conceived less suitable for defence.

As a matter of fact, hardly any attempt at defence is ever made, the women
and children rusliing for concealment to tlie bush the moment an attack is

announced, and the men employing themselves in driving the cattle to a place of

safety, or in defending them if need be. In fact, the sole motive for an attack is

the capturing of cattle, while the great object of the defenders is to protect, not

their homesteads, but their herds.

An attack i.s signalled by a peculiar cry passed from house to house : or, at

night, by tlie kindling of fires on successive platforms through the village.

Ceremony of Speech, etc .—A ceremonious conversation, as, for instance, between
an interpreter and a chief, is always carried out in a characteristic manner.

The parties seating themselves on the ground next to each other, the speaker

seizes the hand of the listener, and holding it in his own left hand, works its

fingers backwards and forwards with his right, during the whole speech, to

emphasize each remark.

After each sentence he pauses, the listener affording proof of his attention by
a guttural sound or grunt ; this latter courtesy is invariable, even in the most
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common-place conversation. I have been amused to listen to a man on the river-

bank thus punctuating the remarks of a friend in a canoe, the latter all the while

receding further and further from the shore. Before the conversation was finished

the responsive grunt had become a roar, but politeness decreed that it should

never be omitted.

Wlien two people meet, each holds the right hand up on a level with his

face, the palm being directed towards his friend. Each, at the same time, emits a

grunt of salutation. If a chief is anxious to be very polite, his correct course is to

spit in one’s face. I rejoice to say that this custom is dying out, as between native

and Briton, but it is not yet extinct.

Occupation and Pup.suits.

Agriculture.—No attempt is made at irrigation
;

this not being necessary

owing to the abundance of rain. The staple product is Durrha (Sorghum), which

is grown largely for food. Siiu-sini “ Dohnf and a kind of ground-bean known as

Fovh Souclcme (Arab), are also grown, as well as a kind of pumpkin known as

G-urrah (Arab).

Tobacco is grown, and much appreciated.

Htuiting and Trapping.—The elephant is killed by driving a weighted spear

into the neck, as the beast passes under a tree.

Antelopes are trapped. Traps are usually to be seen round the Durrha crops,

and consist of a heavy beam, so suspended that an animal, passing below it,

springs the trap with his feet, and is killed by the falling beam.

I have an impression that the Dinkas are not very keen hunters. They are

spearmen and cattle-herds, and are so preoccupied with the latter emplojmient

that they think of little else. I think that hunting and the use of the bow and

arrows go together. The spear is not a huntsman’s weapon, except in countries

where horses can be used in the chase.

Fishing.—Fishing is of great importance to the Dinkas. Their country is

traversed by many rivers teeming with fish, and upon this pursuit they depend

largely for food at certain times of the year.

Some communities maintain separate inland and river-side villages, living in

the former during the rainy season and tending their crops, but when the dry

weather comes, and the livers have so shrunk as to be suitable for fishing,

travelling to their river-side dwellings, where fish are abundant, and the cattle can

be watered without difficulty.

This supply of food comes at a most opportune time, just when the harvest of

the last rainy season is almost finished, and no fresh supply of grain can be

obtained for some months to come.

The fish are netted or speared. In hunting the hippo and crocodile special

barbed spears are used, the head being only lightly fastened on the shaft so as to

detach easily, but connected to the middle of the shaft by a slender rope. Thus,
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when driven home, the head remains fixed in the animal, and the detached shaft

floats as a buoy, indicating his position as he swims below the surface. With

this indicator more spears are easily driven in, and the animal succumbs to loss

of blood and fatigue, and is pulled ashore.

Fish are split and sun-dried, and thus preserved can be stored for a long time.

Large numliers of fish are caught, when the river is low, by damming up a

bend of the stream, and bailing out the water.

C'atth\-—Tlie possession of cattle is thegreat ambition, and the tending of them the

eliief occupation of the Dinka. The cattle are small in size and yield a poor supply

of milk, in spite of the excellence of the pastures; a fact which Schweinfurth

attributes to excessive in-breeding, resulting in a deterioration of the stock.

The bullocks often attain to a good size, and carry splendid horns.

Nothing confers such prestige and position as the possession of large herds,

and the authority of a Beng (“ Sheik ”) who loses his cattle is usually impaired.

The Dinkas consider milk to be the best of all foods, and drink very largely of it.

They also use the urine of cattle for washing themselves, and smear their

bodies with the ash of burnt duug. It is worthy of note, in this connection, that

they always wash out their milk-gourds with cow’s urine, in order, they say, to

prevent the milk from coagulating in the stomach after drinking. They believe

that colic will follow if this precaution is omitted. Certain British officers, finding

that the milk disagreed with them, were constrained to put this to the test
;
with

some success.

At great feasts, or in times of pressing want of food, a bullock is perhaps

killed for eating, but this is a very rare occurrence. Cattle are slaughtered by

stabbing
;
not, as a rule, by clubbing or cutting.

Not only do their cattle give to the owners social position and a supply of

food, but they also make possible the purchase of the next great object of desire

—wives.

Cattle are currency in any transeiction, as for instance, where reparation for an

injury is demanded, and paid in cattle.

A well-grown heifer is of great value in these bargains. A cow that has

calved several times is thought not so good as one that has never calved
;
as the

latter may be expected to have a more prolific future before her.

In the absence of money, cattle may be regarded as the “ root of all evil ” in

the Dinka country.

Every raid has for its object the acquisition of stock, and for its justification,

the story of some former raid by the enemy upon the intending raiders.

Every quarrel and dispute is nearly or remotely traceable to the same origin,

and if the proverb “ Cherchez la femme ” applies, the woman is only reckoned in terms

of cattle. It is probably this constant necessity to defend or acquire cattle that

luu developed the military (qualities of the Dinkas out of proportion to those of

their more ])eaceful neighbours.

If, however, the vices of the Dinkas are derived from their greed of cattle,
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they owe their virtues also to the same source. With them this passion seems to

replace, in some measure, the ideals and aspirations to which the European has

recourse as foils to the materialism of life.

There is in this curious cattle-craft a note of distinction that relieves the

otherwise rather sordid picture of the Dinka’s life. The warrior who is too

practical to resist superior force in defence of his homestead or relations will often

display reckless gallantry in attempts to rescue or defend his herds.

As cattle-masters, the Dinkas exhibit a gentleness and kindness foreign to

them in other respects. It is very rarely that they will strike even the most

refractory beast
;
and in their treatment of sick cattle, they are much more

advanced than in their management of human disorders.

The Dinka is stigmatized as lazy because he resolutely refuses to work as a

carrier, and because he seldom sows more grain than, by aid of a good rain}" season,

will just suffice for his wants.

But in the tending of cattle he never tires. Such labour is to him a labour of

love. To feast his eyes on fat kine, feel their .sleek coats, drink of their milk, and

adorn himself with the ashes of their dung, no Dinka Avould ask a happier

life.

His songs, his stories, his rude modelling in clay, and, in fact, all his pro-

gressions in the direction of art, are inspired by his one absorbing interest—cattle.

Legal and Ethical Ideas.—It is difficult to be certain whether the Dinka has

reached that stage of development when such abstractions as right and wrong,

as contrasted with expediency and the reverse, emerge.

It is certain, however, that the force of public opinion regulates conduct

within the community.

Such misdemeanours as disobedience, theft, adultery, murder, and so forth are

checked and punished. The women are good wives and mothers
;
the men good

husbands and fathers. Among themselves, the people are kindly, genial, and in

some respects, generous. As against this, however, I fear it cannot be denied that

the elderly people are usually thin and starved-looking to an extent not explicable

by the flight of time
;
whereas the younger men and women, especially the more

attractive of the latter, are always sleek and well-fed.

Any virtues that are apparent in the relations between individuals of a

community are quite lost sight of in the dealings of one community with another,

in such dealings the only code that obtains is the “ simple plan, that he may
take who has the power, and he may keep who can.”

A few ideas as to conduct, chiefly founded on cattle-craft seem, however, to be

common to the tribes. For instance, it is, curiously, deemed immoral to open the

vein of a cow, drink of the blood, and close the opening again, sparing the beast’s

life, though such a course might obviously be convenient when food was not to be

obtained, and yet the owner shrank from sacrificing an animal.

Tribal laws exist for the regulation of fishing rights, and for marriage, divorce,

and so on.
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One very curious law, bearing on the right to fish in certain waters, came to

light during an official inquiry into the cause of a quarrel.

If a man is killed by a crocodile, the rights of fishing in the waters where the

accident took place pass from the owner to the son of the deceased.

Possibly this may be designed to make the owners responsible for the safety

of the waters in their possession.

The Beng (Sheik) of a village is vested with the power of enforcing the laws,

and in this is supported by the force of public opinion.

Punishment practically resolves itself into confiscation of property or death.

A crime held deserving of the death penalty may, however, be compounded for by

the payment of a number of cattle decided upon by the Sheik, or demanded by

the relatives of the persons offended against. It is very difficult to get clear

information on this point, as the matter seems to depend rather on such incidentals

as the capacity of the offender to pay, the degree of anger of the relatives, and so

on, than on any fixed code.

Medicine nncl Surgery .—As most diseases are attributed to magic, treatment

rationally aims chiefly in the direction of counter-magic, to the detriment of

a possible development of other methods. The witch-doctors, however, supplement

their spells by the use of herbs, and seem to be acquainted with the properties of

some plants.

Even where disease is not directly attributed to the machinations of enemies,

the idea of “ possession still seems to hold. Illness thus being considered

something that has entered in, the natural treatment appears to be to drive it out.

Herbs that act in a manner harmonious with this notion are, accordingly, the ones

most popular as cures. [For instance, gonorrluea is treated by an emetic, on the

supposition that the disease will thus be got rid of by the mouth.] Emetics and

purges are the most popular kinds of medicine. It is noteworthy that a bitter-

bark (probably a Quassia or Brucea) is used in powder fur the treatment of

fever.

Counter-irritation is believed in for most local illness. A headache is treated

by a tight cord round the head
;
and bronchitis, and other chest affections (to

which the Dinkas are very prone), are similarly alleviated by a tight cord round

the thorax. It is possible that this latter treatment may have gained a

reputation by placing the chest-wall at rest, and thus relieving the pain of, say,

pleuritis.

“Firing” with a hot iron, cutting with knives over the seat of pain, and

“cupping” with a cow’s horn after first scarifying the surface, are all tried for

local diseases. These methods are all, probably, copied from the Arabs, who
believe in counter-irritation as the sovereign remedy for every disorder.

I have been told that the Dinkas are very clever cattle-doctors. I piermitted

such a mail to try bis hand on some sick cattle last summer, but without much
effect in any direction.

A favourite remedy for most acute diseases of cattle is to cut off the top of an
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ear, and let it bleed. One can imagine this doing good in pneumonia, and such

diseases.

Beliqious Ideas .—The Dinkas believe in a god, called by them Deng-deet

(meaning, perhaps, rain giver). They regard him as the ruler of the universe, and

the creator of mankind, or, according to one story, as the actual father of the

human race, or, perhaps, more particularly of the Dinka race.

They conceive him as a vague and immense power, and, as the idea of power

is with them hardly to be separated from that of hostility, they endeavour to

appease and propitiate him with gifts and sacrifices.

I imagine it does not occur to them to pray. They endow their god with

such Dinka propensities that prayer to him would seem waste of time.

I have been told that, in former days, a special hut was built in each village

as god’s house, where sacrifices were made. I have never seen such a house, and

have been told that, latterly, the custom has been allowed to disappear. The

members of an expedition are said to gather together at some tree or other

selected spot before marching off, for the purpose of going through some ceremony

and making sacrifices.

If rain falls during the ceremony, it is considered as a warning against

starting, and the expedition is postponed.

As a rule, the Dinka is very reticent as to his beliefs, but I succeeded in

obtaining the following story from two rather communicative tribesmen, who

came to Waw together one day. My Dinka interpreter professed to be acquainted

with the story also. I had not an opportunity of verifying it by asking the

Dinkas about it
;
but it seems too elaborate and peculiar to be an invention.

Deng-deet has a wife called A-buk, and by her two sons, Kur-Konga and

Gurung-Deet, and one daughter, Ai-Yak. Satan is represented by Lwal Burrajok,

the father-in-law or brother-in-law of Deng-deet, with whom he was formerly on

good terms.

Earth and heaven were at one time connected by a path, by means of which

men got to heaven or to earth, at will. Unfortunately, this happy state of

things was not destined to continue.

One day A-buk, the wife of Deng-deet, was busy making men and women
from a bowl of fat, given her by Deng-deet for the purpose.

Softening the fat over the fire, she moulded the figures from it with her

fingers, as the Dinkas would moist clay. As each person was completed, he or

she passed down the road to earth.

Deng-deet, passing that way, cautioned her against Lwal Burrajok, who was
in a bad humour.

Abuk, however, forgot the warning, and went to the forest to fetch wood,

leaving the bowl on the fire.

There Lwal found it, and, having drimk some of the fat, and spilt more on the

ground, he proceeded to make figures from what was left, but, out of mischief,

made them badly, with eyes, nose, and mouth all shut up and useless.
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Then, fearing the wrath of Deng-deet, he retreated down the path to earth.

Abnk, on her return, was liorrified to see what had occurred, and hastened to

tell Deng-deet of Lwal’s misbehaviour.

Deng-deet at once started in pursuit, but found the path to earth cut off and

impassable.

Lwal, anticipating pursuit, had persuaded the bird Atoi-toish to bite through

the path with its bill. (Atoi-tokh is a little red and brown bird, about the size

of a wren, that builds in the roofs of huts, and is very common throughout the

Sudan.)

Lwal, being uow safe on earth, determined to make all the cripples (God’s

failures) whole, and thus to minimise the greatness of God and exalt himself in

the sight of mankind.

So he took fat, melted it, and calling all men to him announced that he would

malve all cripples well again. So saying he took a lame man, passed an iron

through him, and plunged him in the boiling fat on the fire, with the idea of

moulding him afresh. The onlookers were terrified, and ran away.

Deng-deet now lives at a place called Wool Kerigok. Thither go the souls

of the dead, a four months’ journey to the east, and cross the River Toj-bol-ongol.

In that country the sheep are as big as bulls, the cattle immense, and on the

river’s bank, among the bamboos, are bees so large that they can slay a man with

their sting as if it were a spear. On the road are many lions, and the Sultan of

the lions, Meriang, the son of Ayor, is there. For many years he took each soul

that passed, ere it could reach the river, but God bound him with an iron collar,

so that souls can now safely pass him by.

In the country of Wool Kerigok there is but one tree, and that is leafless

with only two branches, one to the right and the otlier to the left like the horns

of a bull.

Men can look across the river and even see the cattle on the other side, but

if they take canoes and try to cross it they become foolish, lose the way, and are

lucky if they can return.

(The latter part of the story, referring to Wool Kerigok, suggests a traveller’s

tale brought back by some inland Dinka wlio had penetrated to the banks of the

Bahr-el-Jebel, feasted his eyes on the distant Nuher cattle on the other bank,

and on his return embellished the story as Dinkas do. The picture of remote

inacce.ssible and enormous cattle would be very likely to suggest Heaven to a

Dinka.)

Superstitions.

Witchcraft.— Witchcmit is very widely believed in and may be roughly
de.scribed under two headings

—

(1) As exercised by deliberate professors of the art for rewards.

(2) As imputed to ho.stile individuals or clans.
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Under Class (1) the professional witches are grouped. They are intiuential

and to some extent popular, though their popularity is of the transient quality

inspired by fear.

They combine some knowledge of the properties of herbs and of crude

surgical methods with such pure humbug as the claimed power to counteract

hostile witchcraft, to procure rainfall, and so forth.

For instance, I knew one man who was skilled in the use of herbs and

cautery, and to this extent was a worthy physician. He, however, so far forgot

professional ethics as to announce himself a magician, and as able to defeat the

magic of enemies. His procedure was as follows :—He would first persuade his

patient that his illness was caused by the presence in his body of a root or stone

charmed into him by a witch. He would then, having concealed such a root or

stone in his cheek, apply his lips over the seat of pain and suck vigorously.

Finally he would produce the root or stone and persuade the patient that this

having been removed the cure was complete.

The mental relief afforded to credulous patients by the sight of what they

believe to be the cause of their sufferings, thus removed, must often be beneficial.

Certainly the magician in question enjoyed a great reputation. He was
suspected, however, of being a dangerous man, because to quote the criticism

I once heard passed on him, “ as he knew the way out, he must also know the

way in.”

Hostile Magic.—Hostile magic is, I fancy, credited on the one hand to

conquering tribes such as the Agars, to explain to the conquered their own
inferiority, and on the other hand is attributed by conquerors to their defeated

enemies
; as the desire to do harm being inferred, and the power to do it by fair

means being absent, a recourse to magic is thought natural.

As an example of the first class, it is commonly believed that the Agars can

assume the forms of lions, leopards, and hyenas, and thus disguised, steal the flocks

of their enemies at night.

On the other hand the peaceful Jurs are believed by the Dinkas to be very

powerful magicians, and are credited with the ability to produce cattle diseases,

illness, and other troubles.

In addition to these supernatural powers attributed to a whole clan,

individuals are also believed to have the power to dry up cow’s milk, make fat

children lean, destroy the beauty of women, and so forth. These ends are gained
by means of the evil eye, by charming roots or stones into the bodies of the
victims, or by casting spells over the path where the enemy is likely to pass.

Witchcraft of this kind is regarded as a crime, and is punished by death. I have
been told that a worker in iron is looked upon as particularly likely to possess
the evil eye. He is believed to injure cattle by looking at them, and so unpopular
IS he, that he finds it very expensive to buy a wife and very difficult to dispose
of a daughter. This story should, I think, be taken with caution, as the position
of a blacksmith among warriors sliould be one of honour. I’ossibly the Jurs
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being great iron workers and also great witches, some stigma may rest on the

whole craft of blacksmiths.

A belief in ghosts is common, and their appearance is thought to herald

disaster. The departed are thought to live, sometimes as men, in distant villages,

where they are unrecognized.

The spirits of the dead are believed to .sometimes take the forms of lions,

leopards, hyenas, and such beasts
;
an idea probably derived from seeing these

animals near newly-made graves.

Arts and Designs.

Ideas of design are of the simplest. They are expressed in the decoration of

pottery and of calabashes, grass-woven baskets, and platters, weapons, wooden

head-pillows, and also in the incised markings on the skin
;
and consist principally

of such elementary figures as series of concentric circles, parallel lines, running

straight, or in a wavy or angular manner, and series of dots.

The shapes chosen for head-pillows, seats, and so forth, are probably suggested

by the shapes of animals

;

something in each design

resembling the limbs, head,

and tail. These articles are

not fitted piece by piece, but

are carved straight from tree

trunks. Their symmetry and

finisli argue great skill and

industry in the makers,

especially in consideration of

the rude instruments at their

disposal.

Seeing how deeply

interested the Dinka is in

cattle, one naturally expects

to see this bias emerge in his arts. In this, one is not disappointed.

The people take great delight in making little clay models of cattle.

The.se models are very interesting and suggestive owing to the fact that, by
constant attempts, extending through countless generations, and over a vast period of
time, a fixed conventional shape has been arrived at, and is reproduced with hardly
any variety, from one end of Dinkaland to the other.

The peculiarities that are constant and remarkable are as follows .-—The face

is only represented by a little convexity below the horns. The fore legs are fused,
the hind legs divideil, suggesting the common attitude of cattle in \vhich, when the
fore legs are approximated, the hind legs are separated for support. The
hump, being an object of great admiration to the Dinka, is emphasized in his
models.

FIG. 1.—DINKA STOOL.
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The significance of these conventional cattle models is greatly increased hy

comparing them with the similar clay models of animals made by iieighhouring

tribes.

FIG. 2.—CLAY MODEL, OX. FIG. 3. CLAY MODEL, ELEPHANT.

Those, for instance, made by the Golos, a tribe of agriculturists, whose only

livestock consists of chickens, are simply efforts to reproduce what they see in as

realistic a manner as possible, the success of the reproduction varying with the skill

of the designer.

The Dinkas attempt other animals as well as cattle, notably the elephant, as

one would expect, seeing the vast impression that huge beast makes on the

beholder. The influence of cattle, however, makes itself felt even in attempts to

model other creatures.

Connected with his ideas of design is the Dinka method of making a map. He

is endowed with considerable sense of locality, and almost always accompanies and

illustrates his description of roads and rivers by drawing them in the dust with his

index finger or the shaft of his spear. In this mapping he displays considerable

accuracy.

Music.

Musical instruments consist of war drums, horns, whistles, calabashes, and

rude stringed instruments with a compass of only a few notes.

Songs are monotonous, and consist of strings of words, rapidly enunciated

either in unison, or in refrain with sudden chorus, the tune being simple in the

extreme.

When singing in unison, the singers keep wonderfully well together, and the

songs are illustrated with elaborate gesture, which, as a rule, gradually works

itself up into dancing.

The songs, of course, deal chiefly with cattle, but also touch upon love, war,

and religion. They reveal a keen observation of nature, and display a new and

rather pleasant aspect of the Dinka. The words of a few are appended :

—

Dinka Songs.

1. Chorus seems to be known to all the Agars, and is said to have come to

them from their fathers.

VoL. XXXIV. M
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The white Bull, shining like the Sun, is a joy to the women.

His horns are like the masts of ships.

The ruler of the world delights in him.

His hump is so high that it towers above the high grass.

And that bull is my aunt’s, and she is giving him to me.

2. Bring a funra (a dressed skin) and bring a covering
;

Put them over the hind-quarters of the Bull, for they are naked.

3. I have a red bull with twisted horns

;

He is so big that men can sit and rest in his shadow.

He went into the lands of the people and ate their beans {foule Soudane).

The land trembled because of him.

My father is a proud man at my greatness :

Like a lion am I, and my enemies are scattered before me.

“ Where,” says he, “ in the world is there another like my son.”

1. My Bull is as white as the silvery fish in the river
;
as white as the egret on the

river bank
;
as white as new milk.

His bellowing is like the roar of the Turk’s cannon from the great river.

My bull is as dark as the rain-cloud, that comes with the storm.

He is like Summer and Winter
;
half of him dark as the thunder-cloud

;
half of him

as white as sunshine.

His hump shines like the morning star.

His forehead is as red as the arum’s wattles {arum = ground hornbill).

His forehead is like a banner
;
seen by the people from afar.

He is like the rainbow.

I shall water him at the river, and drive

My enemies from the water with my spear.

Let them water their cattle at the well

;

The river for me and my bull.

Drink, 0 Bull, of the river. Am I not here with

My spear to protect you ?

Goi.o.

FhyBeal Appearance .—The Golos are short, thick-set, muscular, with round

heads, and broad, jolly faces; the noses flat, the lips thick, and the eyes wide

apart. In colour they are much lighter than the Dinkas, and vary considerably

among themselves from chocolate-brown to a shade that might, not inaccuratel}-, be

called plum-colour. The hair is frizzly, and only a very slight beard is grown.

The calves are large, and well-formed, contrasting with the thin legs of the Dinka.

Clothes .—The men wear a cloth, brought between the legs and up to a cord

worn l ound the waist, over rvhich it is “ fanned ” out in front and behind.

The women wear bunches of green leaves suspended, one in front and the
other behind, from a waist-cord.
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Cloth is made from locally-grown cotton, on a loom of a very simple kind,

which, however, does not differ in principle from looms used by the Arabs.

The Golos are always eager to buy cloth, and seem very anxious to adopt

European dress when possible. The two Sheiks of the tribe at Waw always

preferred old flannel suits given them by officers to the robes of honour which had

been presented to them.

Beads are worn round the neck and waist. Armlets of ivory are not worn.

Wristlets of beads or leather are sometimes seen.

Tribal Marks.—The most constant mark is a A-shaped notch between the

central incisors of upper jaw, made by filing each tooth on its inner and lower-

aspect.

This is common to the Golo, Shire, Bongo, M’Doggo, and Belanda, and is

evidently a stage on the way to or from the pointed tooth characteristic of the

N'iani-Niam. In the latter, the central upper incisors are filed similarly on the

outer and lower aspects, as well as on the inner and lower, and are thus brought

to a point.

Marriage .—The bridegroom sends an agent to propose to the girl’s father, and

make arrangements as to price. An exchange of one girl for another is often

arranged.

Otherwise the price is paid in Maloots (a form of iron spade in use in

agriculture). Three hundred maloots is a good price for a lady of high rank and

great beauty, the daughter of a Sheik. An ordinary woman may be had for about

fifty. Before final arrangements or payments are made, the bride is brought to

meet the bridegroom, and is given the option of refusing to marry him, if she

wishes. Without consent on her part no marriage can take place. The number

of wives depends on the ability of the husband to support them. “ Kiango,” the

father of the present chief of that name, had three hundred wives, but only

had children by three of them. The remainder worked as servants, and had to

prepare food for the two thousand followers of the chief.

Houses and Villages .—The Golo houses are usually round, with grass roofs.

The principal men often have large square grass buildings. The villages are much

more compact than those of the Dinkas, but the houses are built with much less

care, and are not raised on piles. This difference probably depends upon the

fact that the Golos live on the rocky uplands, while the Dinkas build their

villages clo.se to the low-lying pasture lands, and are therefore compelled to take

more elaborate precautions against damp.

Occupations .—The Golos depend for their food chiefly on the grain they grow.

They are very industrious workers, and grow Dhurra enough for all their wants,

and can afford to sell large quantities to Government. They also grow pumpkins,

sweet potatoes of two kinds, various leguminous vegetables and, since the French

visited the country, leeks. The latter are greatly valued, and the fact that they

are grown successfully is a good example of the receptive nature of the Golo.

The Golos own a few sheep, but their principal live-stock consists of chickens.
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They possess many of these and value them as food and for use as sacrificial

offerings. They have no cattle at all, nor do cattle thrive in their country, as the

seroot fly and other pests make the lives of cattle luibearahle. The Golos are

thus exempt from Dinka raids, a very desirable state of things for them, as they

are a peace-loving, quiet people.

Arts.—Pottery, basket-making, decoration of calabashes, very much as described

for the Dinkas. Iron is smelted and made into Maloots, knives, spears, and

arrow-heads
;

the Golos being bow-men. Cotton-cloth is made from locally

grown cotton
,
but I have seen no cloth made with any attempt at a pattern or

design. Straw hats are plaited from dry grass, and are worn by the men.

Music is primitive, horns, drums, and instruments in which sticks, laid

across open calabashes, are beaten with wooden hammers, being the chief

instruments used. Music may be said to advance slightly beyond the stage of

noise in the use of rude stringed instruments similar in principle to the “ Rebaba
’’

of the Niani-Niams.

Clay models are made to represent animals, and contrast with those made
by the Dinkas in being much more realistic.

Superstitions .—Witchcraft is widely believed in, and all misfortunes are

attributed to it. The evil eye is greatly feared. The charming of roots and

stones into the body of an enemy is as widely attempted and as firmly believed

in, as among the Dinkas
;
and the method of cure (the root being sucked out by

a wise man) is identical.

Ghosts are believed in, but are supposed to be very rare. When seen they

are always the harbingers of death or disaster to the beholder.

The shadows (Vu-Vu) of things and people are regarded as important. At
death, the shadow departs to the place of God. The word “ Vu-Vu ” is used in

the sense of soul, when speaking of the departed.

The Golo theory of dreams is that the shadows of things and people enter

the dreamer’s mind during sleep. From this it would appear that the connection

between the shadow and the substance is believed to be severed during
sleep.

When on the march, the Golo will take a stone, or a small ant-heap (about
the size of a man’s head), and place it in the fork of a tree, to retard the setting of
the sun. The fact that this is believed to be efficacious shows that the Golo does
not allow experience to shatter illusions.

Various charms are worn to avert evil. For instance, a man who travelled
to the country of the Niam-Niam and back with a letter, showed me, on his return,
a grass seed that he had worn, of a kind locaUy called Magar. He said that
lions, meeting him on the road, turned their faces from the charm, and crept away
into the bushes.

Religion. The Golo s god is named Uvivile (pronounced “ Umveeley ”). He is
the father of mankind by liis wife, Barachi.

Umvile lives above the earth, in a place called Van-do-Bah. The word in
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this connection means heaven, but, ordinarily, means a house and its surroundings.

Bah is the word for house.

The souls ( Vu- Vu) of the virtuous, after death, go to heaven, but a satan

named “ Mah ” employs himself, at God’s command, in burning the souls of the

wicked.

It is interesting that the Golos believe Satan to be the servant of God.

Prayers are not offered to God, but, in times of sickness and trouble, he

is propitiated with sacrifices.

The sacrifice is carried out as follows : a feast is made
;
about twenty chickens

are killed, and the first of these is kept for TJmvile. The remainder are cooked,

and eaten with Marrisa^ (native beer) and Kissra} (a kind of bread).

The one chicken kept for TJmvile is placed in a special hut, without being

cooked or plucked, and next it is placed a Bournia' (jar) of Marrisa. Possibly, the

Marrisa is poured on the ground. If the offerings are still to be seen next day,

they are femoved, but not eaten. A little house is said to be built next their own

houses by the Golos for sacrificial purposes. I have not seen such houses. There

are no priests.

Goto Medicine .—In addition to the methods of “ counter-magic,” already

mentioned, the Golos use certain herbs in cases of illness. A list is appended.

1. Bela (Golo name). A tree common near Waw. It is either Quassia sp.

or Brucea sp. The wood, stripped of the bark, is dried, powdered, and used

externally as an application to ulcers; or internally, suspended in water, as a

remedy for fever.

2. Dea-fah (Golo name), N'.O. Ruhiacice. Is used as a remedy for gonorrhoea.

The roots, dried in the sun, are powdered. Taken in hot water, on an empty

stomach, it causes vomiting, thus being supposed to expel the disease by the mouth.

3. Bolo (Golo name). Indigofera sp. This is a remedy for guinea-worm

(Filaria medencmis). The root is powdered, and, from the powder, a poultice

is made, and applied to the opening, from which the worm is protruded. It

is said to kill the worm.

4. M-Bodu (Golo name). Indigofera loiigensis. A round tube-like root is

dug up, sliced, and powdered. The powder, wrapped in a cloth, and wetted, is

applied as a poultice to swollen joints.

[The botanical names above given were obtained on my submitting some dry

specimens to Kew Herbarium for classification. The specimens were so imperfect

that some were not certainly recognisable.]

The Jur Tribe.

I will attempt no systematic description of the Jurs, as I have been unable to

learn enough about them for this. They are a small community, living in a

series of villages along the Jur Kiver close to Waw.

^ Arabic words ; not Golo.
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Schweinforth mentions them, and spells their tribal name Byoo^r, which he says

means “ Foreigner.”

They profess to be a branch of the Shilluk tribes, and are considered to

be so by the Dinkas. Tliey are closely allied by marriage and in customs

with the Dinkas, and speak the Dinka language for conv'enience, but also have

a language of their own, which it would be interesting to compare with that of

the Shilluks. In appearance they greatly resemble the Dinkas, and they wear

ivory armlets and helmets just as the Dinkas do. They are less war-like than the

latter, and do not possess many cattle, though they have plenty of sheep and

goats. They also have a few chickens.

Their tribal craft is iron-smelting, at which they are clever and industrious. I

have been told that most of tlie .spears and knives used by the Shilluks and Nuhers

on the AVliite Nile are made by the Jurs, and traded for beads, salt, and other

commodities. I have seen a party of Jurs starting for Meshra-el-Eek, with spears,

cow-bells, etc., in such a trading expedition.

The Jurs are believed, by all their neighbours, to be very malevolent and

greatly skilled in witch-craft. In spite of this, or possibly because of it, they

do not seem to be worried much by raiders, but are permitted to live peaceably.

They are good hunters and fishers, and carry bows and arrows, as well as

spears and clubs.

There is apparently another tribe of Jurs situated south of Eumbek. I am
told that they speak a different language to the Jurs around Waw, and differ from

them in appearance, being stout ami squat like the Golos, Shires, and M’doggos.

Comparison of P>ahp.-el-Ghazal Tribes.

Dinha Nuher, Shilluk Jnr.—Nearly black in colour. Their heads are long and

narrow
;
their bodies tall and spare. They have very slender legs with hardly any

calf. The men go naked and are given to smearing themselves with ashes. The
hair is worn in elaborate head-dress in many cases, and sometimes coloured with

ashes or clay. The central incisors of the lovxr jaw are ej-tmded.

The women wear leather aprons in front and behind.

Weapons : chiefly spear, shield, and clulis.

They are warriors, cattle owners, fishermen. Ivory armlets and wristlets are worn.
Golo, Shire, Belenda,£o7i!/(i.--Thone are not very black, their colour

varies from chocolate to plum-colour. The head is round, and face broad.
They are short, broarl, and mu.scular, with heavy cah-es. A A-«liaped notch is

made l)etweeu the central incisors of upiier jaw.

They own no cattle, few sheep, and many cliicken.s, Tlie men wear loin-
cloths, thus creating a demand for cloth, and necessitating weaving. The women
are naked but for bunches of leaves.

Ivory' armlets are not worn.

Their principal weapons are the bow and arrow, also spears to a less extent
They <liffer from the A-Zandeh group in not being cannibals.
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THE CIRCUMCISION CEREMONY AMONG THE NAIVASHA MASAI.

By S. Bagge.

A LARGE circumcision feast was recently held by the Masai at Naivasha. The

tribes concerned in this ceremony were the L-Burgo, who are by far the strongest

tribe of all Masai in English territory, the L-Gegonyuki, the L-Dalat le Kutuk, the

L-Damat, and the L-Oitai.

During the 11th Masai year, which, so far as can be ascertained, is equivalent

to the 8th in our reckoning, from the date of the last circumcision, it is the custom

for the Masai elders and warriors to go in deputation to their paramount chief,

who is at present Lenana, or, as it should be written, Ol-Onana. They state that

the season is now approaching for another circumcision ceremony, and that

they desire his permission to celebrate it.

Ol-Onana withdraws for a day or more to decide whether the season is suit-

able, and to select by means of necromancy a person to be the Ol-Otuno, or

master of the ceremonies. The Ol-Otuno is second in command to the chief of the

warriors, who is called 01-Aigwanani, during the E-Unoto, or feast of the warriors.

The present 01-Aigwanaui is called 01-Egalishu.

I. The E-Unoto Feast .—The E-Unoto feast has been held for ages on

Kinangop, a plain lying at the foot of the Kipipieri or Sattima hills, and

stretching in a westerly direction towards Lake Naivasha.

Here two kraals are built. One is of immense size and is about 1^ miles in

circumference, large enough to accommodate all the people taking part in the feast.

The other is a smaller one, and is used by the Ol-Otuno and his relations. It is

built at a distance of some 300 yards from the larger one, and is called Os-Singira.

Bullocks, sheep, and milk are brought by the elders to the feast. The animals

are slaughtered by a tribe of people called Andorobo, who also attend to the roast-

ing of the meat. It is interesting to note that animal food is given to everyone

except the warriors, who drink milk. Should, however, the latter desire animal

food, they betake themselves to a spot some 400 or 500 yards distant from the

kraal, where they eat by themselves.

At the feast the fat of the animal is distributed, and after being cooked, is

rubbed by all, including the warriors, over their bodies. There is also another

mixture of 01-Karia (red mud) and fat, which they smear in weird and fantastic

designs over their bodies and raiment. Males and females are thus decorated alike.

For several days they feast—eating, drinking, dancing, and singing. The
elders meanwhile make honey wine, which they indulge in alone.
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A curious distinctiou is made in the painting of those men who have killed a

man in warfare. The 01-Karia (red mud) on the left half of their body is mixed

with water and not with fat, and on the right half they paint En-Doroto (white

mud) and water. Both sides of their bodies are covered with a simple design

made by drawing the nails of four fingers in any given direction in a wavy manner.

These men also for the first four days dance alone, that is to say, unaccompanied

by girls. Around their shoulders is a cape of ostrich feathers, on their heads

either a cap of lion skin or a covering made of the feathers of the stork, and a cloth

is arranged about their bodies.

The ninth day of the feast is called El-Merishu, and is impoi tant, as on this

day it is imperative for every warrior to he pre.sent. A few elders, who cut up

the meat, also take part in the feast.

IT. The Boys' Feast.—The E-lInoto, or warriors’ feast, lasts for three months,

and after a short inter\'al the boys who are to be circumcised hold a feast lasting

for two days. This feast in 1903 took place near the Melaua, or, as it is usually

called, the ^lorendat Biver. The boys don their lion-skin caps or head-dress of

o.strich feathers, the cape of vulture feathers, and paint their bodies with white

clay mixed with mutton fat.

III. Circumcision .

—

After these two preliminary feasts, it is permissible to

start the operation of circumcision. It has been, and still is, the custom of the

fathers to have their sons circumcised, as far as is possible, in the same month

as they themselves were. Thus the whole act of the circumcision ceremony may

last for fifteen months. When the date has been duly decided on, the parent

obtains the services of an Andorobo, who brings with him the necessary knife.

The (jperator’s fee is one sheep. The evening before the ceremony the boy is

shaved over the whole body, with the exception of the eye lashes. The finger

nails are trimmed, ami he dons a garment of .sheep skin from which all hair has

been removed, and which has been coloured black. This is called the 01-KeIa.

In this he .«leeps. The next morning, before sunrise, he betakes himself to Lake

Naivasha and bathes. Then returning to the kraal, he remains outside, shivering

in a state of nudity until the sun rise.s.

At dawn the boy’s mother brings an ox hide and spreads it on the ground in

the kraal. All being now ready, the boy is placed on the hide in a sitting position

with the legs apart and extended, one elder holds his arms from behind and

another on his right side, the operator taking up his position between the boy’s

legs. ’1 he first step in the operation is the .smearing of a stripe f>f white clay on

the forehead and nose of the people taking part in the ojieration, and a white line

to mark the place on the prepuce where the circumcision is to be performed. I'he

prepuce i.s retracted and the operator scarifies each side of the froninm with the

point of his knife, by means of Mdiich a certain amount of play is allowed.

Inserting his finger between the upper surface of the glans and the prepuce he
makes a transverse incision immediately below the part marked with the white
paint, which is at a level of the corona glandis. Through this opening he
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protrudes the glans -penis, and by means of a thorn of the Ol-Oimoronyai tree so

pierces the skin of the prepuce that it is unable to return to its former position
;

then, if this part of the prepuce appears to be too long, he cuts off a small portion

from it, and throws it on the hide. When the operation is over the circumcisor

washes the blood from the penis with a mixture of milk and water.

The hide is then taken by the mother and placed where the boy sleeps, and it

is interesting to note that particular care is taken to guard the piece of the

prepuce. It is believed that if anyone steals it, he can cause the boy’s death.

After the circumcision one of the boy’s relations pierces the neck of a bullock

with an arrow, in the manner described by E. J. Stordy, Veterinary Officer of the

Protectorate, in the Veterinarian of December, 1900, and collects the blood in a

calabash. This the mother of the boy mixes with milk, and gives to her son to

drink. For the rest of the day the boy rests.

On the following day the operator boils a branch of the Ol-Oimoronyai tree in

a pot of water, and washes the boy all over with the decoction. A sheep is

slaughtered and the fat is cooked and given to the boy to drink. The meat is cut

up and roasted. Tliis dish is called 01-Mordati.

The youth then dons a cap made from a number of small birds through whose

beaks a thread has been passed.

At the time of circumcision, sliould the youth show any sign of pain by

wincing or making outcry, the onlookers, who are only males, beat his relations,

and he is ostracised by his companions until the general circumcision ceremony is

completed, after which he must kill a large bullock and invite the other boys to a

feast.

No youth is permitted to carry any arms save a bow and arrows until

he has been circumcised, but latterly this rule has not been strictly adhered to.

It is stated tliat no serious after effects ever occur.

IV. Circumcision of Females. 1. Preliminary Ceremony .—About the time of

the girl’s first menstruation, and usually immediately after it, the parents make

arrangements for her circumcision. Friends gather to a feast held on the eve of

the ceremony, and they bring with them presents of sheep, wine, etc. The feast

consists of meat, milk, and honey wine.

2. Operation .
—^When the girl is to be circumcised, she is made to sit on an

ox hide, and the operator, a female (usually the girl’s own mother), removes the

clitoris to a level with the surrounding surface. Women only are allowed to be

present at this operation. The piece cut off is left on the ox hide, and is treated

in the same manner as is the case in the male ceremony. A string of cowrie shells

is fastened on to the girl’s forehead, and she is now called Eng’-Aibartani, and

considered eligible for marriage. No uncirciuncised youth is permitted to have

connection with a circumcised woman, but no objection exists to his having

connection with any uncircumcised girl.
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NOTES ON THE PHYSICAL CHAEACTERISTICS OF THE AEAUCANOS.

By E. E. Latcham, Local Correspondent of the Anthropological Institute

for Chile,

[With Plate VII.]

The race, to which the name of Araucano has been given, formerly populated the

whole of Chile from the desei’t of Atacama, in the north, to the Island of Chiloe in

the south. Shortly after the Spanish conquest, however, their range became much

more limited, and is now confined to the stretch of country between 37° 40' and

39° 28' S. latitude. There has been a great difference of opinion as to the

origin of the term Araucano, which certainly did not exist at the time of the

Spanish invasion. It is now generally considered to have been taken from the

name of the district watered by the Carampangue, called by the natives Rauco,

which means muddy water. Here Pedro de Valdivia met with the greatest

re.sistance, and finally lost his life.

The names by which this race call themselves differ with the locality;

Moluches, people of war, in the north
;
Mapuches, people of the land, in the

provinces of Malleco and Cautin
;
Pehuenches, people of the pines, in the Ande.s

valleys
;
and Huilliclm, people of the south, in the provinces of Valdivia and

Llanguihue.

It is popularly supposed that these tribes are dying out, but recent investi-

gations show that there is a reaction in this respect, and that at the present time

there is a tendency to increase.

At the end of the eighteenth century a census of the Indians south of the Bio

Bio gave their numbers as more or less 95,000. In 1875 it was calculated that

they numbered abcut 76,000. This difference was caused partly by the Indian

war of 1868-1870, and partly by the ravages of the small-pox a few years before.

The war of 1884, the cholera epidemic of 1887, and the introduction of alcoholic

drinks after the final occupation of the Indian territory by the Chilian Government,

helped to reduce their numbers still more
;
but during the past 15 years there has

been a decided increase in the population, especially to the south of the Cautin.

The number of Indians is now estimated by the president of the Indian Lands
Committee to be about 73,000.

There is little propensity among this race to intermarriage with the Chilians
;

and if these latter represent an Indian stock, it is rather that of the centre and
nortli of the country, dominated in turn by the Incas and Spaniards, than that
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of the more warlike tribes of the south, who never submitted to the yoke of

either.

Although the ethnology and linguistics of the Araucanos have frequently

been sketched, very little has been said of their physical characteristics.

During a three years’ residence in the province of Malleco and Cautin, I was

able to obtain abundant material for a closer study, the result of which I propose

to summarize.

The stature of the race may be classed as below the medium. D’Orbigny places

it at 1620 mm. Guevara {Hist, de la Civilizacion de Araiccania) gives for 50 men of

different localities measured by him 1635 mm., ranging from 1490 mm. to

1720 mm. For 10 women the same writer gives 1437 mm. (1410-1470). My
personal observations, taken from more than 200 individuals, place the mean
height of the men between 1630 and 1635 mm. and of the women between 1420

and 1440 mm.

Those tribes which inhabit the coast regions and the district south of the

Folten (Mapuchcs and Huilliches) are shorter than those of the Andes slopes

(Pehuenches). The average height of the former is about 1620 mm., that of the

latter 1660 mm.

The great difference noted in the stature of the two sexes is to be attributed to

the early marriage and excessive work of the females. This same hard labour and

also the polygamous habits of the race greatly limit their fecundity. Large

families, even where there are several wives, are very rare. During my stay

among the tribes, only on one occasion did I find a family of 7 children by one

wife. Guevara gives the following list of 245 families :

—

68 M'ith 1 child, 10 with 6 children,

53 „ 2 children, 3 „ 7 „

55 ,, o

33 „ 4

20 „ 5

1

1

1

if

7}

a

8

9

10

77

77

or an average of 2'77.

In general appearance the Araucano is well knit and robust, with a tendency

to stoutness. The limbs and extremities are short and thick, but not well

proportioned, and the body is longer than the low stature would seem to

indicate. The head appears larger than it really is, owing to the custom of wearing

the hair long. The face is round and flat, the cheek bones being prominent
;
the

nose broad and fleshy, sunken at its base and never aquiline
;
the eyes small and

slightly lifted at their outer angle, the brow-ridges overhanging, and the glabella

prominent
;
the mouth large, with long fleshy lips

;
the chin square and prominent

;

the teeth large, and generally well preserved; the ears medium, but well lobed.

The hair is black, coarse, and straight. By the men it is worn combed
straight down, cut off just above the shoulders, and forming a fringe across the

forehead
;
by the women it is parted across the centre of the crown and worn in

two lung tresses, in festival times being bound up with strings of silver beads.
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The face and body are almost devoid of hair, and what little appears is

carefully eradicated with silver pincers, even in the pubic region.

Some few Indians wear slight moustaches, but this custom is practically an

innovation, and pertains only to those individuals who are in more direct contact

with the Chilians.

The skin is of a reddish-brown colour : not so dark as the Indians of the north,

and lighter in the mountain tribes than in those who inhabit the regions of the

coast. To tlie south of the Imperial there is a tribe (Boroanos) much lighter in

complexion than usual, among whom individuals of a ruddy tint and chestnut

hair are not uncommon. I was unable to discover if this was due to intermixture

with another race, but among the Indians themselves there was no record of such

having taken place, and they ascribe the fact to climatic agencies.

The eyes are dark brown, nearly black, the sclerotic tawny, and frecpiently

bloodshot.

During any exertion the skin of these Indians exudes a strong, disagreeable

odour. This is common to both sexes, and is a normal condition, as they bathe

frecpiently both in summer and winter. Guevara and other writers mention

the low narrow forehead of this race, but the narrowness is more apparent than

real, as the hair grows low over the forehead and temples, and on measuring the

skulls we find that the contrary is the case, so that the inferior frontal diameter is

exceptionally great.

Artificial deformation of the skull is unknown among these Indians, although

common among the tribes of ancient Peru. Neither do they tattoo the face, body,

or limbs. In former times they painted the face with white or red ochre on entering

battle.

At one time it was common for the headmen to perforate the lobe of the ear

for the insertion of large silver earrings, which were worn as a sign of authority

;

but this custom is dying out, or rather is left only to the women, who, as iu most

barbarous nations, are greatly addicted to personal adornment.

Although from his robust frame it would be supposed that the Araucano was

extremely muscular, his bodily strength and stamina are inferior to those of European

extraction or of the halfbreeds. This has been proved over and over again, both

in the army and on the farm. As a peon he is deficient, and in long or forced

marches the full-blooded Indian is the first to give out. Their lazy sedentary life

prubably accounts for this, as the work is done almost exclusively by the women.

Their physical wants are few, and those the surrounding country supplies in

abundance. They live principally upon roots and such fruits as the enormous

forests provide, an abundance of small game and wild fowl being always at hand

But if wanting in physical energy their senses are acute. Their eyesight and

hearing are remarkably good, and the facility with which they find their w ay
through the trackless forests is little short of marvellous. These qualities were of

the greatest service to them during their prolonged wars with the Spaniards.
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Ceaa^iology of the Araucanos.

In describing the skulls of this race, we can only speak in general terms of the

predominant form and characteristics, not taking into account the numerous

individual variations. As a rule they are sub-brachycephalic or brachycephalic,

hypsi- and akrocephalic in a high degi'ee, phaenozygous, chamaeprosopic, platyopic,

mesoseme, mesorhine, prognathous, and ellipsoid.

The first thing that one notices, at a casual glance, is the broad face and

trochocephalic form of the skull, which looked at from any position presents a

series of rounded surfaces. This is particularly noticeable in Nm'ma, verticalis.

Taking the bregma as centre and as radius, the distance from this point to the

point where the coronal suture meets the temporal crest, the circle described almost

coincides with the posterior outline of the skull, the frontal portion being slightly

elliptical. (See Plate VII, Fig. 2.)

There is also a marked prognathism, especially sub-nasal, and the supraciliary

ridges and glabella are very pronounced.

The generality of the skulls are slightly phaenozygous, although in some the

zygoma are barely seen, owing to the bulging of the skull immediately below the

temporal crests, which helps to give it its globular appearance. The sutures are

for the most part simple, and become synostosed in those individuals who pass the

age of 50.

Norma Icderalis (Plate VII, Fig. 1). Seen in this norma, the prominent

supraciliary ridges and glabella become more apparent, as also the low retreating

forehead. The posterior part of the skull is well rounded, although some few are

a little flattened in the neighbourhood of the lambda.

The projection of the nasal bones is considerable, and the nasal notch deep.

The malars have a considerable downward obliquity, which brings the lower border

of the orbital cavity slightly forward.

The frontal and parietal eminences are not noticeable, being confounded in

the general smooth outline. As a rule the skulls rest well on the mastoids, which

are generally placed directly under the bregma.

The great altitude of the skulls is worthy of remark, and is manifest in this

norma. This point will be noticed more particularly in another place.

Norma facialis (Plate VII, Fig. 3). The ophryo-alveolar diameter is unusually

short in these skulls, which, with the great bizygomatic width, helps to give them

their platyopic appearance. In no other race have I found the facial index

so small.

The frontal is broad, but recedes in a gradual curve from the glabella to the

bregma.

The orbits are usually rectangular and very oblique, the longer axes frequently

meeting on the glabella and the shorter on the alveolar point. The fossae

lacryniae are large and profound, and the bydacryc distance above the average.
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The nasal bones are large and prominent, the apertura pyriforinis heart-shaped,

and the nasal spine only slightly developed.

The malars are full, but not particularly massive, and fall away under the

orbits. In several skulls the infra-orbital suture is persistent, but this is not a

constant characteristic, as in some prehistoric Chilian skulls. All the facial

foramina are large.

Kormri occipitalis. Here the globular form of the skull is again a salient

feature. Few skulls present wormian bones, in which they differ greatly from

Chilian skulls generally.

The greatest transverse diameter is usually found near the squamose edges of

the temporals, and well forward of the parietal eminences, often falling directly

over the mastoids.

Norma basialis. The foramen magnum usually presents an ovoid form,

sometimes pyriform, but very seldom asymmetrical. The condyles are fairly large,

the digastric grooves deep and wide, the styloids large and the mastoids generally

massive. The prevailing form of palate is parabolic, and larger than in most

civilized races, the teeth large and well preserved, but with a pronounced inward

setting of the molars. The prognathism of the incisors is rather pronounced in the

upper jaw, but is not noticeable in the living individual, owing to the long fleshy

upper lip, which well covers the teeth.

Mandibles. Only four of the thirty-one skulls examined were accompanied

by the mandible, so that the

characteristics here noted need not

be considered as racial.

In all four the inward slant of

the molars is marked, although the

incisors are almost vertical.

Another curious formation

noticeable in the whole series, is

the interior bulging of the body

of the mandible under the alveolars

Scale neiriy one-half. "f the molars. This is caused by

the whole dental plane lying well within the inner surfaces of the ascending

Fig. 2.—Section
OF Mandible.

S^;ak‘ orif-half.

ramus and is better shown by a diagram (Fig. 2) showing the

vertical section at the last molar.

The mandibles themselves are heavy, and square, with

prominent chin and high symphysis.

The apophises geini are strongly marked, and the interior

gonian surface deeply scored.

The ascending ramus is narrow and the angle very obtuse.

Cephalic index. The race as a whole may be considered as

sub-brachycephalic with an index of 79 or 80 ; while the

variation lies between 70 and 88.
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25 skulls gave 79'6 (males)

6 „ „ SOT (females)

20 „ (Guevara) ... „ 78'9 (mixed)

7 „ (Medina) ... „ 78-5 „

58 „ 79-5 „

The 58 skulls here given may be classed as follows. (Broca’s classification.)

Dolichocephalic

Sub-dolichocephalic

Mesaticephalic ...

Sub-brachycephalic

Brachycephalic

6 or 10'3 per cent.

10 or 16’9 „

12 or 20-6

15 or 26T

15 or 26T

By this table it is seen that while doliehocephaly is not uncommon, there is a

decided tendency towards brachycephaly.

The average of the 7 skulls given by Medina (Aboriyiiies tie Chile) is lowered

by the very dolichocephalic index of one of them (66‘8). These skulls belonged to

a collection in the Santiago Museum and are of doubtful origin.

My list gives 74 and 86‘7 as the extremes of this index; Guevara’s list gives

72-7 and 84‘8.

Altitudinal IncUj:. I have considered it advisable to give both the length,

height-index and the breadth-height index, together with a mean of the two

(Broca’s mixed-height index) as being the best real exponent of this character.

Length-height. Breadth-height. Mixed height.

25 skulls (males)
...J

6 „ (females) ...{

4 „ (Guevara) ...’

Average ... ...:

77-0 96-2

77-6 95-3

77-6 96-4

77-2 96-0

86-6

86-

4

87-

0

86-6

Frontal Measurements. It has frequently been stated, by dift'erent writers,

that the Araucanos have narrow foreheads. I have already explained that this is

due to the hair growing low over the brows and temples. The frontal, however, is

unusually wide. In 31 skulls I found the minimum frontal diameter, measured

immediately above the orbital ridges, to be 97 mm., 97-9 mm. for 25 males and

94T mm. for 6 females. Medina gives 91T mni. for 7 skulls, but I here repeat

that there is reason to doubt the trustworthiness of this information.

Frontal Index.

25 skulls (male)... ... 69’3

6 „ (female) ... 66’8

Average... ... ... 68’8

Stephanie Indev.

25 skulls (male)... ... 81-3

6 „ (female) ... 80'4

Average 811
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Facial Index. (Broca.) This index is extremely low
;
far less than in any

race that has hitherto come under my notice. The reason of this lies in the very

short ophryo-alveolar diameter while the face is unusually broad.

Bi-zyyomatic Diameter.

25 skulls (males) ... 136 mm.

6 „ (females)... 127'6 „

Average 134-4 „

Ophryo-alveolar Height.

25 skulls (males) ... 77-7

6 „ (females) ... 70-5

Average... ... ... 75-6

Facial Indcj:.

25 skulls (males) ... ... ... ... 57-1'.

6 „ (females) ... ... ... ... 55-2 !

Average ... ... ... ... ... ... 56-7 !

Only in three instances did this index reach 62, the lowest in Broca’s list, and

corresponding to the extinct Tasmanians, while in 11 cases it did not attain to

54:

Cranial Capacity. The cerebral capacity of these skulls is not very higli,

being slightly inferior to the Chilians
;
although compared with Morton’s list, they

show a capacity superior to most American crania.

23 skulls (males) ... ... ... ... 1411 c.c.

6 „ (females) 1361 „

Average 1401 „

Guevara also gives the capacity of 4 skulls, 3 males 1419 c.c. and 1 female

1333 c.c.

The extremes are 1550 c.c. in a male and 1100 in a female skull, but the

great majority lie between 1300 and 1400 c.c.

Prognathism. There is very little facial prognathism in this race owing to

the outstanding glabella and orbital ridges. The sub-nasal prognathism is more

pronounced, being more or less that of the Polynesians.

19 skulls (males) ... ... ... ... 76-2°

4 „ (females) ... ... ... ... 75-8°

Average ... ... ... ... ... ... 76-1°
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FEMALES.

Measurement. 1 2 3

i

1

4 5

I

1

6 ! Average.

j

i

1

General

i

Average.

mm. mui. mm. ! mm. mm. mm. mm. mm.
Length (maximum) .... 175 169 171 180 159 176 171-7 —
Breadth „ 138 142 139

j

145 138 143 141 —
Frontal „ 111 117 115 118 118 124 117-1 —

„ (minimum) 92 93 94 97 87 102 94-1 97

Altitude (basi-bregmal) 136 132 136 129 132-5 134 133*2 135-6

Circumference (horizontal) 504 .
— - 472 512 496

„ (vertical) 495 — —
:
476 502 491

Zygomatic diameter 127 130 128 130
'

122 129 127-6 134-4

Ophryo alveolar diameter 70 71 67 68 75 72 70-5
1

75-6

Orbital length 41 38 41 39
:

37 41 39-5

„ breadth 36
;

35 36 35 34 34 35

Nasal length 55
1

49 52 49 46 51 50-3 —

„ breadth 26 25 24 24 23 25 24-5 —
Cephalic index .... 78-8! 84 81-3 80-5 86-7 81-2 82 80-1

Length-height index TT'T

j

78*1 79-5 71*6 83 76-1 77-6 77-1

Breadth „ „
98-5'

!

92-9 97-8 89 96 93-7 95-3 96

Mixed „ „
1

93-1

:

85 '5 88-6 80-3 89-5 84-9 86-4 86-5

Stephanie index 82-8
1

79-4 81-7 82-2 74 82-2 80*4 81-1

Frontal index 66-6
'

65 '5 67-6 66-9 63
1

71-3 66-8 68-8

Facial „ (Broca) 55-1 - 54-6 52*3
1

52-3 61-4 55-8 55-2 56-9

Orbital „ .... .... ....^ 87-8 921 87-8 89-7 91-9 82-9 86-3 85-3

Nasal „ 47-2
!

51 ,
46-1 49 50 !

49 48-7 4h-6

c.c.
;

C.C. C.C. C.C. C.C.
j

C.C, C.^. C.C.

Capacity 1,455 1,390 1,325 1,490 1,100 1,395 1,361 1,401

Prognathism (sub-nasal) 70’
,

i

i

7P 75^ 78’
i

!

i

1

— 74*2^ 75-8’

VoL. XXXIV. N
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MALES.

Measurement.

Length (maximum)

Breadth

Frontal „

„ (minimum)

Altitude (basi-hregmatic)

mm. mm.
,

171 185

142-5 141

117 116
'

]

07 97 i

130 1.31-5' 134

i i

Circumference (horizontal) 513 501 i 522
j

496

„ (vertical) .... 501
^

487 ‘ 503
j

501

Zygomatic diameter .... 137-5 131 ' 137-5
' 133

j

Ophryo alveolar diameter 78 1 81
j

74 70

Orbital length 44 I 43 41 45
I

„ breadth 34 35 1 33 ! 36

!
:

Nasal length 52-5 54 ^ 53
;

46

„ breadth 24 t 24 '

25
^

26

Cephalic index 78 '6 83
i

76-2 78

I

I

Length-height index .... 75-5 76
|

Breadth „ „ .... 961
|

91-2 93-2 98

Mixed „ ,, .... 85-9 83-6* 82-1 87

Stephanie index 81-9 82-9

1

83-6 82

Frontal index 67-3 68-3
1

68-8 69

Facial

Orbital

Nasal

(Broca)

Cajiacity

Prognathism (sub-nasal)

.

78 i 81
i

74 70
;

,

43 41 45

34 35 i

i

1

33 36

52-5 54 ‘ 53
;

46

24 1 24
'

25 ! 26

78-6 83
;

76 -2
;

78-1

75-5

1

0
i

77

96-1
1

91-2
1

93-2 98-5

85-9 83-6 82-1 87-7

81-9 82-9

1

83-6 82-4

67-3 68-3!
1

68-8
,

691

56-7 61-8 53-8
'

j

52-6

77-4 81-4
I

80-5 80

45-7 44-4 47-1 56'5

c.c.

1250
c.c.

1418

i

j

'

C.C.

1,325

e.c.

70’ 70’ ' 68" 70°

73 68

42 42

37
I

35

54 52

26 26

84
i

75-5

8 9
;

i

10 1

1

1

1

11

i

mm.
i

193 i

mm.
182

mm.
178

mm.
171

143 141 141 141

120 128 128 120

103 97 101 100

139 135 143 136

539 537 527 491

630 518 519 488

135 137-5
1

133 137

72
1

82 81 82

1

I 45
j

44 39 44

36 39 36 37

53 50 48 50

1
28 24 24 24

!
74 77-4 79-2 82-4

;
72 74-1 80-3 79-5

j

97-2
1

95-7 101-4 96-4

' 84-9 84-9 90-8 87-9

85-8

1

75-7 78-9 83-3

i 72 68-8 71-6 70-9

53-3 52-3 60-9 59-8

80
1

90 92-3 84-1

1

52-8 48 50 48
1

i c.c.

1,380

c.c.

1,535

c.c.

1,550

C.C.

1,363

' 72“ 84’ 78’ —
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MALES.

12 13 14

1

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 ^ 22

j

i

23 24 25 Average.

mm. mm. mm.
!

mm. mm. mm. mm.
!
mm. mm. mm. mm. mm. mm. mm. mm.

iVti 178 171 172 178 187 172 174 172 181 168 180 168 180 179-2

137 136 133 141 141 150 150 138 , 139
1

146 136 141 137
1

;
145 141-3

116 113
:
121 127 123

:

120 131 118 111 119 119 125 119
i

: 127 120-5

98 93 102 105 ' 101
1

96
1

100 94 91 102 99 100 93 105 97-9

132 133 132 133 137
1

144 137 137 142 143 133 134 139 145 136-2

501 498 484 505
:
537

1

533 510 _ — — — — — 523 514-7

498 600 493 500 518 530 500 — — — — — 612 505

133 133
'

132 138 133 140 139 139 135 139 131 143 133 140 136

00 83 80 88 81 78 75 74 72 80 78 82 76 78 77-7

41 43 42 41 42 42 40 43 42 41 41 43 43 41 42-2

34 36 35 35 34 39 34 37 34 36 33 38 38 36 35-6

53 55 48 50 51 57 50 54 54 53 54 55 53 49 52

25 25 26 24 26 26 25 24 26 27 27 25 24 2o 25-2

77-8 76-4 77-7 81-9 79-7 80-2, 86 79-3 80-8 80-6 80-1 78-3' 81-5 80-5 79-6

75 ' 74-6 77-1 77-9 83 77 79-6 79-1 82-5 79 731 74-4 82-7 80-5 77

96-3 97-7 99-2 94-3 97-1 91 91-3 99-2 102-1 97-9 97-3 95
1

101-4 100 96-2

86-7 86-1 88-1 66-1 90 84 85-4 89-1 92-3 88-4 85-2 84-7 92 90-2 86-6

84-4 82-3 84-3 82-7 82 80 76-3 79-6 82 85-7 83-2 80 78-1 82-6 81-3

71*0 68-3 76-6 74-4 71*6
1

64
1

66-6 68-1 65-4 70 72-7
'

70-9 67-8
1

72*3 69-3

65-8 62-5 60-6 69-7 60-9 55-7

1

54 53-2 53-3 57-5 59-5 57’3 57-1
1

55*7 57-1

82-9 83-7 83-3 85-3

1

80-9 81-5
1

85 : 88 83 90-2 84-7 93 93 90-2 85-1

47 47-2 54-1 48 51 45-6 50 44-4 48-1 50-9 50 45-4 45-3 51
'

48-4

c.c. C.C. C.C.
'

C.C. C.C. C.C. C.C. C.C.
! C.C. C.C. : C.C. C.C. C.C. C.C. !

1,400 1,363 1'527

j

1,520 1,490 1,460 1,350 1,300 1,510 — 1,363 1,475 1,380 1,510 1,411

1

78’ 78“
!

i

1

78-5“
1

1

L

85“

i

i

78-5“

i
1

— — 75“ 80“ 72“ 76“ '

76-2“
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Guevara’s List.

> 1

rani.

84-8 1

2 81-5

3 84-4

4 77-8

5 72-7

6 84

7 83-4

8 73-5

9 80-2

10 80

11 84-8

12 75-2

13 76-8

14 74-8

15 83-1

16 78

17 80

18 83-9

19 78-1

20 81

Average 78-9

CEPHALIC INDEX

Medina’s List.

1

mm.

1

73-4

2 66-8
1

3 88-8

4 88-2

5 75-9

6 76-4

7 79-7

Average 78-5

' Capacity (Guevara).

c.c.

1 male .... 1,400

2 „ .... 1,433

3 „ .... 1,425

4 female
j

1,333

Guevara’s List.

i

1

! 1

2 3 4 Average.

Length (maximum)
' ram.
167

mm.
178

ram.

167
rnm.
180

mm.

Breadth „ ....' 131 144 141 140

Height (basi-breg.) ....' 130 136 129 142 134-2

Length-height index ...;
77-8 76-4 77-2 78-9 77*6

Breadth ... .... 99-2 93-9 91-4 101-3 d6-4

Mixed .... 88-5 85-1 84-3 90-1 87

Fig. 1.—-Nonna Lateralis.

A—A = 136-2 mm.
B—B =180 mm.
C—F = 77-7 mm.
D—F = 69-9 mm.
E—F = 8-8 mm.

Description of Plate VII.

Fig. 2.—Norma VeHicalis.

A—A = 180 mm.
B—B = 141-3 mm.
C—C = 136 mm.
D—D = Ol-O mm.

Fig. 3 .—Norma Facialis.

A—A = 136-2 mm.
B—B = 97-9 mm.
C—C = 141-5 mm.
D—D = 136 mm.
A— top of oi'bits= 77-7 mm.
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LES SIX EACES COMPOSANT LA POPULATION ACTUELLE
DE L’EUEOPE.

The Hnjxley Lecture for 1904,

Pak le De. J. Denikee, President de la Societe d’Anthropologic de Paris.

[Presented October 7th, 1904.]

[With Plates VIII-XIII.]

II j a sept ans, je publiais les premiers resultats de mes recherches sur les races

europeennes : c’etait le fruit de plusieurs ann^es de travail. Depuis, je continuais

mes recherches, mais, par suite de diverses circonstances, I’ouvrage n’avanfait pas

avec la meme rapiditii que le nombre des annees qui s’accumulaient sur ma tSte.

Or je vois que peut-^tre ma vie ue sera pas assez longue pour pouvoir terminer et

mener h bonne fin cette entreprise, et je profite de I’occasion que m’offre d’unefaqon

si gracieuse lAnthropoIogical Institute of Great Britain and Ireland pour exposer

ici, au moins en resumd, le rdsultat final auquel je suis arrive dans ce tras'ail

meticuleux, quitte k doniier plus tard la justification complete de tout ce que j’avance,

avec les ehiffres detailles et les citations abondantes k I’appui. Ce r&unid je ne

pouvais le faire dans des meilleurs conditions que sous I’invocation de la m^moire

de Huxley et dans le pays ou les etudes des races Europeennes ont pris naissance.

II ne faut pas oublier en effet, que c’est Huxley qui le premier, dans sa

classification des “races humaines” parue eii 1870,“ etablit I’existence des deux

races distinctes parmi les Europe'ens : la race des bruns (Miilancroides) et celle

des blonds (Xanthocroides). D’autre part il est juste de rappeler que les premieres

etudes comparatives sur la somatologie des Europeens ont etc enfantees en

Angleterre ou, il y a exactement un demi-siecle, Beddoe- commenqait ses

recherches, qui aboutissaient en 1893 a la publication de la premiere dtude

d’eiisemble sur les races de I’Europe.'’ Je dois ajouter que quelque annees apres

paraissaient les premiers travaux de Broca sur les races de la France, ou mon maitre

exposait dcjii ses idces sur les races de I’Europe.'* Je remercie done I’Anthropological

> Huxley, T. H., “ On the geographical distribution of the chief modifications of mankind.'’

Journal Ethnological Society, London, new series, vol. ii, 1870, pp. 404, av. carte.

* Beddoe, J., “ On the ancient and modern ethnography of Scotland.” Proc. Soc. oj

Antiquar. of Scotland, Edinburgh, vol. i, 1854, p. 24.3. Il publia ensuite des etudes sur les

Gerniain.s, les Juifs, les Irlandais, les Italiens, les Anglais, les Ecossais, les Beiges, etc.

’ Beddoe, John, “ The anthropological history of Europe,” Khind lectures for 1891, London,

1893, av. cartes.

* Broca, Paul, “ Sur I’ethnologie de la France.” Almioires de la Soc. dlAntkropologie de

Paris. Serie 1, vol. i, 1860, p. 1, av. carte. Voy. aiissi ses memoires sur les engines Extrop^ennes

(1864), sur les Celtes, les Bretons, etc. (1868).
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Institute, en meme temps, et de I’insigiie lionneur qu’il ni’avait fait en m’appelant

a parler devant vous ce soir, et de I’occasion qu’il m’offre de reunir dans un seul

sentiment de veneration et d’estime le nom de Beddoe ii ceux de Huxley et de

Broca, deux illustres savants dont peuvent etre tiei'S les deux pays cpii leur out

doniie naissance et que tant de liens rattachent I’un ii I’autre dans une entente

cordiale.

Au moment on je publiais mes premieres notes prelimiuaires^ on admettait

guueralement que les races qui composent les populations si diverses de I’Europe

sout au nombre de trois. En effet, a cote de la race blonde, dolichocepbale et de

grande taille, que Ton appelait Kymrique, Germanique, Europeenne, etc., et de la race

brune, brachycepliale et de petite taille, qu’on designait sous le nom de Celtique,

Ligure, Gelto-Slave, Touranieiine ou Alpine, on reeounaissait alors I’existence d’uue

troisieme, mise en evidence, si je ne me trompe, par I’anthropologiste beige bien

connu, le professeur Houzc, dcs 1881, et gratifiee du nom de la race Mediterraneenne.

Cette derniere devait comprendre les dolichocepliales bruns de I’Europe meridionale,

mais on n’etait pas tout ii fait d’accord pour lui attribuer soit une grande ou

soit une petite taille. En fin de compte c’est la petite taille qui lui a 6te reconnue,

grace aux materiaux accumules pen a peu, surtout par les savants italiens.

L’enonce de mon opinion relatif a I’existenee de six ou meme peut-etre de

dix races'^ differentes existant au milieu des populations europeenues actuelles a done

dvL forcement rencontrer une certaine opposition, et dans un ouvrage d’ensemble,

fort bien fait, sur les races de I’Europe, paru peu apres mes notes, W. Eipley,®

* Deniker, J., “Les races europeeaties.” Bvlletin de la Soc. cPAntkropol. de Paris, 4 scr.,

vol. iii, pp. 189 et 291, 1897 ; et “Les races de I’Europe,” VAntkropologie, t. 9, Paris, 1898,

p. 113, av. carte.

Voici le tableau de ces races que je me permets de reproduire afin de preciser I'exposition

qui va suivre

1

Race Priucipale.
Race Seeondaire
correspondante.

Races r de grande taille ^ dolichoceph. Nordique . Sub-nordique.

blondes
1 de petite taille

j

sous-biachyceph. Orientale , Vistulienne.

Races
brunes

f de petite biille -I

i

,

1
>

'

1 '

f

t de grande tiiille I

1 dolichoceph.

brachyceph.

sous-dolichoc, ...

brachycepliale.

Ib6ro-Insulaire.

Occidentale.

Atlanto-Mediter . .

.

Adriatique

, Nord-Occident.

. Sub-Adriatique.

= Ripley W., The llaees of Europe, New York, 1899, in 8', av. un appendice bibliograpliique
ot noinbres planches et cartes. Piesque en meme temps parals.sait le premier de mes etudes
ilelailles, de.dinees a Uiontrer quelle etait la Ikusc de mes deductions (Deuiker, J., “Les laces de
1 Kurupe, 1, L indices ce'phcdique oi Europe. Association frani,'aise pour ravaucement des
Science.-', Cuugies de St. Etienne, Paris, 1899, in s

,
uv. 1 ctirte), et mon mauuel d’anthropologis

(Deniker, .J.), The Races of Man, London, J90o, av. tig. et cartes, on je precisais (p. 32.3 et suiv '

mes idees sur les races de rEurope.
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tout en donnant ma classification dans un appendice k son volume, n’a pas cru

devoir se ranger a mon opinion, et continua a repr^senter les peuples europ4ens

comme etant composes seulement de trois races d(ija citees. Suivant lui, mes

races ne sont t£ue des types existant actuellement il est vrai, mais issus, toujours

d’apres lui, du melange des trois races primordiales. Je crois que c’est la plutot

querelle de mots que de notions et d’idees. Sur quoi eu effet se sont bases tons les

savants qui ont soutenu I'existence des trois races eiuropeennes seulement; sur

les differences des caracteres tirees de la stature, de la eouleur des yeux

et des cheveux, et surtout de la forme cranienne, differences que Ton avait

constatees jusqu’alors d’apres les etudes sur les cranes ou sur les sujets vivants

particulierement en Europe centrale, en France, en Italie et dans les lies

Britanniques. Eh bien, ai-je proedde autremeut ? Non. Je me base egalement

sur des donnees de meme nature, avec cette difference seulement, qu’elles sont

boaucoup plus nombreuses et s’^tendent non plus sur une portion de I’Europe

occidentale seulement, mais sur toute I’Europe, sauf quelques points presque

negligeables desormais.

Dans son remarquable ouvrage, Bipley me reproche de n’apporter aucune

preuve tiree de rheredit4 et de la descendance pour etablir mes six races

Europeenes. Mais les savants qui m’ont precede n’ont pas donne davantage

de ces preuves pour etablir leurs trois races. Les arguments en leur faveur que

Eipley a si babilemeiit reunis dans le sixierae chapitre de son livre ne me
paraissent gu6re suffisants. Ils se reduisent a ceci : on retrouve dans les donnees

historiques et arcluiologiques la mention des races blondes et brunes dans les

regions ou on les trouve encore aujourd’hui
;
de plus, I’etude des ossenients

prehistoriques ou protohistoriqiies confirme I’existence de ces races.

Or rien n’est moins fragile que ce genre de preuves. Les citations que Ton

tire des ecrits des auteurs de I’antiquite et du moyen age sont tellement vagiies et

fluctuautes qu’il est impossible d’y recouuaitre une race quelconque
;
en tout cas

elles sont complctenient muettes quant ii la forme de la tete. Si vous y trouvez la

mention de “ blonds ” par exemple, rieii ne vous indique que ces blonds avaient

le crdne rond ou allonge
;
par centre, les ossenients prehistoriques ne vous

renseignent que sur la forme du crane sans donner aucune indication sur la

pigmentation des sujets vivants auxquels ils appartenaient. 11s ne fournissent

aussi qu’une base ties chancelante pour etablir la taille de ces sujets ou la forme de

leur nez. De plus, ces ossements sont encore si peu nombreux qu’il est absolument

impossible de generaliser en se basant sur leur etude, surtout en ce qui concerne la

taille.

Je ne veux pas dire par la que ce que Ton salt de ce cote soit sans valeur

;

au contraire, je suis le premier ii reconnaitre I’importance des recherches sur les

ossemeuts prehistoriques
;
seulement je iiense qu’elles ne pourront donner des

indications precises que dans im avenir plus ou moins eloignc, quand on pourra

reunir des series suffisantes pour etablir par exemple la taille moyeiiue d’apres la

formule de Manouvrier.

u 2
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Quelques sepultures prehistoriques, comine celles par exemple de r%e du fer

eii Scandinavie, pourront peut-etre aussi nous fournir quelques renseigneinents,

sinon sirr la pigmentation des yeux et de la peau, au moins sur la couleur des

cheveux, dans certains cas spdciaux, quand ces cheveux sent conserves sur les

cadavres momifies grace a des conditions particulieres de gisemeut. Mais pour

cela la constatation seule de la couleur des clieveux ne suftit pas, car cette couleur

pent ties bien se transformer du pur brim au pur blond, apres un sejour tres-

prolonge sous la terre, comme le montrent certaines moinies egyptiennes.

II faudrait done etudier les clieveux prehistoriques au microscope, d’apres la

methode de Minakov,' pour voir suivant la forme et la couleur des granulations du

pigment, aiiisi qiie suivant leur groiipemeiit, si les cheveux etaient brims ou blonds

pendant la vie de rindividii. De plus, il faudrait considcu’er la nature des cheveux,

car tons les blonds ii’ont pas la meme nature de cheveux, et il est loin des boucles

blondes dorces et soyeuses que Ton rencontre si frequemment en Angleterre et en

Hollande, aiix cheveux droits, raides, d’un blond filasse, si frequents en Eussie

oil en Finlande, et qui different ii leur tour des cheveux legerements ondules,

d’un blond cendrd, si caracteristiques pour certains Scandinaves.

On pent voir par cette petite digression combien nous somme encore loin de

connaitre Yenseinhlc des caracteres physiques des races prehistoriques ou liistoriques

de I’Europc. .I’appuis sur le mot ciiscmhic, cat e’est d’apres la reunion de plusieurs

caracteres qu’on pent etablir une race et non seuleineiit d’apres la forme cranieune.

On a ete trop longtenips hypnotise' en antliropologie par les donnees

craniologiques et Ton a souvent oublie que pour etaldir la parente des races entre

deux groupes ethniques quelconques, il ne suffit pas de constater qu’ils presentent

la meme forme de la tete ou simplement le meme indice cephalique, sans

s’inqiiieter des aiitres caracteres. Aussi me permettrai-je de renverser

rex[ire.ssioii de Kipley, d’apres laquelle iiies races ne seraient que des “ types’’ et

dire que les anciennes trois races europeenes ethniques sent des “ types craniens
”

et non pas des races. I’oiii qu’ils devienuent des races il leur faudrait joindre

d'autres caracteres, tires de I’etiule tie Yensouhle du corps : taille, pigmentation,

foriue de la face, du nez, conformation du tronc, etc. Beddoe, avec sa perspicacite

habitiielle, a si bien senti cette iiecessite que dans son livre^ il einploie cette

expression ;
“ We have now three craniometrical, if not racial, areas in Europe.”

En somme pour etablir iiies races je me siiis servi de la meme methode que mes
predecesseiirs

;
seuleineiit, j’ai opere sur les donnees beaiicoup plus vastes et

inieux coiitrdlees. 1) autre part, pas plus que iiioi, mes pred&esseurs n’ont fourni

et lie pouiaient fournir des arguments bien .solides tiies de I’lieredite, et cela faiite

de documents siifhsants.

D aUleiirs la reeomiaissanee d’un nombre de races europeenes siiperieur ii trois

dtait en I’air, pour ainsi dire, avant que je ne I’aie formulee en 1897. Sans parler

> ilmakoy, P,, “X etc. (Le.s t-heveus iiu point de vue antliroiX)logique), Rovssbj
i'ntrop<jl.j,jlatcheshj, etc. {Jouriwl ntsse d’Authropologie), Moscou. 1900, p. 8.3.

- The AiUhropologkal llUtorj of Europe, p. lOw.
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cles cinq races europeenes de Kollmann, ^tablies encore en 1880, mais sans beaucoitp

de precision et sur les caractk'es craniens seulement’ on pent citer Beddoe qui,

dejk eu 1893, dit k la suite de la phrase cit<5e plus haut sur les “ races cranio-

m^tricpies ” qu’il faut peut-etre en admettre une quatrifcme, brachyc^phale,

coinprenant cles Finnoia et les Lapons, qui sont en effet des Europ^ens d’aussi

longue date que les Germains ou les Slaves. D’autres auteurs coinme Collignon,

par exemple, admettaient encore en 1881 une race “ Lorraine ” distincte des

trois races classiques, etc.*

D’ailleurs, Eipley _lui nreme n’est pas eloignd d’accepter an inoins deux de

ines races comine suffisamment c^racterisees
;
en parlant de la race Atlanto-

M4diterraneenne, il la eonsidere comme une subdivision de sa race Mediterrancenne

et il admet parfaitement I’existence d’un type authentique (non issu des melanges)

en Bosnie, Serbie et Dalmatie, qu’il identifie avec ma race Adriatique, tout en

voulant expliquer par le melange de la race “ teutonique ” sa presence dans la

valine du Ehone-Saone.* Il ne reste en somme que la race “ Orientale ” cpii nous

separe. Le savant americain ne donne pas de raisons pour son refus de

reconnaissance a ce sujet, mais comme il propose de fondre ma sous-race ou varicHe

“ Vistulienne ” avec la race Orientale, il faut en ileduire que la raison mise en

avant pour celle-lii suffit aussi pour I’Orientale. Or cette raison la void : Eipley

admet comme moi qu’il existe en Pologne et dans les pays voisins un “ type
”

blond, tr^s petit de taille et sous-brachycepliale (caracteres de ma sous-race

Vistulienne), seulement au lieu de voir dans ce type une subdivision ou variete

locale de ma race Orientale, il le eonsidere comme le resultat des mdanges de la

race “ teutone,” grande dolichoedpbale et blonde, avec les Juifs. Tous ceux qui

connaissent un peu les rapport sociaux existant en Pologne entre Juifs et Chretiens

seront donnes de cette explication. Les mariages entre Juifs et Chrdiens sont

dans ce pays plus rares que dans n’importe quelle autre region de I’Europe on ils

ne sont ddja pas si frequents. Mais admettons qu’il en est autrement, que les Juifs

se marient aussi frequemment avec les Chretiens qu’entre eux, alors une autre

question se pose : comment se peut-il >iue les Juifs qui ne constituent que 9 ii 18

pour cent de la population de la Pologne {coy. la carte d’Andree reproduite par

Eipley dans sons hvre, p. o72),aient pu abaisser aussi profondement (de 1 m. 69 a 1

m. 61) la taille de 82 a 91 pour cent des representants de la race “ Teutonique ”
?

Et dans le cas oii cela serait possible, comment se fait-il que les mmnes Juifs,

representaut la meme fraction de la population dans les provinces de la Eussie

oecidentale (A^ilno, Kovno, Grodno, Volhynie), y out laisst'e intacte la taille des

' Kollmann, J., “ Beitriige zu einer Kraniologie cler europiiischen Volker,” Are/nv fur

Anthropologie, vol. 13, 1880-81, pp. 79 et 179 ;
et vol. 14, 1882-83, p. 1.

- Collignon, R., “ Le race Lorraine,” Bulletins de la Soc. des Sciences de Sancy, 1881, p. 3.

^ I.C., p. 601. L’argumentation dont se sert ici Eipley prouve combien est arbitraire le

;riterium des melanges en general. Si les Burgonds (Germains, et pas consequent pres-mios etre

de race “Teutonique”) ont contribuo a relever la taille des “Celtes” bnms et petits de cette

vallee, pourquoi alors les autres representivnts de la meme race n’ont-ils pas fait autant dans le

centre de la Baviere et du Giand Duche de B;»de oil la taille est restce petite ?
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memes representants de la race teutoniqne, qui s’y maintiennent avec une statiire

avantageuse de 1 m. 65 et 1 m. 68 a I’exception de 3 ou 4 districts ? {Voy. la carte

d’Aiiontchin reprodnite par Eipley a la p. 348 de son livre.)

Malgrc ces qnelques observations je dois reconnaitre que la difference des vues

entre Eipley et nioi n’est pas aiissi grande qu’on pourrait le croire. Le savant

anierieain I’admet d’ailleurs lui rneme, et puisque I’oceasion se presente je dois dire

qu’il ne s’agit ici que de mes races proprement dites. Mes sous-races que

j’assiiuile avec lui a ce qu’il appelle les “ types ” ne sont pas en cause ici. Ces

varic4es ou subdivisions de mes races principales ont ete mises en avant par raoi

iniiquenient pour montrer certains faits demandant une explication, et je crois

pour ma part avoir trouve certaines explications qui peut-etre reduiront le nombre

de mes sous-races a deux ou trois.

En dehors de Eipley, plusieurs autres savants ont admis qui ma race

Occidentale(Wettstein, Krassnoff), qui ma race Adriatique (J. Gray, Pantioukhoff).

Plusieurs savants russes reconnaissent I’existence de ma race “ Orientale ” et ma

classification des races Europeennes fut meme introduite dans un manuel de

gcographie en Allemagne par I’anthropologiste bien connu Emile Schmidt,* avec

cette seule modification, qu’il donne comme Eipley le nora de “ type ” k mes races,

et substitue le nom de “ type accessoire ” (Nebentypus) k mon terme de sous-race

ou race secondaire.

Je demande pardon a mes auditeurs et a mes leeteurs de m’6tre dtendu si

longtemps sur la critique et les appreciations de mon oeuvre. Mais cela etait

ndcessaire pour montrer que, malgrc quelques reserves et objections, plusieurs

savants admettent aujourd'hui I’existence de six grandes unites somatologiques

europdennes que je signalais pour la premiere fois en 1897. Qu’on les appelle

“ races ” ou “ types ” peu importe dans I’dtat actuel de I’Anthropologie, oil la notion

de race est si peu definie. Toujours est-il qu’on ne pent nier a I’heure qu’il est

I’existence de six “ unites somatologiques ” principales parmi les populations

actuelles de I’Europe. A I’avenir de decider si ces six unites descendant de 6, 5,

3 ou meme d’une seule race primordiale; actuellement nous n’avons aucune

indication precise a ce sujet, pas plus qu’on n’en avait il y a 20 ans pour les races

de chiens ou autres animaux domestiques.

II ne faut pas conclure de ce que je viens de dire que depuis I’apparition de

mes premieres notes je me suis exclusivement occupe de la faQon dont seraient

accueillies mes ddductions par le momle savant. Loin de la, je me suis appliqud ci

recueillir de nouveaux documents, et ddji dans mon travail detaille sur I’indice

cephalique en Europe* j’ai complete certaines donnees de ma classification.

Depuis, des travaux importants se sont produits un peu partout en Europe ;

en Scandinavie, en Alsace, en Angleterre, en Bulgarie, en Portugal et surtout en
Eussie. Les blancs qui existaient sur mes cartes se sont remplis petit a petit et
aujourdhui je puis dire qu’ii quelques rares exceptions pr^s, je poss^de des
documents anthropologiques sur la taille, la pigmentation et I’indice cdphalique

> Vo,,. Scobel, A., “Geographischea Handbuch,” Leipzig, 1898, p. 184, = l.c., p, 97 ,
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de fans les pays de FEurope. Les seules regions sur lesquelles les I’euseignement

manquent compl^tement sont : le Montenegro et quelques districts de la Turqnie
d Europe (F7ovi-Pazar, snd de I’Albanie, Andrinople) et de la Eussie (pays des

Cosaques d’Oural, quelques points du Caucase). Parmi les regions oil les

renseigTieinents sont inconiplets, il faut citer la Pi’usse, pour laquelle il n’existe que
des renseignements relatifs ii la pigmentation des enfants

;
la Eoumanie, la Serbie,

et le Luxembourg, pour lesquelles je ne poss^de que le cbiffre global de la

taille des recrues et quelques autres renseignements ineomplets
;
et enfin certaines

r<5gions de la Eussie centrale (provinces de Kalouga, d’Orel, de Nijni) et meridionale

(Bessarabie, provinces de Stavropol et de Kharkov, pays des Cosaques du Don),

sur lesquels il n’y a que des cliiffres relatifs a la taille.

A noter aussi les renseignements insuffisants en ce qui concerne I’indice

c4phalique et la pigmentation pour la Hongrie
;

les trop maigres renseignements

que Ton a sur I’indice cephalique pour la Suisse
;
sur I’indice cephalique et la

taille pour le Wurtemberg, la Saxe, le Palatinat et pour quelques petits Etats de

I’Allemagne du Nord. Enfin on ne connait pas encore I’indice cephalique des

populations du Sud-est de la Hollande et, j’ai le regret de le dire, de celles de

plusieurs points des lies Britanniques.

Je dois remarquer aussitot, que des travaux importants s’accomplissent

actuellement on vont s’aecomplir prochainement dans la plupart des regions que je

viens d’dnumdrer. Le professeur G. Schwalbe a propose an 34® congres des

Anthropologistes allemands, tenu I’annee derniere ii Worms, tout un programme

d’litudcs somatologiques sur les habitants de I’Empire Allemand, en exhortant

vivement ses eompatriotes ne pas laisser persister longteraps les taches blanches

sur les cartes anthropologiquesd En Eonmanie des etudes intdressantes ont ete

faites par Mr. Pittard, dont le travail d’ensemble va paraitre prochainement.^ En
Eussie, sous I’impulsion d’Anoutchine et du Dr, Ivanovsky, qui vient de publier

un travail remarquable, synthetisant tout ce qui a etc fait jusqu’ii ce jour dans le

domaine de la somatologie des populations russes,® plusieurs jeunes anthropolo-

gistes sont en train de corapldter les lacunes que prcsentait jnsqu’a present I’dtude

des races de la Eussie. Presque chaque numero du Rovasky antropoloyhi-

tchesky Journal apporte quelque travail nouveau sur un des nombreux peuples

ou rdgions qui entrent dans la composition du vaste Empire de Eussie. Enfin, dans

les lies Britanniques les comites de I’Association pour I’avancement des sciences

et le comite anthropomdtrique irlandais vont sans doute bientot apporter de

• Schwalbe, G., “Ueber eine nmfassende Untersuchung der physik.-anthropolog.

Beschaffenheit der jetzigen BevOlkening des Deutschen Reiches,” Correspoiidens-Blatt. d.

Beulsch. aathropol. Gesellachaft, 1903, No. 9.

Jusqu’a present M. Pittard n’a public que quelques petites notes sur les Albauais, sur

les Grecs et sur les Tsigaiies, qu’il a eu occasion de raesurer pendant son premier voyage en

Eoumanie.

3 Ivanovsky, A., “ Ob antropologhitcheskom,” etc. (La composition anthropologique de la

population de )a Eussie), Izviestia, etc. (Bulletins de la soc. des amis des sc. nat. de Moscou

vol. 105 (formant le vol. 22 de la section anthropologique), in 4’, 1904.
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nouveaux renseiguements pour completer ceux qu’on possede d4ja grdce a-ces

organisations. Quant a moi, je m’efforcerai de vous donner un tableau tres general

des resultats de mes recherclies, r^sultats qui different uu peu de ceux que j’ai

e.\poses en 1897-98, en raison meme de I’accuinulation des mat^riaux nouveaux

parus depuis dans les travaux importants et remarquables que je iie puis, a mon
grand regret, citer ici en details. Je me contenterai de rappeler, dans le eours de

mon expose, ceux qui n’ont pu etre mentionnes ni dans rexcellcnte bibliographie,

qui accompagne le volume de Eipley* et qui doniie tout ce qui a paru jusqu’en

1899 en matieie de somatologie europeenne, ni dans la bibliographie, qui fait suite

a rnon memoire sur I’indice c^phalique en Europe,® et qui s’arrete egalement a

I’annee 1899.

Mais avant de eommencer mon expose je tiens a dire de suite que les

nombreuses recherclies faites depuis la publication de mon mwnoire (1897-99),

tout en apportant des modification de details et des complements precieux, ne

modifient en rien le tableau general de la earacteristique des 6 races europe'ennes

;

elles precisent leur distribution geographique sans en deranger les grands traits

que j’ai indiques jadis
;

et, chose qui me parait avoir une certaine importance,

elles ne rc^'clent I’existence d’aucune race nouvelle. Tout au plus autoriseraient

elles a incorporer une ou deu.x de mes races secondaires dans une race principale

ou a inieux interpreter la signification de ces sous-races.

Ceci dit je passe a la revision des 3 principaux caracteres des races

europeenes en commemjant par I’indice cephalique. En ce qui coneerne ce

caractere important, voici les corrections qu’il faudra apporter ii ma carte,

publiee en 1899 et jointe a mon memoire deja cite.® Je vais me servir plus loin

de ma nomenclature pour 1 indice ceplialique, expliquee dans ce meme memoire
et que je reproduis ici

:

Hyperdolichocephales : indice sur le vivant

Dolichoc^phales

Sous-dolichocephales

Mesoc^phales

Sous-brachycephales. .

.

Brachycephales ... ...

Hyperbrachycephales

Les indices sur le crane sont toujours augmentes de 2

Pour le Portugal les travaux de Sant Anna Marquez* et de A. G. Lopez®
modifient ma carte en ce sens que la moitie septentrionale de ce pays n’est pas
uniformement hyperdolichocephale, mais qu’il y existe, ii I’ouest de Beiru, sur le

I899'

anthropology and ethnology of Europe, Boston,

... 73-75-9

... 76-77-9

... 78-79-9

... 80-81-9

.. 82-83-9

... 84-85-9

... 86-88-9

> I.C., p. 101.

• Je donnerai prochainement lea details de cea

principaux sans donner beauconp de chilfres.

corrections
;
je ne puis citer ici que les traits

* Eetudo de Anthropometria portugtieea, Lisboa, 1898
* Oa Btiroet (th^X Lisboa, 19lX).
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littoral, line zone dolichocephale qui la rattache a la region nord-ouest de I’Espague

ayaut le in^me indice (76'2). Par centre, les liyperdolichocephales semblent ctre

plus frequents que ne I’indiquait ma carte dans le sud du pays.

En France les travaux de Eonchereau sur les habitants du plateau centraP

et de Papillault sur les Parisiens’ ne modifient presque rien dans ines

conclusions. Les cranes anciens que le premier de ces auteurs a niesiires, lui ont

demontre I’angmentation progressive, depuis le quaternaire jusqu’au 19ine siecle

de I’indice eephalique dans la region.* Suivant lui les bracliycephales auvergnats

sont des immigrants recents, veiius du sud-ouest et du sud sur le Plateau Central.

Ce fait est demontre par ma carte oii rarrondissement d’Issoire, le plus meridional

du departement du Puy-de-D6me (le coeur du Plateau Central), est

hyperbrachyc(iphale, comme le departement du Cantal situe encore plus au

sud, tandis que le reste du Puy-de-Dbme est seulemeut brachycephale.

Pour la Sv.isse, les travaux recents de Wettstein^ et de PittaiaP sur les cranes

des Grisons, et ceux de Schrenck''' sur les cranes du canton de Vaud, tout en

confirmant la braehycephalie extreme des habitants des Grisons, soulevent quelques

questions sans les resoudre. Dans les deux regions on constate que I’indice

eephalique sur les vivants est plus faible que sur les cranes. Ce plubiomene tient-

il aux differences des epoques historiques dont proviennent les cranes ou aux

differences des localites oii les mesures ont etc prises, il est difficile de le discerner.

II est possible que I’indice s’est abaisse dans les deux regions par suite des

immigrations des dolichocephales venus du nord, mais pour I’affirmer il faudrait

savoir si les habitants du nord de la Suisse (au nord de la ligne Neucbatel, Beme,

Lucerne, Coire) se rattaclient par la forme de la tete aux sous-brachycdphales de

I’AUemague du sud, ou bien s’ils servent de trait d’union, de soudure, entre

les blocs hyperbrachycephales qui se trouvent immediatement a I’ouest et a I’est,

en France et dans le Tyrol, ilais pour cela nous manquons completement de

documentation.

En ce qui concerne les lies Brifaunu/nes le chifPre de I’indice eephalique des

Irlandais 79T public par Browne' d’apres les mesures sur 165 hommes, differe tres

peu de celui que j’ai donne dejii (78’5) d’apres les 422 observations combinees de

differents auteurs. Quant a la distribution par localites en Irlande, le seul travail

* L’Anthropologie, vol. ix, 1900, p. G91.

= Bulletins et Me'm. de la Soc. diAnthropol. de Paris, 1902, p. 392.

’ L’augtnentatioii de Findice eephalique dans le cours des siecles parait etre un fait presque

general. Matiegka Favait constatee pour la Boheme, Niederle pour les Slaves en general,

Bogdanov pour la Eussie centrale, etc. Et, sans sortir des limites de la France, il suffira

d’ajouter le fait suivant d’apr^s E. Pittard {Le Globe de Geneve, 1900, vol. 39) : 165 cranes

Savoyards anciens (d’Annecy et Chambery) ont un indice de 82-8, correspondant a 84’8 sur le

vivant seulement
;
tandis que les cranes modemes de la Savoie et de la Haute Savoie ofl'rent

des indices moyens de 86 et 87 (87 et 88 sur le vivant).

* Zur Anthropoloffie . . . des Krei%es Diseniis, Zurich, 1902, av. planches.

“ Bulletin Soc. Antkropol. de Lyon, vol. 19 (1901), et 21 (1903).

* Bulletin Soc. Vaiidoise des Sci. Nat., vol. 34 (1898), p. 1, et vol. 35 (1899), p. 1, av. pi.

Proceedings Roy. Irish Academy, ser. 3, vol, v, p. 269, Dublin, 1899 (6).
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nouveau que je eonnaisse, celui cln meme Browne/ perinet cle prolonger la zone

dolichoc^phale du pourtonr de la bale de Galway jusqne dans les lies deGarumna et

de Lettermnlen (indice ceph. 76-9) situees plus an nord-est et dont les habitants

pa.ssent pour les Trlandais les plus purs. A noter aussi que J. Gray- signale une

S(irie du nord-onest de I’lrlande qui contieudrait oO pour cent ile braohycc'phales

;

mais il ne donne aucnn detail i\ ce sujet.

Le travail d’un des plus anciens et des plus estimes eraniologistes du Eoyaume

Uni, j’ai nomine Sir William Turner/ ainsi que le memoire de J. Gray et

J. Tocher‘‘ sur Aberdeenshire, me permettent de remplir quelques blancs sur

ma carte pour I’Ecosse. Le principal merite de ces travaux c’est d’avoir revele

I’existence des regions peupUes par des mdsocephales (ind. ceph. 80-81) dont la

presence en masse dans les lies Britanniques n’a etc encore signalee jusqu’alors que

sur un petit point dans le nord-onest de Tlrlande. Ces regions sont : le comte de

Fife, I’East-Lothian et certains points dans Test d’Aberdeenshire. De plus Sir W.

Turner nous apprend que les lies Shetland sont egalement peuplees de ni&ocdphales,

et, malgre le nombre restreint, cinq seulenient, des crAnes Studies, je crois qu’il faut

neammoins, signaler ce fait car il en explique un autre, qui paraissait anormal

jusqu’alors
:

je fais allusion a la presence des sous-brachycephales dans la plus

mdridionale des ties Fnroer, signalee par moi d’apres Arbo en 1897 et confirmee

depuis par Jorgensson/ Cette existence de brachycephales, jointe k la

m(5soc4phalie coustatde dans Tile moyenne des Faroer par N. Annandale,“ est fi

rapprocher de I’existence des mesocephales en nombre, et d’une forte proportion de

hrachyciiphales sur la cote est de I’Ecosse, dans les lies Shetland, et surtout sur

la cote ouest et sud-ouest de la Norvdje, ou d’apres les recents travaux de

I’infatigable Arbo' la zone nnisocephale, avec quelques points sous-brachycephales,

s’(3tend beaucoup plus loin dans I’intcrieur des terres et le long des cotes que ne le

representait ma carte.

Il ressort de ces rapprochements qxie presque toutes les cotes de la partie

septentrionale de la Jler du Nord et de la partie meridionale de I’Ocdan Arctique

sont ocupees par une popvdation mdsocephale ou sous-brachycephale qui tranche

sur la grande zone dolichocephale du nord de I’Europe.

Cette population, est elle formde de descendants m^tissds des brachycdphales

‘ Proceedings Roy. Irish Academy, ser. 3, vol. v, p. 223, Dublin, 1899 (a).

Man, vol. ii. No. 41 (p. 52), Loudon, 1902.

3 “A Contribution to the Craniology of the People of Scotland,” part 1, Anatomical,

Transactims of the Royad Roc. of Edinburgh, vol. 40, part 3, p. 547, 1903, av. planches.

' Journ. Anthropol. Inst, of Great Britain and Irdand, vol. 30, 1900, p. 104, av. planches.

^ Anthropologiske undersogelser fra Faeroerne (Anthropologia Faeroica) (these), Kobenhavn
1902. L’auteur de ce travail, qui est une mine inepuisable de renseignements, a mesure 2 000
sujets, c’est-a-dire le deux tiers de la population de I’lle

; malheureusement il ne donne pas de
moyennes, mais les brachycephales et les mesocephales (a 80 d’indice et au dessus sur les

vivants) forraent de 44 a 52 j)Our cent de sujets examines, suivant le sexe.

« Proceedings Royal Soc. of Edinburgh, vol. 25 (190.3-4), p. 2.

Ymer, Annee 1900, no. 1, Stockholm, p. 25, 2 cartes.
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de I’age de bronze dont on trouve les restes en Angleterre et en Norvege et que

Grayi vent assimiler a ma race Adriatique ? Cela est bien probable, mais pour

tranche!’ la cpiestion de nouvelles recherches s’iniposent, surtont dans les iles

ecossaises et pent-etre an Danemark.

Eu Svkle, le travail magistral de G. Eetzius et G. Fiirst- a mis en pleine

Inmiere la clolichocephalie forte et presqne uniforme de tons les Suedois. En effet

I’indice cdphalique, dont la moyenne generale pour tout le pays est de TT'd (sur le

vivant, d’apres 45,688 sujets mesures), se maiutient partout dans les limites cie la

dolichocephalie sauf la province de Lappland, tout-ii-fait ai! nord oil I’influence

finoise et lapone se font sentir (i.e. 79’5), et sauf aussi les districts cotiers ou

I’indiee s’abaisse jusqu’a la sous-dolichocephalie (eutre 78 et 79 d’indice). On pent

done pent-etre iHendre a la Suede ce que j’ai dit a propos de la presence

des mesocc'phales sur les cotes de la Norvege et de I’Ecosse. Si je dis

maintenant qu’une note de Berkhan sur la population de Brunswick,"

inaperQue par moi en 1897, jointe au travail de Kruse^ sur la population

d’Andernach (au nord de Coblenz) et au memoire de I’inlassable A. Weisbach sur

les Allemands de la Carinthie,^ epuisent tout ce que j’ai appris de nouveau sur la

somatologie des populations Allemandes daps ees quatres derniores annees, sans

modifier sensibleraent ma carte, j’aurais termine avec I’indice cepbalique en

Europe occidentale.*’

Quand ii I’Europe orientale, les travaux remarquables de F. Westerlund'

pour la Finlande, I’ceuvre magistrale du Dr. Wateff* pour la Bidrjarie, les notes

sur certaines populations Ballaniqucs publiees par le Dr. E. Pittard,“ le m(imoire

sur les Slovenes dfi encore au Dr. Weisbach,*" les notes qui accompagnent

I’album du Dr. Janko*‘ representant les Hongrois des environs du lac Balaton, et

enfin les travaux des divers savants sur les populations de la Bussie si bien resumes

' Man, 1902, No. 41, p. 52.

2 Anthropoloffia tSuecica. BeitrUge zur Anthropologic der Sohn-eden, Stockholm, 1902, fob,

av. nombr. tableaux et cartes.

^ In BeitrUge zur Anthropologic Braunschiccigs, Festschrift, Braunschweig, 1898.
* Bonner Jahrhiicher, 1900, Heft 105, p. 144.

5 Mitteilungen d. Anthropolog. Geselhchaft in Wte7i, nouv. s6r, vol. 20, 1900, p. 79, cartes.

® II faut y ajouter, cependant, pour la Hollaiide, la note du Dr. Kohlbrugge sur les

pecheurs de File Marken (dolichocephales) et de la cote qui lui fait face (sous-brachyc6phales),

Handdingen Nederl. Anthropol. Vereeniging, La Haye, N. 2, Juin, 1904, p. 33.
’ “ Studier i Finlauds Antropologi,” Fennia, vol. 18, No. 2, et vol. 20, No. 2 ; Helsingfors,

1901-2, av. cartes et tableaux.

* Nombreuses Notes publiees dans I’Archiv f. Atithropologie, 1900 a 1903, et un
memoire resumant I’ensemble de ses recherches dans les Bulhtitis et Mein. Soc. Anthropol. de
Paris, 1904, p. 437 (avec carte, fig. et une petite note suppMmentaire de moi-mcme, p. 458).

“ Etude Anthropologique des Grecs d’Europe (Dobrodia), /ferae de VEcole diAnthropologic,

12e annee, Paris, 1902, No. 12; “des Albanais,” Udd., No. 7 ; “de.s Bulgares," Bull. Bor.
Anthropol., Lyon, 1901.

» Mitteilungen Anthropolog. Gesellschaft. in Wien, vol. 33 (3e ser, vol. iii), 1903, p, 234.
" Magyar TypusoJc, Magyarische Typen, Budapest, 1900.
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clans roiivrage cleja cite' de A. Ivanovsky* modifient et snrtout completent plus

sensiblement ina carte pour cette partie cle I’Europe que pour I’ouest du Continent.

Je r&umerai ces modifications en donnant maintenant le tableau d’ensemble

de I’indice c^pbalique en Europe.

Des quatre firandee r^ffions cephalometriques que je determinais en 1897, trois

restent presque intactes dans leurs liinites
;
une rdejimi doHchocepliah avec enclaves

nihocipliales dans le nord-ouest
;
une region plus dolichociphalc dans le sud-ouest

de I’Europe et dans la partie orientale de la presqu’ile Balkanique
;
enfin ime region

tr^s Iracliycepliale au centre de I’Europe oceidentale et dans la partie ouest de la

presqu’ile Balkanique. Quant ii la 4® region, eeUe des sous-hrachyciphides de Test on

peut aujourd’hui assez nettement la delimiter comme occupant seulenient I’interieur

de la Eussie oceidentale, les cotes russe et prussienne de la Baltique, ainsi que la

Pologne etant occupces par les mcisocephales, et les populations slaves de la Eussie

orientale etant aussi niL^oeephales. L’ancienne rcigion 4 (la Eussie et I’ancienne

Pologne) se fraetionne done en trem regions nouvelles : une sous-brachycephale

au centre et deux niesoc^phales a I’ouest et ii Test de cette derni^re.

Examinons maintenant a part chaeune des six regions ainsi nouveUement

etablies. La premiere region (doliehocephale avec enclaves mesocephales) comprend

les lies Britanniques et la Scandinavie, sauf le littoral de la partie septentrionale

de la Mer du Nord, oil la m^socephalie et meme la sous-brachycephaUe

apparaissent avec evidence. (Voy. p. 190.) Cette region s’etend aussi sur

presque toute la cote sud de la Mer du Nord, en Hollande (oil il y a m^me des ilots

sous-brachycephales) et en Allemagne. La cote nord du Pas-de-Calais et la cote

ouest de la Baltique lui appartiennent aussi, mais seulenient par places, par

c^uclques Hots au milieu des mesocephales, notamment en Normandie, sur la cote

sud-ouest de la Finlande (population sucMoise) et parmi les Finnois- occidentaux

(Esthes et Lives).

Les populations occupant cette region different des populations du sud (2me
region) non seulement par leur indice cdphalique plus modere (76 a 79). mais aussi

par plusieurs autres caracteres ; haute taille, pigmentation claire, etc.

La deu deme region (doliehocephale) comprend la peninsule Ibdrique, le sud de
ritalie, les iles de la Mediterranee oceidentale, et se prolonge, par taches Isoldes,

reliees entre elles ou simplement entourees par des zones m&oc^phales en
Aquitaine, sur le littoral du golfe du Lion et de la Mer Ligure. Puis elle reparait
dans la partie est de la presqu’ile Balkanique : en Bulgarie (entremelde d’ilots

mesocephales dans le nord), dans les parties orientales de la Maeddoine et de la

Grbce, et peut-etre dans la plaine du bas-Danube, en Eoumanie. Elle occupe aussi
presque toute la Transcaucasie. Les populations de cette region sont franchement

‘ En dehors de ce travail j’ai profite de quelques autres qui n’y sont pas analyses mais iene mentionnerai que le principal et le plu.s recent memoire de Tchepourkovsky sur la’somato
logic des femmes Grand-russiennes (Kmty Antropol. 1903, p. 13). Les indicescephahques quon y trouve sont comparables avec ceu.x que I’on a pour le reste de la Eussie
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dolichoc4pliales (indice cephalique de 73 a 78), et pour la plupart brunes et de

taille pen 41evee on moyenne.

La troisRme rigion (tres brachycepliale, indice cephalique 84 a 88) se

pr&ente sur la carte comnie un immense triangle, dont le sommet, quelque pen

tronque, s’appuie sur le pays Basque, et dont la base se trouve an voisinage du 10®

degre de longitude est (Greenwich), eiitre les monts de la Thuringe au nord (pres

d’Erfurth), et le point ou les Appenins se rappochent le plus de I’Adriatique au sud

(pres d’Ancone). Cette region triangulaire, entamee par places (en Baviere, dans

le Wurtemberg, dans le Gr. duche de Bade, eii Suisse, dans la Haute Italie) par des

ilots mdsocephales, envoie a Test deux appendices, deux bandes tres brachycephales,

dont Tune couvre la Boheme, les Carpathes et la Transylvauie, tandis que I’autre

se dirige au sud-est, comprenant la Venetie, la Slavonie-Croatie, la Bosnie, la

Dalmatie, la Macedoine orientale, et probablement la Serbie et I’Albanie, car ses

eclaboussures ont et4 constatees jusqu’en Bulgarie occidentale, et I’ouest de la Grtee.

Entre ces deux appendices du nord-est et du sud-est se trouve uue region qui ii’a

ete exploree, au point de vue anthropologique, que dans se partie occidentale

(Autriche alleinande). La, on constate une zone sous-brachycephale (indice

cephalique 82-83) qui s’enfonce comme un coin (dont la pointe serait au voisinage

d’Innsbruck) dans le triangle brachycepliale et determine, en quelque sorte,

la direction initiale de ses deux appendices. Cette zone est delimit^e

approxiinativement par le coui-s du Danube au nord, par celui de la haute Drave

au sud, et comprend quelques ilots mesocephales (en Carintliie, dans la Basse

Autriche, etc.), Les recherches ulterieures, si desirables, en Hongrie et en

Eoumanie, nous diront s’il faut voir dans les habitants de cette zone les

descendants melanges des hyperdolichocephales de la periode hallstattienne (car

c’est la que se trouvent Hallstatt et taut d’autres stations du premier 3.ge dn fer)

;

ou bien si ce sont des freres de race, aux caracteres attenufe, des dolichocephales

de la partie est de la peninsule Balkanique ;
ou bien encore s’ils sont des sujets k

formes craniennes analogues i celles que I’ou rencontre en Eussie.

A ces trois regions de I’Europe occidentale et Balkanique il faut joiudre les

trois regions craniennes de la Eussie. La premiere region me'socephale occiipe tout

le littoral de la Baltique, ii partir de 64° de latitude N. environ (en Einlande)

jusqu’ii Dantzig, et probablement plus ii I’ouest encore jusqu’a I’embouchure de

rOder (en Prusse). Elle se propage fort loin dans I’interieur en Einlande, on

I’indice augmente en allant du sud-ouest au nord-est jusqu’ii s’elever a la sous-

brachycephahe parnii les Kvenes de la province d’Uleaborg et dans Test de la

Einlande peuple de Kareliens. EUe penetre aussi tres loin dans la Pologne

occidentale (a I’onest de la Vistule). Quant au reste de la Eussie, le faible

bombement de terrain (de 200 ii 500 in. d’altitude) qui s’^tend au milieu de ce

pays du nord au sud, depuis les collines de Valdai jiisqu’au voisinage de Kharkov
(50° lat. N.) et qui forme la ligne de partage des eaux entre les bassins du Volga,

de la Dunna, du Dnieper et du Don, y constitue la frontiere naturelle entre les

sous-brachycephales ii I’ouest et les mesocephales a Test. II est difficile de dire
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par quelles formes craiiieiiues est oceiipe le bombement lui-meme, qui n’a pas moins

de 800 kilometres de longueur de N. au S., avec ime largeur moyenne de

200 kilometres, ear o’est la partie de la Russie la moins coiinue au point de vue

antliiopologique
;
les seiiles regions qui y ont ete etudiees sont le district de Toula

(sous-bracliycepliale) et la partie nord de la province de Koursk ('sous-brachy- et

meso-cepliale). Quoiqu’il en soit, on pent nettement distinguer a I’ouest de ce

plateau une vaste region sous-hracliycepliah (2me de la Russie) avec quelques Hots

brachycephales dans le sud des Provinces de Pskov, Novgorod et Tver, aiusi que

dans la depression des marais de Pinsk et dans quelques districts de la Russie

meridionale. Tandis qu’a Test s’etend dans tout le bassin du Volga (sauf la province

de Tver) et du Don, une region rnesocephale (3me de la Russie) au milieu de laquelle

on remarque une multitude d’ilots dolichocephales ou mesocephales des populations

Finnoises (Votiaks, Mordva, Tclieremis, Ziriaues, etc.) et des ilots sous-brachy-

cephales des populations turques (Tatares dn Volga, Tcliouvacbes, Rachkire, etc.).

L’extreme nord de la Russie parait etre peuple, nioitie par les representants de la

premiere region, moitie par ceux de la seconde. Pour le sud de la Russie les

documents manqueut. Les vrais brachycephales, ne reparaissent que sur la bordure

sud-est de la Russie (Kirghiz) et dans Test de la Ciscaucasie (Lesghi, populations

turques du Caucase, etc.)

Passant maintenant aux caracteres tires de la taille, et de la pigmentation, je

serai plus bref, car ayant sous les yeux les deux cartes representant la dis-

tribution de ces caracteres on s’en rendra mieux compte que par de longues

descriptions. Avant d’exposer ce qui concerne la taille, il faut dire que les doiinees

rapportees sur ma carte et provenant, sauf quelques exceptions, des mesures sur les

conscrits, sont uniformisees le plus possible. On salt, en effet, que dans differents

pays on n’admet comme soldats, ou comme on dit, on n’incorpore dans I’armee, que

des conscrits ayant depasse un certain minimum de taille.' D’autre part Ton salt

aussi que certaines observations donnent la taille de tons les conscrits, y compris

ceux qui sont au-dessous de la taille reglementaire. Les chifires fouriiis par ces

derniers ne sont done pas comparables, sans corrections, avec ceux que fournissent

les premieres observations faites seulement sur les incorpores. II fallait uniformiser

tout cela. Void comment je m’y suis pris. J’ai constate tout d’abord, en comparant

les travaux de M. Champouillon (1868) en France, de P. Ricardi (1882) en Italie, de

Lebedev (1894) en Russie, de Key (1885) et de Forssberg (1899) en Suede, de Lorenz

(1895) en Suisse, etc., que la taille augmente pendant une annee de 1 centimetre

au moins chez 75 a 85 pour cent de jeunes gens de 20 a 21 ans. Ensuite (apres

22 ans) elle augmente au.ssi legerement (de i ii 1 cent) jusqu’ii 25-28 ans environ,

mais cette augmentation est compensee plus tard dans la masse de la popidation
par la diminution de la taille (de i a 1 cent) chez les hommes ayant depasse
50 ans. Par suite de cette compensation ou pent coiisiderer la taille des jeunes

Ce iiiihiiiHuu f't. ou tt.ait (c;tr luceiuniciit on a aboli ce ciiteiium dans plu.sieurs pays) de
1 in. 57 I'l 1 tn. 67 cn Allemagne (suivant les corps de troupes;, de 1 m. 57 en SuC-de.de 1 m 54a
1 111 . oG en Espagne, de 1 in. 54 en Prance, de 1 m. 55 cn Autriclie, etc.
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gens de 22 ans coiiime representant la veritable taille moyenne d’une population

donnee.

Ceci etabli, reste ii savoir comment determiuer la taille de toute la population

a cet age etant donne que presque toutes les mesures de taille sont fournies en

general par les mesures des recrues de 20 ii 21 ans, tantot avec exclusion de ceux

qui sont au dessous de la taille reglementaire (selection) tantot en comprenant ces

derniers. Enfin il faut aussi eonsiderer les donnees, plus rares il est vrai, obtenues

par les mesures sur les soldats de 22 a 23 ans, c’est-ii-dire sur des individus

selectionn4s.

Or, d’apres les calculs auxquels je me suis livre pour difterents pays, il m’a ete

possible d’etablir que la taille des incorpores (c’est-ii-dire des conscrits reconnus

bons pour le service, ayant tous la taille au-dessus de la liniite reglementaire)

represente ii pen de chose pres, la taille moyenne de la population male adulte

dans laquelle ils sont pris. En effet, d’une part ces incorpores, ages en general de

20 a 21 ans, vont encore grandir de 1 centimetre environ et par consequent out

une taille de 1 centim. inferieure a celle des adultes
;
mais d’autre part leur taille

moyenne est environ de 1 centimetre superieure a celle des jeunes gens de leur kge

en general, par ce qu’ils sont selectionnes (les individus de petite taille etant

exclus de leur nonibre). Ces deux differences de taille, agissant dans le sens

contraire, se compensent mutuellement, et la taille de ces incorpores repr^sentc

pour ainsi dire ce que deviendra au terme de son accroissement (22 ans) la

taille de tous les jeunes gens de leur age d’uue population donnee, qu’ils soient

au-dessus ou au-dessous de la taille reglementaire exigee pour le service militaired

En consequence de ces calculs je me suis posd les regies suivantes :

—

(1.) Ajouter un centimetre a la taille moyenne cjuand elle est donnee

d’apres les mesures sur tous les conscrits ou appeles, y compris ceux

qiri ont la taille au-dessous du minimum reglementaire, pourvu qu’ils

soient ages de 20 a 21 ans.

(2.) Bien ajouter a la taille moyenne quand elle est donnee d’apres les

mesures sur les incorpores ayant la taille au-dessus du minimum

reglementaire et ages de 20 a 21 ans
;
ou bien quand les mesures

‘ Void conime exemple le calcul que j’ai fait pour la France. D’apres les chififres du
recrutement de 1859-68 la taille moyenne du contingent etait de 1653 mm. Les exemptes pour
defaut de taille (c’est-a-dire ceux qui ont moins de 1 m. 56) repr6sentaient alors 5’3 pour cent des

hommes examines. Supposons done que nous avons 100 de ces hommes du recrutement de
1850-68

; 95 pour cent de ces hommes (contingent) ont la taille de 1 m. 65 ;
le reste (5 pour cent.)

doivent avoir en moyenne 1 m. 50, car ce groupe conqjrend des hommes aj'ant de 1 m. 56 a 1 m.
45 (limite raisonnable pour un adulte normid fi-an^ais). La taille moyenne de 100 hommes
reunis (95 -f 5) sera done de 1642 mm. Mais corame il a ete demontre par Champouillon pour
les soldats franyais de cette epoque, 78 pour cent de ces jeunes gens vont gi andir d’un centimetre

jusqu’a 22 ans
; et comme d’autre part on a tout lieu de croiie que les non-iucorpores (5 pour

cent) vont grandir encore au moins d’autaut, sinon plus, la vraie moyenne pour les 100 hommes
airives au terme de leur croissauce (22 ans) serait done de 1642 mm. + 10 mm. = 1652 mm.
presque juste egale a la moyenne du contingent, 1653 mm.
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sont prises sur les civUs de 22 aiis et plus, pourvu que ceux-ci ne

forment pas un groupe s^lectionne.

(3.) Retranclier un centimitre la taille moyenne quand elle est donuee

d’aprte les mesures des soldats ages de 21 ci 23 ans.

Ces trois regies souffrent quelques exceptions. En Suisse, par exemple, ou les

moyenues sont donnees d’apres les mesures sur les consents de 19 ans qui

grandissent de 2 a 3 centim. jusqu’a 22 ans, j’ai du ajouter 2 centimetres,

tandis qu’en Suede-Norvege je me suis guide d’apres les calculs d’Arbo, de G.

Eetzius, de Hultkranz, etc.

II est inutile d’insister sur tous ces details, il suffira de dire que ma carte

represente cl un clemi-centimetre puts la taille moyenne de la population m3,le

adulte de I’Europe,

Mes cliiffres ainsi corriges ont ete empruntes principalement’ aux travaux de

Fonseca Cardoso et Sant’ Anna Marquez pour le Portugal
;
d’Oloriz et Aranzadi

pour I’Espagne; de la cominis.sion de reciutement de J. Bertillon, CoUignon,

Hovelaque, Herw', Lapouge, Atgier, Bouchereau pour la France
;
de Houze pour la

Belgique
;
de la commission statistique^ pour la Hollande

;
de Beddoe, de Haddon,

de Brown, de Gray et de comites de I’association britaimique (rapporteurs Garson,

Pioberts et Piowson), et du “ Survey ” anthropometrique de I’lrlande, pour le

Boyaume-Uni
;
d’Arbo pour la Norvege

;
du meme auteur, de Jorgensen et

d’Annandale pour les Faroer
;
de Hidtkranz, G. Eetzius et C. Furst pour la Sukle

;

de 0. Ammon, Meisner, Uexkiil, Eanke et Kruse pour I’Allemagne; de S. Brandt

pour I’Alsace-Lorraine
;
de Bedot et Clialumeau pour la Suisse

;
de Goehlert, Haller,

Janko, Kopernicki, Mayer et Weisbach pour I’Autriche-Hongrie
;
de Livi pour

1 Italic
;

d’Anoutchin, Elissieeff, Elkind, Malief, Mainof, Zakrzewski, Talko-

Hryncewicz, Ivanovsky pour la Eussie
;
de Ghiltchenko, Pantioukhof, Svidersky et

Cliautie pour le Caucase
;
de Westerlund pour la Finlande; de Wateff pour la

Bulgaiie
;
de Pittard pour les Grecs, Albanais, etc., etc.

De plus, j ai pu profiter des materiaux inedits, notes manuscrites ou
documents ofticiels non mis dans le commerce, grace a I’obligeance de mon ami le

Dr. Collignon pour la France; du general Van der Burcht-Van Liclitenberg, et mon
ami le Dr. len-Kate pour la Hollande

;
du Dr. Ferraz de Macedo pour le Portugal

;

du Dr. Soren -Hansen pour le Danemark
; du Professeur Vitzu et Dr. Felix^

pour la Eoumanie
;
du Professeur Jouyowitch et du Dr. Lazarievitch^ pour la

Serbie.

' Jo ue douueiai ues iiuhcatioiis

oto moiitionnos piocodenuueiit dans
iiioi-wonie oitoes plus haut.

bibliograpliiques quo pour les travaux qui n’ont jms
ce nionioire ofi dans les bibliographies de Eipley et de

^‘“tistique .les Pays-Bas. Metropole”
; 1894) s’ Graveuhage

;

ale regatuluiEomaneipeannll 89.3”
rfa .crnmare de la Rouma.de), Bucuresci, 1894, p. 40.

1890, p.
18^*

* * lekarstro,” Archive Serle de la me'decine, t. 24, Belgrade,
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Je ne vais pas reproduire ici les chiffres de moyennes pour chaque Etat ou

region,* je me contenterai d’indiquer comment se repartissent les grandes coupures

de ces tallies moyennes espacees de 2 centim. et demi (un pouce) chaciine.

Comme je I’ai deja dit en 1897, il n’y a pas en Europe de populations de petite

taille (au dessous de 1600 mm. ou 63 pouces) si Ton s’en tient i la nomenclature

generate proposee par Topinard. Par centre, les hautes tallies sont assez abon-

dantes et nous comptons en Europe la population possedant la plus haute stature

de I’humanite jusqu’a present connue, j’ai nomme les Ecossais et plus specialement

les Highlanders (moyenne de 1 ni. 765, soit 5 pieds et 10 pouces). Dans ces

conditions je vais me servir du ternie taille moyenne pour les tallies de 1650 a 1675

mm. (5 pieds et 5 pouces a 5 pieds 6 pouces) et appeler tout ce qui est au dessous

“ petites tailles” et tout ce qui est au dessus “grandes tailles.”

En jetant un coup d’oeil sur la carte jointe a ce memoire on s’aperqoit que les

hautes statures sont surtout bien representees dans le nord-ouest du Continent.

La totalite de la population des lies Britanniques (sauf deux districts dans I’ouest

de rirlande oii la taille est petite), de la SuMe, de la Norvege (sauf trois petits

districts de taille moyenne au centre du pays), du nord de la Hollande, du

Sleswig Holstein
;
puis la population de la moitie sud-ouest de la Finlande, de la

cote ouest du Danemark et de la cote des provinces Baltiques en Eussie, sont de

grande taille. Dans le sud-est du Continent il y a aussi de vastes regions ^

population de haute taille : la Dalmatie, la Bosnie-Herz^govine, la Serbie, I’Albanie,

la Macedoine et toute la moitie est du Caucase.

Le reste de I’Europe, k I’exception de quelques ilots (quatre ou cinq arron-

dissements dans Test de la France, I’Alsace-Lorraine, la Franconie bavaroise, le sud

de la Baviere, le nord-est du Tyrol, la Basse Autriche, la Vdnetie, TIstrie et trois

districts dans Touest de la Eussie) est occupe par les populations de moyenne ou

de petite taille.

Les tailles moyennes se groupent surtout au voisinage des grandes tailles

:

dans le nord-est de la France, en Suisse romande, en Belgique, dans le sud de la

Hollande, appuyees sur les hautes statures des Alsaciens-Lorrains d une part, des

Hollandais du nord de Tautre
;
puis au Danemark et probablement en Prusse, sauf

peut-etre les provinces de Test, la Sildsie et les pays des Vendes, ou les petites

tailles doivent dominer a en juger par les pays environnants (Pologne russe, Saxe,

Silesie autrichienne, nord-est de la Boheme). La taille moyenne domine aussi en

Allemagne du sud (sauf le Schwarzwald et le centre de la Bavibre, occupes par les

petites tailles), parmi les Ladins ou Eomanches en Suisse et en Tyrol, enfin dans

les Alpes Italiennes, le centre de la Bohfeme, la Haute-Autriche, la Carinthie, la

‘ On en trouvera les principaux, sans correction, dans uion volume dej4 cite, The Races of

Man. Il faudrait y ajouter la moyenne de 44950 Su^dois d’apres Eetzius (1709 mm.), de

pluaieurs milliera de Finlandais occidentaux (1695 mm.), de Tavastes (1688 mm.), de Kar^liens

(1664), et de Kvenes (1654 mm.), d’apr^s Westerlund ; des 1444 Portugues (1645 mm.), d’apr^s

S. A. Mai-ques
;
enfin des 5024 Bulgares (1665 mm.), et des 200 Mac6doniens (1686 mm.) d’aprds

Wateff.

VoL. XXXIV. P
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Styrie, la Slavonie-Croatie. On voit aussi d’apres la carte que les populations de

taille moyenne relient la region des hautes tadles du nord (HoUande, Sleswig-

Holstein) a celle du sud, qui, comme on a deja vu plus haut, est constituee par la

partie N.-O. de la presqu’ile Balkanique. Le reste de cette presqu’ile est occupe

par les populations de taille moyenne avec des ilots des grandes tallies. En
Eoumanie les tallies moyennes font place aux petites seulement dans le Sud-est de

la Valachie et dans la Moldavie.

Le contraste est assez frappant entre la presqu’ile Balkannique, “ pays a hautes

et tres hautes statures,” et I’ltalie, peninsulaire ou bien la presqu’ile Ibdrique oil

dominent les petites et les tres petites tallies.

Toutefois une zone de taille moyenne (avec quelques ilots de grandes tallies)

se fait reinarquer sur tout le pourtour de la Mediterranee, depuis la province de

Lucques en Italic jusqu’a celle de Valence en Espagne
;
elle reparait, mais plus

frag-mentaire, sur les cotes Oceaniennes de I’Espagne, du Portugal et de la France

ou dans leur voisinage. Elle occupe I’emplacement de ma race “ Atlanto-Mediter-

raneenne.” Enfin les “ tallies moyennes ” sont bien representees dans la region

Baltique de la Russie ou leur zone prolonge celle du N.E. de la Finlande, ainsi que

dans le sud de ce pays ou elles sont en connection avec la region montagneuse de

la Galicie orientale (habitue par les Kuth^nes) ainsi qu’avec “ les tallies moyennes ”

du Caucase occidental et des populations turques du sud-est de la Russie.

Au point de vue de la taille, le bombement central du territoiie russe, que

nous avons signal e plus haut, a propos des indices cephaliques, ne constitue point

une ligne de partage. A I’ouest, au nord et k Test de ce bombement comme sur le

plateau m^me qui le couronne on ne rencontre dans toute la Russie que des

populations de petite taille analogues a celles de la Pologne et de la Moravie et

probablement de la Silesie.

Cette vaste region de “ petites tailles ” communique par d’etroits goulots avec

d’autres zones, occupees par les “ petites tailles ”
: la Moldavie, La Hongrie, le nord

de la Styrie et le centre de la Baviere.

Ces “ petits ” que je qualifierai diorientaux, sont sdpares par uu vaste et

important massif de grandes et moyennes statures, des autres populations de petite

taille qui occupent la moiti^ sud-ouest de la France, la haute vallee du P6 en

Italie et le centre de la Suisse, tout en projetant quelques ilots dans le nord-est de
la France, en Belgique et dans le Schwarzwald. Je qualiferai ces populations de
petits occidentaux pour les distinguer des petits rneridionaux, dont ils sont separes a

leur tour par les populations de haute stature occupant les Pyrenees et le nord des
Apennins. La zone de ces “petits meridionaux ” au milieu de laquelle on
rencontre de nombreux ilots de taille tres petite (au dessous de 1625 mm. ou 5 pieds

4 pouces) couvre toute la presqu’ile Iberique sauf la region littorale indiquee plus
haut et occupee par les tailles “ moyennes,” ainsi que toute I’ltalie meridionale (au
sud de la hgne Eome-Aiicone) et les Ues de la Mdditerranee : Sicile, Sardaicme
(taille la plus basse de toute I’Europe) et la Corse, mais pas les Baltiares dont
la population se rattache ainsi aux Catalans non seulement au point de vue
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linguistique, mais encore au point de viie des caracteres physiques (taille, indice

cephalique et pignaentation). Les limites de ces “ petits meridionaux ” sur la carte

sont presque celles de ma race Ibiro-Inmlaire.

Pour la pigmentation je serai encore plus bref que pour la taille.

La raison en est qu’il serait trop long d’expliquer comment je combine les

donnees fournies par differents auteurs sur la couleur des yeux et des cheveux.

II suffira de dire que je prends pour base la repartition du type hrun en Europe

comme etant la moins discutable. Ce faisant, j’ai soin d’apporter certaines

corrections quand j’utilise les materiaux fournis par des observations sur les enfants

:

en general j’augmente de 10 a 20 pour cent, suivant les pays (soit en moyenne de

15 pour cent) le notnbre des bruns dans ce cas. Cette correction est le resultat des

nombreuses eomparaisons faites entre les observations sur les enfants et sur les

adultes dans les memes regions. D’ailleurs, c’est au meme cbiffre de 15 pour

cent que c’est arrete Virchow dans son enquete sur la population scolaire de

I’Allemagne.

La carte que j’ai ainsi obtenue, et que est reproduite ^ la suite de ce

memoire, ne represente que la base de la repartition des bruns et des blonds en

Europe. En etablissant mes “races,” j’ai tenu compte aussi des rdsultats pour

la repartition des cheveux blonds, des yeux fences ou bruns (carte la plus sure),

des yeux clairs, etc., d’apres les reports faits sur des cartes sp^ciales.

Pour etablir ces cartes de la couleur des yeux et des cheveux, je me suis servi,

outre les travaux de la plupart des auteurs cites plus Iiaut, des documents publics

par H. Sainz et Aranzadi pour I’Espagne; par Topinard pour la France; par

Vanderkindere pour la Belgique
;

par la commission scolaire (rapporteur

E. Virchow) pour I'Allemagne
;
par Studer, Froelich, et Kollmann pour la Suisse

;

par Schiinmer pour I’Autriche
;
par Soren-Hansen pour le Danemark

;
par Emme,

Grube, Ikof, Valdhauer, Waber, Yantchouk, Zograf, Ivanovsky pour la Kussie;

par Ornstein pour la Grece
;
par L. Bolk pour la Hollande

;
par Janko pour la

Hongrie, etc.’

J’ai eu egalemeut a ma disposition certains documents inedits concemant ce

caractere
;

les plus importants m’ont ete fournis par le Dr. Topinard pour la

France et par le Dr. Ferraz de Macedo pour le Portugal.

La carte ci-jointe de la repartition du type brun, parle pour ainsi dire d’elle-

meine. J’appellerai les trois zones qu’elle met en evidence : la zone des ehdtains

ou intermediaires (de 17 h 30 pour cent du “ type brun,” c’est-ii-dire des individus

aux cheveux bruns et aux yeux fouces); la zone des blonds (moins de 17 pour cent

du type brun)
;

et la zone des bruns (plus de 30 pour cent du type brun).

* Pour la bibliographie de ces ouvrages, voy. ce qui a et6 dit plus haut. II ne me reste

qu’a ajouter les indications suivantes : L. Bolk : “De Verspreiding van hetblondine en brunette

type in ons land” (Distribution des types blond et brun dans notre pays), Verslag K. Akademie
V. Vetenshappen, Amsterdam (S6ance du 23 Avril, 1904), av. carte

;
et Froelich :

“ Le recrutement

dans la Suisse italienne,” Revue medicare de la Suisse romaiide, 13e annee, Geneve, 1893, p. 194,

248 et 293.

p 2
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Les limites extremes sent 3 pour cent (Suede) et 70 pour cent (Italie

ineridionale).

Ces zones se succMent du nord (blonds) aii sud (bruns), mais leurs limites

forment des lignes tres sinueuses et qui parfois font toucher la zone brune par la

zone blonde (par exemple pres de Liege, sur les rives du Dnieper pres de Kiev

et aux environs de Perm). La frontiere des blonds au nord ne depasse guere le

50e parallele en Allemagne et dans I’ouest de la Pologne Eusse. Mais cette

ligne se releve a I’ouest de I’Allemagne, gUssant le long de la frontiere,

entre la Belgique et la Hollande et passant par Utrecht et Rotterdam dans les lies

Britanniques, ou elle separe le sud-ouest de I’Angleterre et le pays de Galles du

reste du Eoyaume-Uni. Dans I’ouest de la Pologne russe, la ligne limite des

blonds fait un crochet au nord vers I’endroit oii la Vistule entre en Prusse, se

rejette ensuite au S.E., jusqu’a la rive gauche du Dneiper en aval de la ville de

Tcherkassy, remonte le courant de ce fleuve, puis celui de la Desna jusqu’a ses

sources pour se diriger au nord vers les sources du Volga, et ensuite a I’est, passant

pres des villes ; Vesyogonsk, Vologda, Kostroma. A la hauteur de la ville de

Kologriv, la ligne dessine un golfe et se dirige au sud-ouest jusqu’a Vladimir, pour

revenir de nouveau a Test vers la ville de Viatka et y decrire ensuite un golfe a

I’est en contournant les villes de Perm, Solikamsk, et Tcherdyn
;

elle remonte

enfin au N., vers Mesen.

La limite extreme des “ bruns ” vers le nord offre une ligne bien plus

mouvementde. Elle commence au pied du Cotentin a Avranches, decrit une

courhe qui passe par Orleans, Paris, St. Quentin, Mons, Bruxelles, puis descend

vers Liege: tombe a IMetz, Nancy, Strasbourg, Bale, Berne et suit la frontiere

franco-italienne jusqu’au \oisinage de la Mediterran^e. La elle affleure les c&tes

des Alpes Liguriennes, puis contourne la region des lacs de la Haute-Italie et se

redresse vers le nord, passant par Uri et Zurich jusqu’au lac de Constance, d’ou elle

oblique au sud-est, vers Bregenz et Botzen pour arriver k I’Adriatique, cotoyant la

frontiere ouest de la Venetie. Plongeant pourainsi dire sous la nier, la ligne limite

reapparait en Istrie, on elle suit la frontiere nord de la Croatie et passe en
Cai'inthie pres de Cilli jusqu’au confins de la Hongrie. Sa direction ulterieure vers

I’orient n’est que problematique en grande partie. Elle doit frdler la rive sud du
lac Balaton, et se porter en Hongrie vers re.st jusqu’en Bukovine qu’elle separe,

comme on le salt par les travaux de la Commission scolaire autrichienne, de la

Galicie
,
puis desceudre le Dniester, se porter vers le Dnieper, remonter ce fleuve

sur sa rive gauche aux environs de Kiev, passer ensuite au voisinage de Kharkov,
Poltava, Ekaterinoslav, et se diriger finalement a Test vers les campements des
Kalmouks d Astrakhan. De la la ligne-limite se porte au Caucase, puis sautant la

Caspienne, passe au nord de I’habitat des Khirgiz, des Bachkirs, des Tartars et
des Finnois a 1 est du Volga, pour se rapprocher enfin, pr^s de Perm, de la ligne
frontiere des blonds en Eussie. Les pays compris entre les deux lignes que je
viens de decrire, sont occupes par les populations a type mixte ou chatain (cheveux
ehatains, yeux clairs ou fonces). II est bien entendu que dans cette zone mixte, on
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rencontre des ilots de populations blondes et surtout “ brunes,” de meme que dans

chacune des deux zones prdcedentes on trouve des ilots intermediaires. Voici

quelques indications a ce sujet :

—

1°. Les ilots de blonds dans la zone des “ chatains ” sont assez rares

;

on les remarque au sud de I’Angleterre (la rdgion composde de

Berkshire, d’Oxfordshire, de Hampshire, de Sussex et de Middlesex,

ainsi que le conite de Somerset) puis pres de I,emberg en Galicie et

enfin dans le sud de la Eussie (region qui comprend tout ou partie

des provinces de Kharkov, de Koursk, de Voroneje, de Tambov, de

Saratov, d’Astrakhan et peut-etre le nord du pays des Cosaques du

Don).^

Le bombement central de la Eussie deja mentionne plus haut,

est entoure ainsi au nord, au sud et a I’ouest par des populations

“ blondes ”
;
a Test se trouve la region nnxte ou les Tatares et les

Finnois bruns sont intercal4s entre les Eusses et les Finnois chatains.

Pour le bombement meme, aucune indication. Seul le district de

Toula s’y trouve marque comine appartenant aux “ blonds.”

2°. Quant aux Hots des “ bruns ” dans la zone des “ chatains,” ils sont

assez nombreux, mais tons tres petits. Les principaux sont

:

Salzbourg, Carinthie, district de Lemberg, le uord-ouest de la

Boh^me en Autriche
;
les territoires occupds par les populations de

race turque dans Test de la Eussie, etc.

3°. Les Hots des “ chatains “ dans la zone des “ blonds ” se rencontrent,

pour ainsi dire, exclusivement dans les lies Britanniques, notamment

en ^cosse (lianarkshire) et en Irlande (Clare, Tipperary, Meath et

Tile de Man).

4°. Par centre, les regions occupies par les chatains dans la zone des

bruns sont assez nombrenses en Europe occidentale Ce sont

;

tout I’est de la France depuis Mezieres jusqu’a Lyon
;
puis un

point en Italie (pres de Spezzia)
;
plusieurs points de la Dalmatie

du nord
;
mais on n’en trouve guere en Eussie oil d’ailleurs la

zone des bruns est encore tres incertaine.

Me voH^ au terme du resume de ce que Ton salt sur I’indice cephalique, la

taille et la pigmentation des populations europeennes. En y ajoutaut d’autres donnees

sur la forme de la face, la configuration du nez, la nature des cheveux, etc., j ’arrive

k caracteriser mieux que jadis les six races de I’Europe et a mieux les localiser.

Je donne tres bri^vement cette caracteristique et cette localisation. En la

comparant avec ce que j’ai dit en 1897-98, on verra les modifications que j’ai

du apporter et qui en somme sont moins importantes que je ne I’attendais.

1°. Race hlmide dolichociphale, de tris grande taille, que Ton pent appeler race

nordique, parce que ses representaiits sont groupes presque exclusivement dans

' En dehors de cette region il faut signaler en Russie un Hot de blonds au milieu de
“ chatains ” le long de la vallee du Kama.
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le nord de TEurope. Caracteres principaux : taille tres elevee (1 m. 73 en moyenne),

cheveux blonds souples, souvent roussatres, ondules
;
yeux clairs, pour la plupart

bleus
;
tgte allongfe, dolichocephale (ind. eeph. sur le viv. de 76 a 79)

;

peau

d’un blanc rose
;
face allongee, nez proerninent, droit. Le type pur ou legerement

modifi^ de cette race est repandu en Suede, Danemark, Norvege (sauf le

littoral sud et ouest)
;
dans le nord de I’^lcosse

;
sur la cote est et dans le nord

de I’Angleterre
;

probablement dans le nord-est de I’lrlande
;

dans les iles

septentrionales de Far-Oer; en Hollande (au nord du Rhtu); dans les pays

Prisons
;
dans I’Oldenbourg, le Sleswig-Holstein, le Mecklembourg et probablement

dans les pays avoisinnant en Prusse
;
enfin sur les cotes des provinces Baltiques

de la Eussie et parmi la population parlant suedois de la cote de Finlande.

C’est la race kymriqiie de Broca, la race germanique ou des Eeihengrseber

des auteurs allemands, la race “ teutonique ” de Eipley, ou enfin YHomo Europceus

de Lapouge-Ammon.

A cette race se rattache itne race secondaire, hlonde ou chdtain, mhociphale, de

grande taille ou de taille moyenne {suh-nordiqiie), a face anguleuse, 4 nez retroussd et

aux cheveux droits assez raides et d’un blond filasse ou cendre
;
elle est r^paudue

surtout dans I’Allemagne du Nord, parmi les Letto-Lithuaniens, parmi les Tavastes

et les Savolaks en Finlande
;
peut-gtre aussi sur la c6te ouest de Norv^ge et en

Danemark
;
sur la cote ouest de I’^cosse, dans le sud des Far-Oer (restes des

populations de I’age du bronze dans cette rdgion ?)

2°. Race Uonde, sous-hracliyciphale, de petite taille, ou race orientale, ainsi

nomm^e parce que ses representants sont surtout nombreux dans Test de

I’Europe. Caracteres principaux : taille peu Elevee (1 m. 63 ou 1 m. 64 en moyenne) ;

tete assez arrondie (ind. cdph. 82 a 83 sur le viv.)
;
cheveux blonds cendres ou filasse,

droits
;
face large, carree

;
nez souvent retrousse

;
yeux bleus ou gris. Les reprd-

sentants de ce type sont les Bielorousses, les Poliechtchouki des marais de Pinsk.

A retat de melange avec les types tatar ou finnois cette race est frdquente parmi

les Velikorousses ou Grands-Eussiens du nord de la Eussie. On la rencontre

dgalement par places dans la Eussie meridionale ainsi que parmi les Kareliens de

la Finlande.

A cette race il faudrait rattacher une raxe secondaire, Uonde oti chdtain,

mesocephale, de tris petite taille (race vistuliennx), dont les caracteres se recontrent

frequemment parmi les Polonais, les Kachoubes de la Prusse, ainsi que probablement

en Saxe et en Silesie.

A I’etat de melange on la retrouve parmi les Lithuaniens, et dans certeines

populations russes du nord (Vologda, Olonetz), du sud (Koursk, Voroneje) et du
centre (Eiazan, ouest de la province de Yaroslav). II est bien possible que cette

variete doit se confondre avec la race orientale et meme lui dormer son nom.
3°. Race hrune, dolichociphale, de petite taille, appelde ih6ro-insulairc, parce

qu’elle est repandue pour ainsi dire sans partage dans la presqu’ile Ib4rique (sauf
certaines cotes) et dans les iles de la M4diterranee occidentale (Corse, Sardaigne,
etc.). On la rencontre cependant, presque pure ou legerement attfinu^J, en France
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(dans I’Angoumois, le Limousin et le Perigord), en Italic meridionale (au sud de la

ligne Eome-Ascoli. melanges jusqu’a la hauteur de Naples, presque pure plus au

sud). Caracteres principaux : taUle tres petite (1 ra. 61 a 1 m. 62 en moyenne) : tete

tres allonges (ind. ceph. moy. : 73 a 76 sur le viv.) : cheveux noirs parfois boucl^s
;

yeux tres fonc4s, peau basan4e ;
nez droit ou retrousse, etc. C’est la “ race

mMiterraneenne,” ou Homo mediterraneus, ou encore les “ dolichoc4phales bruns
”

de certains auteurs.

4°. Race brv.m, tris hrachyc4phale, de petite faille, denomm^e race c4venole ou

occidentale a cause de la localisation de son type le mieux caracterise dans I’extrSme

Quest de I’Europe continentale, dans les Cevennes, sur le plateau central et aussi

dans les Alpes occidentales. Mais on la rencontre, att^nuee, il est vrai, par des

melanges, dans rint4rieur de la Bretagne (sauf le Morbilian), dans le Poitou, le

Quercy
;
elle reparait assez pure en Provence, puis en Itabe dans la haute vall4e du

P6, en Ombrie, dans une partie de la Toscane, en Transylvanie et probablement au

centre de la Hongrie. Melangee avec d’autres races, elle se retrouve sur une foule

de points de I’Europe, depuis le bassin de la Loire moyenne, jusqu’au sud-ouest de

la Eussie, passant par le Piemont, probablement par la Suisse centrale, puis par le

Schwarzwald, le centre de la Baviere, la (larinthie, la Moravie, la G-alicie, jusqu’k

la Podolie. En Italic meridionale elle se melange avec la race ibero-insulaire.

C’est la race celtique, celto-ligure, celto-slave, sarmate, rh4tienne, ligure, ou Homo

alpinus des diff4rents auteurs. Elle est caract4ris4e par le cr§.ne tres arrondi (ind.

c4ph. moy. sur le viv. : 85-87), par la petitesse de la taille (Im. 63—Im. 64) ;
par les

cheveux bruns ou noirs et les yeux d’un brun clair ou fonc4
;
par la face arrondie,

le corps trapu, le nez assez large.

5°. Race hrune, scms-dolichocdphale, de grande taille, race Littorale ou Atlanto-

nUditerranienne, ainsi nomm4e parce qu’eEe est repandue sur le pourtour de la

M4diterran4e, depuis Gibraltar jusqu’5, I’embouchure du Tibre ainsi que dans la

partie est de la presqu’ile Balkannique (est de la Bulgarie, Mac4doine, Greee,

etc.) et sur plusieurs points du littoral atlantique : en Es})agne, de Gibraltar a I’em-

bouchure du Guadalquivir
;
sur la cote dans le nord du Portugal et sur le golfe de

Gascogne
;
dans la basse vallee de la Loire, etc. On ne la rencontre plus ou moins

pure nulle part a plus de 200 ou 250 kilometres de la mer. Elle se distingue par

sa tendance vers la m4socephalie (ind. ceph. moy. 79 a 80 chez le vivant), par la

taille moyenne qui depasse rarement 1 m. 66 ou 1 m. 67, et par la coloration tr^s

fonc4e des yeux et des cheveux.

6°. Race Tmine, hrachyciphale, de grande taille, appeUe Adriatique ou Dinarique,

parce que ses repr4sentants les plus purs se rencontrent sur le pourtour de

I’Adriatique du Nord et surtout en Bosnie, Dalmatie, Croatie et presque dans

toute la partie centrale de la presqu’ile Balkanique. On la rencontre aussi, un peu

modifi4e il est vrai, dans la Eomagne et la Vendtie, parmi les Ladins du Tyrol,

parmi les Eoumanches de la Suisse, ainsi que dans la region franco-beige qui s’dtend

du S. au N., depuis Lyon jusqu’i Liege entre la Loire et la Saone d’abord, puis

sur le plateau de Langres, dans les hautes valldes de la Saone et de la Moselle
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ainsi que daus les Ardennes et peut-etre dans la province de Zelande (Pays Bas).

Caracceres essentiels : taille elevde (1 m. 68 a 1 m. 72 en moyenne), extrenae

brachycdphalie (81-86 indice cephalique), cheveux bruns, nez fin, droit on convexe,

teint legerement basane. Les memes caraeteres un pen attenuds se rencontrent

chez les populations de la basse vallde du Po, du nord-ouest de la Boh^me, probable-

ment dans la Suisse Eomande, en Alsace Lorraine, en France a Test du cours moyen

de la Loire (entre Eoanne et Orleans)
;
enfin dans la basse Autriche, en Moravie,

parmi les niontagnards Euthenes des Carpathes et les Ukrainiens de la province de

Poltava.

A ces deux dernieres races il faut ajouter deux races secondaires qui sent

peut-etre simplement des “ types ” issus du melange de ces deux races entre elles,

ou avec les races Nordique, Sub-nordique et Occidentale.

Race secondaire, Nord-Occidentale, doIieJioc^phale ou misocephale, aux cheveux

chdtains, parfois presque bruns. C’est une race interm^diaire entre la Nordique et

I’Atlanto-Mediterraneenne. On la rencontre principalement dans I’ouest de lirlande,

dans le sud-ouest de I’Angleterre, dans tout le pays de Galles, dans I’ouest de la

Belgique, dans le sud de la Hollande et plus raremeut en Picardie et en Normandie.

Race secondaire, suh-Adricdique, sous-brachyc6phale plus rarement brachyciphale,

de taille moyenne, aux cheveux chdtains. La taille dans cette race se maintient aux

environs de 1 m. 66 et I’indice cephalique varie de 82 a 84 Elle est issue

probablement du mdlange de la race Adriatique avec la race sub-Nordique et

Occidentale.

Elle est r4paadue dans les pays suivantes : dans le Perche, la Champagne, la

Franche-Comte, le Luxembourg, la province de Zelande (Hollande), les provinces

Eh^nanes, le nord du grand duche de Bade, Test de la Baviere, le sud-est de la

Boh^me. On la trouve aussi parmi les Slovenes et dans une partie de la Lombardie
et de la Ven^tie. Elle est melangee avec la race occidentale en Suisse, et dans

I’AHemagne du Sud
;
avec la race Nordique en Allemagne centrale et peut-etre

dans le Luxembourg hollandais.

Tels sont les resultats gendraux de mes recberches, mis a jour d’apres les

travaux les plus recents. II me semble qu’ils justifient pleinement la reconnaissance

de la legitimitd de mes six races europeennes.

Tout anthropologiste impartial qui lira attentivement mon expose et examinera
mes cartes sera amend, je I’espere, ^ ajouter aux trois races europdennes classiques :

Nordique {Homo Europeus), Occidentale {Homo Alpinus), et Ibdro-insulaire
(H'umu il/fdifcrranrRs), encore trois autres : Orientale, Atlanto-Mdditerrandenne, et
Adriatique que Ion pourrait aussi appeler respectivemeut ; Homo Vistulensis,
Homo Atlanio-Mediterraneus, et Homo Adriaticus.

Note Suppl^mextaiee.

Depuis que ma confdrence a etc imprimde j’ai re<^u quelques nouvelles
publications qui eompletent les renseignements sur lesquels je m’appuie dans mes
conclusions.
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L’une de ces publications est la suite des etudes patientes que M. Arbo pour-

suit en N’orvege depuis pres de 20 ans.^ Elle se rapporte a la province de

Bratsberg, qui forme I’arriere-pays de la partie sud-ouest de la cote norvegienne a

populations plus on moins brachyc4phales. Comme on pourrait s’y attendre, les

Norv^giens de la partie orieiitale de cette province appartiennent a la race

Nordique pure, tandis que ceux de la partie occidentale, plus proche de la zone

meso- et sous-brachycdphale, oBrent un type melang4 (tete plus arrondie, face et nez

plus larges, mais taille plus haute et pigmentation plus claire^) se rapprochant de

celui de la race sub-nordique comme le prouvent d’ailleurs les excellentes

photogravures jointes an memoire. Certains de ces types rappellent les habitants

du nord-ouest de la Eussie, ou domine, comme on le sait, la race Orientale. La

presence de cette derniere race nous est revelee aussi d’une maniere tres precise en

Finlande par un nouveau travail de Westerlund® qui a etudie, sur plus de 5,000

sujets, la pigmentation d’apres la m^thode suivie par G. Eetzius et Fiirst en Suede.

II r4sulte de ce travail que les Suedois de la Finlande sent legerement moins blonds

que ceux du royaume et ont presque la m^me pigmentation que les Finnois

occidentaux (Suomi) qui forment le gros de la population de la Finlande. D’autre

part, ces derniers, dans les districts limitrophes de la Suede sont plus blonds que

les Suedois du Nord. On ne pent done pas expliquer, comme le supposaient

Eetzius et Fiirst, par le m41ange avec les Finnois la frequence relative du type

ch§,tain parmi les habitants du nord de la Subde. II faudrait plutot incriminer ici

I’infusion de sang lapon, comme il faut chercher dans le melange avec les Finnois

orientaux (ou Finno-Ougrieus) I’explication de la frequence relative du meine type

ch3,tain parmi les Kar41iens de la Finlande orientale. Notons enfin que les yeux

gris et les cheveux blond-cendres sont plus frequents parmi les Finnois occidentaux

que parmi les Suedois, par centre, chez ces derniers, les yeux bleus et les cheveux

blond-dor4s sont un peu plus frequents que chez les Finnois occidentaux.

En nous transportant a I’autre bout de I’Europe, en Eoumanie, nous pouvons

constater, grace aux travaux d’E. Pittard,'* les faits suivants, se rapportant a

I’indiee c4phalique et k la pigmentation. Les Eoumaines du royaume, tons tres

bruns, semblent etre moins brachyc4phale que ceux de la Transylvanie et de la

Bukovine. Leur indice c4phalique moyen est de 82, 9. Les montagnards sont

plus brachyc4phales (84, 4) que les habitants de la plaine (83). D’apr4s les series

de cranes, les Eoumains de la Dobrodja se rapprochent de ces derniers (82, 6, indice

‘ Ai'bo, “ Fortsatte Bidrag til Norgea anthropologi.” VI. Bratsberg Auit. Vidensl-ahs-

Sehkdbets Skrifter. I. Math-naturv. kl., 1904 ; No. 5. Christiania
; av. fig. et carte,

’ II est intSressant a noter que, contrairement a ce qui a ete trouv6 par Collignon pour le

sud-ouest de la France, la largeur de la face et du nez ne sont pas ici fonctions de la taille

;

mais cela ne paralt etre vrai que pour les m^soc^phales
; les soua-brachycephales blonds sont

plus petits et appartiennent probablement a la race orientale.

^ F. W. Westerlund, “ Studier i Finlands Anthropologi. IV. Ogon-och harfarg.” Fennia,
t. 21, No. 5. Helsingfors, 1904.

* E. Pittard, “ Anthropologie de la Eoumanie,” Bui. Soc. des Sciences de Bucarest— Roumanie,
an 12, 1903, no. 1 et 2, av. fig. (E6suine dans VAnthropologie, t. 14, 1903, p. 33). Du
mSme : 30 cr&nes roumains provenant de la Moldavie

; ibid., no. 3-4, p. 223.
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augmeute de 2 unites), tandis que les Koumains de la Moldavie ont I’indice des

montagnards (84, 4).

Transportde sur la carte, cetle indication fait ressortir de la faqon la plus

4vidente un fait important qu’on peut formuler ainsi : la zone de distribution des

brachycephales en Europe centrale coincide avec la region montagneuse, du Plateau

Central aux Karpates
;
tandis que dans les peninsules du sud, c’est la montagne

qui est occupee par les dolichocephales, les formes plus arrondies de la t§te etant

eonfinees dans la plaine. Cette repartition est tres visible dans la peninsule

Iberique
;
elle est moins nette en Italie et dans I’ouest de la presqu’lle Balkannique.
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A SEA-DYAK LOVE PHILTRE.

By Rev. W. Howell and R. Shelfoed, M.A.

The objects with which this paper deals constitute a jayan or love philtre

recently obtained by one of us from a Sea-Dyak woman, who, having reason to

suppose that her husband had ceased to care for her, had had the charms made with

the intention of winning back his love. The philtre consists of coconut oil contained

in two European medicine-bottles and a small Chinese pot
;
aU are stoppered with

cloth plugs, and in the stopper of the Rttle pot is stuck a needle
;

all three bottles

are kept in a basket of plaited hemban (Donax s^. = Clinogyne sj}. - Marantaceae)

with a little glass bottle slung outside. The function of the needle is a good

illustration of the principle of sympathetic magic, for the charm is supposed

to be as penetrating in its action as the needle is sharp and penetrative.

The basis of aW Jayan is coconut oil, which must be made by a girl who has

not yet arrived at the age of puberty, but other ingredients, which have been

revealed in dreams, may be added, and one of us was informed that the tears

of a female porpoise were very potent, but that these were difficult to get, for

the porpoise must first be deprived of her young, whereupon she will shed tears,

which can then be collected.

The jayan must be kept in a" place where people are not likely to pass

or sit over it, otherwise its potency will be impaired. Just before the charm

is applied the owner retires to some secluded spot, makes a small fire, into

which scented flowers and pieces of aromatic bark and wood are put, and waves

the potion over the smoke, reciting at the same time an incantation, two

examples of which are given here.

The potion is rubbed on the bedding or clothes of the person whose affection

is desired, or smeared on his or her body during sleep, or else mixed with the

ingredients of a betel-nut quid and sent by hand to the desired one.

The recipient is supposed to know no rest nor peace of mind until he or

she cohabits with the giver of the charm.

Those who are unskilled in making love-philtres can buy them from skilled

friends, and these vicarious philtres are quite as effective as any others.

We append two typical incantations :

—

1. Uttered by a woman who desires a man named Jawa.
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“ Nuan tu ukai jayan tigapa jayan saja.

Niian tujayan olih aku tindok olih aha

nampok.

Ukai nuan tu olih aku nyapai ngapa

nyapai saja.

Nuan olih a.ku minta enggau piring

enggau ading.

Nuan dihri Kumang Lulong Bintang.

Dibri indai Abang Sapantang Mayang.

Dibri Puyu dibri Kechu.

Tu ahu nangas nuan enggau menyan

enggau santan.

Enggau bungai enggau gensarai.

Nyadi tv, anang Imla anang ngapa nuan.

Anang nmban anang saban.

Terbai nuan baka hurong baka tiong.

Baka tenyalang baka tingang.

Nyadi jampat nuan baka kilat

ngelambai petang.

Laju nuan baka peluru leka bangkang.

Lasit nuan baka sumpit turns direjang.

Jalai baka penmngai naban ka

pematang.

Nuan ga udah ditimang Kumang
Ijulong Bintang.

Udah dipuji Javjai indai Ngelai.

Udah ditentu ka Puyu siduai Kechu.

Nyadi nuan tu ukai jayan ngapa jo/yan

saja.

Jayan ti tau nuju jayan indu antu.

Nuan tu bisa ari tuba olih Tigali.

You are no common or useless potion.

You are a potion I obtained in my sleep

(when) I went to a solitary place.^

I did not take you as I would have taken

anything else.

I asked to have you and gave an offering

for you.

You were given to me by Kumang* and

Lulong Bintang.

By the mother of Abang and Sapantang

Mayang.

By Puyu, by Kechu.

Now I smoke you with menyan (a

scented flower), with coconut milk.

With flowers, with scented things.

And now be not false or ineffective.

Be not barren or impotent.

Fly like a bird, like a mynah.

Like the rhinoceros hornbill, like the

black and white hornbdl.

Be as quick as the lightning flashes before

the face of night.

Be as swift as the bullet made of lead.

Be as rapid as the blowpipe of straight

bore.

Go as far as the pith-wad can carry the

blowpipe arrow.

Praises have been sung to you by

Kumang and Lulong Bintang.

You have been praised by Jawai and the

mother of Ngelai.

Both Puyu and Kechu have found out

your efficacy.

Indeed you are no useless or common

philtre.

You are a philtre of direct aim, a philtre

of the spirits.

You are more deadly than the tuba* root

that has been dug up.

' A Dyak who wishes to dream of any particular subject or person generally spends a
night or two in a solitary hut in the jungle.

’ Names of female spirits who dwell in the sky and en mountains and help mankind in
dreams ;

fairies is perhaps a better term for them. > Derrig elUptica
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“ N^ian tu munoh ari ipoh empraja

jenggi.

Pang ari Kapayang rendam sal pagi.

Nv.an ga udah diuji Kumang serta hari

tikvp petang.

Lehoh Kling helangkau manscLng

nyerang lain nikal pulai ha

hlakang.

Alai aku haka tu aku ga nyau gila

nyau maxoa.

Ati ahi nirai herendam enggai ngejang

ka Jawa.

lya enda sinu enda rindii ka aku.

Lalau iya ga bisi xiagang bisi ngens-

ayang.

Aku tu ugasoh nuan inggap ngasoh

betelap di Jawa.

Asoh iya nyeringgang asoh iya

kekitang.

Asoh iya irau asoh iya kekitau.

Asoh iya gila asoh iya mawa.

Asoh iya enda dudok asoh iya enda

tindok.

Asoh iya enda makai asoh iya enda

nyumai.

Asoh iya lembau asoh iya irau.

Asoh iya kudi asoh iya ransi.

Asoh iya enda turun asoh iya enda

mantun.

Asoh iya agu asoh iya tuyu.

Asoh iya nyabak asoh iya kekiak.

You are more fatal than the upas poison

taken from the topmost branch of a

neighbouring tree.

You are more rancid than Kapayang^

fruit soaked for one morning.

You have been tested by Kumang about

the time of dusk.

When Kling^ was in his hut on the war-

path, he retreated and returned (to

his mistresses).

I am like this because I have become

mad, and I am enamoured.

My heart is distressed, sunk down and

will not forget Jawa.

He does not pity or love me.

Because there are those who prevent and

forbid him.

I ask you to settle on and to sink into

Jawa.

Cause him to be unsettled, cause him to

be in suspense.

Cause him to be anxious, cause him to be

restless.

Cause him to be mad, cause him to be

enamoured.

Cause him not to sit down, cause him not

to sleep.

Cause him not to eat, cause him not to

cook.

Cause him to be dispirited, cause him to

be anxious.

Cause him to be vexed, cause liim to

blame himself.

Cause him not to work on his farm, cause

him not to weed it.

Cause him to be stupid, cause bim to be

foolish.

Cause him to weep, cause him to cry out

loud.

' Pangium edule.

’ A mythical hero of Sea-Dyak legends {cf. Perham, Journ. As. Soc., Straits Br., No. 2.

1878.)
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“ NyacH ti'joh hari udoh tw asoh iya Now seven days from this cause him to

Tiania kadiri kitv." come to my room to wed me.

2. “You are indeed no common philtre, but the best, the most effectual.

I obtained you from the spirits Kumang, Lulong Bintang, Pantang Mayang and

the mother of Meudong. They gave you to me upon the summit of the mountain

Tiang Laju, when I had journeyed there alone with an offering. I saw them in

my sleep, I spoke to them in my dream. They told me that you it was who

gained them the love of the heroes Kling, Bunga Ming, Laja and Bunga Jawa.

Moreover they revealed to me your wondrous poteney, for even in the midst

of battle the heroes hurried home to seek their mistresses because the days

appointed by you were accomplished. I love (name) with all my heart. Night

and day he is in my heart but he cares not for me. By the sacred names of the

spirits I adjure you to fascinate (name) so that lie loves me. I fix seven days from

now for you to move his heart. Wherever he be, whether on the farm, on the

war-path, sleeping or eating, make him hasten to seek me. Make him like an

infant clamouring for the breast. Be as sharp, as penetrative as these needles and

may the spirits attend you.”

Very like the jayan is the pemandcmg {patidany, renowned, well-known), a charm

to render a man popular with his fellows and with women, or to make a girl

attractive to men
;

it may even be used by traders to enable them to sell their

goods readily and advantageously. The charm may be revealed in a dream, and

then may consist of almost anything, or like the jayan it may be composed of

coconut oil made by a young girl with scented flowers and aromatic barks added

to it. Like the jayan tfie pemandany must not be kept in a place where people

are likely to pass over it. At midnight wlien the moon is full the owner of a

penwjulang stands on the outer platform {tanju) of the communal house, and

rubbing some of the oil on his or her body recites the necessary invocation. On

the way to tlie tanju great care must be taken not. to look about lest a glimpse be

caught of some person in the house, who would thereupon become infatuated with

the possessor of the charm.

Incantation uttered by a woman who wishes to become attractive to men :

—

Nyadi ngabang mansang kita savma Come all of you from up-river and from

ari ulu ari Hi ari atas ari ai. down-river from the country and

from the sea.

Ula datai ngosony akv. Come all of you to visit me.

Kena kurnbai hatu bungai ti ditanam It ou are called by the flower-stone* planted

Jawai siduai indai Ahany. by Jawai and the mother of Abang.
Baka nya ga nuan aiumg ngumbai, Likewise (take care) that you (the charm)

ngepai bini akalika tunang orang. do not call nor beckon to the wives

and sweethearts of others.

The meaning of this term seems quite obscure. A Dyak will say that a spirit planted a
tree, and in one of the flowers of the tree wa.s a stone which the spirit revealed in a dream to
him as an eflBcacious charm.
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THE MAGIC OEIGm OF MOOEISH DESIGNS.

By E. Westermarck, Ph.D.

[With Plate XIV.]

Like many other people, the natives of Morocco ascribe magic efficacy to the look

of the human eye. They believe that an evil wish, either secret or expressed in

words, may be transferred by the eye to a person or a thing, and then becomes a

fact. They, moreover, believe that there are eyes which radiate evil involuntarily.

They teU you of parents and children who have killed each other unawares by an

incautious cast of the eye. Certain individuals or wliole families have a bad

reputation on account of their eyes. People with deep-set eyes, and those whose

eyebrows are united over the bridge of the nose, are particularly dangerous. Fair

eyes also inspire much fear among the nomadic Arabs and tlie Arabic-speaking

mountaineers of Northern Morocco, where such eyes are rare, and in consequence

make an uncanny impression, but not among the Berbers of the Great Atlas,

where fair persons are more frequent.

The havoc which the evil eye makes is tremendous. The people say that it

‘ owns two-thirds of the burial ground,” not to speak of all the destruction it

causes to animals, fruit-trees or other property. Such an enemy must, of course,

be resisted by every conceivable means.

Various precautions are resorted to in every-day intercourse. The danger is

greatest when you eat. To take food in the presence of some hungry looker-on is

the same as to take poison
;
the evil

—

l-bas, as the Moors call it—then actually

enters into your body. When you commence eating, everybody must either partake

of the meal or go away. So, also, if anybody shows a great liking for a thing

l)elonging to you, wanting, for instance, to buy your gun or your horse, it is best

to let him have it, since otherwise an accident is likely to happen to the object of his

desire. On no account are you allowed to praise a thing belonging to another

person without adding a word of blessing— alldh.

In many parts of Morocco a woman is compelled by custom to cover her

face when she goes out, so as not to expose herself to the looks of covetous men.

The young bride, in particular, is extremely susceptible to all external influence.

In the north of Morocco she is therefore taken to the house of the husband in a

box on the back of a mule, and none of the guests are permitted to catch even a

glimpse of her during the wedding. On the other hand, the eyes of women are

also dangerous to men. At popular feasts the women are allowed to eat first,

and one reason the natives give for this custom is that otherwise the hungry
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wmneii miylit injure the men with their evil eyes. The other day, when I was

•sitting at my writing desk, one of my servants rushed into my room and quickly

closed the window-shutters. When I, somewhat surprised, asked him why he thus

shut out the light for me, he answered me that some women had come to fetch

water from the garden outside my cottage, and that he could not allow me to

be exposed to their glances whilst I was writing. He evidently thought that he

had saved me from a considerable danger.

But notwithstanding all precautions it is not possible in every-day life

altogether to escape the evil look. Various means are therefore resorted to in

order to make it innocuous. When a young man, dressed in his best clotlies, and

with his gun on his shoulder, goes out to a feast, and on the road meets somebody

who is likely to envy him his treasures, he places his hand on his back, stretches

out the middle finger of the right hand in the direction of the palm of the

left hand, turns the tongue backwards in the mouth, and whispers, “May God

let your look pass by !
” He thus turns oft' the other person’s envious look.

When the trees a,re full of fruit, the bone of a donkey, or a big pot blackened

with soot, is hung in some conspicuous place in the garden in order at once to

attract the attention of any passer-by and thus divert from the trees the first cast

of the eye, which is always the most dangerous. For the same reason, in the

threshing season, a big lump of earth is put on the top of the threshed corn every

night when the day’s work is over. Eecourse is also had to various stuff's which

are supposed to possess magic efticacy on account of their quality or colour, such

as alum, blueing, henna (a colouring matter produced from the leaves of the

Lavisonia inermis), oleander leaves, and others. The mountaineer in the north

of Morocco insures his plough against the envy of his fellow-men by making some

part of it of laurel-wood. The Atlas Berber protects his animals by hanging

round their necks a bit of hyena-skin with the hair on. The Bedouin on the

plain, for the same purpose, provides his horse with a little piece of a wild-boar

skin. But the most common preventives against the evil eye are the hand and its

five fingers, or reproductions of them, or charms containing the number five, as also

the image of an eye or a pair of eyes.

When a Moor suspects somebody of looking at him with an evil eye—and if

he does not mind being rude—he stretches out the five fingers of his right hand

towards the eyes of the other person and says, if he speaks Arabic, hamsa ‘ala

‘ninek, or, if he is a Berber from the Great Atlas, the corresponding phrase in

Shelha, semmiis ghualnenik, which means “ five in your eye.” Or he makes the

same gesture first with the right, and afterwards with the left hand, accompanying

it with the words, hamsa vm hdraisa ‘ala. ‘ainek, the diminutive luimisa, “little five,”

representing the fingers of the left hand. This gesture is not, as it might possibly

be supposed to be, intended simply to hide the person from the dangerous look,

but its object is expressly to throw back on the other person the evil power, l-bas,

which has emanated from his eye. This is the explanation which tlie people
themselves give of the hand as a charm against the evil eye.
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Wlien thus the five fingers of the hand offer protection against the dangerous
look, the same must also be the case with every representation of the five fingers.

In magic the difference between reality and image disappears, and little or no
importance is attached to the likeness of the image. In some towns, for instance

Marraksh, there is hardly a house, and least of all a shop, on the wall or door of

which the five fingers are not represented in some way or other. Sometimes you
find there the rough image of a hand with outstretched fingers

;
sometimes only

the forepart of a hand, highly conventionalized
;
sometimes five “ fingers ” united

by a horizontal line
;
but most commonly merely five isolated lines, longer or

shorter, which occasionally dwindle almost into dots. Figs. 1-5 represent a series

of these various types. Jlot infrequently the five “ fingers ” are provided with

a common shaft, as appears from Figs. 6-8.

It is obvious from these paintings that particular emphasis has been laid on

the number of the fingers. It is also worth noticing that in the formula which

accompanies the protective gesture with the hand—“ five in your eye ”—the word
“ finger ” is not mentioned at all, only the word “ five.” The number five has thus

by itself become a charm against the evil eye. On a journey which lasts for five

titti HIM I • •••

Figs. 1-5. Figs. 6-8.

days or five years, you are in some measure protected by the number of the days or

years. The expression, nhar l-hands, which means Thursday—literally, “ the fifth

day (of the week) ”—likewise possesses magic efficacy. If you fear that somebody

is injuring you by his look, you may, instead of saying, “ Five in your eye,” ward off

the evil by the more civil expression, “ To-day it is Thursday.” And if anybody is

speaking of your children in a way which might affect their health or welfare, you

had better pass the remark that they are born on a Thursday. To such an extent

has the number five been associated with the idea of the evil eye, that it is

considered improper to mention the word five in conversation with a superior.

Instead of “ five ” you should say, “ four and one.”

It is very natural, then, that the magic number five is made use of on

amulets.

Figs. 9 and 10 represent two amulets which I picked up among the Arabs

of the tribe Mmisara on the Atlantic coast.* One (Fig. 9) consists of five shells

attached to a small piece of cloth, the other (Fig. 10) consists of glass beads in five

different colours, grouped in two eircidar series.

Figs. 11 and 12 represent two amulets of an extremely prevalent type, the

' AH the illustrations are from objects which I have found during my travels in Morocco.
Most of them are now in the museum Antellska Samlingania in Helsingfors.

Von. XXXIV. Q
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so-called l-Juirasa, or “ five.” The amulets are made of silver, and their protective

power depends on their five conspicuous knobs, partly impressions in the plate,

partly small pieces of coloured glass, which form together two fives, one larger and

one smaller, with the piece of glass in the centre common to both.

On these amulets the knobs are grouped in the form of a cross. Moreover,

the five knobs of the inner group are actually joined by a cross. A combination

of a five and a cross also occurs on Figs. 13-15, representing parts of orna-

ments worn by women—ornaments which at the same time serve as charms

Fig. 9. Fig. 10. Fio. 11. Fig. 12.

against the evil eye. In the centre of Fig. 13 there is a circular knob surrounded

by four drop-like impressions in the form of a cross. In Figs. 14 and 15 there is

in the middle a circular knob surrounded by eight engraved petals or stripes,

which form together two crosses, one larger and one smaller. Here the cruciform

petals or stripes, together with the knob in the centre, obviously represent the two

fives which in Figs. 11 and 12 are represented by round knobs or pieces of glass.

But even the single cross, consisting of two lines intersecting each other at right

angles, without a particularly marked centre, is used as a charm against the evil

Fig. 13. Fig. 14. Fig. 15. Fig. 16.

eye. Thus persons of either sex often have a little cross tattooed on the forefinger

of the right hand, and in certain parts of Morocco the women have small crosses

tattooed on their faces. Fig. 16 represents a charm against the evil eye, which I

have seen painted on the head of a greyhound.

Though the cross seems to be regarded as a five, it may be asked why the five

is so commonly represented in the form of a cross. The chief reason for this is, I

believe, that the cross-form by itself is looked upon as a conductor of baneful
energy emanating from an evil eye. Instead of injuring the person or thing
looked at, this energy is dispersed by the cross in all the quarters of the wind.
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The number five is used to protect not only men and animals, but also lifeless

objects against the destructive influence of evil eyes. Figures containing this

number are frequently found on guns, pottery, trays, bags, rugs, carpets, and so

forth. Such figures often lose their magic character and become genuine

ornaments. But that they originally have had a practical aim is obvious not only

from their similarity with charms, but particularly from the fact that they still are

constantly regarded more or less in the light of charms at the same time as they

gratify a desire for embellishment. Some reproductions of designs occurring on

various objects will give the reader an idea of the extent to which the protective

gesture with the hand, “ five in your eye,” lies at the bottom of the decorative art

of Morocco.

The pottery of the Eif Berbers presents numerous instances of paintings of

hands (Figs. 17 and 18), and in many instances other parts of the body also have

been added merely for the sake of completeness, although Miihammedanism

prohibits the reproduction of human bodies. Fig. 18 shows, besides a double pair

of hands, two pairs of outstretched fingers. In these paintings it is impossible to

draw the limit between magic and art. They are made by the women, who are

particularly versed in the secrets of magic.

Fig. 17. Fig. 18.
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Fig. 19.

The brass hands from which the Jews of Southern Morocco suspend theii

lamps (see Plate XIV, Xos. 2 and 3), are charms and decorations at the same time.

Xos. 4 and 10 on Plate XIV represent two daggers. They are both protected

and embellished by five figures in relief on the sheath and the handle. In one

case, a dagger from the Eif province (Xo. 4), these figures consist of three small

squares and two round “ eyes ”
;
on the other dagger (No. 10) the figures consist of

five very conspicuous elevations. Of this latter type, which is prevalent among

the Berbers in the eastern part of the Great Atlas, I have seen numerous copies,

and the elevations have invariably been five. The natives themselves told me that

their object was to protect the dagger against the evil eye.

Fig. 19 is a hand pattern, which is embroidered on the edge of a drapery

(Plate XIV, No. 1). Its resemblance to one of the charms painted on the outside

of houses (Fig. 7) is obvious.

Fig. 20 represents an ornament which is embroidered on a saddle or

horse-cloth from Glawi in the Great Atlas (Plate XIV, No. 8). Fig. 21 is from

a Berber gun.

In Fig. 22, the same pattern is doubled. That this design, which is extremely

frequent on metal-work, represents two fives with a common centre, is proved by

Q 2
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the fact that each alternate petal is dulled whilst the others are burnished. The

eight-petaled rosette, with or without a common well-marked centre, and with the

petals embroidered in different colours, is a very common ornament on bags. The

two bags reproduced on PL XIV, Xos. 5 and 6, show typical instances of this

ornament.

Fig. 23 represents a design on another bag (PL XIV, Xo. 7), which is something

intermediate between an eight-petaled rosette and a double-cross with well-marked

centre. Figs. 24 and 25 are patterns painted on leather pouches. They obviously

prove that round spots and lines in the form of a cross, represent one and the same

idea, the number five.

If now Figs. 20-25 are compared with Figs. 11—16, the similarity between

them is very striking. The figures with which the Moors deeerate their objects

are thus largely identical, or almost identical, with those figures representing the

number five by which they protect themselves or their animals against the evil

eyes of their fellow-men. And in most, or all the cases referred to, the aim of the

design is not only to embellish, but also to protect the object on which it is

painted, embroidered, or engraved. This is the case both with the simpler figures

and with the eight-petaled rosette, which is found as a charm on both sides of

entrance gates.

From the double-cross aud the eight-petaled rosette, however, new figures

have been evolved. By joining the extremities of the two lines which form each

of the two crosses, a new design has arisen, a double square, which is very common
on metal and wood-work, as also on embroidery. Figs. 26 and 27 are designs

from the same embroidery (PI. XI\L Xo. 1), where they occur side by side with

each other. That Fig. 26 is regarded as a double-cross appears from the fact

that the two single crosses are embroidered in different colours; and many
circumstances indicate that the two intersecting squares have developed out of a

double-cross. M hen the artisan has to paint these squares on a wooden plate, he

first draws a double-cross, which he afterwards paints over. In Fig. 27 w’e also

find that one of the crosses has been partially preserved within the squares
;
and

besides, those points in which the two crosses would have intersected the sides of

the squares, if they had been preserved, are still clearly marked. That the sides

of the squares are only to be regarded as lines joining the extremities of two
crosses wliich consist of radii in a circle, is moreover proved by the circumstance
that the same points are sometimes joined, not by straight lines, but by curves,
which of course give to the figure a different appearance. Figs. 28 and 29 are
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designs which are found in the middle of two metal trays. Both of them are

derived from the same figure, a douhle-cross. In Fig. 28, the lines joining the

extremities of each cross are straight, in Fig. 29 they are curved.

It may be asked why the extremities of each cross have been joined at all.

Perhaps the desire for variety is a sufficient explanation
;
hut I believe that there

may also be a deeper motive. It ^^'ill soon be shown that not only the hand and

the number five, but also the image of an eye, or a pair of eyes, is used as a cliarm

against the evil eye, and that these preventives arc very commonly combined with

each other. As a})pears from the “ eyes ” on the dagger from the Bif province

(PI. XIV, Xo. 4), and from certain amulets against the evil eye, the eye is also

represented in the shape of a square. It therefore seems by no means improbable

that the two intersecting squares represent a pair of eyes. It is certainly worth

noticing that the intersecting squares themselves, drawn on a paper together with

some magic words or signs, are used as a charm against the evil eye. The

intersecting squares also occur as the main figure on one of the amuletic brass

hands reproduced on PI. XIV, Xo. 2, whilst on other similar hands we find two
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intersecting triangles, a figure which is still more likely to represent a pair of

eyes.

The intersecting squares have given rise to the empty octagon, which is

commonly found on wood-work, either painted or cut out. By painting over all

the lines which fall witliin the two squares, the artisan produces an empty

octagon, and so also hy hollowing the two squares. Wooden plates, containing

a great number of such holes, are used as windows.

In the intersecting squares the joined extremities, or the angles of the octagon,

are at the same distance from the centre
;
in other words, the two crosses from

which the intersecting squares and the octagon are derived consist of radii in a

circle. But it may also happen that the extremities of the two crosses are at

different distances from the centre. Fig. 30 represents a silver amulet against the

evil eye, containing three fives with a common centre, grouped in the form of

crosses of varying lengths. If the four side-knohs in each five are joined by straight

lines, there arise three squares of different sizes, as is seen in Fig. 31. This figure,

which is tlius based on the number five, is also used as a charm against the evil

eye. That the tlii’ee squares, together with the common centre, represent the

number five is all the more obvious as the largest five is specially marked. The
same conclusion is also corroborated by a design occurring on a Moorish fan,

consisting of a larger and a smaller square, the one inscribed in the other, exactly

as the two interior squares in Fig. 31, but with all the eight corners well-marked

—

in other words, it is a double-five and a double-square at the same time.

As appears from the figures referred to, there is a general tendency to produce
the number five doubled both on charms and in designs—as a double-five, or a

double-cross, or a double-square, or an eight-petaled rosette. The cause of this

tendency probably lies in the fact that the protective gesture with the hand,
which is the origin of the magic efficacy ascribed to the number five, is performed
both with the right and the left hand. This supposition is strongly supported by
the circumstance that the inner five on the amulets of this type is called by the
same name as the left hand s fingers in the formula, accompanying the "esture
with the hand, namely, J-hamUn, «tlie little five.” But, as appears from some of
the amulets reproduced, it happens that the number five is represented not only
touiei nit tnpled, and the same tendency to multiplication occurs in the
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decorative art proper. Thus the eight-petaled rosette has developed into a

sixteen-petaled rosette, a very common design, especially in the centre of trays

(see Figs. 28 and 29). The design in the centre of Fig. 29, particularly, proves

that two petals have developed out of each of the original eight.

Besides the fingers of the hand, there is another means of throwing back the

baneful power, l-has, which emanates from an evdl eye, namely, the image of

an eye. If baneful energy can be transferred by the eye, it can obviously

also be thrown back by the eye. The image of an eye, or a pair of eyes, is

therefore very commonly used as a charm.

Figs. 33 and 34 represent two paintings which I found on the interior wall of

a small Moorish-coffee house. They are charms consisting of images of hands and

eyes. In Fig. 34 one eye is made in the form of a square and inscribed in the

other, a circumstance which seems to give additional strength to my previous

conjecture that the intersecting squares, also, are meant to represent a pair of

eyes.

Fig. 35 is a pattern from a drapery (PI. XIV, No. 1). The “ hand ” is of a

type which we have already met with among the charms painted on walls (Fig. 7).

Figs. 7 and 8 are likewise a combination of hand and eye, the roimd dots

Fig. 35. Fio. 36. Fig. 37.

representing eyes. They are liere placed in such a way tliat one might almost

suppose them to be intended rather to illustrate the gesture “ five in your eye
”

than to represent eyes which throw back the baneful power of the evil eye.

Fig. 36 represents the middle part of a charm made of glass beads of varying

colours. The charm contains altogether five pairs of eyes, of which only two pairs

are seen in the figure. The Arab girls in the tribe Mnasara, from whom I

received the object, drew my attention to the eyes and their magic efficacy. They

expressly said that their object was to protect the person against the evil eye.

It is probable that the piece of glass in the centre is also intended to represent

an eye.

Fig. 37 represents a painting which I have found on the outside of a small

box in which people keep their gold. The painting is undoubtedly in the first

place intended to protect the box and its contents against the evil eye. Eyes of a

similar type are painted on Eif pottery (see Figs. 17 and 18).

One of the most beautiful designs, to which the belief in the evil eye has

given rise, is embroidered on the cloaks worn by the Berbers of the Great Atlas

(Fig. 38). Almost the whole back of the cloak is covered by a colossal eye,

generally orange-coloured, witli an elaborate embroidery in the middle, obviously
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representing the pupil. It is undoubtedly an excellent idea thus to protect

yourself against enemies who try to do you harm behind your back.

ligs. 39-42 represent pairs of eyes of different types. The originals are of

bone inlaid on Berber guns from the South of Morocco, and are evidently meant to

serv^e as charms. Of particular interest is the conventionalized head of a man in

Fig. 42, which is put there on account of its eyes.

Fig. 43 is a design painted on a small brass box in which the Moor keeps

his prayer-book. The round piece of glass in the middle is light Vffue
;
blue eyes,

as already said, are especially liable to transfer, and therefore also to throw back,

l-bas. The design is a combination of eyes and a double-five. Bound the eye in

the centre there are four pairs of eyes, which, together with the centre, form a five

;

and there are moreover four single eyes, which, together rvith the centre, make a

>'JG. 38 Fin. 43. Fig. 44.

“ little five.’ And all these figures are placed within a big eye. Many of the
figures reproduced above present a combination of the five and the eye. In Figs.

11 and 12 the double-five consists of eyes, of which the blue piece of glass in the
centre particularly attracts our attention. In Fig. 10 there are two eyes made of
glass beads. Figs. 13, 14, 15, 21, 22, 23, 28, 29, 31, and 32 have an eye as their
centre. Figs. 21, 23, 24, and 25 represent an eye. The bag, which is reproduced
on PI. XIV, Xo. 7, IS protected by many eyes, each of which contains a double-five
inside (see I ig. 23). The five shells in Fig. 9 are charms against the evil eye not
only on account of their number; shells are used as charms, as it seems ’also
because they have the form of an eye. Just as tlie number five has come to
represent the five fingers of the hand as a charm against the evil eye, so anvthin-
curved lias become a charm, because the eye is curved. The crooked tusk of a wildb«r . common charm against the evil eye (see Fig. 31) t and the Jews in Morocco
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make silver charms in the shape of a crescent. Perhaps, also, the use of the horse-shoe

as a chann against the evil eye is due to the fact that the horse -shoe is curved.

The eye is, moreover, represented in the shape of a triangle. Fig. 44 is a

design which I found on a gun-bag of leather, and there can he little doubt that it

is intended to represent an eye. In this case the triangular form lends itself best

to the material. Tiie mountaineers of N'orthern Morocco also have big triangular

designs on them hags, side by side witli small circular “ eyes ” simply impressed in

the leather by a round instrument. But if the eye is thus conventionalized into a

triangle, we may suppose that the two intersecting triangles with a small round

Fig. 45 Fig. 46. Fig. 47.

figure in the centre (Fig. 45) are a conventionalized pair of eyes with a common
pupil. This figure is very prevalent. It occurs, for instance, on Moorish coins,

and, drawn on a paper and provided with inscriptions of various kinds, it is used

as a charm against the evil eye. One of the brass hands from Jewish lamps,

reproduced on PI. XIV, Xo. o, contains not only two intersecting triangles, hut in

the middle of the he.xagou formed hy them there is an interesting image of an

(‘ve.

Fig. 46 shows another type of the eye : a round spot representing the eye

and hljove it a conventionalised eyebrow. I found this de.sign tattooed on the

Fig. 49. . Fig. 50.

arm of one of my servants, an Arab from the province Shawia, and he told me that

similar tattooings are common charms in his tribe. The reason why in this case

the eyebrow is made in the shape of the two sides of an angle is not difficult to

find. It is easier to incise into the skin two straight lines than a curve. There is

an obvious resemblance between this charm and Fig. 47, which is embroidered on

a saddle or horse-cloth from Glawi, in the Great Atlas (see PI. XIY, Xo. 8). The

eye itself is here triangular, whereas the eyebrow has e.xactly the same shape os

that tattooed on the arm. Xow, if this figure, instead of being embroidered, is to

be woven, it must of course be adapted to the requirenieuts of the technicalities of

weaving. I venture to believe that the designs represented by Figs. 48 and 49 arc

Fig. 48.
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nothing but rows of eyes and eyebrows. These and similar patterns are extremely

common on Berber carpets (see PI. XIV, Xo. 9). They also undergo various

combinations and simplifications. Thus by placing two rows of eyes and eyebrows

opposite each other, a design has originated in which not the triangle, but the

square is the most conspicuous figure (see PI. XIV, Xo. 9). Another combination of

the two rows of eyes, together with a process of multiplication, very common in

decorative art, has produced the design shown in Eig. 50. On the other hand, it

seems that the single zig-zag line (Pigs. 51 and 52) is a row of conventionalized

eyebrows. Fig. 51, in particular, is exactly similar to the eyebrow line in Fig.

48, the only difference between the designs being that in Fig. 51 the eye itself

has been left out. This pattern occurs on the very same carpets, or cloths, where

the fuller design is found.

Many of the patterns here reproduced are no doubt old acquaintances to the

reader. They are very common among ourselves, on carpets, rugs, tapestry,

wall-papers, trays, china, and so forth. What I have said as regards their origin

and meaning refers only to Morocco. The same design may in different cases have

Fig. 52.

had a different history. But, on the other hand, we must remember that the belief

in the evil eye prevails in all Mediterranean countries, as also in India, Persia, and

probably many other parts of Asia
;
that the hand and the eye are very common

charms against the evil eye
;
that a great number of Eastern designs are identical

with, or very similar to, the designs of Morocco
;
and that many European designs

are known to have an Eastern origin. It seems extremely probable that

the belief in the evil eye has exercised a very extensive influence on decora-

tive art, although this influence, so far as I know, has largely escaped the

attention of students. Xothing, indeed, is more natural than that people, to

the best of their ability, should endeavour to protect their property against the

danger which, in their opinion, threatens it from the envious eyes of their fellow-

men. But, as I said, far-reaching generalisations do not fall within the scope of

the present article. The only fact of a more general nature which I wish to

emphasise is, that the student of the decorative art of a people should so far as

possible make himself acquainted with their superstitions.

Fig. 51.
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17ATIVE STORIES FROM SANTA CRUZ AND REEF ISLAN^DS.

Traxslatel) by the Reverexd W. O’Ferrall.

Santa Cruz.

Sickness.

When anyone begins to fall sick he seeks a doctor [meduka), and when the

doctor comes near the sick man he stiffens his body, and all those in the house

think a ghost has entered into the doctor, and they are all very quiet. Some

doctors tell the sick man’s relatives to kill a pig for the ghost who has caused the

sickness. When they liave kilted the pig they take it into the ghost -house and

invite some other men, and they eat with prayers to the ghost
;

anil the doctor

takes a little piece and puts it near the base of the ghost-post, and says to it

:

“ This is thy food
;
oh, deliver up again the spirit of thy servant, that he may be

well again.” Tlie little portion they have offered to the ghost is then eaten
;
but

small boys may not cat of it.

ComerniIlf/ Death.

When a rich man is dying, and knows it, he divides his property beforehand,

part to his own son, part to his brother, part to other relatives. On the day of his

death his wife and those in the house begin to fast : they don’t eat cooked food at

all, only raw, some for a short time, about a week, some for a very long time
; and

every day they smear their bodies and faces with charcoal. The widow puts on

her head a very torn and dirty cloth, and does not go about, but lives like a

prisoner. At mid-day she rveeps in her house and remains wholly at the place

wliere her husband is to be buried
;
and they bury him Just on the very spot where

he died. While his body still lies above ground, and while the people are still

weeping, they hang out, in order on a beam near the body, the money he has

divided so that all may see.

Concerning his widow : after some time has elapsed, anyone among his

brothers or relatives will take her to wife instead
;
the brother will buy her also,

but not with a large sum, as at first, for they take into account the sum his brother

gave at the first.

Concerning 3Ian'iage.

When a man is betrothed to a woman he gives at first to her father a sum
of money

;
this sum makes the woman tapu, lest anyone else might buy her.

And, when the woman is bought, the bridegroom must not see his mother-in-law’s

face as long as he lives
;
he must not speak her name

;
it does not matter if it be

any article or thing of hers near, he must give it a different name.
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Moreover, the mother of the girl may not speak the name of the man, and

may not look at him
;
and also those to whom he paid a sum to buy the girl. If

lie gave to many men tlien none of them may speak his name or look him in the

face
;

if one of them should look at him by chance the bridegroom will destroy

some of that man’s property. But his father-in-law may look at him, but may not

speak the very name of the man who marries his daughter, but gives him a

different name (their ideas about this custom are very strange indeed). Also,

if a woman die in childbirth her husband must pay for her again to her relatives

:

(1) lie pays to the woman’s relatives from whom he bought her
; (2) be pays his

own kinsman for the child that is dead because his kinsman helped him to bury

his wife, for they desire that children should be born to their relatives.

Goneerninfj Food.

Every year the people plant yams and tomagos; and when they begin to

work and have made ready the place and begun to plant, first, they offer to the

ghost who they think presides over foods. There is an offering place in the bush,

and they go there and take much food, and also feather money. Men, women, and

children do this, and they think the ghost notices if there are many children, and

give.s much food at harvest
;
and the ghost to whom they offer is named llene.

M hen the bread-fruit begins to bear they take great care lest anyone should light

a fire near the bole of the tree, or throw a stone at the tree. The ghost, who they

think protects the bread-fruit, is called Dvin-Kane, or Kae-Tuabia, who has two
names; they think this ghost has four eyes. Sometimes the ghost of a village

foibids the jieople to eat certain food. If there is a nied^ika in that village he
saj s they must not eat a eeitain shark, called Poano

;
then they do not eat of it

all their lives. A certain yam, also in the same way, is called Nuviaho
;
also a fish

called Apr. All the families of Santa Cruz think this. Sometimes fowls, bread-

fiuits, nuts, coconuts (when the coconut is young and the eye is red), sometimes
harringtonia nuts, from all kinds of foods they will select one, and think that

the} w ill die if they eat that one, or, at least, that very bad sores will trouble

them.

Concerning the Sun and the 3Iuon.

Long ago \\ o thought about the Sun and Moon thus : they two always went
together in the day. And the Sun thought to himself thus: if we always go
together the earth will become very liot and the trees will all die. So it came to
pass as they drew near a marsh the Sun crossed over before the Moon

;
but he

deceived her. saying that he had crossed over on the branch of a tree (and it was
rotten). And the Moon fell into the mai-sh, and after that she was black and
then she washed herself partly

; but the Sun bad already gone a long way ahead
wlule she was washing, and it became night, for a part of the Moon was black
She has not finished washing yet, for she wants to catch up to the Sun 'so thatthey can walk together as at the first.
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Concerning the building of a Canoe.

Only some mea may dig out canoes
;
those whose ancestors dug them out.

When a father is near death, that father takes water and washes his sou’s hands,

and they think that the father is giving to his son understanding and wisdom to

build canoes, and he signifies it through water. W'’hen a man has fiuislied a canoe

he takes it down to the sea and paddles very far, and makes it roll on the surf, and

then he thinks he drives away the ghost from the adze with which he dug out the

canoe, and the ghost of the spot where he cut down the wood for the canoe.

Concerning Broken Food..

Among the heathen a custom prevails that if they hate anyone they take

from him a piece of the food he was eating, or a bit of his loiu-cloth, or any piece

of his near possessions, and put it in the ghost-house and curse the person whom
they hate, and he dies outright.

Concerning Sun and Rain.

The heathen thinks a ghost makes the sun to sliine and the rain. If it is

continual sunshine and the yams are withering the people assemble together and

contribute money, and string it to the man with whom the rain-ghost abides, and

food also, and beseech him not to do the thing he was doing. That man will not

wash his face for a long time, he will not work lest lie perspire and his body be

wet, for he thinks that if his body be wet it will rain. Then tliis man, with whom
the rain-ghost is, takes water and goes into the ghost-house and sprinkles it at the

head of the ghost-post {dvka.), and if there are many gliost-posts in the house he

pours water over them all that it may rain.

Concerning White Folk.

Long ago our fathers thought thus about white folk : that they were sinrits.

When a ship came near they did not speak aloud, but very softly
;
they thought

the people out in the ships would hear what they said about them, and anyone

who had sores or was sick did not come down to the beach lest the white folk

should see him and lay a spell upon him.

Concerning Tapn.

If people value anything they seek for a thing called Da bo. It i.s not a ghost,

but they think rnedete (mana) is in it
;
they seek the man who guards it, for not

every man possesses it. And they do thus : that man cuts off portions of four or

SIX different trees and covers them with a thing called ngeklo {nialete is in it). He
cuts also from a dilTerent tree four branches, and covers that also with the other

pieces which he has cut, and stands near the thing he makes tu-pu, and they think

thus about it : no one can go near it or it will make his legs and knees weak and
kill him. The heathen fear greatly because of this. If a coconut is made tapii

no one likes even a dry leaf of it for a torch.
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Concerning Onrseltes.

We thought our ancestors came from various different islands. We at

Te-Motu thought we came from Te Mami. We dwelt there, and because of the

volcano we fled away
;
but some of us are like men of quite a different country,

and yet they are of our own family. The coconuts in our island belong to them,

and we think that they came from away beyond Temotu
;
but others of us had

arrived here first and the land belonged to these, and those others have only one

small piece of land and the coconuts.

Concerning an Old Man and Woman.

That old woman was a medu'ka, and they thought that she was very wise, for

a long while ago, when our ancestors were still heathen, she spake thus :
“ Presently

your children will hear of a new custom, and that custom will be better than our

customs are now.” And now the custom of Jesus Christ has reached us, and we

think this is that which the old woman spake of
;
and she said also, that when she

died her spuit would go above.

There are many stories about this old woman, but I do not know them well.

The old man was like the old woman for he said, “ In time to come many of

the villages shall be desolate.” Formerly the Santa Cruz folk were very many,

and they built new villages. But those villages are all desolate and only

the older ones are left. Beyond Vena (Carlisle Bay) were many villages, but

they are destroyed now
;
beyond Vena there is practically no population.

Concerning Holy Stones.

I know of two. One has been there for ages. When they plant yams they
often offer on that stone, they take much food and money also, they choose a long

piece and wind it round the stone
;
then they eat. At harvest also they do this.

I he name of the stone is Kio (bird). The offering they make is a fowl, for they

do not want the wild fowls to destroy the crops, therefore, they offer it on this stone

as a sign to drive away the fowls. The other stone is like a big fruit, and four

small ones are near it
;
they call it Metuho, and they think that it came from Te

iVIaini (the volcano). They take great care of stones which come from there and
reverence them.

Concerning Mednka.

If anyone’s child dies when still a baby, the father thinks that its spirit
comes back to dwell with its father or mother, to help him to becouic rich and to
give him mrdctc. Therefore he takes another Mednka and walks about the island
with him among the people, that all may know that he too has become a Mednka
When he hears of anyone who is sick he visits liim, and says that a ghost has shot
him

;
he takes a piece of wood, a tree that he chooses, and puts two or three little

stones m it, and places the end of the stick on the place where the pain is Thenhe takes it assay and releases the stones svhich he has put in the stick, and he says
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that these are the arrows of the ghost who has shot him. But these stones he
himself put there.

Eeef Islands.

Concerning Lata and Sinota.

This Lata was he who created this world and the things in it. He was very

wise. The heathen pray to him, and offer to him pigs, and pray also to him for

every fruit-bearing tree that it may bear fruit. How Lata and Sinota had a

dispute about a canoe. Sinota went into the bush to chop a canoe, but he could

not find a good tree for it, and when he had sought in vain, he took an axe and
ehopped Lata’s canoe, and in the morning Lata’s canoe lay on the ground and was
chopped in pieces. When Lata saw it he thought, “ What has done this ?

” Then
he sat down and sang a song

;
and he looked again and saw that his canoe was

chopped with an axe, and that someone had chopped it
;
and when he had finished

his song, the canoe came together again as if no one had chopped it. Then Sinota

took his axe again, and went to seek Lata’s canoe, that he might destroy it

utterly, but when he came to the place it was standing upright again as though
no one had chopped it. Then he began to chop it again, and as lie was chopping
a chip sprang up and fell into his bag, and when he went back to the village

the chip still remained in his bag. In the morning Lata arose and went again to

the place, and he saw that the canoe was chopped again, and he sat down and sang

a song again, and as he sang the canoe desired to come together again but could

not because the chip was not there, but in Sinota’s bag. And while he sang

Sinota heard the chip in his bag jumping about
;
then he arose quickly and took his

bag and axe and ran to Lata, and Lata said to him, “ It was you who chopped the

canoe.” He replied, “ Yes, it was I
;
why do you question me thus ? It was not

your canoe.” And Sinota said, “ Yes, it was mine.” And they two began to quarrel

about it, and Lata said to him, “ Very well, you say it was yours, speak as I do.”

And Sinota tried, hut was not able. Then Lata took his axe a,nd chopped another

canoe in the bush, and they brought food, a great quantity, to feed the people, that

they might draw it down to the sea. And on the day appointed, the food for the

people was ready, and they assembled together in the place where the canoe was,

and they said that he had made the canoe heavy, for they fastened two ropes to it,

very strong ones, to draw it down to the sea, but they were not able. Then Lata
said to them, “ It is all one, don’t bother

;
it shall stay here, and you go hack to the

village.” Then Lata sat down and began to sing a song, and the canoe began to

move of its own accord down to the village. But Sinota did not do this
;
ho made

ready food for the people, and they came and tied his canoe to two great ropes, and
they drew his canoe into the village, and the people said he had no rnalete. Then
they two made ready their canoes, and took them down to the sea, for Lata had
deceived Sinota about the tying it together. Lata showed him the plant which we
use for mats and said to him, “ You use this,” and Sinota thought Lata spoke the
truth. And Lata tied his canoe with coconut fibre, but over it he put the other
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fibre, so Sinota thonglit that Lata had tied his canoe with mat fibre : he did not

know of the coconut filire beneath. Then when Lata reached the island, his food

was finished in the canoe, all but one chestnut and it brought forth fruit. Then

Lata threw out a rope, and a mouse followed the rope and brought a bag, and he

drew in the bag, and water sprang out from the bag. So he reached the island.

Goaeevubiej the Volcano Tinakula {Tc Mami).

This was the beginning of it. It was a man, and his mother bore him when

he was already rather big
;
moreover he came into existence like a hot fire. His

mother wove a loin cloth for him, but on the first day he wore it, it was burned

up. And so it happened continually. Then his father and mother scolded him

from morning till night. So he grew sulky, and he went away saying that he was

full grown now
;
but when he came to that place where he now is, his feet had

become too short. So he stands there for ever. They say that the stones which

go forth from the crater and fall into the sea, enter into it again and are thrown

out again, and so it is continually. This is the tradition at Nufiloli, but at the big

island they say that it was once part of the big island beyond Neko.

A Tradition of Nnkap a.

They went to dance at the time of sunset, and waited for darkness. And

when it was dark they came to a cave where a woman lived alone with her little

son
;
he w'as still a baby and he cried. And one man came to her and said, “ You

stay here with the child, and I will go and svash its malo.” And it was raining

heavily, with lightning and thunder, and when he went down he saw a Tongoa

canoe. He saw men disembark, and it was low tide, and they were very tall, and

they ate food. Then they sang a song, “ Lolieloinaiaja ia ia takuk Ivliniaiujaf and

when he had seen, he ran and told the woman, who was taking care of the baby,

about it, and she came down and saw for herself
;
ami when she had seen she

climbed up and cut coconut leaves, very many, and dressed up as a ghost and said

to him, “ Let us go into the ghost-house.” And they two went iir. and she prayed

to the ghost, Make them all come here into this house”; and she went and sat near

the door and took a conch shell with a .sharp edge, and as she sat, one Tongoa man
came in, and she struck him in the forehead, and she killed about four hundred

thus. And the blood flowed on to the coconut leaf mats, and those who follow’ed

slipped in the blood and they called out, “ We Tongoa folk are all dead.” And
when the others afar off heard, those near the canoe embarked fpiickly and pulled

up the anchor and went off, and some fled into the bush and dug a hole, and they
lived there. And the hole is there still.

Ounceruing Spirits.

Our people think thus about spirits : they i-everence a certain tree, and when
it is dead they kill a pig, and after they have chopped it down they take coconut
leaves and bmd round it, and when they have put it into the club-house {MacM)
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whoever knows a pattern carves it according to that pattern. And when they have

carved it they blow a conch, showing that now there is malete in it, and they put

money and food, for a sign that there is malete in it to shield them from sickness.

And when they want to hold a dance they make a great feast, and portion out

each club-house, and on that day the people are all gathered together for the dance.

They have set the post up in its place in the ghost-house. They seek out a pig and

food of different sorts and put it in one place, and when they see there is very much

food they offer it first. They take a sago palm leaf and put it above the ghost-post

(duka), and they put food at its base and speak to it, and some beg for money and

some for all kinds of food. And on the day when the dance is ended, in the

evening, they take a food bowl, and put leaves of that tree into it and water, and

it remains there till daylight. And before dawn, while it is still dark, they all

assemble, and that water is their sacred water for washing away their sicknesses

from them.

Some say that the first spirit was “ Tangiteala ”
;
he is a Taumako (Duff Island)

spirit, and he is very powerful
;
they make great feasts to him and pray to him, and

if there is heavy rain or lightning or much thunder they say that he is sulky or that

he is angry. And when a canoe drifts they pray to him for wind, and when they

reach land they take a sucking pig and prepare food and go into the ghost-house

and stand, and the caretaker comes and takes a green coconut and leaves of a tree,

and splits the nut and sprinkles the milk on them, and that is holy water to them.

No one can take a bow and arrows before Taumako, for if he saw a bow and arro\\ s

he would shoot whoever so erred. The man takes food and ofiers a portion and he

takes others with him and they all go and offer, and after they have offered they

give thanks.

Concerning those who are dead.

They think that they are still alive, but are in different form. They say that

there are two divisions. To one, a man goes when he dies and the rest put him in

their midst and dance around him for ten days. Then they test him after their

manner. If he is very strong they place a slab of wood over the mouth of a deep

hole with water in it, and they tell him to stand upon it, then they tilt up the

wood and he falls into the pit ;
and a big fish dwells in the pit and it eats him up,

and when he has been devoured, they take a little of his blood and set it apart for

five days and it turns into a man again and goes into the other division. Thus

they think of the dead.

Concerning a man ivho dies of an arrow wound.

When an arrow kills anyone the ghosts come and wait for that man, and they

take him with them and make him different. And those who are killed in battle

are different from those who die of sickness. Those who die in battle turn into

ghosts, and those who die of sickness do not,

VoL. XXXIV, R
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Our thoughts about a great spirit ealled Thaumaha, leho lives above the shy.

When they offer to him they make ready food in the daytime. And just before

dawn they go into the ghost-house, and after they have prayed they climb up a

tree and blow a conch shell, and those who remain on the ground keep calling out,

“ Tangaloa ito ito ia ito ito.”

This concerning an abundance of food.

When the fruit of trees that are eatable, such as bread-fruit, or ninas (nuts) is

nearly ripe, about a month before the time that people eat it, they all go together

into the bush. They must all go together for this “ holy eating,” and when they

return they all assemble in one place, and no one will be absent
;
they sit down and

cook bread-fruit. While it is being cooked no one will eat beforehand, but they set

it in order and cook it with reverence, and with the belief that the spirit has granted

that food to them and they return thanks to him for it. When it is cooked a

certain man takes a bread-fruit and climbs up a tree, and all the people stand on

the ground and they all look up, and when he has reached the top they shout out,

and when they have shonted they call out, “ This is the bread-fruit of the whole

land ”
;
then he throws down the bread-fruit and they pick it up and shout out

again and give thanks, for they think that the spirit who protects the fruit will

hear.

Their thoughts are thus also with regard to the yam, there is no difference, it

is all the same
;
they think that a spirit gives them food, and the people assemble

together and thank the spirit. In every island they think that there is a spirit

presiding over food. In three islands, Utupua, Vanikoro, and Temami, they do

not carv'e duhas (ghost-posts) but they show reverence and believe that there is

a presiding spirit. They build a “ holy house,” but there is nothing in it, it stands

empty, and if any sickness seize a man, and he does not die quickly, they take liini

in there that he may die quickly. And concerning things they greatly think about,

such as charms and broken food, they think that there is malete in them, and that

the spirit helps and gives malete through them
;
tliey think this when they kill a

pig for an offering, and if not, that man will die, and they don’t spit anywhere, and

do not leave pieces of food lying about.

A Story of a Certain Woman.

There was a certain woman who was enceinte and her kinsfolk made a great

feast, for her nearest kinsman also said that he would make a great feast, and he
came to the big island to Pevo, and he went to the place where she had not yet
Frought forth the child, and he stayed there for a long while

;
and this man had

manded one hundred wives. And when the child was grown up and a young man,
he was very handsome and he lived altogether in the club house. In the” night
ho went to work, but in the daytime he went back again into the club house and
dwelt there. And so it was every night he worked in the garden of his kinsman’s
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wives, but he did not work in the last one’s garden. And when the wind was

favourable the kinsman returned and they told him that his kinsman had arrived.

And he went down and took a mat and put it on his shoulder and went with it,

and when his kinsman saw him, he said softly to himself, “ Whence is this great

man,” and he began to be jealous of him and hate him, and he questioned the

people, “ Who is this man ?
” and they say to him, “ This is your kinsman.” But

when he heard this, he was very angry, and he said to his wives, “ You go and

work,” and he went with them, and began to question them, and he began with the

first until he had questioned them all. And the son began to inquire, “ Who is that

working in the garden with my mother ? ” But they did not tell him, but they

said, “ It is your kinsman.” And he made as though he would sail to another

island, but he pretended only, and they prepared food for his voyage
; and when he

came near the place he turned round and went northwards, and he did not eat any

food at all nor did he drink, and his body weakened, and dizziness came over him

and no one relieved him at the steer oar. He only held it until he was near the

island, then he tacked and reached Hole. And he was very weak and lay on the

beach and cried bitterly
;
and as he cried a tree said to him, “ Don’t cry,” and he

looked up but saw nothing, and so laid down again and cried again, and the tree

spoke again, and he looked up but saw no one
;
but the tree said to him, “ It was I

who spoke to you, I this tree that you see”
;
and he went and sat down at its bole,

and it said, “ Break off one root,” and he did so. And he perceived a fire burning

and he cooked food and ate. Then he slept all night in the track of the stars as

they looked down upon him. And the stars came down and spoke to the tree,

“ Do you smell a man 1 ” and it replied, “ You smell a man because you go to and

fro always, but there is no man here.” Every night they came down to catch fish.

One night the tree instructed him, “ To-day at midnight when they come down

you follow them ”
;
and he did so and followed them, and as they caught fish he

took the fish, and when they came back they kept seeking for the fish, saying,

“ Where is the fish ?
” But he had gone back already to the tree

;
and he did so

every night. And one night the tree said to the stars, “ My son is here, go and

fish and take great care of him.” But they said to it, “ You are a fool, this is a

man, and you have not told us,” and they took him and went, and when they came

back they gave him fish, and when he had eaten he slept. And one night he

besought them to fly away with him into the sky
;
and they took him up into the

sky and he dwelt there. And he saw when the wives (of his kinsman) were

enceinte
;
and, when they were near the birth, he cut open their wombs and took

out the babes and took them away, and taught them to gather together money
for him. And he lived a long time there, and presently the stars said to him, “ Do
you wish to return to your country ?

” And he replied, “ I wish it, but how can it

fie ? ” So they made a great raft, and put his property upon it, and let him down
to his home

;
and the people rejoiced greatly. And he sat and waited for his kinsman

who had driven him away, and when he saw him coming he shot him, and when
he was shot he died.
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Native Stonesfrom Santa Cruz and Ike/ Islands.

A Stoey about “Long-ago” at Taumako (Duff Island).

Concerni nfi a man who ate human flesh ,
and a. very My piy.

They two ate human flesh and dwelt on the other side of the island
;
and

that man was called Tepkakhola, and that pig was called Ulaka. And they two

ate men, until there was scarcely anyone left, only ten brothers and one woman
still remained. Then they met together and said, let us build a canoe and flee

away from here, and they worked till the canoe was finished
;
then they made

ready the food. After that, in the evening, they began their journey, but their

sister had a very big foot
;
and alas .' for her, when she lifted up one foot the canoe

turned over
;
then she tried with her first brother, but when she lifted up her foot

the canoe sank, and so she tried w:th all her ten brothers, but it was so with them
all. Then she said to them, “ Very well, it is all one, let those two devour me,” and

they were very sorry for her, and they said to her, “We will make a cave for you” ;

and they dug out a A’ery big cave, and carried much food into it, and very many
coconuts into it, and placed slats of wood at its mouth, and when they had

covered them over with earth, they sailed away and reached “ Metema ” and dwelt

theie. But the woman lived altogether in the cave which her brothers had made
for her. And the slats at the mouth of the enve rotted. One day as she was
sitting, two lizards came into the cave, one was chasing the other, and they two
jumped down her throat, and she thought to herself, “ Why have these two lizards

entered into me ? And so it was that in about a month’s time she perceived
that she was enceinte, and presently she bore twins, and she nourished her two
children till they were grown up and were very strong. And while they were still

children they asked their mother, “ Why is it that we three live together in this

ca^ e ? And when they had become young men, one shot and pierced through
Ure door, and the) saw light for the first time. Then they spake together, “ What
is this thing ? and their mother told them. Then they said to their mother,
iMake ready coconut leaves for a torch,” and their mother did as they told her

;

she took some and dried them in the sun
; and when it was evening, she made

tliem into a torch for fishing, and they two directed her to go to the place where
the water springs forth from the rock, and that water is called “ Tutu.” And she
went, and while she was seeking it, Tepkakhola saw the fire afar off, and he said,

10 is this ? I have sought in vain for a man, and wlio is this ? ” And he
lan and uhen he saw her coming, he drew near and met her near the shore, and

“
It is I,” and he said, “ Where do

^
^

f
^ '* I tive here.” And he said, “ Give

me some fish, and she gave him one bag full, and he came rather nearer and
tollowed her, and when he had finished one ha<, ..-i ..n- i •#

noi T win » 1 .

I*® me more, and if
not, 1 V ill eat vour suns, and she (mwo ,

place where he; two sons were; and^lliey hT)"”
the midiib of the .sago palm leaf, and nnde Z
the net, in the place where the water flow! for

't into

s forth from the rock. As the woman
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drew near the place she drew forth the rih, and he said, “ Give me that fish,” and

she said, “ It is my sons’ food,” and he said, “ Give it to me,” and she said, “ There

is only one fish, and I want it very much for my two sons,” and he said, “ Give it

to me,” and she said, “ I will put it into your mouth,” and when he opened his

mouth wide, she thrust the “ midrib ” down his throat, and sang a song, and it

stuck in his throat, and so it was that he cried out, “ My sister, I am dying,” and

her two sons came upon him suddenly, and shot him, and he died. And they

three dwelt in peace. And the two sons used to go shooting fish, and their mother

said to them :
“ When you are fisliing, don’t go far away, lest that evil thing see

you.” And they went and climbed a tree, and shouted out, “ Ulaka ' Ulaka !
” And

he heard afar off and ran, and as he ran, his tail struck the trees, and it broke

them off short
;
and they two kept quiet, and when they saw him they were afraid,

and he went away
;
then they climbed down. And one day they made many

spears, and climbed into another tree and called out again “ Ulaka ! Ulaka !
” And

he ran, and they kept quiet, and he came and found some coconuts, and he ate

them, and his countenance was very terrible, and when he had eaten he lay down
;

and when they saw that he was gorged, they came down and speared him. And
they had put spears ready in the path, and as he tied, one on the one side of the

road, and the other on the other side stood ready, and he turned to one to gore

him, and the other speared him, then he turned again to that one, and the other

speared him, and they kept on doing this till they reached the beach, and he died

there.
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NOTES ON SOME ANCIENT CHILIAN SKULLS, AND OTHEE
EEMAINS.

By E. E. Latcham, Local Correspondent of the Anthropological Institute for Chile.

[With Plates XV—XVI.]

In his Journal of the Voyage of the “Beagle,” Darwin briefly describes the

terrace formation of the district round Coquimbo Bay. Being located in the

neighbourhood during the past few years, I thought it a favourable opportunity of

making a more detailed study of the district than could be attempted in a few

days’ stay. The results of this study, geological and otherwise, I hope to publish

shortly.

Meanwhile some of the results may be of interest to anthropological students

and may help to throw a light upon the disputed question of the aboriginal

inhabitants of this part of the continent.

One of the first things that attracted my attention was the frequent

recurrence of irregular shaped mounds along the terrace edges, or ancient high-

water marks. At first I supposed that these were piles of drifted sand, such as are

ill the course of formation along the actual coast line, but a closer examination

showed that, while in many cases this was so, others were formed almost entirely

of shells. It then occurred to me that these might owe their origin to human

agency, and have been formed in the same manner as the shell mounds of the

Baltic and other coasts. In such a case they would probably contain other

remains, perhaps even human relics.

After a careful search, I found my surmise correct. Embedded among the

shells and sand, were the bones of numerous animals and birds, some of which are

not now found in this district. Occasionally I came upon instruments of stone,

shell, or bone, also fragments of pottery, and, in several cases, portions of human
skeletons, but in such a weather-worn, broken condition that I could not form an

opinion respecting the race they represented. The skulls invariably crumbled

away on touch, and even the teeth were so brittle that they would seldom stand

the least pressure. This was doubtless owing to the porous nature of the soil, and
the action of the moisture and acids. Only on one occasion did I obtain a skull in

such condition as would render even a superficial study possible, and then only
after carefully piecing and cementing the different fragments.

Not far from Coquimbo, on the upper level of the terrace series, are a number
of quarries, from which a porous calcareous stone, much used for filters and
building purposes, is obtained. By accident I heard that human remains were
occasionally found there by the workmen. I repaired to the spot, and on
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questioning the men, they admitted that they did, from time to time, come across

such remains in the deposit immediately above the stone, and that they were

generally in a good state of preservation. They invariably buried them again

under the increasing pEes of deh'is.

Having obtained this information, I set methodically to work on a portion

of the ground entirely undisturbed. After three days work I had the good

fortune to find an almost entire male skeleton, in so good a state of preservation,

and so little weathered, that it seemed to have been interred only a few years

since.

On a subsequent occasion I was able to recover three other partial skeletons,

all of them wanting their lower extremities. This was eaused by a curious

coincidence. The three interments had been made in a row, the axis of which ran

from north to south. The space between each separate grave was about 3 feet,

the heads all pointing in the direction of the rising sun. On uncovering the

rock for a new quarry, the workmen had run their base-line exactly through the

centre of the line of graves, cutting the skeletons in two, and carrying off in the

rubbish the lower extremities, leaving intact the upper portions.

At first I thought that this was a burial place of recent date, and might

be referred to one of the numerous skirmishes that took place in the

neighbourhood during the revolutions of 1851 and 1859. But the testimony

of the owners of the quarries, a closer study of the remains themselves, and an

examination of the soil from which they were taken, convinced me that they

were of considerable antiquity. This probability was strengthened by the number

of stone objects found buried with the remains, some of them showing no small

degree of skill in their manufacture.

A few days later I was lucky enough to come across another grave, containing

in this case a group of three skeletons, an adult female, and two children, one

quite an infant
;
also several interesting stone objects, among others two mullers

of a peculiar pattern
;
a square stone, evidently used as a mortar, and some stone

ornaments (Plate XVI).

A close examination of the ground satisfied me that it had not been disturbed

for hundreds, perhaps for thousands, of years.

The remains I have mentioned were found at an average depth of 4 feet,

9 inches, and the result of my observations inclines me to the belief that, since the

date of their burial, the whole level has been under the sea, and has afterwards

been upheaved
;
the present height above the sea-level being over two hundred feet.

My reasons for this conclusion are as follows The skeletons are found in all

instances in a layer of black deposit mixed with shells, which lies immediately

upon the calcareous stone (composed, by the way, of minute particles of sand,

broken shells, and fine fragments of stone, compressed into a solid mass). This

black soil is still deposited in the southern part of Goquimbo Bay, where there is

little current, and is quite distinct from the other deposits of the bay. The shells

most abundant in it are : conclwlepas, fisurellcc, chitona, patella.’, and lapas.
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Above this black deposit there is a layer of calcareous compound of a

yellowish-white colour, from 14 to 16 inches in thickness. This produces a very

good quick-lime, and has led to the establishment of limekilns in the neighbour-

hood. On the top of this again is a bed of sand, with a light topping of gravelly

mould. This, too, is full of shells.

Here then we have three layers of different colours and conditions. On

removing the skeletons, I was most particular to notice in each case if these three

layers were intact, finding that in every instance they were so
;
a clear proof that

the burials had taken place before the deposition of the upper two layers
;
as in a

contrary case, all three would have become mixed, on refilling the excavations.

I have been able to form no estimate as to the probable date of these burials,

as the whole country shows such multiple signs of a vast series of submersions and

upheavals that speculation would be vain.

The remains mentioned were so encrusted with the black deposit spoken of,

that it was only with great difficulty I could remove it. All these remains have

suffered remarkably little from weathering, and in most cases have lost little

of their organic substances, being in these respects quite the reverse to those

found in the sand-hills and shell mounds. This is doubtless owing to the tight

packing and extremely fine nature of the deposit in which they were embedded,

which is almost impervious to filtering. As an example of this, I subsequently

noticed that in uncovered parts, after three days’ heavy rain, the moisture had only

penetrated to the depth of two or three inches, and that in the parts where it had

been most upturned and so become loosened.

Pauticulae Description of the Skeletons.

Skull A (Plate XV.)—This skull is of medium capacity (mesocephalic),

1450 c.c. It is also mesozygous, mesognathous and mesaticephalic. Compared

with the others of the series, it would seem to denote a cross with a race having

different characteristics.

The sutures are open and simple; there is a small wormian bone in the

lambdoidal suture near the right asterion.

The frontfd is well developed, through the forehead is narrow in the

superorbital region. The glabella and the superciliary ridges are not noticeable,

forming one smooth contour
;
but the frontal eminences are prominent, .giving a

high appearance to the forehead. The general aspect of the face is one of flatness,

and presents characteristics that have not before come under my notice. The
nasal notch is completely wanting, a fact which probably accounts for the high

naso-malar index. The nasal bones continue in a line with the forehead, while the

bidacryc breadth is only 19 mm.
; the dacryons being only slightly behind the

external surface of the bi-nasal suture. This makes the outer edge of the orbits

appear to recede, and gives an internal bi-orbital arc of 98 mm., while the chord
is only 88 mm., infusing a prosopic element (Ill'S) to what is essentially a
platyopic face.
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The orbits themselves are rectangular and mesoseme, the superorbital notches

pronounced
; as is the case with all the foramina.

The maxillaries are short, broad, and remarkable for the very .slight

concavities below the malars. This helps to give the face its appearance of

flatness. The apertura pyriformis is extremely narrow, and the nose highly

leptorhine (39'2). The distance from the nasal spine to the alveolar process is

very short
;
the palate is parabolic, with a staphyh’nic index of 95‘8. This again is

a point which has not before come under my notice, especially in Chihan skulls,

whether Indian or otherwise. The internal palatine breadth, 46 mm., is much
above the average, while the internal length, 48 mm., is less than customary.

The teeth, which are all present, are worn down in a remarkable way
;
far

more so than I have ever seen before, even among the lowest savages (Fuegians

and Ocas). In this skull especially, they barely protrude—incisors, canines and
molars alike—four millimetres from the alveolar processes, and are quite separate

inter se
;
the spaces between the molars being about 1 mm. and between the

incisors about 2 mm. The superior molars especially are worn to a sharp exterior

edge, being for the most part in a healthy condition, but in a few instances

carious.

The mandible is strong and the chin square. There are indications that the

muscular attachments have been extremely powerful. The inclination of the

ascending ramus—narrow in all the skulls of the series—is about 105°.

Viewed in norma lateralis, one notices a flattening of the roof, beginning

slightly before the bregma, and continuing for 60 mm. along the sagittal suture;

on either side of which there is a slight concavity. The squamose suture is almost

horizontal, and is very low, rising in no part more than 30 mm. above the

zygomata. These latter, and also the malars, are massive, though not so solid as in

skulls B and D. The temporal crest is not visible, but the post-zygomatic is very

prominent. The parietal eminences are conspicuous, and curiously enough both
are seriously damaged. On one side there is a star-shaped fracture which extends

m every direction to the sutures, and was possibly the cause of death
;
although it

may have been post-mortem. On the other side there is a deep indentation,

25 mm. in length and 5 mm. in depth, but the bone is not fractimed or perforated,

and it may have been caused in youth, while the bone was stEl in a plastic condition.

The skull rests on the occipital condyles, which are full and massive
;
the

mastoids being only sEghtly developed, but the digastric grooves are wide and deep.

On the whole this skull is the best developed of the series, the face being
"eak, but denoting a degree of intelligence wanting in the others. The frontal

region is extremely full in the spheno-frontal portion, bulging along the whole
temporal crest. The roof of the skull is flattened, as is also the posterior surface,

between the parietal eminences, rounding off in the occipital region.

Skull B (Plate XV.)—This skull is of a far ruder type than A, with a much
smaller cranial capacity (1360 c.c.) It is also more dolichocephalic and more

psicephalic. The bones are strong and massive, and the sutures very simple.
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In norma wrticalis it is ovoid in form, phsenozygous in a high degree, and

markedly prognathous, especially in the subnasal region. The parietal eminences

are prominent, as are also the frontal
;
these latter being fused, which cause the

forehead to bulge somewhat in the centre. The strongly marked superciliary

ridges are distinctly discernible from above.

The greatest breadth is at the parietal protuberances, the skull sloping

gradually from these points to the mastoids. The sides are very much flattened,

presenting two surfaces
;
one anterior to, and the other posterior to and below, the

parietal eminences.

In norma lateralis the great prognathism and the massive nature of the jaws

and malars immediately attract attention. The forehead is receding, and the

whole sagittal curve, from the metopie point to the iniou, forms a single elliptic arc,

without any flattening at the bregma, or at the post-bregmatic portion of the

skull.

The zygomata are strong and the post-zygomatic ridges distinct, with

indications of remarkably developed muscular attachments. The temporal crest

is also prominent but very irregular in outline, rising obliquely to a point

vertically above the meatus auditorius, whence it falls to the parietal eminence.

The .mastoids are insignificant, but the mastoid foramina are unusually well

marked
;
as are all the foramina of this series.

The digastric grooves are deep and broad, and the occipito-niastoidal sutures

form parallel grooves of considerable size. The occipital condyles are slight, but

pointed and projecting.

The palate is elliptical in shape, with a staphylinic index of 80T.

In norma facialis, what strikes one at once is the negro type of the face, with its

massive jaws, prominent malars, and overhanging glabella and superciliary ridges.

The face is mesopic and leptoprosopic, but has a broad appearance owing to

the fulness of the malars.

The bidacryc distance is rather more than is usual in American skulls. The

nasal bones are entirely different in formation to those in A
;
the bridge being

depressed, but the lower part of these bones much wider than at the nasion. The

apertura pyriformis, instead of presenting sharp angles, is rounded at the corners

and slightly truncated
;
the nasal spine is prominent.

The orbits are squarish, and the bony rim massive, and, what is peculiar, have

two superorbital notches.

There is considerable facial and sub-nasal prognathism, the upper jaw pro-

jecting greatly. Most of the teeth are wanting
;
their loss being post-mortem.

The alveolar processes show that they were protruding. The few molars left are
much worn down, but not to the same degree as in A

The lower jaw is strong and heavy; the chin square and full, fairly hi-h
symphysis, and moderately deep sigmoid notch. The thickness of this mandible
IS unusual, being 18 mm., both at tbp u- i

T,, , p

® chin and at the second molar.The angle of the narrow ascending ramus is slightly everted.
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The occipital bone is small but prominent, and very massive at the inion
;
the

thickness at this point being 13 mm. The asterions are well inside the occipital

plane, both the mastoids and the squamm being visible in norma occipitalis.

The left facial portion of the skull has been burnt; the zygoma and coronoid

being completely carbonized.

The frontal is deeply scarred on both sides, but whether this is the result of

wounds, or a pathological condition, I have not been able to decide. The scars, of

which there are several, are from two to six cm. long and about one mm. in

depth
; one of them is bifurcated. Possibly they may only indicate a constricted

superorbital nervous system, such as occurs in some South African races
;
but

similar cases have not before come under my notice in South American crania.

Skull C.—The most conspicuous feature of this skull is its diminutive size.

Its capacity is only 1080 c.c. (measured approximately with No. 8 shot). I say

approximately, as the whole left temporal bone is wanting, and to measure the

cubic contents I had to substitute one of wax.

In general appearance this skull resembles A, the flatness of the face being

due to the same reasons, that is, to the continuity of the naso-frontal line, the

fulness of the maxillaries and the prominence of the canine alveolars, thus

flattening the whole anterior part of the alveolar process. The face does not look

as broad as it otherwise would, owing to the want of the left zygoma
;
the right

being very salient. Its general conditions are: slightly microseme, leptorhine,

very platyopic, and leptoprosopic.

The forehead is narrow and low, receding abruptly from the metopic point,

but is full in the spheno-frontal region as in A. The infra-orbital suture is plainly

marked in this and in other skulls of the series.

The orbits are rectangular, and here again, as in B, the double superorbital

notch is seen. The bones of the nose are straight and narrow, and the sub-nasal

portion of the face extremely short and prognathous.

Seen from above, the skull is elliptic, and phmnozygous in a high degree, the

sutures open and simple.

This skull, like B, is scored in the frontal region, but it is difficult to say

whether this is accidental or pathological.

In ncn'rna lateralis it presents some features worthy of note. The bulging
of the lower portions of the parietals and of the squamose portions of the

temporals is very pronounced
;

as is also the arching of the zypomuta. The
temporal crest is not noticeable except in the frontal. The upper portion of the

coronal suture is depressed, which causes a corresponding bulging, anterior and
posterior to the bregma. The frontal also bulges over the central line

;
but

flattens away over each orbit. The parietal eminences cannot precisely be

designated, owing to the rounding curves of this part. Different from the other
skulls, the maximum breadth is not found in the bi-parietal diameter, but in the
temporal region, 20 mm. below the squamose edge.

The skull is not symmetrical, one parietal being higher than the other, while
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the right side of the occipital protnides 10 mm. more than the left. Below the

inion there are two deep impressions, where the recto-major muscles were

inserted. The mastoids are smaE and pointed, the digastric grooves very wide,

and the condyles insignificant. The palate is U-shaped, long and narrow; the

teeth worn even more than in A, forming a sharp cutting edge on the outside,

and worn down to the alveolars on the inside. The lower jaw is wanting, but

must have been narrow and pointed.

This skull is the most chamiecephalic of the whole series, although it is well

within the limits of orthoeephaly, with an index of 71'2.

As I have already mentioned, the skeleton to which this skull belonged was

found buried together with the skeletons of two children, one of an infant, and the

other evidently not more than four years old. But these bones were in such a

fragmentary condition that it was impossible to take any measurements, or even

to make any detailed study.

Skull D (Plate X\'’).—On examining this skull, the theory of the American

anthropologists, as to the probability of the primitive inhabitants of this continent

having been of the Eskimo type, immediately occurred to me. Here we have

many of its peculiarities reproduced, although in some cases slightly modified.

The Fuegians, also, if one allows for distance and altered circumstances, are in

many respects very similar.

In this skull we have the dolichocephaly (75‘68), the marked scaphoid

character without any sign of synostosis, the infra- orbital suture, the massive

nature of the body of the mandible, the wide palate and worn teeth, the flat

face with its prominent malars, the considerable sub-nasal prognathism, the

pieminence of the chin, the relatively narrow cvperhcra pyTiformis of the nose,

and the small size of the mastoids and condyles
;

all in accordance with the

cranial characteristics of the Eskimo.

The sutures are all well defined, but simple, the bones thick and very heavy.

All the protuberances and Joramina are strongly marked.
In iwrnia verticalis this skull has the shape of a truncated cone with a

rounded base. It is slightly phamozygous and highly prognathous. The parietal

eminences are very prominent and the frontal protuberances well indicated. As
in C there is a slight depression at the bregma.

In norma occipitalis the skull is pentagonal in outline; the roof being
sharply pointed and the sides vertical. The mastoids are larger and the digastric
grooves shallower than in any of the other skulls. The occipital and the
posterior portions of the parietal and temporal bones are asymmetrical, there being
a considerable bidguig on the left side of the lambda, especially in the vicinity
of the mastoid. The skull rs acrocephalic, the breadth-height index being 102-9.

in norma lateralis the forebpnrl lo » ,, ® ™
,

, ,, 1 .

‘IS seen to be full and rather high. The
glabella and superciliary ridws avA -c

S

• , , 1
“ insignificant. The sagittal curve rises to a

point at the bregma, rouudiim off to tliA 1 1
^

concavity.
° being a faint post-bregmatic
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Owing to the protrusion of the temporal squamm, and the flattening of the

zygomata, the temporal fossce are better filled than in any other of these skulls,

although the sphenoids are deeply grooved.

Viewed in this norma, three planes present themselves. One falling from the

sagittal suture to the temporal crest
;
the second from the temporal crest to the

zygomata
;
and the third including the lower posterior part of the parietals

;

behind the line running from the meatus auditorius to the parietal eminences,

which latter are strongly marked. There is also a considerable flattening from the

obelion to the inion.

In norufia facialis the fulness of the maxillaries, spoken of in the other skulls,

IS still a prominent feature. The face is leptoprosopic and verges on platyopy,

with a naso-malar index of 108‘6.

A point worthy of note is that in all the male skulls of the series the orbital

measurements are identical.

The nasal fossae are of the true pyriform shape, and the index places the skull

in the mesorhine group. As I have remarked in the case of other skulls of the

series, the infra-orbital suture is very apparent, and seems to persist till old age

Without obliteration. The bidacryc distance is small. The frontal is very narrow,

allowing the whole side of the skull to the parietal eminences to be seen. The
palate is parabolic and unusually high (17 mm. from the centre of the palatine

torus to the alveolar plane). The teeth are small, rather worn down, but all sound.

The chin is prominent, but the sigmoid notch is not very deep owing to the vertical

setting of the inferior incisors
;
those of the upper jaw meeting them obliquely,

thus causing great sub-nasal prognathism.

The mandible, though strong, is not so massive as in A and B
;
the ascending

ramus being small and the condyles slight.

The molars present a considerable inward obliquity, owing to which the

exterior edge is much more worn than the interior. The apophysis yenii are very

protuberant, with the digastric notch well formed.

The foramen maynum is iiyriforni and asymmetric; the condyles insignificant,

and the jugular apophysis extremely small. The rugged surface of the lower

portion of the occipital denotes that the neck muscles must have been very

powerful.

Shvll E ,—This skull is very similar in general outline to D, having many
points in common with the rest of the series, and also some special characteristics

of its own.

In respect to the age of the individual, it belonged undoubtedly to the oldest

nienilier of the group. The sutures, especially the coronal, are partially synostosed.
The forehead is low but not retreating, and the parietals rise to a peak about
4 centimetres behind the bregma. The skull is scaphoid, but not so much as D,
dolichocephalic (71'6) and plnenozygoiis, with a marked sub-nasal prognathism.

It is not in such perfect condition as the others of the series, the right parietal
being badly damaged.
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Viewed in norma terticalis it is ovoid in form, with a capsular occiput. All

the eminences are prominent, the glabella especially being strongly marked.

In norma lateralis the development of the temporal crest at once fixes the

attention. It is so strongly marked in the frontal region as to cause a depression

immediately above it. In the parietals this ridge is duplicated, leaving a slight hut

well-marked furrow between the two branches. The flattened planes noticed in D
are here reproduced, hut the occiput is much more protruding.

In norma facialis, the flat features, the narrow forehead, the continuous

fronto-nasal line, the prominent canines and the double superorbital notch are all

in accordance with others of the same group, although the wider malar diameter

and the broad short nose (nasal index 56'5) indicate individual variation.

Although the majority of the sutures are obliterated, the infra-orbital suture is

still distinctly marked. Another significant fact is that the orbital measurements

are exactly identical with those of the other male skulls of the series. Is this a

racial distinction or a mere coincidence ?

The malar orifice is double on both sides, there being a space of about

10 millimetres between the ducts.

The general characters of the face are chamseprosopic, platyopic, mesoseme,

and platyrhinie.

The lower mandible is broken in two, and is much weathered. All the

incisors are present, but are worn down to the alveolar borders, while the molars,

with one exception, were lost previous to death. The ascending ramus forms a

much more olAuse angle than in any of the other mandibles, undoubtedly owing

to the age of the individual. The bicondylie breadth is unusually great (128 mm.
exterior measurement).

The palate is U-shaped and elongated, and the upper teeth all wanting with

the exception of three incisors, worn down to the alveolar. The foramen maejiu'nn

is asymmetrical and rhomboidal in form, and the condyles larger than usual.

hlvll No. 1.—From shell mounds. This skull is only fragmentary but in

general outline cpiite different from those already described. From its size it would

appear to be that of a child, and the thinness of the bones seems to point to the

same deduction. It is mesaticephalic in form, with an index of 80'0, with narrow

sloping forehead, and gently rounded roof. The parietal protuberances are barely

noticeable, and the greatest diameter is found below and slightly to the front of

them.

As only the frontal, parietals and a portion of the occipital are present it is

not easy to make a comparison, but I should have no hesitation in saying that it

belonged to a type distinct from the series lettered alphabetically.
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Measurement. A B c D E No. 1 Observations.

Sex • ••• male male fern. male male male 9.

Age 30-40 35 30 30 60 Approximate.

Diameters. mm. mm. mm. mm. mm. mm.

Antero-posterior .... 176 177 167 181 180 164 Maximum.

Transverse.... 141 135 128 137 129 131

Frontal, maximum 116 112 102 109 112 102

„ minimum 89 95 86 94 91 86.

Height 137 143 119 141 134 Basi-bregniatic.

Basi-nasal 96 Oo 91 98 98

Basi-alveolar 00 98 97 95 99 —

Foramen magnum 38 34 33 32 37 — Length.

34 30 26 28 28 — Breadth.

Bi-orbital 100 107 96 101 104 — External.

J) 88 96 88 93 96 — Internal.

Orbital length 40 40 37 40 40 — All the male skulls

are equal in these

diameters.

„ breadtli . .. 35 35 31 35 35 —

Bi-daeryc .... 19 23 19 21 22 —

hiasal length 51 50 47 49 46

„ breadtli ... 20 25 22 24 26

Palatal length 48 53 48 53 59
> Internal.

jj breadth .... 46 43 40 42 43 J

Bi-jugal 107 116 108 110 114 —

Ei-zygomatic 126 130 129 127 132

Ophryo-alveolar .... 76 81 77 80 73

l^asi-alveolar 6G 72 63 68 64 —

Curves.

Frontal 126 128 122 130 126 113

Parietal 114

.

134 110 124 138 108
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Measurement. A B C D E No. 1 Observations.

Sex male male fern. male
1

male male ?

Age 30-40 35 30 30 60 Approximate.

mm. mm. mm. mm. mm. mm.

Occipital ... 134 112 110 120 Ill — To opisthion.

Total sagittal

Supra-auricular

470 474 433 472 473 — Including basi-

nasal line over

bregma.
325 320 290 325 316 —

Horizontal 510 505 480 499 505 —
Naso-malar 98 105 93 101 102 _

Indices.

Cephalic 79 -2 76-2 76 -6 75 *6 71 -6 79-8

Length, height

Breadth „

77 *0 80-2 71 -2 77 -9 74 -4 —
These three in-

102 -9 105-9 92-9 102 -9 103 -8 —
^ dices give the

1 true proportions.
Mixed „ 89 -9 93-0 82-0 90-4 89 -1 — J

Orbital ..., 87 ’5 87 -5 83 -8 87 -5 87 -5 —
Nasal 39 -2 50 -0 46-8 48 -9 56 -j —
Palatinal 95 -8 80-1 83 -3 79 -2 72 -9 — Staphylinie.

Nasi-alveolar 55 -8 55 -4 48-8 53 -5 48 -4 — KoUmann’s.

Ophryo-alveolar

Stephanie ....

60-3 62 -3 59 -7 63-0 55 -3 — Broca’s facial

index.
77 '5 84 -8 79 -4 86 -2 81 -2 84 -3

Foramen magnum.... 90-0 88 -2 78 *8 87 -5 75 -6

Naso-malar 111 -3 109-0 105-6 108 -6 106 -2 —

Mandibles.

Bi-condyloid diara. 111 120 — 106 128 External.

Eamus, height 44 50 45 40

„ breadth 31 34 32 35

Symphysial height 30 36 32 28

Molar height 26 31 28
(A. 1st molar.
\ B. 2nd „

Coronoid height .... 56

1

56 — 57 59 — t D. 2nd
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Measurement.

1

A
!

1

^ C

]

1 D

1

1

E

1

No. 1 Observations.

Sex male male 1 fern. male male male ?

Age 30-40 35 30

\

30 60 Approximate.

rnm.
1

i
mm.

I

mm. mm. mm

.

mni.

Condyloid height . . 59 69 58 58 —
Bi-gonial curve 181 200 — 191 206 —
Bi-gonial breadth.... 97 96 — 90 97 —
Ophryo-mental height — 133 — 128 114 —
Naso-mental „ — 116 — 116 ~ —
Bi-stephanie length — 109 101 108 — —
Spino-alveolar height — 22 18 20 —

Capacity

c.c.

1450

c.c.

1360

C.C.

1080

C.C.

1330

C.C.

1295 The capacity of

Other hones.

Radius 2.3-0 23 *5 21 -3 24 -1 22 -6

skull C is approxi-
mate.

Ulna 27 -0 26 -5 25 -2 27 -3 26-0 —
Where possible the

Humerus .. i 32 -0 33 -6
; 28 -5 33-9

1

30-7 bones of the

Tibia 32 -7 31 -5

light side are
those of which

Femur 44 -7 ~
i

41 -3 — —
the measure-
ments are given.

Clavicle
j

13-5 13-7
’

i

12-4 13 -9 i

i

13 -1 —

Other Objects Found.

Two mullers of peculiar form, sliaped for the hand to grasp, and indicating

considerable use. (Plate XVI, Figs. 1 and 2.)

One Hat stone with scalloped sides, much worn in the centre and evidently

used as a mortar. (Plate XVI, Fig. 3.)

A flat thin stone, probably used as an amulet or ornament. (Plate XVI, Fig.

A) This stone is highly polished and is of a kind of yellowish-white marble. It

has been perforated at one end by three small holes, which, by the constant friction

of the suspending cord, have l)ecome greatly elongated
; so much so that one has

been cut right out and a second bored beneath it. It indicates long use and
may possibly have been a family relic. This stone was found with the mullers
and mortar, buried with the female skeleton.

VoL. XXXIV. S
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A smooth thin axe-head, highly polished, and broken at its upper extremity.

(Plate XVI, Fig. 5.)

A flint spear-head (Plate XVI, Fig. 8), roughly chipped, both extremities

broken.

A polished axe-head. (Plate XVI, Fig. 7.) This has a slight groove round

the narrow end, evidently where a cord has been used to fasten it to a haft.

A broken flint instrument, rudely chipped, which may have been a leaf-shaped

spear-head. (Plate XVI. Fig. 6.)

A broken stone ring, iniicb worn, probably used as a weight for nets.

(Plate XVI, Fig. 9.)

A stone ball, probably used for the same purpose. (Plate XVI, Fig. 10.)

Several fragments of coarse pottery were also found. These were made of

black clay mixed with fine white sand. They bear no mark of scoring or

decoration, and are of the rudest description.

GENER.4.L Observations.

It will be as well here to recapitulate the distinctive characteristics of this
•

series of skulls. These consist of the remarkable thickness and weight of the

skulls, especially in the malar and occipital regions
;
the general flatness of the

face
;
the continuous fronto-nasal line

; the coincidence of the orbital measurements

;

the great width of the palate and worn condition of the teeth
;
the flattened surfaces

of the walls and roof of the skulls
;
the tendency to scaphocephaly

;
the persistent

infra-orbital suture
;

the double superorbital notch, and the prominence of the

canines.

Their general dimensions place them among the sub-dolichocephalic group of

races, their cephalic index being just a trifle over 76, although one (A) reaches 79’2.

Tlie general type is cpiite distinct (even to a casual observer) from that of any

other Chilian race which I have examined, including that of the natives of the time

of the Spanish conquest.

In Chilian and Araucanian skulls the greatest transverse diameter is, in the

great majority of cases, found immediately above the scjuamose edges of the

temporals, while the parietal protuberances are rounded and not very prominent.

\\ ith the skulls in question, on the other hand, the greatest width occurs exactly

between the parietal prominences, while they narrow away considerably towards
the temporals.

The roof of the skull is also far less symmetrical than in the Chilian and
Araucanian, owing to the flattening of the parietals, both above and below the
temporal crest, which give them a scaphocephalic tendency.

The prognathism of these skulls is very marked, especially sub-nasally. The
angle ranges from 71° to 72°, about that of the Eskimo.

whie^ U
Vhte distinct from the Araucanian skulls, in

IS roar ut depressed. The frontal diameter (minimum) is less in this
race than in any other, the mean diameter of the five skulls being 9l mm.
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Ihe general appearance of the face is one of extreme flatness. This is caused

principally by the continuity of the fronto-nasal line (there being no notch below
the glabella, the nose continuing in a line with the forehead) and the fulness of the

malars.

The orbital index is high, and in four of the five skulls under study was exactly

the same. The nasal index is low, while the zygomatic diameter is less than that

of any other Indian race found in Chile.

Another peculiarity found in all the skulls is the great palato-maxillary

diameter, the average (exteimal) being 66 mm. The teeth in all of them are worn
down in a most extraordinary way, not only the molars but even the incisors. In
two of the skulls these latter only protrude from the alveolar processes about 4 or

o mm., and are quite separated one from the other, the space between each being
from 2 to 3 mm. Teeth and molars alike are worn to a sharp exterior edge and
present a concave surface.

A point of especial importance is the persistent infra-orbital suture, which
continues even in old age, as evidenced by skull E. This together with the double

superorbital notch is a distinctive feature in all the skulls of the series, and is

common among the Fuegians and Eskimo.

The capacity of the skulls is very low, giving an average of only 1,305 c.c.

One of them, a female, only reached 1,080 c.c., although it does not show any signs

of being abnormal.

The bones of the body seem to indicate that this race was of low stature, and
slightly built. The average length of radius of the four male skeletons is only 23‘3

cm., and, calculating this bone by Humphrey’s table at 14'15 per cent, of the total

length of the skeleton, would give an average height of 16o'7 cm. or 5 feet 4J inches

more or less. The female skeleton, on the other hand, only measured a little over
150 cm. or 4 feet llj inches.

The state of civilization to which this race had attained seems to have been
very low. They were evidently in the transition stone age, as the instruments

found are some rudely chipped and some fairly polished. Ho sign of metal was
found, but fragments of rude pottery, without any attempt at decoration, were

lunnerous.

It is probable that their principal food was shellfish
;
but they also ground roots

cr berries, as is shown from the worn state of the rude stone mortar. They also

had some means of catching or killing wild-fowl, as the bones of such are abundant.

Their mode of burial would seem to indicate that the sun had an important

place in their religious ideas, and a belief in a future state is suggested by their

burying arms and household utensils with their dead. It is also probable that they
indulged in personal decoration, as the pierced stone (Plate XYI, Fig. 4), and a

number of perforated shells of small size, have evidently been used as ornaments.

Who were these people ? Whence did they come ? Whither have they gone ?

These are questions that with the scanty data set forth I cannot venture to answer

;

but I would call the attention of anthropologists to several points which, while

s 2
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common among the Fuegians and Eskimo, are persistent in the remains here

presented.

Before making a more detailed comparison of these races it would he as well

to mention that most text-books rather exaggerate the peculiarities of the Eskimo.

Thus it is generally stated that they are extremely dolichocephalic (index from 71

to 72). We shall see by tables here given that the race is more probably sub-

doliehocephalic with an index of more than 75, although there are many

individuals who fall much below this.

The same remarks apply to the nasal index. While still very leptorhine, they

are not so to such a degree as is commonly supposed, the average index being

probably above 44.

Again, we are frequently informed that they have the yellow complexion o

the Asiatic. This may be so where some intermixture has taken place with

Mongolie tribes, but as a racial characteristic it is doubtful, as many well-known

writers, who have made personal observations, decide otherwise. Hayes describes

them as greyish brown
;
Holm and Pinart say they are of a light bronze colour

;

and John Murdoch speaks of their complexion as a dark brunette, often with a

good deal of colour in the cheeks.

Cephalic Index .—I give here various lists of Eskimo skulls, indicating at the

same time their provenance.

21 skulls from Greenland .. 717 (Broca)

14
51 55 • * • 71’3 (Davis).

G14 „ >1 51 • • • 76’8 (Deniker).

22-j-j ,, 11 >5 • * 714 (Turner).

0 Hudson’s Bay . .

.

754 (Davis).

85 „ * 5 55 5 5
• ' • 77’2 (Tocher).

5 „ „ Labrador 744 (Virchow).

27 „ 55 55 • • • 77'0 (Deniker).

10 „ 55 55 * * * 71’8 (Duckworth).

19 „ 51 55 • ' • 71-5

6 „ „ Alaska... 75’3 (Davis).

7
J5 . ... 74’8 (Deniker).

101 „ 55 • • • 71 '37 (Bessels).

Average of 880 skulls 76-1

It is probable that many of the skulls contained in this list have been quoted
more than once by writers who have included the results of other studies in their

own tables.

Comparing the average index of the 880 skulls with that of the five Chilian,
we find a near resemblance (76T—76‘5).

Altitudinal Index. Another peculiarity of the Eskimo is the great height of
the skull. French anthropologists chiefly employ the length-height indL to
express tins quality

;
the Germans prefer the breadth-height. There°is much to be
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said against both methods, and we agree with Broca that the mixed-height index is

that which gives the best idea of this characteristic.

Length-height. Breadth-height. Mixed-height,

j

13 Eskimo 73 1 _ 1—
j

Broca.

5 Eskimo 74 -0 103 0 88 ‘5 Virchow.

0 Chiliaus 76-1 101 -7 88-9
1

These indices show the similarity of the two races in this respect, and also

place them as a unique group at the head of the hypsiceplialic and acrocephalic

peoples.

Frontal Measurements.—The proportions and shape of the frontal region in

tlie two races are also very similar, as shown below.

Frontal Index :

—

15 Eskimo (Broca) ... ... ... ... 94*1

5 Chilians ... ... ... ... ... 91'0

Stephanie Index :

—

10 Eskimo (Cambridge Museum) 81-2

7 „ (Duckworth) 80’9

5 Chilians ... ... ... ... ... SIS

Orbital Index.—The same resemblance occurs in this index :

—

8 Eskimo (Duckworth) ... ... ... 87’o

10 „ (Cambridge Museum) 88’6

5 Chilians ... ... ... 87-5

Nasal Index.—Here we note a more considerable difference, the Eskimo being

highly leptorhine and the Chilians mesorhine, although the index in one case was
little more than 39.

14 Eskimo (Broca) 42-3

15 „ (Duckworth) 45 ’3

9 „ „
44-0

10 „ (Cambridge Museum) 45'5

Average U-J

5 Chilians 48-3

Facial Index.—To give a more exact idea of the facial proportions, we will

nppend both Broca’s and Kollmann’s indices. Here we note a singular discrepancy.

In the latter index we find that there is more or less coincidence between the two
laces, while in' the former the difference is very marked.
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Kollmann’s Indeos :

—

18 Eskimo (Duckworth) ... 51'8

10 „ (Cambridge Museum) ... ... 54‘3

? „ (E. 0. S.) 51-2

0 Chihaiis ... ... ... ... ... 53'4

Broca’s Index :

—

13 Eskimo (Broca) ... ... ... ... 73’4 ?

5 Chilians ... ... ... ... ... 60-1

It is difficult to say whence this difference arises, as neither the ophryo-alveolar

length nor the bi-zygomatic breadth are given in Broca’s list.

Naso-malar Index.—Very little difference is noted in this index
;
the slightly

higher figure in the Chilians being due to the tiattened nasal skeleton.

18 Eskimo (Duckworth) ... ... ... 107'0 (men).

8 ,, „ 106-1 (women).

10 „ (Cambridge Museum) ... ... 107-9

5 Cliilians ... ... ... ... ... 108'

1

The result of these comparisons shows that, although separated by tlie whole

length of the continent, these two races have a very marked resemblance to each

other. This is the more extraordinary when we refer to an article published by

W. L H. Duckworth and B. H. Pain in the Journal of the Anthropologiccd

Institute, vol. xxs, 1900, in which the special characteristics of the Eskimo skulls

are given as follows :

—

1. A tendency to scaphoce[)haly.

2. The persistency of the infra-orbital suture in jnirs facialis.

3. The asymmetry of the foramen magnum.

4. The peculiar wearing of the teeth.

5. The thickening of the body of the mandible.

6. The megasemic orbital aperture.

7. The tiattened nasal skeleton.

8. The prominence of the chin.

9. The low nasal index.

10. The prominence of the lualars.

11. The small mastoid processes.

Comparing these peculiarities with those of the Cliiliaii skulls given at the

beginning of the chapter, we find that they coincide in almost every detail.

Many writers have called atterrtiorr to the affinities of the Eskimo with those
tribes which people the coasts of the Magellan Straits

;
the Tehuelches, Onas,

Airalues, Yaghans, Pesheras, arrd others.

That these tribes have inhabited the southern portion of the coutinerrt since
\eiy remote times is proved by the remains found in various prehistoric sites.
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Among others I may mention a series of prehistoric skulls sent by Dr. Moreno to

the Anthropological School of Paris.

These skulls reproduce all the most notable characteristics of the Eskimo
;
the

high narrow forehead, the flattened planes of the skull, the dolichocephalic and

acrocephalic elements, the length of the face, the prominence of the mahirs, the

degree of prognathism, the small bi-orbital distance, the large palate, and the

peculiar wearing of the teeth.

All these peculiarities are also reproduced, as we have seen, in the Serena

skulls.

Medina, in his Aborigims of Chile, also mentions several skulls to which he

ascribes considerable antiquity, giving the following details.

1.
'

2.

1

^ 4.

Provenauce
'

!j

Osorno.
1

Chonos Archip,

Cephalic index 75 ^9

1

7(J -4
\

74 -7

1

60 -4

Bi-malar diameter — 111 mm. !

j

114 luni.

j

125 mm.

Frontal minimum 89 mm. 97 mm. 99 „ i 98 „

Length-height index ... 72-4 7„>-4 70 -9

1

75

These measurements, so far as they go, would seem to indicate that they

might belong to the same race.

The same author also gives some measurements of a Euegian skull. Cephalic

index, 7o
; length, 178 mm.

;
breadth (parietal), 130 mm. : breadth (bi-temporal),

123 nun.; bi-malar diameter, 130 mm. (zygomatic?); frontal (minimmn), 82 mm.
An ancient Tehuelche skull from the south of the province of Neiiqueu

(Patagonia), now in my possession, gives similar measurements, but also differs in

some particulars. Cephalic index, 74'?’
;
length-height index, 7t^-7

;
breadth-height,

98-6
; mixed-height, 86-1

;
orbital, 90-3

;
nasal, 56-5

;
ophryo-alveolar, 59-.? ; naso-

alveolar, 53’6
;
Stephanie, 85

;
capacity, 1,540 c.c.

This skull is very slightly prognathic, the glabella and superorbital ridges

extraordinarily salient and massive, the nasal notch deep, and the bones of this

organ both broad and prominent. The skull is slightly scaphocephalic, and

presents the flattened planes mentioned as common in the Serena skulls; the

mastoids are small, and the foramen magnum pyriform. The occipital torus,

strongly marked, reaches from one asterion to the other. The double superorbital

notch is apparent, but the infra-orbital suture is not noticeable
;
in fact all the

sutures are more or less synostosed. Its general characters are—doUcho-hypsiacro-

cephahe, mesognathic, megaseme, platyrhine, prosopic and slightly scaphocephalic.

From these details and comparisons it is seen that there exists a great general

I'esemblance among the prehistoric races of the southern extremity of the

continent, and that this resemblance extends to the races inhabiting the Magellan
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Straits district, as well as to the Eskimo who inhabit the extreme north. At the

same time we know of no other race who have any near affinities with this type.

Some writers, among them Quatrefages, contend that America was originally,

and always has been, peopled by migrations from the Old World, presumably Asia,

although .some incline to Europe.

The two special races to which they are supposed to owe their origin are

the Mongols, and the dolichocephalic type that inhabited iS’ortheru Europe during

the Stone Age.

Let us briefly examine these two types to discover their points of contact.

Ihe Mongols are brachycephalic, metrioeephalic, mesorhiiie, inegaseme, and

mesognathic.

Ihe Eskimo are dolichocephalic, hypsi- and aerocephalic in a high degree, very

leptorhine, mesoseme, and prognathic. In all these points the two races differ

ladically. As regards the general shape of the face, stature, obliquity of the

orbital axes they resemble each other, but there the likeness ceases.

The dolichocephalic races of Europe may be classed under two heads, the

tall fair type of the north, and the short brunette of the south. With the latter

we have nothing to do.

The tormer is known by many names—the Scandinavian, the Canstadt, the

Irisian, the Eow-grave, etc. It is still found in some parts of Sweden, in the

Danish isles, and in certain Frisian districts.

This race was tall, dolichocephalic, extremely platycephalic, with a low
retreating brow and narrow forehead, narrow prominent nose, enormous orbital

cavities, heavily marked superorbital ridges, prognathism greater in the lower jaw
than in the upper, and the occipital region highly developed. They had blue or

Gs, abundant fair hair, and ample beards.

It is difficult to reconcile this description with that of the Eskimo, who are
in almost every detail the direct contrary ; being short, dark complexioned, and
with very little hair on the face or body.

We must then either abandon the theory that these latter are not
autocthonous, or seek new affinities for them among other races, prehistoric or
otherwise, where the contrast will not be so marked; especially as the
resemblance they bear to the Serena skulls would seem to indicate that, although
the two branches must have been separated long ages ago, the racial type has
remained, even under changed circumstonces, remarkably persistent.

XoTE OX Three Skulls from Mocha Island.

V ^ “ «umcatio» from Dr.

anZ L,l::r JT ;
skun,-opposed to be ver,-ancient—tound m the i.sland of Mocha ThL ; i j
•

^ ^

of Chile, in 38° 4' S. latitude. It was forn e 1 ^ ^
the resting-place of the souls of the dead in'tf

Araucanos to be
itot ueatl 111 tlieir voyage west.
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The most notable characteristic of these skulls is the remarkable bi-zygomatic

diameter (145T mm.) and the proportionately short o[)hryo-alveolar distance.

This causes a very low facial index (53'2, Broca). This is a trait cominon to the

Araucano Indians. In a list of measurements of 31 Araucano skulls, I found 11

with a facial index varying from 50 to 54.

The great palato-maxillary dimensions, and high staphylinic index, are also

comiuoii features of the Araucanos and, in general, of the races inhabiting the

southern extremity of the continent.

The I'rontal dimensions, and couseipiently the Stephanie index, are also very

similar in the two races; so, too, is the nasal index. The general form of the face,

the very prominent glabella and superorbital ridges, again would seem to indicate

that the two races had much in common ; but here the likeness ceases.

The Araucano has a rounded skull, the Mochinos present plane surfaces with

a decided tendency to scaphocephaly. The Araucano is only sliglitly phienozygous,

the Mochinos extremely so; far more so than in any other race of which I have

knowledge. The greatest transverse diameter is found in the temporal regions

in the Araucano skulls, and in the parietal protuberances among tlie ]\lochiuos.

So developed is the malar region in these latter that the bi-zygomatic diameter

is greater by more than 5 mm. than the transverse diameter of the skull.

The sub-nasal prognathism in these skulls is also very great (67’3°), and the

facial angle (Cloquet) 68'2°. The nasal spine is very developed, the bridge very

sunken. The occipital region is also well developed, especially at the inion,

there being a prominent occipital torus. The general characters of the skulls are :

sub-dolichocephalic, hypsi-acrocephalic, extremely chanueprosopic, platyopic,

pluenozygous, megaseme, mesorhine, and highly prognathic.

In many points these skidls are similar to those described in the foregoing

article
; and it occurred to me that they might belong to a type formed by an

intermixture of that ancient race with later comers, probably Araucanos.

The following is a list of the principal measurements, compared with those of

these two races :

—

Measurement Serena Skulls. Mochinos. Araucanos

Length (maximum) 176 mm. 180 mm. 177 mm.

Breadth
„ 134 „ 140 „ 141 „

Frontal
„ no „ ns „ ns „

ij (minimum) 91 97-3 „ 97 „

Height (basi bregm.) 135 138 „ 135 -6 „

Diameter, bi-zygomatic 129 145 -1 134-4 „

n ophryo-alveolar 77-4 „ 77 -6 „ 75-6 „
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Measurement.
1

Serena Skulls. Mochinos. Araucanos.

Cephalic index 76-1 77-7 80-1

Length-height index 76-1 70 ‘S 77 '1

breadth
,, 101 -7 98-8 96

Mixed „ „ 88 87 'o SG ‘3

Stephanie index .... 81 -8 88
-4 81 -1

Frontal „ — — 68 -8

Facial „ (Broca) 60-1 OO '2 56’ -9

Nasal „ 48-8 49-7 48-6

Orbital „ 87 '6 90 85-3

Palatino „ .... 8:1 -8 88 -0 83-9

Prognathism, angle — 67° 3' 73°

Facial angle (Cloquet) — 68° 2' —
Cajjacity 1,305 C.C. 1,387 c.c. 1,401 C.C.

It will be seen from this list that the principal indices are such as would

result from such an intermixture, while the fact that these skulls possess many of

the characteristics of each would seem to strengthen the same deduction.
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FUKTHEE NOTES ON THE KIKUYU TEIBE OF BEITISH EAST

AFEICA.

By H. R Tate.

[With Plates XVII—XVIII.]

PavutiiW) und Tcittooituf.

Ix preparation for a dance the Akikuyu unmarried youths smear their- bodies with

a kind of salt gypsum caUed Maayit wa Karian Busu, winch is obtained prrncipa y

from a locality between Lakes Naivasha and Elmenteita. They also emp oy a

white clay found on the slopes of Kenya ^^MKirera. This is moistened with

a little water and smeared over the face, body and limbs. Wavy mes are eu

drawn perpendicularly on the latter with the finger which erases the pigment,

face being traced in fantastic lines as shown in the accompanying photograph (PI.

XVI r, Fig. 4). Red clay is also smeared around the eyes to give the wearer a erce

look. Mrukdu, or blue-stone, which is bought from Indian traders, has late y

been adopted to rub around the eyes as is the custom of the Akaniba. e use

pigments among the Akikuyu seems to be adopted solely for the purpose of

increasing the striking appearance of the dancer and has no hidden significance.

As vouiig unmarried youths are looking out for their future wives at this time a

good deal depends upon the effect of their toilet at these dances, which are called

Rua. It is at these dances that the lyiomi or shoulder shield is worn, as s own y

the accompanying photograph (PI. XVII, Fig. 5). Both young men and women cut

marks on their bodies before marriage; the latter also incise three-quarter circles

between the eye and ear which are called Horizontal raised scars named

>yhmwa are made upon the chest and abdomen of young girls. This is supposed to

improve the appearance of the owner. Young men have three or foiu- horizonta

raised scars cut across the loins for the same pur-pose. The Mwhm are cut by a

professional doctor with a kind of wooden skewer, but the 'iidmmva are incised by

some woman skiUed at this work, who uses a rmnji, or kind of sea pe ,
wi w iic

the skin is pierced and prized up to form a raised seal.

Hahitations.

The huts of the Akikuyu tribe are simpUcity itself, being built of grass and

withes, with stout stick-piUars inside to hold up the roof and form cornei-s to the

bedsteads, bark rope being used to lash the materials together. Circular huts about

16 feet in diameter are invariable, and hardly any variation except in size takes place
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in their structure. Grain houses (ikiunbi) are always built on piles and temporary

dwellings are occasionally constructed in trees in time of war and are called ng^lki

Young unmarried men sleep together in thinyira, in which huts the goats and

sheep are also penned at night. Unmarried girls also sleep hy themselves.

Married women have each their own separate hut which their husband is supposed

to visit in turn. A male traveller sleeps in the thinyira.

On the death of the owner his house is either destroyed or left to decay, but

ncN’cr re-occupied or re-entered. The owner is never buried inside his house, but

is either thrown out or left inside for the hjmnas to drag away. The members of

one family to the third generation generally live in the same village, which is usuall}

surrounded by a stout fence pierced by a stockaded doorway (kihinyo), although

this mode of surrounding their villages is gradually being abandoned by the Akikuyu,

since the Pa-c Britannica has given them absolute immunity from the attacks of

tlie Masai.

Villages are generally built on a hUl both for purposes of circumspection and

because, as the natives state, the valleys are colder than more elevated positions.

In moving their villages the natives reconstruct new huts from the old material.

The bed, the zeyi or ledge for holding household property, and a few stools are the

only furniture of the hut. The bed is fenced in with a sort of screen of twigs.

One fire only is made in the centre of the hut, the smoke escaping through the

thatch. Eefuse from the house is thrown out on to an ash heap outside. Caves

in hill sides are often used as shelters in time of war and for hiding goats and

sheep. When the site for a new village has been chosen, the owner comes with all

his property, accompanied by his wives, and pours on the ground an offering

(kithambio) of gruel of mtarna

;

the head wife is also allowed to pour out a little.

The man then prays to Ngai, asking that a prosperous village may rise up on this

site and that property, wives, and fruitful fields may be his while he lives here.

Building is then commenced, which when finished is followed by the slaughter of

a sheep. All the members of the village join in the feast. Wine is next made and

drunk by all the male portion of the community and by the married women and a

little is spilt in each new hut. Prior to moving from old quarters the head elder

of the village sends a goat to be herded by a neighbour until his new buildings are

ready, when the animal is returned to its master’s flock. This is done to bring

good luck to the place. The head wife of the chief is also supposed to suck a few

drops of blood from the neck of a live goat whose vein is tapped for this purpose.

Her husband must sleep the first night in her hut or she will consider herself

grievously slighted. These rites having been observed, the Akikuyu consider that

every precaution has been taken to ensure a healthy and prosperous village.

Swimming.

Most Akikuyu know how to swim, though their use of the art is generally
confined to crossing flooded rivem. They invariably use the side stroke, and attain
considerable speed. Swimming is not taught among the youth, hut seems to be
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acquired by watching others in the water. Nevertheless very few of the Akaraba
know how to swim, unless their villages are situated on the bank of a river.

Basket Work.

Ragara, or small vegetable panniers, are made from fibre-string (rurigi)

obtained from the mondoi and mugyo trees. The bark is first stripped in long

pieces from the tree, then unpicked by hand into a tow-like form, chewed in

the mouth, and then rolled out hy hand on the thigh. It is finally twisted into

string ready for use. The rugara has small loop handles on each side, which
are oval in shape, and is constructed on a framework of twigs, above which is

woven native fibre netted in a kind of chain stitch. All kinds of vegetables

and gourds are carried in the rugara, which is, in fact, the receptacle for all

commodities except grain. Kiondo, or native bags, are also made from the same
fibre. They are of varying size, and used for carrying native grain.

String.

Besides rurigi, the process of making which has just been described, ricga,

made from the sinews of a bullock’s thigh, is used for bow strings. It is plaited

in two strands while raw, wound round a spindle, and left ready for use. Ruga,
made from a goat’s leg, is used for sewing skins together, but a single strand

only is used.

Leather Work.

The mukvM, or strap made from raw hide, is used largely by both the Akikuyu
and Akamba in carrying loads on their slioulders. The process of preparing hides
is as follows :—

-

After a bullock is killed the carcase is flayed with sharp knives, care being

taken to separate the outer layer of fat from the skin, and strips of hide of

required length are cut from it while the hide is raw. The strips are soaked

m boiling water for about an hour, and then curried with a short stick which
removes the hair. This process is repeated for about three days, when the strap

IS greased and is ready for use. The only other use to which ox-hide is put is

for the upper covering of the bed. The hide, after being stretched on the ground
for twenty-four hours until it is dry, is scraped with a potsherd {rvgeo). The legs,

head and outside parts are cut off, and the remainder spread over a layer of grass

on the bedstead.

The method of preparing a goat skin is as follows :

—

Tlie skin is first pegged out on the ground, and all the extraneous fat scraped
off with a knife. After twenty-four hours the hair is scraped with an axe. The
i^kin is then treated by a vigorous rubbing between the hands, and sheep’s fat or

castor oil worked into it until it is thoroughly supple. It is then ready for use.

If a goat’s skin is required as a kizii, or man’s cloak, the hair is not removed, but
oil is rubbed into the skin with the hands.
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Both men and women prepare leather. The men sew their Jdzii with ruga,

punching a hole with an awl called a mvkv.Jia. The edge of the kizii is often hound

with a strip of leather from which the hair has been removed. The women sew

their own clothes, and often sew on the borders tiny white beads which form a

chain all along the seams.

Two leather bags, both called mondo, are used by the Akikuyu, and are sewn

with ruga. The smaller one, which is about eight inches square, is made of the skin

of the bush-buck or impalah, and is used for carrying tobacco, needles, and knives.

It is generally worn round the waist. The large one, which is about a foot square,

is made from the same skins, and is used for carrying salt, honey, and occasionally,

on a long journey, for water.

Fire.

Eire is produced by means of the fire drill. The stick twisted between the

hands (kithayethi) is cut from the muchetlm tree. The block drilled is called kika,

and is cut from the same tree. It is generally held down on the flat of a knife by

one person, while the kithagcthi is rapidly revolved between the hands of another.

Dry grass is ready to receive the smouldering flame, and fire is soon produced.

The Akikuyu always bring fire to a new house from the field, it being considered

very unlucky to bring fire from another house. The owner would expect his goats

to die and property to consume away if he broke this rule.

The Akikuyu believe in a fire god which is sometimes seen in a camp fire, but

not in houses. They state that it often carries a n)an up into the air, when he is

instructed as to what he should do to gain the favour of Ngai. After an hour or

two he is deposited again by the fireside. My informant tells me that he only

knows one,man personally who has been carried aloft in this manner, but he has

been told that several others have had a like experience. The hero of the occasion

summons a council of the Elders next day, and they sacrifice a sheep and a she-

goat to the fire god beneath the mugomo or sacred tree. The flesh is eaten by the

Elders only, but the skin of the sheep is cut into strips and given to the women

of the tribe, who wear it on their necklaces
;

it is supposed to bring them luck.

Tlie she-goat (micnti), not yet having bred, is cut up into little bits, from

which the elders take a bite or two and then lay the rest at the foot of the tree

for Ngai to eat. The flesh of both sheep and goat is, however, first scorched

over the fire which has been made under the tree. The next day a he-goat is

killed for the young men, the strips of its skin being worn by them for a few days

on the second finger of the right hand, and subsequently fixed on the spear.

Food
The Akikuyu live almost entirely on a cereal and vegetarian diet,

former the following is the chief list:

Mhriii ha . .

.

maize

Mohia ... millet

Muko^yi hi . . . small grain.

.

Swahili name.

, mhindi.

... rotama.

wkonyo^'i.

Of the
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Swahili name.
Muraiya

Mwere

Uginibi ... ... ... ... ... ... wimbi.

These are either eaten whole or ground into flour. Mwcri and mkonibi are

the only two used to make gruel (uchuru).

Among vegetables and legumens are :

—

Ngivachi sweet potato . . . kiazi.

Kikiva yam kiazi kikun

Nduma native rhubarb . . . maiyvgiva.

Mwanga cassava . . . rmihogo.

Kigoa sugar cane ... ... mua.

Njugu tree bean ... mbazi.

Thoroko a kind of haricot bean (red) . . . kinidi.

Timm black bean ...

Mbosho a kind of red bean

Njahi a black bean . .
.

fiicc.

Marigu banana and plantain ... wlizi.

Sugar cane is chewed as a thirst assuager, and is also pounded up for the

manufacture of njohi, or native wine.

On very rare occasions beef is slaughtered, and more frequently sheep and

goats. The meat of wild animals is scarcely ever eaten. Bread making is

unknown. Milk, both of cows and goats, is much used. Only children drink it

fresh (mivithi), and, if it is kept, the milk gourds into which it is poured are first

rinsed out with cow’s urine, then dried in the smoke, and finally wiped out with a

cow’s tail swish. Tlie milk turns directly it is poured into the gourd, and becomes

>riri rimnta. Butter is made by shaking the milk inside a goui'd. The hard

granules which subsequently separate themselves from the whey are called

ngorono. N'either milk nor buttermilk (uria) is ever mixed with grain.

Uchuru (hot gruel) is made from flour and water, and on the occasion of a big

foast is generally drunk before roasted goat’s flesh is eaten. Marrow (muthimu) is

much appreciated, and sucked from the bone. Fresh blood is drunk, and also

mixed with milk. Besides being taken for its saline properties, it is held to have a

strengthening effect on the drinker. Men, women and children all drink blood.

Cereals are stored in small huts (ihmbi) built on piles. They are the property of

the owner of the field from which the crop has been harvested. Kock salt (igata)

^^ought in bazaars is used as seasoning in the cooking of cereals. Honey is often

imxed with v.churu to give it a sweet taste.

Mode of Cooking.

The Akikuyu, even when pressed for hunger, keep their meat for two or three

before eating, and prefer it slightly high. Meat is generally either roasted on
‘‘pits or placed on a kind of platform of twigs (ndara) over the fire. Meat is also
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boiled, and genei’ally preferred that way by women. The cooking pots {nyungu)

are made of clay, and are set on three stones ov'er the fire. They are cleaned out

with cold water. The gravy or soup in which meat has been cooked is called

thathi, and is much relished. Each woman cooks her own meal in her own hut,

and shares it with her husband when he passes the night in her hut. The food of

men and women is cooked together. The Akiknyu like their meat well cooked.

When grain is to be converted into flour it is first put into mortars (ncleri)

and pounded by women with long poles until it has been fairly well pulverized.

The meat is then placed on a flat rock and is rubbed by the women with a

cylindrical stone called a theo.

Manufacture of Drinks.

Two sorts of native wine are made by the Akiknyu, Jijohi and uki. Njohi is

made from sugar cane which is cut when it has attained its full height
;
the outei"

rind is then pared off and the inside cut into little bits. A barked tree trunk,

from the top side of which has been scooped out a series of little holes about the

size of a small hand basin, is generally to be found lying close to the village of the

principal chiefs. It is called an ndiri. These holes are filled up with handfuls

of chopped sugar cane, which is pounded with long sticks by the women until it

is reduced to a pulp. This is put into an oxskin which is laid over a hole in the

ground so that it forms a concave receptacle. Water is now added and the pulp is

taken in handfuls by the young warriors and the juice wrung out. When
nothing but the latter remains in the skin it is called ngogoyo ya igwa, and is

transferred to big gourds. Slices of the fruit of the niv.ratina tree are added and
aie allowed to remain in the gourds for twelve or fourteen hours. After these

have been removed the njohi is ready, but only the elders are allowed to drink
this nectar, which is said to be very intoxicating, though I believe that the heads
of African natives are more easily turned than is the case with Europeans. Njohi
must be diunk off quickly, as it is said to keep for only twelve hours after it has

reached its proper state. Uki is made from honey and water. To two gourds of

water add one gourd of unstrained honey. The liquid portion of this mass is

squeezed by hand and the wax thrown away. The residue is then placed in a
ves.sel and left for aliout eigliteen hours, when it is ready. Elders only (except on
certain festivals) are allowed to drink uki, which is said to be quite as intoxicating
as njolu. Like the latter it will only keep for one day.

mtcas.
The .Akikiij u eat whenever they feel hungry, but a meal is generally taken at

c aj rrea
, a t e members of the village before going to their respective

employments Tins food is cooked in the evening and laid aside ready for the next
morm,,.. ihe women return from the fields at snnset bringing firewood with
them and prepare the meal as soon a ...
and chiidren eat first, having nreZsly dl >'“« «
together, both married and m,marri«l 7 aan led men. Periodically sheep and goats are
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sacrificed as an offering to N'gai. This is done, apparently, about every quarter, to

propitiate the deity so that success may follow the owners of the village, and flocks

and herds may prosper. The women eat a sheep and the men a he-goat. The
ceremony, wliich is exclusively confined to the village, is as follows :—At sunset all

the inhabitants are gathered together including women and children. A huge fire

is built in the centre of the village. The elders kill both goat and sheep, the

young men holding them. After both men and women have eaten to their heart’s

content of roast meat, the oldest woman in the village takes a piece of fat from the

entrails, everyone else standing around her, and holding it aloft petitions Ngai to

send prosperity to the village, to the men, women, and children; husbands to

the women and health to the flocks and herds. She promises good conduct on the

part of the members of the village and finally places the fat on the embers. (This

ceremony is only one of the many adopted by the Akikuyu in their worship and

petitions to Ngai.) The next morning all the village elders, young men and

women drink %iM, and the day is observed as a general holiday. The elders

generally get drunk, but no one else is allowed to drink more than enough to

produce a certain amount of exhilaration. No intercourse is allowed between men
and women for eight days after this feast. The Akikuyu believe that if any

infraction of this rule takes place a mortality among the flocks will ensue.

Invited guests or stmngers have food brought to them if they have arrived

from a journey and the other members of the family are not eating. In eating

lueat one man cuts up the carcase and apportions a share to everyone. The
only implements used at meals are liuija, a half gourd, and kahiyu, a knife. The
Akikuyu allay the pangs of hunger on a long journey by drinking water whenever
it is procurable.

Eeligion, Fetishes, etc.

The Akikuyu do not believe in the soul of a man as distinct from his visible

body. To dream of dead people in their estimation is highly undesirable. The
dreamer takes li^'e charcoal in his hands next day and rubs it between his palms

^^ying. “ I shall not dream of that dead man again.” Wraiths are not believed in

neither are animals credited with sirperhuman intelligence.

A sheep is generally killed by the nearest relative after a death in a village,

but tlie idea is not a sacrificial one. The owner disembowels the goat, throwing

the dung from its entrails into the water of the nearest stream, with which he

washes himself all over and is supposed to purify himself thereby. Until he has

done this he cannot eat with others.

Only the elders of a village are buried in the ground, young men and women
being thrown into the jungle.

Obsession and Possession.

All diseases are regarded by the Akikuyu as having been caused by A^gai

J/trui',,. Qj. deity. Nightmares, however, are looked on as merely bad

dreams and not ascribed to his malevolent influence. The same view is taken of

^’oL. XXXIV. T
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erotic dreams, but in the case of a mari-ied man when travelling away from home

it is looked on as portending evil, and he sacrifices a goat as soon as he returns

to his village.

The Akikuyn apparently do not believe that a demon enters into a man during

illness, but they say if Ngai foreordains that he will live, he will do so, and

rice rersd. A medicine man, however, is generally called in if the illness does

not leave the sick man for several days. A goat is slaughtered and the blood

caught in a half gourd. Into this the medicine man pours the medicine from

his rnhutho or phial, the ingredients of which are said to be the extracts of many

herbs and the bark of trees. To this is added a little honey and, the whole being

stirred up, the patient drinks it off, the medicine man having first made a few

passes round his head with the rnhutho. Many days may elapse before a gradual

recovery sets in.

Hysterical and epileptic fits are called ngoma,a.nA are supposed, together with

all other illnesses, to have been sent by Ngai Muntru on account of the previous

wrong-doing of the sufferer.

Spiritualiim.

The medicine man (murogi) holds conversation only with the dead man whose

life he has been unable to save. According to his own statement he goes out

at dead of night and visits the corpse where it has been thrown out into the

bush. Placing a little dust made from herbs and bark on tlie palms of his hands,

he lays them on the dead man and says, “ Get up.” The dead man gets up and

says, “ Who has brought you here ?
” The wizard answers, “ I know not. But

do as I tell you and revile your father, mother and your brothers.” The dead

man is supposed to obey and after the medicine man has thrown a little more

medicine on him the conversation is ended and the latter goes his way. Those

I'cviled by the corpse are supposed to generally fall ill soon afterwards and

occasionally even to die. It is only with the recently dead that the wizard claims

power to converse. This kind of murogi is stated by the Akikuyn to be a

malevolent person who has no friends and wlio spares no one in the exercise of his

craft. There are other medicine men wEo do cure sick people.

Idolatry.

The Akikuyu make small images of clay which represent men and women.

They are not idols but seem more in the nature of dolls. The children play

with them, and in a dance between the unmarried men and girls the former

carry the dolls, both male and female, in the palms of their hands. These images

seem to be part of a kind of game concerning which the Akikuyu are unwilling

l(^ say much. It is also stated that they are used in certain ceremonies, such
as the praying for rain and the celebration of the gathering in of the crops.

Spirits and Demons.
The Akikuyu state that they sometunes see spirits at night The man to

whom the apparition appears gets a piece of fat with which he rubs his eyelids.
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The appearance of the spirit is said to be like that of the colobus monkey. The
next morning a sheep is generally killed as a sacrifice to NgaL Both disease and

death are held to he caused by the latter. Demons appear only in dreams which

are precursors of misfortune.

Nedwre-BpiTits.

The niugomo tree, on account of its size and fine appearance, is regarded as

the sacred tree, and it is not ruthlessly cut down as is the case with all other trees

which impede clearing operations during the making of fields. H’gai is supposed to

live up in its branches, but he descends in order to eat the meat of the sacrifice,

which is offered below. Groves are favourite places of worship for the Akikuyu,

and animals found therein are regarded as sacred, especially the colobus monkey,

which is held to be under the special protection of Ngai in these localities.

Elsewhere it is ruthlessly slaughtered for its pelt, which contributes towards the

full dress of a warrior. Sheep and goats are sacrificed beneath the mugomo tree

either to intercede for rain or for a sick child, or to thank the deity for prosperity

and to pray him to avert future harm. The w'hole of the meat is left underneath

the tree, the fat being placed in a cleft of the trunk or in the branches, as special

titbits for Ngai. Those who worship merely cross their lips with a morsel of

meat before sacrificing.

Polytheism.

The Akikuyu recognise three gods :—two good and one bad. The first

sends riches, such as cattle, and goats, and also rain, thunder and lightnuig
;
the

second is responsible for good W'ives and healthy children, and to the third or bad

deity are attributed all illnesses, and the loss by death or war of livestock. All

three gods are called Ngai. To the god who sends riches, supplication and

sacrifice are made before war. He is considered the supreme deity and credited

with divine power. If a man is good this Ngai can give him much property.

If he does wrong the same power can strike him down with disease and cause

his livestock to dwindle away. The Akikuyu regard their deities as common to

other tribes, such as the Akamba and Masai. Generally speaking it seems to be

their belief that constant sacrifices are necessary to propitiate even the good

deities. The sudden death of a man, for instance by lightning, is ascribed to some

evil act of his life being punished by Ngai.

Worshij).

The office of priest (inundu mugu) is hereditary. The father educates his

«ou, or two sons if he has them. The same person is sometimes chief and priest.

When a priest is exercising his spells over a sick person he has no connection

with his wives, as it is supposed that by so doing he will spoil the cure.

The following are the names of the dance-festivals :

—

fl) Ngakarc, the dance held after wrar,

of the enemy who have fallen.

to celebrate the death of those

T 2
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(2) Buhiyu wa Ngooibe, the festival to celebrate the capture of cattle

dui’ing war.

(3) Irua, the festival before the circumcision of boys.

(4) Uregu, ditto before the circumcision of girls {Kichukia, Nguchu and

Miigoyo). The dances of the unmarried men and girls are not

festivals but love dances. Muthunguehi, the dance of the Elders

and married women, is also of an erotic nature.

(5) Ngiirv, the festival of the warriors before going to war.

Prayer is only offered by the Akikuyu at the time of sacrifice when it is a

public ceremony. In times of illness or epidemic among the herds prayers are

offered to Ngai, but they are always accompanied by sacrifice. Only temporal

benefits are asked for. One may say that prayer, as we understand the word, is

unknown to the Akikuyn.

Sacrifices are offered to all three deities. The ceremony is always a public act.

I’riests must be present and intercede with Ngai. Sheep and goats are the

invariable sacrifice offered, and Ngai is supposed to be appeased by eating the

meat which is left for him. As the celebrants always retire and leave the meat

behind them they are unable to explain how Ngai possesses himself of it. They

say that, if a man returned and ate or stole it, he would die.

Austerities .—Spiritual communications are said by the priests to be received

only during dreams. The only austerities they are called on to practise during

the exercise of their spells are interdiction a meiisa et toro as far as their wives

are concerned.

Purification .—After bloodshed or contact with the dead {umhuu) the Akikuyu
pur ify themselves. All the elders are called together and a sheep is slaughtered.

One of the elders cuts a strip of hair from above both ears of those who have

shed blood. The hair is thrown away, but after this ceremony the warriors rub

themselves with the dung from inside the sheep mixed with water. The body is

finally cleansed with water only. (The remainder of the hair on the head of the

purified person is subsequently shaved off by his wife.) The elders then eat the

meat, but those purified may not do so.

Contact Avith women is forbidden for one month after the shedding of blood.

A similar purification is carried out after the contact Avith the dead, a goat being
slaughtered and its dung rubbed on the hands and body of those defiled.

Miscellaneous Ceremonies.—Children are named on the day of their Itirtli by
the midwife {mieitchiarithin), who has been instructed previously by the mother.
A goat IS generally killed on the day of the birth of a child by all Akikuyu of
ordinary affiuency.

Cc'cMon ic«.—When a woman has been bought b, her husbninl ouJ
so..,, to hi, village, ho find, a now lioiieo lor her. She lives in this hut tooethcr with
he, ,i„,,l inlimate girl trienci, live Jay., .liiriug which time they howlil day and
night ho, ainiroaohnig lo„ of maidenhood .and freedom of life. On the ai.ylh day
the hiuband „ allowed to have iiecot, to her, and her Ibrmor oomiKinio.i, lot,,,,,
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to their homes with a present of fat. After a month of married life a sheep is

slaughtered, the eating of which constitutes a kind of marriage feast. The election

of a chief does not partake of the nature of a religious ceremony. In the case of

one tribe making a treaty witli another, the warriors of one side first come and

receive from their future allies two sheep and much food. This is eaten on the

spot. The warriors then return to their own country and a visit from their late

hosts follows with a similar feast. Many palavers follow and friendship is finally

sealed between the two tribes.

Circumcision.

The practice of circumcision prevails everywhere among the Akikuyu. It is

practised upon both sexes as soon as they I’each puberty. Before the latter period

a girl is known as a karegxi
;
after circumcision a mimiretu. A boy is known as a

kahee until he becomes a mwaruike or young man. The custom is said by the

Akikuyu to have the same origin in regard to both males and females, viz., it has

been handed down from former generations. Skilled old men, of whom there are

always a few in every district, perform the operation on boys, and old women on

girls. The position of circuracisor (mimiithio) is an honourable one and is

hereditary. Males are cut with a .special knife with a blade about 4 inches long

and an inch broad
;
the foreskin (ngivati) is cut off, but a portion of it which is left

is drawn down below the glans, where it forms, after healing, a large excrescence of

skin. This is very marked in some cases. The clitoris {mugura) of the female is

excised with a scalpel, and, in the case of both sexes, the parts cut off are thrown

away. For about a month after the ceremony both girls and boys are known as

kichedn. The latter wear a long skin robe {nguo ya memU) until their wounds are

healed. (Plate XVIII, Fig. 3.) Girls wear an upper garment of skin over their

breasts which is known by the same name, and coils of wire around their heads,

from which depend small white discs {ngenyi), made either from ostrich eggs or

goats’ bones. (Plate XVIII, Figs. 1 and 2.) Castor oil is used by both sexes to

heal their wounds, and for two months circumcised persons are exempt from

labour, one month during healing and one month afterwards.

Circumcision is regarded as neither a religious duty nor a law among the

Akikuyu, but only as a custom. Nevertheless it is counted a disgrace for a mauled

woman to have connection with an uncircumcised boy, and, so far from the

operation ever being dispensed with on account of the pain it causes and for fear

of it deterring proselytes, boys and girls who are afraid are caught and made to be

cut against their will. The recognised name for circumcision among the Akikuyu is

mamhura. It is not considered to render marriage prolific, and, although the

Akikuyu cannot tell you what advantage they derive from tlie practice, it is in

full force to-day and not in the slightest degree likely to die out.
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A METHOD OF ESTIMATING SKULL-CAPACITY FEOM
PERIPHEEAL MEASURES.

By John Beddoe, M.D., LL.D., F.E.S.

[Presented June 14th, 1904.]

I WISH to bring before the Institute the methods I have devised for estimating the

capacity or content of the skull, whether in the dead or the living subject. These

methods have already been discussed at some length in an article in T’An-

thropolof/ie, “ On the evaluation and significance of cranial capacity ”
;
but in the

present paper I shall make use of new proofs, and make a very slight modification

in the process.

The methods are based on the external arcs or curves of the skull or of the

living head, as the case may be.

Boas, in an article on the correlations of the skull, based on the measurement

of about fifty Sioux Indians, expressed the opinion that these circumferential

curves afforded the most hopeful means of constructing satisfactory estimates of

capacity. Professor Pearson, if I undei-stand him rightly, thinks they are

inherently incapable of being turned to much use in this way. And my illustrious

friend Topinard thinks the unavoidable difficulties in the way will prevent the

production of any scheme, however based, giving sufficiently accurate results to be

of much value. These difficulties include the racial and individual differences of

form, those of thickness of bone, and in the case of the living head, those of

thickness of integument and those connected with the hair
;

also the variable

length of the sub-occipital line. In truth a mean error of about fifty cubic

centimetres seems about as much as we can expect in a formula not specially

calculated for one particular race or type
;
but even that low ideal seems to me

worth striving for.

The following is a list of the principal methods which have been proposed
hitherto, so far as I am aware

—

1. 3Ianmivrier s .—Divide the product of the glabello-maximal length, the
maximal breadth and the basiobregmatic height, by 2270 (in males). The result is

in accordance with the actual determinations made by shot and by the method of
Broca, but is considerably larger than would be gotten from the same material if

measured by the method of Flower, which is commonly used in this country In
computation, I subtract 3-3 per cent., or from the number of cubic centimetres
obtained, m order to get the ec^uivalent in the terms of Flower,
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Manouvrier modifies his divisor considerably for diverse races, and also to

compensate for unusual thickness of bones
;
in his own masterly hands the results

are wonderfully good.

2. The method of Mine. Pelletier.—This differs from Manouvrier’s by the sub-

stitution of the ear-height for the basiobregmatic, and is therefore practicable in some

cases where thebasion is absent or unavailable. The divisor here is 2020 for male,

and 1940 for female skulls. This method might perhaps be adapted to the living

head, by the subtraction of, say, 10, 10, and 8 nira. respectively from the three

diameters employed.

3. The method of Pearson and Lee.—Use the same factors as those of Mine.

Pelletier. Multiply the product, for males, by '000,337, and add 406 ;
for females,

multiply it by '000,400, and add 206. P. and L. have also special formulffi for certain

races
;
also one for the living head, in which they allow eleven millimetres off the

length, breadth and ear-height respectively for integuments
;
probably this is

slightly excessive.

4. Welchcr’s Talks C and D.—These are experimentally constructed tables, the

former based on Welcker’s Modulus—L -f B + H, the latter on the horizontal

circumference. In each of them the influence of the kephalic index is taken into

account, a brachykephalic skull being usually, of course, much larger than a

dolichokephalic one of the same modulus. Welcker’s methods are very simple

and easy, for those who possess his tables, or have access to the Archiv fiir

Anthropologic, in which they were published. The two tables often differ widely

;

and I can see a clear advantage in combining the two and using the mean

result.

5. My ovjn method.—For the skull, multiply together one-third of the

horizontal circumference, one-third of the nasio-inial arc, and one-half of the

transverse arc, measuring from opposite the centre of the auricular meatus

or ear-hole. Keduce the product by 0'3 per cent, for every unit of kephalic index

below 80, and increase it to a similar extent for every unit above 80. Lastly,

divide the product by 2000. Thus, supposing the product to have been 2,800,000,

and the kephalic index 70, the ultimate figure will be 1400 — (1'5 per cent.) 21

= 1379 : or, the kephalic index being 83'3, it will be 1400 4- 14 (1 per cent.) =
1414.

Unfortunately, few observers measure the ear-height
;
and still fewer note the

position of the inion in the sagittal arc ;
and those who note the one almost invari-

ably neglect the other. In the calculations presented in this paper, I have reckoned

the infra-occipital at 12'5 per cent, of the sagittal arc, where I had no precise

information on the point. This proportion would be fairly accurate according to

my own observations, and to such of Duckworth’s and ShrubsaU’s and of French

anthropologists as I have been able to gather; but the proportion of 15'7,* which

Johannes Eanke found in 100 Bavarians “gives one to think.” Perhaps 13 per-

cent. would have been better ;
this would have left 87 per cent, of the total sagittal

' These are my figures, reckoned on IJanke’s data,
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arc, of which or 29, would be employed as a multiplier. This would reduce my
capacity estimates, however’, by 8 c.c. on an average, perhaps too much.

I will now proceed to give comparative examples of the working of these

several schemes. In my paper in L’Anfliropoloffie I have given such examples in

great detail, using the greater part of tire material in the TJiesauri/.-i Cremiorum of

Barnard Davis and in Flower’s catalogue, so far as relates to males
;
but at present,

I shall use little except the data in Miss Fawcett’s elaborate catalogue of measure-

ments of the hJ aqada
;
and this is done, not only on account of its completeness

and other merits, but because the plans of Pearson and Lee are largely based upon

this same catalogue
;
and if I can show that my own, based on other foundations,

come out well in competition with those of Pearson and Lee, I shall be able to

proceed more confidently to the development of my plan for estimating the capacity

of the living head. Pearson’s and Pelletier’s, both using the ear-height instead of

the basio-bregmatic, would give a better foundation for calculating from the living

head than would Manouvrier’s or any of Welcker’s, wliich use the basio-bregmatic

height.

Here it should be noted that not merely the approximation of calculated to

measured capacities, but the mean amount of variation in the individual cases, and

the range of error or variation, should be taken into account. For the measurers,

or rather the gaugers or calibrators, are no more infallible than the calculators

;

they differ quite as widely among themselves. Welcker went into this subject

almost exhaustively
;
he concluded that Davis’s procedure with sand gave him, for

the same cranium, on an average, 100 cubic centimeters more than his (Welcker’s)

own' in which he used peas. Similarly Broca’s measure was between 60 and 70

above Welcker’s, Flower’s about 40 (an over-estimate, I fancy), Weisbach’s some-

Avhere about 60, Broesike’s (who measured the Berlin collection) about 35, those

of most other authorities }'ielding a small excess
;
while Schaaffhausen’s,- Morton’s,

Ecker’s, were from 30 to 50 below Welcker’s, Eanke’s being omitted, probably for

want of material fairly comparable with those box-headed, big-cerebellumed

Bavarians.

Now these differences do not arise only or chiefly from the different materials

employed, as sand, shot, rapeseed, peas, but to a very large extent from the methods
of manipulation, of pouring, shaking, compression. It is to be regretted that few
observers take the trouble, when publishing their results, of giving details of their

procedure. They think the matter much more simple than it really is.

Welcker certainly made out a good case for his own procedure and his own
standard of capacity

; but in this country of late years Flower’s are generally
followed or aimed at by those who wish to be accurate

;
and I have therefore

taken them as a standard. The figures which I have gotten by the methods of
ManouAuier and Mme. Pelletier I have, as already mentioned, reduced by

‘ 103 to 105 ; but in 10 which D. presented to W., and which they both gauged 92 c.c.
- Schaaffhausen, in his latter days, seems to have augmented his standard. See Welcker’.s
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or 3'3 per cent, (usually l)et\veen 40 and 50 c.e.), in order to Iniii" them into

line with Flower.

In the following tables, P and L stands for Pearson and Lee’s ordinary formula

as explained above, and N. for their formula .specially adapted to the Naqada

race, B for my own one, C and D for Welcker’s forniuhe derived from his

modulus and from the circixmferenee respectively; and the last column gives

the mean result of these two, which I find to be usually preferable to either

of them, and to have some of the advantages which I claim for my own. Thus

an elliptic or trapezoid skull, with the same L,, B., and H., will usually have

a larger circumference and a larger capacity than a pentagonal one, or one of

Sergi’s acmonoids; and this would he indicated by my plan or by Welcker’s D,

or by his mean, but not by the other schemes.

The first table embraces three decades of Naqada males, the first thirty

undoubted males, that occur in Miss Fawcett’s catalogue. The actual capacity

stated is hers, I presume, in all eases. It seems to approach the standard of

Flower, so far as it is possible to make an estimate.

j

Cap. Man. Pell. P.aiidL.
i

N.
I

w.c.

1

W.D.
W.

Mean.

1st Deead .. 1363 1.374 1357 -6 1381 -5 1388 1383 1.334 1391 1362 -5

Total EiTor f
+ 410 + .305 +424 + 486 + 408 + 168 + 430 + 209

(by Fawcett) -{ — 182
1

-360 ' -297 —242 — 198 —462 -147 —229

Mean Error.

.

— 59 -2
1

66-5 72-1 72 -8 60-6 59 -7 57 ‘7 43-8

Eange of do. —
1 +137 + 1.35 : +167 + 180 + 29 + 73 + 191 + 132

;
to-94 to— 124 to— 177 to— 161 to— 23 to— 157 -117 to— 137

2nd Decad ... 1387

i

14.39 1373 1369 1.377 1.380 1.376 1384 1380

I

1

1
+668 + 3.30 +283 + .312 + 337 + 3.37 + 377 + 352

Total Error...
\

‘

1 —444 -469
:

—473 —411 -405 —409 -476 —319

Mean Error... 81 -2 79-9 : 75-6
1

72 -3 74 -2 74 -6 85 -3 67 T

Eange of do. — + .337
1

+ 281 +227
1 + 241 + 264 + 262 + 221 + 241

to—99
1

to— 112 to—103: to—99 to— 97 to—73 to— 118 —90

.3rd Pecad ... 1404 1411
i

1346 1374 : 1384 1398 1367 1396 1381

r + 212 + 13 +101 i + 132 + 124 + 80 + 171 + 88

Total Error... -\
1
— 138 —515 —400 —335 1

— 184 —448 -257 -307

Mean Error... — 35 62 -8
I

50 T 46-7
1

30-8 52 -8 42 -8 39 -5

Eange of da — + 113 + 13
;

+54 +60 i + 24 + 67 + 70 + 36

to—65 to—109
1

to— 115 to— 97
1

to—90 to— 107 to—94 to—92
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Cap. Man. ! Pell. 'P. and L.

1

N. B.

j

W.C. W.D.
W.

Mean,

Total of 30 . .

,

, 1385 1408 1359 1375 1384 1363 1359 1389 1374

1

r + 1200 4-648 + 708 + 9.30 + 869 + 581 + 978 + 649

Total Error..,

;

^ -464 . —1344 —1170 —988 —787 — 1319 —880 1 —855
1

Mean Error..,
1

57 -3 69 -6 65 -9
;

64 53-2 63 ! 61 -9 50-1
1

In the first decad M. and B. have the least mean error
;
but the mean of

Welcker’s two schemes gives a still better result. Man. gives the least range.

P. and L., and the special Haqada formula, are at the bottom. This is due to the

inclusion of one very large cranium (No. 26) and two very small ones (44 and 66),

these formulm being ill adapted to extreme sizes.

In the second N. is best, or least bad, as to mean error, but the mean of

Welcker’s two is again superior. The general inferiority of extent of error in

this decad is due to the inclusion of a large skull (No. 96), to which Miss

Fawcett assigns the low capacity of 1266 c.c. If there be no mistake here, this

skull must be one of extraordinary thickness and weight
;
but there is no note

to that effect. Manouvrier’s rule in this case gives (uncorrected) an excess of no

less than 337.

Ill the third decad the worst of the competitors is better than the best in the

second. B. stands at the head as to mean error, with Manouvrier following
;
and

the former is also best as to range.

Taking the three decads together, the order as to mean error is as follows :

—

First (best), the combination of Welcker’s
;
second, Beddoe

;
third, Manouvrier

;

fourth, Welcker D
;

fifth, Welcker C ;
sixth, Naqada; seventh, Pearson and Lee’s

ordinary
;
eighth, Pelletier

;
and in range of error nearly the same, the special

Naqada formula of Pearson and Lee standing lowest save one.

In the next table the rival .systems are tested by, firstly, the whole series of

available male Naqada crania
;
and secondly, by the largest eight (over 1500 c.c.)

and the smallest (under 1300 c.c.) of this series, which numbers from 88 to 140 in

the several measurements.

Act.
Cap.
(Faw-
cett).

1

Man. Pell.

1

P. and L. N. B.

j

W.C. W.D.
W.

Mean.

Whole Series
1

1381

1

1

1378 1333 1386
! 1380
1

1

1400 1397
1

1407 1402

Error —3 —48 + 5
1

i

-1 + 19
;

+.e + 26 +21

Biggest 8 ...,
1566 1540 1502 1456 ' 1473 1522 ' 1499 1501 1500

Error — —26 —64
t

1

—109 —93 —44 -67 ' —65 —66

Mean Error! —
;

44 -1

j

63 -6 109-6 93-4
1

45 -5 66-1 70
1

65-3
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Act.

Cap.
(Faw-
cett).

Man. Pell. P. and L. N. B. W.C. W.D.
tv.

Mean.

Least 10' 1258 1302 1273 1298 1299 1293 1285 1287 1286

Error — -t-44 + 15 4-40 + 41 +35 + 27 + 29 + 26

Mean Error — 48 -8 37 *5 39-7 41 -1 •44 42 -9 45 -4 34 -7

Difference be-
tween big
and little.

308 234 226 153 174 229 214 214 214

In the first line of this table, Man. and B., though not specially constructed

with a view to the hlaqada, as Pearson’s K was, hit the mark fairly well.

All the schemes fail to do full justice to the bigness of the big and the littleness

of the little respectively
;
but this failing is especially marked in P. and L. and in N.,

in both of which it is inherent and characteristic. These Naqada skulls evidently

increase in capacity in a greater ratio than they do in size, that is, the bony shell

does not increase much in thickness with an increase of capacity
;
whereas Professor

Pearson’s schemes appear to have been constructed on the contrary assumption.

In the next succeeding table, I have utilized several small series.

1. General Pitt-Piivers’s Worbarrow Eomano-Britons. Unfortunately

Pitt-Kivers did not take the sagittal arc
;
but as he had these

Worbarrow skulls drawn to scale in profile, its length may be

conjectured with some confidence.

2. Five male Veddahs, described by Professor A. Thomson, in Vol. 19 of

the Jov.rned of the Anthropoloyical Institute. The ear-height is

conjectural
;
but I have the guidance of Barnard Davis’s Veddahs.

I have allowed for a difference of fifteen between basio-bregmatic

height and ear-height—quite enough I fancy, as Thomson remarks,

“ These have none of the massiveness and ruggedness of

macrocephalic Australian skulls.”

3. Four Kilwa negroes, from the interior. Measured by Flower and

Shrubsall
;

the latter gives my sagittinial arc
;

the ear-height is

conjectural. I have allowed 20, 20, 18 and 19 mm. in the several

cases for the difference.

4. Eight males from Sumatra, taken from a paper by Professor Giufifiida-

Euggeri, of Eome, who is kindly making a trial of my methods. I

think his gauging agrees fairly with Flower’s. The mean height in

the eight is 139'6
;
and I have allowed ^ for the ear-height, leaving

17’5 for the difference, which suits P. and L. exactly; with either

a larger or a smaller difference they would not come out so well.

' No. 96, already referred to, and No.*!. 391 and 384, are excluded as anomalous ; they are
evidently extremely thick, if correctly mea.sured.
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Cap.
(Flower).

Man. Pell. P. and L. P.. W.C. W.D.
W.

Mean.

Worbarrow G 1441 -C 1437 1433 1416 1458 1.384 1444 1414

Mean Error — 31 -5 42 -3 50 -6 44 61 78 67

Eange—from — 4-68 4-53 4-40 4-94 4-20 + 152 + 86

to ' — —66 -137 —147 —75 —128 -77 -117

Veddahs 5

1

1372
1

1303 1319
:

1332 1342 1277 1346 1312

Error
i

-69 —53
i

—40 —30 —95 —26 -60

Mean Error — 69 56 -4
; 54 -8

1

36 -6 95 45 60

Eange—from —

-

-16 -1-8
1

4-38 —9 —51 + 49 —24

to — -95 —99
1

I

—75
!

-93 -137 -71 —84

Kilwamen (Wabi- 1289 1310' 1303 1323 1272 1333 1370 1351

aou) 4.

Error
’l

-h21 4-14
1

4-34 -17 + 44 +81 +62

Mean Error 21 17

1

18 -5 44 81 62

Eange—from — 4-46 —

5

1

4-20 -42 + 15 + 19 + 17

to — 4-90 -|-27 +50

j

+ 4 +59 + 155 +107

Sumatr-a 10 . 1429 1460 1456 : 1430 1438 1411 1371 1391

Error — 4-31
,

-1-27 +1 +9 —18 —58 —38

Mean Error — .36 -5 38-3 40 65 -7 44 -2 57 *8
1

54-1

Earrge—from — —39 —30 —81 —85 -104 159 —133

to — 4-159 -fl71 !
+74 + 183 + 79 + 47 + 44

!

In the Worbarrow men Manouvrier is best, but none of the procedures stand

badly except Welcker’s.

In the Veddahs, on the contrary, the error and mean error are large in all

the columns except B. and W. D. both peripheral
;
but this is partly due, I think,

to the fact that Professor Thomson measured with shot in the once-favoured

Challenger method, so that his capacities are comparable with Broca’s rather

than with Flower’s, Manouvrier’s figure, for example, would have been 1348,

only 24 below the measured 1372, had I not red\iced it in order to bring it to

Flower’s standard. Professor Thomson used the top of the meatus.

In the Kilwa men Pel. and B. and M. stand very well, and P. and L. fairly.

This is a very homogeneous lot.

' M. Maiiovivrier’s formula for negroes.
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In the Sumatrans all, P. and L. especially, come very near Professor Euggieri’s

measurements in the average
;
but in the mean error B. almost alone appears

badly. This is due to the inclusion of two thick rugged crania, with strong

muscular attachments
;
such skulls seem usually to affect their arc-measures even

more unfavourably than their diameters. These Sumatrans are extraordinarily

varied in their cranial characters—more so than any people, civilised or uncivilised

with whom I am acquainted
;
their kephalic index, for example, varies frori: 71 "5 to

93’3
;
but possibly several tribes may be represented in this small collection ^

My next and last talde consists of twenty Australian blackfellows’ crania,

reported on by Mr. Duckworth, who duly divides the occipital, but does not

measure the ear-height. This I have estimated at 20 mm. less than the generally

accepted (basio-bregmatic) height. TJie lower occipital here averages 48T mm.,

i.e., more than 12^, but a little less than 13 per cent, of the entire sagittal (naso-

opisthial) arc.

Cap.
1

Man.
1

I

Pell.
1

1

:P.and L.'

j

B. W.C. W.D. w.
Mean.

1

20 Australians 1270 1273 1306 1326^ 1305 1369 1323 1346

Error — 30 36 56 35 99 53 76

Mean Error ~
i

39 -S* 47-6 74< 53 -3 146 58 -6 91 -4

Data, L. 186 '5, B. ISL'l, H. 129 '3, E.H. 109 ’3, C. 512, S.A. 315, Q.A. 293 A.

Here M. and even Pel. and B. have a distinct superiority over the rest
;
and

there can hardly be any mistake about this, as the figures for the two decads

constituting the twenty (the entii'e available series), are almost identical. Welcker

on the whole is disappointing. With all respect to his illustrious memory, I am
inclined to think his tables susceptible of improvement; but it would be a work of

much labour. In this case his circumferential is far better than his diametral

plan.

I think I am entitled to say, from the examples already given, that my
method may rank with almost any of those with which it has been brought into

competition. Manouvrier’s, of course, is more accurate
;
but B. is superior to all

others in mean error, which seems the Ijest criterion. I am not concerned about

proposing it as a substitute for any of these for estimating the content of the

dry skull. It has no advantage of convenience over Manouvrier’s or Welcker’s,

except where the basion is awanting, though it may occasionally hav'e some
over the ear-height methods, as these latter are difficult to carry out without

' The mean of the mean errors in the ten series for which I have computed them comes
out as follows : Mauouvricr 46 '5, Beddoe 47 "5, Pelletier 51 % Pearson and Lee 58 "5,

Welcker mean 58 "5, Do. D. 61 '6. Do. C. 68 '7. The fair position of Pelletier is somewhat
in favour of the ear-height as a measure.

= On Aiuo scale 1307. * On Manouvrier’s Australian formula.
* On Pearson’s general formula ; on his Aiuo formula it would be 71.
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special apparatus not always at lianil, while mine needs at most callipers and a

steel tape. It is in order to bespeak a favourable reception for my plan of

estimating the content of the living head, that I have begun by proving the

practical soundness of its principles.

We have not, and cannot have, such a well-founded standard for the living

head as those of AVelcker, Flower, etc., for the dry skull. It is needful to set up

an arbitrary one
;

and this I have done, after much consideration of the

braiu-weights recorded by Boyd, Peacock, and others in Britain, and by divers

French anthropologists.

I suppose the average male brain-weight of Englishmen to be over 1350, and

the average capacity of the skull somewhere near 1500. The subject is very

complex
;
sundry considerations enter into it which are often passed by without

notice, such as the excess over I'OOO of the specific gravity of the brain, and the

greater size and capacity of the fresh compared with the dry skull. Manouvrier

thought the brain filled 87 per cent, of the cavity
;
but he was working on Broca’s

lines
;
and on Flower’s lie would probably have said 90 or 91. Welcker allowed

still more. I have reckoned on about 90, but perhaps even this is too little. I

think the quantity of the fluids is generally over-rated.

I suppose a capacity of about 1500 c.c. to correspond roughly, in our

mesokephalic English, to a circumference, including hair in medium quantity of

570 mm.,' which is about the average. Welcker put the European means lower

than this, but in a series of 15 Englishmen even he found a capacity of 1530.

And Davis, in his 16, found an average of 80-2 ounces of sand, which, converted

into cubic centimeters, would be about 1595, and reduced to Flower’s standard

would still be 1515 c.c.

Fixing our standard thus, we shall find that it is fairly well attained by the

following process.

Multiply together ^ of the horizontal circumference, — of the nasio-iuial
o 3

(sagittal) arc, and i of the auriculo-transverse arc; 1/2000 of the product will
O

give a very rough approximation to tlie size or weight of the brain (of which the

latter of course is the larger). But in order to get the capacity, we must add, for

every unit in the kephalic index over 50, 0’3 per cent. Thus, where the index is

74, add, for every unit in 24, 0‘3 per cent, of one two-thousandth of the product of

the three dimensions employed. Let these dimensions, the third parts of the

three curves or arcs, he '-^9 and the product of which is 2,484,000,

whereof one two-thousandth is 1242. O'S x 24 = 7-2
;
and 7-2 per cent, on 1242

is 89. 1242 -(-89= 1331 c.c,, which is the capacity of the head in the subject

> See Rvnke. But he was dealing with round-headed or
in -10 Wiltshire men, and 577 in 40 upper-class Englishmen

;

in 80 West Yoikshiremen.

cuboid Bavarians. I got 569
and Dr. Rowe, of Bradford, 566
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Similarly in a head whose curvilinear measurements are 570, 360 and 360, and

whose breadth index is 80, we have (30 x 0'3 per cent.)=

1398 + (9 per cent. = 126)= 1524 c.c.

It is difficult to make any comparison of these results with those of other

methods, so small is the number of cases available
;
besides, ear-height measure-

ments on the living made with erauiometers, unless conducted with extreme care,

are not very reliable.

But Pearson and Lee have made some experiments in this way. Two
eminent professors and Fellows of the Royal Society, measured both by them and

by me, yielded to them a calculated mean capacity of 1525, to me one of 1516.

I have endeavoured to applj' their method (which is the same as that for the skull,

retrenching from the length, breadth, and ear-height, respectively, 11 mm. in every

case) to some series of my own, gotten since the production of my paper in

L’Anthro2)olo(jie, and therefore hitherto unpublished. For much of this material

I am indebted to Dr. Rowe, of Bradford, Yorkshire, who uses my own methods

with skill and accuracy. The difficulty lies in the estimation of the ear-height.

Venn’s extensive observations put it at about 5'3 inches or 134'o in Cambridge

students
;
but he found it distinctly higher in first-class men than in the rest of

, his subjects. Barnard Davis put it at 49 inches= 124’5 mm. in the English

skull, which, on Welcker’s plan (Wachsthum and Ban) would have been 132'5 in

the living subjects.

The ensuing table exhibits my own appreciation of the capacity of the

above-mentioned series, together with what would be, I believe, the appreciations

of Pearson and Lee, and of Mme. Pelletier. Possibly those of the latter should be

a little larger, for I do not suppose she would think it needful to subtract quite so

much as 11 mm. from each of the three dimensions, length, breadth, and

ear-height.

Table.

L.
i

1

Cir.

1

.
S.A.

1

1

Tr. A.
i

K.Index
(

Bed. Pell. P.&L.
(

9 men of superior in-

tellect.

199-2
1

155 -4 586 -5
1

!

1

369 -2 373 -6

I

78-1 1631 1614
1

1543

10 men less distin-

guished.

197 -0
'

154 583 362-7

1

j

371 -4 77 -9
1

1577

1

1596

!

1530

10 Yorkshiremen,
mostly upper class.

;

191 *4 153 -9 573 -5
'

,358
1

1

1 370 '7

1

1

80

1

1552 1526 1483

30 Yorkshiremen,
mixed class (Dr.
Rowe).

193-1 150 -3 569 353-6 374-7 77 -83 1490 1486 1453

60 West Yorkshiremen
1

191 -2
,

149 '2

1

563-5

i

1

350-6 361 -5 78-1

i

1435

i

1466 1438
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I have allowed here 125 mm. as ear-height in the skull in the first two series,

124 in the third, 123'5 in the fourth, and 123 in the fifth ; all these seem probable

conjectures. But for fairness’ sake, I append what would be the results if some

other possible ear-heights were assumed.

Ear height, 123. Ear height, 128.

1

Pell.
!

P. and L.
1

1

Pell. P. and Ij.

9 1st Grade 1591 !

1

1528 1658 1574

10 2ud Grade 1571 1512 1634 1557

10 Yorksliiremeii, Uj)per Class 1514 1474 ! 1575 1518

30 ,
Mixed 1480 1448 1540 1491

60 1466 1438 1525 1480

The nine first grade men include a statesman, an astronomer, a geologist (F.E.S.), a

scientific surgeon, an eloquent divine, a University professor of jurisprudence, an archaeologist, a

literary antiquarian, and a labour leader. Those of the second grade are mostly younger,

promising scientific or professional men.

It is clear that while all these three methods yield nearly the same results

with heads of medium size, those of Pelletier and of Beddoe continue roughly

parallel as one advances to greater sizes, while P. and L. drops rapidly behind.

And, as I have shown in the earlier part of this paper, the fault must lie in P. and

L., and not in the two other methods of procedure, which so far have a distinct

advantage.

When we come to the comparison of the two survivors, we find that both of

tliem attain as fair a degree of accuracy, or rather of approximation, as can

reasonably be expected, but that Mine. Pelletier’s plan has the advantage in

simplicity of arithmetic, Beddoe’s in ease and simplicity of measurement and

apparatus
;
the former may, therefore, answer better for the museum or the school

of anthropology, but it may be claimed for the latter that it is the bettor for

general use, for what may bo called field-work, and for the rapid collection of

valuable material. One may be better adapted than the other to particular types

of head-form
;
and here again I am disposed to think that my own would be found

to do justice to more of such types than would any diametrical plan, but I must
confess inability to support this opinion by distinct proof.

In the article in L Antliropoloyic I have applied this method to the testing of

current opinions as tn the connexion of intellectual ability with largeness of

brain
; and I have come to a definite conelusion on the subject. There need be no

doubt that there is a strong corielation between the two
;
and it may be observed

that my more recent obseia aliens, just now ipmted, point in the .same direction.
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there being a regular gradation in size from the series of nine men of intellectual

distinction, through those believed to be of second rate, and the upper-class

Yorkshiremen, down to the ordinary Westridingers. The rules laid down by

Topinard remain unassailable. Intellectual distinction is generally the

concomitant of largeness of brain, though there are numerous exceptions : large,

tall, and robust men also frequently have large heads, and perhaps large brains
;

but an inordinate enlargement is apt to be accompanied by some degree of

morbidity or vulnerability.

Eeply to Peofessor Pearson’s Article in “ Biometrika.”

Professor Pearson has courteously favoured me with a copy of a paper of his,

reprinted from Biometrika, which is mainly a hostile criticism of my scheme for

the estimation of skull-capacity from circumferential measures, and of the methods

used in my paper, “ Sur revaluation et la signification de la capacity cranienne,” in

L'Antliropologie
]

the paper which precedes this reply he had not seen. The

objects of the former paper were :

—

1. To propound a method of estimating the capacity of the living head

from peripheral measurements.

2. As a preliminary thereto, to show that a similar and reasonably good

method of measuring the dead skull was practicable.

3. To point out a defect in principle in Pearson and Lee’s diametral

methods, resulting in the under-estimate of large and, to a less

degree, the over-estimate of small skulls.

4. To show the great importance, at least in a certain number of crania,

of variations in thickness of bone, which Pearson and Lee appeared

to undervalue, but which were a serious drawback to accuracy of

estimation, whether by their methods or mine.

5. To recommend the Inion as an aid to measurement and estimation of

capacity.

6. To investigate once more the correlation of intellect and capacity, in

which I was a believer.

Now all these points seemed to be objectionable to Professor Pearson and his

school. I may have somewhat misunderstood him as to the first and second

;

anyhow, he now says that “ there is absolutely no reason why the product of three

cranial circumferences should not be taken as a basis,” etc.
;
and he has himself

produced a scheme for a circumferential estimate, using, however, the opisthion

rather than the inion, so that the new plan could not be extended to the living

head, about which I was chiefly concerned. It seems, however, to be as good as,

or better than, Pearson and Lee’s diametral plan.

On points 3 and 4 he does not seem to me to make any remarks of

importance
;
and my position, I conceive, remains good.

VoL. XXXIV. u
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On No. 6 he seems to me to be giving way a little
;
at least, he allows a small

and not very marked correlation.

On No. 5, however, he makes quite a serious attack, basing himself on the

statements, («) that tlie inion is frequently undiscoverable, and (h) that its position

is so variable as to make it useless. Yet with the assistance of Professor Thane,

he himself found that the inion was more or less accurately determinable in 41

out of 43 male crania
;

in two only was it “ vague ” or “ very doubtful.”

Surely that is not unsatisfactory for a point on the surface of an almost

smooth ovoidal body. I have scarcely ever used it in female cases: hut the

infra-occipital line is about as long in them as in male ones
;
this Pearson’s own

figures show.

Having found a mean of 47 mm. in these 43 skulls for the lower occipital,

he seems to think it sacrilegious in me to have suggested 50. After all, I only did

so provisionally
;
and latterly, after experimenting with 12J per cent., or of

the sagittal arc, I have been using 13 per cent. The former would give 47 mm.

in Dr. Macdonell’s Whitechapel series, the latter 49. I recently got an average of

49'3 in a mediaeval series of 11 males at Bristol, exactly 13 per cent.

Some other accusations which Professor Pearson brings against me are, I

must needs confess, better founded. In one case, having copied out the necessary

figures for computation in three Naqada skulls selected by Miss Pawcett, I

afterwards mistook the ordinal number (1308) for the capacity (1218), and

working from that basis, wdiich happened to suit my case, went very far wrong.

It is perhaps worth noting that my critics are not absolutely immaculate in

copying their own figures. The capacities in this particular case are stated in

Miss Fawcett’s tables at 1218, 1498 and 1223, but elsewhere at 1217, 1497 and

1222—small errors, but confusing.

On a recalculation, with the revised Q (transverse arc), I find B® yields a mean
of 1333 or + 20, and a mean error of 40, which is just within the limits of the

personal ecjuation of the measurers.

Another error, which ran through a good deal of my work, was the acceptance

of I’rofessor Pearson’s (the German) transverse arc as equal to my own, which is

Busk’s and that of the older anthropometers, French and English. The former is

in the so-called vertical line
;
mine, which I have always employed, runs from the

centre of the earhole across the bregma, if I can make certain of it, or iii any case

not far behind. I ought of course to have remembered and allowed for the

difterence. On page 380 Pear.son says, lie “ ought to have added at least 10 mm.
to iliss Fav eett s

( J ,
though on the next page he allows a difference of •2-inch, or

5 mm. This last figure I believe to be nearly correct. I found a mean difference
of 4-3 mm. in a random series of ten skulls, but in two hyperbrachykephals it

was 0, owing to the widening out abaft the ear. I have made the necessary
alteration in several place.s in the preceding paper

;
it is sometimes favourable to

my argument, but sometimes otherwise. The horizontal plane is still I believe
: a„,l ,l» Ge.m.n

is tar from being gener.llj. aoceplei
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Busk’s plan of using the centre of the meatus seems to me better in regard to the

measurement of radii, especially in the living subject, and it is easier in practice.

As for the unsatisfaetoriness, hitherto, of ear-height measurements, see

Dr. Lee’s table on p. 246 of her memoir, where the Badeners are quoted (from the

German Anthropological Catalogue) as showing a difference between ear-height

and basial height of 19'10 mm. and the Bavarians of 13’03 mm ! Credat Judseus !

For these are really “ allied races,” a phrase frequently and incorrectly applied by

Pearson and his disciples to the Bavarians and English. So far as the calvarium

goes, excluding the face, the English are more alike to the Chinese than to the

nioderii Bavarians.

On page 370 I am accused of “shirking the fact that Dr. Lee’s series are

sufBcient but not satisfactory.” Having re-read the passage, I consider them

insufficient, and think they might have been made more satisfactory on a better

basis
;
and so much the Professor himself appears now to see—else why his new

circumferential formulce ?

After all, we are none of us infallible, not even Thus the Professor,

in his “ Chances of Death,” i, 329, found Barnard Davis’s means “ far too small.”

Now, on the otlier hand, he has discovered that they are far too big (which they

really are, as Welcker could have taught him). I have throughout treated them as

such
;
but as the great Broca pointed out, that was a matter of less consequence

than carefulness and uniformity of procedure.

I ought perhaps to notice a table (IX) of Pearson’s in which he compares his

results and mine on a series of 20 skulls taken from the Thesaurus, by a process of

selection which he had devised, no doubt with the object of securing perfect fairness.

The results he arrives at are remarkably bad for both of us, but worst for me (mean

error, Beddoe 77, Pearson and Lee 70, Pearson G.F., 54). Now his system of

selection inevitably led to the inclusion of the most interesting and curious skull

in the collection, the modern Neanderthaloid, to which Davis devoted several pages

of the Thesaurus, and in which I had already pointed out the weakness of my

formula, due chiefly to the thickness and ruggedness of the calvarium. If this one

skull were eliminated, the tables would be somewhat turned, and the mean errors

would be

:

Beddoe 59, Pearson and Lee 69, G.F. 55.

The Professor’s other tables show varying results, but on the whole indicate

the possibility of his doing what he once scouted the possibility of doing, viz.,

producing a peripheral formula much better than P. and L., and better than mine for

musemn work, for which however I doubt his ever surpassing Manouvrier’s plan in

accuracy, or Welcker’s in convenience.

On page 285 of my paper, “ L’Evaluation et signification, etc.,” I state that I

am tolerably certain, after study of the available facts, that the mean capacity of

the male English skull is somewhere near 1500, tacitly referring here, as elsewhere,

to the standard of Flower.

On this Professor Pearson rather scornfully remarks, “ As Dr. Beddoe does not

u 2
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know the mean value of C, he guesses it. . . . This is the type of guesswork

which has hitherto passed for science in anthropometry.” Now the Professor surely

ought to know that it is impossible to attain certainty on this point. He seems to

think he can do so by attributing infallibility to the measurements of one or other

of his helpers. But Miss Fawcett, to whom surely he ought to listen, shows in

some passages, one of which at least is familiar to him, how impossible it is for two

or more observers, even practised ones, to coincide in their measurements. And

Dr. Macdonell follows her lead (pp. 205-6 of his paper), and proceeds in some cases

to guess in the most irreligious and unscientific manner, quite common-sensibly.

In this case I had to deal with quantities for the value of which there is not

and indeed perhaps can hardly ever be, a sufficient amount of evidence such as

Pearson desiderates. I did not make my “ guess ” without full consideration of the

work of Boyd, Peacock, and othens, which, however, being generally incomparable

inter se, could not, I thought, be advantageously put into regular form, even if I

had had space to discuss them. My crime is that, having to fix a standard capacity

for the purposes of my work on the living head, I put it at somewhere near

1500 C.C.

Now Sir W. Turner’s Scottish skulls give, according to Dr. Macdonell, an

average capacity of 1496, which seems pretty close to 1500; and 1477, Dr. M.’s

own average for the Wliitechapel find, is not very far off. Pearson him.self

(“ Chances of Death,” i, 330) put the mean of these same Whitechapelers, or of 26

of them, at 1,522.

1522+1477 = 1499-5. Q.E.D.

Seriously, I remain tolerably sure that on Flower’s system, the mean capacity

of the adult male English skull is not far below 1500 c.c. Pearson and Lee (pp.

250 scq.) put the capacity of males at the British Association meetings at 1495

;

but this estimate is the result of much random sampling and guesswork, and is

probably too small for the class.

I am charged also with neglecting to consider the obvious fact (which

Pearson claims as a discovery for Dr. Lee), that it is needful, in order to solve

the intelligence-capacity problem, “ to keep within one fairly equally nourished

class. Thus he carefully ignores the fact that in my first paper (“ L’Evaluation,”
etc.) I gave the measurements or estimated capacity of 100 Englishmen and 30
Scotchmen of the upper class, and subsequently drew attention (p. 287) to the

superiority thereto of my “distinguished” category, a superiority amounting,
by my estimate, to not less than 76 and 49 c.c. respectively. Not that all my
distinguished men were porphyrogeneti

!

My change of formula in passing from the dead to the living seems to puzzle
my critic strangely. I must repeat that though it (the former one) has already
been found useful (as by Professor Ruggieri and others) in cases where
Manouvrier’s plan is unavailable from any cause, I never expected it to be of
urcat use. I simply devised it in order to test the suitability of peripheral
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measures for the purpose, before proceeding to frame a plan for the living head,

where a new formula is really needed. As for my having taken 50 keph-ind for

the starting point, of which he complains
;
that was done with a view of securing

an addition of 9 per cent, in the case of 80 index, and ’03 more or less for every

one of index above or below, thus bringing about, as I believe, an estimate of

nearly 1500 c.c. in the average head.

I should like, however, at the risk of being tedious, to cite a few applications

of our different formulae to skulls belonging, so to speak, to my opponent’s bat-

talions, to carry on the contest on his own ground. I have increased Fawcett and

Macdonell’s Q by 5 to make my own, and have subtracted 13 per cent, from their

sagittal arc to make my nasio-inial one. The deduction in the latter case varies

from 44 to 51.

Among the Naqada, I have tested all the really available hyperdolicho males

and the one brachy male that I could find. The results are :

—

P. andL. (N.)
|

G.F.
1

8 Hyperdolichos, Total Errors ...
-t67

—252

+ 257
i

-60
!

+ 231

—135

Brachykephal, Total Errors -f-62 + 18 + 22

Total Mean -13 -6 + 23 + 13

Mean Error 42
i

38 43

Extent of Error 207
i

j

130 150

Here G-. F. is slightly the best. The compensation is injurious to B.

ill the brachy, and somewhat excessive in the hyperdolichos. Be it remembered

that P. and L. (N) was especially devised to suit the Naqada.

Now for the Whitechapel English ! If I knew which of Pearson’s numerous

formulae he would prefer, I would use it : as it is, I employ his ordinary P. and L.

and the 10 bis (00037 P -f 321’16) which he seems to fancy as an interracial one;

if he has calculated a special English formula, I do not know it.

I find

Means of Whitechapel Males.

Cap.

Predictions.

Do P. and L. Do. 10 bis. Do. G.F. Do. B3.

Whole Series 1477 1433 (—44) 1448 (—29) 1448 (—29) 1469 (—8

6 Extreme Dolichos 1481 1423 (—58) 1456 (—30) 1483 (+ 6) 1489 (+8)

Mean Error — 63 46 47 50

3 Brachys 1500 1440 (—60) 1462 (—38) 1452 (—48) 1519 (+19)

Mean Error 72 64 54 23
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Predictions.

1

'-»P-

i
Do P. and L. Do. 10 bis. 1 Do. G.F. Do. B. 3.

10 Selected’ ... 1456
1

1409 (—47) 1428 (—28) 1430 (—26) 1446 (—10)

Mean Error ... —
;

53 40 47 44

10 Big, over 1600 ... 1670 1538 (—132) 1564 (—106) 1602 (—68) 1654 (—16)

Mean Error ... —
;

T32 109 80 47

10 Small, 1400 and — ... 135/ 13i4(+ 17) 1385 (-1-80) 1387(4-30) 1380 ( + 23)

Mean Error ... — 25-2 37-8 35 -3 44-7

Difference-... ... 313 162(1) 175 215 274

Here all the forniulfe, except mine, fail to keep pace with the advancing

capacity of the larger skull. This is due to their large constants, which however

help to ecptalise the mean errors.

No one who may take the trouble to look at these figures and to consider

them without prejudice, can fail to put B. 3 at the top, and P. and L. at the

bottom of the scale. And he would probably give Pearson’s G.F. (a formula based

on circumferences) tlie second place in the class. No doubt B. 3 could be further

improved
;
my compensations are perhaps excessive and too uniform. Of course,

there is no true correlation l)etween brachykephaly ami capacity. The real

cpiesti(jn is, however, whether, capacity being equal, there is any connexion
between dolichokephaly and a large total of diametral and of peripheral measure-
ments. I think the Table V, in my French paper, goes some way towards proving

it. Manouvrier and elcker both make large allowances for brachykephals on

that ground
;
and Welcker’s are (juite as large as mine.

If Professor Pearson had taken the trouble to consider my living-process,

instead of conventionally ruling it out of order as having no mathematical basis,

he would have seen that the doubts about the 'mean thickness of integument, which
so much lessen the value of his process, are quite irrelevant as objections to mine,
which is not, like his, based on a guess as to the size of the skull, but on an
induction as to its average content. The vanations of thickness in individuals
affect both diametral and peripheral measures, the former at least as much as the
latter. As for the hair. Professor Pearson probably does not mean to be taken
seriously in his proposed census of baldheads. My friend Topinard’s objection was
theoretical

;
with further practice the Professor would find the difficulty lessen. It

‘ The first ten
viz., Nos. 7, 33, 60, 62,

The brachys are all I could find of' I™ ,

and tho t- ; 1
' extreme dolichoaana tne k.i. m the others does not exceed 71

cornu tind free from any depreciatory
'9.120,12.3,138, 145, 147.

^ 1
'

of Professor Thane’s

are real hyperdolichos
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occurs chiefly, of course, in the horizontal circumference
;
and yet Lebon, and

Welcker, and John Eanke, all tried a plan of estimation based on that alone, and

did not find it unworkable. All the originality I can hope to claim lies in the use of

the sagittal curve, in which the hair offers comparatively little impediment.

Professor Pearson winds up his paper with a very interesting account of the

examination and measurement of the head of Jeremy Bentham. There were

difficulties to be overcome in measuring what is neither a dry skull nor a hving

head
; but these appear to have been fairly surmounted. The inion is placed

remarkably high, a circumstance making the subject an unfavourable one for my
procedure

;
but after making all the allowances mentioned by Pearson, and one

more which the photographs indicate, viz.,—the presence of senile degeneration

in a man of 85 years, the fact remains that Bentham, by my or indeed any

estimate had, as Pearson says, a head of mediocre capacity. Pearson seems to

make a great point of this. To me it is only one more exception to the general

rule : 4 out of my 60 superior men have heads which, by my estimate, are below

the mean of English capacity
;
and 3 of these 4 are distinctly men of mark

;
but,

after all, they are only 4 out of 60, and of the whole 60, 45 surpassed the means

which I found for the upper classes of England and Scotland respectively, while

only 15, of whom 7 were Englishmen and 8 Scotchmen, fell below those means.
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THE WIRADYUEI AND OTHER LANGUAGES OF

NEW SOUTH WALES.

By R. H. Mathews, L.S., Oorres. Memb. Anthrop. Soc., Washiiigtou, U.S.A.

Synopsis.—Introductory.—Orthography.—The Wiradyuri Language.—The Burreha-hurreha

Language.—The Ngunawal Language.—Vocabulary of Wiradyuri Words.—Vocabulary

of Ngunawal Words.

The native tribes speaking the Wiradyuri language occupy an immense region in

the central and southern portions of New South Wales. For their eastern and

northern boundaries the reader is referred to the map accompanying my paper to

the American Philosophical Society in 1898.‘ The western boundary is shown on

the map with my article to the Royal Society of New South Wales the same year.-

Their southern limit is represented on the map attached to a paper I transmitted

to the Anthropological Society at Washington in 1898.* The maps referred to

were prepared primarily to mark out the boundaries of the social organisation and

system of marriage and descent prevailing in the Wiradyuri community, but will

also serve to indicate the geographic range of their language.

The Wiradyuri language is spoken over a greater extent of territory than any

other tongue in New South Wales, and the object of the present monograph is to

furnish a short outline of its grammatical structure. I have included a brief

notice of the Burreba-burreba language, which adjoins the Wiradyuri on the west.

A cursory outline is also given of the language of the Ngunawal tribe, which

bounds the Wiradyuri on a portion of the east. The Kamilaroi tribes, whose

language I recently reported to this Institute,^ adjoin the Wiradyuri on the north.

In all the languages treated in this article, in every part of speech subject to

inflexion, there are double forms of the first peison, of the dual and plural, similar

in character to what have been reported from many islands in Polynesia and

Melanesia, and the tribes of North America. Separate forms for “ we two,” and

“ he and I,” were observed by Rev. James Gunther among the pronouns of the

* “Initiation Ceremonies of Australian Tribes,” Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc., vol. xxxvi,

pp, 54-73, map.
’ “The Group Divisions and Initiation Ceremonies of the Bar-Kunjee Tribes,” Journ. Hoy.

Soc. S.S. ales, vol. xxxii, pp. 240-250, map. That map includes with the Wiradyuri, the
territory of the Burreba-burreba tribe, because their initiation ceremonies and marriage laws
are the same.

’ “The Victorian Aborigines ; their Initiation Ceremonies and Divisional Systems,’’
American Anthropologist, vol. xi, pp. 325-343, map.

• “Laiigu^esof the Kamilaroi and Other Tribes of New South Wales,” Jomw.
hut., vol. xxxiii, p. 250.

^
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Wiradyuii natives at Wellington, New South Wales,' but as he does not niention

anything of the kind in the plural, we may conclude that he did not observe it.

The materials from which this paper has been prepared have been gathered

by me wliile travelling through various parts of the Wiradyuri country, for the

purpose of visiting and interviewing the old native men and women who still

speak the native tongue, from whom I noted down aU the information herein

reproduced. When the difficulties encountered in obtaining the grammar of any

language which is purely colloquial are taken into consideration, I feel sme that

all necessary allowances will be made for the imperfections of my work.

The initiation ceremonies of the Wiradyuri tribes, which are of a highly

interesting character, have been fully described by me in coirtributions to several

societies and other learned institutions.^

It will be as well to state that in 1892, Dr. J. Fraser, from the MSS. of the

late Eev. James Giinther, published some grammatical rules and a vocabulary of

the Wiradyuri language. This forms part of a volume entitled An AuAralia.n

Language (Sydney, 1892), Appentlix, pp. 56-120.

Mr. E. M. Curr published several vocabularies collected in different parts of

the Wiradyuri territory.—The Australian Eace, vol. iii, pp. 363—401.

Orthography.

The system of orthoepy adopted is that recommended by the Eoyal

Geographical Society, London, with the following qualifications :

Ng at the beginning of a word or syllable has a peculiar sound, which I

have previously illustrated.® At the end of a syllable or word, it

has substantially the sound of ng in “ sing.”

Dh and nh have nearly the sound of th in “ that,” with a slight initial

sound of the d or n as the case may be.

Ty and dy at the commencement of a word or syllable, as dyirril (a

spear), has nearly the sound of j. At the end of a word, as gillaly

(to-day), ty or dy is pronounced nearly as tch in the word “batch,”

but omitting the final hissing sound.

W always commences a syllable or word, and has its ordinary sound. G
is hard in all cases. R has a rough trilled sound, as in “ hurrah !

”

The sound of the Spanish h is frequent. At the commencement of a

syllable or word I have given it as ny, but when terminating a word

I have used the Spanish letter.

' “ An Australian Language ” (Sydney, 1892), dppetidix, p. 60.

' “The Burbling of the Wiradyuri Tribes,’’ Joie/vi. Anthrop. Inst., vol, xxv, pp. 295-318.

Ibid., vol. xxvi, pp. 272-283. “The Initiation Ceremonies of the Aborigines of the Upper
Lachlan,” Proc. Roy. Geog. Soc. Auati-., Queensland Beh., vol. xi, pp. 167-169.

“ The Burbung or Initiation Ceremonies of the Murrumbidgee Tribes,” Journ. Roy. Soc.

N.S. Woks, vol. xxxi, pp. 111-153.

“The Burbung of the Wiradhuri Tribes,” Proc. Roy. Soc. Queensland, vol. xvi, pp. 35-38.
’ “The Aboriginal Languages of Victoria,” Journ. Roy. Soc. E.S. Wales, vol. xxxvi, p. 76.
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T is interchangeable with d
;

"p with h
;
and y with h in most words where

they are used.

As far as possible, vowels are unmarked, but in some instances, to avoid

ambiguity, the long sound of a, e and v. are indicated thus : a, e, u.

In a few cases the short sound of u is marked it. Y at the

beginning of a word has its ordinary consonant value.

The Wiradyuri Language.

Articles.

There are no articles, properly so-called, in the language. The demonstratives

“ this ” and “ that ” do duty for our “ a ” and “ the.” If it be desired to definitely

say that only one is meant, the numeral, nyunhai, is employed.

In all the sentences illustrating the cases of nouns and other parts of speech

in this paper, the demonstratives are omitted. A native would say, “ Man [that

over yonder] beat child [this in front],” the proper demonstratives being inserted

where illustrated by the brackets.

Nouns.

Nuinher.—There are three numbers, singular, dual and plural. JFamboin, a

kangaroo. Wavihoinlnda a couple of kangaroos. Wamloinyirhany, several

kangaroos.

Gender.—In the human family different words are used, as tnhi or giUr, a

man
;
huUddyeru or inar, a woman

;
hirrenyany, a boy

;
inaryany, a young girl

;

yiramuruny, a youth
;
nieyai, a maiden; hurui, a child.

Among animals, words are used signifying “ male ” and “ female ” respectively.

Wille hidyur, a buck opossum
;

wille ywud, a doe opossum. Nyiirun hurramai, a

hen emu
;
nyuruU hidyur, a cock emu.

The cases are the nominative, nominative-agent, genitive, accusative,

instrumental dative and ablative.

The nominative simply names the person or thing under attention, as, 7iiirrt

or huruiiiam, a dog; burrandany, a, native-bear; luille or wombimdi, an opossum;

tcayan, a crow
;
bidyany or hitmyan, a boomerang.

The nominative-agent requires a suffix to the noun, as, yihirru 7V07nbimm dhe,

a man an opossum ate. Bidlddyerudu dhurimy burnt, a woman a snake struck (or

killed). Inarru icille dharcdyiri, a woman an opossum will eat. Bim'andanyu
gurril dhara, a native-bear leaves is eating. 3Ivrridu imlle buddhe, a dog an

opossum bit.

Genitive. Mengu bidyany, a man’s boomerang. BuUddyeruyu kunne, a

vomaus }amstick. Bv/rrandanyyu bidluny, a native-bear’s head.
Dative. Dhv.rranyu, to the creek {dhurra'ug). Nyurmiyu, to the camp

(nyu.rang).

Ablative. Dhurra.ndyi, horn the creek; ngura'ndyi, ivom the camp. In this
case, and also in the dative, the final y of both words is omitted before applying
the suffix.
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The accusative is the same as the simple nominative, as will be seen by the

examples given under the nominative-agent.

Instrurnental.—^When an instrument is tire remote object of the verb, the

accusative remains unchanged, but the instrumental case takes the same suffix as

tlie nominative-agent; thus, nieiulw loagati hUrgandu hiune, the man hit a crow with

a boomerang. Inarru hunnuam kimnedii hangahe, the woman cut a dog with a

yamstick.

In the above examples, as well as in the sentences illustrating the nominative-

agent, it will be seen that the agent suffix has euphonic changes according to the

termination of the word it is attached to. This may be said of the suffixes in all

the cases of nouns and adjectives.

Adjectives.

Adjectives take the same inflexions for number and case as the nouns they

qualify, and are placed after them. They are without gender.

Womhoin munun, a kangaroo large. Womhoiiibula mununhida, a pair of large

kangaroos. Womboinmuddii rnitnumniiddn, several large kangaroos.

Burumaindxt rnunioulu teornburan buddhe, a dog lai’ge an opossum bit.

Inarru hubadyallu burai bume, a woman small a child beat.

Womboingu munungu dhv.n, a large kangaroo’s tail.

A big waterhole, dhcl-u munun. Dhd-uyu munungu, to a big waterhole. Dhd-
ivadyi munundyi, from a big waterhole.

Cornpariso'n.—Nyila imm-umbangbun-gun, this is very good. Nyilangai

murruxnbang vArrai, that is not good. If the articles compared be equal in

quality, a native would say. This is good—that is good, and so on.

Pronoxins.

Pronouns are inflected for number and person, and comprise the nominative,

possessive and objective cases, a few examples in each of which wdll be given.

There are forms in the dual and plural to express the inclusion or exclusion of the

person addressed.

Siwjvlar.

Ist Person

Nominative.

I Ngadkw

Possessive.

Mine Sgadyi Me
Objective.

Xgunnhal.
2nd „ Thou Ngindu Thine Nginnu Thee Xginyal.

3rd „ He Ngagwa His Ngagwaiida Him Xgunnungga.

1st Person fWe, inel. Ngidli

Dual.

Onrs, inch f Ngidliging

Oure, excl. I Ngvdligingxda

Us, inch f XguUinya.
LWe, excl. Ngulliguna. Us, excl. 1 Xgullinyuggu.

2nd „ You Nginduhla Yours Nginnubidala You Nginyalbula.
3rd „ They Xqagwaiuhida Theirs Xgagwabidagii Them Xguanainbula.

1st Pei'son ^f
We, inch Xgeani

Pb'ral.

Ours, inch f Ngeaniging

Ours, excl. XXgeaniginguna

Us, inch J Xgeaninyagn.

2nd „

1 We excl. Xgeaniguna Us, excl. 1 Xgeaninyaguna
You Xgindugir Yours Xginnngir You Xginyedgir

3rd „ They Ngagwairufider Theirs Xgagwaqulaia Them Xgunnagulella.
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There are other forms of the objective case meaning “ from me,” “ with me,”

“ towards me,” etc., wdiich have numerous modifications.

The extended forms of the pronouns given in the above table are not much

used as separate words, except in answer to interrogatives, or assertively.

Ngulliffuna might, for example, be given in answer to the question, “ Who killed

the kangaroo ?
” “ WTiose boomerang is this ?

” might elicit the reply,

Ngaddyi.

In common conversation, however, the pronominal affixes are employed.

The third personal pronouns have several forms and are subject to much

variation, depending upon the position of the parties referred to. Many of them

are practically demonstratives.

Interrogatives.—Nho, ngandi ? Who (agent), Who (dual),?i^«a-

duwanhda I Wlio nganduv:andugir ? Who ior, ngandigula ? Whose is

this, ngangunymna ? Ngamduga is equivalent to “ I wonder who ?
” or “ I don’t

know who.” Who from, nyanyundiburrami ? What, minyang ? What is that,

rninya wanna . Whs-t lov, ruinyanyula ? What from, minyalli? How many (what

number), minyayigyuhnan I

Demonstratives.—The following are a few examples :—This, nginna. These

(dual), nyinnabida. This otlier one, nginnagvxd. From this, nyinnalidhi. Belong-

ing to this, nginnagida. With this, nginnadhurai. That, ngunnila. That other

one, nyunniloagwal. That yonder, ngunnainbirra. A native will frequently state

the location of an article by its compass direction from a particular tree or other

well-known spot.

These clemonstratiA'es are very numerous—many of them being used as pronouns

of the third person, and are declined for number, person, and case. They also vary

according to the position of the object referred to in regard to the speaker, and

likewise change with the relative position of the object to the person addressed.

In all parts of aboriginal speech, words are occasionally met with so closely

alike in pronunciation that it is almost impossible for any one but a native to detect

the difference.

Verbs.

The moods are the indicative, imperative, conditional, and infinitive. The verb

stem and a contraction of the necessary pronouns are incorporated, and the words

thus formed are used in the conjugation. There are, however, modifications of the

affixed particles in the past and future tenses to express differences in time.

In the following conjugation of the verb “ to beat ” the present tense is given

in full. In the past and future tenses, one example in the first person singular is

thought sufficient, because any required person and number in each tense can be
obtained by following the directions given in the text.

Singular

Indicative Mood-Present Tense.

1st Person

2nd
,.

3rd „

I beat ...

Thou beatest

He beats

Bum urradhu.

Bumim’andu.

Bumurragwa.
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r 1st Person ...
f We, inch, beat . .

.

Burnurrali.

J

L We, excl., beat . .

.

Bumurraliguna.
Dual ... 2nd „ You beat... Bum urranduMa.

LSrd „ ... They beat Bumurraguminbida.

rlst „
f We, incl., beat ... Buniiirrani.

1

L We, excl., beat ... Bumurraniguna.

Plural ... 2nd „ You beat ... Bunmrrandugir.

ISrd „ They beat Buinurragwainguler.

Past Tense.

rl beat just now . * . * . . - • .. Bunudhendhu.

i I beat this morning .. BumulngurrUidhu.
1st Person

I beat yesterday ... ... ... .. BunmlgivandJiu.
Singular,

1 I beat, indefinite ... ... ... . . Bumedhu.

1^1 beat long ago ... .. Bumulgridyu.

Blm, softened to dyu in some cases, is a contraction of ngadlm.

1st Person

Singular,

Future Tense.

{

I will beat, indefinite ...

I will beat, soon

I will beat in the morning

... Bumulyiridyu.

... Bumulyaioagiridyu.

. . . Bumulngurrigiridu.

Owing to the several inflections of the verb in the past and future tenses, for

immediate, proximate, and more or less remote times of the performance of the

action,! it is often found convenient, especially when speaking in the dual or plural,

to prefix a complete pronoun from the table of pronouns. Thus, instead of saying,

Bumulhenli, a native frequently expresses it, NgulU humidheii. Again, instead of

saying, Bumulgiriniguna, he would use, Ngeaniguna humulgiri. This leaves the

termination of the verb fieer for the numerous inflexions.

Singular ...

Dual

Plural

Invfcrative Mood.

Beat thou

Beat you

Beat you

... Buma.

... Bumandiibla.

... Bumandiigir.

Perhaps I will beat.

Conditional Mood.

Yania humulgiridyu.

To beat

Infinitive Mood.

Buimdli.

Befiexive.

There is a reflex form of the verb, as when one does anything to himself:

I am beating myself Bu miuigadyillihdyu.

• Compare with m_v Yookumbil Language,” Queensland Geog. Journ., vol. xvii, pp. 63-67.
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Reciprocal.

The dual and plural contain a reciprocal form of the verb, as where two t)r

more persons beat each other

:

We, (dual excl.,) are beating each other Ngidliguna hurnv.Uen.

We, (pi. excl.,) are beating each other Ngeaniguna himullen.

There is no passive voice. The sentence, A woman was bitten by a dog, is

expressed by, A dog bit a woman.

The prohibitive or negative in all the moods, tenses, and numbers is obtained

by using the word Kurria with the verb, thus : Kurria luma, beat not. Kurria

humulgiridyu, I will not beat. Another form is used where there is uncertainty,

a.s, Wirraigurra hurnulgiridyii, which expresses the meaning, “ I don’t think I will

beat,” or, “ Perhaps I will not.”

Murrung nginyadhu has the meaning of “I am well,” and maybe called a

substitute for our verb “ to be.” By incorporating yah. with this expression, it

makes it more emphatic, as. Yah murrung nginyadhu, “Eeally I am well.” Any
adjective describing a human attribute may be taken as a predicate, as, good, l^ad,

strong, sleepy, and employed with the modifications of the word nginya.

Prepositions.

A number of prepositions are independent words, as; Behind, ycibhvngura

In front, willidya. Across, dargin. Around, waiangadha. Outside, or, on the other

side, ngunningura. Inside, rnvguma. This nginnungnradha. Billaga nginm-

ingv.rn, the other side of the creek. On the right, humalgala. On the left, mir-

rangur. Ahead, langanan. In the rear, ngimnugangura.

Frequently the verb includes the meaning of a preposition, as in the following

examples

:

Ngadhu ngadyen dyirramuddyi guUegiri, I that hill go-up-will. Ngndhii dyila

dyirramuddyi hirrawagiri, I that hill go-down-will. Ngadhu ngidyi gigidlc u:aian-

gugiri, I that tree go-round-will. Ngeani Hrgudyi tcurungiri, We (pi. inch) the scrub

through-will-go. Ngidliguna hilladyi errtigiri, We (dual excl.,) the creek will-cross.

Ngadhu dyirramudyi ngogungurgu gidlearnurrigiri, I will climb over the hill.

.Adverbs.

The following are a few of the adverbs, some of which are inflected for number,
case, and tense : IFf/Tfli, no. Ngaiin.jes. Yandhal, now. Phallan, soon. Yere,

to-day. Ngurrungal, the morning. Yeregwala, yesterday. Ngvnniguncda, day
before jesterday. Ngunnungnlugal,(\o,y after to-morrow. Murradhidhul, long ago.

Buruandhangga, night-time.

Here (now), nginna. Here (was), nginni. This way, dhain. Farther away,
ngunna. Still farther, ngunneng. A good way off, ngunnagunalla. There in the
rear, ngininagangura. These pronominal adverbs, like the demonstrative pronouns,
are very numerous and also include the points of the compass.
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How, 'ividdyallanyalu? How thou, widdyaiuandie? How you (dual), xciddya-

wandxibla 'Ko'n jovi(^\Q.xa\),ividdyaivanduyir ? Idow oht?Lme(}i,xuiddyvMyyurrunda

lurramai ? Widdyunqydwa has the meauing of “ when ?
”

Where is it, dhayav.mm 1 Where (having the meaning of “ which one,”) dha-

yalal Where art thou, dhayaivandu? Where are you (dual), dhayau-andubla I

Where are you (plural), dhayawaiuluyir ? From where, dluidyindaburramai 1

Where art thou from, dhadylyullhoandu ? Where is the camp, dhayaxm nyuruny I

Interjections.

Yah ! calling attention. Wai ! look out. Wah ! nyan-arbany ! Ah ! poor

fellow ! Listen, winnanyya ! Any vocative can be indexed for number.

Numerals.

Nyunbai, one
;
bulla, two.

The Bhrreba-Burreba Language.

The Burreba-hurreba is spoken from about Deniliquin to Moulamein, and from

the latter southerly towards the Murray river. The following is a sketch of its

grammatical structure. A dialect of this language, called Bureba, is spoken on the

Murray river, near Swan Hill.

Nouns.

Number.—There are the singular, dual, and plural numbers. Wille, an opossum :

unllebidct, a pair of opossums; ivillebarah, or xcilleyuU, several opossums.

Gender.— Wuthu, 3. man; leurh,o. woman; banyya, a boy; kurreyiVrh, a girl;

buban, a child of either sex
;
xvutlmyinbal, means a man and his wife. The gender

of mammals and birds is marked by adding rnanmk for male, and babuk for female

;

thus, yure maniuk, a buck kangaroo
;
yuri babuk, a doe kangaroo.

Case.—The language has the nominative, nominative-agent, genitive, accusative,

instrumental, dative and ablative cases. In the nominative, there is no change in

the noun, except when it is the subject of a transitive verb, and then it requires

the agent-sufdx
;
as, Wnthuny xcirrunyan burdumin, a man a dog beat

;
leuru vnrrin-

yed IcUryin, du woman a perch caught; unrrunyanu gure bUndin, a, dog a kangaroo

bit.

In the possessive case, the name of the proprietor and of the property each

take a suffix, as, Widhunyyety wanvk, a man’s boomerang
;
leuryety Idrnuk, a woman’s

camp
;
loirrunyanycty birkuk, a dog’s tail.

Instrumental.—This is the same as the nominative-agent, thus, Nyaty yurS

duyyin vjaim, I a kangaroo hit with a boomerang.

Bailee.—Idrnyak, to a camp. Ablotixe.—vndhunyu, from a man. The accu-

sative is the same as the nominative.

Adjectives.

Adjectives follow the nouns and take similar declensions.
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Numler.— Wiithu hv.rumbirt, a man large. Wathvdmlet liui'umMrthnUt, a couple

of big men. Wnthuharalc hirumbirtbarah, several big men.

Nominative-agent .— Wuthung kurumlnrru vAlle hurdumin, a large man an

opossum killed.

Possessive .— WuthuTiggety kurumhirungety loanuk, a big man’s boomerang.

Ablative .— Wuthunyung hnirumhiruTig, from a big man.

The comparison of adjectives follows rules similar to those explained in my
article on “ The Gundungurra Language.”*

It will be observed that there are modifications in the case-endings of nouns

and adjectives, depending upon the termination of the word declined. Moreover,

these suffixes for number and case are applied to the simple nominative—not the

nominative-agent.

Pronouns.

Pronouns take inflexion for number, person and case. There are two forms in

the first person of the dual and plural—one in which the person or persons

addressed are included with the speaker, and another in which they are exclusive

of the speaker
;
these are marked “ inch” and “ excl.” in the following table

:

Singular.

1st Person

2nd „

3rd „

I Ngaty

Thou Ngin

He 3Ialu

Mine

Thine

His

yekaiuk.

Ngindaiuk.

Maigungety.

Ihial.

1st Person <

2nd „

3rd „

"We, inch Ngal

i^We, excl. NgoJung

You Ngulen

They APdubulak

Ours, inch

Ours, excl.

Yours

Theirs

Ngallaiuk.

Ngallungvlc.

Ngulaiuk.

3Iagaty-bulagaty. .

Plural.

1st Person -

2nd „

3rd „

'We, inch Yangur

-We, excl. Yandang

You Ng4t

They 3Ialugulik

Ours, inch

Ours, excl.

Yours

Theirs

Ya.ngurhik.

Yandiuk.

Ng'dte'dk.

Ngugaty-guligcUy.

Paterrogatives.—\NhQ,ivinyarl (singular)— (dual) and winyartukuli
(plural). What, nganyu .? which also has a dual and plural form.

Demonstratives.—This, ginga, which has a dual and plural suffix. 3Jalv, that

;

kila, that near you. Munya, that farther away. Kigety, belonging to that.
Kigety-hulugety, belonging to those two. Kigety-gvligety, belonging to all those.

Verbs.

Verbs have the same tenses and moods as those of the Wiradyuri as will be
demonstrated m the conjugation of the verb “to beat.” In the P.urrUa-lmrreba

' Proa. Amei-. Philos. Soc., Phila,ielphia, vol. xl, No. 16V.
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verb there are, howevei', no regular modifications of the past and future tenses,

such meanings being expressed by separate words.

Active Voice—Indicative Mood.

Present Tense.

1st Person I beat . . . Nyaty tyilba.

2nd „ Thou beatest . . . Nyin tyilba.

3rd „ He beats ... . . . Main tyilba.

Past Tense.

1 st Person I beat . . . Nyaty tyilbin.

Future Tense.

1st Person I will lieat ... . . . Nyaty tyilbin.

Imperative Mood.

Beat, tyilhah. Beat not, hurreha tyilhah.

Conditional Mood.

Perhaps I will beat, Nyedy tyilbSn murnhnn.

In all the foregoing examples, the remaining persons and numbers of the verb

can be supplied by the table of pronouns.

Middle Voiec—Indicative Mood.

Present Tense.

Singular. I am beating myself. Tyilhanyvnybenyyat.

The conjugation can be continued through all the moods, tenses, etc., the same

as in the indicative mood.

Peciproeal.

We two (inch) are beating each other, Tyilptyerrvnyal.

We all (incl.) are beating each other, Tyilptyerrnnyvnyvr.

There are forms for all the persons and tenses.

Adverbs.

Yes, nyunyui. hTo, bimrba. To-day, yillaty. To-morrow, 'pv>’bvr. Yesterday,

dyelli-dyellih. By and bye, yillandam Some time ago, yillenadyu. Long ago,

yayaluh-ioanda. Where, ivindyella ? (singular)
;
vAndyellanbvI I (dual)

;
vAmlyelUd ?

(plural). How many, nyabnr I Here, Jcinyya. There, nyna.

Kvmereds.

One, I'aiapmin. Two, bvletya.

VoL XXXIV. X
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Initiatiox Ceremoxies axd Marriage Lw.s.

The initiation ceremonies of the Burreba-burreba are the same in all essential

re.spects as those of the ’Wiradj'iiri tribe.s, which I have de.scribecl in detail else-

where.^ The social organisation is also similar to the Wiradynri, comprising two

phratries, each of which is subdivided into two sections, as exemplified in the

following synopsis:—
Phratry. A man.

r Affreei

VKuhhi

j, f
iFpai

i Umhi

Marrie.s.

I'ppntha

Butha

Matha

Kuhbithn

Sons and Daughters.

Urnbi and Butha.

Ippai and Ippatha.

Kubbi and Kubbitha.

Murri and Matha.

Although marriages generally follow the above rules, yet in certain cases

Murri can marry Bntlia, and Kubbi may take Ippatha as his spouse—a similar

liberty Iteing allowed the men of phratry B. Again, where there is no objection

arising from nearness of kin, a Murri man may marry a Matha woman, but her

totem must be different from his, and she must belong to a distant family. This

applies to the men of every section. By the strict letters of the i’oregoing table, it

would appear that the child of a brother can marry the child of a sister, but this

is rigorously forbidden—the table being construed to mean that a brotlier’s

child’s child marries a sister’s child’s child.

Kach phratry has attached to it a group of totems, consisting of anij,ials and

inanimate objects. Every man, woman, and child in the community has his

particular totem, which is inherited froni l)irth. For further information on this

subject the reader is referred to numerous papers contributed by me to different

scientific societies.

The Ngunawal Language.

Ihe native tribes speaking the Kgimawal tongue occupy the country from
Goulburn to ass and Burrowa, extending southerly to Lake George and
Goodradigbee.

In a contribution to tlie Anthropological Society at Washington in 1896, I

described the Bunan ceremony, an elaborate type of initiation practised by the

Ngunawal in common with other communities. In 1900 I published an account
of the Kudsha or Kuddya, an abridged form of inaugural ceremony which is

likewise in force among the same people. The social organisation regulating
marriage and descent, which 1 described in the last mentioned article,^ also applies
to the Ngunawal.

‘ “The Buvhung, etc., of the Murnuubid-ee Tril>es

"

vol. xxxi, pp. 1 1 1-153.
“ ’

.{merican Anthropologist, vol. ix, pp. ;i27-3.-J4 Plvte VI
^ .Joum. Roy. Soc. N.S. Wales, vol. xxxiv. pp 276-281
» ;6a/., op. 263-264.

IP- 4,0 281,

Joum. Roy. Soc. A.,S'. Wales,
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The Ngitnawal is one of an aggregate of tiibes ^vhosp sacred songs I have

learnt and published, with the accompanying music, in an article I communicated

to the Royal Geographical Society of Queensland in 19012 These are the first

sacred songs of the Australian Aborigines which have ever been set to music.

JSl'ovns.

Numhcr.—N’ouns have three numbers. Mirri, a. dog; mirrihnla, a couple of

dogs ; mirridj/imraa, several dogs.

Gender.—Banal, a man; bullan, a woman. Words for “ male ” and “ female

”

distinguish the gender of animals, as, f/nrabnn mnddmi, a bear, male; r/urahm

dhnrnJc, a bear, female.

Case.—The principal cases are the nominative, causative, in.strumental,

genitive, accusative, dative and ablative.

The nominative is the name of the subject at rest, and is without flexion.

The causative, or nominative-agent, represents the subject in action, as,

tjullanga gudha ngnhumuin, a woman a child beat.

Instrumented.—Bunedga hurraingu ngn.hnrin ehjninga, a man a wallaby killed

with a spear. Here the instrument, spear, takes the same suffix as the causative.

The wallaby, Inrrai, takes the genitive affix, as being the possessor or recipient of

the killing.

Acexesatire.—Except in such instances as the wallaby in the la.st example, the

accusative is the same as the nominative.

The genitive case is represented by an affix to the name of the property as

well as to that of the owner, a peculiarity which I was tlie first to report- in

Australian languages. Banahign mirrnrnng, a man’s dog.

Every object over which ownership may be exercised can be declined for

number and person, as under:

—

{

1st Person My dog (dog my) ... Mirridya.

2nd „ ... . • Thy dog ... ... Mirridyi.

„ His dog Mirrin-nng.

and so on through all the persons of the dual and plural.

If a couple or more articles )>e claimed, an infix is inserted between the noun

root and the possessive affix, thus : MirrUadadya, dogs botli mine
;
mirridyimmcuJya,

dogs several mine.

Dative.—Ngurani niniinagni, to the camp come.

Ablative. Xgnrcurnrradyi yerribiu-nrri, from the camp go away.

Adject ire.s.

Adjectives follow' the cpialified nouns, and are inflected in the same manner

for number and case. Burn munvnmang,a kangaroo large; hurnlmla munnnbida,

a couple of large kangaroos ;
hnrudyimma nninnndyimma, s,e\exa\ large kangaroos.

' “Aboriginal Songs at Initiation Ceremonies,” Queensland Geographical Juumal, vol. xvii,

pp. C1-C.3.

• See ni_v “Tluirvawal Language,” Journ, Roy. Roc, A,*?. WaGs, vol. xxxv-, p. 131.

X 2
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Causative.—Bavalga. mununga mirri ngubunuigga, a man large a dog will beat.

The other cases are also declined like the nouns. Frequently one of the affixes,

Vjoth in number and case, is omitted—sometimes the affix of the noun, and in other

instances that of the adjective, being thirs eliminated, according to the euphony ot

the expression.

A predicative adjective becomes an intransitive verb, and is conjugated

accordingly. An example in the singular wEl be sufficient

:

1

^Ist Person ... I am large . .

.

... Munumnangga.

Singular 2nd „ . . . Thou art large . . . Mununmandtji.

1[_3rd „ . . . He is large . .

.

... ilununnmn.

Comparison of adjectives is effected by such expressions as, Gudba ngunu,

yeddhvng nin, bad this, good that. Yeddhiing madi ngunu, this is very good.

Pronouns.

These are declined for number, person and case, but are without gender.

They contain the inclusive and exclusive forms in the first person of the dual and

plural

;

1st Person ... I . . . Gulangga.

Singular < 2nd „ ... Thou ... Chdandyi.

3rd „ ... He . . . Dhanic.

Examples in the dual and plural are omitted, as their terminations will appear

in the conjugation of the verbs. The foregoing full forms of the pronouns are used

chiefly in answer to a question. In ordinary conversation the pronominal suffixes

to verbs, nouns and other parts of speech, supply their place.

Towards, or vuth, me, gnlanggnria. Away from me, gulangguridyui.

Belonging to me, gvlanggida. Myself, mittimlaldya, and so on. All these

can be inflected for number and person.

Bcnionstratives.—-These may be classed under different heads, of which the

following are a few examples :

Position.—Ngiinu, this, close. Nginiuhini, this also. Nin, that. Mfivndii,

that only. Wurranaguddha, that, a little way off. Warranandiimng

,

that, farther

still. MvddhamaguAuarri, a long way off.

Direction.—Ngunaga, that (in rear of speaker). Barunggo, that (in front of

speaker). Bgunainhil, that this side (of something). Nguna-au, that on other

side (of something). GaAjuncarru, that in the hollow. Warrugv.nnawaTig, that on

the rising ground, or hill.

Size. Wc.rrancdang, that large one. Warranuggada, that small one.

Possessive. Lingidangu, belonging to that. Wai-ranalcmgii, belonging to that

large one. Xidyidawju, belonging to those two persons.

iiniher. Tf arraiiunf/ulu, those two. Warradyimmilan, those several animals
ur things.

Person. Bgunadya, this mine. Ngunadyi, this thine. Ngunawung, this his.
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“ This ” and “ that ” in all the foregoing examples can also mean “ here ” and
“ there ” according to the context.

Interroyatives.—Who, ngunnaya ? Whose, ngimnayangn ? Who from,

uyunmujanyuridyil What, mviya .? What (did something), minyaga ?

Verbs.

The verb has the usual moods and tenses, and is inflected throughout for

number and person. In the first pereon of the dual and plural there is a variation

in the affix to the verb to indicate the inclusion or exclusion of the person spoken

to.

Tiulicative Mood—Present Tense.

Singular

Dual

Plural

1st Person

Singular,

f 1st Person . I beat ... Nguhumangga.

\
2nd „ . Thou beatest ... Kguhumandyi.

[Srd „ . He beats ... Kgubumah.

r We, inch, beat ... Nguhumanga.
rlst Person

\ We, excl., beat ... Nguhtmangalu.

*1
2nd ,, . You beat ... Nguhumanbu.

Urd „ . They beat . .

.

... Ngvhumanhda.

f We, inch beat. ... Kgubumanyin.
rlst Person

1 We, excl. beat, . . . Ngxihii mcmyilla.

“1 2nd „ . You beat . . . Ngubimanhu.

ISrd „ They beat . .

.

. . . Ngubumandyula.

Past Tense.

'1 beat, indefinite ... Nguhuringga.

I beat recently ... ... Ngubumuingga.

' I beat going alon f
C?

. . . Ngubunyirringga.

beat long ago . . . Nguburianyga.

Fnture.

I will beat, indefinite ... Ngubuningga

I will beat soon ... . . . Ngubumunningga.

The inflections extend through all the persons and numbers of the past and

future tenses by means of the suffixed particles shown in the present tense.

Imperative.

Beat thou ...

Beat you

Beat you

Singular

Dual

Plural

Negative or prohibitive ... Beat not

Conditioned Mood.

Perhaps I will beat

Nguhi.

Ngvbidyaiau.

Kgubidyaianhii.

Kgi'Mmuga.

... Nguluningycnniiidu.
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Refle^cice.

I am beating myself . .

I was beating myself

I will beat myself ...

and so on for the other persons and numbers.

Imperative.—Beat thyself . .

.

. . . Xyuhu ivillimanyya.

. . . XyvhuivilUrmyya.

. . . Xyuhu unlliu inyya.

... XyuhuivilU.

Reciyyroeal.

Dual ... We, excl., beat each other ... Xyuhuwillannyatiiny.

Plural ... We, excl., beat each other ... Xyuhivwillarinyilla.

Imperative reciproccd.

Dual . . . Beat each other ... ... XyvMlliau.

Plural ... Beat each other ... ... Xyuhilhanhu.

An infix, muyUy between the stem of the verb and the termination, gives a

negative meaning, as, Xyuhumvyammujalu, we, dual exclusive, did not beat.

There is no passive form of the verb, all sentences being in the active voice,

thus, instead of saying, “ A boomerang was thrown by the man,” the phrase would

be, “ The man threw a boomerang.”

The verb is inflected for the same number as tlie noun.

A kangaroo saw I, huru. nanyurrinyya.

A pair of kangaroos saw I, hu.rumhlu nanyurrinyUa.

Several kangaroos saw I, hurulula nawyu.rrinydyu.lu.

Different shades of meaning are imparted to verbs by additions to the affixes

:

1 was eating going along, dhaimhallinyirrimuinyyu.

I lieat before (some event), nyuhururinydivuwj.

I beat after (some event), nyuhu.llarinydwuny.

I threw frequently, yerrimbitlklyinyya.

I was throwing alone, yerrilimuAwjya.

I am always beating, nyuhadyinyya.

Ad rerhr^.

Yes, nyi. No, yurrayo.n. Now, yanyyu. Yesterday, burranda. By and by

ffiimjiiu. Long ago, nudyinu. Always, hulu.

How, nyindyin. How many, or what number, iruiinmaalah. Where, wuadu

Certainly, yanni. Then, yunhi. Xery or i-eally, madi. Perhaps, wfindu. Not

muyu. When, v:u.ndia.

Certain adv'ei'bs can be inflected for ])erson and number, tlius

:

Where shall I go? Wu nduyerrahunninyyn t

Where shalt thou go ? Wundayerrahvnnindyit
Where shall he go? Wu nduyerrahu nnin.

!

and so on for all persons and numbers.
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Prepositions.

On top, fjunna. Down, dhugya. Between, dhuri. Behind me, bcngahearria.

Outside, hunnmifjfja. Out of that, harridiji. In rear of me, vndlimjam. In here,

ngxmiid. In or under there, ngimnih.

Words meaning “is here,” “was here,” “will be here,” also exist in this

language.

Many prepositions can be inflected for number and person :

Singular

1st Person

2nd „

l_3rd „

In front of me

In front of thee

In front of him

and so on through the dual and plural.

... Ngunalundya.

... Ngunalundyi.

... Ngiuialung.

Exclamations.

Ya ! calling attention.

—

Bti)iga7imgi, cease!

Numerals.

One, mcddhung. Two, hulldlu.

Vocabulary of Wieadyuri Words.

This vocabulary contains about 430 words collected personally among the

Wiradyiiri natives on the Lachlan, Macquarie, and Murrumbidgee rivers. Instead

of arranging the words alphabetically they are placed together under separate

headings :—Family terms—Parts of the body—Natural objects—Animals—Trees

—^Weapons—Adjectives—Verbs. As the equivalents of English terms will most

frequently be required they are put first.'

FAMILY TERMS.
A man .... gihir or mhi. Girl .... giiHHadJiui'ai

Old man .... bidgar. Child, either sex .... .... hurai.

Husband .... ngtihan. Father .... biibbin.

Clever man .... wiardhiiri. Mother .... guni.

Young man ... ivalwi. Elder brother .... gagang.
^

Small boy .... .... gihirgang. Y'ounger brother.... .... galbuman.
Woman .... .... inar ov huludgerit. Elder sister .... min-gan.
Old woman .... dhurhagang. Younger sister .... .... barrigan.

Wife .... huddtuig. Infirm old person .... gugnn.

PARTS OF THE BODY.

Head .... huUang. Lower jaw .... iihami.

Forehead .... nguJnng. Back of neck .... nhun.
Hair of head .... tt^xtran. Throat .... guddke.
Beard .... yerran. Ear .... ivxidha.

Eye .... mill. Mouth .... ngiih.

Eyebrow .... nyer. Lips .... icitlin.

Eyelid .... mil-Jciiruganna. Tongue .... thallun.,

Eyelash .... dyirmir. Teeth .... irang.

Hose .... mtiriidha. Liver . .. guralii.

Nostrils .... mirral-mirril. Kidneys .... .... munggar.
Cheek .... dhuggal. Breasts, female .... .... ngammuug.

' Compare with my “Dharnik Language and WocAhvlaxy,” Jouni. Roy. Soc. N.S. ^Yales,

vol. XXXV, pp. 155-160.
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Heart
Navel
Navel-string

Belly
Ribs
Middle of back
Back
Shoulder ..

Arm . .

Elbow
Ai'mpit
Hand
Wrist
Little finger

Thumb
Finger nail

Calf of leg

Thigh ....

Knee
Kneecap ....

Shin
Foot
Big toe

Heel . .

Sun
Moon
Stars, collectively

Pleiades ....

Venus
Rainbow
Clouds
Sky
Thunder
Lightning ....

Rain
Dew-
Mist
Fog
Snow-

Frost . .

Hail
Cloud
Water
Ground
Mud
Stones
High hill

Sand-hill ...

Light
Sunshine ....

Darkness

Native bear
Wombat
Dog
Wild dog . ..

Opossum ....

Water rat ...

Kangaroo r.vt

N ative cat (black &
Native cat (yellow &
Porcupine .. • . ..

Birds, collectively

Crow-
Laughing jackass
Curlew

gcu. Intestines .. btirhiu.

hin'cai. Blood . .. go-an.
gin'al. Fat .. .... wammo.
hnrbiug. Skin .... ynlun.
dhiir. Bone . . dhubbid.
wangan. Buttocks .... mtigun.

birni. Anus .... buhid.

ividgrir. Groin . .. gulin.
btiggaf. Penis .... dhiln.

nyitiia. Gians penis . . .... iiyiren.

gilgin. Testicles . .. ... biddha.
m xirra. Sexual desire .... iciirriinha.

dhummal. Fornication . .. giingiirmng

.

biidyen. Vulva .... thundu.
guain. Nj'mphse ... .. . dyuriin.
yidu. Meatus urinarius.... .... munil.
loaliuna. Pubic hair .... bid.

dhiirmng. Copulation .... iharralahena.
bungang. Semen .... gubbung.
gurigiirer. Masturbation .... kttddiguddhnunna
buyii. Urine .... Jcil.

dyinuang. Excrement ... Tcuna.
gunin. Venereal .... .... buggin.

NATURAL OBJECTS.
.... fftre.

.... gyu-wong.

.... minima.

.... inar-injiarr.

.... gibirguil.

.... gvluhirgiit.

... guru.

.... guminggnUung.

... muruburrai.
.... man.
.... gurung.
.... gimggil.

.... gnddhalbar.

. .. guang.
.

.
gumma.

.... dgnggar.

.... ilwurrai.

.... gv.rong.

.... gulling.

... dhuggun.
.... bingau.

.... wallung.

.... dgirrama.

.... gurrai.

.... ngullan.

.... iradadhuna.

. .. buruandhang.

Heat
Cold
Fire

Smoke
Camp
Hut
Food
Flesh
Watercourse
Grass, collectively

Trees, collectively....

Bark of trees

Firewood
Ashes
Charcoal ....

Leaves of Iree^

Eggs
Honey
Edible grub
Pathway ....

Shadow
Tail of animal
Echo
Fur of opos&uui, etc.

Spines of porcupine
Scales of fish

.... wugil.

.. . hidludhai,

....

.... guddhal.
. . ngnrung^

... gundgi,

.... dhungang.
.. dhtn,

. .. dhtirrang.

.... bogarrn^

.... gigil.

.... dhurang,

.... gigiL^

.... hiinun.

.... ngnrra.

.... gurril,

. .. kuhhuga,
.... ngm'rw.

.... dhumun*

.... muru.

.... guramun.

. .. dhuii.

... loarruL

.... gidgung.

. .. girrigxd.

. .. yirin.

AKI ilALS

—

Mammals.
.... hurraxidang.

hnnggada.
. . hurumain or mirri,
.... guke.
. .. womhoran or tvifle.

.... higgun.

. .. gulho.

white) mAhi.
white) dhalhin'ang.

.... gunyi.

Wallaby . ..

Fiying fox
Platypus ...

Bandicoot ...

Flying squirrel, tmull
Kingtail opossum....
Kangaroo .. .

Wallaroo
Red kangai’oo

.... murHwan.
.... htdlauir.

.... dhumhirritg.

.... gudyim.

.... hudharung.
.... gindang.
.... ivomboin.

.... gtindharivar.

.... mtirri.

... (Jyibhih,

. .. H'ogaii.

.... gugubun'a.

.... gurebuH,

AN IMAIjS

—

irds.

Plain turkey
Mallee hen
Quail
Plain lark

.... gumbid.
yunggai.

.... gumhna.

.... dydhtiri
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Lark . . buraigamma. 1 Kosella parrot ... bulanbiilangang.

Eaglehawk .... muUiaii. 1 Ground parrot ... buran.
Emu .. nguruii.

1

Green parrot ... gunungbtirdgang.
Native oompauioii . . bnrolgang.

j

Parrokeet .... ... dhungan.
Common magpie .... . .. gurriiba. Common hawk . .. .. ioalga.

Black magpie wibu. Fish hawk .. hihbidga.
Peewee guliridgi. 1 Kingfisher .. . dhalir.

Black duck .... biidhanbang. j AVhite cockatoo ... .. murati.

Pelican .... gttlaiguli.
1

Plover .... bulluradgara.
Ibis . . . biirv.rgeu.

i

Blue ci-ane ... murgu.
Swan . . dhuttdhu.

1

Grey crane ... hiirragang or giinga-
Mopoke .... .... ngv.gv.Hg. rung.
Pigeon (bronze wing) . .. gammar or aiibba. 1

ANIMALS—
Pei-oli .... gagaleii.

1
Black bream .... giihir.

ANIMALS—Be^<t7es.

Tree iguana . .. gugar.
,
Turtle .... gudumang.

Ground iguana .... guda or dJiuU, 1 Carpet snake .
.
gubba.

Jew lizard .... nhurran. ,
Black snake .... Kullendgulin or bud-

Sleepy lizard .. hurrendhar. ; hang.
Shingle-back lizard . .. hiiggai.

;

Brown snake . . loarraleng.

Death adder .... dhvmmili. Common grey lizard .... guddhah.
Prog .... gulangga.

ANIMALS

—

Imertebraies.

Locust, largo .. . ’kalangTcalang. Bulldog ant .... hurungang.
Locust, small .... inggal. Centip^e .... .

.
gen.

Blowfly .... buga. Mosquito .. ktmmuH,
Louse .... mvnbv. Scorpion .... .... dhunhzin.
Nit of louse .... thvndui. Greenheaded ant ... .... gunama.
Jumper ant

.
yalgo. Mussel .. hindugah.

TREES AND PLANTS.
A ‘‘ squeaking-tree ”

.. . mabumn. Ironbark .... . muggar.
Leaning tree . .. dhalgang.

1

Yellow-box . bargang.
Dead tree ... galgit.

' White-box . biri.

Hollow tree .... ngarl. Cherry-tree . bumborean.
Apple tree . .. guhbut. White gum

.
garra.

Stringy bark ... ghiidai. Jeebung .... .... bumbadhuUa.
Wattle

. ganagang.

W'EAPONS.

Tomahawk dhauain. Waddy shield . ngummal.
Koolamin .. . marin. Fighting club . bundi.

Yamstick .. kunnai. Hunting club . birrang.

Spear, wood fhulu. Boomerang . hargan or hulgang.
Spear, reed dgirril. Net bag . kalbon.

Spear-thrower ivommar. Fish net . mia.
Spear, shield girran-girran. , Nose-peg . . bun-gal.

ADJECTIVES.

Alive . .
—

. muriin. Blind .. mugih.
Dead . hiilUi. Deaf .... mugudka.
Large . miiniin or binnal. Strong .... gurdhura.
Small bubadgiil. Weak or light .... ivura.

Long .. hdmirr. Heavy .... bttnggawal.

Short .... biimbandhul. Valiant .... mirringan.
Good, right .... miirmmhang. Afraid ... gelgel.
Bad, wrong n nnnaibiddi. Sweet ... nguddhai.
Hungry . ngiirran. Bitter ... hurradyung.
Thirsty gnllinginda. Straight .... ... dhulu.
Bed . .. girri-girri. Crooked ... ... widliwulli.

White . .. hurra-hurra. Tired .... hirrabumain.
Black .... budhang. Silent .. dyitmung.
Green, as grass .... .... gidgen-gidgen. Ripe .... yigi.

Quick .... hiirrai. Unripe ... gumba.
Slow .... indang-gunne. Blunt edge .. mugu.
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Sharp edge
Fat
Lean
Hot
Cold
Clear

Dirty
Angry
Sleepy
Glad
Sorry
Greedy
Grey-headed
Sick

Stinking .

Wide
Narrow
Baldheaded

yimggalli.

ivammu.

imnnaigan.
wogil.

lalliidJiai.

7igidlai',

dhvggvitgir.

dlndlai.

yvrai.

guddhaug.
ngurrai'.

mind.
yirihang.

yinggal.

buga.

munnar.
Jcurhandtd.

gumbu.

Many
Few
Some
Jealous
Lame
Near
Far
Deep
Shallow
Pregnant
Hard
Soft

Dry
Wet
Scarce

Plentiful

Easy
Difficult

VEBBS.

Die .. . buUung. Cut

Eat . .. dhurra. 1 Frighten . .

Drink , . ., widgara. Fly (as a bird)

Sleep . .
giirai. i Hang up

Stand ., . tvurranuha. Hold . .

Sit . . leinga. Jump
Lie . . wirr'mga. Keep

Como .. dliangana. Laugh

Go .... gungnnna. Scratch

Talk .... germ. Leave off

Walk .
.
gannimia. Lose

Run bunhunna. Pinch

Bring dhangangga. Praise . .

Take •
g<i^g9<f- Rejoice . .

Carry ... dgirramurra* Remember
Make .... dhurhurra. Forget

Break .... hnngamitrm. \
Go ahead .

Beat .... humulli.
j

Turn off

Fight .... humullinnha. Turn back. .

Kill .... huUnhiini. Send . .

Arise . . .
hurrangga.

j

Sliake

Fall , bundinga. Shine

See .. . ngaga. Spread

Stare at .... muramia. Suck

Hear .... icinnunga. Swim
Know .... ti'inmingumma. Taste

Think . . .... ugvnnulhi. Touch
Grow .... giiriinnha. Twist

Giro .... ngimgga. Rub
Love .. .

gnraimvrra^ Seek
dhtinganang. Spit . .

Hate .... ividdahu-dgingandiilla. Smell

Sing .... hubhilli. Throw
Weep .... gungga. Pitch

Play . icagagi. Help
Cook .... . . .... ggu^ivalli. Sweat
Marry .... burramiiUina. Roast
Cough .... kurra. Whistle ....

Steal .... mvnduhang. Avenge
Burn . .

gunnannha. Pretend or lie

Beg . .
ngundadha. Kiss

Barter . .
ngiingUadha. Vomit

Bite . buddha. Dance
Blow with breath . .. bumbe.

i Dive
Catch .. . burramu. Sting

Climb . .
kuUiana. Dream

Conceal . . .
kvrugvnher.

miiddu,

gidbir.

bubadgid.

iigidbiddhai,

wirgannha.
Tciiginda.

birruiigga.

ngurambul.
gunnan.
bnrbtmbaj.

walla II

.

bunya.
hxirung.

giddha.
burambe.
muddu.
yeddung.
nhunnai.

.... bangadya.

. .. gelgel.

.. . burrannha.
hielgumbirra.

. . mitrawa.

. hurnhidga,

.. . wirrimhir,

gindadha,
ivUngctdha.

.
.

gain.

nhiinnainmi.

.... nghnma.

.... mtirrainhanihu )igci w

.

.
.
gtiddhahitngan.

tvinungadhiDindh

.... wanggangi.
muramuddha.

. .
wainmhiddga-

. .. ngitlunggitggi^

.. . wannaimimhia.

.... dgllinga.

.... gudham.
hillaitua.

.. . widgarra,

. .. gawidga.

.... ngitddha.

.... glide.

.... ivaiama.

.... ndnma.
.... wan'ubinga.

. dgimher.
.... hvdadha.

. . birrumha.

.... ivannungga.

.... gamma.

.. . ngiilwai,

.... giiva.

. . wilhuddka.

. .
dhuUaihungando.

.
.
gamhidgala.
ivUhnhannJial.

mtilama.

. .. ivitggama,

.. wvhunghiga.

. .. dhuni.

.
.
geddharmtirra.

VOCABCLAKy OF NgUMAWAL WoKDS.
The following vocahiihiry contains 290 of the most coniiuonly used words in

the !Nguna%\al language, with theii' English ecj^uivalents. Every word lias been
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noted down carefully by myself from the lips of old men and women in the native

camps.
THE FAMILY.

A man . murnh.. Elder sister

Husband ... .... ma-iing. Younger sister

Clever man mnguhoKj. A woman ....

Youth . warrnmbul. Wife
Boy . bubal. Girl

Elder brother . .. dgiddyang. Child (neuter)

Younger brother ,. . .
gugan. Children ....

THE HUMAN BODY.

Head .... guddagang. Knee
Hair of head .... dherriiag. Foot
Eye .... migalaity. Heart
Hose .... nyigity. Blood
Back of neck .... nhiui. Pat
Throat .... guddity. Bone
Ear

. .
guH. Penis

Mouth .... dhambir. Testicles ....

Teeth yerra. Pubic Hair
Breast, female . ngumminyang. Sexual desire

Navel . nyiirTa. Copulation
Belly . hindhi. Masturbation
Back

. hengal. Semen
Arm nhurung. Vulva
Hand .. mui'rangga^ Anus
Fingers

. .
yidu. Excrement

Finger-nails birril. Urine
Thigh . .. dhurra. Venereal ....

INANIMATE NATURE.

Sun .... wiuyu. Whirlwind
Moon

. .. kubhadaug. Pipeclay ....

Stars .... dyitrra. Red ochre .

Pleiades
. . dyin'ding-gang. Fire

Clouds
.
gurrang. Smoke

Sky . mindyigari. Pood, flesh

Thunder . . . miirungid. Food, vegetable
Lightning ... . meup-meup. Flowers . .

Kaiii
.

.
garrit. Day . .

Dew . difUigidyirning. Night
Frost .. dhuggitrti. Dusk
Water . ngadyung. Grass
Ground . . dhaura. Leaves . .

Dust .... dhungul. Eggs
Mud .... miirung. Honey
Stone

. .
guruhung. A liar

Sand . .. dyardyar. Grubs, collective!

Charcoal .... murrungga. Grub, gum tree

Light . . dhiirrawang. Grub, river oak
Darkness . . biiranya. Pathway ....

Heat .... giiiiaama. Camp
Cold . .. gundta. Shadow of tree

Dawn . .. birrimhigaiig. Shadow of man
East wind . . btilyauggany. Summer . .

West wind . .. guragiimct. Winter

MAMMALS.

Native bear gumbun or gvla. Rock wallaby
Dog mirri. Porcupine...

Opossum wide. Kangaroo . ..

Kangaroo rat balbii. Platypus
Native cat . . muniguH. Flying squirrel
Bandicoot . mundaivai'i. Ringtail opossum
Small rat .. . .. .

gtiiiiiunaitg. Bat

... dhaddiiny.

. .. ffulwan.

.... bidlan.

.... man.

.... mvdlangan,

.... gudha.

.... gv.dhaiar.

.. . ngiunuiig.

.... dgiinna,

.... gauar.

.... dginggi.

.... hewan.

.... wiaJc.

.... dkun.

.... gxirra.

.. huriiwarri.

.. huriindiinnung.

.. yangiliri.

.. . natgmiliri.

. .. biirung.

.... hinnuu.

.... dhtda.

. .. gnnung.
.... dgungur.
. .. wtWyifwy.

.... winggumminga,

.. . gubbitg.

.... gubur.

. . kanbi.

....

. ngulli.

. .. dgarahaib.

.... bural.

.... kagti.

.... dgirranggan.

.... gurwai.

. .. dgirrang.

.... kubbugang.

. .. kaiianggal.

. .. kwigarak.

.... gaiiin.

.... burrung.

. .. dgigiing.

.... miira.

.... ugurii.

. .. ktimhui'u.

.. . buak.

. . icinyiticangga.

.... magaraivangga.

bu/'rai.

. biintguH.

. malunggang.

. hanggu.

. dgindan.

.. nguddga-nguddgau.
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Birds, colleetiTelv

Crow
Laughing jaclass

Curlew
Swan
Eaglehawk
Common magpie
Black magpie
jVIopoke

Xight owl

Perch
Herring
Eel

Water iguana
Frog
Hirer lizard

Tree iguana
Sleepy lizard

Small lizard

Death adder
Turtle

Locust, large

Locust, small

Mother louse

Nit of louse

Toung liec

House fly .

Any tree ..

Ti-tree

Wattle
Pine
Oak
Cherry-tree

Gum-tree .

Tomahawk
Koolamin .

Yamstick .

Spear . .

Spear ierer

Spear shield

Waddy shield

Alire

Dead
Large
Small
Tall or long
Low or short
Good
Bad
Red
White
Black
Mad
Crazy
Stubborn
Valiant
Quick
Slow
Strong

The Wiradijuri and Other Laiiijiiaijes uf Xev: South Wales.

BIRDS,
budgitii. Rosella parrot hundiiluk.

ivagulan.. Common hawk ii'alga.

giigingal. Kingfisher dilctigang.

ivarabin. Peewee qllimk.
dgingiil:. Piorer bindin'ad irrik.

muUevii. Crane gahi.

karrvgang. Pheasant dgagula.
dyirrigang. Black cockatoo, small gang-gang.
g»gn. Black cockatoo, large wambv.rung.^
hinlt-binif. Bower-hird dgara.

FISHES.
dhinngiir. Gudgeon . . . hudang.
berrumbunnang^ Black-fish.... .... wvggar»
gumba^

REPTILES.
dhuri'aivarrL Carpet snake , . . tvugiir.

dgiT)'igurat. Any snake mtigga.

hiddgiwang. ' Brown snake wurnngal.
wirria. ! Black snake . . dyirrabity.

mtfggad/iang. Tiger snake berragiindhang.

hunhumng. Jew lizard . . . .. nnrrung.
muddyawif

.

Tree snake .
midundytdiing.

gndamang.

INVERTEBRATES.
gidau-gulan. BuUdog ant bidbid.

dgirrihnt. Jumper ant . .. dyanibHy,
Maggot dhttrraxinda.

dganding. Centipede . gnrurigang.
maiadi. Mussel .... bindugau.
m6nga.

TREES AND PLANTS.
iigiiUa. Yellow-box bargang.
mudda.

,

Honeysuckle . .. dhuliva.
nummerah. Ironbark .... .. . thirriivirri.

huggv.nibul

.

Stringyhark . . htriu.
duhea. Yam . . dharciban.
mumniadga. Bulrushes ... gummiiik.
yerradhanff.

WEAPONS, UTENSILS, etc.

mnnduhang,
gunggun.
gaualang,
dguin.

icormir.

himhiang,

murga.

Fighting club
Hunting club
Boomerang
Net bag
Canoe
Headband
KUt

ADJECTR'ES.
mulanggari.
hiirraichang.

hvggarahaug.
ngerrxgntang.
hdmir.

gungur.
geddiing.

gvdba.
dhirrvm dhirrum.
dvggvi'ugurak.
hnrU’hurd,
gavang.
gvgigugang.
wamhartiiig.

gurnmhv.l.

burrai.

gungan.
gurwang

Afraid
Tired
Sharp
Fat
Jiean

Hot
Cold
Angry
Sleepy
Glad
Sorry
Greedy
Sick

j

Stinking

i

Mucli

i
Little

I

Pregnant
' True

kiidgerit,

hxindi,

herra.

goan.
mundang.
gamhan,
burran.

dyav.i’dganfg.

yurrity.

midyir-midg i r.

hewanhang.
ngaitatgba.

winytidha.

gvrrit.

yiigo.

gioig-gtuig.

waddhtr.
ngaralda.
merradhifu
ger.

bugiing.

giu'itng,

miiinggang.
malhigilimang.
gundyaina.
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Die . Iterak.

Eat dhaimhaliri.

Drink . wimbaliri.

Sleep . . ngambori.
Stand dharri'iri.

Sit ... . ngiilla-iri.

Talk . dhuniai.

Tell . dhiimung.
Walk yerrahi.

Run munni.
Bring mnnnagali.
Take . . mall.
Make bungi.
Break . mudyat.
Chastise

. inillai.

Beat
. nguhi.

Arise badyi.
Eall down . buggdli.

See . . . nangi.
Look . naiu
Hear

, . .. ngurramhaL
Listen . wanggirrali.
G-ive yunggi.
Cook

. dyandai.
Steal . .

.
gurrangi.

Request dyunggadyai
Sing yiKiiggabalii,

Weep .. nyimali.
Blow, with breath . bimhi.
Blow, as wind . hv.nima.

Climb hid'i.

Conceal bitddai.

Jump dyutbi.

VERBS.

Laugh . birrigai.

Scratch hirrddilli.

Tear bunggur.
Forget . walagi.
Do . . htingi.

Send . iddyi.

Suck . bi)ihi.

Swim
.
yerra.

Fly
.
yerra.

Bathe ngaugi.

Search for
.
gadi.

Spit . dyiigai.

Smell hillai.

Bite . . . hurri.

Play woggahalir
Touch or catch mxmgga-iri
Throw yerramhi.
Pitch . . . toadhi.

Whistle . wiiidi.

Pretend . Jcwigai,

Vomit
.
garrttgL

Dance .. wagi.
Dive . burugi.

Sting . dyandi.
Hunt gadali.

To scent, as a dug
.
gundali.

Drive . dhurali.

Go
.
yerrahi.

Come . munnagai.
Burn

.
giinnami.

Chop
. gudhaiiri.

Peel burrangiri.
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FUETHEE EXCAVATIONS ON A PALAEOLITHIC SITE IN IPSWICH.

Bt Nina Frances Layard.

[With Plates XIX, XX.]

At the Meeting of the British Association held in Belfast in September, 1902,

I exhibited Palajolithic implements from the brick-earth of Ipswich. (Cf. Journ.

Anthr. Inst., vol. XEXxiii, p. 41.)

As tlie pit from which they were taken was at that time being worked for

clay, and a large number of men were employed, it was impossible to make

accurate observations either with regard to geological conditions, or the precise

position in which each flint was found.

With a view to a more thorough examination of the site, I invited the

co-operation of a Committee in October last, in connection with the Ipswich

Museum, the Ipswich Scientiflc Society, and others, to arrange special excavations

for this purpose. Sir John Evans, who kindly consented to allow his name to be

on the Committee, has I'isited the spot and given most valuable assistance and

advice.

The pit is situated on a plateau above the town of Ipswich, a slight depression

only indicating the position of an ancient I'^alley which appears to have been cut

through boulder clay, and since silted up.

We commenced our work by marking out an area measuring 10 yards by 6,

and working from the top down to the implement-bearing bed.

Two workmen were employed under my own daily supervision, and the depth

and position of almost every flint found was measured and marked.

After working for a fortnight, we struck our first Palaeolithic implement at a

depth of 9| feet. This was a well-worked oval flint in sandy clay. I had the

block containing it cut out, so that the flint may be seen in the matrix.

Although it had been noticed before that the implements in this pit were

found at levels varying in depth from 8 to 124 feet, I only ascertained by working

regidarly from west to east, that they were in reality all on the same floor, which

gradually rose several feet from what appeared to be the bed of a former river

or pool, now represented by the sedimentary deposits with which it was afterwards

filled, so that, while in the south-west corner the flints were 12^ feet below the

surface, they were discovered at ever higher levels as we worked eastward. This

raises the question as to whether in other similar pits in East Anglia, where
the implements are described as scattered up and down throughout a section, they
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are not in some cases lying on an nnflulating floor, where they were all left at

approximately tlie same period.

In the Ipswich pit, a thin line of iron stain marked out the position of the

implement-hearing bed in the clay, and, guided l)y that, we were able to trace what

appeared to be the old land surface with tolerable precision. The flints were

always found immediately below the stain in the clay, and following this we came

to a small bank of gravel also containing flints. During our two months’ search,

forty implements came to light, besides many other flints showing human work.

Only in one instance was a tool found lying directly above another, and it is

certainly puzzling to know how it came into this position. I found it myself in

the gravel, 5 feet above the lied of clay which contained the oval implements.

Tins specimen is a well-worked ovate form, resembling in sliape those found in

the clay below, but coloured like the gravel in which it lay. It has a somewhat

glossy patina.i

I also found a ridged flake only feet from the surface, but with these

exceptions all the tools occurred in the same stratum.

The implements showed considerable diversity of form, and it was noticed

that the oval and ovate sharp-rimmed tools were embedded in compact clay, while

the gravels which sloped down to the clay contained a large number of tools of

many other shapes, and the somewhat more sandy clay, in the south-west corner,

produced one or two other varieties, among tliem an elegant pointed implement

with good patination. (Plate XIX, Fig. 2.)

It has been suggested tliat the oval tools were washed out of the liigher

gravels into the position in which they were found, but against this view is the

fact that there were no unworked pebbles witli them, which would inevitably have

I)een the case if a flow of water had brought them down. Whenever we found a

flint in this compact brick-earth, it was always an implement. The sorting power

of water is well known, but it is expecting too much of it to believe that all the

oval flints were selected from among the many other forms, and laid together in

one place. The flints show no signs of rolling, and the edges are as keen as when

they were first made. Three beautiful specimens which were lying close together

are almost exactly similar, and were evidently the work of the same hand, which

certainly suggests that they were either purposely flung into the water, or left on

the spot by their owner. One of these happened to be found when Sir John

Evans was visiting the pit with me, and again I had the block cut out

containing the tool. The ogee curve is remarkably pronounced in them.

(Plate XIX, Fig. 3.)^

' Since the above was written I have been able to trace the connection between the upper

and lower gravels, from which I conclude that these implements are of the same date as those

found in and below the clay.

^ Later excavations on the same site convince me that these tools are derived from the

gravels above. Probably the sharp rims of these oval implements caused them to work more
readily into the clay.
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It is noticeable that the implements louiid in the clay, although at such a

great depth, are almost entirely without patination. This tendency to “ retain

their original colour in impervious clay ” is mentioned by Sir John Evans, in his

work on Ancient Stone Implements.

The thick ochreous and glossy patina for which some of the earlier flints

found in other parts of this pit were remarkable, is absent from those more

recently discovered, and I had hoped, by coming upon an example of these highly

coloured specimens in situ, that we should have been able to connect their

condition with the medium in which they were buried. Only one resembling

these was found, however, and that was under the grass on the surface, where

it must have been thrown out when the older part of the pit was in

working.

Among the tools from the gravel (which vary greatly in form) is a minute,

delicately worked implement, which appears to have been made in imitation of a

larger-pointed weapon. This has been described as a toy tool, made for a

Paleolithic child. (Plate XX, Fig. 2.) Such tools are rarely found in England, but

have been recognised on the Continent. It may, however, be a small spear-head,

the forerunner of the Neolithic arrow-head, though the finding of an equally

minute copy of an ovate implement is against this explanation. In order to

give some idea of its comparative size, I have placed it beside a large pointed

implement found at the same level, though not in the same pit. (Plate XX,

Fig. 1.) An implement of quite unique pattern, also from the gravel, is shown

in Plate XIX, Fig. 1. It may be described as a cutting tool with a concave

edge.

Two small-pointed implements were found lying point to point close together

in sandy clay, while beside them was a small oval tool.

There is no doubt that a large number of the rougher tools would have been

unnoticed by the workmen, and carted away with the gravel, unless their work

had been minutely watched. Certainly the numerous flints showing human work,

thougli not wrought with sufficient care to be dignified with the name of tools,

would have escaped observation altogether. Some, of the roughest possible

description, were found side by side with those most highly finished.

The only other remains found were fragments of the teetli and tusks of

elephant, rhinoceros, ox and deer, but these were 2^ feet below the implements

in coarse gravel. Below this again in the underlying clay were blackened

thread-like fibres, which appeared to l)e the rootlets of plants, probably water-

plants.

From the lowest point at whicli implements were found, namely, 12i feet

from the surface, we took a boring to discover the relative position of the

chalky boulder clay. Passing through alternate beds consisting of white-earth

gmvelly sand, white-earth clay again, yellow clay, loamy gravel, and strong
brown clay, we at length touched the chalky boulder clay, which was from 14|
to 15 feet below the flint-bearing bed. Into this we penetrated 4 feet, but did
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not succeed in getting through it. (Fig. 1.) Our work did not extend far

enough to enable us to trace the sides of the valley, but future borings may

satisfactorily determine whether we shall here also find the boulder clay.

Among the implements

are a few made from flints

the chalky crusts of which

show what appear to be

glacial scratchings, and these

tend to confirm their Post-

glacial origin.

A lump of red chalk

embedded in what appeared

to be boulder-clay, must have

travelled a long way before it

reached Ipswich,* and may
have been washed out of the

side of the boulder clay

valley. This was beside the

animal remains.

Eed ochre, which I also

found, has been recognised

before in caves inhabited by

Palieolithic man. This, when

picked up in the wet clay, stained the fingei-s a bright red, suggesting the use

to which it might have been put. I have also found in the adjacent boulder

clay, in another part of the pit, fossils, sucli as (h'yphoea incurva from the Lias,

Belemuites from the chalk, volcanic tuff, and last, but not least, a small piece of

oolite, which is interesting as demonstrating the transporting agency of ice. This

appears to be proved by tlie fact that on one side tlie tiny roe-like lumps are

rubbed down till a perfect cross section is seen, revealing the nucleus of quartz

sand, while on the other side the roe-like ai>pearance has not been interfered

with. It is difficult to conceive of any other agent by which this fragment could

have been brought from the great distance at wliich oolite is found, without its

turning ovei'i and becoming rolled and rubbed down on all sides. It must have

been packed firmly in the ice, to have arrived in this condition.

Our recent researches appear to suggest :

—

—
^LoAMY<4RAyCl.

z\ StROW^IBKOWN CtAY.

Fig. 1 ,—SECTION of pit and bouing.

(1) That the flints are within a shoi t distance of their original position.

(2) That the difference of level at which they were found, does not prove

that they were laid down at different periods, but was caused some-

times by the irregularity of the old surface.

VoL. XXXIV.

‘ Pi'obably from Hiiustautoii.

Y
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(3) That the animal remains were 21 feet below the Palseolithic bed.

(4) That compact white clay does not produce patination.

(5) That this colony of Paleolithic men was apparently Post-glacial.^

The flints found during this last excavation are the property of the Ipswich

Museum.

F.eplamUion of Plates.

Plate XIX, Fig. 1. Cutting tool with concave edge.

,, j> 2. Elegant pointed instrument.

„ „ 3. Ovate implement with ogival curve.

Plate XX, Fig. 1. Large Palieolithic hatchet.

„ ., 2. Supposed toy tool.

> As the exea^atio^ is still being eoutiuued, these
made at the time, and are subject to future correction.

Uoteta are merely a diary of observations
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ETHNOLOGICAL EEPOET ON THE STSEELIS AND SK-AI^LITS

TEIBES OF THE HALOKMELEM DIVISION OF THE SALISH

OF BEITISH COLUMBIA.

By Charles Hill Tout, Local Correspondent of the Anthropological Institute.

The notes recorded in this Eeport were gathered by the writer under the auspices

of the Government Grant C'ouimittce of the Eoyal Society, a second grant of £40

having been made by the Society for the continuance of his studies among the Salish

They deal chiefly with the StsEelis and Sk'aulits tribes which occuiry reservations

on Harrison Eiver,one of the larger tributaries of the Fraser, which makes junction

with it about 100 miles up from its mouth.

Both tribes are members of the HalkomclEin division of the Salish of

British Columbia, that is to say, both speak the HalkbinelEin language, though it

is doubtful whether the StsEelis as a whole belonged originally to this division.

They have many customs and beliefs i>ecufiar to themselves, and their culture

difters in some important points from that of the tribes of the Fraser Delta. It

is worthy of note, too, that in their physical characteristics, as recorded by

Dr. F. Boas, they differ very materially from the surrounding tribes. They have

“ a shorter stature
;
the head is exceedingly short and broad, surpassing in this

respect all other forms known to exist in North America. The face is not very

wide, but veiy low, thus producing a chaiumprosopic form, the proportions of which

resemble those of the Nass Eiver [a northern Coast tribe] face, while its

dimensions are much smaller. In this face we find a nose which is absolutely

higher than that of the Nass Eiver Indian with his huge face. It is at the same

time rather narrow. The lower portion of the face appears very small.”*

It is, therefore, not at all improbable that we see in the StsEelis a somewhat

modified remnant of the race that occupied these regions prior to the advent

of the Salish, who we know are an intrusive people, and comparative late-

comers.

Their traditions, wliich, like those of the neighbouring Tcil’Qeuk, are

undoubtedly founded upon real, historical occurrences, derive a portion of the

tribe from an interior mountain people.

The tribe as constituted in earlier, pre-trading days was, according to my

informants, composed of five separate groups or septs, each living more or less

apart by itself. Some of these were probably of HalkomelEm origin, the others

would appear to be of foreign stock.

‘ Tenth Eeport on N.W. Tribes of Canada. E.A.A.S,, 181)5.

Y 2
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In regard to these old tribal groups or septs I woidd like to say that my
general studies of the Lower Fraser tiilies have led me to the eoiiclusion that they

have a historical significance, and are not merely accidental or fortuitous divisions

of the tribes, as some writers suppose. They mark, I think, the different original

families, or family groups, that founded the tribe. This becomes clear from the

care each sept takes in preserving the family pedigrees and records, which show

that these groups claim independent and distinct origin and are generally

unrelated to one another.

Among the StsEelis, according to my informant “ Charlie,” the original

sept or first family was founded by a man named f>(|uailimelt(j (= surprised)

who came down from the sky-world. He had two wives who also are said

to have come doun from the upper regions. The first one was called

“ fcutcaiiwilwEt ” (= netting doieii) and the second “ CwuilEm” (= glad).

While we may disregard the account of the celestial origin of this gentleman

and his wives, I believe we may rely upon the rest of the tradition. These

HalkomelEm tribes, or rather the original elements of them, must have had a

common home prior to their separation into their present subdivisions ;
their

community of language and culture demand this. This common home could

not ha\ e been the h raser Delta for the reasons given in my first report on the

HalkomelEm triljcs. To hcjld their own in a strange country they must have been

a populous band. We can very well imagine, then, that when they had driven

out, e.xtermhiated or absorbed such tribes as occupied the Delta upon then'

arihal, tlieir numbers would compel them to separate.

Small gioups of them, heads of families, would thus separate themselves

fiom the main body and go forth to seek desirable location elsewhere on the

Iviver and found new settlements. Else why do all these present HalkomelEm
tribes ascribe their individual origin to one or two separate families who first

settled on the tribal head([uarters ? I think there can be no doubt that these

first men, who are said to have founded the different subdivisions of this

blanch of the Salish Stock, and whom the family or tribal traditions mostly
biing^ down fioni the clouds, are the more venturesome units of the original

HalkomelEm band, who went forth singly or in twms and threes with their

families to found new settlements for themselves, and whose true origin has
een lost in the mists of time. These tribal legends or traditions, then, though

with many baseless fancies, contain undoubted elements of historical
1. am aie theiefoie of practical value in determining the history of the

Str»r»U- o */
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original founders of the StsEelis band, which was later augmented by three

other septs of mountain origin, who may have been members of the Salish Stock,

but were more probably a fragment of an antecedent race. FranQois, one of my
chief informants, claims to be a descendant of one of these three septs. His

remote ancestor is not supposed to be a heaven-born man. These mountain

people claim descent from those mythic, shape-shifting beings who inhabited

the Indian world in earlier days. “Te CwdmEtsEl,” the Otter-man, was the

founder of Francois’ family and sept. Tlie founder of the second sept was “ Te

P’k'^lEkEl,” the moiintain goat-man. The founder of the third was “’StasEluk,”

whose origin seems a little uncertain. The word means noise.” At his

advent there was a great noise in the clouds and hence he received that

name. I could learn nothing further respecting him or his descendants, who

now seem to have all passed away.

Collectively these three mountain septs were formerly known by the name
“ TciltealoktEl,” which is said to signify “the people of the interior,” or “those

who live in the forest.” This is clearly a name given to them by the StsEelis

proper and is a Salish term. The “ TciltealoktEl ” came down from the upper

reaches of the Chehalis Hiver and amalgamated with the StsEelis proper many
generations ago. According to their traditions the union came about in the

following manner. After the settlement of the StsEelis at the mouth of the

river of that name, they constructed weirs or barriers in the stream to hinder

the progress of the salmon so that they might be the more easily caught aud

speared. These weirs shut off the salmon from the “ TciltealoktEl ” above and

their supply of food failed them. Con.sequently there was much distress and

hunger among them. Having waited day after day in vain for the “run”

of the salmon, which never came, the Otter Chief determined to go down stream

and see why the salmon did not come up as usual. So putting on his CwoniEtsEl

coat he swam down as an otter. He found that their dearth of salmon had been

caused by the barrier which the StsEelis had erected at the mouth of the river

;

and when it became dark he pulled up several of the central stakes of the

weirs and so made a passage for the .salmon up stream. Then he returned

home again. For a few days the salmon came up in their usual numbers, then

they fell off again. A second time the Otter Chief went down and destroyed

the centre of the barrier, and the same thing happened again. He went a third

and a fourth time, but each time the StsEelis repaired the breach in their weir

and stopped the passage of the salmon. When the Otter Chief saw that they

coidd never be sure of supply of salmon as long as the barrier was kept up,

he determined to visit the StsEelis openly and make some terms with them by

which the salmon might be allowed to run freely at certain times. So he

put aside his CwdmEtsEl coat and went down to visit the StsEelis, taking many

blankets as presents for the chiefs with him. When he met with the StsEelis

he spoke thus with them, “Your younger brothers on the upper reaches are

starving because you have hindered the passage of the salmon up stream. I
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pray you to make some arrangement with us, whereby the salmon may for

a season have a free run that my people perish not wholly of hunger.” He
then presented the chief and headmen with the blankets he had brought.

The StsEelis listened to his words in a friendly manner, and made a compact

witli him to lift their weir at certain times during tlie salmon run and allow

the fish to go up stream, in return for which he was to pay them a yearly tribute of

blankets. The intercour'se thus begun between the two tribes led in time to

closer intimacy, ami eventually the mountain people came down at the invitation

of the StsEelis and settled with them.

It would seem from the ti’adition that when this took place the Otter and

Mountain-Goat people laid aside their animal shapes permanently and became

ordinary men and women.^

After this metamorphosis the first true man of the Otter sept was called

“ CwElkumiHyil.” Tlie term appears to have reference to the man’s feet, but what

it was I could not gather. Francois either did not know himself or woidd not

tell me.

The first son of this man was called “ KwacatsEltEl,” a name which the elder

sons of his descendants have borne ever since. Francois himself was thus called in

the native tongue, or rather it was his Indian name
;
for even by the natives

themselves he is now generally spoken of as Planswa, which is their corruption of

his baptismal name.

As far as I could gather from Francois, his people entertained no special

regard for otters and mountain-goats. These animals ai'e looked upon as being in

some way related to them, but this relationship did not prevent them from being

trapped or hunted, and their flesh eaten.

He was, liowever, very uncommunicative on the subject and could not be

induced to talk freely. When asked if his ancestors used an otter
“ ’sakwafam

”

(ciest) he admitted they did, but would or could not say whether they regarded

themselves as under the protection of the “ spirit ” of the otter
;
though it would

appear that the septs among the neighbouring Sk'aiilits, who are believed to have

sprung from similar mystic animals, generally hold this view, and formerly

employed symbols of these animals as their crests. That crests of the kind were
common among them is clear from the presence of this term in their language,
sakv aiam being everywhere used as the ec^uivalent of our term “ ci-est.” It

vill be necessary to refer to this subject again, in dealing with the traditions of

the Sk aiilits
,
I shall, therefore, reserve such remarks as I have to offer on this

head, till I deal more specifically with it in that connection.
I have stated that the StsEelis were divided into five septs, each with its own

settlement or camp. These were respectively, in up-river order

:

* This patting on and off of the anim,! t

corresponding putting on and off of tlie I-'

i>'lways effected in this region by a

assumed. The mvths herein presented ar r *n
‘"'•wimal whose form and character was

1 e. entea are full of incidents of the hind.
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1. “ Skwaltuq ” = Sheltered. This camp was about two miles below the

main settlement, in a sunny bay. It is no longer inhabited by the

Indians, but its site is marked by an old logging-camp of the early

white settlers.

2. “ StutuwatsEl On the outside. This camp was on the outer side of

the Chehalis Eiver, thence its name.

3. “ SEklwatsEl ” = On the landside. This was on the opposite bank from

the other on the “ land side ” of the river.

4. “ T ackEtEl ” (meaning unknown). This was separated from the last

by broken ground and lay on the bank of another slough.

5. “ TldsEka ” (meaning unknown). This camp lay across the Harrison

River and was distant about two miles from the main village or

settlement.

The term “StsEelis,” the meaning of which seems how to be lost, is the

collective name by which the whole trihe was known. Only one of the old

camping sites is now occupied. This is “ StutuwatsEl.” Here one may see two

old log-houses with cedar-slab roofs, and the remains of the posts of the

old long-house that stretched along the bank for several hundred feet. The

modern village of the StsEelis stands back a hundred yards or so from the river.

It is made up of about a score of one and two-storied frame-houses. These form two

sides of a large square, the third side of which is occupied by one of the sloughs

while the Harrison Eiver constitutes the fourth. In the centre of this sqirare, apart

by itself, stands the village church. The StsEelis are converts of the Oblate

Mission, but are not such zealous churchmen as their cousins of the coast of whom

I wrote in my last report. They are not in such prosperous circumstances as the

Sicfatl nor has their village the same attractive appearance. There is a general

air of dilapidation about the place from which not even the church escapes. I

noticed, too, that no daily services were held in the absence of the priest, and the

bell never marked the Hours during the day as among the Siciath I have a

suspicion from what I saw and heard that there is a very general hankering after

the old condition of things. There seems to be a spirit of discontent and

dissatisfaction abroad among the Indians—not only among the StsEelis, but

elsewhere—on account of the frequent deaths that are taking place in their bands.

Some of the old people do not hesitate to attribute this to the disregard of their

old customs and practices. Others attribute it to the white man’s food, of the

“ taboos” of which they are ignorant, and so suffer in consequence. For they imagine

that we have food restrictions and taboos similar to their own, to disregard which

means sickness or death. Others again believe it to be caused by the physical

deterioration of their young men consequent upon their abandonment of the old rules

of life. In the old days the Indian youths w'ere trained to feats of strength and

endurance and inured from their infancy to hardship and privations. The old

Indians grow quite pathetic sometimes when they -touch upon this subject. They

believe their race is doomed to die out and disappear. They point to the sites of
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their once populous villages, and then to the handful of people that constitutes the

tribe of to-day, and shake their heads and sigh. Some of the, bolder and more

resolute of them openly declare that the only remedy is a return to the ways of

their forefathers
;

and in some centres there are not wanting signs of a

recrudescence of old-time customs and practices. Whilst I write, one of the largest

gatherings that has taken place among the Indians for many years past is actually

in progress at Fort Eupert, and the potlatch is certainly a more frequent occurrence

of late years than it was formerly among many of the tribes.

I inc^uired of Francois how the StsEclis used to train their youths. He said

parents made their children go out and bathe in the river every night and morning

the whole year round as soon as they could walk alone. They would first whip

their naked bodies with small l)ranches to make the skin tingle and burn. Some

people u,sed to put these whips in tlie flames of the honse-fire for a little while. A
whip thus treated when applied to a boy’s back would save him from becoming

idle and lazy. Whipped daily with such an instrument he would become an active

and energetic man, and be able to acquire much wealth. When they reached

puberty they would constantly make u.se of the “ KaitiostEl,” or sweat house, lance

their bodies and limbs with knives, “ to let the bad blood out and make them

strong, and force long rods down their gullets into their stomachs to make
thernselves vomit. Often they would lie out all night and expose their bodies to

the elements till they became so hardy that they could scarcely feel the cold at

all, and could stay tor hours without discomfort in the chilling waters of the river

or lake.

The settlement.s or territories of the StsEclis were regarded with envious eyes

b} the surrounding tribes. Their waters abounded in flsh, the shallows in their river

forming one of the favourite spawning grounds of the salmon. Hence an abundance
of this staple food of the old-time Indian was easily procurable. The adjacent

mountain-slopes contained large numbers of deer, beai-, elk and goats as well

as othei smaller animals. In winter the lake, river and sloughs were covered with
ducks of all kinds. So famous indeed was their territory for its plentiful supplies
of salmon that outside tribes from long distances used to come every salmon season
and pay the StsEclis a kind of tribute or royalty to be permitted to fish in their

waters. Bands from the upper Salish tribes and from far up and down the coast
won d coiigierrate there in the fishing season. Sometimes disturbances and fights
0 1 occur, but the StsEelis were a strong and populous tribe and seem to have

, .
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warrior is said still to possess a string of the scalps he tooh from the heads of his

enemies in earlier days.

I tried to induce him to show these and to tell me something of the old

times
;
but he could not be moved to do either. Francois told me he was also as

famous a bear hunter as a warrior
;
that once coming suddenly upon a big bear

without any weapon in his hand he caught the brute from behind in his arms and

broke its ribs in and killed it by the force of his hug alone.

Sociology.

If my informants have not erred in their statements, it would appear that the

StsEelis were more democratic in their social structure than the average Salish

tribes. There were but two classes or social divisions among them, viz. : the chiefs

and the people. The chiefs and their families, as elsewhere, formed a class apart.

All the rest of the tribe were on a footing of social equality.

I don’t know whether this was due to the general wealth and prosperity of

the community as a whole, or whether it was one of the points in which the

StsEelis differed from the other Salish tribes.

Each settlement or village had its own chief, but one of these ranked above

the others and was over-lord of the whole tribe. The chieftaincy, whilst in theory

open to any man of the tribe, was in practice really hereditary, and generally

passed from father to son, generation after generation, as the pedigrees of the

reigning chiefs plainly show. In order to clear away any doubt on this point I

inquired what would happen if a reigning chief died leaving only a young son

behind him
;
and was told that in sucli a case the wealthiest man of the village

would act as “ seat-warmer ” for the boy, who, when lie came to man’s estate,

would automatically step into his father’s place and become chief, and the

“ seat-warmer ” would retire to his former position in the tribe, but would liy

courtesy thereafter be given the treatment accorded to chiefs. If a chief died

leaving no male issue but having a daughter, the chieftaincy would pass to her,

and, through her by marriage, to her husband if he were, as was generally the case,

a fitting man.

It is clear from these customs that the Siamship was in practice hereditary

among the StsEelis as among the other Salish tribes of this region.

The principal duties of a StsEelis chief consisted in maintaining order in the

village, deciding disputes and looking after the poor and aged. His privileges lay

mainly in the honour of his position, for although he might claim or take anything

that was brought into the camp, he was expected to make full recompense for it.

Indeed among the StsEelis it was de rie/uevr f<jr a chief to return more than the

value of anything he took or received. In sharing his game a hunter usually set

aside the best portions for the chief, but always received a generous acknowledg-

ment of his gift. Sometimes a successful hunter wmuld take his whole bag to the

chief. The latter would thereupon call aU the people together to share it with him
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and would publicly acknowledge bis indebtedness to tbe donor and pay him the

full value of the game in blankets.

The Siamship among the Salish appears to have been essentially a patriarchal

office or institution. The chief was rather the father than the ruler of the tribe,

and his sway seems always to have been mild and beneficent.

IMarluge Customs.

The m.arriage customs of the Salish tiibes seem to differ, more or less, in each

group. Among the StsEelis early betrothals by the parents wore quite common

:

and when this was not done it was still the parents who generally made the choice

of a husband or wife for their children. Sometimes, however, the young people

managed their own affairs. A girl was sometimes allowed to choose her own
husband and no pressure was put upon her if she was slow in making her choice

and rejected young men who were acceptable to her parents. One of the Sbquiam
given below affords an interesting example of this.

There no longer appears to be any idea of barter or profit in the mind of the

father in the disposal of his daughter in marriage, and he makes nothing out of the

occasion. Etiquette demands that he shall return to the bridegroom gifts of like

\ alue to those he himself received from him. Indeed the acceptance or rejection
of a suitor is not left to him individually, but is the decision of the whole family
in gouncil assembled. The disposal of a girl’s hand is usually a matter of grave
deliberation, uhether- it be done by an early betrothal or not, till the girl has reached
womanhood. This arises in part from the fact that the girl confers her father’s
otaUis and piirileges upon her husband, as a rule, among the Salish tribes of this
ie,,ion. I have already shown how the chieftaincy of the tribe may be acquired
1} niaiiia^e of a chiefs daughter. The rights and privileges of the “Sqofaqr”
totem are obtained in the same manner

; and so with other rights, possessions, and
P 1 e,^es. e can, therefore, easily understand that the choice of a son-in-law
was a matter of considerable importance and could not be made without due
consideration.

e c.inmon waj in which a man sought to learn whether he was acceptable
0 the parents and relatives of the girl, he desired for wife or not, was to take a

firewood to her father’s house or apartment and offer it to the
aimly. Tins constituted a formal request for her hand, as it were. If he is
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does not happen, both children and dogs are driven away from him by the father.

After the family council is over one or two of the elders come to where he is waiting

and make known its decision to him. When favourable to his wishes he goes home,

and shortly after returns with his marriage gifts, which he presents to his bride’s

father’. A feast is now generally given by the girl’s people, after which she

accompanies her husband to his own or his father’s house, where they now live

together. On leaving, the bride’s father presents the bridegroom with blankets and

other gifts equal in value to those given to himself. Should the bridegroom have

no parents or other near relations, it was not unusual for him in those circumstances

to stay and live with his wife’s people.

Marriage took place early among the StsEelis, the girl being about fifteen, and

the youth a year or two older.

I made repeated inquiries respecting the rules or statutes of prohibition in

force among the old-time StsEelis, but found great difficulty in obtaining any definite

information on the subject beyond the fact that those nearly related by blood could

not intermarry. First and second cousins fell within the prohibited degrees, but

beyond those limits there seem to have been no hard and fast rules. When
questioned concerning the reason of these prohibitions they could give no other

reply than that it was their “ custom,” and that it was considered “ big shame ” for

persons connected by blood to intermarry. Tins is in keeping with the general

practice and belief of the Salish. In one of the “ Soquiam ” I gathered from the

Thompson Indians, it is related that a brother lay surreptitiously with his sister,

who became with child by him, and so greatly did the sense of shame affect the

girl’s mind, that she induced her brother to go away secretly with her in order that

their father might not be disgraced and shamed in the eyes of the tribe by their

conduct; and later the pair expiated their offence by self-immolation. Whatever

may have been the origin of these prohibitions among the Salish, it is certain tliat

marriages between those nearly related were held in abhorrence long liefore there

was any possibility of missionary influence making itself felt among them.

PuBERTV Customs.

These, like the marriage and mortuary customs, seem also to differ in each of

the Salish tribes. No two seem to follow or have quite the same customs. The

practices of the StsEelis, for example, differ materially from those of the Siciatl,

which I described in my last report. The period of the seclusion of a girl upon

reaching the age of puberty "was a month and a half. The boys do not seem to

have been regularly secluded at all. As soon as a girl’s first courses came upon her,

the mother would construct a small shelter (“ .skcikEmEl ”) of cedar bark for her

near by the settlement, the centre of which would be hollowed out after the manner
of the winter “ skiimEl,” indeed the term “ skeikEmEl ” appears to be the diminutive

form of this word. In this the girl resided for a month and a half, or until after

her second period, her mother taking her food to her. For the first eight days she
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did nothing at all
;
after that time she spent her days in learning to make mats and

baskets. She was under certain taboos or restrictions in the matter of food. She

might not eat any fresh meat or fish of any kind, only that which had been long

killed and dried. These restrictions had a twofold pni’pose. First, to prevent her

from becoming a greedy and sensual woman, and second, because of the “bad

medicine ” or the malign influence she was supposed to exercise at this time upon

animals by reason of her condition. A menstruating woman was a thing of

abhorrence in the eyes of the Indian, and imparted misfortune and ill-luck to the

opposite sex in many ways. For instance, if she stepped over a sheath of arrows

(which, by the way, she would not wittingly do), the arrows would be rendered

useless to the owner thereafter, and might become the cause of his death. Again,

if she passed in front of a hunter carrying a gun, the weapon would never shoot

straight again. A father or husband of a menstruating woman would never think

of going hunting himself, nor would other hunters allow him to accompany them.

Ho luck would attend himself and he would bring misfortune upon others. Indeed,

so harmful and malignant did the StsEelis believe the influence of a woman to be

when her courses were upon her, that it was the rule among them for their wives,

as well as their daughters, to go into seclusion for the space of four days at

these times. They used the “ skeikEniEl ” shelters for this purpose. Consequently

these structures must have been more or less permanent among them.

A girl’s first course was called “tcEtceauq,” the second “ tlukiiyilEm

on the moccasin, and all after periods “ke^k'o.”

iloRTUAEY Customs.

These diflered to some extent from those of tlie neighbouring Fraser tribes,

according to my informants. The StsEelis do not seem to have possessed that

extreme dread of the deail which we find among the Tcil’Qeuk, for instance. We
gather this Ijotli from their statements and from their SoquTam. The corpse was

not taken out of the house until it was ready to be “ put away.” This “ putting

away " always took place as soon after death as was convenient. If the person

died in the earlier part of the day, then the corpse would be “ put away ” that

same day
;
but if during the latter part, then it \vould not be removed till next

morning. My informant stated that the body was never painted among them,

only washed and the hair combed. I am somewhat in doubt about the accuracy

of this statement
;

it is so contrary to the usual practice, and seems to be rather

a description of the treatment of a corpse at the present time than of the older

days
;
but it may be correct. The mourners observed the usual custom of cutting

the hair. The manner in which this was done indicated the depth of the

mournei’s sorrow. If the deceased was not particularly dear to them they
cut only the tips of the hair. Customarily they cut it on both sides of the
face as high as the ears. If, however, the deceased was especially dear to
them, and their sorrow and grief very deep, then they would cut all their
hau- oft close to the head and keep it so for a longer or shorter period
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according to their feelings. Sometimes this period stretched over years. A
shorn head, therefore, among them had much the same significance as deep crape

garments among ourselves.

In their disposal of the severed hair the StsEelis neither burnt it in the

fire nor buried it in the ground, as did some of the other Salish tribes. They

carefully kept it to be “ put away ” with them when they died. As among

the other tribes, all the mourners took the ceremonial bath four days after the

disposal of the corpse
;
and the relatives of the deceased held the mortuary feast,

at which food and some of the property of the dead person was burnt, that he

might not go faint or empty-handed to the Land of the Departed. It is almost

impossible to learn anything by direct questioning concerning the beliefs of the

Indians on the subject of the Hereafter, but happily we may gather some idea

of these beliefs indirectly from their myths. I was fortunate enough on this

occasion to secure two SoquTam which bear on this question. These are given

below. One of them is particulaily interesting in that it relates how a sorrowing

husband sought and found his wife in the land of the dead, and with the

assistance of the chief of that country, restored her to life and brought her back

to live with him again.

The StsEelis have three distinct terms which they employ in speaking of those

who have passed away.

These are respectively ;

—

“ Te sinEstcuqsEtl,” meaning The spirit-people.

“ SEla-auita,” meaning The departed, and commonly applied to the

newly-dead.

“ Te spolakwetsa,” meaning both Corpse and Chost, or apparition of the

dead, in which they had a firm belief.

Of these three terms, the first is used to distinguish between persons in this

world and those who inhabit the Land of the Departed
;
the same root, meaning

“ people,” is found in each word thus :

—

luEsteuq = people; and smEsteuq-SEtl = spirit-people.

The second seems to express the condition of the departed between the time of

leaving their bodies and arriving in the “ spirit-world.” The third is used, as I

have said, in a two-fold sense.

According to my informants the grave-boxes of the StsEelis were never

decorated with paintings or carvings of the sidia of the owner. This was probably

because burial in boxes was not the primitive manner of disposing of the dead.

With them, as their stories testify, the corpse was usually “ put away ” in trees.

The custom of putting it away in boxes or under slab shelters was borrowed from

the neighbouring tribes, and is of comparatively modern origin.

Birth and Haming Customs.

My notes on this head are not very extensive, but such as they are they show

practices differing from those of the neighbouring HalkbmelEm tribes.
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Women we^’e never confined in the communal dwelling, but in separate

temporary shelters, somewhat similar to those they occupied during their

menstruating periods. If birth took place in the winter, the period of seclusion

was four days, but in summer weather it lasted eight days. According to “ Mary

Anne,” there was no restriction in the matter of food during this period. In her

labour a woman would generally be assisted by two elderly women of maternal

experience.

The StsEelis practised cranial deformation. This was effected during the first

months of the child’s existence by means of a pad of slow! fastened across

the frontal bone of the infant’s head and secured to the cradle-board. The fore-

head was tluis given a backward slant, a Hue of beauty in a StsEelis mother’s

eyes.

In the matter of names a child received it.s name sometime during the first

year of its life. If a Ijoy, he would be called after some of his ancestors on his

father’s side of the house
;
if a girl, the name would be taken from her mother’s side.

This was the usual practice.- Sometimes though, a boy received his own father’s

name, the latter taking a new one from the ancestral stock.

Family names were as much piivate property as other of their belongings, and

in the old days no one would dream of taking a name from another person’s

family, though this is not infrequently done now, I am told, in some tribes. These

names were never mere tags or labels to distinguish one person from another but

were always connected with the family legends, and had reference to some true or

fancied incident ia the life of the ancestors of the family possessing them. It is

difficult to get their significance even when known to the Indians themselves.

They have the usual dislike of primitive people of speaking about their names,

especially to those outside the tribe. Even the modern youths, whose training

has been that of the white man rather than that of their own ancestors, show a

strong reluctance to give or tell their Indian names. John Morgan, the half-breed

who assisted me in my investigations among the StsEehs, and who has lived among
them since boyhood and married an Indian wife, told me in this connection that

the young men of the tribe would scarcely reveal their Indian names even to him.

1 hey seem, however, to have no such scruples about their baptismal names or

those casually bestowed upon them by the whites, evidently regarding these as

something quite different from their own.
The giving or taking of names was never an ordinary or common event.

It was always associated in the Indian mind with the distribution of presents and
feasting, and had for him a religious significance. To bestow or take a name
without a feast to celebrate or mark the occasion was dishonouring to their
ancestors and the tutelary spirits.

Sqok^i ceremonial which figures so largely in the naming and other feasts

according to my informants, in those of
the StsEelis, wnicn is the morp .

ei 1+ V i.

^^ai-kable as the chiefs of the neighbouring
Sk’aulits were merubei’s bv pf au • i

^ ®
o direct inheritance of this totem. The reason
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given by the StsEelis for its absence among them on these occasions was that the

StsEelis were too proud to hire “ mysteries ” from tribes who were subject to them

and existed only on their sufferance. There is probably truth in this statement,

the StsEelis and the other HalkomelEm tribes of the Fraser having apparently

little but then- language in common. Theii- intercourse was rather with the tribes

to the north of them, the Lillooets of Fort Douglas, who took their women in

marriage and gave them their own in return.

Food Taboos and Kestbictions.

The old-time StsEelis observed many restrictions in the matter of food. Some

of these I was able to learn. For e.xample, menstruating women must abstain

from all fresh meats of any kind. The heart, liver, kidneys and spinal-cord of

deer were especially tabooed. It \vas not easy to learn much on these points, or to

gather the origin or significance of these restrictions. The usual reply to all

inquiries of the kind is that it was the “ custom.” That in the native mind is an

all-sufficient reason for the practice, and old Francois, whom I interrogated on the

matter, had probably never before in his life had his attention directed to the'

question of “ why ” or “ wherefore ” he practised this or that custom. Tliat it was

dangerous to disregard these things he knew, for had he not himself suffered by

so doing; and he related to me the following incident, which happened when he

was a youth. He was out with a party of hunters, and a deer was killed
;
and he

was called upon to assist in the skinning and cutting of it up. Before he did so,

the slayer of the deer bade him be careful not to touch the spinal-cord, and above

all not to put anything near his mouth that had been in contact with it. “I did

not pay any special regard to these instructions,” he said, “ and in cutting up the

animal I ran a piece of the back-bone near the tail into my lingers and put my
hand to my teeth to pull it out. Soon after my face and neck “ swelled up ” so that

I could scarcely breathe or see, and I don’t know what ^YOuld have happened to me
if the man who killed the deer had not spit upon his hand and rubbed the spittle

over my face and neck, and thereby caused the swelling to go down.” Francois’s

explanation of the case was that the deer was this man’s salia, and that no one

could eat or even touch with his mouth the liver, heart, kidneys or spinal-cord of a

deer or anything connected therewith, unless permission to do so was first given

by the man whose sidia the deer was. If he gave permission, then these parts

might be eaten by anybody without harm, but not otherwise. Frangois thought

the same appUed to the other animals they eat, such as the bear, the mountain-

goats, etc., when they were men’s sidia, but could give no certain information in

this regard. About the deer he had no doubt. His general ideas on the subject

were that if an animal were not a sidia or “ mystery ” animal, any part might be

eaten ;. but as those who had suUa were generally careful not to reveal what these

were, no one could be sure about any animal, so it was better to abstain altogether

from eating these particular parts.
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Those who had one or more of the animals commonly hunted for food as their

sidia were always successful hunters of those animals. For example, the man who

had a deer S2iliu could always find and kill plenty of deer. And it was the same

with respect to other animals, both birds and fish. The fisher whose sidia was a

salmon never lacked for these fish.

SULIAISJI.

I made special incpiiries into this subject among the StsEelis and learnt many

interesting and suggestive things in connection therewith. I have already shown

that a sidia whose material form was that of an edible oljject enabled the owner of

it to be eminently succes.sful in his quest for that object
;
but among the StsEelis

success in hunting or fishing could be conferred upon the Inmter or fisher by other

sidia than those whicli inhabited or took the forms of the animals hunted ;
though

it usually came in that way. Certain sidia of a mythological character also gave

success to their ijroteges in their undertakings.- The protegi of a certain one-legged

being was noted for his success as a deer hunter. This man believed that his

strange sidia used to drive the deer into the lake for him, where they were easily

despatched. The .bow and arrow sidia also conferred the power upon its owner to

kill whatever he shot at
;
but this kind of sidia had one serious drawback. If an

arrow broke, the owner’s life was in danger. It would appear that this disability

belongs to all sidia having the outward or material form of an inanimate object

that was fraeturable, such as spears, paddles and the like. There is deep

significance in this. It seems to suggest that the life of the owner of such a sidia

was bound up, or intimately connected, with the well-being or existence of those

objects under which his sidm manifested itself; and one seems to catch here an

echo of the “ soul-box ” belief. I sought to learn as much as possible concerning

the relation which existed, or was supposed to exist, between the individual and

his protective sidw, but could gather little beyond what I have recorded, and the

following stoiy : Once a man who had a she-bear for his sidia went out hunting

bear. He followed one to its den in a cave. As he sought to enter the cave after

the bear, the latter, who was really his sidia, caught hold of him and wanted him
to stay and live with her as her husband. This the man refused to clo, whereupon
she said to him that when he died he should come and live with her, and be her

husband.

According to krancois a man paid regard to his sidia by following his

instriictions, but did not pray to him in the sense in which we employ that w’ord,

nor feel under any special obligation to him for his help and protection.
Anything that the man could do would be a smaU matter in the eyes of such a
mystery being as his sidia. Xor, as far as I could learn, did the hunter pay any
regard or show respect to his prey because his sMia appeared to him in his visionsm that forin. The real sidia was a “ spirit ” or “ mystery being ”

; and though it
might take the form of a deer, or a bear, or any other animal, it could not be hurt
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or killed, even if the animal were slain. Under this view we can readily

understand how a person’s siilia might be any kind of an object ; a stick, a stone, a

bit of wood or paint, a basket, a paddle, a canoe, or any other inanimate thing.

The object itself was not the sYtlia, only the form, so to speak, under which it

manifested itself to its protdg^-, though the two are apparently always intimately

and mysteriously connected in the mind of the Indian.

Frani^ois was unable to inform me whether the si'tlia of the old-time StsEelis

were ranked in a kind of hierarcliy according to their “ power ” or “ medicine ” as

among t he Thompsons. He also stated that not everybody aegnired a si'din

;

only

those wlio excelled in their special linc.s, such as great hunters, fishers, waiTior.s,

runners and the like
;
and that women as a rule never accpiired si'dia unless they

were seii vxi or witches. When asked whether a man gave protection to the animal

or animals under which his sidui manifested itself, he replied in the negative, and

added that the sidia could take care of itself without any help from man. It

would seem from this that little regard was paid to the external form of the sidia

when it represented a living object, and only to an inanimate one when it was

something that could be broken or destroyed, and so bring into danger the life of

the possessor of the sidia.

Fran9ois is a member of that sept of the StsEelis whose remote ancestor was

an otter. So I sought to learn from him whether his people were known as the

“ Otter ” people, and whether they looked upon the otter as their relatives and

paid regard to these animals by not killing or hunting them. He smiled at the

question and shook his head, and later explained that although they believed their

remote ancestor to have been an otter they did not think it was the same kind of

otter as lived now. The otters from which they were descended were otter-people,

not animals, who had the power to change from the form of men and women to those

of the otter. All the animals in the old-time were like that, they were not just

common animals and nothing else
;
they were people as well, and could take the

human or the animal form at will by putting on or taking off the skin or other

natural clothing of the animal. This is in keeping with what we gather on this

head from the rest of the tribes of this region. Among the Thompsons they have

a distinct term in their language by which these mystic beings are distinguished

from ordinary animals.

I sought to learn if such a term existed in the StsEelis, but Franqois did not

think so.

I am disposed, from my study of this subject of animal descent, to believe

that in all cases where our Indians, and perhaps other primitive peoples as well,

claim descent from ancestors who are spoken of as animals, these ancestors are

not regarded as mere animals but as beings having or partaking of these dual

natures or characteristics which Francois’ progenitors are said to have possessed
;

and when a family, sept or tribe is said to have sprung from this or that animal,

a mythic being of this kind is always meant. This shape-shifting or

transformation was invariably effected in this region by donning or easting off

Von. XXXIV. Z
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the skin of the animal whose character is assumed. Several instances of the

kind will be found recorded in the stories given below.

Hereditary Totems.

With regard to the important question of the transmission or hereditability of

these personal totems or sYdia, it was apparently the same among the StsEelis as

among the Thompsons. Shamans only inherited their sulia from their fathers

;

other men had ordinarily to acquire their own. But this applied only to the

dream or vision totem or protective “ spirit.” In the case of the acquisition of a

totem or protective “ spirit ” by other means, such as meeting or coming in contact

with the “ spirit ” in material form, more particularly where the acquisition is

accompanied by the gift of some material object such as the “ Sqoi'aql ” mask and

the “celmoqtcis” of the Sk'aiilits or the “ Tlukel” of the Tcil’Qeuk, it was

otherwise : and a man could and did transmit the protective influence he had

acquired. About this I think there can be no doubt. “ Dr. George ” the brother

of “Captain John,” chief of the Suwale sept of the Tcil’Qeuk, who assisted me in

my investigation among that tribe, related to me quite recently that his great-grand-

father once met his ghostly guardian in the form of a bear when out hunting.

The bear spoke with him and promised to protect him and give him power to

take bears easily and without danger to himself. His great-grandfather took the

bear as his crest and transmitted Ix>th it and the protecting power that

accompanied it to his children, and the bear has been the tutelary guardian of

the family ever since ; and the family names are connected with the incident.

When I come to deal with the Sk'aulits I shall show that two at least of their

septs were thought to be under the guardianship of the “ spirits ” of the mythic

beings from u'hom they are directly or indirectly descended according to their

traditions
;
that they used symbols of these as their crests, which were transmitted

from one generation to another, and which carried with them the protective

influence of the “ spirit ” they represented.

And even in the case of the shlia or dream totem itself, we see that it was

not impossible for the owner to transmit it to his son - or his disciple, as this

was commonly done by Shamans who possessed “ powerful spirits ”
;
from which

it seems to me that the heritability of a personal totem was conditioned only by

its “ power ” or “ medicine.” Where it was “ powerful,” that is conferred eminent

success upon its possessor, the latter is apparently able or beheves it worth while

to transmit it to his successor. For myself, I am doubtful concerning the

7io?i-transmissibility of amj suUa. The native statements on this head are

conflicting and self-contradictory. We are told that a son did not usuaUy inherit

Ixis father’s dream s^d^a or protective spirit, and yet are told that he always
inherited his father s crest or paintings and sculptures of these sYilia

;
and we

know that according to the native conception of things, the symbol or
representative of a “mystery” object or being always pre-supposed or carried
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with it the presence of the “ spirit ” itself
;
so if he inherited the symbols, it

seems to me he could not help inheriting the “ spirit ” these symbols typified.

Frangois gave as the reason for the common non-transmissibility of the personal

sYilia, that it was a seei-et possession, which a man hid from others. I received the

same statement from some of the Sk'qomic and Siciatl; yet this is clearly

contradicted by the practice of pictographie or plastic representation of the sulia.

When a man painted or carved a graphic symbol or representation of his personal

sitlia, and placed it in a conspicuous place on his belongings and house, it is not

clear how it could be hidden from his fellow tribesmen, or at any rate, from the

members of his own family. Again, the smetla dances are all sulia dances, in

which the dancer characterises or represents in person his sulia
;

and this

characterisation is generally so graphic and well done, that any one might know

the nature of the dancer’s sMia
;
and among those tribes, where masks and other

dramatic “ properties ” were employed, we have marked and ostentatious displays

of the shlici. It is difficult, tlierefore, to understand these statements of my

informants, unless we take the view that this secrecy was maintained only in the

case of that kind of sulia which might be injured or destroj ed by an enemy, such

as the bow-and-arrow, spear or paddle shlia. I have shown that the possessors

of such si'dia lay under certain disadvantages compared with those who possessed

animal si'dia
;
and it may be that this is the true view ot the case. At any rate,

viewed in this light, the secrecy in these circumstances is explicable, and the

statements of the Indians no longer conflict with their old-time practices.

It is next to impossible to get any definite information on these points by

direct questioning of the Indians. They do not seem aide to see the question with

our eyes, or to understand what we wish t<i learn. e have to gather our

information as l^est we may, indirectly and from the study of their traditions. It

is in these latter that we get our best ami most reliable information of the past

;

and many times when my informants have professed entire ignorance of a subject

upon which I desired information, I have obtained it later from them in the

narration of some of their traditions.

But however we may view the “ dream ” sulia, there can be no doubt that

“ tutelary spirits ” were transmitted and handed down from one generation to

another
;
by which it becomes clear that “ group ” totemism existed among the

Salish
;
and the only difference that I can perceive between the “ group ” totemism

of the Salish and that of the Northern tribes is, that among the latter the group

was confined, at least in theory, to hlood kindred, and counted on one side of the

house only
;
whereas among the former, the group included those connected by

affinitive as well as blood ties, and counted the relatives of both father and mother.

We have, therefore, in this coimtry, three different kinds of “ group ” totemism

(not coimtiiig those of secret societies, or brotherhoods), viz., that under matriarchal

institutions, which American students, following Powell, now generally denominate

“ clan totemism ”
;
that under patriarchal rule distinguished from the former by

the term •' gentile totemism ”
;
and that which we find in social groups like the

z 2
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Salish, where a union of the two earlier states has taken place, and where the

social unit is the “ fainil}',” which comprises the relatives on both sides of the

liouse, which I may denominate “ kin totemism ” for lack of a better term. In all

these groups there is the same transmission of the com

“

protecting genius,”

from one generation to another. Under matriarchy, this is effected by the

“ conventional fathers ” of the group on the female side of the house, that is, by

the maternal uncles. Under patriarchy by the “ ostensible or real fathers ” of the

group on the male side
;
ami under that social structure which results from a

combination of the other two, Kke ihat among the Salish, by the fathers ’ on

both sides of the house.

That totemism, -sc, had really nothing originallj' to do with “clan”

structure or social di\ isions, and was not dependent iqion this social state for its

existence as some writers hold, is clear’, it seems to me, from the fact that it

survived .such a radical social change as that which took place in the transition

from the matriarchal to the patriarchal state
;
for it is equally, in this country, a

feature of the latter as of the former condition of things, and that it still further

surx ived the much greater social changes which resulted in the evolution of the

“ family ” from a union or modification of the two earlier groups or states.

These disintegrating elianges do not appear to have altered the essential

character of totemism, the true significance of which, as held by the Indians

them.selves, lies in the coneejit of a protective ghostly genius.

The “ kin groups ” of the Sali.sh are as much under the protecting influence of

an hereditaiy totem as are the “ clan groups ” of the Haiila or the “ gentile

groups ” of the Sioux.

Dances.

As I have ahead}’ pointed out, dancing was a time-honoui'ed institution and

religious exercise among the StsEelis, as among other American tribes. The

period of the Smetla, or Smetlas, that is the “ dancing period,” extended over and

coincided with our month of December. The old-time StsEelis gave themselves

up to tliis kind of festi\dty without stint or limit during the Smetlas, but for

a generation past the practice has been almost wholly abandoned.

The names of such dances as my informants could remember were all ulici or

“ dream ” dances. When dancing—we say “ dancing,” but these so-called

“ dances were rather dramatisations of their dreams, than dancing in our sense of

the word—the dancers always put down upon their heads. I could not gather

much from the StsEelis concerning the significance of this custom, but from other

Indians I was informed that it was “strong medicine” and had a “soothing” or

propitiatory influence upon the alia “spirits,” similar to the noise of the rattle and
the presence of the ceremonial staff or rod of the northern tribes.

Certain of the dancers among the StsEelis, who had peculiar sAlia. used down
dyed red. The dance m which this was used was known by the name of the
.lancer’s whieli was a mythic female Imng called “SkafakwEq”
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Others were as follows :

—

St’kaiya= v:olf-danee.

Spate= W«c7i;-6(;«r dance.

KwfetsEl, Hai'klals=^/'i:'s/y-&<;a?’ dance.

Spal=5'flr<.’/i dance. (It is noteworthy that this is not the name by

which the raven is commonly known to the StsEelis.)

Tsokts6k=7?s7i-/i«i4’/!; choice. There was no mistaking the character of the

sulia of this dancer. He danced with arms outspread and quivering,

and at intervals made sudden dives or ducks with his head. This

represented the characteristic action of tlie bird first liovering in

the air, and then diving for its prey'.

Tiitc’\n=kiiig-fishei‘ dance. The characterisation of this was similar to

the last, only' there was no hovering motion.

Skaiyukaia= s//«7;ia^ or trembling dance.

All these dream dances are performed singly, unless two or more

persons have the same sidia.

According to my informants, the SkaiEp and Hwonwoks dances of the

Coast Salish were not known or practised by the StsEelis.

Eeligious Ideas.

The StsEelis have a singular tradition among them that their ancestors used

to observe a kind of Sabbath or seventh day ceremony, long before they heard of the

wliites. According to Fran(,'ois and Mary Anne, the people used to come together

every sev'enth day for dancing and praying. They assembled at sunrise and danced

till noon. At this time of the day they believed that everybody stood on his head till

the world rolled round again. This topsy-turveydom took place during the middle

hours of the day'. When the world had come round again, they' all fell to dancing

and praying again till sunset. I was unable to get a specimen of these prayers.

It is difficult to understand this tradition, apart from white influence, at any rate,

the seventh day meetings, and the movements of the globe : and when questioned,

concerning the being to whom these pray'crs were addressed, tliey could give no

satisfactory answer. They believed, they said, in “ tE tcitcitl Siam,” “the Upper

or Heavenly Chief,” before they heard of the white man’s God
;
but when pressed

as to tlieir conception of this being or his attributes, all their replies show that he

was the Missionary’s God, seen through the medium of Indian eyes and

understandings; and I regard it as extremely improbable that the old-time

Indians had any conception at all of a Supreme Being, who dwelt in the heavens

and who demanded their homage and pray'ers. The conception of such a Being is

entirely foreign to the native mind, and is in direct conflict with the democratic

genius of Salish institutions, and with the ideas embodied in their myths.

Some of the Salish tribes, notably the Thompsons, seem to have a reverence for the

Dawn or the Eising Sun, but even their myths speak of the Sun itself as a creation
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of some of theii' culture-heroes. The nearest approach to a conception of a

supreme being appears in their myth of the Qals or QfiQals, hut these beings ai’e

in most myths sons of the black-bear, by the magpie or the big red-headed

woodpecker, and are, at best, only mighty Transformers and Instructors.

“ Te slyak'om,” the sun, was not addressed in prayers or petitioned by the

SbsEclis, as far as my informants were aware : but some of their “ ^^ise " men

could “ talEinit ” or “ siwel ” him in cloudy weather by uttering certain of his

mystic names, and the day following woidd be hue and bright. Francois claimed

to be one of these “ wise ” men and offered to sell me his knowledge for a

consideration.

The StsEelis observed certain hrst-fruits ceremonies. . For example, when the

“sookeye” salmon (Oncm'hi/nchus aVerfo) “ run ” commenced, the first one caught

was always brought to the chief, who called all the people together for prayers

and dancing. Only the chief himself prayed, and my informants could not tell

me the tenor of these prayers, as they were never uttered aloud, they said.

During the prayei-s everybody must shut his eyes, and certain of the elders were

appointed to see that this rule was strictly kept. Closing of the eyes during

incantations or magic performances was, among the Salish, an essential feature of

the act, the non-observance of which always caused failure. These eye-watchers

held long wands, and struck anyone with them who opened his eyes during the

cereinuny. The salmon was afterwards cooked, and a small piece of it given to

each iierson present. This ceremony was only observed in the case of the

“ sockeye ” salmon which the .StsEclis regarded as the prince of salmon. It is

worthy of remark that the Sk'uomic people held the “ Spring ” salmon {Oncor.

tschawytscha) as the “ first” of salmon.

Another of these ceremonies was kept in connection with the “ satske,” or

young succulent suckers of the wild raspberry {Rubus Xnthimcs), which the

Indians of this region eat in large quantities, both cooked and raw. When
cooked, I am told they eat like asparagus. The time for gathering these was left

to the judgment and determination of the chief. Wlien ready to gather, he

would direct his wife or daughter to pick a bunch and bring them to him
;
and

then, the people all being assembled, a ceremony similar to that connected with

the salmon, would take place. After the ceremony anyone might pick as much
as be liked. A similar ceremony took place later in the suinmei’, wlien the

berries of this plant were ripe.

As far^as I could learn, these wei-e the only ceremonies of the kind observed
by the StsEelis. There was none, they said, in connection with the autumn root-

gathering.

Hunting, fishing, berry, and root grounds were all common to the whole tribe.
One family or group had no more privileges in this respect than another. All the
mstitutions of the SaUsh are essentially democratic in spirit

CoownuBg the meaning „,„l object of these eetemoniee I have been led to the
optmon by my slua.ea ei the Sali,,. and othet ttibe. that they wete always e.opiU-

f
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atory in intent. They were intended to placate the spirits of the fish, or the plant,

or the fruit, as the case may he, in order that a plentiful supply of the same might

be vouchsafed to them. The ceremony was not so much a thanksgiving as a

performance to ensure a plentiful supply of the particular object desired
;
for if

these ceremonies were not properly and reverently carried out there was danger of

giving offence to the “ spirits ” of the objects and being deprived of them. The

myths which speak of the first coming of the Salmon, which are thought to have

their tribal homes in the “ Salmon Isles ” of the West, make this quite clear. In

the compact made by Qals on behalf of the Indians and the salmon chief, the

Indians are pledged to treat the salmon according to the instructions of this chief

;

and although it is not expressly stated in these myths that prayer should Ire said,

or certain ceremonies performed, on the annual arrival of the salmon, as far as I am
aware, yet I think there can be no doubt that the object of them is the propitiation

of the salmon “ spirits.” For it must be remembered that, in the mind of the

savage, the salmon, or the deer, or the berry, or the root, was not merely a fish or

an animal, or a fruit, in our sense of these things, but something more. The

Indian’s view of the universe was essentially an anthropopathic one. All things in

it were formed on man’s lines as far as power to think, to do, and act, was concerned,

and animals were not regarded as lower in the scale of life than himself, but rather

the opposite, being more wonderful and “mysterious” in their ways, and able to do

many things that he could not. And as it was with the salmon ceremonies, so it

W'as with the others
;
and a close study of the hunting customs of the old-time

Indians of this region makes it quite clear to us that manj' at least of those taboos

and restrictions placed upon the killing or eating of certain animals or parts of them

by themselves, and by primitive man the world ocer, find their best and truest

explanation in these acts of propitiation.

SHAJilANIS.M.

The Shaman was as important a person among the StsEelis as among other

tribes of this region. There appear to have been three kinds or classes of these,

the “ cwolam ” or doctor
;
the “ siwel ” or yhost-layer and magician

;
and the “ seuwa

”

or witch. The last-named was generally a woman, the two former invariably men.

I learnt nothing new concerning the functions of these individuals from the

StsEelis, such information as I gathered being in line with that I have recorded in

former reports.

Dwellings.

The StsEelis used both the communal long-house and the semi-subterranean

winter skiimEl. The former varied in length according to the nature of the ground

and the number of the inhabitants. The site of one which was pointed out to me
by one of the old men, who lived in it as a boy, extended above 300 feet along the

bank of the river. The width of these houses among the StsEelis was invariably
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four “ fathoms.” They were of the half-gable or .suigle roof pattern. The pitch of

these roofs was so low that they could be used as platforms, and on public occasions

were often so used. The houses had doors along each side sixteen “ fathoms ” apart.

Those in the higher wall were considered the “front” doois, those in the lower the

“ back ” doors. Outside the latter was thrown all the dirt and refuse of the house.

Thus were the “ kitchen-middens ” formed. The interior of the building was divided

into eight-fathom sections, each of which was usually occupied by four families or

groups, two on the upper and two on the lower side. Each group had its own fire.

There were no divisions of any kind, according to my informants, between the

groups, not even the hanging mats usually found in these communal dwellings.

Those inhabiting the “ corners ” near the doorways were protected and sheltered to

some extent by a wooden screen or wall which ran from each side of the door about

two yards and a half into the building. Except for this the structure was open

from end to end, and all the inmates within sight of each other. Privacy of any

kind was theiefore a thing unknown and apparently undesired. The higher side

of the building was considered the more honourable, and the chiefs and wealthy

men of the tribe usually lodged on this side. The walls all round the inside were

covered with reed mats or hangings to keep out the cold and draughts.

In grouping the inmates tho.se inhabiting the same section were usually blood

relatives, or those between whom marriage was prohibited. Commonly three or

four generations of the same family would be found grouped together, or a father

and his married sons.

Light had access to the building by means of the smoke-holes, which were

opened during the day and closed at night. This was clfeeted by pulling do^vn or

shoving up, as the case may be, one or two of the slabs of which the roof was

formed. Along the walls on each side platforms, some 3 feet in height, extended

from door to door. These, covered with mats and skins, formed the beds and

lounges of the inmates. The space beneath these platforms was used as store

cupboards for the house fuel. Above, over the platforms, hanging shelves were

erected. On these were stored away the food supplies of the household. On the

ground within the family circle several cedar chests or “ treasure-boxes ” lay about.

These contained the blankets and other “ wealth ” of the family.

The “ skuniEl,” or winter dwellings, were similar to those of the interior Salish,

which have often been described. Hothing of them now remains but the sauccr-like

depressions in the ground. Of these 1 observed some half score near the site of the

present village of StsEelis. The diameters of these varied fx’om 25 to 30 feet.

These “ .skiimEl were occupied by the people from about the beginning of January

to the end of March, the three “ cold mouths ” of this re"ion.

Household Utensils.

The household utensUs of the StsEelis appear to have been much the same as
those of the neighbouring Salish tribes, except that they used a cedar bucket
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(“ skwiiwos ”) for carrying water instead of the usual basket. This bucket was

formed from a single piece of thin cedar, the four sides being turned up and the

angles made to overlap and then fastened in this position. In addition to this they

had the usual assortment of baskets, of wooden platters and spoons and large cooking

troughs {s’uma, the sgilrna, of the Lower Fraser tribes). They served their food on

circular mats of cedar basketry, some of which were beautifully decorated with

coloured barks and grasses. I saw one of these in the house of one of the “old-

timers.”

They obtained their fire in pre-trading days by means of an apparatus called

in the native tongue “ ciilsup.” This was the common fire-drill of this region. It

consisted of two pieces of wood, a drill which was twirled between the palms of the

hands, and a flat piece of willow which had a pit in it to receive the point of the

drill. The dust, generated from the soft willow-board by the friction of the drill,

took fire after a few minutes’ work. The fire was caught in a wad of “ slowi.”

It would smoulder in this for a long time and could easily be carried about.

Dbess.

The clothing of the old-time StsEelis consisted of garments made from dressed

skins and from “slowi.” The latter is the inner bark of the cedar {Thuya

yigantca) beaten till fine and soft enough to roll into yarn. This “ slowi ” served

many useful purposes. Besides weaving it into garments they used it as napkins,

wash-cloths and pads, and in numerous other ways. The skin garments were

usually made from deer-hide. This for a woman was fashioned after the manner

of a long loose smock e.\tending from the shouldei-s to the knees. It was called in

the native tongue a “ lakwa.” For a man it took the form of a shirt and was so

called, the native term “ tsEetsum ” meaning a shirt. It was also tied in at the

waist by a belt, while the smock of the women was worn loose. Besides these

smocks the women wore a kind of bi-eeches (“ skeiis ”) of the same material. The

men, according to my informants, wore leggings only, not breeches, nor breech-

cloths.

Usually both sexes went uncovered as regards headgear, but commonly wore

moccasins on their feet made from cariboo-hide.

Not eA'ery woman possessed garments of deer-skin, only those of the wealthier

families. The wives and daughters of poor men had to content themselves with

garments of “ slowi.”

These consisted of a cape (“ llpos ”) worn over the shoulders and reaching to

the waist
;
and a shirt (“ t’kwaluk ”) fastened to their middle and extending to the

knee. Their lower limbs were otherwise bare.

In cold weather, those who possessed them, further protected themselves from

cold by wearing skin garments with the fur stiU upon them.

On state and festive occasions such as the winter dances they sometimes wore
blankets. Tliese in pre-trading days were woven from the hair of the mountain-
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goat, or from a species of dog they bred for the sake of its long silky hair. But

usually blankets were not regarded as garments or bedding. They were the

measiu’e of a man’s wealth.

They appear to have been the native standard of value, because, I suppose, of

the difficulty in getting them, and everything was valued at so many blankets.

It was the ambition of most men to amass a number of these and then

distribute them l)y means of the potlatch, and so acquire social distinction and

make a profitable investment at one and the same time.

The Quai;tei!S ok Gakdinal 1’oixts.

My investigations among the Salish liave thus far revealed nothing

resembling a “ Cult of the Quarters ” among them, sucli as is found among some of

the tribes to the south. Indeed, no two divisions of them appear to have common

terms for the cardinal points
;
and if they entertain any definite ideas respecting

them, tliese will be found to be topographical rather than religious. Among the

StsEelis this is certainly so, thus ;

—

Eorth, eheo, “ up the river.”

-b'oef/i, tlatlils, “ down the river.”

East, tEniccwdpEts tE slyak'om, “ from whence rises the sun.”

If't'.''/, lactutsuks tE slyak'om, •'* where disappears tlic sun.”

WUNHS.

It i.s much the same with the winds. The prevailing winds among the

StsEelis arc tho.se that blow up and down the river, that is, north and south, and

are called respectively “ satEtc,” and “ tEl thitlas.”

On the east and west are lines of lofty mountains which act as barriers

to the wmds from these quartern, consequently there are no east and west winds

with them.

The Yeak.

The StsEelis divide their year- in a manner quite peculiar to themselves. It

begins with them in autumn about our month of October and is divided as

follows :

—

October, tEm pak'uk. “ spring-salmon spawning season.”

Xovernber, tEm kwaloq. “ dog-salmon spawning season.”

December, tEm metla, or smetlas. “ dancing season.”

January, tEm t’sklEwestEl, “ season for putting paddles away.

Feh-uary, tl’katsEs, “ fifth.”

March, t’qumEs, “ sixth.”

April, tsadksKs, “ seventh.”

May, t’katsas. “ eighth.”

•/une, toqEs, “ ninth.”
July, apalEs, tenth.”

f
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Here the count ceases and the interval between the end of July and the

beginning of October was termed “ nmtsEinuksEl,” which signifies tlie coming

together or meeting of the two ends or points of the year. The latter portion of

this interval was known also by the term “ tEin yaauk’ ” = time of the dying

salmon, so called because the creeks at this time of the year are full of dead and

dying salmon. Salmon always die after spawning, hence the term.

Linguistics.

As the StsEelis and Skaulits tribes speak dialects of the HalkoinelEin

language, the grammatical structure and peculiarities of which I set forth, together

with lengthy glossaries, in my treatment of the Tcil’Qcuk and Kiuintlen dialects of

tins division,* I have not thought it advisable to cumber this report with a second

examination of this language as spoken by the tribes under consideration, as it

must necessarily be to a large extent a repetition of wliat has been given before.

I merely give here examples of continuous text in the two dialects, and add the

names given by the StsEelis to the different species of salmon that frequent their

watei-s, because they differ in several instances from the corresponding terms in

the neighbouring Tcil’Qeuk and Sk'aiilits
;
and the numerals and personal pronouns,

because they afford, in comparison with those of the Tcil’Qeiik and Kwantlen given

before, a very fair example uf the kind of differences wliich exist in the different

HallsbinelEin ilialects.

Tire phonetics employed in rendering the native terms in this report are the

same as those used in my formei- reports.

Native names of salmon in StsECdis :

—

spring scdnion, skw'^qum.

sofh-cyc „ tsEke, when spawning called *• Kwatcewia " or “ Skwaiyaq.”

eolwc „ kokwats.

dog „ kwalbq.

hump-hack „ holia.

steel-head „ keiiq.

Nujieuals.

1. lutsa.

2. isala.

u. tleq.

4. HaasEk

0 . tl’k'atsis.

G. t’qum.

7. tsauks.

8. t’katsa.

9. toq.

10. apEl.

11. apEl kas tE hitsa.

12. apEl kas tE isiila.

20. ts’kwiii.

20. tliiQEtlca.

40. HiitsEtlca.

50. tlukutsEtlea.

60. t’qumEtlea.

70. tsuksEtlca.

80. t’kutsEtlcii.

90. toqwEtlca.

100. l^tsowits.

1000. apEl lEtsoAvits.

' lleport on the Ethnological Survey of Canada. B.A.A.S., 1902.
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Peksonal Pkonouns.

I. heIs, selective form, tE aEls.

thou, loa, „ „ tE loa.

he, tEtsa.

she, sEtsa.

we, tlTemEtl, „ „ tE tlTemEtl.

non. tTlowop, „ „ tE tlTowop.

they (masc.) yEtsa.

they (fem.) yEtqii.

The native texts will be found imder “ Myths aud Traditions.” Perhaps I

might add here that a eoniparison of the texts of the Halk'omelEni dialects shows

us that, although the vocabulary differences, when allowance is made for certain

permutations, such as the “ n ” for the “ 1,” are not very gi'eat, the form and order

of expression differs more or less in each tribe. So much is this the case that a

StsEelis Indian has difficulty in understanding a member of the Kwantlen tribe

when speaking. I feel justified in saying these texts are as perfect as they can

well be written. I read them to different members of the StsEelis and Sk’aiilits

bands, and all expressed themselves as satisfied with their correctness, and showed

they had no difficulty in understanding every word. Those who could read in

English read them fluently.

Myths an'i> Tkaditioxs.

titurii of the, man u:ho restored his dead v:ije to life,

Eelated by Fi’an9ois of TsEelis.

Sta-tsa tE Qolmuq, tla-s6 stcaukQ tE-lalEtsa sweEka lakwa kwilalEl; tE

There-were a people, and-then marry one man lived together ;
the

slale aua-les yEhets kE-lotl kikai, thl-li-s6 kai, tlii-li-so kelumtEm, tla-s6

woman not long after sick, and-then she died, and then he put-her-away, then

1e kwaietsEt tE sweEka qEHatsEl silalEm ;
kaiiltl kwelstEmEt

he trained for supernatural power the man four years ;
after talk-to him

tE sulias :
” Wa-slumEls-tuq kw’s saui kwa-qEtsElatl tla-tca s5 mes

the sulia-his : ‘‘If juiup-over-you a bone four times successively it will then become

aiyiluq.” Tla-s6 eiuec mE-taiLk-“
; tla-sO kwatc-luq-wEs tE sum, tla-so

alive. ’ Then he walks he comes-liomc
; then saw-he-it a bone, then

sluraEts-tEs HEqEtsatl tla-si-s6 mE aiyiluq, tla-li-s6 1e emec tE

bteps-he-over-it four times and-straightway-it becomes alive, and-then it walked the

smejdts, 1e aiyihiq-loq-wEs, tla-li-s6 ei skwalawols. Au-kwatc-l6q-WES, tE

deer he had-restored-it-to-life, and-then glad heart-his. Again-saw-he-it a

sams QeEkwilok, au-kEldt slumEts-tEs au-qEtsElatl, tla-li-s6 1e
bone-of little-bird, again-a-second-time steps-he-over-it again-four-times, and-then it

aiyiluq tE QeEkwilok. Tla-so mE atauq Qolam’s-tEs tE Qoles tE
becomes-alive the little-bird. Then he went river-wise to place where the
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stalicEtl, tl;i-S(3 inE Qatak-tEs tE stalicEtl tla-li-so yokij^astEs, tla-ll-so

deceased-wife, then went took-dowu-he the deceased-wife and-then tmtied-her-he, and-then

sluinEts-tEs tE qEtsElatl tla-so mE aiyiluq-loq-wEs, tla-so niE

stepped-over-her-he four times and-then went and-brought-her-back-to-life-he, and-then went

taukstSkEs. Tla-so kwatc-loq-wEs yEsa tc’-wa-tc’-mEla. K’s-Es-wEtl weyil
home-they. Then saw-her-they they whose-child-she-was. On-the-following morning

tla-li-so el mE skwalawols, le yE-tcEtstEm tE cwelis tE slalC*
;

tla-sE-sd

then glad became hearts-their, they-told-theni the parents-of the woman
; and-then

mE kwiitc-EtEs tE mklas atllEl. Tlfi-si-sd tel^tstEm atltel: Qole-tcap-a

came to see-they the danghter-of tltem. And then said he to them ;
“ There-you-awhile

Qiiles inE yumqEt tE iiiEla-elEp, toq-tcap-tca mE kwatc-tcEp d mes
is not become strong the daughter-your, later-you-shall come see-yon when becomes she

yumqEt.” Loti inE yiimcEt kaiyi^tl 1e kwatc-EtEm tE cwelis.

strong.” After-had become strong then they saw-her the parents-her.

Aii-kakal tE tcauks tau-lalEtsa sweEka 1e sau kai, tla-so 1e kelEmtEm, tla-sd

Again-sick the wife-of another man she also dies, then he pnt-her-away, and-then

1e p’tamEtEs tatsEl sweEka Qoles kwel sweyil kwas 1e HaHiik’om. Tlii-li-so

he asked other man there how-many days was he bathing. And then

tc^tstEm

he told him

HdqEtsEl sweyil Qoles lE HaHak'om, tla-li-so lam

four days there he bathed, and then he went

kwaietsEt

;

{
to train for

supernatural power

tla-li-so tEs tE HuqEtsEl sw^il, tla-li sd haiya, tla-sd niE tauq luE tEs

and stayed four days, and then finished, then he went beach-w'ard came to

Qoles tE stalistcEtl, tlii-sd mE QitaktEs, tla-sd ydkiyastEs, tla-s5 mE
where the deceased-wife, then he w-ent took-her-down, then untieil hei', then went

taiikstokes Qa-ine tE lalEms, tla-sd akutstoQEs le tE .swaqEts, tla-sd etiit

took-her-home to the house-his, then he-laid-her-down on the bed, then slept

ska tE spiilakwetsa. Weyil tla-sd kwatclEniEt tE sqiSlas tE

along-with the corpse. On-the-morrow then saw-they the feet-of the

spiilakwetsa, kEiitsa stuqtceuq
;

tla-si-so s’kiitEm tE stl’koetEl, tla-sd niE

corpse, they-were swollen ;
and-then pierced them with an awl, then came

kwEtl tE slos kEs tE raiitsEtl. Tlii-sd Qet-tEniEt sisweEka, “ Qetsitla

!

oozing-out oil and matter. Then they-woke-him that-man, “ Wake-up

!

Spiilakwetsa tE setc,” tci5tstEm ts’ii sisweEka; tla-sd amtit tla-sd

corpse your bed-fellow,” they say to that-man
;

then he-got-up then

kapEtEl,! tlii-sd 1e kelEmtEin tE spalakwetsa.

they-tie-up, then they put-away the corpse.

' Mary Anne said that Fian9ois had employed the wrong term here. K-utsUlnKm is the
word he should have used. Ktip%tzl means to tie up anything, but K'utsitrMm is used only in
connection with a corpse.

«
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Myth of the man who Gains Power to Eestoee the Dead to Life: a Free

Translation of the Abovk

Once there was a large village, and among the people who lived in it was a

certain man who had a wife whom he loved very much. One day she fell sick, and

shortly after died. According to the custom he put her corpse away in a tree, and

then went off alone into the mountains to train for sidia (supernatural helpers).

He remained there undergoing his ceremonial washings and bathings summer and

winter alike for four successive years. After this period had elapsed his sidia came

to him in a vision and communed with him thus :
“ I will give you power to restore

the dead to life. If you see a bone lying on the ground and you step over it four

times the body to which the bone belongs will straightway be restored to life.”

The man now set his face homeward. As he went he saw a bone in his path. “ I

will test my powers,” said he, and therewith stepped over the bone four times.

Ho sooner had he done so, than a deer arose, and walked off alive into the woods

Then the man felt glad and rejoiced at his powers. Again a second time he

perceived a small bone on the ground before him. He steps over this in like

manner four times, and behold a little bird arose alive and flew away. Satisfied

now of his power he directed his steps towards the spot where the body of his wife

had been put away. When he got there, he climbed the tree and took the corpse

down, untied the fastenings about it, and then stepped over it four times. When

he had so done, the corpse stood up and became alive again. Then he took his

restored wife home to the village with him. It was night when they arrived and

no one saw them enter. The next morning, when the people arose from their

sleep, they were astonished to see the man with his wife alive and among them

again, and they rejoiced and were glad. Some of them hurried off to tell the

woman’s pai’ents of her restoration, and they came quickly to see for themselves.

Ihit the husband of the woman feared for his wife’s health, and said to them,

“ Stay away a little while
;
your daughter is not strong enough yet to see you all.

When she has grown stronger then shall you come and see her.” So they tarried

awhile in their own house till she had become quite well and strong again. Then

they came and saw her, and were glad at her revival. How it happened soon after

that the wife of another man of the same village fell sick, and likewise died.

After the corpse had been put away according to the custom, the man bethought

him that he would go off and acquire the power to restore his wife to life again

as his neighbour had done. Before he set out, however, he went to the other man,

and asked him how long he had stayed practising in the mountains. He, ivith

intent to deceive, answered that he \ias there four days only. The second man
then went off and bathed and washed himself for the space of four days. He then

returned home, and went to the place where his wife’s corpse lay, took it down
from the tree, untied the fastenings about it, and carried it home with him. It

was night also when he arrived, and he laid the corpse on his bed, and lay down
beside it. On the morrow when the people arose they saw that the man was lying
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with the corpse of his late wife, the swollen feet of which protruded beyond her

coverings. Oire of them pierced the feet with an awl, and forthwith there oozed

out putrid grease and matter. They then roused the man, crying out to him,

“ Awake
! you are sleeping with a corpse.” Then he arose, and saw that it was as

they had said, and knew thereby that lie had failed to acquire the power to restore

his wife to life. They then tied the body up, and put it away a second time.

The moral of this story seems to be to show that not every one could acquire

“ supernatural powers ’’

;
and that shim did not come to a man merely because he

wished for them, but only after he had brought himself into rapport with them, so

to speak, by long and arduous training and self-discipline.

Tk tEmoqs tE SmEsteuqsEtl.

The Land-of the Departed.

Eelated by Mary Anne TsIqemElwEt, of StSEelis.

Once a man married a woman whom he deeply loved. They had lived together

about a year when the woman became ill and shortly after died. When he had

put her corpse away he went a long way off into the mountains to seek

supernatural power. He bathed regularly every day through four summers

and four winters. When lie had thus done he attained supernatural powers.

He could easily see the shades of the departed and even follow the trails they

made. He sought and found the trail his wife’s ghost had made on her way to

the land of the sniEsteuqsEtl.

He followed it day after day for many days. At last he came to a settlement

where there was a long-house. Presently going in he saw the sliim (chief) sitting

there alone. The latter called out and asked him what he wanted, and what he

was doing there in the land of the departed. “ Ton are not a dead person
;
only

the dead live here
;
why have you come ?

”

The young man replied, “ I am seeking for my deceased wife. I loved her

greatly and she left me too soon. I want to live with her again.”

The chief felt sorry for him and promised to help him if he would do as he told

him. The young man, thanked him, and promised to comply with all his wishes.

Then the chief took him and washed him with a certain medicine and then

instructed liim on this wise. “ You must now hide yourself, and if you see your

wife, when my people come home, you must be very careful not to let her see you

or attempt to grasp her. If you do, everybody will immediately disappear, and

your wife will dissolve in your arms.”

The youth promised not to let the dead people see him or to touch his wife.

As it was now dusk and the slam was momentarily e.vpecting his people to come

home, he bade him hide himself. This the youth did, and presently saw a wreat

concourse of people approaching. When the first one entered the house he began

to sniff and said, “ I smell a living person.” “ Nonsense,” said the chief, “ that’s

impossible
;
only the dead can come here.” This satisfied the spirits, and they all
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entered the building. Xow all round the sides thereof were planted swing-poles

for hanging cradles upon, and as soon as the people were come in the women hung

up the cradles they were carrying on these poles.

They now began to dance, and after they had kept this up for some time, they

then marched in single file round the house four times. The youth saw his wife in

the line as they marched past the spot where he was hidden, and with great

difficulty restrained his desire to spring forth and take her in his arms. Xext

morning at sunrise rhe spirit-people all disappeared. When they were gone the

chief spent the day in wa.shing and cleansing his visitor with strong “medicine.”

When the second night fell he hid the young man again and warned him not to be

seen of the spirits or to touch his wife. Presently the spirit-people arrive, and as

on the night liefore, they begin to sniff as they enter the house, and some cry out

that they smell a living person. The chief again tells them they are mistaken, that

iro living person could possibly be there. Then they all enter and the cradles are

hung up and the dancing begins. When this is done they march as before in

single file all round the building. Again the young man with difficulty restrained

himself from springing out upon his wife, so strong was his desire to hold her in

his arms
;
but remembering his promise to the chief and the consequences that

would follow his action, he kept himself hidden. Next day the chief washed the

youth again in his “ medicine,” and when the spirits returned that evening they

entered without hesitation or remark. When they were marching round the house

that night, the desire to take Ids wife in his arms was too strong for the young

man to resist, and as she passed by him, he .sprang out and caught her. No sooner

had he done so than she and all the other people disappeared, babies and cradles

and all, and he was left grasping nothing but the empty air. The chief chided him
for his lack of .self-restraint, and told him he should have waited one night longer.

Next day he washed him with his “medicine” again, and in the evening the spirit-

people returned and entered the house as usual. Again they danced and marched

round. When they had just completed the fourth round the young man, acting on

the advice of the chief, sprang out and seized his wife, and this time she remained in

his arms, nor did any of the other spirits disappear. The chief immediately threw

some of his “ medicine ” upon the man and his wife, and this enabled them to remain

together. Next day the wife stayed behind with her husband when the others went

out. During the day the chief spoke on this wise to the man :
“ To-morrow your

wife will be strong enough to begin the journey with you back to the living world,

but if you wish to get home again with her you must be careful to follow my
instructions. \ou must on no account seek to enjoy your marital rights, you must
not even lie near her. Camp early each day and light a big fire before sunset, and
keep it burning well all through the night, and you sleep on one side of it and let

her sleep on the other.”

Next day he sent them away and gave them a great quantity of provisions
for their journey, and many blankets and skins, and two horses to carry them.
Towards evening the man pitched his camp, laid in a large quantity of wood and
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lit a big fire
;
and after they had eaten they laid down to sleep through the night

on opposite sides of the fire as the chief had advised.

Next morning they found their provisions and other gifts had been doubled in

the night, and they now had four horses, and twice their former quantity of every-

thing else. This they packed on the spare horses and set off again. For many

days they thus travelled, each night making a big fire and lying on opposite sides

of it. As each new day broke, they found two additional horses among the others,

and new possessions enough to make them big packs. After a long time had

elapsed, and they had come far, they neared their home and camped one day’s

journey out. This was on a wide stretch of prairie-land. By this time their

horses had multiplied sufficiently to nearly fill the whole prairie, and all were

well laden with stores of food and skins and blankets. The people of the

village on perceiving next morning this great company of horses, sent two young

men out to see what it meant, and to learn who was coming.

When they came up with the man and wife, they ask who he is, and where

he is going.

He tells them he is the man who formerly lost his wife, and went to seek

her in the land of the dead. They hurry back and tell the chief who he is. He

asks, “ Has he got his wife with him ?
” “ Oh yes,” they reply

;

“ we saw her with

him.” By the time they reached the village, a similar period to that which he

had spent in looking for his wife had elapsed, and she was now grown strong

again, and accustomed to the contact of living people, so there was no longer any

need to keep apart, and thereafter he lived with her as before her death. He was

now a wealthy man and gave many feasts.

Hot long after his return, a second man lost his wife. After he had put the

corpse away, he came to the first man, and asked him how he had recovered his

wife. He related the whole circumstance, keeping nothing back
;
whereupon

the other determined to set out and train for supernatural power in like manner.

He did so, and at the end of the fourth year, set off on his deceased wife’s spirit

trail. In course of time he arrived at the village of the ghosts, and was

treated by the chief as the other had been. On the fifth day his wife being

restored to him, he set off homewards with her, and duly followed the chief’s

instructions until he reached his last camping place on the prairie just outside the

village. As with the other man, so it had been with him
;
his horses and his

provisions and other belongings had multiplied on the journey
;
and he, too, now

possessed great wealth. But on this last night he failed to observe the instructions

that had been given him, and lay with his wife and had intercourse wdth her.

When he awoke next morning he found himself lying all alone on the bare ground,

with no sign of wife, or horses, or other possessions to be anywhere seen. Thus

did he suffer for his lack of self-restraint.

There is an obvious moral here.

2 AVoL. XXXIV.
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Myth of Kaja.m the Wolverine, and the Salmon Spaavn Girls.

Belated by Francois of StEelis.

Kaiam lived at TsEatsta (now Silver Creek). One day she came down the

river to get a Kokwats (“ cohoe ” salmoni). Having caught one, she took it home

with her. As soon as she got back she set to work to clean it, and take out the

kElEq (the roe or eggs). As she washed them she heard a sound like a child’s cry.

The sound came from the salmon roe, each half cried like a child. She took them

into the house, and in a little while they developed into two big girls. When they

were grown up, Kaiam became ill, and told the girls she was going to die, and

instructed them to take her dead body, wrap it in her blanket, and place it in her

canoe and leave her thus. “ When you wrap me up,” said she, “ be careful to put

my hammer and horn and wolverine skin, and my paint and mica-dust inside my
blanket.” This they promised to do. Shortly after she died, as the girls thought.

In reality, she was only shamming death for purposes of her own.

They wrapped her up in her blanket and put the articles she had named

inside, and then laid her in her canoe on the river, and went home to mourn.

When the old woman found herself alone, she drew back the loose ..and wrinkled

skin on her hands and arms up under her arm-pits. In like manner she drew up

the skiu of her legs, and also smoothed back under her hair the wrinkles of her

face. Then she painted herself after the manner of young men, and took the

horn and hammer and put tliem between her legs, and made of them a man’s penis

and testes. Then she took her canoe and went to where the girls were performing

their mortuary ablutions. As she paddled by, she said to them in her character of

a young man, “ Is it true you have lost your grandmother ?
” They reply that it

is, and invite him to land and come home with them. She does so, and now the

girls cpiarrel between themselves, whose husband of them she shall be. She

enters the SkiiniEl {winter vndergrovnd dwelling) with them, and they lay a pile

of mats for her to sit on. The last mat laid down belonged to the younger girl, so

she therefore takes preference over her sister. They now prepare a meal for the

seeming young man. But as their visitor was really an old and toothless woman,

and she could not properly chew her food, she had to hide her face when she ate.

This she did by holding one arm up before her mouth. After she had eaten her

full, she went outside, and the two girls finished the meal.^ By this time it was
night, and they lay down together, she .seeming young man lying between the trvo

young women. During the night she had intercourse with both of the girls, first

with the younger, and then with the elder. The next morning the girls went out
to bathe, and as they were bathing the elder asked the younger if her vulva was
not swollen and painful. Her sister replied that it was, and that she believed
they had been deceived, and that this seeming young man was not really a man
at all, but only their old grandmother disguised as one.

' Among the Indians in the old diiya the women
upon them, and fini.shed what they left.

never ate with the men, but waited
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Said the younger, “We will test her to-night
;
you lie on one of her arms, and

I will lie on the other, and then we will tickle her, and make her laugh. When
she laughs, we shall easily tell whether she is what she seems to be, or only a

miserable deceiver.” When they retii'ed that night, the girls did as they had

planned, and gave their bed-fellow a good tickling. Soon the old woman began

to laugh, and her cracked tones revealed the voice of their grandmother. They

continued to tickle her till she cried out for mercy, and confessed the trick she

had played upon them. Then they dragged her out of bed down to the beach,

tickling her as they went. There they tickled her till she died. As she was

dying they said to her, “ Hereafter when people tell of your trick, and how we

served you, the weather will always become calm on the lake.”

After this incident, the girls went up the creek. In course of time they

came to a dwelling in winch lived an old blind woman and her daughter.

The latter was from home when the two girls arrived, but her baby was hanging

in its cradle from the spring-pole. The old woman cried out when the girls

entered, “ Don’t come too close if you belong to tire shore people.” “ Whose baby

is that ?
” said one of the girls. “ Where is the mother of it ?

” “ It is my
daughter’s

;
she has gone out swinging,” said the old woman. The child was crying

all the time, and the younger of the girls said, “ I don’t think you wash the child

often enough, it wants washing badly.” The old woman replied, “ I can’t get any

water
;
I can’t see

;
I am blind.” Then the girls said they would wash the baby

for her; and therewith took it out to the stream. Presently they pretend to

bring it back, but instead of the baby, they really put a small log in the

cradle, and make off with the child.

After they had been gone some time, the old woman found out the trick

they had played upon her, and called out to her old husband, SkwaskwustEl

{=“ cooking-stone”) to come home. He is down the creek fishing for salmon, and

does not at first hear her. By-and-bye her shouts reach him, and he goes home

to see what is the matter. The daughter arrives also about the same time, and

the old woman tells them what has happened.

“ Carry me on your back, daughter, and we will go after the women who stole

your baby,” said the old woman. Tliis the daughter did
;
and they thus set off

together in pursuit of the girls. As they went the old woman used her magic

power so effectually that they speedily caught up with the girls.

When the daughter saw them, she threw her old mother aside, and ran to

seize her baby ; but as soon as her mother was off her back, the path lengthened

out again, and the girls and the baby were a long way ahead. She went back to

her old mother and again took her on her shoulders. Said the old woman to her,

“ Keep me on your back, daughter, until you are quite close to the women.” But

the daughter, when she again came up with them, was too eager to seize her baby

to heed her mother’s instructions, and threw the old woman aside a second time
;

whereupon the trail lengthened out betw'een herself and the women as before, and

she lost sight of them again. She now became very angry, and took up Jier old

2 A 2
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mother and threw her on a log and said, “ Stay there and hereafter become roots

for people to eat.” Then she went home and took the old man down to the creek,

and threw him into the water, saying as she did so, “ Stay there, and become a

stone for the salmon to hide under.” After that, she went home and took her

child’s garments, and began to wring them out. As she was doing so, she heard

an infant’s cry. This came from a child that had come into existence from the

urine she had wrung from the garments of her lost child. By this time the stolen

child had grown to manhood, and the second child, who was also a boy, was

quickly growing into a strong youth. One day the elder brother went out

hunting mountain goats, leaving the two women, whom he had taken for wives,

behind, with the two children they had borne him. Jfow it so happened that the

younger brother had also gone out hunting in the mountains, and both had taken

the same direction, and in the course of their hunting, fell in with each other, and

sat down to eat together
;
the elder first invited the younger to eat with him, and

then the younger returned the compliment. When they liad secured their game

they parted, the one going home to his wives, the otlier to his mother. The latter

told his mother of his encounter with the stranger in the mountains.” “ Ah,” said

she, “ I suspect that is your elder brother who was stolen. If you meet him again,

you must propose to gambol together, and then look well at his arms when he

bares them to play, and see if there is a mark just above the elbow of the right

arm.” Soon after, both brothers got out hunting again, and come together a

second time. They eat with each other as before, and after their meal, the

younger proposes they shall gambol together. The other consents, and when he

bares his arms, the younger perceives the mark which his mother had spoken of,

as being on his brother’s arm. As soon as he S!iw it, he cried out, “ You are my
lost brother. I know you by that mark on your arm. I have asked you to

gambol purposely that I might find out whether you had that mark on your right

arm. My mother said you were carried off by two girls when you were a baby,

and when she heard I had met a man in the mountains, she suspected that you

were her stolen child and my brother.” When the elder brother heard this, he

said, “ I will go home and punish my wives for their wicked conduct, and then I

will come back here and meet you again, and you shall lead me to my mother.”

They then part again, the younger going back to tell his mother that the stranger

was really his lost brother, and the elder to punish his wives for their wickedness.

With this end in view, he gathered a large quantity of pitch, and when he

got home, made a big fire and burnt up the two women. But before he put them
into the fire, he placed a quantity of white hair in the bosom of the younger, who
w as the good-natured one, and a similar bundle of black hair in the bosom of the
other, who was bad-tempered and mean. From this circumstance, it came to pass
that the ashes of the younger were transformed into the light fleecy clouds of
summer and those of the elder into the dark and lowering clouds of winter; and

a
^ younger becarrre the bright and friendly robin, but that of the

elder the dark and croaking raven ; while from the sparks of the fire a flock of
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little “ snow-birds ” arose. This done, the man set out to meet his younger

brother, and when they met, the two went home together.

Soon after their return, the mother thought she would set the elder son in the

sky, to see if he was fit to be a sun to light up the world. Accordingly she placed

him in the heavens. Next morning he shone out bright and clear, but before she

decided to let him remain there, she resolved to test his powers. So she took

the napkins she had used when her sons were children,' and spread them out in

the sun. Thereupon the sun’s light paled and faded, and looked like that of the

moon.

Then she called him down, and sent his younger brother up in his stead. The

younger was called Sk'W'timtcKtl (meaning unknown). She tested him in like

manner, but the napkin could not dim the brightness of his light, so he remained

there and became the sun. The elder brother she now placed in the night sky, and

he became the moon, because his light was pale and white. Said she to the

younger, “ You take care of people by day,” and to the elder, “ You look after them

at night.” Thus came the sun and the moon.

In the narration of the latter part of this story, “ Mary Anne ” disputed the

correctness of Francois’ version, and said she had always heard it told otherwise.

She gave her version, which is as follows :—Instead of burning his wives, the man
wrapped each in her blanket, and then took them down to the lake and said to

them, “Go, wade into the water until it is over your heads, then jump up and

plunge down again like sturgeons.” The women waded into the water and

endeavoured to do as he had bidden them. The younger succeeded, and became

thereafter the sturgeon, the elder failed to jump up, and so became the “ sucker.”

Then he went back to the house, and transformed his children into “ snow-birds.”

After that he meets his younger brother, and goes home to his mother. Then both

bathe in the creek, after which they retire for the niglit. Next day the younger

one sits by the fire, and the heat causes him to dissolve into the urine from which

he had sprung. “ Mary Anne’s ” version does not say what became of the elder

brother, but concludes with the dissolution of the younger. Thus one version

accounts for the creation of the sun and moon, the other for the sturgeon and

sucker.

Stoky of SkaIaq the Mink.

“ Grandmother,” said Skaiaq, “ you say my father is the Sun ?
” “ Yes,

grandson,” replied the old woman, “the Sun is your father. He is my elder

brother ” (SutlatEl= elder brother or cousin.) “ I want to go and see him,” said the

grandson. “ You cannot do that,” answered the old woman, “ he is too far off. “ I

‘ It was formerly the custom among the Indians of this region to take the napkins and
cradle in which a child had been reared and place them in a bush or tree in the forest, when
the child had outgrown their use. Hence her possession of these napkins, which she must have
fetched from their hiding place in the forest for her purpose. Among primitive peoples, and
particularly among the Indians of this district, excrement and urine were regarded as possessing

extraordinary power. See instance of this in the story of the girl who was carried off by an
owl, given below.
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don’t care how far off he is, I am going to see him,” said Skaiaq, and he thereupon

sets off to visit his father the Sun. When he got near to the Sun, the latter,

perceiving him, cried out and said, “ Is that you, son Skaiaq ?
” “ Yes, father,

replied he, “ I have come to visit you.” Now the Sun’s wife would not look at

Skaiaq, and he wondered why. The next morning the Sun said to Skaiaq, “ Don t

put anything on the fire that crackles and sends out sparks.” But the first thing

that Skaiaq did was to go out and gather wood that crackled and sent out sparks

in the burning. First he went to the alder tree and asked, “ Do you crackle when

you burn ?
’’ “ No,” said the alder tree. Then he went to another, and asked the

same question, and to several others, receiving the same replies. At last he

questioned the cedar tree, which answered, “ Yes, I crackle and throw out lots of

sparks.” Skaiaq thereupon gathered some cedar, and took it home. His object in

doing this was to get a look at his father’s wife’s face. She was the Thunder and

Lightning. Now she had kept her face hidden from him lest he should he burnt

and scorched to death by her glances. When the cedar began to crackle and

shoot, she turned round to see what was the matter, and Skaiaq was instantly

shrivelled up, only his skin and bones remaining.

When the Sun, his father, came home that night he saw the remains of his

son, and asked his wife what had happened. She told him ivhat had occurred.

Thereupon he steps over his son’s bones four times and Skaiaq is restored to life

again. He gets up, scratches his head in an amused manner, and remarks to his

parent in casual tones, “ Dear me, I must have been asleep a long time, I didn’t

know you had got back.” His father said to him, “ I cannot trust you to stay at

home, you shall take my place to-morrow.”

Next morning, Skaiaq received the following instruction from the Sun. “ You

must keep the day bright till about noon, tlien go behind a cloud for a little while
;

in the afternoon do the same again.” Skaiaq promised to carry out his wishes. After

sunset he returned to his father, who asked if he had done as he had bidden him.

“ Yes, I did exactly what you told me,” rephed Skaiaq. The next day he went

out, and again a third day, and was careful to do as his father had instructed him.

After the third day he said he was tired, and wanted to rest, so his father went out

himself the following day. Before he left, however, he warned Skaiaq not to

climb up on the rafters of the house. Skaiaq promised to comply with his wishes.

But no sooner had his father the Sun set out upon his course than Skaiaq said to

himself, “ I wonder why he doesn’t want me to go up there. I shall certainly

climb up,” and he straightway set about doing so. When he got among the rafters

he saw the genitalia of a woman hanging there
;
and he had coition. When he

returns to the ground again, he finds his step-mother dead. When the Sun came
home that night, and saw his wife lying dead he knew that Skaiaq had disobeyed

him and had caused her death. So he takes a club, and clubs him to death and
throws out his dead body. Then he steps four times over his rvife’s corpse, and
she is restored to life again. After some time Skaiaq also comes to life, and returns
to his grandmother again.
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Myth of the Owl Husband.

Related by “ Mary Anne.”

There was once a discontented little girl who cried to have her own way in

everything. She used to cry every night when her mother put her to bed. One
evening a SlalakEm owl came and carried her off to his house in a tree and
kept her there tiU she was grown a big girl, and then took her to wife. She often

thought of her home, and longed to be able to get back. One day she determined

to try to do so, and sought how she might get down from the tree in which she

lived with Owl. She begged to be allowed to go down in order to urinate. At
first Owl would not hear of it, and told her to urinate where she was

;
but she

importuned him so much, that at last he consented to let her down to the ground

with a rope for a little while, telling her to call out to him when she was ready to

return. As soon as she reached the foot of the tree she urinated, and bade her

urine make reply to Owl when he called out, that she was not ready yet. Then
she hastily set out for her parents’ home and in course of time arrived there and
hid herself among the rafters of the building. Meanwhile Owl got tired of waiting

for her to call out to be taken up, and shouted out to know if she was ready.

The urine called back, “ No, not yet.” Owl waited a little longer, and shouted again,

“ Are you ready ?
” “ No, not yet,” replied the urine. Again a third time he

called out, and received the same answer. Then losing patience he told her to

ascend at once or he would come and fetch her. As his wishes were not complied

with, he went down himself to see why she did not return, and found that she had

tricked him by means of her urine and gone off. Following her trail he came to

her parents’ house, and asked if his wife was there. They replied in the

affirmative, and called out to her to come down to her husband. Said they, “ You
are still the same discontented person

;
you used to cry when you were put to bed,

and now you have run away from your husband. Come down and go home with

him.” So the yoimg woman came down and Owl took her back with him. But

she objected so much to live any longer in the tree that he built her a house upon

the ground, and they lived there. Some time after this she bore a child to Owl.

Now she had a brother who was older than herself, whom she longed to see
;
so

she sent a little bird to ask him to come and see her. One day being in his

neighbourhood this little bird accosted the brother and begged that he would

follow his sister’s trail and pay her a visit. The brother promised to do so, and

forthwith set out. He followed her trail, which made many turns, and at last

arrived at Owl’s home, and went in to see his sister and her baby. He stayed

with her and himted deer for some time. Besides this sister married to Owl,

he had another at home with his parents. He wanted her to come and live with

them, so he sent a message to her by a little bird. When she received the

message she thought, “ He is not coming back, I must induce him to come home
again. If I take a nice-looking girl with me, and tell him he can have her for a
wife perhaps he’ll come back again.” So before she set out to go to them, she
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went to aaother girl in the village, and asked her to accompany her. She

complied, and they set off together, and, following the trail according to the

instructions she had received through the little bird, came in time to the house.

When the two girls arrive it is arranged that they shall stay for some time. One

day the brother went out hunting and shot several deer, and took home a small one

with him leaving the remainder behind. When he gets back, he tells Owl what

he has done, and asks him to go and fetch the rest of the deer. How the youth by

his “ medicine ” caused Owl’s pack-strap to break whenever he was crossing a river.

This necessitated his going back to get another deer, as he could not recover those

that fell into the water. In the meantime the youth and the wife and sister set

fire to Owl’s house, and burnt it up with the baby in it, and then started oft

towards their father’s village together. At last Owl gets back with the last of the

deer which he has managed to bring safely across the river, and finds his house

and all his belongings burnt to the ground. He also knows that his child has

been burnt, by finding its liver, which was aU that was left of it, among the ashes.

Said he when he saw it, “ They should not have burnt the child.” On their way
back the young people come to a lake. “ Let us sit down here for awhile,” said

the youth, “ and rest.” They did so, and presently he said, “ 1 want some
water. 111 go down to the lake and drink.” “Ho, let me fetch you some,’ said

his wife. But he went himself, and walked out on a log that extended some

way into the water. When he got to the end, he stooped down to drink, and as

he did so he apparently slid off the log into the water and disappeared. The
girls saw what had happened from the bank above, and rushed down and went
out on the log to help him. But he did not come to the surface again. When
they got to the end of tlie log, they looked down into the water, which was very

clear and transparent, and plainly saw the bottom of the lake, for some distance

loniid, but no sign of the young man’s body. They Waited a little while and
then returned to the bank and sat down to cry. Presently one of them said, “ I

am afraid we shall never see him again, a sldlahurn must have carried him off,

it is useless waiting here, we had better go home.” They set off and in due

course reach their village and relate what had happened
;
and when the young

man s parents learn the sad news they grieve much over his loss.

How in another settlement about fifty miles off there lived a very beautiful

girl. She had many suitors for her hand but she rejected them all
;
none of them

pleased her. When she refused them all her parents lost patience with her and
scolded her, and asked her whai kind of a husband she wanted, saying that none
of the j oung men of the village was good enough for her. Feehng sore at heart at
their scolding, she determined to leave her home and go away by herself. Accor-
dingly one day she set off, and, after going a long way, she chanced to come to the

w lere the joung man had fallen in and disappeared. She stopped to rest here,

the I n!°rtr to sing. In her song she calls out

».e, I h.ar.1 ell... “ No I <Wt waat you " repli» the gixl ..Why dW you
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call my name then ? ” questions the diver. “ I didn’t know it was your name
;
I

always sing in that way,” responded the girl. The diver then left her. Presently

the girl began singing again, and this time she called out the name of the northern

diver (swakweL) Soon after a male bird of this species came up near her and
asked, “ Did you call me ?

”
“No,” replied the girl. “ Why did you call my name

then ? ” questioned he. “ Is it your name I called ?
” returned she

;

“ I didn’t know
it

;
I always sing in that way.” The bird dived again. A third time the girl sang,

and in her song called out the name of the swakwel again. This time a female

bird rose out of the water, and asked the same question as before, and received the

same answer. Now this third bird was wife to the youth who had fallen into the

water, and disappeared in the lake. He had not been drowned or carried otf by a

slalakum as his sisters and wife had supposed. As the waters closed over his head

this diver-woman had come to him and offered him a diver’s skin, and persuaded

him to live with her in the lake. He had complied, and had stayed with her ever

since. But now when a fourth time the girl on the bank sang her song, and called

out swakwel, he came to the surface and asked her if she had called huii. This
time she replies in the affirmative. He thereupon casts aside his diver’s skin, and

becomes a young man again, and takes the girl to wife. On the morrow they set

out for the girl’s home.

When they were getting near the young man said, “ I don’t want any of your

people to see me. Is there any house I can stop at apart from the rest ?
” “ No,”

replied the girl, “ there are only four skumEl,* and they are close together. There

is, however, a small house on this side of the village where a man who has the

leprosy (skom) lives apart by himself, but you could not stop there.” The young

man makes no reply, but presently hastens on in advance of his wife, and when he

comes to the leper’s dwelling goes in and takes the man by the hair and shakes him
so that his bones drop out of his skin. The young man then dons the leper’s skin,

and assumes the character of the leper. Presently his wife, who has followed his

trail, and sees it lead into the leper’s house, comes in and asks if her husband is

there. “ No,” said the seeming leper, “ nobody has been here.” “ That is strange,”

said the wife, “ his tracks lead here and there are none leading out
;
he must be

here.” “ No, he isn’t,” said the leper. But the woman is convinced that her

husband is in the house, and for aught she knows to the contrary may even be this

seeming leper, who seems so anxious to get rid of her, and she determines to stay

there with him. Her presence in the house of the leper soon becomes known to

the people of the village, and there are plenty to go and tell her parents of her

disgraceful conduct, as it seems to them. Said they, “You ought to be proud of

your daughter. None of the young men of the village was good enough for her,

and now she is living with a miserable leper,” and they scoff and jeer. When the
girl’s parents learn that their missing daughter is living with the leper, as they
suppose, their hearts are filled with sorrow for her, and they send her a supply of
food by her younger sister, thinking she must be hungry. When the little girl had

‘ Winter underground houses.
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come and gone back again, the youth went out and washed himself in the creek

near by, using the tips of spruce and balsam branches to scrub himself with
;
and

as the needles fell off the branches they became transformed into ts’akwEs.^ He
took home a few of them, and told the girl to go to the creek and get the rest, and

if her sister came again to give her some for her parents. Hext day when her

younger sister came again with more food she filled her basket with the ts’&wEs

and told her to give them to her mother and father. When the old man saw his

daughter’s presents he said to his wife, “ You had better go and bring our daughter

and her husband home here.” The mother goes to the leper’s house and tells her

daughter to come and bring her husband with her. The young woman thereupon

takes the leper on her back, and “ packs ” him thus to her father’s house. When
the people of the village see her carrj’ing the leper they mock and laugh at her,

especially Eaven, who cries out, “You’ve chosen a nice husband, indeed, after

refusing the best young men in the village
;
I wish you joy of him.” That night

when all had gone to bed, the young man took off his leper’s skin. His wife’s little

sister observed what he did, and took her elder sister’s hand, and told her to feel

her husband’s body with it. She did so, and found his skin as smooth and soft and

whole as her own, there were no sores or blotches to be felt. She knew now that

she had not been deceived, and that he was thus disguised for some purpose of his

own. But she held her peace and said nothing.

The next day the young man went out into the bush, and gathered all the

deer for many miles round into one herd, and drove them into a gulch and hid

them there, and then went home again.

A great snow-storm now came on, and the snow was so soft and deep that

no hunting could be done, and the people began to suffer from hunger. The

young man bade his wife tell her father to make him a pair of snowshoes, a

fathom long and a half fathom wide. The father does so, and next morning the

young man gets up very early, before anyone is stirring, takes off the leper’s

skin and goes out in his new snowshoes, and takes a big jump into the snow and

back again, then puts on the leper’s skin and returns to bed. The morning

following he rises early, again fastens on his snowshoes, and sets off into the bush.

Presently he came to a secluded spot, and took off the leper’s skin and hung it in

a tree, and went towards the gulch, into which he had driven and secreted the

deer. Meantime, liis wife had followed his tracks, and coming presently to the

tree in which he had left the leper’s skin, saw it hanging there, and took it down
and returned home with it. She determined to destroy it. This she does by
burning it in the fire. Said she, “ He shall not shame me any longer with it. He
is a finer-looking man than any of them, and I have no reason to be ashamed of

1
,

kind of \aluable treasure, which is only to be got ordinarily from the coast and

toL^u« war.^L? m IV"*"
blankets. I could not understand what thist^uxe was

; only that xt was « Something white with a hole in it,” but not a shell of any
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him, as Eaven shall see.” While this was happening the young man was killing

the deer, and making up the meat into four packs.

By his “ medicine ” he reduced the size of these packs to a very small

compass, so that he could carry them all easily. Wlien he got back to the tree, he

could not find the leper’s skin, and had to go home without it, He saw his wife’s

tracks, and suspected she had followed him and destroyed it. When he reached

his father-in-law’s SkumEl, he left his packs on the roof and descended the ladder.

When he gets down, the inmates are surprised to see a handsome young stranger,

and wonder who he is
;
and when they presently discover he is husband of the girl

who is supposed to have married the leper, some of them say to Eaven, “ You

should not have been so quick to jeer at her, she has a fine husband after all.”

The young man bids his wife tell her mother to clean out the SkiimEl, and

her father to fetch down one of the four packs he had left on the roof, and

distribute the remainder amongst the other three houses. This they do. When
the old man untied the packs to let down the meat, it increased so much, that each

house was nearly filled with it. The young man then bade the people share the

meat equally amongst them all, and there was great feasting and rejoicing. Four

times he supplied them with venison in this way.

His wife now presented him with a son. When the child got to be three or

four years old, it began to cry incessantly night and day. The grandparents ask

the mother why she does not stop the child’s crying. She says, “ I can’t, he is

crying for his paternal grandparents.” At last the mother comforts the child by

promising him that he shall go and see his paternal grandparents, and he stops

crying. How they make preparations for the journey. The young man and his

father-in-law get in much bear and deer and goat flesh and fat, and the old woman

and her daughter gather a large supply of roots. The stores of skins and blankets

are opened, and a large number set aside for presents to the young man’s parents

and relations. When everything is ready, and packed in separate bundles, the

young man uses his mystery power, and reduced the size and weight of the packs

to such a degree, that the whole could easily be carried in the hand of one person.

The old people now bid the young couple set off. So tliey say farewell, and

start. How since the young man had left his home, another son had been

born to his parents, who was now about four or five years old. This lad the

young man willed to meet him when they neared his parents’ house. So when

they reached the verge of the village, they saw the little boy shooting with his

toy arrows.

The elder brother went towards him, and hid behind a bush, and when the

younger came near to look for his arrows, he cried out and asked him what he was

looking for. The younger rephed, “ I am looking for my arrow.” “ Is this it ?
”

said the elder, holding up the arrow. “ Yes,” answered the other, and came

forward to get it.

The elder now observed that the boy’s hair was cut very close, and said, “ Why
is your hair cut so short ?

” The lad replied, “ My parents had another son older
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than I am, who was carried aM'ay by a sUdakum and drowned ”
; and he related the

incident of his brother’s disappearance, and said he wore his hair short, because

his parents had not ceased to monm over his brother’s death. By this, the elder

knew that the little boy was his brother, and he said to him, “ I am your elder

brother. I was not drowned as my sisters supposed. Go home and tell your

mother and father that I am here. Say to them that they must clean up the

house, and lay down a line of blankets from this spot to the house
;
I don’t like to

walk in the mud about the houses.” The little boy ran home and repeated his

elder brother’s message. But his mother thought he was playing a trick upon

her, and took a stick and whipped him.

The little fellow then ran back to his elder brother, and told him that his

parents would not believe what he said. The elder brother then untied one of his

packs, and took out therefrom a large piece of prime kidney-fat, and gave it to

the younger, telling him to return to the house and give his mother the fat, as a

sign of the truth of his statement. The little fellow ran home with the fat and

gave it to his mother, saying at the same time, “ He has lots more in his pack.”

The old people now Ijgheve the story, and set about cleaning the house,’ and

laying down the carpet of blankets.

When all is ready, they go forth and bring their lost son and his wife and

child in. The young man had left his pack where he had rested, and as soon as

he got home, asked his father to send four men for it. But meantime, the pack

had greatly increased in .size and weight, and when the four men tried to bring

it, they found it much beyond their strength, and had to get more help. The

pack still increased in size and weight, and it was found necessary to employ all

the men in the village to bring it in. Tliey sling it on two long poles, and so

carry it in that way. AVhen they got to the house, there was more trouble to get

it in, but at last the task was accomplished.

The young man then bids his father gather a large supply of fire^yood, and

give a great feast, and invite everybody in the village. No one was to be left out.

AVhen all were come, the house was full to overflowing. Then the old man untied

the pack, and shook out enormous quantities of fat and meat, and roots of all

kinds, and many blankets. He gave a blanket to each person present, and on it

was placed as much meat and fat and roots as each could carry away. When all

had received his portion, they wrap it up in the blanket, and take it home to their

houses.

But Kaven, who was a greedy voracious person, could not wait to get home
with his, birt sat down by the way and devoured it, lest his family might get

some portion of it.

' Among the Indians of this region it was
visitors by cleaning up the house and nuttino A ^ honour distinguished guests oru putting down blankets for them to walk on.
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The Myth of the Wolves and the Coepse.

Once a man and his wife lived together by themselves. The wife became ill,

and shortly after died. The husband is very sorry, and grieves much over her

death. He puts the corpse of his wife away in the branch of a tree. The night

following he went to the place, and lay down alongside of the corpse. How,
during the night, four wolves came along, and discovered the bodies in the tree.

Three of the wolves were males, the other was a female. Each of the male wolves

tried in turn to jump up and seize the corpses, as they thought both were, but all

three failed to reach them. Then the female wolf tried, and she succeeded in

getting into the tree at the first spring. She felt both of the bodies, and found one

was bound up like a corpse, and tlie other was not. The bound one she threw

down to the others, saying that that was their share, and she would have the other

for herself, and they were not to touch it. When she got down sire said to them,
“ You pack that one and I’ll pack this.” So they took the two bodies home to

their “ skixmEl.” Now the man had held his breath, and pretended to be dead in

the tree, but, as he was being carried by tire wolf-woman ire had to open his lungs

occasionally and breathe. The wolf-woman perceived this and knew thereby that

he was not dead. When they got home the three wolf-men ate the corpse of the

wife, but the wolf-woman put the husband upon a shelf. Wheir night fell, and

they had gone to bed, she took him down and put him in her own bed, and lay

with him. Ne.xt morning when the wolf-men arose they saw their sister was

lying with a man. They say nothing, but go out hunting deer, but fail to find

any, because the man, who was a great hunter, had got up and gone out hunting

too, and had driven all the deer of the neighbourhood into a secluded, gulch and

hidden them there. The wolf-men come home day after day without any game. One
day when they were almost starved the man went out and killed all the deer, and

made the meat into four packages. By his mystery power, he made these so small

that he could easily carry them all at once. He took tliem home. Now in the

wolf village there were four “ skumEl.” So he bids his wolf-wife take a pack to

each of the four houses and throw the meat down to the inmates. Slie does so, and

when the packs are untied the meat nearly fills the houses. The whole village

then feasts on the deer meat. After this the man went away towards the shore,

which was a long way off. When he got there he calls upon a whale to come up

upon the beach. The whale comes up and opens his mouth wide, and the man
enters it and cuts off a large cpiantity of the blubber. This he makes into a small

pack by his mystery power and leav'es on the beach. He then goes home and bids

his wife go and fetch it, telling her that he had found the whale on the beach, and
taken some of its fat. He instructs her to share the fat among the people, and say
to them that if they liked that kind of food they might accompany him to the
shore and get some more for themselves. They like the whale blubber so much
that they one and all accompany him. Not a single person is left behind. When
they get to the shore the man cuts a hole in the side of the whale, and tells the
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wolf-people to go in and help themselves. When everybody has passed in he gives

the whale a kick and off it goes sponting and groaning into deep water. Thus the

man revenged himself upon the wolf-people for eating his wife’s corpse, and

thus it is the whale spouts and groans to this day. It is caused by the wolves

inside it.

Myth of the Youth avho Changed his Face.

Related by “ Mary Anne.”

In a large village there once lived a man who had a very handsome daughter.

One night one of her many admirers went to her couch and sought to lie with her.

As he approached she called out, “ Is that you ?
” “ Yes,” answered he. Seeking

to put him off she asked, “ Have you washed yourself ?
” “ Ho, I haven’t,” replied

he. “ Go, first,” said she, “ and wash yourself and then you may come and lie with

me.” The youth went away and bathed in the river and then returned. When
lie was about to lie down she asked again, “ Have you washed yourself ?

” “ Tes,”

replied he, “ I have just come from the river.” “ Did you scrub yoiu’ genitals with

gravel.” “ Ho, I didn’t,” he answered. “ Go, then, first and do so, and then you

may come back to me.” Again the youth did as the girl bade him
;
but when he

returned the second time she refused without further excuse to let him share her

blanket. Angry at her conduct towards him, he left her and went to his own

home. Hext morning he started off alone, and went a long way into the forest.

In order that he might readily retrace his steps he dropped some small objects from

time to time to mark his trail. After he had walked a long way he came to two

old blind men who were engaged in making a canoe. They had only one adze

lietween them, which they passed from one to the other in working. When the

youth perceived that they were blind, he put out his hand and intercepted the

adze as the one passed it to the other. This action of the youth’s caused the old

men to quarrel
;
but presently discovering that a third person must be present who

was fooling them, they call out and ask, “ Are you, who took our tool, our grandson ?

if you are, don’t fool us in that way.” The youth then acknowledged his presence,

and addresses them as his grandparents. Straightway there comes upon him a

sudden accession of “ mystery power ” and he restores their sight. These two old

men were the willow grouse. They now say to him, “ Go through yonder wood

and you will come to an open prairie. In the distance you will see smoke. Take

that direction, and you will come to the house of our wives.” The young man took

the path pointed out to him by the old men, and when he emerges from the wood
peiceives in the distance the smoke of a camp fire. He goes towards it, and finds

the house as the old men had said. He enters and sees two old women, who also
are both blind, cooking some food. The one passes it to the other. When they do
so the jouth puts forth his hand and intercepts if. This causes an altercation to

^e place between the old women
; but presently finding out that the food is being

^ W 8™""=“" * I' it i». Jot’* J""!
''»J. e admite hij presence and restores their sight as he hall that ot
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their husbands. In return for his goodness they instruct him as to his journey.

Say they, “ Go through yonder wood, and beyond you will come upon a second

prairie. There you will find your grandmother. Sand-hill Crane. She will further

advise you as to your journey.” He follows their instructions and conies to the

house of the old Sand-hill Crane. She bids him welcome, and tells him to sit

down. She then gives him some roots to eat. After he had eaten she tells him

how to proceed on his journey. He goes forward again, and conies at length to

the home of the man he is seeking. This is the maker of faces. How before he

left the old Sand-hill Crane, she instructed him on this wise :
“ When you come to

the face-maker’s house, and he bids you look through his boxes for the face you desire,

be careful not to choose any of these ; look through the boxes but don’t make your

choice till you come to the last face of all, which leans against the wall by the

door. Choose that, it is the handsomest of them all. You will know it by its

beautiful long black hair.” The youth thanked her for her advice, and promised

to profit by it. When the face-maker saw the youth approaching he said to

himself, “ I suppose this young man wants to change his face
;
I wonder what

kind of a choice he will make ?
” Thej'outh entered and asked for a change of face.

“ Look through the boxes,” said the face-maker, “ and see which you would like.”

He does so, examining this and that but choosing none. At last he has seen them

all, and comes to the head with the long black hair, -which leans against the wall.

He takes this and says to the man, “ I like this best
;

I’ll have this one.” Said

the face-maker, “ You have made a good choice ; that is my best face. How come

and sit here, and I will soon effect the change of heads for you.” The youth sat

down where he was told, and the face-maker then took some of his “ medicine
”

and sprinkled it over the youth. Then he cut off his head, and put in its place the

one the youth had selected. The operation being over the young man thanked the

face-maker, and set out to retrace his steps. As he was leaving the house his

eyes fell upon the head he had just discarded, and he noted for the first time how

ugly he must previously have been. “ Ho wonder,” thought he, “ my sweetheart

was cold, who would care for a man with such a squint-eyed, crooked-nosed,

twisted-mouthed face as that,” and he laughed to think of the capital exchange he

had made. In course of time he got back home again. When there he willed in

his heart that the younger sister of the girl who had rejected him should come and

play there and see what a handsome man he now was. In a little while she

appeared and saw him. When she returned home she told her elder sister what a

fine-looking man there was in the house. That night the elder sister stole over to

the young man’s house and intimated that she would like to stay with him. Said

he, “ Have you washed yourself ?
” “ Ho,” said she. “ Go first and bathe yourself

and then come back.” The girl went and bathed in the stream, and then returned.

Upon her return he asked, “ Did you scrub your genitals with gravel?” “Ho,”

replied she. “ Then go back and do so before you lie down,” said he. The girl

went again to the river, and scrubbed her genitals till the blood came and then

returned to him. This time the youth said plainly to her, “ Go away, I don’t want
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jou,” and she left him and went home. Thus he punished her for her former

rejection of himself.

How the girl was angry at his treatment of her, and was determined to be

revenged. The next day, therefore, when she went out to fetch some water, she

willed that her stool be transformed into a bird, with bright and attractive

feathers. The metamorphosis immediately takes place, and she places the bird in

the lake. She then further wills that the young man’s younger brother should

come out and see it. This the lad did, and ran back to bid his elder brother come

and shoot it. The elder comes out with his bow and arrows and shot at the bird,

but failed to kill it
;
and the bird swam farther out into the water. The youth

now got into his canoe with his brother, and paddled after the bird. He attempts

to shoot it several times, but fails on each occasion. At last, when they are far

out upon the water, and out of sight of land, he strikes the bird, and immediately

it became excrement. He knows then that a trick has been played upon him.

He now paddles for the nearest shore. When he gets there, he pulls his canoe

out of the water, turns it upside down, and conceals his younger brother beneath

it. Then he lances his breast till the blood flows, and throws himself on his back

on the upturned canoe. Presently a saw-bill duck came along. He now wills the

duck to come and take him off. The duck does so, but goes only a little way, and

then returns with him again. The young man now takes the duck and shakes it

till its bones drop out of its skin. Then he lies down as before. In a little while

a diver came along. He treats the diver in the same manner as he had the duck,

and secures its skin also, and again lies down. Soon after, an eagle came down,

and its skin was secured in like manner. Then he took his brother, and clothed

him in the duck’s skin, and into the diver’s skin put his canoe and paddle, while he

himself donned that of the eagle. Said he now to his younger brother, “ Don t

you start until I am well out of sight.” With that he soared aloft, and presently

disappeared behind the clouds. The younger brother then flew away homeward,

in company wdth the canoe and paddle, and alighted at the StsEelis slough.

Meanwhile, the elder brother found himself in cloud-land, and unable to return.

After wandering about awhile, he came upon a house in which dwelt an old

couple, who addressed him as grandson. He stays with them and goes out daily

to hunt mountain goats. He kills many, and the old grandparents dry the meat

and fat of them. Birt the youth grieves and longs to get back to the earth again.

He gives up hunting, and lies on his back all day long and mopes. When the old

people see this, they say to him, “ Cheer up, grandson, you’ll get back by-and-bye,

and see your parents again. To-morrow go out and get us a large bundle of

infdsEtl. > This he did, and the old woman dried and combed, and spun it into a

or Great'iSlkwe^r^**^
of the Thompson Indians, known to botanists as the Asclepias

of this region ^^'ake
yields a strong fibre, and was universally employed by the natives

with the ThompsoiT In U
®®'*i**g lines and nets. It was an important article of commerce

quality.
' whose territory the grass was fairly plentiful and of good
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rope. For several successive days, he brought in bundles of nii5tsEtl. All day the

old woman was busy making a large basket, and all night she spun ropes. Soon

both the basket and the rope were finished and ready for use. They then made
up all the dried meat and fat into one big pack, and by their “ mystery power

”

so diminished the size of it that it appeared but a tiny parcel. They then put it

into the basket, and bade the youth get in also and lie down and cover his face

up, saying that they would let him down in it to tlie earth-world. He got in and

lay down, and they covered him up. Then they opened a hole in the floor of

their dwelling, and through this let down the basket by means of the long rope,

which the old woman had made from the mfeEtl. Before they let him down,

they told him that should the basket be stopped in its descent, he was not to

uncover his face and look out, only roll it from side to side, and then it would go

on descending. The stoppage, they said, would be caused first by the clouds, and

after that by the tops of the trees as he neared the earth. He promised to do as

they told him. But when the basket had gone down some way, and was stopped

by the clouds, he forgot his promise, and looked out to see what was the matter,

and the basket straightway returned to the top again. The old people reproved

him for looking out, and lowered the basket again. This time he went down a

little further, but when the basket stopped he again put out his head to see what

the impediment was, and immediately the basket was carried back to the top.

Three times this happened, and then the old people became very angry, and

warned him that if he came back again, they would not help him any more.

The fourth time he was careful to observe their instructions, and presently, after

a few temporary stoppages, found himself back in the earth -world. He takes

up his pack and gets out of the basket, which is straightway drawn up into

the clouds again. Then he went home, and the next day he gave a great feast,

and invited everybody in the village to come and share his meat and fat with

him.

Myth of the Thief.

Belated by “ Mary Anne.”

There was once a populous village. All the people lived in one long communal

dwelling except an old couple and their grandson. Xow some of the inmates of

the long-house began to lose their property. Every night a thief entered the

building and robbed one of the divisions, and got away with the plunder without

being seen. “ Who can it be that is thus nightly robbing us ? ” question the

people one of another. At last suspicion falls upon the grandson of the old

couple who lived apart by themselves, and they determined to set a watch that

very night and try and take him in the act. Now it so fell out that the suspected

youth, who was entirely innocent of the thefts, and moreover knew nothing of

them, had occasion to go to the long-house that night to see some one, and when

the watchers saw him coming they said to each other, “ Here comes our thief, let

us tie him up and throw him into the river.” When he came near they caught

Von XXXIV, 2 B
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and bound him, and took him down to the river at some little distance from his

grandparents’ dwelling, and threw him into the water and drowned him. But he

does not sink
;
he is floated down the river with the current, and the wind presently

rises and floats him ashore on the opposite side of the river near by a settlement.

Meantime his grandparents were wondering at his absence, and when the next day

passed without any sight of him they became very anxious. Ho one at the long-

house had seen him, they said, for those who had bound and thrown him into the

river kept the matter to themselves, the more so when they found on the following

morning that the thief had been at work again during the night and taken away

more property. As day by day went by and his grandparents received no news of

him, they were fain to believe he had been killed, or called off by a slalakum, and

they grievmd sorely over his loss.

How when the young people of the settlement, near to which the winds had

carried the floating body of the youth, went down to the river in the morning to

fetch water, they saw a strange object floating on its surface, and ran back to tell

their elders. These say, “ I suspect that is the body of your cousin who has been

missing
;
you had better go down and bring it up.” So the young people return to

the river and bring up the floating corpse to the house. The women spread some

mats on the floor and lay the body upon them. Then they untie the bindings

about it and sprinkle “ medicine ” over it, and in a little while the youth comes to

life again.

How the name of the people of this settlement was SEetIkai (meaning

unknown). The SEetIkai said to their young people, “ You ought to take him home,

his grandparents must be sorrowing for him.” Before the youth leaves them the

SEetIkai give him some of their “ medicine ” and a magic rope, and tell him to be

careful to sprinkle some of the “ medicine ” on his grandparents and in their house,

or else they would become twisted and knotted up like the trees that grew about

the settlement of the SEetIkai. The young SEetIkai now take him home. It is

night when he arrives. He sprinkles some of the SEetIkai “ medicine upon the

house and upon his sleeping grandparents, and then lies down in his bed and goes

to sleep. In the morning when the grandmother opens her eyes she sees her

grandson asleep on his bed, and wakens her husband, saying, “I think our grandson

has come back.” How, during the absence of their grandson they had not ceased

to bewail and lament his loss, and the sound of their cries and lamentations had

been easily heard by the people in the long-house. When these sounds ceased, as

they did, after the return of the grandson, the inmates of the long-house began to

wonder and ask one another why the old people had so suddenly stopped their

mourning, and they bid two of their young men to go down to learn the cause of

it. “ Why send two of us,” said Skaiaq, the mink, “ surely one is enough. Til go

down myself.” So he went down to the old people’s dwelling. How the grandson

had instructed his grandfather to build a platform outside the house. This the

old man bad done. As bkaiaq approached the youth went out to meet him, and
siwke thus to him, “ I believe you are one of those who tried to drown me the
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other night,” and with that he took him and threw him on the platform, and he

became all twisted and contorted by the SEetlkai power which the youth now
possessed. When Skai'aq did not return, the elders sent two other young men
down to see why he stayed, and to learn why the old couple had stopped their

mourning. The youth was awaiting them, and as they approached he made passes

before them with his hands, saying as he did so, “ I believe you are some of those

that ill-treated me the other night and threw me into the water to drown.” Before

he had finished speaking the two were all twisted and bent, and he threw their

bodies on the platform on top of that of Skaiaq. These messengers not returning,

the elders sent down other of their young men. These were treated in like

manner. When all the young men had been sent down, and none had returned,

the children were next sent. These the youth received as the others, and piled

their twisted bodies one upon another on the platform. After the children the

elders sent down the young women, and when they did not return, the middle-

aged men and women. Aud now, there being no one else to send, they deter-

mined to go themselves and see the cause of these strange proceedings, and

why no one had returned. But they, too, were treated in like manner as the

others, and now not one of the inmates of the long-house remained alive, they

all lay twisted and contorted in a great heap upon the platform which the youth

had bidden his grandfather erect for the purpose.

Now all this time the thieving had been going on, and every night something

had been stolen, until almost everybody’s property had been taken. After a few

days had passed, the grandparents ask their grandson what he was going to do with

the people, and whether he would not restore them to life again. Said he to them,

“They caused you unnecessary grief and sorrow, let them remain awhile; later

I’ll see what I can do for them.” After the lapse of several days the youth

took his SEetlkai medicine and sprinkled the bodies one by one with it, and every-

body was restored to life again,'Skaiaq last of all. Now, as he lay undermost, the

weight of the others had pressed him somewhat out of shape. When he came

back to life he cried out, “ Dear me ! I must have been sleeping.” The youth now

tells the people of the long-house that he will help them catch the thief that has

been robbing them with impunity for so long.

The night following they kept watch till near to dawn, then all of them

except the youth fell asleep. Just before daybreak, he heard the thief approach.

He stopped at the door, and thrust in his arm, which was exceedingly long, and felt

about in the house with it, and when he had seized what he wantetl, he withdrew

it aud went off with his plunder into the forest. The next night they arranged to

watch a second time, but all except the youth fell asleep again towards morning.

Just at dawn the thief came as before. Then the youth awoke the others, and

they saw how the thefts were accomplished. When the thief left with his booty

the youth said to the others, “ Come, let us go after him, but don’t shoot him

;

let us track him to his camp, aud then we shall know where he hides his

plunder.”

2 B 2
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Now the youth had power to make people’s feet sore at will. So when the

Slalakum thief was hurrying away from them, he caused his feet to become sore, so

that he had to go slowly, and they could keep up with him. After a little while

the Slalakum arrived at his camp. The youth then threw his magic rope at him,

and this wound itself about him and fastened him securely and he fell down. The

youth then throws some of his “ medicine ” upon him, and he is immediately

twisted and contorted and dies. The young men then enter the Slalakum’s

dwelling. They hear the old SMlakum within saying to himself, “ I wonder what

is keeping my sou so long, he ought to be home before this. When I used to go

out I was never so long away as he is.” The youth threw his magic rope at him,

and treated him as he had his son.

They find the dwelling stacked with their lost property and blankets

innumerable. Each takes what belongs to himself, and then the youth sets

fire to the house, and both it and the Slalakum’s bodies are burnt up. As the

bodies burn they throw out sparks, and these become the little Slalakums that now

inhabit the forest.

Thus was the thief discovered and punished.

Myth of the QeQal.s, or the Black-Bear Children.

’Ntopos (Magpie) had two wives Grizzly and Black-bear and eight sons, four

by each wife.

One day he went out hunting. Later in the day his Grizzly wife went to

meet him as he returned. She met him on his way home. “ Let us sit down and

rest, said she, “ you must be tired.” He consented and they sat down together.

As they rested she said to him, “ Let me louse you.” He allowed her to louse him

and as she did so she took her opportunity and bit him in the back of the head

and killed him.

(The incidents of the stoiy from this point on are so similar to those I

recorded in the story of Sqak’tktqiiaclt,' the Qals of the Thompson Indians, that I

shall skip them and take up the story again where the Qals returns from the

Thompson region to the Harrison, this being more particularly StsEelis territory

and therefore more particularly a StsEehs story.)

When the QeQuIs got back to the Harrison River they were accompanied by
Skaiaq, the Mink. Here they saw some people peeping through the cracks in a

lock at them. This made the QeQuIs angry and they transformed them straight-

way into stone. One of these stones is known now as the “ swan ” stone, another
as the hat stone and another as the “ whale ” stone, because of their resemblance
to these things. As they proceeded on their way they came to a place where a
large number of people dwelt. It was a Slalakum settlement. Skaiaq warned the
QEQals not to go into the Slalakums’ liouse, but they went in notwithstanding

:

and m the magical contests which took place between them Skaiaq had one of
ns anr.s ntten off by a Slalakum. He was ashamed of the fact and hid it

' Folk-lore
, vol. x. No. 2, June, 1899, London,
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from the QeQsIs, and when they started next morning he sat in the bow of the

canoe and did no paddling. The QeQrIs presently ask him why he does not

paddle. Skaiaq then makes pretence to paddle. “Why do you paddle with
only one hand?” asked they. “Where is your other hand?” iTow Skai'aq is

sitting with his back to the others and so he puts his sound hand first over one
shoulder and then over the other and says, “Here are my two hands.” But
the QeQuIs are not deceived and say, “ You need not try to deceive us, we
know you have lost your hand and we will restore it for you.” With that they

heal his hand and it became as sound as before. Shortly after they come upon
TsoIsIe spearing seal. Him they turn into rock as he crouched in the act of

throwing his spear. This rock may be seen to-day. From this point they went
to the place where the hot springs are now found, and here they saw some people

cooking salmon heads. They transform these people into stones and the hot

water they were using became the Hot Springs of Harrison. From here they

pass over to an island in the lake, where they find two men going through their

dancings and training for sAlia. They displease the QeQuIs and are turned into

stone. The water now became rough and big waves arose. This annoyed the

QsQals, and they transformed the waves into stone and they may be seen there

to this day. They next meet with an old SQolam or “ doctor,” and he challenges

them to a contest who could urinate the farthest and highest. They all try but

the old man beats them, and makes his water rise over the mountain top. They
leave him and go on and come to a person grinding a bone on a rock. “ W'^hy do

you do that ? ” asked the QeQuIs. Replied he, “ I am preparing this to use on the

QfiQals who I hear are coming this way.” The QfiQals laugh and take the bone

from the man, and put it in his head for ears. Then they strike his legs with the

old grizzly bear’s skin, which they carried with them, and make marks on them,

and then he becomes a deer. Some time later they meet an old man. This

person put on his bearskin coat and leggings and hat, swallowed large quantities

of down, and then took the QeQuIs up the lake, whistling as he went. He did this

to bring the north wind, and from that day no Indian ever whistles when he is

going up the lake. The north wind began to blow hard, and blew the down out of

the old man’s mouth, and this became snow. A heavy fall of snow soon lay on the

ground, and one of the QsQal got so tired with travelling that he was fain to stop

and rest. “ You had better make him strong again,” said the others to the old-

man. He does so and they all proceed again. Presently they come to a place

called S’ata, which means “stretching out.” This refeiTcd to the trail which

stretched out so far that it had no end.

At last they get to the old SQolam’s house.

When they arrived, the QeQsIs took the old man’s nose and threw it down
the river, and the place where it alighted has ever since been called “ miiksEl

”

{nose). They then took his arms and threw them away in like manner, and then
cut out his heart and threw it away, and it was turned to stone. This stone or
rock is called “ smant-tsala,” or “the heart-rock. ’ To this rock they said : “If
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people hereafter make fun of you and deride you, cause the wind to rise on the

lake. If they treat you with respect and regard, then make the waters calm for

them.” From here they went to Fort Douglas, and found an old man and his

wife. The man was out fishing when they arrived. He used the frame-work of a

K’mastsl {dip-net) without the net, and all he caught was the slime off the

salmon’s body. This he wiped off into a basket. The old woman was busy

heating the cooking stones when the QeQuIs arrived. When the old man brought

in his slime, the old woman took it and put it into a cooking basket with some

clean water. To this she added some berries and some roots, and thus made a

stew. The QeQals watched the operation, and when the stew was ready, shared

it with the old couple. The youngest of the QsQals now said to his eldest

brother, “ You must do something for these kind-hearted old people.” Thereupon

the eldest brother pulled out some of the hairs from his leg, and threw them on

the ground outside, and they became mEtsEtl (a fibrous grass from which the old

Indians made their fishing lines and nets). He then took some of the mEtsEtl and

combed and prepared it and showed the old couple how to roll or spin its fibres

into yarn on their thighs, and further, taught them how to make nets from it,

bidding them say as they finished each round, “ Tcola ! Tcola ! 6 paksHyil !

”

(“ stretch ! stretch ! 0 leg-hair ! ”) When the dip-net was finished, he bade the old

man go out and fish with it. Said he to him :
“ When you get to the river, dip

the net in once, and you will take a salmon
;
then take off your cape and place

the salmon upon it
;
don’t touch it with your hands. Dip your net in a second

time and treat the other salmon in the same manner. Don’t dip your net in

again, but bring home the two salmon in your cape on your arm.” The old man
went down to the river and did as Qals had instructed him, and presently

returned with the two salmon. In the meantime, the wife had been told to

prepare her boiling-baskets, and she had them ready by the time the old man
returned with the fish, which he carried reverently in his arms. The Qals now
took the salmon and cut tliem open and cleaned them with a stone knife, and

placed them in the basket-kettle of clean water. He then put in hot stones from

time to time, until tlie salmon were sufficiently cooked. Before he took them out

he tried if they were done by sticking a pointed stick into them. Finding them

ready, he dishes them up and they all partake of some. The Qals next instructs

the old couple how to dry and cui’e salmon for winter use. Said he to them, “ For

the first four days of the salmon run, cook and eat your salmon fresh
;
after the

fourth day, split them open and dry them as I have taught you.”

They go on from here and meet another old couple, and help and instruct

them in like manner.

From this time onward, the people show respect to the QfiQals, and they
transform no more of them into stone. The QfiQals never punished good people,
only those who were wicked, or who offended them.
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The Skaulits.

The Skaulits are a sadly diminished tribe. They inhabit a scattered village

composed of about a dozen frame-buildings on the left bank of the Harrison, at

the point where it joins the Fraser. Hear the same spot in former days dwelt

their ancestors in their long-houses and skiimEl. The tribe a few generations ago

must have numbered two or three hundred souls
;
to-day they do not number as

many score. One does not wonder that the old men grow sad over the disap-

pearance of their race, and sigh for a return of the old days. Although they are

now better housed and wear “ store ” clothes, and have many of the luxuries of

modern life, in the form of tea, sugar and coffee, and other “ groceries,” and “ live

like white men,” it is doubtful whether they were not better off in the old days

of savage roughness and savage plenty, with their bodies sound and strong and

free from disease. Contact with the whites has been eveiywhere a deadly expe-

rience for the native races of this continent—even for those under the beneficent

rule of the Dominion Government. The change from the old to the new

condition of things was too radical and too abrupt for them, and they have

suffered correspondingly. They are now in this region in the transition stage,

and how many of them will emerge therefrom and be fitted to fall into line in the

new life of the future is difficult to foretell. There can be no doubt, I think, that

many of them will pass away for ever, and become as extinct as the elk now

is in southern British Columbia, which but a few generations ago roamed over the

sites of our modern cities. But, if we may judge by the progress made by such

bands as the Si'ciatl, a remnant will be left to remind us that we were not the first

occupiers of the country.

The old-time Skaulits were divided into three septs, each of which was

believed to have had a different and distinct origin. Two of these were tsl Sweyil,

or sky-born
;
the third was descended from the Sturgeon of the old days.

“ Pat Joe,” one of my Skaulits informants, and, as far as I could learn, the

only old man now left among them, claims to be a descendant of the “ first

Skaulits man, who was called SumQeameltQ. He came down from the sky,

bringing with him in his arms two animal-like beings called Skaiaqand CwomEtsEl,

that is, MinV and Otter. He also brought down with him a curious kind of

magic plaything or toy called celmoqtcis, which had the appearance of a

“feathered ring.” When this individual came down he held a kind of red

parachute over his head
;
this kept him from falling too quickly. He landed on

a rocky point at the mouth of the Harrison river, on the side opposite to that on

which the Skaulits afterwards settled. Here he constructed a landing stage or raft,

and tied it to the point by a cedar-branch rope. I saw, what was claimed to be

a portion of this very rope, which was in the possession of my informant. It was

the best specimen of native rope I have ever seen. The Indians never make these

ropes now. This specimen was about three-quarters of an inch in diameter, and

was very finely made ,
not a single end or join in the whole length was visible, and
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the strands of cedar were twisted with the evenness and regularity of those of

hempen rope. In strength and durability these ropes must far excel the best

hempen rope. I tried to secure this specimen, but the old man would not hear of

parting with it on any consideration
;
he was keeping it to be buried with his body

along with the sacred relics he had inherited from this fimt founder of his family.

By means of this raft which this rope secured to the rocky point, SumQeameltQ,

the first man, caught salmon in a k’mastEl or dip-net. It was from him that his

descendant learnt to catch salmon in this way. The day following his descent to

earth he took the celmoqtcis, or “ feathered ring,” and rolled it down to the water,

and the otter and the mink ran down after it and brought it back in their mouths

to him. In the myth, a brief version of which I have given in the native text below,

he is called the “ father ” of these two creatures. After this he procures from

some source not mentioned, tE sqoiaqe, or “ the mystery mask,” which he puts on

and then performs a dance. When this is over, the mink and otter are transformed

into two children, a boy and girl, who are called “ kElaktEl,” that is, brother and

sister. Later these two marry, and from this union spring keq Qol’mbq, many

people. At the time of their union the pair are very poor and destitute, and have

no clothes of any kind. The youth learns to make bows and arrows and goes out

to hunt. He kills many animals, and from their skins and furs his wife makes

clothes and blankets. The names of this brother and sister were respectively

Humsela and Humatsea.

When the mink and otter were transformed into a boy and girl they cast aside

their skin coats
;
these were religiously preserved and have been handed down from

father to son for generations. They are mystic and sacred objects, and are regarded

as the embodiment, in visible form, of the “spirits” of that first mink and otter

which SumQeameltQ brought down from the sky-world with him—that is to say, they

were regarded by “Pat Joe” and his ancestors as the emblems of the family tutelary

spirits or totems. Those who were under theii’ protection were very successful in

trapping mink and otter. This old man’s house contained numbers of skins of these

animals in various stages of curing. He is famous as a hunter of them. I did

not see the original mystery skins when he showed me the rope. He had taken

them a short time before to his brother’s, who has a house in the next village

some miles distant
; but Casimir told me he possessed them, and that he had

seen them often. It appears to me that we have here a good example of the

hereditary totems found among these HalkomelEm tribes, and the Sturgeon

totem, or tutelary guardian of the Sturgeon sept in this same tribe, furnishes

us with another. Some time after the descent of SumQeameltQ another pair

appeared on the spot where the present village stands. This pair came up from
the river where they had lived a,s Sturgeon. They were, however, not like the
stmgeon of to-day

;
they were “ mystery beings ” like the ancestors of the mountain

septs among the StsEelis, and could change their forms from man to fish at will.
They lived an e.xistence similar to that ascribed to the salmon in the “ Salmon Isles,”
and w'ere sometimes fish and sometimes people. Casimir, the present chief of the
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Skaulits band, related to me the following myth concerning them. He is a

descendant of this sturgeon people, and has both a sqoi'aqi and sturgeon ’sakwai'am,

(crest) though he has never used them, he says, as he has been brought up a

Christian, and leads the daily services in the church in the absence of the priest.

He inherited both totems from his ancestors, the sturgeon totem from his first

ancestor and the SqoiaqI from a later one. The sturgeon myth is as follows :

—

A long time ago three men came into the Harrison river in their canoe
;
as they

rounded the point they saw some children (tE staaqEtl) playing in the water with

something that looked like a ball. AVhen the men perceived the children they

backed their canoe out of the river and went home and told the people of their

village of the strange sight they had seen. A great crowd of them now got into

their canoes and came down to the Harrison river to see the children playing in

the water with their strange toy. When they got near to the children one of them
paddles forward and seizes the plaything. When he has secured it he cries out,

“ I have your toy, my younger brothere.” One of the children now rushes off to

tell their parents. The elders come down to the water to see who has taken their

children’s toy. When they see the strangers the Elderman bids them come ashore,

and promises to explain and show them how the toy works. So the visitors come
ashore, and all go up to the house. When they get inside the old man took the

toy and put it on the ground, and behold it moved and walked of itself. Then

said he, “ Watch and see how I do it, and then do it in like manner yourselves.”

He then showed them how the toy was worked, and afterwards presented it to

them, saying, “Take it; it is yours.” The stinngers stayed with the Sturgeon

people some days, and were fed royally on sturgeon meat every day. Now every

morning the visitors saw that the young people of the house went dowm to the

river to bathe, and that one of their number was always missing when they

returned, and that immediately after some one went down to the water and cut up

a sturgeon. They wonder where this sturgeon comes from as nobody goes out

fishing. When several days had passed and they had observed the same thing

happen every day, they began to suspect that there was some connection between

the disappearance of the missing boy and the presence of the sturgeon, the more so,

as they had always been told when eating the sturgeon to be careful of the bones

and set them aside, and some one had afterwards gathered them up and thrown

them into the river
;
and one of them determined to find out what this connection

was. So next day when they were eating the sturgeon he secreted a bone from

the head of the fish and kept it back when the other bones were collected. Soon

after a youth came up from the river with his face disfigured and bleeding.

When the Elderman saw him he inquired of his visitors if any of them had kept

back a bone of the sturgeon they had been eating. The man who had hidden the

bone now brought it forward, and the Elderman took it and cast it into the river.

The young man with the disfigured and bleeding face then went into the water,

and presently returned with his face whole and nothing the matter with him.

Thus the strangers found out they had been eating the flesh of that young man.
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The latter incidents of this story recall the myth of the salmon, as told by the

Sk-qomic, who did the same kind of thing and Avere found out in the same way by

Qals and his followers when they went to visit the salmon people. Casimir was

unable to say what caused the sturgeon people to give up this convenient way of

replenishing their larders, or when or how they lost the power to change from people

to fish. It was in the old days before he was born that they used to do these

things, he said, but the people of his sept could always catch sturgeon whenever

they wanted to even now, and this fish was still regarded by the old people with

consideration and respect and the bones were always thrown back into the water

when he Avas a boy. Tlie old people used to consider themselves under the care

and guardianship of the “ spirit” of the sturgeon, and his father had a sturgeon

crest or “ ’Sakwaiam.” He did not care to talk about the subject much as these

topics are discountenanced by the priests, but although he is the leader of the

daily services in the church he has still much of the love of the Indian for the

“ old days ” in him yet, and came Avith me to old “ Pat Joe’s ” and listened to the

old man’s stories and his remarks about the old times, as interestedly as I did, and

joined from time to time in our conversation and helped me to understand any

obscure points in the narratives.

The second of the Sk'aulits septs was of sky-born origin. The ancestors of

this family came down as a man and Avoman from the clouds and likewise had a

red parachute when they descended. The names of this pair who are spoken of a

brother and sister are respectively “ Skwemetluk ” and “ Skwemetlat.” When I

pointed out to them that their customs did not permit of brothers and sisters

luanying, they e.xplained that though this couple Avere called brother and sister in

the stories they were not regarded as being of the same blood. I could learn but

little concerning the after history of this pair.

The term Sk’aulits, Avhich is applied to the tribe as a AA'hole, seems to mean
“ coming round ” and hiis reference to rounding the point where the Harrison runs

into the Fraser. The names of the three camps that formerly comprised the tribe

Avere given to me as “ QitHyil ” (meaning unknown but having apparently some

reference to “ feet ”), “ StetEl ” (meaning “generous ” or “ kind ”), and “ SkivatEts
”

(meaning unknoAvn). Cassimir gave the following name as those of his sturgeon

ancestors :
“ S’tasilaloq ” (meaning “ water-people ”). This is apparently the

generic collective term applied to them after they had settled down as men and

Avomen. The names of the first human pair are “ K’EltemEltQ ” the man, and
“ Skulasetl ” the Avoman.

I desire to point out here that the.se traditions of the Sk’aiilits have a double
value and interest for us. First, they are confirmatory of the account given me by
my informants among the StsEelis and Tcil’Qeuk concerning these hereditary or
family tutelary spirits or totems. T think no doubt can any longer exist that
the Salish tribes in former days had not only personal shlia or totems but also
hereditary group-totems as well. Whether the “dream ” totem or personal sidia
was ordinarily heritable seems open to question at present, though undoubted
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instances of the transmission of some of these occur. As far as we know, these are

all cases of powerful shamans’ stdia, and this suggests to me that shamans as a

rule were supposed to possess more powerful sulia than other men
;
and further,

that the s^itia was not ordinarily transmitted or inherited, for the reason that its

protecting influence and help was not sufficiently prized or esteemed to make it

desirable to do so. Each man may have thought he could secure a more
“ powerful ” protector than his father’s. At any rate it is clear, from the fact that

some powerful si'tlia were inherited, that there was nothing in the nature of these

“ dream ” sillia to prevent their transmission and descent from father to son, or

from one generation to another. But after all the transmissibility of the personal

dream siilia is now a minor question in the face of the fact that other personal

totems were heritable and undoubtedly passed from parents to children and spread

throughout the whole “ kin ”
;
and for my part I am wholly unable to see that any

essential difference existed between the group-totems of the Salish “ kin ” and

those of the “ clan ” of the northern stocks who still have matriarchal institutions,

beyond the single fact that with the latter the group was limited in theory, at least

to blood relations on the mother’s side only, and with the former, whose social

structure made such a limitation of the totem-group impossible, it extended to all

the relatives on both sides of the house, afflnitive as weU as consanguineal. The

difference, then, in the group-totemism of the northern clans and that of the Salish

“ families ” or “ kins ” appears to me to be one of social regimentation only.

Secondly, these traditions are also of interest in that they furnish us with

the first recorded instance, I think, among the north-west tribes, of tribal descent

from “ animal ” ancestry
;
and in the light they throw upon this subject. I have

already shown what are the native views on these descents and how the Indians

generally regard them.

Below I give a collection of Sk'aiilits myths in the native text with English

equivalents, and in this connection would take occasion to point out that much

of the baldness which is characteristic of these stories in the native form is due

to the crudeness of the language in which they are couched, which though suitable

enough for the expression of the wants and concepts of a savage people, does not allow

of much “ finish ” or elegancies of expression from our point of view. It is quite safe

to affirm that at least one-third of the meaning of their words and sentences is

expressed by those auxiliaries of primitive tongues, gesture and tone; and

although nothing is more wearisome than consecutive reading of collections of

Indian texts, there is nothing wearisome in listening to the recital of these by

the Indian himself. Most Indians possess natural dramatic powers, and their

ready, graceful and appropriate gestures, and their command of those tones of the

voice that appeal to the emotions, make it distinctly pleasurable to listen to their

stories of long ago or their recitals of the traditions of their people. So that

if the English equivalents of my native texts in this or in former reports seem

fuller than the baldness of their expressions justifies, it must be understood that

this is because the bare text alone does not render the full meaning and context
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of the living recital or do justice to the subject treated of. I have seen women

shed tears, and men’s faces grow pale and tense over the recital, by some of the

elders of the tribe, of the traditions of their people, the text of which would

make one marvel that such bald dry statements could call forth so much

emotion.

Soqwiams tE Misteuq Skwawits.

Myth of the Sturgeon People.

Eelated by Chief Casimir of Sk’aiilits,

Tl’qala siweEka ye^Hil, tla-so kwatc-loqwEs tE staaQEtl e-walEm tE

Three men were-paddling, then they saw them the children playing with

stEcl Hilkwalos le tE ka. Tla-tli-s6 kwatc-loqwEs tE staaQEtl so lam

like as a ball in the water. When they perceived then the children then they went

ya9it luk'alqit, le yE-Q^tstEs tE slyayis, tla-tli-s6 ame to-keq yu-tlalEin,

back out, they tell the friends-their, then they went lots of them,

e-kwa mEtatcil yu-tlalEm kE-otl-e, tla-tll-so lam EHil kootEs tE ckwilEals.

when arrived they were-there, then went paddled to get the toy.

“Letcil-kwfl-loq tE swalEmElEp le-skElak.” Tla-tli-s5 lam kw^lkwEl
“ I have-it the play-thing-your iny-younger-brothers.’’ Then went to tell

tE lalEtsa yutsostEs tE cwalis, tla-tli-so me tauq kwatcEtEs

one of them he informed the jjarents-his, they they came down to the watei-’s edge to see

tE-la kw^l-loq tE swalEms tE maniElas. So kwEl tE slyalakwa:

that one (who) had-it the plaything-of the children-their. Tlien said the old-man :

“ Me-tcap kwa-la-tcam, lE-tcil-ewEs-tdla.” Tla-tli-so la-tc&m yutlalEin,

“ Come-you iip-to-the-house, I teach-you (how it is done).” Then go-up they,

so la-Qaskw’tauq so me kodtEs, so la klakEtEs, so lii

when inside of the house then came he and took it, then he put-it-on-the-ground, then it

emiii tE ckwilEals, so kwEl tE tcua: “ KwatcEt-tcapkwa ! koot-tcapkwa

!

walked the toy, then said the owner ;
“ Examine-it take-it-up

!

stEas-tuq-tcap kwila, wE-cE-tcap-tca, lii Qa swaElEp.” WE-mok’" latEtl k’s tlas

do-it-like-you this, when-do-you-shall, it is yours.” Every mom they

Hauak'om tau-tlalEiii staaQEtl etl-mes QEhe kE auita kwa lalEtsa.

went swimming those children when they came back and not was one.

Til-hes so lam tE-la kwetsEt tE skwawits, so tateeltEs wE-tE-lEtcas

Shortly-after then went that one to-cut-up a sturgeon, then they wondered whence-came

tE skwawits so k’s auitas lam alakut tE skwawits. Weyil kE iilotl lam
the sturgeon since no-one went to get a sturgeon. Next morning again they

iiaiiak om, me kwae tE staaQEtl kE auita kwa lalEtsa. To-hi9 so lam
went swimming, came back the children and not was one. Presently then went

tE-la kwetsEt tE skwawits, so tateeltEs yu-tlalEm wE-tE-litcas tE
that one to entrap the sturgeon, then they wondered they (the strangers) whence-came the

N k’s sam tluk le tE skaiyus tE
sturgeon. Now agam they eat, then he hid a bone from in the head-of the
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skwawits. To-hfc kE me kwae tE sletlakEtl jEtcalaQom tE sa9us. So

sturgeon. Shortly-after and came back the child bleeding-at the mouth. Then

lam tE siyalakwa p’tam ; “WEw4tas le-kwaliH k’s sam?” So me
went the old man and enquired :

“ Has anyone hidden a bone 1 ” Then he came

auquestEm k’s sam. So lam tauq, so lam mel^Et

and gave him the bone. Then he went down to the water’s edge, then he went into the water

tE sletlakEtl. Tla-tli-so lam welikEs tE sam. So ma-kwem tE sletlakEtl

the child. Then he went and threw-in the bone. Then came-out the child

kE wEtl auita stEas. So lam team. So Qole,

and there was nothing the matter with him. Then they went to the house. Then there,

tla-si-s6 metElEm k’s tlas letl-h^lpiHEm.

then they found-out that they had been eating him.

A Ml translation of this myth has already been given above.

Soqwiams tE SumQeameltq Yiivv^l SweEka.

Stoiy-of SumQiameltq the First Man.

Eelated by “Pat Joe” of Sk-aiilits, his descendant.

Yuw^l sweEka me kwelatEs tE yesala smeiq, tE sk’aiaq kEs tE cQomitsel,

First man came bringing two animals, the mink and the otter,

kEs tE celmoqtcis. K’s-wEtl-weyil-k’s-wEtl le wamEtEs. Tla-so lam

also the “ feathered-ring.” On-the-following-day he transformed-them. Then they went

a-walEm le-kwl tcetcu, tla-so niEheltES tE le tcetcu Qolam tE ka. Tlii-su

to play down-on beach, then he rolled it down to beach towards the water. Then

mEtsiimatEs, le kweEkel, le" amistoqwEs tE mals.

they-caught-it-in-their-mouths, they went up, they brought-it-to the father-their.

(Maqe Qa me kwila tEinoq.)

(This happened at that place (pointing).)

Me kwilatEs tE sqoiaqi, tlii-so kwaieliH, lotl-hai. Sis-wEtl

He came he brought the mask, then he danced, presently-he-finished. After he

Qas hai yatlmis k’wem tE le kwl tcetcil yaisela kel^ktEl.

had finished then came out of the water on to the beach two persons brother-and-sister.

Tla so mElIe' yutlalEm (tla-so me qaHiitsEt keq Qol’moq). Tla-so me
Then marry they (then they come to be many people). Then came

kwol-toqwEs tE sletlEkEtl. Auita sEetsum, auita sEkeus, auita tl’pewel, auita

to-get-it a child. No clothes, no trousei-s, no shirt, no

sk^lEHyil. Tla-so mEtsesEiii tE sletlEkEtl me-qa swewolus. Tla-so qEtEs tE

moccasins. Then grew-up the child he became a young man. Then he made a

toqwEt. Tla-so aukwilaq, me kai-loq-wEs tE smei^. Tla-so qetEs

bow. Then he went hunting, he came and killed-them the animals. Then he made

sEetsums kEs tE loqtEls.

clothes-his and blankets-his.

' This word is a corruption of our word “ mariy.’’ The correct native plu-ase for this is

lakwa kwilatEl, which signifies “ to come together,”
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The names of this couple were respectively Humsela and Hnmatsea. I

could not learn their significance.

The English ecpiivalent of this myth has already been given above.

Te Skai'aq kE tE Qals.

Mvek and Qals.

Eelated by “ Pat Joe,” of Skaulits.

Me QEe k’s Tcuwasel tE Qals, kotl le ti tcotco tE S’kwam, kE

Came there once to “ Point Roberts ” the Qals, away oflF the shore the S’kwani, and

dlwom tE sletlEkEtl. Tla-sd me-kwut-QelEm tE Qals. Tla-s6 Qa skwa

at home the child. Then came in Qals. Then he was hidden

kwultQ kotl ye-me tlatlel tE S’kwam yE-tla-tlel le-stwus tE p’oe.

in the house then he came ashore the S’kwSm landing along with him some flounders.

Thi-so tlal, tla-so 1e tauq tE sletlEkEtl. YE-kwilEin tE k’wol-tEls

Then he lands, then he down to beach the child. He-took-with-him the roasting-spit

yE-kwaiyiliH. Thi-so 1e Qole. Tla-s6 1e Hutas-toqwEs kwila tE p’oe.

dancing-as-he-went. Then he got-there. Then he did-to-them this the flounders

Tla-so me-tciim, tla-so skaliqEs sk’wdlEm tE heyuk. Thi-so

{ spit ^hixHiglf them), j" Then he-came-up, then-he stood-it-up to-roast at the fire. Then

k’wols tE .sk’wolams, tla-so etltEls. Le hai, tla-so lam tE slyalakwa tE

cooks the roa.st-his, then he eats. He finished, then he went the old-man

tcotco. Tla-s6 me Qewul tE Qals, so pEtamitam-Et

away-ofF-from-shore. Then came out from his hiding place Qals, then he asked him

tE sletlEkEtl: “Tluk-tcuq wEet lam-dq tauq?” “ Thik-tcil

the child :
“ What-you do (when) go-you down to the shore ?

” “ I-do

yE-huta kwila.” (Kwaiyilin.) Mes thil tE selas. Thi-so kodt-tamEt

like tills.” (He dances.) He comes a.shore the grandfather-his. Then he took-him

tE sletlEkEtl thi-so Qcsit-taiuEt, thi-so peQom tE samps tE .sletlEkEtl. Thi-so

the child then he shakes him, then drop-out the bones-of the child. Then

etsEmps tE Qals tE kwelos tE sletlEkEtl. Thi-so lams kwaiyfliH tE Qals 1e

he-puts-on the Qals the skin-of the child. Then he goes dancing the Qals he

kwatcatcitl, 1e kwi'lEm tE p’de. Thi-so kwels tE S’kwam :
“ Sats-tciiq

down-to-landing, he took-up the flounders. Then said the S’kwfim ;
“ Not-you

le-emEts.” Tla-so me Huta.s-toqwEs kwila.

The. h.did,.hh.„ }
ka auita me staltel. Tla-so mes kwem tE S’kwam. Tlii-so

but nothing eame-on the stick. Then he came ashore the S’kwSm. Then

tlalakEs tE p’oe tE skwolam. Tla-so etltEl yu-tlalEm, tla-so akEtl tE Qals
he puts on the flounders the spit. Then eat they, then choked Qals

m^kutEs tE sam, tla-s6 kai. Tla-so kwels tE Qals': “el-k’s
he swallowed a bone, then he died. Then he said the (other) Qals :

“ Yon’d-better

and wSdn?LXr'w“"' ^ tmveUing

Througho«rth?s sw th^srgi^faVfirr'iTy tne singular form is used, but there is more than one of them present.
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ayiluq-tElEp tE sletlEkEtl.” Tla-so kwels tE slyalakwa :
“ ei-k’s

bring-to-life-you the child.” Then replied the old-man: “ You’d-better

ayiluq-tElEp tE sletlEkEtl.” Tla-s6 %iluqs tE sletlEkEtl tE Qals.

bring-to-life-you the child.” Then he-brought-to-life the child (did) Qals.

Tlfi-so kweEqsuts tE slyalakwa ayiluq-tEmEt tE Qals. le-hai.

Then did-likewise the old-man and-bronght-to-life-him the Qals. Finis.

The Mink and the Qals.

Once the Qals in their wanderings came to “ Point Eoberts.”^ Here S’kwani

and his son lived. S’kwam was off the shore fishing for flounders when the Qals

arrived. They entered the house and hid themselves for the coming of S’kwfim.

Presently he comes ashore bringing in with him his catch of flounders. When he

lands his grandson takes the roasting-spit and goes down to his grandfather, dancing

as he went. When he got there he thrust the spit through the flounders ready for

cooking them. Then they both come up to the house and the spit is set before the

fire. When the fish are cooked they eat tliem. Soon after the old man went out

fishing again. When he had gone the Qals come out from their hiding-place and

question the boy, asking what he does when his grandfather brings in the fish. He
replies :

“ I dance down to the shore like this with the roasting-spit and stick it

through the flounders.” When he had so said one of the Qals took him and shook

him, so that his bones fell out of his skiix, which Qals now puts on, so that he may

appear to the old man, whom he desires to trick, as his grandson. When S’kwfim

returns Qals takes the roasting-spit and dances down to the landing and attempts

to thrust the spit through the flounders as the boy was accustomed to do, but he

was clumsy over the operation and the old man called out and told him that he

was tricking him and was not his grandson. Then tlie old man came ashore and

put the flounders on the spit and tliey go up to the house and roast them. Then

they eat them and one of the Qals is choked by a bone and dies by the magic of

S’kwam. When Qals sees that he has been outwitted by S’kwam he says to him,

“ Hadn’t you better restore the boy to life ?
” meaning thereby his brother who had

been choked. Put the old man replies, “ Hadn’t you better restore my boy first ?
”

The Qals restored the old man’s grandson to life again, after which S’kwam also

brought back to life the Qals who had been choked. Thus S’kwam got the better

of the Qals.

Te SletlakEtl St’sas.

The Boy Poor.

Eelated by George William, of Skaulits.

Kai cE mEls solai cE tEls skas yaiyesElaa le tE lalEms.

Dead the father-his only the mother-his with-him just-those-two in the honse-their.

So bk-" tE setltEn. So sQaiEin tE mosmis, tla-so me kwaloqwEs tE setltens.

Then gone the foo<l. Tlien sold the cow, then went to procure the food-their.

‘ The scene of tliis story is on the coast just south of Fra.ser Eiver.
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Aua-les yuheg kulotl 6k‘“ tE setltEns, tla-tli-so kElat QiiaiEm tEmoq kEs tE
Not long and then gone the food-their, and then again sold the farm and the

lalEm. TIa-tli-so me Q5-ei tau-tlalEm. Aiia-les-yEhee kElotl kai 9E
house. And then became better-oflf they. Not-long-after and then dead the

tEls, tla-tli-so lalEtsaa. Aua-les-yEheQ kE lE ok-" tE talas, tla-tli-so
mother-his, and-then he-all-alone. Not-long-after and gone the money, then

st’sas, aui'ta slyayis, aujta s^tltEn. Tla-tli-so lam tE tawin cQolis tE etltEl-
poor, no friend, no food. And-then went-to the town where the eating-

atituQ, tla-so kwel-stoQEs wE-auquest-tEniEt kwa setltEu, so kwlaltcEtEm
;

so
house, then he-asked-him if-he-would-give-him some food, but he-refused-him

; then

lam-tE latc-aiituQ. So 1e emilisEs tE kok, so cwumal s^tltEn. So
he-went-to another-hoiise. Then he went-to the cook, then begged-for food. Then
aqatEm, so qutstEm we-yacEs-k’s-ames. KEldt weyil tla-tli-so

he-gives-it, then he-tells-him that-he-might-at-any-time-come. Again on-the-morrow and-then

lam tE latc-autuQ, tle-tli-so cwumal, so kwialtcEtEm, tlas yiyaisElis
he-went-to another-honse, and-then he-begged, but he-refused-him, that-was the-second-man

tE kwiam. Tia-th-s5 lam tE latcaiituQ, so qalelsEs tE kok, so
hat refused. And-then he-went-to another-house, and-when he-got-to the cook then

cwumal. So auquestBm, so qutstEm weyaqEs k’s ames. So yeyfsEla
he-begged. Then he-gave-to-him, then he-told-him always he-might-come. Then two
tE auquest kE yeyisEla tE kwlain. Tlas weyaq wE-hE-lam, tla-so me atiquestErn.

5,ai e and two refused. There always he-used-to-go, then come to-give-him.

Ke 0 me aqa ey^m; so 1b yaiEs. S5 kwal6QEs tE t^la, so kwl5lEm
n en come to-be strong

; then he worked. Then he-gets money, then he-buys

tE setltEn kE tE lapgl. So 1e ts’quosEm le tE stalo. So lam yEai IcE
and a sho'el. Then he washes-his-face in the river. Then he-starts off and

lam aqatcaiiq. So ok-" tE setltEns, kE skwe k’s-me-kalcEt alwE-tcauq, so
goes a-long-distance. Then gone the food-his, and unable to-get-back too-far, then

kwUkwalaw on k s-es-k s-kais, lam tuwa kwotc-loq-wEs tE cwEwalls. So
e t inks that-he-might-as-well-die, go then to-see-them the parents-his. Then
lam tE alyelEp tEmoq, so aqEq. So etut e-kw6-Qol etut kaatitl

e went to a nice spot, then he lay down. Then slept whilst he slept he began

me kw.is, so qEluk- 1, so kwotc-loq-wES tE stiia k's siakwum me-
ecome warai, then opened-his-eyes, then he-saw-it like-as-it-were a sun come-

klepel. So me QEelsEm, so pTamEtEm ; “ es qEet ? ” So
down. Then comes towards him, then he asks : » What are you doing Then

^rlS that 1
wa-k’tlHamEs, sohe lephed that he was poor, no food. Then he tells him he-must-kneel-do;vn, then

ktlHam. So ewEs-kutEm tE tsEhevitl
he knelt. Then he taught him a pravi '

Th
, , ^

^ he learnt it, then he-told-him
w’a-lam-Es tE tcauq. So kTIunm .

he-must-go far-away. Then he knelt do^rn thL he^^^^^^
tSEheyitl. Tla-tli-SO

he aet out but went only half-way, then he f
tSEheyiU. So me-kSl^Et,

got-Jt the prayer. Then he-went-back,
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so wewiyEs-kutEm tE tsEheyitl kElat. Kutla tla-tli-so lam, so

then he taught him over and over the prayer again. After then he-set-off, then

Qoles k’tlHam, so tsEheyitl, so haiEtEs tsEheyitl, so qEluk'’t, so

there he kneels, then he prays, then he finished praying then he opened his eyes, then

kwotc-loq-wEs tE e lalEm. Tla-tli-s6 me-kal^Et, so QolelsEs tE sweEka
he saw-it a fine house. And then he went-back, then he reached the man

leitl wewiyEskEt, so 9utstEm; “Wa-estles k’s-tam tlaa s5 tsEheyitl.”

who-had instructed him, then he told him :
“ If-you desire anything you-should pray-for-it.”

So aiiquestEm tE t’ckwem tala. So ^dtstEm :
“ Wa-estles kwa tala

Then he gave him a red dollar. Then he told him :
“ When-you-want any money

tla-so tsEheyitl tla-s6 welin tE t’ckwem tala tla-tca so me Qa keq.” So

then pray then throw down the red dollar it-will then come to-be many.” Then

le aiyElESEm tautla swewolos, tla-tll-s6 lam-kal9Et QoMmta tE les sis-ame.

he left him that young-maii, then he went-back along the trail he-had-come.

Tla-tH-so tuk'sweyil. So k’tlHam, so lami'stwEs tE tsEheyitl, tla-tli-s5 me
And then mid-day. Then he knelt down, then he repeated the prayer, and then came

Qa tlatluk tE setltens, tla-tU-so wE-haiEtsel so kEldt lam emiH
to be down the food-his, then when-he had finished then again he sets off walking

QoMm tE cQElemps. Tla-tli-so le Qole, tla-tli-so emilisEs tE kok
towards the destination-his. Then he arrived-there then he went into the cook

tldketl kwiatltcit, so kw^lstoqwEs wE-aiiquest-tEmEt kwa setlteii, so

that-used to refuse, then he asks him if he would give him some food then

kwiatltcitem, ^litstEm wE-lam-Es aiyEl. S5 lam tE latcadtuQ, so

he refused-him, told-him he must go away. Then he-went-to the other-house, then

cwumal, so auquestEm tE sdtltens, so Qut k’s-auas-les kwakwai.
he begged, then he gave him the food-his, then he said that-he-was-not hungry.

So kootEs tE lEtsa t’ckwem tala, so cutst: “aiiquest &wEla tels-aiyakEt

Then he took the one red doUar, then said : “ give here my-payment-for

tE setlten tliiketl es-auquest-9ai.” So weliHEs tE tala, tla-tli-so me Qa

the food used you-to-give-me.” Then he threw down the doUar, and then came to be

keq. So Qiits-toqwEs :
“ KelEm-tcuq-wa ! aua-tcuq kw£lkwEl-6q.” So

lots. Then he said to Jiim ;
“ Put-it-away-you ! don’t-you talk-about-it-you.” Then

Imn aiyElESEs. So lam tE latcautuQ, tla-tli-so Qole so kw^lstoqwEs

he went away-he. Then he went to the other-house, then he-got-there then he asked him

tE kok WE-aiiquest-tEmEt, so kwiatltcitEm gutstEm wE-lam-Es aiyEl. Tla sai-

the cook if he-would-give-him, then he refused him told him he-must-go away. That was

yesElis tE kwiatltcit. S5 lam tE latcaiituQ, so lam Qole, so

the second man refused. Then he went to another-house, then he went there, then

p’tdmEtEm :
“ Letl-tcuq Elitca ? ” So kw^lkwEl, tla-tli-s5 hai tE

he asked him ;
“ Been-you where ? ” Then he told him, and then he finished the

skwElkwEl, SO auquestEm tE setltens, s5 gut k’s alias les kwakwai. So
telling, then he gave him the food-his, then he said that he was not hungry. Then

HeEktEs tE tala, so kwEl :
“ ekwEla tels-aiyaket tE tluk Es-aiiquest-gai.”

he took out the dollar, then he said ;
“ Here is my payment for what you-gave-me.”

VoL. XXXIV. 2 C
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So weliHEs, tla-tli-so me
Then he threw it down, and then came

“ KelEmtcuq-wa ! aiia-tciiq kwElkwEl-oq.”
“ Put-it-away-you ! don’t-you talk-about-it-you.”

aQa-tcauq. So tsEheyitl ties

far oif. Then he prayed he wanted

So lam aiyEl.

Then he went away.

Qa keq. So quts-toqiies

:

to-be lots. Then he said to him

:

S5 lam

Then he went

tE stEkeyu.

the horse.

Tla-tli-so lam ai'yEl.

And then he went away.

tE stEkeyu, tla-tli-s5 kwiel-toqwBs

a horse, and then he-got-it

Translation of the above Bterry of the Pooo' Boy.

Once a poor widow lived alone with her only son. They were very poor and

needy. They had eaten all the food they had, and there was only a single cow on

the farm left to them. It became necessary to sell the cow in order to obtain food

for themselves. Accordingly the cow was taken away and sold. The proceeds of

the sale enabled them to get in a fresh supply of food. This lasted them fora little

time, but soon they had eaten that too, and then they were obliged to sell the farm

and house. The money thus obtained lasted them a considerable time. Just when

it came to an end the widow died, and the poor lad was left alone. He was now

without money, without friends, and without food, so he went to the nearest town

where there were some public eating-houses. He entered one of these and asked

the cook to give him some food, but the cook refused him. From there he went to

a second house and begged for food in the same manner. This time the cook, who

was kind-hearted, not only gave him some food, but told him to come in whenever

he was hungry. The day following he went to a third house and begged for some-

thing to eat. Here he was refused, and he then entered a fourth house and begged

in like manner. This time the cook was again good-natured and gave him all he

could eat, and told him to come back again whenever he was hungry. Thus two

had been kind and generous to him, and two had not. By means of the food he

now obtained he soon grew strong and was able to go to work. When he received

his wages he bought some food for himself and a shovel.' Then he washed his

face in the river and set off walking. When he had gone a great distance his food

began to fail him, and soon he has none left. He is now too far away to get back

to his kind friends at the eating-house, and he grows very despondent and desires

to die and end his sorrows, and so go to meet his parents again. So he lay down
and went to sleep. While he slept a being hke the sun came down to him. His

presence caused the youth to feel warm, and this awoke him, and he saw the

shining one at his side, whp accosted him and asked what he was doing there.

The lad replies that he is poor and hungry and friendless. Then his celestial

visitor tells him to kneel down. The lad obeys and falls on his knees. The Shining
One then teaches him a prayer. When the lad has learned it he is bidden to go
on a journey. He sets off, but before he has gone very far he finds he has forgotten
the words of the prayer, so he goes back and is taught over again. Then he sets

A\ e are not told to what use this shovel was put.
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off the second time. When he gets to his destination he kneels down and says the

prayer the Shining One had taught him,and when he opens his eyes behold a beautiful

mansion stood before him. He now goes back to the Shining One, who tells him

to pray whenever he is in need of anything. Then he gave him a gold dollar and

said ;
“ Whenever you want any money first say a prayer and then throw the gold

dollar on the groimd and you will find all you need.” Then the Shining One left

him, and the boy went back over his trail to the town again. As he went he grew

himgry
;
so about noon he knelt down and prayed for some food, and when he had

finished his prayer and opened his eyes behold the food appeared. He ate a good

meal and then continued his journey, and at length arrived at the town. The first

thing he did was to go to the eating-house he had called at first and ask the cook

for food. But the cook again refused him and sent him away. Then he went to

the second house, and here he was offered food by the cook
;
but he refused the

gift, saying he was not hungry. Then he took out his magic dollar and threw it

on the ground, saying to the cook, “ Here is my payment for the food you gave me

formerly,” and behold the ground was strewn with gold dollars. The lad then said

to the cook, “ Put them away and don’t tell anybody about it.” He now goes to

the third house and asks for a little food. Again he is refused here, and he goes

away to the fourth house where the cook had been kind to him before, and who

now offers him food again
;
but the lad thanks him and tells him he is no longer

hungry, and that he is not come to beg but to repay him for his former kindness.

Again he throws down his magic dollar, and again the ground is strewn with gold

pieces. These he bids the cook take as payment for the food he had given him

when he was in need, but charged him to tell no one about the matter. Then he

went off again, and when he was alone he knelt down and prayed for a horse, and

when he opened his eyes behold the horse stood ready for him. Then he mounted

the horse and went away.

I have recorded this tale because it was given to me in the native tongue, and

the text is interesting on account of the difference in style it displays from those

given by “ Casimir ” and “ Pat Joe,” and also because it is a curious mixture of a

modern fairy tale, an Indian sdqwlam, and a religious parable. It probably had a

priestly origin. Its moral is obvious.

Te tsEheyitls tE Tci'tcitl Siam.

The prayer-of the Hearerdy Chief.

SEatl mEl lEtcuq le kwil teitcitl, e-tca skwakwotetEs to mok'° misteuq
Our father thou-art in the heaven, it-shall-be the-Iooking-after by all people

tE Eswa ES-kwiH yuwEl-ei. Tes tE-loa yiiwM Siam, e-tca to mok‘“ misteuq
the thy own thy-name most-good. Thou-art first chief, it-sliall-be by all people

e tE le tEmoq stEas tuq skwalawon stEa tE stEas tEmsteuq ni tE teitcitl

here on the earth done thy will even as it is done by the people in the heavenly

2 c 2
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tEmoq. Aiiquest-talok tE letl&iutl kwa setltel tE la weyil. MElkEl-tcuq tE

land. Give us the us the food this day. Forget-thou tlie

sEatl kEl siyai's, stEa t’qa inElkElEs tE kEl skwaiyuk-talok tE laats misteuq,

our evil deeds, like as are forgotten the evil done to us the other people,

e-kwamakwuiii tea tE skwalawon-tcit k’s aua-tcit lain-et tE kEl. e-kwEs

it is-strong shall-be the will-our that not-we enter into-we the evil. May thy

hyatlum met-talok k’s aiia-tcit t’sasEt. e-k’s-stEas.

care help-us that not-we fail. Let-it-be-so-done.

The composition of this prayer in the native tongue is the work of the

Fathers of the Oblate Mission. It illustrates admirably the difficulty of conveying

our religious ideas to the Indian mind in their own language. I give it here, with a

literal translation, partly on this account, and partly because it serves in

comparison with the same prayer in the Salish tongue proper, as given by Father

IMengarini in his Grammatica Linguae Selieae (1861), which I append also to show

how great the dialectical differences are in the various divisions of the Salish

stock.

Oratio Dominicalis.

Cum nersione litterali.

Kae I’eu I’s’chichmaskat u-ku-l’zii, asku est kuks gamenchltm
;
ku ktl

Roster Pater in coelo qui habitas, tuxvni nomen tibi ametur ; tv, esto

chetltich-s esia sp’us
;
aszntels ks kolli ie 1 stoligu : ezgaitl I’s’chichmaskat.

dominus omnium cordium ; tua voluntas fiat hie in terra : sieut in coelo.

Kae guizlilt ie tlgoa tlu kaesiapzinm. KaetlkotlgoMtlilt tlu kae gulguilt, ezgail

Aohis donahodxe quod indigemus. Nobis remitte nostra debita, sicut

tlu tkaempile kaes kolgoelltm, tlu eepl gulguilt 1 kaempile kae olkschililt ta ka
nos dimittimus {its), qui hahent debita cum nohis nos a/djuva ne

keskuestm lu tcie
;

u kae gulguiltlilt tlu tel teie. Komi ezgail.

umquam accipiamus nudum ; sed nos serva incolumes a malo. Utinam ita.
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Si'ciatl,

28; God, Kikuyu, 258.

Fire-Walking, 36 ;
Fiji, 45 (72).

First-fruit ceremonies, StsEelis, 330.

Fishing, Dinkas, 153; Siciatl, 35.

Five, Magic property of number, 212 11'.

Flint Implements, Ipswich, 306 ;
Thanie.s

Valley, 10 .

Folklore, see Amulets, Animal Folklore,

Charms, Evil Eye, Five, Ghosts, Greece,

Herzegovina, Legends, Magic, Malacca,

Medicine, Myths, Mythology, Santa

Cruz, Siam, Spirits, M'itchcraft.

Folk-Museum, Need for, 16.

Food, Kikuyu, 258 ;
Eeef Island, 230

;

Santa Cruz, 224 ;
Sfciatl, 29.

Food Names, Kikuyu and Swahili, 259.

Food Taboos, StsEelis, 323.

Fossils, Urabuna explanation of, 127.

France, Painted peblfies from Mas eVAzil,

22 ;
Physical Anthropology, 189, 197,

200 .

Fraser Eiver Tribes, British Columbia,

311 tf,

Frazer, Dr., View on Magic, 107 .

Funerary Customs, .h'c Death Ceremonies.

Futuie Life, Belief in
;
Australia, 68

;

Dinka, 157 ;
Golo, 165 ;

Eeef Lslands,

229 ;
StsEelis, 339.

(jr.

Ganie.s, Herzegovina, 88 (135).

Garstang, J., Excavations at Beni-Hasan

in Upper Egypt, 67
; Eoyal Tomb at

Negadeh, 110 (171); Tombs of the

Third Egyptian Dynasty (eev.), 37 .

Genealogies, Easter Island, 1 (6) ; Torres

Straits, 98 (151); Tuwanokq, 24;

Siciatl, 22 ;
Sqafacjos, 24.

Genius, A Study of British (rev.), 39
;

Dynastic of Siam, 13.

Gens and clans, definition of, 48 (77).

Germany, Archaeology, 91
; Eace, 90

,

118 .

Ghosts, Fiji, 45 : Golo, 164 ; Kikujnr,

261; Santa Cruz, 224 tf; StsEelis, 321.
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Index.

Giglioli, E. H., Hafted Copper Implemente

from Peru, 52 , Material! per lo studio

della ’Eta della Pietra {rev.), 101;

Portrait of a Guayaqui Indian, 104.

Gold Coast, Camera Pictures on the (rev.),

121 ;
Native Institutions {rev.), 206.

Golos, 162ff.

Gorget, Wooden, from Easter Island, 1 (3).

Gorst, Sir J. E., on Physical Deterioration,

103 (156).

Grave, Side chamber, Australian, 68.

Gravels, Terrace, in Thames Valley, 10

(18).

Grajq H. St. G., Copper Celt from Staple

Pitzpaine, 5 ;
Domestic Idol from

Easter Island, 96 ;
Flint Arrowhead

from Maiden Castle, 105
;

Maori

Flageolet, 4.

Gray, J., Utility of an Anthropometric

Survey, 103.

Greece, Animal Folklore, 81; Geometric

Period in, 110 (174); Prehistoric

Archaeology, 112.

Griquas, Animal Superstitions, 115.

Groves, Kikuyu, 263.

Grubbe, W. B., Among the Indians of

the Paraguayan Chaco {rev.), 49.

Guayaqui Indian, 104.

Gunther, E. T.. Cimamta, 103 (160).

Guppy, H. B., Observations of a

Naturalist in the Pacific {rev.), 205.

II.

Haddon, A. C., Drawings by Natives of

British New Guinea, 21; Eeports of

the Cambridge Anthropological Ex-
pedition to the Torres Straits {rev.),

98.

Hair Colour, Araucano, 171 ; Europe,

199.

Hall, H. E., Discovery of an XI dynasty

temple at Deir el-Bahari, Egypt, 43.
Hall, E. N., Eecent explorations at Great

Zimbabwe, 110 (176).

Hatshepsut, Temple of, 43.

Hausa, Batu na Abubuan (/'-'.), 74.
Hayford, C., Gold Coast Native Institu-

tions {rev. ), 206.

j

Head Form, Heredity in {rev.), 63.

Heaven, Cord let down from, Dieri, 121

Heredity in Head Form {rev.), 63.

Hervey, D., The Legends of Bukit Dato’

Batu GMong and of Tanjung Tuan

(Cape Eachado) in Malacca, 14.

Herzegovina, Animal Folklore, 88.

Hierli, J., Urgeschichte der Schweiz {rer.),

123.

Hieroglyphics, Introduction of, 37.

Hill Tout, C., Ethnological Eeport on the

StsEelis and Sk’aiilits tribes of the

HalkomelEm Division of the Salish of

British Columbia, 311 ;
Eeport on the

Ethnology of the Siciatl of British

Columbia, a coast division of the Salish

stock, 20 ;
Totemism, a consideration

of its Origin and Import {rev.), 48 ;

Views on Totemism, 53.

Hinde, H., Vocabularies of Kamba and

Kikuyu Languages of East Africa {rev.),

120.

Hoernes, M., Der Diluviale Mensch in

Europa {rev.), 202.

Hogarth, D. G., The Penetration of

Arabia {rev.), 56.

Houses, Dinka, 151 ;
Fiji, 45 ;

Golo, 163;

Kikuyu, 255 ;
Eoman, 69 ;

Siciatl, 29 ;

StsEelis, 331.

Howell, W., and Shelford, E. H., A Sea

Dyak Love Philtre, 207.

Howitt, A. W., Group Marriage in Aus-

tralian Tribes, 103 (159) ;
Native Tribes

of South-East Australia {rev.), 116 ;
and

Siebeit, 0., Legends of the Dieri and

Kindred Tribes of Central Australia,

100 .

Hiigel, Baron A. v., Maori Feather Box,

111 .

Hunting, Dinkas, 153.

Hypnotism, 36.

I.

Ibo, ‘ Mbari ’ Festival, 106.

Ice, Agency of, 309.

Idols
;
Domestic, Easter Island, 46, 96 :

Kikuyu, 262.

Image.s, Clay, Kikuyu, 262.

Incantations, 107 (167).

16 )



Index.

India, Census of (I'ev.), 83 ;
Sleep induc-

tion in, 87 .

Inheritance, StsEelis, 317.

Initiation Ceremonies, Burreba-burreba,

294.

Institutions, Gold Coast Native {rev.) 206.

International Catalogue of Scientific

Literature {rev.), 9
,
82 .

Ipswich, Excavations on Palaeolithic Site

at, 306; Probable date of Palaeolithic

settlement, 310.

Ireland, A Social History of Ancient

{rev.), 6.

Iron-Smelting; Golos, 164; Jurs, 166.

Italy, Early Civilisation, 27 ;
Metal

working, 27 .

J.

Japan, Prehistoric Ethnology, 201
;

Ueber die Urbewohner von {rev.), 201 .

Jebb, Sir E., Hymn to the Dict^an Zeus,

110 (172).

Johnston, W., and Wright, W., Neolithic

Man in North-East Surrey {rev.), 64 .

Johnston, Sir H. H., The Nile Quest

{rev.), 50 .

Johnston, J. B., Place-names of Scotland

{rev.), 26 .

Joyce, T. A., and Edge-Partington, J.,

Funerary Ornaments from Eubiana, 86.

Joyce, P. W., A Social History of Ancient

Ireland {rev.), 6.

Jur Tribe, Bahr-el-Ghazal, 16-5 ff.

Jurisprudence, Dinkas, 155.

K.

Kabbadias, P., Prehistoric Archeology in

Greece, 112.

Kafir, Animal Superstitions, 115
;

The

Essential {rev.), 58 .

Kamba and Kikuyu Tribes, Notes on,

130 ff.

Kauflfmann, F., Northern Mythology (m-.),

20.

Keller, A. G., Queries in Ethnography

{rev.), 38.

Kermode, P. M. C., Traces of Norse

Mythology in Isle of Man {rer.), 119 .

Kidd, D., The Essential Kafir {rer.), 58.

Kikuyu and Kamba Tribes, Notes on,

130 ff; Further Notes on, 255.

Kilwa Negros, Skull Capacity of, 272.

Kinship, 53 ;
Origin of idea of, 2 (9),

and Marriage in Early Arabia {rev.), 18 .

Kirundi, Language, 84 .

Kitchen Middens, Siciatl, 34.

Kits Coty House, 23.

Koganei, Prof., Ueber die Urbewohner

von Japan {rev.), 201.

Kfiz, M., Beitrage ziir Kenntniss der

Quartarzeit in Mahren {rev.), 25.

L.

Laidlaw, P. C., Some varieties of the Os

calcU, 103 (157).

Lake-Dwellings, 27 .

Landor, A. H. S., Gems of the East {rev.),

99 .

Lang, A., New South Wales Stone Chu-

ringa, 55 ;
Problem of painted pebbles

of Mas d’Azil, 22
;
Theory of Arunta

Totemism, 44 .

Language, Eecord of Savage, 103 (160)

;

see also Linguistics, Vocabularies.

Latcham, E. E., Notes on the Physical

characteristics of the Araucanos, 170;

Notes on an ancient Skull from the

Chilian Andes, 54
;

Notes on some

ancient Chilian Skulls and other re-

mains, 234.

Layard, N. F., Further Excavations on a

Palaeolithic Site at Ipswich, 306.

Leather work, Kikuyu, 257.

Legends, of the Dieri and Kindred Tribes

of Central Australia, 100; Malay, 14
;

Santa Cruz, 223 ff
;

Sfciatl, 33, 36 ff

;

Sk’auLits, 363; StsEelis, 336.

Lewis, A. L., The Coldrum Monument,

23 .

Linguistics, Burreba-burreba, 291 ; Easter

Island, 1
;

Eteocretan, 110 (174);

Kamba, 140; Kikuyu, 140; Earundi,

84 ;
New South Wales, 284 ;

Ngimawal, 294 ;
Sfciatl, 36 ;

Sk’aiilits,

368; StsEelis, 335; Swahili, 140;

Teita, 140 ;
Wiradyuri, 286.

( 7 )



Index.

Livi, E., on Physical Deterioration, 103

(156).

Lord’s Prayer, Sk'atilit Translation, 375.

Lotus Ornament, 110 (171).

M.

Maclean, M., The Literature of the Celts

{rev.), 207.

Madagascar, Thirty years in {rev.), 122 .

Magatese, Animal Superstitions, 115 .

Magic, 44, 205 ;
Babylonia, 1

9

;
Defini-

tion of, 107
;

Dinkas, 159; Human,

107 (166); IHkuyu, 261; Mimetic,

107 (165); Morocco, 211; Natural,

107 ;
Origin of Moorish Designs, 211

;

Productive, Dieri, 125 ;
Productive,

Easter Island, 1 (6) ;
Siam, 1 3

;

StsEelis, 3.30
;
Sympathetic, 107 (166) ;

Sympathetic, Golos, 164; Terminology

107
;

Theurgic, 107 (166); Views

of Dr. Frazer and Mr. Marett, 107 .

Maiden Castle, Flint arrowhead from,

105 .

Malay, Legends of Bukit Dato B^ti'i

Gedong, 14
;
JIusical Instruments, 89

;

Eeligion, 89
;

see also Pahang.

Man, Mythology in Isle of {rev.) 119 ;

Origin of, 90
;

in Europe, 25
;
Neo-

lithic in North-East Surrey {rev.), 64
;

Palaeolithic in Isle of Might, 1 10 (171).

ManomTier, Method of estimating Skull

Capacity, 266.

Maori, Feather Box, 111
;
Flageolet, 4 .

Maps, Dinka, 161.

Marett, Mr., Views on Magic, 107 .

Marriage, Australia, 103 (159) ;
Kinship

and, in Early Arabia {rev.), 18 .

Marriage Customs, Dinkas, 150; Golos,

163; Kikuyu, 264; Melanesia, 223;
StsEelis, 318.

Marriage Prohibition, Origin of, 2.

Marriage regulations, Burreba-burreba,

294 ; Totems and, 68 .

iNIartin, E. F., Notes on some Native

objects from Northern Nigeria, 11.

Masai, ,131 ff; Circumcision Ceremony
among the Naivasha, 167.

Mas d’Azil, Painted Pebbles from, 22.

( 8 )

Mason, 0. T., Aboriginal American

Basketry {rev.), 71 .

Mathews, E. H., The Wiradyuri and

other Languages of New South Wales,

284.

Matthews, T. T., Thirty Years in Mada-

gascar {rev.), 122.

Medicine, Dinkas, 156; Golos, 165.

MedicineMen, Kikuyu, 262 ;
South Africa,

115 .

Medicine Societies, 48 (76).

Melanesia, 29 ;
Native Stories, 223.

Melos, see Phylakopi.

Mentuhetep, Temple of, 43 .

Migrations, Polynesia, 79 .

Milk, food of warriors at circumcision,

167.

Minkani, Dieri mura-mura, 124.

Mocha Island, Three Skulls from, 252 ff.

Montelius, 0., Evolution of Lotus Orna-

ment, 110 (171); Geometric Period in

Greece, 110 (174).

Months, names of, Siciatl, 34; StsEelis,

334.

Moravia, 25.

Mortuary Customs, see Death Ceremonies.

Mud Figures, Tientsin, 47 .

Mura-Mura, Legend of, 103 .

Murray, A. S., 35.

Museiuns, Plea for co-operation between,

12 ;
Eelationship of, to Study of

Anthropology, 10.

Music, 80
;
Dinkas, 161 ;

Golos, 164.

Musical Instruments, Malay, 89 .

Mythology, Isle of Man, 119
;
Northern,

20 .

Myths, Arunta, 44
;

Sk’aulits, 368 ff

;

StsEelis, 336 ;
Sun, 39, 225, 345; Star,

231 ; see also Legends.

N.

Nagualism, 48 (77), 53 (84), 107

(166); see also SuUaism.

Naming Customs, Kikuyu, 264 ;
StsEelis,

322.

Naqada, Eoyal Tomb at, 110 (171);

Skull Capacity of Crania, 269 ff.

Nature Spirits, Kikuyu, 263,



Index.

Naue, J., Die Vorromischen Schwerter

aus Kupfer, Bronze iincl Eisen (r^r.),

24 .

Navigation, 45 .

Neolithic, Implements in Thames Valley,

10 ;
Man in North-East Surrey (rci;.),

64 .

New Guinea, Cook Daniels Expedition,

114
;
Drawings by Natives of, 21 .

New South Wales, Churinga, 55 ;
Lan-

guages, 284.

New Zealand, Feather Box, 111
;

Flageolet, 4 .

Ngunawal, Language, 294 fF.

Nigeria, “ Mbari ” festival, 106
;
Native

objects from, 11.

Nigrescence, Indices of, Naval Boys,

95.

Nile Quest, The (»'cr.), 50.

Norw’ay, Physical Anthropology, 205.

Nudity at Circumcision, 1C8.

Numerals, Siciatl, 69 ;
StsEclis, 335.

Nusa, Eice-Sheller from, 79.

O.

Obituary, Spencer, 3; Murray, 35.

Oceania. See Bnlaa, Death Ceremonies,

Easter Island, Fijians, Fire-walking,

Genealogies, Ghosts, Houses, Lin-

guistics, Magic, Marriage, ^Melanesia,

New Guinea, New Zealand, Pacific,

Polynesia, Kain - Making, Eeligion,

Eubiana, Santa Cruz, Savage Island,

Solomon Islands, Technology, Torres

Straits.

Ochre, red, discovered at Ipswich,

309.

O’Ferrall, W., Native Stories from Santa

Cruz and Eeef Island, 223.

Omens, Golo, 164.

Ordeal, Scotland, 97.

Ornament, Dinka, 149; Kamlja, 139;

Kikuyu, 134; Lotus, 110 (171);

Moravia, 25 (42) ;
Solomon Islands,

86 .

Orthography, System of, 285.

Owl, Folklore of, 81 (121).

i

P-

Pacific, Observations of a Naturalist in

the {rev.), 205 .

Pahang, Stone Implements from, 34 .

Pain, Endurance of, at circumcision, 169.

Painted Pebbles of Mas d’Azil, 22

;

Vases at Palaikastro, 110 (174).

Palseolithic, Implements in Thames

Valley, 10
;
Man in Isle of Wight,

110 (171); Site at Ipswich, 306.

Palaikastro, Excavations at, 110 (172);

Painted Vases from, 110 (174).

Pantheism, Siam, 13.

Paraguayan Chaco, Indians of {rev.), 49 .

Parkinson, E., A Stone Eice-Sheller from

Nusa, 79 .

Patination, Flint Implements, 308.

Pearson, K., Dr. Beddoe’s reply to, 277 ;

and Lee, Method of estimating Skull

Capacity, 267.

Pelletier, Mme., Method of Estimating

Skull Capacity, 267.

Perthes, Boucher de, 102.

Peru, Ancient Art, 204
;
Hafted Copper

Implements, 52
;
Pottery Vases from,

32 .

Petrie, W. M. F., Beads from Buluwayo,

70 ;
Etymology of Scarab, 110 (

171 );

Excavations at Ehnasya, 77 .

Philippine Islands, 99.

Phonology, Sfciatl, 59.

Phratries, 44
,
53

, 294 ;
Distribution of,

2 .

Physical Anthropology, 113 . See also

Anthropometry, Araucanos, Australia,

Brain, British Isles, Cephalic Index,

Chili, Chilian Skulls, Cranial Deforma-

tion, Craniology, Eskimo, Europe, Eye

Colour, Finland, France, Hair Colour,

He;id Form, IHlwa, Mocha, Nigres-

cence, Pigmentation, Eaces, Eussia,

Serena, Skeletons, Skin Colour, Skulls,

Skull Capacity, Skull Stand, Soma-

tology, Spain, Sumatrans, Sweden,

Teeth, Veddahs, Whitechapel, Wor-

barrow'.

Phylakopi, Excavations at (rev.), 59.

Physical Deterioration, 103 ,
109 .

( 9 )



Index.

Pictographs, Argentine, 5

1

.

Pigmentation, Europe, 199 ff. See also

Ej-e, Hair and Skin Colour.

Pigorini, L., Le piii antiche ci\’ilta dell’

Italia (rev.), 27.

Pithecanthropus erectus, 17.

Place-Names, Scotland, 26 .

Polygamy, Araucanos, 171 ;
Dinkas, 150.

Polynesia, Migrations, 79 , Nusa, 79 .

Polytheism, Kikuyu, 2C3.

Population, India, 83 .

Portugal, Dolmens in, 16
;

Physical

Anthropology, 198.

Portugalia; Materiaes para o estudo do

povo portuguez {rev.), 16 .

Possession, Kikuyu, 262.

Pottery, Amazon, 32
;

Argentine, 51
;

Beni-Hasan, 67
;
Golos, 164; Morocco,

215 ;
Peru, 32 .

Poulton, E. B., Paleolithic Man in the

Isle of Wight, 110 (171).

Powell, Major, 48, 327.

Praises, Excavations at, 110 (173).

Prayer, Kikuyu, 264 ;
Lord’s, Sk'aiilit,

375.

Prohibition, StsEelis, 319; see alfo Mar-

riage Prohibition.

Psychology, 36
,
73 .

Puberty Customs, Sfciatl, 32 ff ; StsEelis,

319.

Purification, Kikuyu, 264.

Q.

Quarters, Names of, StsEelis, 334.

Quaternary, Moravia, 25 .

Quiroza, A., La Cruz in America {rer.),

108 .

Pv.

Eaces of Europe, Distribution of, 201 ff.

Races, Les Six, eomposant la population

actuelle de I’Europe, 181.

Rainbow, Dieri, 113.

Rain-making, Dieri, 125; Santa Cruz,
225.

’

Read, C. H., Two Pottery Vases from the
Upper Amazon, Peru, 32 .

Reef Islands, Native Stories from, 223.

Religion, 46
,
107

;
Dinka, 157 ;

Egypt,

77 ;
Golo, 164; Ibo, 106

;
Kikujm,

261 ff; Malay, 89
;
Solomon Islands,

86 (131); StsEelis, 329 ;
Torres Straits,

98 (150); see also Avoidance, Budd-

hism, Burial Customs, Castes, Circum-

cision, Folklore, Ghosts, Initiation,

Magic, Medicine, Possession, Prohi-

bition, Rain-making, Spirits, Totemism.

Ribbe, C., Zwei Jahre unter den Kanni-

balen der Salomon-Inseln (rev.), 92.

Ripley, W., View on the Races of Europe,

183.

Risley, H. H., and Gait, E. A., Census of

India, 1901 (rev.), 83.

Rivers, W. H. R., Funeral Customs of the

Todas, 103 (160) ;
see also Ward, J.

Robertson-Smith, AV., Kinship and Mar-

riage in Early Arabia (rev.), 18 .

Rock-hewn Tombs, Egypt, Date of, 67.

Rock-paintings, Argentine, 51.

Rome, Excavations, 41 .

Ropes, Sfciatl, 28.

Royal Navy, Somatology of 800 Boys in

Training for the, 92.

Rubiana, see Solomon Islands.

Russia, Physical Anthropology, 193,

197 ff

Rutot, A., Coup d’oeil sur I’etat des con-

naissances relatives aux IndiLstries de

la pierre (rev.), 72.

S.

Sacrifices, Golo, 165; Kikuyu, 263.

Saiyids, Origin of, 14.

Salish Stock, Ethnology of, 20, 311.

Santa Cruz, Native Stories from, 223;

Origin of Natives, 226.

Savage Island and its people (rev.), 7.

Scarab, Etymology of, 110 (171).

Schliz, A., FranMsche und Alamannische

Kunstatigkeit in friihen Mittelalter

{rev.), 91 .

Schmidt, V., Latest Discoveries in Pre-

historic Science in Denmark, 110 (
175 ).

' Schwalbe, 6., Die Vorgeschichte des

I Menschen {rev.), 17 .
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Index.

Scotland, Cairns and Cists, 110 (176);

Iron Age, 103 (118); Place-names,

26
;

Trial by Ordeal, 97.

Script, Easter Island, 1, 78 ;
Introduc-

tion of Hieroglyphic, 37 ;
see also

Mas d’Azil.

Sea-Dyak Love Philtre, 207.

Seasons, Sfciatl, 33 ;
StsEelis, 334.

Seclusion of Children, Sfciatl, 25,

32.

Seligmann, C. G., Progress of Cook

Daniels Expedition to New Guinea,

114.

Serena Skulls, Measurements, 253.

Sewell, E. B. S., Some variations of the

Astralagus, 103 (107).

Sexes, Separation of, Kikuyu, 256.

Shamanism, 107 (166); Sfciatl, 26;

StsEelis, 326, 331 ;
Sk-aiilits, 367.

Shelford, E. H., see Howell, W.

Siam, Dynastic Genius of, 13,

Siberia, Stone Implements, 95.

Sfciatl of British Columbia, Ethnology of,

20 .

Siebert, 0., see Howitt, A. W.
Silures, 69.

Sk-aiilits of British Columbia, Ethnology

of, 311 ;
Origin of, 363.

Skeletons, Determination of Stature of,

183.

Skin Colour, Araucanos, 172.

Skull Capacity, Araucano, 176; English,

280 ;
Kilwa Negros, 272 ;

Manouvrier’s

method of estimating, 266 ;
A method

of estimating by Peripheral Measures,

266 ;
Pearson and Lee’s method of

estimating, 267 ;
Pelletier’s method of

estimating, 267 ;
Sumatrans, 272 ;

Whitechapel Crania, 281 ;
Worbarrovv

Crania, 272.

Skull Stand for photographic purposes,

113 .

Skulls, Chihan, 54
,
234.

Sky, Origin of, Dieri, 108.

Sleep induction, India, 87.

Smith, G. E., The Persistence in the

Human Brain of certain features

usually supposed to be distinctive of

Apes, 103 (157).

(11 )

Smith, P., Niue-fekai (or Savage) Island

and its people {rev.), 7 .

Snake Folklore, 81
,
88

,
115 .

Social Organisation, Burreba - burreba,

294 ; StsEelis, 317.

Sociology, StsEelis, 317 ;
see also Adultery,

Age Classes, Agriculture, Austerities,

Avoidance, Birth Customs, Castes, Cir-

cumcision, Civilisation, Class names.

Currency, Descent, Divorce, Endogamy,

Ethics, Exogamy, Feasts, Gens, Gold

Coast, Inheritance, Initiation, Institu-

tions, Jurisprudence, Kinship, Marriage,

Naming Customs, Phratries, Polygamy,

Prohibition, Seclusion, Sexes, Social

Organisation, Totemism, Tribal Di-

visions, Tribal Marks.

Solomon Islands, 92 ;
Cook Daniels Ex-

pedition, 114
;

Funerary Ornaments,

86 ;
Two years among the Cannibals

of {rev.), 92.

Somatology of 800 boys in training for

the Eoyal Navy, The, 93. See also

Physical Anthropology.

Somerset, A Copper Celt from Staple

Fitzpaine, 5.

Songs, Baluba, 80
;

Dieri, 119; Dinka,

161.

Sorcery, 107 (166). See Magic.

Spain, Physical Anthropology, 198.

Speech, ceremonies connected with,

Dinkas, 152.

Spells, 107 (167).

Spencer, B.,and Gillen, F. J., The North-

ern Tribes of Central Australia (rer.),

93 .

Spencer, Herbert, 3.

Spirits, Ancestral, Dieri, 102; Australia,

68 ;
Belief in, Kikuyu, 262 ; Reef

Island, 228; StsEelis, 321; Tutelary,

48 (76).

Spirit worship, 107.

Spiritualism, 36.

Star Myths, Reef Island, 231.

Statuette, Gold, Ehnasya, 77.

Stature, rules for calculating, 195.

Stoll, O., Suggestion und Hypnotismus

in der Volkerpsychlogie {rev.), 36 .

Stones, Holy, Santa Cruz, 226.
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Stone Age, 72
,
101 .
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;
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